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AFOR.T. 88-0212

I. INTRODUCTION

Universal Energy Systems, Inc. (UES) was awarded the United States

Air Force Summer Faculty Research Program on August 15, 1984. The
contract is funded under the Air Force Systems Command by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research.

The program has been in existance since 1978 and has been 'conducted
by several different contractors. The success of the program is evident
from its history of expansion since 1978.

The Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) provides opportunities
for research in the physical sciences, engineering, life sciences,
business, and administrative sciences. The program has been effective in
providing basic research opportunities to the faculty of universities,
colleges, and technical institutions throughout the United States.

The program is available to faculty members in all academic grades:
instructor, assistant professor, professor, department chairman, and
research facility directors. It has proven especially beneficial to
young faculty members who are starting their academic research programs
and to senior faculty members who have spent time in university
administration and are desirous of returning to scholarly research
programs.

Beginning with the 1982 program, research opportunities were
provided for 17 graduate students. The. 1982 pilot student program was
highly successful and was expanded in 1983 to 53 students; there were 84
graduate students in the 1984 program.

In the previous programs, the graduate students were selected along
with their professors to work on the program. Starting with the 1985
program, the graduate students were selected on their own merits. They
were assigned to be supervised by either a professor on the program or by
an engineer at the Air Force Laboratories participating in the program.
There were 92 graduate students selected for the 1985 program.

Again in the 198§ program, the graduate students were selected on
their own merits, and assigned to be supervised by either a professor on
the program or by an engineer at the participating Air Force Laboratory.
There were 100 graduate students selected for the 1986 program.

Follow-on research opportunities have been developed for a large
percentage of the participants in the Summer Faculty Research Program in
1979-1983 period through an AFOSR Minigrant Program.

On I September 1983, AFOSR replaced the Minigrant Program with a
new Research Initiation Program. The Research Initiation Program
provides follow-on research awards to home institutions of SFRP
participants. Awards were made to approximately 50 researchers in 1983.
The awards were for a maximum of $12,000 and a duration of one year or
less. Substantial cost sharing by the schools contributes significantly
to the value of the Research Initiation Program. In 1984 there were
approximately 80 Research Initiation awards.
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PREFACE

The nit-d State- Air- force Summer Faculty Research Program

(USAF-SFRP) is a program designed to introduce university, college, and

technical institute faculty members to Air Force research. This is

accomplished by the faculty members being selected on a nationally

advertised competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer

intersession period to perform research at Air Force

laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air ,.

Force facility mutually agreed upon by the faculty members and the Air

Force. In addition to compensation, travel and cost of living allowances 0

are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored by the Air Force Office of

Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, United States Air Force,

and is conducted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1987 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for Scientists and Engineers

holding Ph.D. degrees to participate in research at the Air

Force Weapons Laboratory;
121.

" (2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the

Scholars and their professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air

Force;-,

(21) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of

Scientists and Engineers especially as these relate to Air

Force technical interests. A

During the summer of 1987, 159-faculty members participated. These

researchers were assigned to 25 USAF laboratories/centers across the %

country. This three volume document is a compilation of the final

reports written by the assigned faculty members about their summer

research efforts.
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LIST OF 1987 PARTICIPANTS

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dr. Suresh K. Aggarwal Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace Eng., 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: APL
Univ. of Illinois at Chicago
P 0 Box 4348
Chicago, IL 60680 A
(312) 996-2235/5317

Dr. Gurbux S. Alag Degree: Ph.D., Systems Eng., 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Systems Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: RPL
Western Michigan University
1940 Howard Street, #410
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
(616) 383-1538

Dr. John W. Amoss Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1972
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineeering
Dept. of Systems Science Assigned: AL
University of West Florida
Pensacola, FL 32514
(904) 474-2547

Dr. Victor H. Appel Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1959
Associate Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Educational Psychology Assigned: HRL/MO
Univ. of Texas at Austin
Austin, TX 78712
(512) 471-4155

Dr. Xavier J.R. Avula Degree: Ph.D., Engineering Mechanics
Associate Professor 1968
Dept. of Engineering Mechanics Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
University of Missouri-Rolla Assigned: HRL/MO
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4585

Dr. Francesco L. Bacchialoni Degree: Ph.D., Ingegnerid, 1946
Associate Professor Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: HRL/MO
University of Lowell
1 University Avenue
Lowell, MA 02173
(617) 452-5000
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Dr. Praphulla K. Bajpai Degree: Ph.D., Immunophysiology,
Professor 1965
Dept. of Biology Specialty: Immunology
University of Dayton Assigned: AAMRL -1
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3029

Dr. Vernon L. Bakke Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1971
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Math. Science Assigned: AL
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, AR 72701
(501) 575-4531

Dr. Shankar S. Bale Degree: Ph.D., Genetics, 1971
Professor Specialty: Genetics
Dept. of Science and Math Assigned: AAMRL
Saint Paul's College
Lawrenceville, VA 23868-1299
(804) 848-3111

Dr. William W. Bannister Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
Professor 1961
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Organic Chemistry
University of Lowell Assigned: ESC
Lowell, MA 01824
(617) 452-5000

Prof. Beryl L. Barber Degree: MS, Electronic Eng., 1961
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electronic Eng. Tech. Assigned: RADC
Oregon Institute of Technology
3201 Campus Drive
Klamath Falls, OR 97601-7791
(503) 882-6321

Dr. William M. Bass Degree: Ph.D., Physical Anthropology
Professor 1961
Dept. of Anthropology Specialty: Physical Anthropology
The University of Tennessee Assigned: ESC
252 South Stadium Hall -%

Knoxville, TN 37996 .%

(615) 974-4408
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Dr. Bryan R. Becker Degree: Ph.D., Engineering Science,
Associate Professor 1979
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Specialty: Engineering Science
Rose-Hulman Institute Assigned: APL
5500 Wabash Avenue -
Terre Haute, IN 47803
(812) 877-1511

Dr. Charles Bell Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng.,
Professor 1965
Dept. of Engineering Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Arkansas State University Assigned: AD
P 0 Drawer 1080
State University, AR 72467-1080
(501) 972-2088

Prof. Kweku K. Bentil Degree: M.S., Building Construction,
Associate Professor 1975
School of Building Construction Specialty: Building Construction
University of Florida Assigned: LMC
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-5965

Dr. David E. Betounes Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1978
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Mathematics Department Assigned: AD
Univ. of Southern Mississippi
S.S. Box 5045 '
Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5045
(601) 266-4293

Prof. Phillip A. Bishop Degree: Ed.D., Exercise Physiology,
Assistant Professor 1983
Area of HPER Specialty: Exercise Physiology
University of Alabama Assigned: SAM
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-9909 B
(205) 348-8370

Dr. Jerome W. Blaylock Degree: Ph.D., Computer Science,
Associate Professor 1982
Dept. of Computing & A.S. Specialty: Computer Science
Texas Southern University Assigned: LMC
3100 Cleburne Avenue
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 527-7011
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Dr. John W. Bopp Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: AD
Nazareth College
4245 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14610
(716) 586-2525

Dr. Kevin Bowyer Degree: Ph.D. Computer Science, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Computer Sci. & Eng. Assigned: RADC
University of South Florida
4202 E. Fowler Avenue
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-3032

Mr. Lee I. Britt Degree: M.S., Physics, 1978
Instructor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: AEDC
Grambling State University
Grambling, LA 71245
(318) 274-2575

Mr. Richard H. Brown Degree: M.S., Physiology, 1963
Associate Professor Specialty: Physiology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: OEHL
Ouachita Baptist University
Box 3686
Arkadelphia, PA 71923
(501) 246-4531 A
Dr. Robert A. Buchl Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1971
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy Assigned: AD
Univ. of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Eau Claire, WI 54702-4004
(715) 836-2272

Dr. Charles M. Bump Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
Assistant Professor 1979
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Hampton University Assigned: FJSRL
P 0 Box 6483
Hampton, VA 23668
(804) 727-5330

vi I1
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Dr. Allan R. Burkett Degree: Ph.D., Inorganic Chemistry, 4
Associate Professor 1972
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Inorganic Chemistry
Dillard University Assigned: RPL
2601 Gentilly Blvd. 1
New Orleans, LA 70122
(504) 283-8822

Dr. Ronald V. Canfield Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1975 -
Professor Specialty: Statistics
Dept. of Applied Science Assigqned: RADC
Utah State University
UMC 42002601 Gentilly Blvd.
Utah State University, UT 84233
(801) 750-2434

Dr. Patricia A. Carlson Degree: Ph.D., Literature/Language,
Professor/Di rector 1973
Dept. of Humanities Specialty: Literature/Language
Rose-Hulman Inst. of Technology Assigned: HRL/LR
5500 Wabash Avenue -
Terre Haute, IN 47803 %,
(812) 877-1511 %,'

Dr. Kwo-Sun Chu Degree: Ph.D., Theoretical Physics,
Chairman 1974
Dept. of Physics & Comput. Sci. Specialty: Theoretical Physics
Talladega College Assigned: ML
Talladega, AL 35160

SL) 362-0206 'V

Dr. David Y. Chung Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1966
Professor Specialty: Theoretical Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: FJSRL ".
Howard University S-

Washington, DC 20059 •
(202) 636-7903

Dr. Robert W. Courter Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace Eng., 1965
Associate Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: AD
Louisiana State University
CEBA 2513D
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(504) 388-5891

S
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Dr. Bruce A. Craver Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: ML
University of Dayton
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2219

Prof. William K. Curry Degree: M.S., Computer Sci., 1976
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science

Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: AL
Rose-Hulman Inst. of Technology
5500 Wabash Ave.
Terre Haute, IN 47803
(812) 877-1511

Dr. Phanindramohan Das Degree: Ph.D., Meteorology, 1963
Professor Specialty: Meteorology P
Dept. of Meteorology Assigned: ESD
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX 77843
(409) 845-0633

Dr. Bruce A. DeVantier Degree: Ph.D., Civil Eng., 1983
Assistant Professor Specialtvy: Civil Engineering
Dept. of Civil En4. & Mechanics Assigned: ML
S. Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901 :%

(618) 536-2368

Dr. Elvis E. Deal Degree: Ph.D., Industrial Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Industrial Engineering
Dept. of Industrial Engineering Assigned: OEHL
University of Houston
4800 Calhoun a

Houston, TX 77004
(713) 749-4487

Dr. Suhrit K. Dey Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace Eng., 1970
eProfessor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: AEDC
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 581 -3217
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Dr. Ronna E. Dillon Degree: Ph.D., Educational
Professor Psychology, 1978

Depts. of Educational Psychology Specialty: Educational Psychology
and Psychology Assigned: HRL/MO -

Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 536-7763

Dr. Ravinder Diwan Degree: Ph.D., Metallurgy, 1973
Professor Specialty: Metallurgy
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: ML
Southern University
Baton Rouge, LA 70813
(504) 771-4701

Dr. Verlynda S. Dobbs Degree: Ph.D., Computer Sci., 1985 .,
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: AL
Wright State University
414 Fawcett
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2491

Dr. F. Carroll Dougherty Degree: Ph.D., Aeronautical/
Assistant Professor Astronautical Engr., 1985 0
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
University of Colorado Assigned: AEDC
Campus Box 429
Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 492-8464

Dr. John M. Dunn Degree: Ph.D., Applied Physics, 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Applied Physics
Dept. of Elec. & Compt. Eng. Assigned: RADC
University of Colorado
Campus Box 425 g
Boulder, CO 80309
(303) 492-5487

Dr. Thomas A.W. Dwyer Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1971
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Aero & Astro Eng. Assigned: WL
University of Illinois
104 S. Mathews Avenue
Urbana, IL 61801
(217) 244-0720

ix
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Dr. Kiah Edwards Degree: Ph.D., Molecular Biology,
Professor 1974
Dept. of Biology Specialty: Molecular Biology
Texas Southern University Assigned: OEHL
3100 Cleburne Street
Houston, TX 77004
(713) 527-7829

Dr. Marco A. Egoavil Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1981
Associate Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: AEDC
University of Puerto Rico
Mayaguez, PR 00709
(809) 834-4040

Dr. Ira Elder Degree: Ph.D., Applied Mathematics
Professor 1979
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Eastern New Mexico University Assigned: WL
Portales, NM 88130
(505) 356-6208

Dr. Ramez Elmasri Degree: Ph.D., Computer Science,
Assistant Professor 1980
Dept. of Computer Science Specialty: Computer Science
Univ. of Houston Assigned: RADC
Houston, TX 77036
(713) 749-2630

Dr. John E. Erdei Degree: Ph.D., Condensed Matter,
Assistant Professor 1983
Dept. of Physics Specialty: Physics
University of Dayton Assigned: APL
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2318

Dr. Joseph J. Feeley Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1980
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: AD
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID 83843
(208) 885-7482

a
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Dr. Wilton Flemon Degree: Ph.D., Physical Organic
Associate Professor Chemistry, 1970
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Physical Organic Chemistry
Metropolitan State College Assigned: RPL
Denver, CO 80204
(303) 556-2838

Dr. Dennis R. Flentge Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Associate Professor 1974
Dept. of Math/Science Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Cedarville College Assigned: APL
Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314-0601
(513) 766-2211

Dr. Luther D. Flippen, Jr. Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical and Assigned: RPL
Nuclear Engineering

Mississippi State University
P 0 Drawer ME
Mississippi State, MS 39759
(601) 325-3412

Dr. Lee A. Flippin Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
Assistant Professor 1980
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Organic Chemistry
San Francisco State Univ. Assigned: AFGL ,.
San Francisco, CA 94132
(415) 469-1627 t ..

Dr. Lionel R. Friedman Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1961 a

Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Electrical Eng. Assigned: RADC
Worcester Polytechnic Inst.
100 Institute Road
Worcester, MA 01609
(415) 469-1627

Dr. John W. Gilmer Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Assistant Professor 1984
Polymer Science Program Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Penn State University Assigned: ML
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-1487

xiI 9..
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Dr. Stephen 3. Gold Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1969 ,
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: FJSRL
South Dakota State University
P 0 Box 2220
Brookings, SO 57007
(605) 688-4419

Dr. Michael R. Gorman Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Engineering Mechanics Assigned: RPL
Univ. of Lincoln-Nebraska
216 Bancroft Hall
Lincoln, NE 68588-0347
(402) 472-2397 "

Dr. Benjamin Gottlieb Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1964
Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Science Assigned: AFGL
Bishop College
3837 Simpson Stuart Road
Dallas, TX 75042
(214) 372-8773

Or. Gary M. Graham Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: FDL
Ohio University
261 Stocker
Athens, OH 45701
(614) 593-1556

Mr. William M. Grissom Degree: M.S., Mechanical Eng., 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Physics Assigned: AEDC
Morehouse College
630 Westview Dr., S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-2800

Dr. Timothy A. Grogan Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical and Assigned: RADC
Computer Engineering

University of Cincinnati
ML#30 898 Rhodes Hall
Cincinnati, OH 45245
(513) 475-2349 A

A
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Dr. Vijay K. Gupta Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1969 ,7
Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: ML
Central State University
Wilberforce, OH 45384
(513) 376-6423

Dr. Narayan C. Halder Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1963
Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: AL
University of South Florida
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-2781

Dr. Kenneth R. Halliday Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng, 1977
Associate Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: ML
Ohio University
259 Stocker Center
Athens, OH 45701
(614) 593-1557

Dr. Elmer C. Hansen Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: AD
University of Florida
222 MEB J.

Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0827

Dr. David Hart Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1980
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: FL
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-4851

Dr. Terence Hines Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1978
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: HRL/OT
Pace University
Pleasantville, NY 10570
(914) 741-3791

xiii
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Dr. Albert Hirschberg Degree: Ph.D., Organic Chemistry,
Professor 1960
Dept. of Chemistry Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Long Island University Assigned: FJSRL
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(516) 536-5719

Dr. Robert Hoffman Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1978
Associate Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: AFGL
Adelphi Univ.
Garden City, NY 11530
(516) 663-1055

Dr. James Hoffmaster Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1970
Chairman Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: AD
Gonzaga University
Spokane, WA 99205
(509) 328-2416

Dr. Gwendolyn Howze Degree: Ph.D., Molecular Biology, V
Associate Professor 1974
Dept. of Biology Specialty: Physics
Texas Southern University Assigned: AD
Houston, TX 77054
(713) 795-0280

Dr. Mayer Humi Degree: Ph.D., Applied Math, 1970
Associate Professor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Dept. of Math Assigned: AFGL V
WPI
Worcester, MA 01609
(617) 755-3777

Dr. Peter Jeffers Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1964
Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: ESC
S.U.N.Y.
Cortland, NY 13045
(607) 753-2903

'S

Dr. Gordon Johnson Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1972
Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Physics Assigned: ML
Walla Walla College
College Place, WA 99324
(509) 527-2881I

xiv



Dr. Louis Johnson Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1973
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: RADC
Oklahoma State Univ.
Tryon, OK 74875
(918) 375-2374

Dr. William Jordon Degree: Ph.D., Interdis. Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Engineering
Dept. of Engineering Assigned: ML
Louisiana Tech. Univ.
Ruston, LA 71272
(318) 257-4304

Dr. William Kauder Degree: Ph.D., Accounting, 1982 r
Assistant Professor Specialty: Business Administration
Dept. of Accounting Assigned: LMC
North Carolina A&T State Univ.
Greensboro, NC 27411
(919) 294-4539

Dr. John Kenney Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Assistant Professor 1979
Dept. of Physical Sciences Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Eastern New Mexico University Assigned: RPL
Portales, NM 88130
(505) 562-2152

Dr. Yong Kim Degree: Ph.D., Civil Eng., 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Civil Engineering
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: ESC
Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C. 20904
(301) 635-5164

Dr. Charles Kimble Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1972
Associate Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: AAMRL
University of Dayton
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2168

xv
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Dr. Jerome Knopp Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Engineering Assigned: WL"
University of Missouri
Independence, MO 64050-1799
(913) 276-1278

Dr. Lawrence Koons Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1956
Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: FJSRL
Tuskegee University
Tuskegee, AL 36088
(205) 727-8835

Dr. Henry Kurtz Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1977 I'
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: FJSRL
Memphis State Univ.
Memphis, TN 38107
(901) 454-2630

Dr. Thomas Lalk Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1972
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: APL
Texas A&M Univ.
College Station, TX 77840
(409) 693-9495

Dr. Dan Landis Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1963
Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: DEOMI-.
Univ. of Mississippi
University, MS 38677
(601) 236-2441

Dr. Steven Leon Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1971
Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: AFGL

Southeastern Massachusettes ..
North Dartmouth, MA 02747
(617) 999-8320

xvi



Dr. David Ludwig Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1971 -

Assistant Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: SAM
Univ. of North Carolina
Greensboro, NC 27412-5001
(919) 334-5749

Dr. Mohammed Maleque Degree: Ph.D., Pharmacology, 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Pharmacology
Dept. of Pharmacology Assigned: SAM
Meharry Medical College
Nashville, TN 37208
(615) 327-6510

Dr. Robert Masingale Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1966 S
Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Sciences and Math Assigned: FJSRL
Jarvis Christian College
Hawkins, TX 75765
(214) 769-2174

Dr. Michael Matthews Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Behavioral Sciences Assigned: HRL/MO
Drury College
Springfield, MO 65802
(417) 865-8731

',

Dr. Alastair McAulay Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1974
Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: AL
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45440
(513) 873-2167

Dr. Barry McConnell Degree: Ph.D., Computer Sci., 1984
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Computer & Info Sci. Assigned: WL
Florida A&M University
Tallahassee, FL 32307
(904) 599-3022

Mr. Oliver McGee Degree: M.S., Eng. Mechanics, 1983
Sr. Research Associate Specialty: Engineering Mechanics
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: FDL
Ohio State University
Gahanna, OH 43230
(614) 476-5035

xvii
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Dr. Daniel Mihalko Degree: Ph.D., Math Statistics, 1977
Associate Professor Specialty: Math Statistics
Dept. of Math & Statistics Assigned: SAM
Western Michigan University --

Kalamazoo, MI 49008
(616) 383-6165

Mr. Augustus Morris Degree: 8.S., Biomedical Eng., 1981
Mathematics Instructor Specialty: Biomedical Engineering
Dept. of Natural Sciences Assigned: AAMRL
Wilberforce University
Wilberforce, OH 45426
(513) 376-2911

Dr. Mary Morton-Gibson Degree: Ph.D., Physiology, 1970
Associate Professor Specialty: Physiology/Biophysics
Dept. of Chemistry/Physics Assigned: SAM
Lock Haven University
Lock Haven, PA 17745
(717) 893-2054

Dr. Lena Myers Degree: Ph.D., Sociology, 1973
Professor Specialty: Sociology
Dept. of Sociology/Social Psych. Assigned: DEOMI
Jackson State University
Jackson, MS 39217
(601) 968-2591 " -

Dr. James Nail Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1976
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Engineering Assigned: AD .,
Mississippi State Univ.
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-3665

Dr. Henry Nebel Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1967
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: AFGL
Alfred University
Alfred, NY 14802
(607) 871-2208

Dr. Maurice Neveu Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1959
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical/Organic Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: FJSRL
State University College 

S

Fredonia, NY 14063
(716) 673-3285 %
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Dr. James Noyes Degree: Ph.D., Computer Sci., 1977
Associate Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Dept. of Math & C.S. Assigned: AL
Wittenberg University
Springfield, OH 45501
(716) 673-3285

Dr. Noel Nussbaum Degree: Ph.D., Biology, 1964
Associate Professor Specialty: Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: AAMRL
Wright State University
Dayton, OH 45401-0927
(513) 426-8935

Dr. Thomas Nygren Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1975
Associate Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: AAMRL
Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43221
(614) 486-7931

Dr. Kurt Oughstun Degree: Ph.D., Optics, 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Optical Sciences
Dept. of Electrical/Computer Assigned: SAM
Engineering

University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53705
(608) 231-3126

..

Dr. Surgounda Patil Degree: Ph.D., Math Stat., 1966
Professor Specialty: Math Statistics
Dept. of Math Assigned: AEDC
Tennessee Technical University
Cookeville, TN 38501
(615) 528-6924

Dr. Martin Patt Degree: M.S., Electrical Eng., 1964
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: AFGL
University of Lowell
Lowell, MA 01854
(617) 452-5000

Dr. William Patten Degree: Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1986
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Eng. Assigned: FDL
University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
(319) 335-5675
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Dr. Ralph Peters Degree: Ph.D., Zoophysiology, 1975
Associate Professor Specialty: Zoology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: SAN
Wichita State University
Wichita, KS 67217
(316) 943-8762

Dr. Randall Peters Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1968
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: WI "L
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, TX 79409
(806) 742-3757

Dr. Gerald Pollack Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1968
Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics/Astronomy Assigned: SAM
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48823 L

M

(517) 353-9590 S

Dr. Spencer Porter Degree: Ph.D., Phys. Chemistry, 1968
Professor Specialty: Physcial Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: ML
Capital Univeristy
Columbus, OH 43209
(614) 236-6107

Dr. Leonard Price Degree: Ph.D., Org. Chemistry, 1962
Chairman Specialty: Organic Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: SAM
Xavier Univ. of Louisiana
New Orleans, LA 77012
(504) 486-7411

Dr. Stephen Pruett Degree: Ph.D., Immunology, 1980 i,

Assistant Professor Specialty: Immunology
Dept. of Biological Sciences Assigned: SAM
Mississippi State University
Mississippi, MS 39762
(601) 325-3120

Dr. Panapkkam Ramamoorthy Degree: Ph.D., Digital Signal
Associate Professor Process, 1977
Dept. of Electrical/Computer Eng. Specialty: Electrical Engineering b
University of Cincinnati Assigned: RADC
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-4247
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Dr. Gandikota Rao Degree: Ph.D., Meteorology, 1965
Professor Specialty: Meteorology
Dept. of Meterology Assigned: AFGL
St. Louis University -
St. Louis, MO 63156
(314) 658-3115

Dr. Donald Robertson Degree: Ph.D., Psychology, 1981
Associate Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: AAMRL
Indiana University of PA
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-4522

Dr. Kenneth Roenker Degree: Ph.D., Solid State Physics,
Associate Professor 1973 N
Dept. of Electrical/Computer Eng. Specialty: Solid State Physics
University of Cincinnati Assigned: AL
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-4461

Dr. Ramendra Roy Degree: Ph.D., Nuclear Engr., 1975
Professor Specialty: Nuclear Engineering
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering Assigned: APL
Arizona State University .
Mesa, AZ 85202
(602) 838-0551

Dr. Paul Rybski Degree: Ph.D., Astronomy, 1972
Assistant Professor Specialty: Astronomy
Dept. of Physics Assigned: AFGL B
University of Wisconsin
Whitewater, WI 53190-1790
(414) 472-5766

Dr. Joseph Saliba Degree: Ph.D., Solid Mechanics, 1983 S
Assistant Professor Specialty: Solid Mechanics
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: FDL
University of Dayton
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3847

Dr. Richard Schori Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1964
Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: SAM
Oregon State University .%.'
Corvallis, OR 97333 S
(503) 754-4686
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Dr. Lawrence Schovanec Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1964
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: RPL
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, TX 79409
(806) 742-1424

2-,,

Dr. William Schulz Degree: Ph.D., Chemistry, 1975
Associate Professor Secialty: Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: ESC
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY 40475
(606) 622-1463

Dr. Nisar Shaikh Degree: Ph.D., Mechanics, 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanics
Dept. of Engr. Mechanics Assigned: ML
Univ. of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588-1347
(402) 472-2384

Dr. Shiva Singh Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1959
Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mech. Engineering Assigned: FDL
Univ. of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506
(606) 257-3825

Dr. Gary Slater Degree: Ph.D., Aerospace Engr., 1971
Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering Assigned: FDL
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-6287

Dr. Timothy Su Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chem., 1971
Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Dept. of Physical Chemistry Assigned: AFGL
Southeastern Massachusetts Univ.
North Dartmouth, MA 02790
(617) 999-8235

Dr. David Sumberg Degree Ph.D., Physics, 1972
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Electrical Engr. Assigned: RADC
Rochester Institute of Tech.
Rochester, NY 14618
(716) 475-6061
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Dr. Wesley Tanaka Degree: Ph.D., Biochemistry, 1974
Associate Professor Specialty: Biochemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: SAM %
University of Wisconsin
Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 836-5388

Dr. Richard Tankin Degree Ph.D., Mechanical Eng., 1960
Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engr. Assigned: APL
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 491-3532

Dr. Joseph Tedesco Degree Ph.D., Civil Engr., 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Civil Engineering
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: ESC
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36849
(205) 826-4320

Dr. Forrest Thomas Degree Ph.D., Chemistry, 1959
Professor Specialty: Chemistry -

Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: FDL
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812
(406) 549-8205

Dr. Howard Thompson Degree Ph.D., Mech. Engr., 1965
Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: FJSRL
Purdue University
W. Lafayette, IN 47907 a,.

(317) 494-5624

Dr. David Townsend Degree Ph.D., Cog. Psychology, 1972
Associate Professor Specialty: Cognitive Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: HRL/LR
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
(201) 783-9407

Dr. Michele Trankina Degree Ph.D., Nutrit. Physiology
Assistant Professor 1982
Dept. of Biology Specialty: Nutritional Physiology
St. Mary's University Assigned: SAM
San Antonio, TX 78284
(512) 436-3241
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Dr. Robert Trenary Degree Ph.D., Computer Science/Math Z
Assistant Professor 1987
Dept. of Computer Sci. & Math Specialty: Computer Science
Western Michigan University Assigned: AL
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
(616) 383-6151

Dr. Dennis Truax Degree Ph.D., Civil Eng., 1986
Assistant Professor Specialtv: Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering Assigned: ESC
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Mississippi State Univeristy
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-3050

Dr. John Uhlarik Degree Ph.D., Psychology, 1970
Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: HRL/OT
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66506
(913) 532-6850

Dr. P. Vaidya Degree Ph.D., Acoustics, 1969
Associate Professor Specialty: Acoustics
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Assigned: ESC %
Washington State Univ.
Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-7436

Dr. Joseph Verducci Degree: Ph.D., Statistics, 1982
Assistant Professor Specialty: Statistics
Dept. of Statistics Assigned: OEHL
Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-3886

Dr. Robert Voigt Degree: Ph.D., Metallurgical Engr.,
Associate Professor 1981
Metallurgy Specialty: Metallurgical Engineering
Dept. of Mechanical Engr. Assigned: ML
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS 66045
(913) 864-3181

xxiv



Dr. Keith Walker Degree: Ph.D., Physics, 1971,*
Professor Specialty: Physics
Dept. of Physics Assigned: AFGL
Point Loma College 1
San Diego, CA 92106
(619) 221-2374

Dr. Richard Walker Degree: Ph.D., Math/Geophysics, 1979
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: AFGL
Fort Lewis College
Durango, CO 81302
(303) 247-7147

S
Dr. Jacob Weinberg Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1961
Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Mathematics Assigned: RADC
University of Lowell
Lowell, MA 01854
(617) 727-9820

Dr. Howard Weiss Degree: Ph.D., Industrial Eng., 1975
Associate Professor Specialty: Industrial Engineering
Dept. of Management Assigned: LC 4

Temple University
Philadelphia, PA 19122
(215) 787-6829 ',- 'sr':,

Dr. Charles Wells Degree: Ph.D., Management Sci., 1982
Associate Professor Specialty: Management Science
Dept. of Decision Sciences Assigned: HRL/LR %.%
University of Dayton
Dayton, OH 45469 %
(513) 229-3332 %'

B

Dr. Ward Wells Degree: Ph.D., Human Performance,
Assistant Professor 1981
Human Performance Specialty: Human Performance
Dept. of Physical Education Assigned: SAM '.

University of Alaska -"

Fairbanks, AL 99775-0240
(907) 479-5115

Dr. John Westerkamp Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Electrical Engr. Assigned: AAMRL
University of Dayton
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3611
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Dr. Robert Wetherhold Degree: Ph.D., Applied Science, 1983
Assistant Professor Specialty: High Temperature Composite
Mechanical & Aerospace Eng. Materials
State Univiversity of New York Assigned: ML
Buffalo, NY 14260
(716) 636-2593

Dr. William Wheless Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1985
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of ECE Assiqned: WL
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003
(505) 646-3214

Dr. Stanley Whidden Degree: M.D., Hyperbaric Medicine,
Researcher 1984
Hyperbaric Medicine Specialty: Hyperbaric Medicine
Dept. of Hyperbaric Medicine Assigned: SAM
JESM Baromedical Research Inst.
New Orleans, LA 70115
(504) 363-7656

Dr. Andrew Whipple Degree: Ph.D., Cell Biology, 1979
Associate Professor Specialty: Cell Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: AAMRL
Taylor University
Upland, IN 46989
(317) 998-5333

Dr. Sharon Williams Degree: M.S., Cell Biology, 1979
Instructor Specialty: Biochemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: SAM
Southern University
Baton Rouge, LA 70813-0572
(504) 771-3990

Dr. Frank Witzmann Degree: Ph.D., Biology, 1981
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biology
Dept. of Biology Assigned: AAMRL
IUPUI Columbus
Columbus, OH 47203
(614) 372-8266

N
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Dr. William Wolfe Degree: Ph.D., Engineering, 1979
Associate Professor Specialty: Engineering
Dept. of Civil Engineering Assigned: FDL
Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-0790 %

Dr. Lawrence Wolpert Degree: M.S., Psychology, 1983
Associate Professor Specialty: Psychology
Dept. of Psychology Assigned: AAMRL
Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 267-9328 .

Dr. Cheng-Hsiao Wu Degree: Ph.D., Solid State Physics,
Associate Professor 1972
Solid State Physics Specialty: Solid State Physics
Dept. of Electrical Engineering Assigned: APL
Univ. of Missouri
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4677

Dr. Joan Wyzkoski Degree: Ph.D., Mathematics, 1979
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Dept. of Math & Computer Sci. Assigned: WL
Fairfield University
Fairfield, CT 06430-7524
(203) 254-4000

Dr. Melvin Zandler Degree: Ph.D., Physical Chemistry,
Associate Professor 1966
Physical Chemistry Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Dept. of Chemistry Assigned: FJSRL
Wichita State Univ.
Wichita, KS 67204
(316) 689-3120 5

Dr. George Zobrist Degree: Ph.D., Electrical Eng., 1965
Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Dept. of Computer Science Assigned: ESMC
University of Missouri
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4492

li.
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 1)

1987 USAF/UES SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM

AERO PROPULSION LABORATORY (AFWAL/APL) WA,
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Suresh Aggarwal 5. Thomas Lalk
2. Bryan Becker 6. Ramendra Roy
3. John Erdei 7. Richard Tankin
4. Dennis Flentge 8. Cheng-Hsiao Wu

ARMAMENT LABORATORY (AD)
(Eglin Air Force Base)
1. Charles Bell 6. Joseph Feeley
2. David Betounes 7. Elmer Hansen S
3. John Bopp, Jr. 8. James Hoffmaster
4. Robert Buchl 9. James Nail
5. Robert Courter

ARMSTRONG AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY (AAMRL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Xavier Avula 8. Thomas Nygren
2. Praphulla Bajpai 9. Donald Robertson
3. Shankar Bale 10. John Westerkamp e.d
4. Gwendolyn Howze 11. Andrew Whipple .
5. Charles Kimble 12. Frank Witzmann >,_
6. Augustus Morris 13. Lawrence Wolpert
7. Noel Nussbaum

ARNOLD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT CENIER (AEDC)
(Arnold Air Force Station)
1. Lee Britt 4. Marco Egoavil
2. Suhrit Dey 5. William Grissom
3. Carroll Dougherty 6. Surgounda Patil

AVIONICS LABORATORY (AFWAL/AL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. John Amoss 6. Alastair McAulay
2. Vernon Bakke 7. James Noyes
3. William Curry 8. Kenneth Roenker"%
4. Verlynda Dobbs 9. Robert Trendry "
5. Narayan Halder

DEFENSE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY MANAGEMENT INSIITUTE (DEOMI)
(Patrick Air Force Base)
1. Dan Landis
2. Lena Myers

EASTERN SPACE AND MISSILE CENTER (ESMC)
(Patrick Air Force Base)
1. George Zobrist
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 2) - %

ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS DIVISION (ESD)
(Hanscom Air Force Base)
1. Phanindramoha Das

ENGINEERING AND SERVICES CENTER (ESC)
(Tyndall Air Force Base)
1. William Bannister 5. William Schulz
2. William Bass 6. Joseph Tedesco
3. Peter Jeffers 7. Dennis Truax
4. Yong Kim 8. P. G. Vaidya

FLIGHT DYNAMICS LABORATORY (AFWAL/FDL)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
I. Gary Graham 6. Shiva Singh
2. David Hart 7. Gary Slater
3. Oliver McGee 8. Forrest Thomas
4. William Patten 9. William Wolfe
5. Joseph Saliba

FRANK J. SEILER RESEARCH LABORATORY (FJSRL)
(USAF Academy)
1. Charles Bump 6. Henry Kurtz
2. David Chung 7. Maurice Neveu
3. Stephen Gold 8. Howard Thompson
4. Albert Hirschberg 9. Melvin /andler
5. Lawrence Koons

GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY (AFGL)
(Hanscom Air Force Base)
1. Franceso Bacchialoni 8. Martin Patt
2. Lee Flippin 9. Gandikota Rao
3. Benjamin Gottlieb 10. Paul Rybski
4. Robert Hoffman 11. Timothy Su
5. Mayer Humi 12. Keith Walker
6. Steven Leon 13. Richard Walker
7. Henry Nebel

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY/LR (HRL/LR)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Patricia Carlson
2. David Townsend
3. Charles Wells 0
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C. PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 3) V

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY/MO (HRL/MO)
(Brooks Air Force Base)
1. Victor Appel
2. Ronna Dillon
3. Michael Matthews

HUMAN RESOURCES LABORATORY/OT (HRL/OT)
(Williams Air Force Base)
1. Terence Hines
2. John Uhlarik

LOGISTICS COMMAND (LC)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base) 0
1. Howard Weiss

LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT CENTER (LMC)

(Gunter Air Force Base)
1. Kweku Bentil '.
2. Jerome Blaylock
3. William Kauder

MATERIALS LABORATORY (AFWAL/ML)
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Kwo-Sun Chu B. Gordon Johnson
2. Bruce Craver 9. William Jordan 0
3. Bruce DeVantier 10. Spencer Porter
4. Ravinder Diwan 11. Nisar Shaikh
5. John Gilmer 12. Robert Voigt
6. Vijay Gupta 13. Robert Wetherhold
7. Kenneth Halliday

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH LABORATORY (O[HL)
(Brooks Air Force Base)
1. Richard Brown 4. Robert Masingale
2. Elvis Deal 5. Joseph Verducci
3. Kiah Edwards

ROCKET PROPULSION LABORATORY (RPL) %

(Edwards Air Force Base)
1. Gurbux Alag 5. Michael Gorman 4- 4

2. Allan Burkett 6. John Kenney
3. Wilton Flemon 7. Lawrence Schovanec
4. Luther Flippen
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C PARTICIPANT LABORATORY ASSIGNMENT (Page 4):.--

ROME AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER (RADC)
(Griffiss Air Force Base)
1. Beryl Barber 7. Timothy Grogan
2. Kevin Bowyer 8. Louis Johnson ,
3. Ronald Canfield 9. Panapakkam Ramamoorthy
4. John Dunn 10. David Sumberg
5. Ramez Elmasri 11. Jacob Weinberg
6. Lionel Friedman

SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE (SAM)
(Brooks Air Force Base)
1. Phillip Bishop 9. Leonard Price
2. David Ludwig 10. Stephen Pruett
3. Mohammed Maleque 11. Richard Schori
4. Daniel Mihalko 12. Wesley Tanaka
5. Mary Morton-Gibson 13. Michele Trankina
6. Kurt Oughstun 14. Ward Wells
1. Ralph Peters 15. Stanley Whidden
8. Gerald Pollack 16. Sharon Williams

WEAPONS LABORATORY (WL)
(Kirtland Air Force Base)
1. Thomas Dwyer 5. Randall Peters
2. Ira Elder 6. William Wheless
3. Jerome Knopp 7. Joan Wyzkoski
4. Barry McConnell
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RESEARCH REPORTS

1987 SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM

Technical
Report
Number Title Professor
Volume I

1 Vaporization Behavior of Multicomponent Dr. Suresh K. Aggerwal
Fuel Droplets in a Hot Air Stream

2 Large Space Structure Parameter Dr. Gurbux S. Alag
Estimation

3 Correlation and Simulation Studies of Dr. John W. Amoss
GaAs Microwave MESFET Power Devices

4 Air Force Officer Selection Revisited: Dr. Victor H. Appel
Entertaining The Possibilities for
Improvement

5 Evaluation of Three-Dimensional Kinetics Dr. Xavier J.R. Avula
Analysis Methods of Robotics for the
Study of Human Articulated Motion

6 Pointing Control Systems for Dr. Franceso Bacchialoni
Balloon-Flown Instruments

7 Sustained Delivery of Volatile Dr. Praphulla K. Bajpai
Chemicals by Means of Ceramics

8 Frequency Estimation in the Analysis Dr. Vernon L. Bakke
of Radar Signals

9 Invitro Cytotoxic Effects of Dr. Shankar S. Bale
Perflurodecanoic Acid on L5178Y
Mouse Lymphom Cells I.

10 Fire Technology of Jet Fuels Dr. William W. Bannister

(JP-8 vs. JP-4)

11 Microwave Measurements Prof. Beryl L. Barber

12 Identification Techniques Using Dr. William M. Bass
Fragmentary Human Bone

13 A Numerical Simulation of the Flow Dr. Bryan R. Becker
Field and Heat Transfer in a
Rectangular Passage with a
Turbulence Promoter

14 Synergistic Effects of Bomb Cratering Dr. Charles Bell

xxxiv
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15 Construction Contract Administrator's Prof. Kweku K. Bentil .> ,
Technical Handbook

16 Least Squares Estimation Theory and Dr. David E. Betounes
Geometrical Smoothers

17 Increasing Work Capacity of Personnel Prof. Phillip A. Bishop
Wearing Protective Clothing in Hot
Envi ronments

18 User-System Interface Standards Dr. Jerome W. Blaylock

19 Fourier Transform Infrared Studies of Dr. John M. Bopp, Jr.
Ethylenediammonium Dinitrate and
1,4-Butanediammonium Dinitrate

20 A "Form and Function" Knowledge Dr. Kevin W. Bowyer
Representation for Reasoning about
Classes and Instances of Objects

21 An Analysis of Infrared Light Mr. Lee I. Britt
Propagation in Hollow Metallic Light
Pipes

22 Phytotoxicity of Soil Residues of Mr. Richard. H. Brown
JP-4 Aviation Fuel

23 Dynamics of a Metallic Jet Dr. Robert A. Buchl

24 Reactions of Nitryl Chloride with Dr. Charles M. Bump
Aromatic Substrates in Chloraluminate
Mel ts

25 Chemistry for the Space Program Dr. Allan R. Burkett-.

26 Bayesian Testability Demonstration Dr. Ronald V. Canfield

27 Hypertext and the Integrated Dr. Patricia Carlson "
Maintenance Information System (IMIS)

28 Dopant Diffusion in NIPI Semiconductor Dr. Kwo-Sun Chu
Superlattices

29 Nonlinear Optical Effects in Fibers Dr. David Y. Chung
and Small Crystals

30 The Effect of Model Flexibility on the Dr. Robert W. Courter
Accuracy of Aerodynamic Coefficients .',-'.,
Determined from Free-Flight Ballistic
Tests

31 Tunable Absorption in Superlattices Dr. Bruce A. Craver

xxxv
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32 Computer Simulation of Adaptive Prof. William K. Curry
Resource Management in Real-Time

33 Effect of Wind and Turbulence on an Dr. Phanindramoha Das
Artificially Generated Strato-
Mesopheric Plasma

34 Analysis and Modeling of the Thermal Dr. Bruce A. DeVantier
Response of an Autoclave for Expert
System Control of Carbon-Epoxy
Composite Fabrication

35 A Study of Service Demand Distribution Dr. Elvis Deal
and Task Organization for the Analysis
of Environmental Samples and Associated
Support Services at the USAF
Occupational and Environmental
Health Laboratory-Brooks AFB,
San Antonio, Texas II

36 Vectorized Perturbed Functional Dr. Suhrit K. Dey
Iterative Scheme (VPFIS) for Numerical
Solution of Nonlinear Partial

Differential Equations

37 An Eight-Domain Framework for Under- Dr. Ronna F. Dillon ¢_ I
standing Intelligence and Predicting
Intelligent Performance

38 Microstructural Developments in Dr. Ravinder Diwan
Titanium Aluminides: A Study of
Dynamic Material Modeling Behavior

39 Ada and Artificial Intelligence Dr. Verlynda S. Dobbs
Applications for Electronic Warfare

40 Computational Simulation of Transonic Dr. F. Carroll Dougherty
Store Separation

41 Guided Waves in Millimeter Wave Dr. John M. Dunn
Circuit Design

42 Slew-Coupled Structural Dynamics Dr. Thomas A.W. Dwyer
Identification and Control

43 The Effects of Metal Mutagens on the Dr. Kiah Edwards
Synthesis and Accumulation of
Macromolecules

44 Project 1 - Scaling Laws of Two- Dr. Marco A. Egoavil
Dimension Nozzle Plumes; Project 2
Design of a Mechanism to Control
Turbulence Levels in Wind Tunnels

xxxvi



45 Computation of Rutherford Scattering Dr. Ira T. Elder
Cross Sections

46 Database Processing in Real-Time Systems Dr. Ramez A. Elmasri

47 Non-Uniform Spatial Systems and the Dr. John E. Erdei
Transition to Turbulence

48 Bank-To-Turn Control of Air-To-Air Dr. Joseph J. Feeley

Missiles

49 Borazine Reactions Dr. Wilton Flemon

50 Chemical and Spectroscopic Evaluation Dr. Dennis R. Flentge
of Antimony Sulfides

51 The Evaluation of a Thermal-Hydraulic Dr. Luther D. Flippen
Design of a Fixed Particle Bed Reactor A
and Suggested Model Revisions

52 Sift Studies of Gas Phase Ion-Molecule Dr. Lee A. Flippin
Reactions

53 Silicon Junction-Difet Electrooptic Dr. Lionel R. Friedman
Modulator

Volume II
54 Phase Behavior of Poly(p-phenylene Dr. John W. Gilmer

benzobisthiazole) Molecular Composites

55 Design of an Omnidirectional Torquer Dr. Stephen J. Gold

56 Acoustic Emission and the Fracture Dr. Michael R. Gorman

Behavior of 2-D Carbon Carbon

57 No Report Submitted Dr. Benjamin Gottlieb

58 High Amplitude Airfoil Motion Using Dr. Gary M. Graham
Point Vortices

59 Liquid Film Cooling of Rocket Engines Mr. William M. Grissom

60 Cellular Logic Image Processor Dr. Timothy A. Grogan
Evaluationn

61 Thermal Decomposition Investigations Dr. Vijay K. Gupta
of Candidate High Temperature Base
Fluids II. Silahydrocarbons

62 Effect of Surface States on the Dr. Narayan C. Halder
Electronic Transport Properties in
Semi-Insulating GaAs •

xxxvii



63 The Surface Primitive Method of Dr. Kenneth R. Halliday
Feature Based Computer Aided Design
for Manufacture °
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VAPORIZATION BEHAVIOR OF I6JLTICONPONENT FUEL DROPLETS

IN A HOT AIR STREAM

by

Suresh K. Aggarwal* and K. Nguyen**

Abstract

An experimental-theoretical investigation of the behavior of evaporating

fuel droplets in an hot air flow was initiated. In the theoretical part, a

computer code was developed to calculate the droplet size, velocity, and

surface properties along its trajectories. The major features of the code are

(i) three different liquid-phase models, namely the diffusion-limit, infinite-

diffusion, and vortex, can be employed, (ii) Two gas-phase models used for the

external convection effect on the transport rates are the Ranz-Marshall and

the axisymmetric models, (iii) vaporization of pure as well as multicomponent

fuel droplets can be predicted, and (iv) variable property effects are

considered. A parametric study was completed, where the predictions of the.

three liquid-phase models were compared, and the variable-property effects

were evaluated. From these results, the operating conditions for the

experimental study were identified.

In the experimental part, the facility to inject a single stream of

droplets in well-characterized hot air flow was set up. A LDV system and a %

thermocouple masure the local air properties. The droplet properties were

measured by the Phase-Doppler particle analyzer and photography. Several

tests were completed to fully characterize the experimental conditions. In

future, the focus will be to compare the experimental and theoretical data for

laminar flow conditions. The study would be then extended to turbulent

flows. The future work is described in the Research Initiation Proposal.

* ilssistant Professor

** Graduate Student -
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Introduction

In spite of many significant advances reported in spray combustion -

researcn, as reviewed Dy Law [I], Faeth [2), Sirignano [31, and Mann and

Tishkoft [41, we have a long way to go before the current spray models become

reiiaDie predictive and/or design tools. New advances must be made in

ptysicdi modeling, numerics, and diagnostic capabilities. One critical area, -.

wilere further fundamental understanding is required, is the vaporization %
P-.

benavior of a droplet in a hot flow field. Clearly, an accurate prediction of
4.4

droplet vaporization rate and trajectory would provide the fundamental input %

in any realistic spray model.

The Aero-Propulsion Laboratory at WPAFB has great interest in advancing

the fundamental understanding of complex spray processes. The laboratory has , ,..

the most modern experimental facility for combustion and fluid-dynamic

research. It nas played a leading role in developing flow visualization

techniques and providing laser-based data base for modeling, and for further

insight into the complex combustion phenomena. I have worked extensively in

the area of spray ignition, droplet ignition, development of advanced

vaporization models, and numerical methods for spray computations. My

research interests have much in common with those of Dr. T. Jackson and Dr. M.

Roquemore of APL. This lead to my summer assignment at APL. One graduate

student, mr. K. Nguyen, worked witn us on the project.

II. LIECTLIVES OF THE RESEARCH

The literature search indicates that the behavior of an evaporating/ "._

burning droplet has been extensively studied [1]. Starting with the early ,

work of Godsave [5], which led to the classical d2-law model, many

experimental and theoretical investigations have been reported. Major outcome N

of these investigations has been the development of several improved N

vaporization models [1,3] to represent the effects of transient liquid-phase 1

processes and of external convection on the gasification behavior of pure as

well as multicomponent fuel droplets. However, there is no information

available as yet on the behavior of evaporating droplets under relatively cold U
but convective environments. When the ambient temperature is (say) about 500

K, the possibility of an envelope flame around a droplet is precluded, the

1-4 ii
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gasification rate is relatively low, and the droplet heat-up time may not be . .

small as compared to its lifetime, which means that the liquid-phase transient

processes would be important. A need therefore existed to generate data base -s
and to assess the advanced vaporization models for low temperature

environment. Studying tne vaporization Denavior under low temperature

conditions is also particularly relevant for the multicomponent case. Aost of

tne theoretical developments have been based on the assumption that the liquid

mass diffusion is much slower than the surface regression rate. At lower

environment temperature, however, the mass diffusion rate may be comparable to

the regression rate. The validation of the theoretical models under such P

conditions will be thus of great practical and fundamental value. The overall-

objective of this research is to develop an experimental facility and

comprehensive theoretical models to investigate the behavior of evaporating

sprays. The specific tasks to be completed are:

(i) To develop a computer code which employs the advanced vaporization

models to predict the behavior of multicomponent fuel droplets in an

hot air flow.

(ii) To set up an experimental facility for generating a single stream of

droplets in an hot air flow, and to make measurements of local gas- N

phase and droplet properties along a droplet trajectory.

(iii) To generate experimental data for evaluating the various vaporization

models for pure and muiticomponent fuel droplets. 
%

(iv) To extend the work to study the droplet dispersion and vaporization f ..

behavior in hot well-characterized turbulent flows.

The first two tasks were completed during the summer program and are

described in the next two sections. Tasks #3 and #4 would be pursued under

the Research Initiation Program. . -"

IL1. THEOkETICAL WORK "-

A computer code was developed to predict the transient behavior of a

droplet along its trajectory. The major features of the code are (i) Three

different liquid-phase models, namely the diffusion-limit, infinite-diffusion,

and vortex models, can be employed, (ii) Two different models can be used to

1-5
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account for the effect of external convection on the transport rates, (iii)

heat-up and vaporization behavior of pure as well as multicomponent fuel

droplets can be obtained, and (Iiv) variable-property effects are considered.

The various liquid- and gas-phase models, as well as the other aspects of tne

theoretical worK are now discussed. Some representative numerical results are

also presented.

1*6

llla. Droplet Equations

The equations governing the variation of droplet position, velocity, and

size are:

dX
- V()

dt p

dV 3 CD R(V -V) (2- p D ep (2) ' ;

dt 16 p r 2

p p

d r* 2 ..
.2 X 2 (3) .%OP
dt* c P a _.

pg p p '1

0
where thie drag coefficient is assumed to be given by

R 2/3
24( e ) (4)

D R b
e

(5)
e -.

here V is tne gas velocity, and p the gas density. p, X, and c arePg
respectively the average viscosity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat of

gas layer surrounding the droplet. As discussed by Faeth [2], their

variations with local gas temperature and composition should be considered in

order to accurately predict the droplet vaporization history. p and a are
p p

the liquid density and thermal diffusivity. Further, the drop radius in Eq.

(3) is normalized by its initial value (rpo), and the temporal variable is

normalized by rpo and ap. Expression for m depends on the gas-phase model

used to represent the effect of external convection, and is given as:

1-6
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V

m (1 + 0.3 Re Y2) Zn (I + By-,.

for Ranz-Marshall correlation (6)

_ 4 l/2 f( d )

for simplified axisymetric umodei

wnere f is the Blasius function [6] of the mass transfer By, which is defined

as %

y -y
fs f 0 7

= (7) -

y I Yf

fs swith Y fs Z y Yis' 
-'J

(8)

Yf = Yfi

dere the subscripts s and represent respectively the properties at droplet -

surface and in the gas environment outside the gas layer. The summation is

over all species in the gas phase. The above set of equations is complete

except for Yfs (or Yi ) which is a function of liquid composition and
-'i.s

temperature at tne droplet surface. The Clasius-Clapeyron relation for phase

equiliurium and the Raoult's law for ideal mixtures [6] are used to determine

Yis* This leaves the liquid composition (Y2 is) and temperature at the droplet

surface as the unknowns. Different liquid-phase models, employed in the

study, differ essentially in the determination of these unknowns. These are

briefly described next. ,.'."

111b. The Diffusion-Limit Mdel -

In this model, the transient heat and mass transport processes in the

liquid are assumed to be diffusion-controlled, and are represented by the

unsteady heat and mass diffusion equations. Since the droplet is vaporizing,

a transformation is used to cast the moving boundary problem into a fixed

one. The transformed equations are:

1-7 % e%
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rr mr r) (9)

aF 82 @ r

2i 1 Zi 1 2--rK+ r m K) (10)

here i* is tne normalized liquid temperature inside the droplet, Y the mass

fraction of liquid species i, Le the liquid Lewis number, r the normalized

radial location inside the droplet, and t the normalized temporal variable.

The initial conditions, the boundary conditions, and other details of these

equations can be found in earlier publications [1,6]. The numerical solution

of Eqs. (9)-(10) yield the transient distribution of liquid temperature and

composition inside the droplet, and thus at the surface.

IIIc. The Inflite-Diffusion Model

The diffusion-limit model does not consider the effect of internal t..-

circulation, which would be induced due to the relative gas motion, on the I'
transport processes. The infinite-diffusion model, on the other hand,

considers the other limiting situation. It assumes that the liquid

temperature and composition remain uniform as the droplet vaporizes. The

relative rate of vaporization of each component is then controlled by its

volatility. The model may be relevant when the droplet lifetime is small as

compared to the liquid-mass-diffusion time, an highly unlikely situation. The

tetaporal variations of temperature and composition are determined from the

overall energy and mass conservation.

dT* 3 C m (H-
C (T T

c~t pg BT - 0

dmi - 3
3 e. m K r* (12)

p'

Here mi is the non-dimensional mass of liquid species i in the droplet. Then "
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the ratio of mi and the total remaining mass gives the liquid mass fraction of

species i. Again, the reader is referred to an earlier publication [6] for

more details.

I1d. The Vortex Model

The condition of complete mixin6, as assumed in the infinite-diffusion

model, is never realized in combustor situations [3]. Even with large .

internal circulation, the liquid temperature and composition become uniform

along the streamlines but not across them. To represent the effect of

internal circulation realistically and still maintain one-dimensionality a

simplified model has been developed by Sirignano and coworkers [3,7]. After

certain simplifications [7], the equations for the liquid temperature and

composition inside the droplet are

-1T 2 +[l a(E 1
1 at1  at7

I 3Y Zi 3L 2 y~i + I Y i (14)+ 'i "e --~f + [-+c(F) (1)]
b aE Le 3,2 Le

where * is the dimensionless stream function. For further details of the "

vortex model, the reader is referred to Tong and Sirignano (7], and Aggarwal

[6]. The initial and boundary conditions are also discussed in the cited Y

references.

11le. Numerical Results

Equations (1)-(3), (11) and (12) were solved by using a second-order

Runge-Kutte scheme. The local gas-phase properties were assumed; when the

results are compared with experiments, the measured flow properties would be

employed. The Eqs. (9)-(10) for the diffusion-limit, and (13)-(14) for the %
vortex models were solved by an implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme. Due to the

large liquid Lewis number, a thin diffusion layer exists near the droplet

surface, i.e. the Eqs. (9)-(10) and (13)-(14) are stiff. A variable-size mesh
is employed to resolve the stiffness. .

1-9
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Some representative results from the numerical study are now discussed.

A bicomponent hexane-decane fuel droplet at initial temperature of 300 K is

assumed to be injected at a velocity of 3 m/s in an hot air flowing at I -

m/s. Initial mass fraction of liquid hexane is assumed to be 0.5 and the

initial droplet diameter is 6U microns. These values correspond to the 6_ R

expected experimental conditions.

Figures I and 2 snow the droplet surface temperature, liquid mass

fraction of hexane at the surface, and square of the droplet radius normalized

by its initial value, as predicted by the three liquid-phase models. All the

properties are all plotted along the droplet trajectory. The air temperature

is 400 K and 800 K for Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. The differences between

the predictions of infinite-diffusion model and other two are greater for the

latter case. This can be expected since increasing the air temperature

enhances the surface regression rate, as evident in the reduction of axial

distance traversed by the droplet during its lifetime. This reduces the

liquid mass diffusion rate relative to the regression rate. Perhaps, a more %

interesting observation is that the differences between the diffusion-limit

and infinite-diffusion models are quite significant even at relatively low air

temperature (400 K). Thus, an experimental study of the vaporization behavior . S

of multicomponent fuel droplets in low temperature conditions would provide

some information.

The vaporization behavior of a pure fuel droplet is portrayed in Fig.

3. These results are given because we plan to obtain the corresponding

experimental results. The air temperature is 400 K. Note that tie droplet '.

surface temperature decreases for the hexane fuel since its wet-bulb 'I

temperature is below its initial temperature. The differences between the

diffusion-limit and infinite diffusion models are again non-negligible. Also

the heating time is not negligibly small as compared to its lifetime,

indicating that the transient liquid-phase processes are important even when

the air temperature is low.

More detailed results from a systematic parametric study would be given

when the predicted values are compared with experiments. The purpose of

presenting a few numerical results was to indicate some of the capabilities of

the code and to demonstrate the importance of an experimental study.

1-10
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111f. Variable-Property Effects

There are three aspects of the variable-property effects. First, the

temperature and composition in the gas layer surrounding a droplet can vary

significantly from tneir values at the droplet surface to those in tile far

field. This aspect is considered by defining a reference state for A

calculating the tnermo-physical propertiet. Following Faeth [21, the

reference state is defined as

* a = + ( L) (15)
r s -

where * is a generic quantity, a is the weighting factor, and subscripts s and

represent values at the droplet surface and in the far field.

The second aspect is that 0 r can change significantly during the droplet

lifetime because * varies due to droplet heating and vaporization, and

* varies as the droplet traverses through different gas regions. The third

aspect is that the liquid thermophysical properties would vary due to the

changes in liquid temperature and composition. All three aspects were '
considered in the study.

The variations in the specific heat, density, thermal conductivity, heat %

of vaporization, and mass diffusivity of liquid were evaluated over the

temperature range of interest. It was found that the effects of liquid-pnase

variable properties can be effectively considered by using the properties at

an average liquid temperature. Further details would be given in a separate

report. To evaluate the effects of gas-phase variable properties, a mixture

of hexane, decane, 02 and N2 was considered. Following Faeth [21, the value

of a was assumed to be 0.7. Note that the comparison of experimental and

numerical results would be used to get a better value. Then, using the

composition and temperature at the drop surface and in the ambience, the

reference state can be obtained. The thermophysical properties of the mixture

were calculated by following the procedure used by Shuen et al. [8], where

several sources were employed to obtain the properties of each species. More

details would be provided in a separate report. Here, the effect of \ i

considering variable properties in the gas phase is presented. As shown in

Fig. 4, the droplet surface temperature is higher which results in greater

1 L1
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vaporization rate for the variable-property case. This is because the gas

conductivity increases due to the increase in the reference temperature for

this case. Consequently, the rate of heat transfer to the droplet is _

enhanced. Also notable is the fact that the variable-property effect is

stronger for the lower air temperature case. Note that in the present study, .

the ambient conditions are held fixed during the droplet lifetime. As a

result, the effect is entirely due to the changes in surface properties. In a

comDustor, the ambient conditions would change along the droplet trajectory, ..

and the variaole-property effects would be more significant.

IV. THEj U1P &I4ENTAL FACILITY

The schematic of the experimental set-up used to generate a single stream

of droplets in an hot air flow, and of the diagnostic facility is shown in Fig

5. he hot air flow system consists of a settling chamber, which contains the

screens, electric heater, and honeycomb. The chamber is connected to the test

section, which is a 18" long square duct (3.5" x 3.5"), through a contraction .'

elbow. The droplet generation system consists of a fuel supply line, a 0.75"

piezoelectric system for applying the pulse to a liquid fuel column, and a

glass nozzle with a tip diameter of 50 microns. An air cooling system in an

annulus around the fuel tube is used to keep the temperature of liquid fuel at

room conditions. The whole experimental set-up is mounted on an adjustable

frame to provide movement in all three directions. The major diagnostic ,6

facility consists of a Phase-Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) for measuring"a.

the local gas velocity as well as the droplet size and velocity, a

tnermocouple to measure the local gas temperature, and a photographic system .

to record the droplet size variation along the trajectory directly. A

thermocouple is also used to measure the initial droplet temperature. Also,

the laser sheet lighting along with a Bragg cell is used for droplet

visualization. p

During the summer program, the experimental facility was set-up. The

preliminary tests conducted to characterize the droplet and hot-air flow

necessitated many modifications in the air flow and droplet-generation '2'.

systems. Several changes were made in the air flow system to enhance the :<

transverse mixing in the settling chamber and to have a uniform air flow with

very low turbulence level. Some modifications were also made in the liquid

1-12
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flow system. The present measurements indicate that the air flow has fairly

uniform velocity and temperature distributions in the central part of the

duct. In addition, the flow visualization indicates that it is possible to -

generate and maintain a single stream of droplets along the duct axis. The

experim~ental set-up is now fully operational and ready for measurement of

droplet size and velocity along its trajectory. The local air properties

needed for numerical calculations will also be measured. Further details of

the experimental work are provided in the next section and in the RIP.

V. RECOMMENkkDATIONS

a. First set of experiments will focus on the vaporization behavior of pure

fuel (n-decane) droplets in the hot air flow. The droplet size and velocity

ristory will be measured by the PDPA and photographically. The experimental

values will be compared with the corresponding numerical results, as shown in

Figs. 1-4. The measured values of the local flow and initial droplet

properties will be employed in numerical predictions. The initial comparison

will help us in validating the computational results as well as in refining

the diagnostics.

b. The vaporization behavior of multicomponent fuel droplets will then be

studied by using a mixture of hexane and decane fuels. Following an initial

comparison, a systematic parametric study will be conducted. The important

parameters would be initial liquid composition, droplet size, air temperature,

and relative air velocity. From the comparison, the various liquid- and gas-

phaes models will be evaluated. Other aspects, such as variable -property
effects will also be examined.

c. A key variable for comparison is the droplet surface temperature. A

technique based on the fluorescence method [91 will be developed to measure

this temperature. The experimental data will be compared with the numerical

values of surface temperature as predicted by different models. This would be

a significant development since the surface temperature history is much more

sensitive to the liquid-phase models as compared to the droplet size

history. The experimental technique will also be potentially useful in spray

applications.

d. The experimental-theoretical study will then be extended to the

evaporating droplets in hot well-characterized turbulent flow. In the

JK. %
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experiment, the vaporization and dispersion of droplets will be measured in

grid-generated turbulent flow field. The theoretical model will consider the

discrete as well as stochastic models to predict the dispersion behavior of

vaporizing droplets. Again, a parametric investigation will be conducted.

The additional parameters here will be the turbulent scales.

e. Turbulent sprays will also be studied experimentally and theoretically in

the future.

:%

'
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Large Soace Structure Parameter Estimation

by

Gurbux S. Alag

ABSTRACT

There has been a great deal of interest in experimental modal analysis
as a part of an integrated computer aided engineering approach to the
solution of structural dynamics problems. Experimental modal analysis refers
to the process of determining the modal parameters (frequencies, damping
factors, and modal vectors) of a linear, time-invarient system by way of an
experimental approach. One common reason for the experimental approach
is the verification of the results of the analytical approach, such as finite
element analysis.

The determination of modal parameters from experimentally measured

data involves the use of parameter estimation techniques. The estimation
methods are changing due to the transfer of existing technology from the other
fields where estimation techniques have been more commonly used over the
past several decades. It is proposed to investigate the practical
implementation and use of various parameter estimation techniques to

determine modal parameters from experimentally measured data.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

it
Several planned USAF Space Systems will pose serious vibration

control problems when very precise vibration control of large flexible
structures in presence of on board noise is performed. The accuracy of
vibration control is dependant on the accuracy of the mathematical structural
model. A popular approach for determination of structural model is to perform

system identification. There is a proliferation of identification techniques
currently being advocated. It is, therefore, essential that various system
identification schemes be evaluated in their application to large flexible space
structures.

The Air Force Astronautics Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base, is A
currently developing an in-house capability for experimentally evaluating new
techniques in system identification and vibration control for large flexible
space structures. Towards this end a cantilevered two dimensional flexible
grid structure has been constructed. Suitable equipment which will enable
on-line and off-line identification experiments to be performed, has also been

acquired.

My research interest has been in the area of digital adaptive control

specially where explicit identification of the system is also involved. I have
also worked at NASA on development of flight control systems for aircraft
using MATRIXx software. My background, thus, enabled me to work on the
comparative analysis of various identification schemes using the experimental
setup at AFAL and the control system design software MATRIXx.

II. OB"C I,-

The Air Force Astronautics Laboratory at Edwards Air Force Base is

currently involved in the evaluation of various modal parameter estimation
schemes in the first phase of its long term research effort in the area of large
space structures control. An experimental facility has been built to conduct
system identification studies on a flexible two-dimensional grid structure. ,

2-4
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Results obtained by using parameter estimation techniques will be used to
verify results obtained by analytical methods like NASTRAN.

It is proposed to determine the modal parameters experimentally for
the grid structure in the region up to 10hz.

The following is the details of the proposed work undertaken as a part
of this research. %
1) Frequency response functions are obtained using impact testing

2) Use different parameter estimation methods to determine the modal 9

parameters from the frequency response function. The methods considered
are:

i) Single degree of freedom approximation
ii) Ibrahim time-domain method
iii) Unearized least squares multiple degree of freedom method

Ill. MODAL PARAMETER ESTIMATION:

Modal parameter estimation is the estimation of frequency, damping, and
modal coefficients from the measured data. The measured data may be either
in raw form or in processed form such as frequency response. Regardless of

the form of the measured data, the modal parameter techniques have been
divided into two categories: (1) Single degree-of-freedom (SDOF)
approximations, and (2) multiple degree-of-freedom (MDOF) approximation.

Over the last twenty years, many modal parameter estimation methods
have been developed. Often, it seems that these methods are very different
and unique. In reality, all methods are derived from the same equation and
are concerned with the decomposition of a composite function into its
constituent parts. The decomposition may occur in the time domain in terms of

damped complex exponentials, in the frequency domain in terms of SDOF
functions, or in the modal domain in terms of modal vectors. The various
modal estimation methods are enumerated in the following:

WP
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* Forced Normal Mode Method ,
" Quadrature Amplitude

* Kennedy-Pancu Circle Fit
* SDOF Polynomials
* Non-linear Frequency Domain
* Least Squares Complex Exponential
• Ibrahim Time Domain
* Eigensystem Realization Algorithms
• Orthogonal Polynomial

S
* Global Orthogonal Polynomial
" Polyreference : Time Domain

: Frequency Domain
• Direct Parameter Identification: Time Domain

Frequency Domain
* Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA)

The following parameter estimation schemes were considered: -
S

* Single degree of freedom approximation: Ir most modal parameter

estimation schemes, the typical procedure is to first estimate the eigenvalues
(natural frequencies and damping factors) and then to estimate the

eigenvectors (modal coefficients). The simplest modal estimation procedure
is to measure the magnitude of frequency response at one of the natural

frequencies. The natural frequency for this simple case can be determined by %

choosing the frequencies where the magnitude of the frequency response
reaches a maximum. The damping factor and modal coefficients can be %

estimated with known techniques. i.j1
* The second method a MDOF approximation is the Ibrahim time

domain method developed to extract the modal parameters from damped

complex exponential response information.

* The third method involves the development of a linearized least it 6

squares algorithms. The parameter estimation is done in two steps. In the first

2-6
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step, the frequencies and damping factors are calculated. Using this
information, the modal vectors are obtained in the next step.

IV. .aESLLI

With the advent of small, dedicated mini-computer systems it is possible
to measure frequency response information and computationally determine
the modal parameters. As a result of this improved computational capability a
large number of computational algorithms have been developed in recent
years for computing modal information. A few of this algorithms were
evaluated to compare each technique in respect of its implementation,
advantages, and disadvantages.

The SDOF is the simplest to use but its main disadvantage is that the
technique does a very poor job of separating modes. The Ibrahim Time
Domain approach based on the damped complex exponential response
method is rather straight forward in application. It does require the use of an
oversized mathematical modal to improve the accuracy of the identified
parameters. The linear least square algorithm while implementable is
computational intensive.

Dus to the time limitation, most of the recent popular methods could not
be investigated. It is proposed to continue to investigate the other techniques
before a recommendation of the most suitable method/methods is made.%J

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

.k5..%

Experimental modal analysis is playing an increasingly important role
in structural dynamics efforts which are in need of analytical model
verification. The determination of modal parameters from experimentally
measured data involved the use of parameter estimation techniques. .
Numerous parameter estimation methods are available and each has its J
advantages and disadvantages, and as such, have their own ardent devotees.
The objective of the present study is to evaluate the ease or difficulty in
implementing these techniques and compare the qualities of their results.

2-7
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embrace all the techniques mentioned in Section III before a final
recommendation can be made for suitable method/methods that can be used -.

for parameter estimation.

A mini-grant proposal will be submitted to Universal Energy System to -ps

continue this research and to study the implementation feasibility, advantages,
and disadvantages of all the parameter estimation methods.
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Correlation and Simulation Studies
of

Microwave MESFET Power Devices

by

John W. Amoss .

ABSTRACT

B

Correlation plots of dc data for microwave power MESFETs are

presented. These data were measured on devices processed on

substrates grown by low-pressure and high-pressure

Czochralski techniques. The purpose of the correlation was

to assess the merits of GaAs materials grown by the two .a
.%

methods and to establish the uniformity of ion implantation,

annealing, and processing of full 3 inch diameter %

A
NO

substrates. Since the characteristics of the devices seemed

to be process and device related, correlation plots of

measured data were compared with correlation plots of

Monte-Carlo simulations to help identify what process or

device parameters were causing the observed variations in dc

characteristics. V

%'
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Introduction

The Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

has ongoing programs with several companies that process

semiconductor materials into devices for use in microwave ld

and high-speed logic circuits. The primary tasks of each

program are (1) to process, using established procedures,

GaAs substrates grown by low-pressure and high-pressure

liquid encapsulated Czochralski techniques; (2) to obtain A

data describing the material, process, and device parameters

before, during and after the processing of the substrates; :* -

and (3) to provide such data for material and device

correlation studies. The companies involved in the programs

and the devices they are processing are:

Material Growth
Texas Instruments - Low-pressure Boule

Rockwell International - High-pressure Boule

Device Processing
Texas Instruments - Low-noise MESFET

Raytheon Semiconductor - High-power MESFET

Raytheon Research - MMIC
Hughes Microwave Products - Logic Devices

I

The overall objectives of the programs are to assess the

relative merits of GaAs material grown by the two methods

and to establish the uniformity and repeatability of ion

implantation, annealing, and processing of full 3 inch

diameter GaAs substrates.

3-4 .0'
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Goals and Ob iective % '

My general tasks were to help correlate some of the data

provided by the companies under item (3) listed above. I .,

feel I was chosen to participate in the program because of

my previous experience in the area of microwave solid-state "

device research. Because of the vast amount of data and the--

number of devices involved, I was afford~ed the opportunity

to review the available data and company reports before

setting specific goals and objectives.

Specific goals and objectives decided upon are: r

1. To conduct a detailed analysis of the Raytheon /

data taken during the processing of the '
High-pcwer MESFETs, and

2. To obtain correlation plots of that data and to
compare them with simulated plots obtained from ..

appropriate theoretical models of the devices,

hoping, thereby, "

3. To extract information pertaining to material, .
process and device parameters. od a t

Backeround Informat io lw ftu

10IThroughout the programs, each company received five wafers

,%..

from a sequence of four low-pressure and four high-pressure

boules. To distinguish between wafers, the following code

was used. A first letter, L or H, followed by a digit was -..

used to distinguish between the low and high-pressure boules

within the sequence of four sets Next, two digits were used

3-5 : ,.
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to distinguish the location of a wafer within a boule with

the numbers running consecutively from seed to tail. Thus

wafer H232 means wafer 32 from high-pressure boule 2 with

the next three digits denoting a measured characteristic of

some material, process, or device parameter.

During the processing of high-pressure and low-pressure

boule 2, Raytheon divided the wafers into lots as shown in

Table 1.

Table I S
Processing Arrangement

Process Lot Wafers

1 L235, L236

H229, H232

2 L233, L237
H228, H231

Destructive Tests L234, H230

Although RF measurements were made on selected devices, they

required that each device be mounted in separate test

fixtures. Unfortunately, the mounting procedure and the RF

measurements were costly and time consuming and only a

limited number of devices from each wafer (1/wafer) were RF S

tested. On the other hand, large amounts of data ( > 2000

values) were measured on the active-layer and dc

characteristics and, consequently, most of the correlation

studies concentrated on those categories since it was felt

that any conclusions reached would be more meaningful.

3-6 0.'



Analysis Method

Ideally, one would prefer to compare the various

characteristics of each wafer with those of a "standard". One

could then evaluate the various wafers based on how their

measured characteristics deviated from those of the standard.

Unfortunately, no such standard exists and the next approach

would be to compare the wafers among themselves. A cursory

examination of the data, however, showed considerable

variation between boules, and, in fact, among near adjacent

wafers of a particular boule, even those processed in the

same lot. The data taken over a given wafer even showed

considerable variations in the dc characteristics. These

variations made it difficult to establish a criteria by which

to evaluate the wafers. Comparing correlation plots of

measured data to simulation plots of simulated data adds a

new dimension and insight into the interpretation of the I

distributions observed in the histograms.

7"e dc characteristics of the MESFET used in the simulations

ae based, in part, on limiting cases of small-signal models

le~oloped by Pucel , Haus, and Statz I , Fukyi 2 , and

"a-ntmar 3 . In discussing the limiting cases, reference

'e made to certain equations of Pucel et al. by

- " -"tr@ rather than by repeating the equations here. 0%

I* . . " . '."" "* " ."-" ."". - '-". '*Z
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Insofar as possible, their nomenclature will also be used -

here. The paper by Pucel et al. contains an excellent

discussion of previous work by others which led to the more

complete models, and should be reviewed by thoc e unfamiliar

with MESFET modeling.

The model is based on a uniformly doped channel of

effective thickness, a, which is analyzed by d viding the

MESFET longitudinally into two sections as first proposed b

Grebene and Ghandhi 4 . One section, that nearest the source

and denoted section I of length L 1 , is taken to a.e

constant carrier mobility and the other, that nearest t,.v

drain and denoted section II of lengtt , is tas ,'

have saturated carrier velocIt. The bo.rda', rw,.ee "e

two regions is a function of "re e u 'he V -,

depends upon the operating codit, % ' e,. ,a - ' .5.

describe this model are hj , '-, . . , "

between the two 99os *'w .

determined b,, -s* *

complI Icated nW e " 0

taI a '- . -- -

c ar P ,

A..
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and [3] were used in Monte-Carlo type simulations to

generate "theoretical" scatter plots with which the measured V

scatter plots were compared. The main purpose of the

simulations were to help identify some of the material, * .."4

process, or device parameters that might be contributing to

the large differences in the scatter plots of the measured

data. The general approach used here was to determine

certain average material and device parameters from the

similarities of the plots based on the Monte-Carlo model and

dete-nr bwhAt leviations in those parameters would lead

to the observed deviations in the scatter plots.
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Using the equations of Pucel et al. it can be shown that,

for p z s (the large current condition for a given device), ,

the scatter plot should have an average slope equal to

v sL/j o = ESL = 0.3 for E s  = 0.3E4 volts/cm and L =

1E-4 cm for fully saturated devices. The slope should be %

greater than this value since the effective gate length (the

depleted length under the gate) will be larger than the

actual gate length. The experimental points for 1 / Id  20

(corresponding to Id > .050 A) indicates a slope of about

0.50 tr six of the seven plots. For N = 1.2E+1-7. a :

.17E17, Z .025, and vs  1.'E7 (this value fr " a"r

the above value for E s  implies a 'Ionrt t all f I e _

mobility of "bbb.4 the calrulated 4 'at 'r ate v .'V

wouId ba equal to 1 11 fo ar, G.*

*..Per~ t"W A4t, ~ -*

At~~~ 'S a-t4
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This indicates that the device resistance at 3.0 volts for

those devices is essentially equal to the unsaturated value

or, conversely, that those devices are barely saturated at

3.0 volts. One should compare the scatter plots for wafer

H229 (different lots) that show a relatively well defined

scatter plot with the scatter plot for wafer L23b that shows

a broad scatter plot between a line of slope 0.5 and 3.0.

The average external pinchoff voltage for these wafers ar

1 .'4 and 2.7 (using the positive pinchott .otage np',prtI.

making the total inchoff 'ol tage%° w * .

2?.2 and 3 .nj. respct Ively. 'iIr) ME -1F ! T~ . .a . 41

dr air 1 Ol ta & s r IcS. to , 'w .. aj "0 ,

d , I mg P 3 
4
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simulation assumed a to have a mean value of .17 microns

with a standard deviation of .04 and N to have a mean value

of 1.2E17/cm 3 with a mean value of .2E17. The average

values of a and N were chosen so that the average external

pinchoff voltage, Woo - 0. is less than 3.0 volts and the

device was assumed to operate in the saturatio , eqIon w.ith

a saturation factor Of 0.5. The saturated eploc I t was

assumed t o 0 p .'4E %V ( e a"( ' !) f I P t ' rt) I
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a condition where the velocity saturation region is

relatively short ( L 1 z L, L2 z 0, where p z d ) and the

other scatter plot for the condition where the velocity

saturation region is relatively long (LIx0, L2 zL where pzs).

In general there is fair agreement between the simulated

scatter plots for Idss vs pinchoff voltage and the actual
9

scatter plots of Figure 4 in that the actual scatter plots

tend to fall between the limiting cases. The differences

between the simulated scatter plots and the actual scatter

plots for transconductance vs Idss raises some Irterestifg .'"

questions. The transconductance was defined Patheo t:)

..

bep

which is the same CWoes*so n-seo I ~

f 0  those (10. ice CS h. - * ra. .
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Air Force Officer Selection Revisited: Entertaining 7W

The Possibiliities for Improvement

by

Victor H. Appel

and

Andrew D. Carson

ABSTRACT

Research literature was examined to identify selection

devices or methodological/conceptual developments appearing

promising as a means for enhancing the system of officer sel-

ection for Officer Training School and Air Force ROTC candi-

dates. In that the current system is focused almost exclus-

ively on cognitive/intellective predictors, the investigators

sought to broaden the scope by incorporating predictors of

other likely sources of variance, particularly leadership/

managerial and commitment variables. Recommendations are

offered how such constructs might be tapped by incorporating

an appropriate biodata form within the existing selection

device, the AFOQT. Experimentation over the long run with

an assessment center methodology is also proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the past 34 years the means employed for the

selection of the bulk of Air Force officers has remained

relatively unchanged. These officers are those whose

source of commissioning is Officer Training School (OTS)

or Air Force ROTC (AFROTC). They represent approximately

74% of the active duty force (Gandi, 1987). As Rogers,

Roach and Short (1986) have observed, the basic sequential

selection strategy for these applicants is a four step pro-

cess. Once a vacancy occurs, candidates are evaluated suc-

cessively to see if they qualify with regard to 1) Educa-

tion 2) Physical Fitness 3) Moral Character and 4) Mental

Competence.

Though any applicant may be eliminated at any of the

four selection points, the fourth step, determination of

mental competence, serves as the principal selection hurdle.

This hurdle is satisfied or not based on the score attained

on a measure of general ability, the Air Force Officer Qual-

ifying Test (AFOQT). Since its introduction in 1953 as a

means for predicting success in OCS and as a means for

screening for aircrew training, the AFOQT has undergone 16

revisions(Rogers, Roach and Short, 1986) . Still, the AFOQT

remains a measure of general ability. When validated against

OTS or other early training criteria, the AFOQT yields val-

idity coefficients ranging from .10 to .40, but most common-

ly validities are between .20 and .30.
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During the more than three decades in which the AFOQT

has been used, there have been multiple advances in the

field of personnel selection (Dunnette, 1976). It is only

logical that the Officer Selection and Classification Func-

tion of AFHRL should expand its efforts beyond those re-

lated to the AFOQT. The Officer Selection group hoped that

by commissioning outside assistance to review selection

literature, recommendations for improving the selection S

process might be obtained.

The senior investigator is a vocational and organiza-

tional psychologist. For more than 20 years he has been

concerned with the gooodness of fit between persons and

positions. Personnel psychologists at AFHRL felt his back-

ground would be helpful in taking a fresh look at means for

enhancing officer selection. This seemed particularly ap- "iN?

propriate in light of his collaboration with some AFHRL

personnel in isolating factors influencing turnover propen-

sity among Air Force personnel.

The second author of this report, with background exper-

ience and training as a Developmental and Counseling Psych-

ologist, brings useful experience in the areas of career de- %-/.

velopment and career planning.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objectives of the research effort were two fold:

1. To carry out a literature review in the area of oc-

cupational success prediction for officers/execu-

tives.

4-5
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2. To conduct follow-up telephone interviews with

investigators engaged in personnel selection

research deemed promising and relevant to us.

III. APPROACHES TAKEN IN REALIZING OBJECTIVE 1

la. Approach la: As a precursor to conducting a lit-

erature review, the investigators sought to find

job analyses carried out on various of the of-

ficer AFSC's. The investigators reasoned that

if officer job analyses were available, they

would illumine the major components of the posi-

tions, and thereby suggest the types of compet-

encies f-r which predictors needed to be sought.

With that information in hand, it was hoped that

the scope of the literature review would be re-

duced.

lb. Results Achieved When Approach la Pursued: This

initial effort did not prove worthwhile. Although

the investigators were able to locate a substantial

body of officer AFSC's which had been subjected.to

Job Analysis, the tasks identified were at such a
4

micro level, there were literally hundreds of job

components. It was decided to forego further attempts.

The effort did demonstrate that there are substantial ,
S

differences aczoss officer AFSC's. It raises the

question whether the many, non-rated AFSC's re-

4-6
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quire differentiation of selection composites in

the same fashion as rated officer positions now

do.

2a. Approach 2a: In an effort to cull fresh possibili-

ties for selection enhancement from the research

literature, the investigators conducted a computer

search of the civilian and military literature on V

the prediction of occupational success among of-

ficers/executives. The literature surveyed covered

a twenty year span from 1967 through 1987 as listed

in the PSYCINFO data base of the American Psycho-

logical Association. This resulted in a data file

of 458 entries.

2b. Results Achieved When Approach 2a Pursued: Having

surfaced many more relevant studies than anticipat-

ed the investigators devised a three dimensional,

cube model into which the various studies could be

sub-divided. The model allowed each study to be

classified with regard to 1) Type of Selection

Measure(e.g. paper and pencil--aptitude) 2) Type

of Variable (e.g. Flexibility) 3) Measured Against

Which Criteria (e.g. Performance Rating by Super-

visor). The investigators devised a form by which

each study could be quickly classified. This was

in an effort to facilitate generalizing about the

results found.

When the results were tallied it became ap-

parent that there were many more studies involving

4-7
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the use of paper and pencil measures than there

were performance based or naturalistic studies.

Further,of the paper and pencil measures used,

general ability measures were most effective,

along with biodata forms. Personality and in- 0

terest measures were least effective along with

unstructured interviews. When peer ratings

were conducted they often were quite predictive.

Most striking was the impressive validity coef-

ficients achieved by assessment centers. Where-

as validity coefficients of .20 or .30 or less

were typically found for paper and pencil mea-

sures, assessment centers consistently produced

validity coefficients in the .40's (Hakel, 1986,

Tenopyr and Oeltjen, 1982; Thornton and Byham,

1982).

3a. Approach 3a While not originally planned, lit-

erature review efforts unearthed related work

on Utility Analysis. Utility analysis is a means

for estimating the dollar savings achieved when

a selection device's predictive efficiency is im-

proved. Recent improvements by Hunter and Hunter

(1984) in the means for estimating the dispersion

component of the utility formula have simplified

computation and thereby stimulated the conduct of

Utility analyses. These analyses are impressive

in that they demonstrate the substantial dollar

savings which even a modest increment in predict-
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ive validity can bring about.

3b. The investigators decided to apply Hunter

and Hunter's (1984) Utility formula to the

problem of AF officer selection enhancement.

Using figures from meta-analyses performed by

Schmidt et al (1984) for cognitive ability

tests, the researchers chose .22 as a repre-

sentative validity. Similarly, they chose

.43 as a realistic validity coefficient value e
if assessment center methodologies were added.

To carry out the necessary computations, using

Hunter and Hunter's adaptation of the original

formula developed by Cronbach and Gleser(1965) ,

the investigators required certain demographic

information about AF officers. This was readily

available from Gandi (1987) at the Air Force

Military Personnel Center, Randolph AFB. When

the requisite values were substituted in the

equation, the results were startling. Current

selection based on a validity of .22 can be

demonstrated to save the USAF $153,243,890 over

what it would cost if random selection were used.

If the validity of officer selection procedures %S.

could be raised to .43, the USAF would save an

additional annual amount of $146,278,130.

IV. APPROACHES TAKEN IN REALIZING OBJECTIVE 2 .. '

la. Approach la: These investigators simply made use

of AUTOVON resources at AFHRL to contact both mil-
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tary and civilian c61leagues throughout the country.

These investigators were particularly interested in

contacting counterpart scientists in the other branches

of service.

lb. The telephone contacts proved to be highly valuable. -

These investigators were able to find that there was

appreciably more interest in selection enhancement

procedures for officers than other sources had indica-

ted. Further, these investigators were able to find ,%

out that parallel research was being funded by other

branches of service, with possible overlap. Some

research materials were exchanged.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

la. Since the two objectives of this research are both re-

lated to enhancing officer selection within the Air

Force, recommendations with regard to that issue will

be combined, and presented here.

1. There is strong reason to support continuing

efforts at improving the psychometric propert-

ies of the AFOQT, as now available in Forms P.

In addition to continuing the new types of

cognitive subtests being developed, additional

work on establishing the extent to which dif-

ferential validities exist on the AFOQT for

various sub-groups.

2. The current officer selection system is virtual- •

ly a unidimensional one, with the AFOQT, the

4-10 0
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requirement of college completion and the %

Patton rating of colleges all appear to be

"soaking up" the cognitive sources of variance.

Selection devices aimed at tappi'ng factors

orthogonal to the cognitive ones would appear

to offer good prospect for significantly in-

creasing the validity if added.

3. The major lack visible to these investigators
PJ'.

with regard to the current officer selection

system-deals with leadership/managerial ability.

While there is some relationship between intel-

lectual abilities and leadership/managerial

abilities, that relationship is a modest one. 0

Selection devices which can differentiate among

those high and low in these regards are badly

needed. While ambiguity remains in the con-
.. '%.

structs, efforts at paper and pencil measures

of leadership/managerial ability could begin.

Bass et al(1987) have provided a conceptual P%%

foundation in their paradigm of transactional

versus transformational leadership which seems

promising. In the near term, these investi- .-

gators propose the use of biodata forms,which

might be developed,to differentiate applicants.

In the far term, these investigators propose

moving to an assessment center methodology.

Initially, experimental efforts,using the

assessment center in San Antonio, would be

4-11
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required.

4. Since selection devices are no better than

the criteria against which they are validat-

ed, it is requisite that efforts at criterion

development be expanded. 4%

b. The investigators propose that a biodata form

appraising leadership/managerial abilities be •

developed in a follow on effort. Such a measure

could be incorporated within the AFOQT. Content

of the form would primarily be demographic. The •

biodata form might also be used to tap commitment

to the Air Force, a variable closely linked to

turnover propensity. S

c. In the view of these investigators, there is insuf-

ficient collaboration among AFHRL and the other per-

sonnel and training commands (ATC and MPC) in the

San Antonio area. Each of these elements could -.

contribute to selection enhancement in significant

ways, were they to have their mission expanded to .

include selection issues. Simiilarly, AFHRL could

contribute to classification and training functions.

Similarly, there does not seem to be adequate collab- -

oration across the branches of service among those %]

concerned with selection issues. Much more should

be done on a voluntary basis to keep other branches

4-12
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EVALUATION OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL KINEMATICS ANALYSIS METHODS OF

ROBOTICS FOR THE STUDY OF HUMAN ARTICULATED MOTION

by

Xavier J. R. Avula

ABSTRACT

The three-dimensional kinematic analysis methods of robotics were

considered for the study of human articulated motion. Literature on the

direct and indirect kinematics analysis was reviewed for the purpose of

evaluating the Articulated Total Body (ATB) Model at the Armstrong Aero- %

space Medical Research Laboratory as a simulation tool in the develop-

ment of robotics telepresence technology. The behavior of the ATB right

arm was simulated on the computer with a force applied to the center of 'N

the hand. The arm positions at various times, and the workspace were

determined. Recommendations were made to develop software based on the

three-dimensional kinematics methods for the ATB Model, and to perform

reach analysis for determining workspace boundaries.

-A
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some technological advancements, in addition to being beneficial to humans,

expose them to risks that threaten their personal safety. Several defense

and industrial operations are performed in hazardous environments contami-

nated by nuclear materials and toxic chemicals, and in extreme temperatures.

For operations in such hazardous environments, the employment of mobile

robots, which are remotely controlled by humans, is a natural alternative.

Also, some operations in modern air- and spacecraft place such great

demands on the senses that it is humanly impossible to perform optimally

without the aid of some electronic and mechanical manipulators. The

technology of utilizing and controlling robots by a human in the control

loop is called Robotic Telepresence, and lately much attertion is being %

directed towards its development. It is believed that better manipulation

of remotely located robots can be achieved with a human in the control loop.

N.

The technology of robotic telepresence will provide the understanding

necessary to link a human's hands, arms, eyes, and ears to a robot's sensors

and manipulators through exoskeletal devices. In the development of the

overall robotic telepresence technology, three-dimensional kinematics and

dynamics analysis of robots is important. In the Robotic Telepresence Pro-

gram of the Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AAMRL),

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, the Articulated Total Body (ATB) Model will

be used as a dynamics and feedback control simulation tool. The ATB Model is

a computer model developed under the sponsorship of the AAMRL to aid in the

study of crew member dynamics during ejection from high-speed aircraft.
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This model is based on the rigid body dynamics which uses Euler's equations

of motion with constraint relations of the type employed in the Lagrange

method. The model has been successfully used to study the articulated human

body motion under various types of body segment and joint loads. The present

study is limited to the evaluation of the kinematics methods of robotics for

understanding the human articulated motion as simulated by the ATB Model.

My research task as a participant in the 1987 Summer Faculty Research Program

(SFRP) was to determine what three-dimensional kinematics analysis methods

are most applicable to study the human articulated motion utilizing the

ATB Model as a simulation tool. My experience in teaching advanced dynamics

at University of Missouri-Rolla, and my previous work on the calculation of .

maximum aerodynamic loads on the body segments and joints of the Advanced

Dynamic Anthropomorphic Manikins ADAM), and my involvement in research on0

various aerospace medical problems have led to my placement as an SFRP

participant in the Laboratory. These experiences have been found to be

compatible with and desirable for the technical needs of the Robotics

Telepresence Program at the AAMRL.

II. OBJECTIVE

The technology of Robotics Telepresence involves the investigation of methods

to provide remote, closed-loop, human control of mobile robots. The effective-

ness of a remotely located robot, or any robot for that matter, is based on ?

the trajectory and reach of its end-effector which are analysed using three-

dimensional kinematics and dynamics methods. Here we confine ourselves to

the evaluation of the kinematic analysis methods. There are several types ~
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of analyses: The direct kinematic analysis uses a straight forward geometric

solution in which the position, velocity and trajectory of the end-effector

are expressed in terms of the joint angles and link lengths, and their deri-

vatives. This method is suitable for description in time of structural ele-

ments but does not take into account the forces acting within or on the

system nor does it include inertial effects. To handle consecutive coordinate

transformations associated with multiple degrees of freedom, a more general

method based on homogeneous transformation matrices is used. This method can

also be utilized for inverse kinematic problems in which axis motions that %

nroduce desired end-effector motions are calculated. Yet another general

method is the one based on rotation matrices involving quaternions which is

usually preferred for the solution of inverse kinematic problems. '.

The objective of the present study is to review the above methods of

kinematic analysis for the purpose of using them to understand human arti- .,.*e

culated motion. In consideration of similarities between the robotic arm ".

and the human arm, and in view of human-in-the-loop control of remotely

located robots through exoskeletal devices, such a study will be beneficial. e%

In this study the ATB Model will be used as the simulation tool because of

its proven success in earlier studies.

.7--.,•

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL KINEMATICS ANALYSIS IN ROBOTICS

Kinematics is a fundamental tool in the study of geometry of the end-effector

arm motions of a robot. A robotic arm is a system of rigid bodies connected

in series to form a kinematic structure. Most robotic arms are open kine-

matic chains. The problem of finding the end-effector position and orientation

for given joint displacements is referred to as the direct kinematics problem.

5-6
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In direct kinematics the end-effector position is determined uniquely. The

problem of finding the joint displacements that lead the end-effector to

the specified position and orientation is the inverse kinematics problem.

Inverse kinematics is more complex in the sense that multiple solutions may

exist for the same end-effector location and arm structure (Asada and Slotine,

1986). In the inverse kinematics problems it is not always possible to derive

a closed-form solution since the kinematic equations are comprised of non-

linear - simultaneous equations with many trigonometric functions. When the

kinematic equations cannot be solved analytically, numerical methods are

used to derive the desired joint displacements.

The direct kinematics problem of defining the position of the end-effector S.

Or,

as a function of the joint angle values can be solved using straightforward

geometry (Koren, 1985). Only simple kinematic structures can be handled by

this method. The relationship between a pair of adjacent links in a kinematic

chain coupled by a revolute joint can be described by the Denavit- 0%.r

Hartenberg (1955) notation which employs a minimum number of parameters.

This notation is based on the 4 x 4 matrix representation of rigid body .5

position and orientation. The forerunner of this notation is the method of

representing the kinematic relationships by homogeneous coordinate trans-

formation matrices. The coordinate transformation matrices represent the e

relative translation and rotation between the coordinate systems of adjacent .-

links i and i-I (Richard et al., 1984) as shown in Fig. 1. Considering each

link with respect to a suitably chosen local coordinate system the relative

translation and rotation between the links are represented by a 4 x 4 matrix

called 'A' matrix. In a kinematic structure of n+ I consecutive links we will

have n consecutive coordinate transformations along the serial linkage

5-7 V
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Fig. 1 Coordinate systems attached to a pair of adjacent links

in an open kinematic chain.
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that can be compactly described by a single equation b V.O

-o 0 1 2 i-i-i(1

X0 = [A ][A ][A 3]...[A [..A n-l I

by which the position vector in frame n is transformed to -0 in frame 0. P

The 4 x 4 'A' matrix [A. - I] for example, represents the position and

orientation of frame i relative to frame i-l. Equation (1) can further

be written as

= [T] n (2)

in which

0 1 2 i" n-(-

[T] = [A 1 [A ][A ...[A- ...[An (3) J% % r0

The matrix [T] in Equation (3) represents the end-effector position and

orientation in terms of joint displacements, angle ei or distance d.

depending on the type of joint..This equation provides the functional

relationship between the last link position and orientation and the

displacements of all the joints involved in the open kinematic chain.

Equation (3) is thus referred to as the kinematic equation of the end- -N"

effector which governs its fundamental kinematic behavior.

By substituting the values of a given set of joint displacements into the .

right hand side of the kinematic equation, Equation (1), one can readily

find the corresponding end-effector position and orientation. This is the
S.,

direct kinematic problem we have referred to earlier. %

The problem of solving for 0 and d in [T] when the end-effector is moved to a
i i

specified position and orientation is the inverse kinematic problem.

Only a few simple kinematic structures yield closed-form solutions for the

inverse problem. If the closed-form solution cannot be obtained numerical

5-9 A N4-
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methods based on iterative algorithms such as the Newton-Raphson method

can be employed. The iterative methods are computationally complex and time

consuming. A kinematic structure which yields a closed-form solution is

called a solvable structure. What makes a kinematic structure solvable is

an important issue in robotics. Pieper (1968) addressed this issue at length%

and listed all the possible kinematic structures having six degrees of free-

dom that are solvable. Pieper' s analytical method was extended by Feather- .

stone (1983) and Hollerbach (1983).

There are numerous alternative kinematic modeling methods to homo-

geneous coordinate transformations. The problem of determining the position

and orientation of a rigid body in space is studied by using the method of

screw axes and line geometry. Yuan and Freudenstein (1971) described the

kinematic analysis of spatial mechanisms using screw coordinates. Roth (1967),

Sugimoto and Duffy (1982), and Woo and Freudenstein (1970) investigated

various aspects of rigid body motions in the light of screw theory and line

geometry which were found to be more efficient in numerical kinematic analysis. f

The design of arm linkages and the determination of workspace volume are

important objectives in robotics technology. Roth (1975) was the first to

address the design problem of finding appropriate kinematic structures and

link dimensions to allow the arm to cover a specified workspace. Kumar and

Waldron (1981), Gupta and Roth (1982), and Tsai and Soni (1981) also have

dealt with work space volume and shape determinations by a variety of analy-

tical and numerical methods. Further discussion of kinematics analysis methods

in robotics is beyond the scope of this report. Let us now turn our attention

to the Articulated Total Body Model which we wish to consider as a tool for

understanding human articulated motion from robotics point of view.
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IV. THE ARTICULATED TOTAL BODY (ATB) MODEL

-%

The Articulated Total Body (ATB) Model is a computer model developed under

the sponsorship of the Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Labora-

tory to aid in the study of crew member dynamics during ejection from high

speed aircraft. The forerunner of this model was the Crash Victim Simulator

(CVS) developed by Calspan Corporation under the joint sponsorship of the

Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association and the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration to simulate the three-dimensional dynamic response

of motor vehicle crash victims. The ATB Model is based on the rigid body

dynamics which uses Euler's equations of motion with constraint relations

of the type employed in the Lagrange method. The model has been successfully

used to study the articulated human body motion under various types of body

segment and joint loads. (See Fleck and Butler, 1975)

The dynamic behavior of the ATB Model is determined by classical methods

of analysis. The body segments are coupled to form an open

chain of interconnected rigid bodies. For an arbitrary

segment n, the translational dynamic equation is

MX =F +ZEf (4)
n n nk nj

in which "

M = mass of segment n

X = position of the center of gravity of the nth segment "

fnj = constraint force at joint j acting on segment n "

F = kth external force acting on the nth segment
nk

The angular dynamic equation in the inertial system is

D w+ D n w + D n = D nZTorques (5)n n n n n n nn n ,.
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where,

w= angular velocity vector of segment n
nkb

n=inertia matrix about the center of gravity of segment n F

D = the direction cosine matrix associated with segment nn

A vector exponential integrator is used to solve Equations (4) and (5)

with appropriate constraint equations. The constraints considered in the

ATB program are: V

(i) linear position constraint

(ii) angular joint constraint (locked joint, pinned joint)P%

(iii) distance constraints (zero distance, fixed distance, rolling

and sliding constraints)

(iv) force constraints, and

(v) torque constraints *
% .,

The integration of Equations (4) and (5) yields the position vector

components of body segments. These quantities are displayed

graphically by VIEW and PLOT computer programs.

In the ATB Model the kinematic variables are determined by the integration

of dynamical equations of motion. The direct and inverse kinematic methods

of robotics have not been applied. However, a recent modification in the

ATB progam utilizes a direct kinematic method to automatically position

a crew member (seated occupant in the GVS) before the dynamic loads are

applied. With this modification the model computes the position of each

body segment in the inertial reference frame provided that the location ~ .

of the first segment and the angular orientation of each segment are

known. This is similar to the direct kinematics method in robotics involving

straight forward computations. A computer subroutine called CHAIN based on
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the relationship

T TZ.+D r z +D rj, (6)
Z1 +i ji 'j+l Dj+ j+

in which

zk = vector from the origin of the inertial coordinate system to the

center of gravity of segment k

k direction cosine matrix for segment k (the superscript 
T -q

stands for the transpose)

r j,k =vector from the center of gravity of segment k to joint j whose

components are expressed in the local reference coordinate system

of segment k, and

i = joint (j) 9

Equation (6) can be used to solve for the location of each successive segment

from that of the previously defined segments. Note that the program CHAIN is

used only to automatically position a seated occupant in equilibrium. The 9

program specifies the axes about which the segments are rotated, and the %

sequence of rotations to achieve the desired orientation.

V. AN EXAMPLE

In this example the behavior of the right arm of a crew member to which

a five-pound force is applied in the vertically upward direction is simulated.

The force remains constant throughout the simulation. For each segment of the

arm, the x-y coordinate system is parallel to the cross-section, and the

z-axis is oriented alon, 'he longitudinal axis of the segment. The following

are the segment properties: 
..

Right Upper Arm

Principal Moments of Inertia:

= 0.102 lb-sec 2-in
xx

5-13
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I = 0.099 lb-sec 2-in
yy

I = 0.011 lb-sec 2-in
zz

Major and Minor Axes:

a = 1.9 in

b = 1.8 in

c = 6.0 in

Right Lower Arm (Weight - 3.82 ib)

Principal Moments of Inertia:

I = 0.12 lb-sec 2-inxx

Iy= 0.12 lb-sec 2-in
yy

I = 0.007 lb-sec 2-in

Major and Minor Axes:

a = 1.775 in N

b = 1.775 in

c = 5.8 in

The seated crew member at time t - 0 sec is shown in Fig. 2. A force F = 5 lb

is applied at the center of gravity of the hand, and the subsequent motion of

the arm is simulated. The arm positions which are calculated by the ATB Model 01

software are displayed in Fig. 2 (b-f) for times t = 60, 120, 180, 240, and

300 milliseconds. Figure 3 is constructed by superposition of arm motion ,
)K

sequences to indicate the workspace generated under the prescribed conditions.

It must be emphasized once again that the segment positions have been calcu-

lated by solving the dynamical equations of motion, Equations (4) and (5),

and not the kinematic equations.
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t =300 ms

t = 180 ms

I I lilli workspace .*-

eN

Fig. 3 Workspace of the ATB right arm with F =5 lb(f)

(Arm positions are superposed)
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V. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There exists a vast body of knowledge on the three-dimensional kinematic

analysis methods addressing the behavior of robot manipulators. Numerous

methods of analysis have been developed in attempt.ing to reduce the

computational complexities associated with kinematic structures representing

robotic arms. Using rotation vectors and quaternion algebra, the number of

arithmetic operations required for kinematic solutions can be reduced to

only three or four parameters to define the relative spatial orientation

of a rigid body, whereas in the coordinate transformation matrix methods

we have to deal with 3 x 3 matrices. Regardless of the method chosen,

as we increase the number of links and joints in a kinematic chain the "-%

analysis becomes more complex and leads to huge mathematical expressions. a-

This has motivated researchers to seek a unified theory of notations

for simplification. In reference to the Robotic Telepresence Program at .-

AAMRL and the role of the dextrous hand (DH) in this program, the kine- . ,

matics of the robotic arm should be analyzed using such a unified theory

of notations because the DH has numerous linkages in comparison with a

common industrial manipulator.

The computation of workspace of the end-effector is important in deter- - a"

mining the effectiveness of a robot. In view of using the ATB Model as a -

simulation tool in the Robotic Telepresence Program, software based on

the three-dimensional kinematics methods of robotics should be developed ^.e

to study the ATB Model behavior. At present the ATB Model analysis is -",,.-,

based on the integration of equations of motion.

%V
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The ATB Model does not have a joint at the wrist. In the recommended

analysis a spherical joint should be introduced at the wrist, and the

reach analysis should be performed for the ATB arm to determine the 4

workspace and its boundaries. Such an analysis will be useful in tra-

jectory planning of the end-effector (the ATB hand).

The methods of neuromuscular control should be investigated to determine

appropriate mechanisms for controlling the ATB hand. The knowledge of

these mechanisms can be carried over to understand the dextrous hand

behavior and to specify exoskeletal devices for control.

,o

% %
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POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR BALLOON-FLOWN INSTRUMENTS

by

Francesco L. Bacchialoni

ABSTRACT

This report considers the motions of a balloon-borne
S

payload and examines in a qualitative fashion the overall

requirements of pointing systems for bal loon-borne

scientific experiments.

General purpose support platforms are considered, and 
-

two general configurations are recommended. One is simple,

of moderate accuracy and cost, the other is more complex,

more accurate and considerably more expensive.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some of the missions that the Air Force Geophysics Lab

has supported in past years, and will continue to support in

coming years consist in balloon flights of scientific

instruments. These flights are considerably less expensive

and generally last longer than rocket flights, therefore

offer unique advantages in the support of some scientific

experiments. The next observation is that it appears

possible to design and build some general purpose
S

platforms, each capable of supporting different scientific

experiments, in separate flights. Power, balloon controls,

and telemetry are necessary on all flights, therefore they

form a core of common elements present on a general purpose

platform. In addition, many experiments require controlled I.

pointing of an instrument in various directions in space.

This suggests to make angular references and pointing

control systems part of the support platform, and this is

the subject of the present investigation. :S

I have been involved in control systems for many years,

both in professional practice and in teaching the theory. I

have worked on airborne servos for optical instruments and

on the pointing system of a ground based 48" optical

telescope. This background makes the present assignment a

natural continuation of my previous experience.

%
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Ii. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Several balloon-borne platforms have been used in the

past to support scientific experiments. Some were very

elaborate and expensive, others very limited in capability.

The objective of this research effort consists in exploring

the possibility of utilizing one or more general purpose

platforms to support balloon-borne scientific experiments,

and obtaining recommendations for the design of instrument

pointing systems for these platforms.

III. APPROACH

A tentative approach has been established as follows:

1. Considerations on experiments and support platforms.

2. Summary of suitable state of the art position and

direction references, including cost estimates.

3. Considerations on pointing control system design,

including angular reFerences and command signals.

4. Recommendations on yerificat ion procedures.

6-5%
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND SUPPORT PLATFORMS j

From a logical point of view, the scientific experiment

to be performed has to be considered first, and the support

platform specifications are derived from the desired

experiment. In practice it is very difficult to identify in

abstract all the support needed by future experiments, but

in order to consider general purpose platforms, it is

necessary to find the requirements common to a vast class of 00J.

experiments. As indicated earlier, power, balloon controls

and telemetry are necessary in all flights, but since the

related technologies are well established they have been

excluded from this investigation. An additional item common

to many balloon-borne experiments- consists in pointing

controls for the scientific instruments used on board, and

this is the subject on which the present investigation is

concentrated.

Pointing a scientific instrument ina certain direction

requires a mechanical structure capable of rotations about

some axes, and this implies different possible geometric

are applied to servo systems driving the axes of rotation,

so obtaining the pointing angles. Errors appear in this

process: acceptable pointing errors versus time depend on

the individual experiment, arid it is clear that reductionV

of these errors means increase of system cost. It is

6-6
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difficult to relate error reduction to cost increase in a '. 4

precise fashion, since the cost of subsystems may change

rather rapidly with the development of new technology,

therefore overall engineering judgment remains the dominant

criterion for setting the specifications of a general

purpose support platform.

A balloon-borne payload is subject to various motions
@

caused by the flight. Typical motions are [51:

- Pendulum-type oscillations, with amplitude from about S

deg. during ascent to about 10 arcmin. and period 15

sec. when floating at high altitude.

- Rotation, random, with angular velocity up to 0.25 rpm. . '. ',,

- Vertical bounce, random, amplitude up to 1000 ft, period

several minutes. )

It is clear that pointing errors possibly caused by '7,

these motions must be considered. The system designer must

also keep in mind these other physical conditions:

- Athmospheric pressure: almost zero. %

- Ambient temperature: from -65 to +75 deg. C.

- High energy radiation (cosmic rays, etc.).

V. POSITION AND DIRECTION REFERENCES

The position of a free flying balloon is usually

important for the experiment, and in some case it must also

be used to calculate in real time the instrument pointing

.- -
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angles. It can be obtained using several different methods,

some of which are listed here, with a summary of their .

character i st i cs.

1. Ground radar tracking:

- Accuracy is high.

- Balloon coordinates are available at the tracking

facility: if needed on the balloon, they have to be

tel emetered.

- No need of computation on the balloon platform.

- Distance limited approximately to the visible horizon: .*, r

for a balloon flying at 30 Km (100,000 ft.) and a sea

level radar, max. distance is approximately 437 Km.

- Cost is variable, depending on the availability of a

ground tracker near the launch site. ', ."

2. Global Positioning System (GPS): .5

- Position in three dimensions, fully available in 1989,

with SO m maximum error (Collins Navcore 1).

- Velocity within O.S m/sec.

- Time within 250 nanosec.

- Outputs updated once a second.
S .

- Receiver on board of the platform.

- Position, velocity and time can be utilized on board,

recorded if necessary and/or telemetered to ground.

- Cost: $ 20,000 (Collins Navcore 1). '.

6-8
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3. Inertial Navigation System (INS): IWO

- Combined with GPS (Honeywell Special Mission Management

System) gives good accuracy position, equal to that

given by GPS.

- Excellent for attitude measurement: see further ahead. .. \ 1

- Cost: $ 100,000 for commercial units, hardware alone. S

4. Commercial Distance Measuring Equipment (DME):

- In the past, a method utilizing DME signals has been

designed. It appears inferior to the GPS system. ".%. -*.

5. LORAN:

- Less accurate and convenient than GPS.

6. Omega:

- Less accurate and convenient than GPS.

Directional reference may be obtained in several different

%bw
ways. Here are a few.

. Local vertical established by gravity:

- Subject to errors caused by pendulum motion, of the '. ..-

order of S deg. during ascent and 10 arcmin. during -;44

flight at altitude.
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2. Azimuth by magnetometers: .

- Only the horizontal component of the earth magnetic

field should be measured.

- Requires a precise knowledge of the earth magnetic

field in the region of the Flight.

- Does not work near the magnetic poles.

- Moderately accurate: errors of about 0.35 degrees.

- Sensitive to magnetic fields produced on the platform.

- Analog or digital signal format.

- Cost: a few thousand dollars.

3. Gyroscopes.

In reference 3, laser gyros are analyzed and compared

with mechanical gyros and fiber-optic gyros. In addition,

star trackers are briefly examined. AFGL mission
... %

requirements are there divided into two general areas,

differentiated as having high vs. medium level of accuracy p.

and stability. In previous AFGL missions (SPICE, IRBS) ~

mechanical rather than laser gyros had to be adopted since

optical gyros were not sufficiently developed. The state of

the art of optical gyros is much more advanced to day, and

their specs continue to improve, thereFore they should be

carefully considered at the actual design time. Typical

drift is about 0.02 deg/hr. Power absorption is still

rather high, of the order of 150 WI. The price of a

commercial 3-axis ring laser gyro INS is about $ 100,000,
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similar to the price of a tuned-rotor mechanical gyro

system. In addition, the cost of integrating the gyro into

a complete pointing system must be added, and this is high

and difficult to estimate.

Fiber-optic gyros are closing in on the sensitivity

and low drift of good quality mechanical gyros "-'-:,.
%

(Dynamically-Tuned Rate Gyros). At least two moderate
S

performance models are available on the market (Standard

Elektrik Lorenz AG, West Germany, price of the smaller unit

approx. $ 18,000). Honeywell is developing its products and

expects practical devices in about two years. Reliability

will be high, errors comparable to those of mechanical

gyros of moderate performance (drift: 0.1 deg/hr).

Estimated future price is $ 3,000 per axis.

4. Sun Trackers.

- Moderately accurate: typical maximum error S arcmin.

- Operate only when the sun is visible.

- Require position, precise time reference and computation

to obtain absolute reference. J.,-'..

- Cost: estimated at $ 30,000 for hardware.

S. Star Trackers.

- Very accurate: typical maximum error 2 arcsec.

- Operate only when the stars are visible.

- Require position, precise time reference and computation

6-11 %
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to obtain absolute reference.

- Cost: estimated at $ 200.000 for hardware.

VI. POINTING CONTROL SYSTEMS

Several different possible geometries can be used to

align a scientific instrument with a target. A typical

configuration has three axes, azimuth, elevation and roll.

This geometry causes cross-coupling at high values of

elevation and roll, which may be a difficulty. If necessary,

corrections can be applied where needed, but otherwise the

three servo systems driving the instrument axes can be

considered ndependent.

Feedback loops are necessary to obtain reliable operation

in the presence of disturbances, and it is desirable for % ,

simpliity of analysis and design to have for each axis an

independent loop, with at most the classical "secant

correction" as a decoupling tool. Each of these loops must

be analyzed in its entirety, including sensors, controller

hardware and software, actuator, load inertia and friction,

and any additional hardware which may affect the loop

performance. Control systems theory, classical and modern,

offers analysis and design methods for linear and non-l inear

systems.

Assuming linearity, in each axis a feedback system type

I or type 2 (one or two open-loop time integrations) should

6-12



be used to provide zero steady-state position error to a

command angle constant in time. Reduction of the effects of f

disturbance torques is another important point to keep in

mind at the design stage: angular accelerometers may be

added for this purpose. It is generally useful to introduce

a "rate loop" in each axis: this allows the application of N

velocity limits, which prevent excessive speed and

potential damage to the instruments. In addition, suitable

selection of the velocity limits may be used to obtain

minimum-time motion when a large angle step command is

applied, with consequent saturation [2].

In the classical linear design, in each axis a

controller (analog or digital) calculates the angular error .*.

(difference between command and measured angles) and from

this error the signal to drive the corresponding motor. A 
W1 .

more elaborate controller can be designed applying "state

feedback".

A "limit cycle", that is a steady-state oscillation of

small amplitude, may appear in some Feedback loops . ,

containing digital devices, when a command angle constanti

in time is applied. This may be acceptable iF the amplitude

of the oscillation is small. Typical example: a system

where the driving motor is a d.c. motor (analog) and the

pointing angle is measured by means of a digital encoder.

h Here the limit cycling can be eliminated by using analog

format for the angle measurement and the calculations to
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obtain the error and the signal driving the motor

amplifier. The command angle can still be telemetered to

the platform in digital format but it must be locally

converted to analog before the evaluation of the error. •

In general, synchros or precision potentiometers may

be used for angular measurements if analog format is

desired, or direct drive digital angular encoders if

digital format is preferred. Motors are preferably

(engineering judgment) d.c. motors, which are analog

devices, and the power amplifiers driving them require

analog input signals.

Selection between the alternatives of analog or

digital design is rather informally done by engineering

judgment. For example, if the directional references supply
,.., .w

analog signals, it is usually considered simpler to have

analog position loops rather than digital ones.

VII. COMMAND AND FEEDBACDK LOOP SIGNALS

The angular command signals for an experiment usually

vary with time, making up "angular trajectories". Depending

on the experiment, these trajectories may be entirely

precalculated, stored and later activated, or they may .0

involve real time calculations, possibly taking into account

the balloon position coordinates, which change with its
%

motions, including vertical bounce. %
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Digital and analog signals are probably both present in

the feedback loops, since command signals transmitted from

the ground are almost always in digital format, while the

angular signals on board may be analog or digital. The

signals supplied by the directional reference sensors

(magnetometers, gyros, sun-trackers, star tra.,kers) derive

from analog physical quantities, but as a result of the

subsystem manufacturer's preference they may be available

to the system designer in either analog or digital Format

(or both). This is not a difficulty, since digital to

analog and analog to digital converters can easily be used

where necessary.

Real time calculations of the command trajectories

require use of a computer, which may be located on the

balloon platform or on the ground. Each of these two

choices has its own advantages and disadvantages.

If the computer is on the platform, the payload has

increased complexity, but only a few commands are to be

telemetered for control or override of the computer. V

If the computer is located on the ground, the payload

has no increased complexity, but more telemetry messages

are needed for the real time control operations, and this P

may be a difficulty. .~~

There is no way to make a general recommendation in

favor of one solution or the other, therefore their trade

off must be carefully considered case by case.
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VIII. MECHANICAL CONFIGURATIONS

Assume three axes: azimuth, elevation and roll.

Some possible mechanical system configurations are

considered here.

1. In one configuration the platform is suspended by 0.

means of a low friction spherical bearing, located at thee'

center of mass, with the result that the platform in flight

does not rotate when the balloon rotates or is accelerated

in any direction. Various disturbance torques may still be

acting on the platform, therefore there is need of three

axis stabilization, using inertial references. If a three

axis INS package is attached to the instrument to be

pointed, no additional angle measuring device is needed:

the attitude signals from the INS can be sent to the

control lers driving the three corresponding motors.

Appropriate reaction masses must be included in this

configuration. A Ring Laser Gyro Inertial Navigation

System, possibly with GPS connected to it (Honeywell) is a

good attitude (and position) sensor for this system. Cost

of this system, including the cost of the INS plus software

and integration, is high, as indicated earlier. The

platform built by VISIDYNE and that described in references

4 and 6 have a similar configuration.
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2. Another possible configuration consists in a mechanical%

frame attached to the bal loon cable by means of a low

friction thrust bearing, to isolate the platForm From the

balloon rotation. The platform, in flight without

disturbances is vertically oriented by the earth gravity, '.-

within a few arcminutes. This configuration offers vertical

and horizontal references naturally available, thus saving

the complexity and cost of one or two control loops.

Undesirable deflections may appear, though, when

disturbances are applied to the platform, therefore this

possibility should be carefully evaluated. Elevation and

roll angles can be measured from the vertical or horizontal '

reference, and related motors move the scientific

instrument as needed. Possibly mechanical counterbalances

can be built into the elevation and roll drives to avoid

inertial disturbances. In addition to the natural vertical,

only an azimuth reference subsystem is needed. The azimuth

motor rotates the instrument package using an appropriate

reaction mass. References 1 and 7 describe systems having

configurations of this type. S

3. A third configuration is like the previous one, with

the same elevation and roll subsystems. The difference .

consists in utilizing the balloon as reaction mass for

azimuth rotation. This requires a torsionally stiff
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connection between the stationary part of the azimuth

bearing and the balloon, technique that has been

practically applied with success (unpublished references).

IX. VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

A test chamber for high altitude and low temperature a,.

tests requires a major construction project, extremely NO

expensive. Chambers of this type exist at other

facilities and can be used by AFGL. Construction of

another one is not recommended at this time.

For attitude control system tests, the platform may be

suspended from a low friction azimuth bearing (air,

pressurized oil, magnetic or servo driven), thus ,

approximating the free flying environment.

- If the balloon is used as a reaction mass for the azimuth

rotation, a corresponding inertia must be used in the

test rig, suspended from the low friction bear'ing. The

inertia and the bearing simulate the free flying balloon. a %

Commands for static pointing tests may be sent to the %--

platform through telemetry.

- Static pointing angles may be measured (within a few

mrad.) using a portable low power laser installed on the

platform and acting as a pointer on a screen set at a

proper distance.

- Dynamic pointing may be tested by commanding angular, test

6-18 "
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trajectories stored on board or sent through telemetry, -s
and analyzing the resultant error trajectories

(differences between commanded and measured angles).

- Static angular errors or dynamic error trajectories may

be computed on the platform, recorded there or

telemetered to the ground control center, where can be

recorded for analysis.

- Smoothness of motion may be measured using angular

accelerometers, their signals being transmitted through 4.

additional telemetry to the control center.

X. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following two recommendations are presented, based .

on engineering judgment:

1. Two different mechanical structures may be initially

Vr,.
considered for development: platform A and platform B.

Platform A:

- Vertical obtained from gravity.

- Azimuth from magnetometers.

- Analog control loops.

- Cost: relatively low.

- See references I and 7.

40
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Platform B:

- Inertial Navigation System. 
11 -

- Digital control loops. 6

- Cost: relatively high.

- See references 4 and 6.

2. A study should be conducted on the relative advantages of

digital versus analog subsystems, components and signal

processing for balloon-borne pointing control systems.

"-...

%. e
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Sustained Deliver of Volatile Chemicals %a.

By Means of Ceramics S

by

Praphulla K. Bajpai and Deborah E. Hollenbach

Abstract

A simple ceramic delivery system was developed for studying the

toxicity of chemicals such as 1,1,1-trichloroethane (TCE) in animals.

1,1,1-trichloroethane was determined by gas chromatography. Use of

glass tube inserts and SiliconeO adhesive sealant for sealing the S

ceramic cavity provided the best results. Storing of TCE (45 mg) in

glass tubes within the ceramic cavity allowed retention and delivery

rate of TCE at 3595 ug/hr for eight hours in vitro. Reservoir

modification of the glass tube-ceramic device to store 259 mg TCE,

resulted in a sustained delivery rate of TCE (624 ug/hr) for 11 days in

vitro. Analysis of hexane extracts of blood obtained from rats

implanted with the glass tube-ceramic device containing 45 mg TCE,

indicated that blood TCE was constant for 20 hours. Analysis of the

chamber air housing a rat implanted with a similar device indicated

that the level of TCE remained sustained at 1344 ug/hr for two hours.

The data obtained in this investigation suggests that the ceramic s--..

system can be modified to deliver volatile chemicals in a sustained

manner for studying the pharmacokinetics and toxicity of these ""-I

solvents.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

1,1,1-Trichloroethane (TCE) is commonly used as a dry-cleaning agent

and as a cleansing solvent for electrcal machinery and plastics. It is

also present as a contaminant in drinking water. Toxicity studies of

volatile hydrocarbons at present are performed by exposing laboratory

animals to the compound by either oral dosage or inhalation. Oral

dosages utilize either gavage (in mineral or vegetable oil) or

microencapsulation using geletin-sorbitol (Melnick, 1987). Inhalation

exposures are carried out in inhalation chambers by bubbling the

chemical into the airflow lines going to the chamber (Gargas, 1986).

The latter procedure is currently being used at the Toxic Hazards

Laboratory of WPAFB. -'

The principal investigator (P. K. Bajpai, B.V.Sc., M.V.Sc., M.Sc.,

Ph.D) developed a ceramic delivery system in 1979 (Bajpai, 1979), and

since then he and his graduate students have used the sustained release

ceramic delivery systems to deliver enzymes, dyes, phenolics,

polypetides, proteins (Bajpai, 1985), and steroids in vitro and in
vivo (Benghuzzi, 1986). In the 1987 Summer Faculty Research Program

(SFRP) and Graduate Student Summer Support Program (GSSSP), we

attempted to develop an implantable device that would deliver a

volatile, chlorinated hydrocarbon (1,1,1-trichloroethane) in a

sustained manner for four to eight hour durations. Such a delivery

system could simplify studies of the kinetics and toxicity of these " "

solvents.

7-4
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

a. To develop a sustained delivery device for delivering .

1,1,I-trichloroethane (TCE) for durations of four to eight hours either

in vitro or directly in experimental animals.

b. By the end of ten week duration we were also requested to develop a

system for delivering volatile chemicals for two to three month

durations in animals for studying the effects of these chemicals on

neurological behavior.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS:

The development of a sustained delivery system for volatile chemicals ri

was conducted in two phases to minimize the use of experimental

animals. In phase I the loss of chemical from ceramic experimental

devices was examined in an in vitro free air flowing environment. In

phase II the ceramic system which appeared to fulfill the desired

objectives in the in vitro environments was investigated in animals.

a. Chemical.

High purity 1,1,1-trichloroethane (99.9% pure) was obtained from the

Aldrich Chemical Company (Milwaukee, WI). All experiments in this

study were conducted with TCE blended with 3% mineral oil.
•. ..

b. Fabrication of Non-Impregnated and PLA-Impregnated

ALCAP Ceramic Delivery Devices. .. V

Aluminum-calcium-phosphorus oxide (ALCAP) ceramic capsules (0.D=0.75,

I.D.=0.45, L=1.20 cm, Wt=O.92 g and density of 2.10 g/cm 3 ) were

fabricated by thorough mixing of 50 g aluminum oxide, 34 g calcium
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oxide and 16 g phosphorus pentoxide powders, and calcining the mixture

at 13150 C for 12 hours. The calcined powders were crushed to the .:

appropriate particle size (<38 um) and molded into a cylindrical shape -

by means of pressure applied to a die. The ceramic cylinders were

sintered at 1350-14500 C for 30-36 hours to increase the density and

mechanical strength of the ceramic. Some ceramics were also

impregnated with polylactic acid (PLA) in chloroform (1:50) by the

procedure of Benghuzzi (1986). Typically, PLA has been used to

impregnate the ALCAP in order to slow down the release of peptides and

steroids. The PLA works by decreasing the size of the pores in the

ceramic (Benghuzzi 1986).

SA
For the preliminary work and the majority of the in vitro experiments

conducted during this study, the ends of the ALCAP were sealed with a

2:1 cement mixture made from ALCAP powder and alpha-ketoglutaric acid

(Bajpai, 1987). The acid-ceramic powder (ACP) sealed ends were then

coated with Silasticw Medical Adhesive (Dow Corning, Midland, MI). N

c. Glass Tube Inserts and Reservoirs.

One cm by four mm glass tubes with one end having an opening of two mm -.

as well as modifcations of the glass tube to include reservoirs were

fabricated by the glass blowing laboratory of the University of Dayton.

d. In Vitro Studies

I. Standardization of the Gas Chromatograph. .

A Hewlett Packard 5890 Gas Chromatograph (GC) cortaining a flame .. %

ionization detector (FID) and a 10 ft. 10% SE-30, 80/10C Supelcoport-l

column was standardized in the 10-100 parts per million (PPM) range

using 20 liter Mylanr bags. The oven temperature was maintained at ",
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1000 C, the injector temperature at 1250 C, the detector temperature at

3000 C, and the nitrogen carrier gas was maintained at a flow rate of

25 ml/min. A Hewlett Packard 3393A Integrator and a Hewlett Packard

19405A Sampler/ Event Control Module were used in conjunction with the

gas chromatograph for analysis of the one ml samples injected into the

GC at each sampling time.

II. Analysis of 1, 1, 1-TCE.

For conducting the in vitro experiments, each ALCAP ceramic capsule was

suspended inside a 108 ml glass gas injection chamber on a cotton

string. The chamber was connected to a reciprocating electromagnetic

piston air pump which was connected to the gas chromatograph. A

constant air flow of 120 ml/min was maintained through the glass .

chamber by the air pump. The HP Sampler/Event Control Module was

utilized to provide automatic sampling of the glass chamber. In order

to determine the concentration of TCE released by the delivery system

in the gas chamber the control module was programmed to automatically '..S

sample the contents of the gas chamber by the GC.

e. Animal Studies.

The amount of TCE present in the blood and exhaled breath were

monitored in rats implanted with ceramics containing 45 mg of TCE in 3%"

mineral oil.

1. Catheterization.

For monitoring TCE release in rat blood, anesthetized Fisher 344 male

rats (Charles River, MA) weighing 350 g were catheterized with 22 G, 8
S

inch Deseret Radiopaque cutdown catheters (Deseret Co., Sandy Utah).

The cathetar tip was passed through the left jugular vein to the right '
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atrium and the sampling end was passed under the skin to the back of

the neck. A velcro vest was used to protect the sampling port.

Ketamine-xylazine (O.lml/kg body weight) prepared in the laboratory was

used for anesthesia.

II. Implantation of Capsules.

Thirty-five ml of Penthrane" (methoxyflurane, Abbott Laboratory,

Chicago, IL) was used to saturate 10 guaze squares in a nine liter

glass chamber. The rat was placed in the chamber for 15 minutes and

removed for implantation of the capsule. The exposure to Penthrane(D

allowed the rat to remain under anesthesia for six minutes. The

capsule to be implanted was prepared while the rat was being exposed to

Penthrane( . A two cm incision was made in the abdomen of the

anesthetized rat with scissors and the capsule inserted into the

peritoneal cavity. The incision was closed with two to three stainless .

steel wound clips.

III. Blood Analysis Studies.

Rats catheterized for 24 hours were implanted with an ALCAP capsule \

containing 45 mg TCE. Following implantation blood samples were taken

at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120 minutes and then at one hour intervals for a

total of six hours. Additional blood samples were taken at 24, 25, 27,

29, and 48 hours. A sample of 100 ul of blood from each collection was

placed in one ml of hexane and allowed to equilibrate for one hour.

The amount of TCE extracted in the hexane was determined by GC using an
".' *.'

electron capture detector (ECD). Standards of TCE (0.01 to I PPM) in -S.,

blood were prepared for constructing the standard curve. The GC with

ECD contained a 10 ft 10% SE-30, 80/100 Supelcoport( column and the
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operating conditions were: oven temperature of 700 C, injector

temperature of 1250 C, detector temperature of 3000 C, and an argon :

methane (95 :5) gas flow rate of 25 ml/min. One ul of the hexane layer .

was analyzed by GC to detect TCE.

IV. Exhaled Breath Studies.

Three 230 g Fisher 344 male rats (Charles River, MA) were used for the

exhaled breath experiments. The chemical concentration in the exhaled

breath was analysed by GC, in one case using ECD, and in the other two

cases, using FID. For ECD use the GC was standardized over a range of

0.001 to 1 PPM while it was standardized over a 0.01 to 10 PPM range

for FID. The TCE standards were made up in twenty liter Mylar® bags.

A 10 ft 10% SE-30, 80/100 Supelcopor (o column was used with the

following operating conditions: oven temperature 1000 C, injector

temperature 1250 C, detector temperature 3000 C, argon:methane (95:5)

gas flow rate of 25 ml/min for ECD and nitrogen flow rate of 25 ml/min

for FID. ,

Following implantation of a TCE containing ALCAP, the rat was placed in

a 2.5 liter glass chamber modified to provide an air flow of 120

ml/min. A sampling port was inserted in the air outflow line in order

to obtain air samples for analysis. Air samples of 100 ul were taken

at appropriate intervals for a duration of 24 hours.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

a. In vitro Studies *

I. Delivery by Non-Impregnated and

PLA-Impregnated Ceramics. .-. ..-
"
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Preliminary experimental work showed that the TCE was lost from porous V.

ALCAP ceramics in about two hours. Neither the PLA impregnation or a

coating of Silastic(Wwere able to slow the diffusion of TCE from the

ceramic capsules. It was obvious that inclusion of a nonporous

container within the ceramic was necessary to contain the liquid -p,

chemical.

II. Delivery by Glass Tube Modified Ceramics. 4,

The glass tubes were filled with 45 mg of TCE in 3% mineral oil, and
O

the opening of the glass tube was sealed with ACP cement and the glass

tube inserted into the ALCAP ceramic. The ceramic was then sealed with

ACP cement and Silasti. This particular modification resulted in a

sustained delivery of TCE for 90 minutes. In subsequent experiments

removal of ACP cement plug from the glass tube resulted in a six hour A

sustained release of TCE with a subsequent air borne delivery rate of

7200 ug/hr.

Since the removal of ACP cement from the glass tube resulted in a

sustained delivery of TCE, the ACP cement was removed completely from

the ceramic delivery systems. Silastic wwas used to cover both ends of

the ALCAP and allowed to dry overnight. TCE (45 mg) in 3% mineral oil

was injected through the silastic seal into the glass tube within the *Th.-

ceramic with a Hamilton syringe. The latter modification resulted in a

sustained release to give an air borne delivery rate of 3595 ug/hr of

TCE for eight hours (Figure 1).

III. Delivery by Glass Tube and

Reservior Modified Ceramics.

Further modification of the glass tube-ceramic to accomodate 259 mg of
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TCE by attaching a reservoir to the glass tube resulted in the

sustained delivery rate of 624 ug/hr TCE for 11 days (Figure 2).

b. Blood Analysis Studies in Animals.

For these studies catheterized rats were implanted with TCE (45 mg)

containing glass tube-ceramic capsules sealed with ACP cement and

Silastic43 ). The blood profile of these rats showed a progressively

increasing content of TCE in the blood for the first four hours. The

amount of TCE in the blood remained relatively steady for the next two

hours and ranged between 0.7 and 1 ug/ml. A similar pattern of TCE

release was observed at 24 hours and the concentration again ranged

between 0.7 and 1 ug/ml (Figure, 3). However, after 48 hours the
i

concentration of TCE in the blood had decreased significantly to 0.009

ug/ml. It was concluded that the ALCAP ceramic delivery system did

maintain a constant release rate in the body.

c. Exhaled Breath Studies in Animals.

The first exhaled breath trial was conducted using a GC with ECD to

analyze the concentration of TCE. The delivery rate of TCE in the

exhaled breath in chamber air increased with time and then leveled off

at slightly above 1431 ug/hr. Thereafter the amounts of TCE in exhaled

breath continued to increase at a slow rate for the entire duration

(six hours) of the monitoring period on that day. On resumption of . ; 1

monitoring on the next morning the amount of TCE in exhaled breath

decreased gradually. Since the ECD standard curve was not linear .

beyond 1 PPM TCE, the values obtained could not be considered absolute.

Hence further trials were conducted using FID and the standards were

prepared over a larger range (0.01 to 10 PPM) of TCE. During the first
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FID trial, a sustained delivery rate was not reached during the first -B

day of monitoring. On resumption of monitoring after 22 hours, the

delivery rate of TCE had started to decline. In the final exhaled( -
breath trial the delivery rate of TCE exhaled by the rat was monitored

continuously for 18 hours. The data obtained showed that the release

rate of TCE in the exhaled breath increased for eight hours after

which a sustained release for two hours was observed. Thereafter the

amount of TCE in the exhaled breath decreased progressively for the ,f-i j
remainder of the monitoring period (Figure 4).

The in vivo exhaled breath trials did not give the sustained

concentration levels that had been observed in the in vitro and blood

studies. Since the inner cavity accomodating the glass tube was

enlarged by reaming the ceramic with a file, several factors may have %

been responsible for the discrepancy in the results. The ALCAP ceramic

may have cracked or it may have not had the same density, porosity, or S

thickness as the previous ones. It is also possible that the diameter

of the openings of the hand made glass tubes were not the same. These

factors should be further examined to determine if they are

significant. If the latter were responsible for the above variations,

elimination of these variables should give reproducible results.

V. CONCLUSION:-.

A major goal of this summer's work at WPAFB was to develop a delivery

system that was capable of delivering volatile hydrocarbons in a 5

sustained manner for a period of four to eight hours. The delivery

device was to be of an easily implantable nature. Even though there I
was not enough time to repeat the experiments for obtaining a

statistically analyzable data the basic goal of fabricating such a
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device was accomplished. The final in vitro modified ALCAP ceramic
-% -a

model (Figure 1) shows that a sustained delivery rate of 3595 ug/hr

TCE can be achieved in the glass chamber. With the latter system a

blood concntration of over 1 ug/ml was achieved on implantation in rats

and an in vivo gas outflow of 1344 ug/hr.

The small size of the ALCAP ceramic delivery system is advantageous,

since it can be implanted easily in an animal, either intraperitoneally

or subcutaneously. The present model containing 45 mg TCE is

sufficient for short term exposures of up to 18 hours. The reservoir .

modification which was only one cm longer, was capable of holding 259

mg of TCE, and delivering TCE in a sustained manner at the rate of 624

ug/hr for 11 days in vitro. Further modifications of the reservoir

system resulted in the development of a refillable device capable of

holding 2 g and 2.7 g of TCE. The latter modification provides a

mechanism for delivering volatile chemicals in a sustained manner and

the opportunity for studying the toxicity and behavior of the animal -..

for much longer periods of time.

VI. RECOMENDATIONS:

Although the basic ideas and principles of fabricating a usable device

for delivering volatile hydrocarbons were established, several factors

have to be examined and the device modified accordingly. With the aid

of mathematical modelling, the exact size of the opening of the one cm

long glass tube has to be established as well as the exact dimensions,

and density of the ALCAP ceramics have to be established.

Modifications of the ceramic delivery system consisting of small and * ;

large refillable glass reservoirs may fulfill the need for long term %
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delivery in animals and studying the toxic effect of TCE and sii I!ar

substances.
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FRQEC ESTIMATION IN THE ANALYSIS OF RADAR SIGNALS

by

Vernon L. Bakke

ABSTRACT

A numerical algorithm for the estimation of frequencies in

radar signals is presented. The algorithm is based on the auto-

regressive method and the Yule-Walker equations. The problem of

determining the correct frequency modulus, which is associated

with longer delay times is encountered, and an algorithm to

resolve this ambiguity is presented. When multiple frequencies

are present, the above problem complicates the algorithm and a

scheme is developed to correctly pair the frequencies with their

associated modulus.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The problem of frequency estimation in signal analysis is a

very important aspect of the detection of radar signals and

sources. Once the signal has been digitized, there are a number - ,.

of numerical schemes which can be used to derive certain para- .-. e

meters from the collected data. The most widely used methods are S

related to the Fourier transform, and in fact the Fast Fouirier

Transform has been rather popular. Autoregressive methods are

also related to the Fourier transform, but the actual transform

of the data is not performed, rather a difference equation is

constructed, the solution of which contains the signal fre- '

quencies. The system of equations generated to find the coef-

ficients of the linear difference equation is called the Yule-

Walker equations (see [6). An equivalent scheme in which a

polynomial is constructed directly from the sampled data and

whose zeros correspond to the associated frequencies is called

the Prony method (see [1]).

The problems encountered in the Electronics Support U

Measurement Group include that of accurately estimating the freq-

uencies present in radar signals, where the frequencies are very

high. The accuracy of the collected data will affect the

calculated values in the sense that a rather small perturbation

in the initial data, possibly due to noise or to quantization,

can cause a significant magnification in the error of the •

calculated frequencies. It is therefore necessary to develop an

8-4
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analysis of the associated error, and possibly to construct an

appropriate algorithm for these calculations.

My research interests include the study of integral

equations, differential equations, optimal control theory, and

numerical analysis. Thus, my work in these areas could possibly

lead to a development of some helpful analysis, and a scheme for

the improvement of accuracy.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The preliminary goals associated with this project included

the study of various numerical schemes for estimation of

parameters related to radar signals. The suitability of certain

methods will be determined by the method of acquiring the data,

and the associated errors. During the course of this research,

the goal came to that of forming a basis for the analysis of the

error due to quantization or noise, and the possible

implementation of algorithms which would be effective within the

bounds of that error.

III. ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION:.

A fundamental approach to frequency estimation for a given .V

signal is the Prony method. For this method, suppose we have a

signal given by

8-5
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n =  
-.

where t , [To,T 1 ], the wn are the angular frequencies, en are

the phase angles and Pn are the amplitudes. For a fixed sample

interval T , samples of this signal may be obtained, and

assuming we have no error, then we have, for tj To+J,..

PS
S(t.) = £ Pnexp[i(w t.+en))

n1 n jn

Z Pnexpfi(wn(TO+JT)+en ) ]

= Z Pnexp[i(wn(To+en)]exp(iwnjT)
n=1

j=O,1,...,r. If we redefine the complex coefficients as %

qn = Pnexp[i(wnTo+en) ] '

n=12,. .,p, then we have the following system of equations

p
S(t I qnexp(iwnjf) (i) 5

n= 1-

Now, if we put Ln = exp(7wn) , the fundamental idea of Prony's

method (see [1],[2]) is to find coefficients ai l i=l,2,.. p

such that the polynomial

-1 + AA1P(z) = z + alz + + a.-

has roots Vi, g .2 .,.p Thus, assuming we have such coeffic-

8-6
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ients, then for any k,

p
a= a Z qnexp(iwnk.r)

n= 1

p

n=l

P.

p
aS(tkP) a, aZ qexp(i~k+p-l)wnTr)

hence we have the relation

S(tk+p) + a1 S(tk+p-1 ) + .+. + apS(t k )  0 %

k=0,l,2,..... The right hand side is zero since the exp(i-rw n)

are zeros of the polynomial P(z) . The values for the a n  can

be determined 
from the 

system 

%."

Z anS(tk n) = -S(tk+P) (2)n 1+p-n 
kPe

for k=r,r+l,...,r+p-1, as long as the coefficient matrix .

M (S(tk, r k r+p-, 1 n pk+p-n

is nonsingular. If we look at the matrix M, we have the general

form ".

EP = M (3)

where 0

8-7 %



E = (ek) P = (pjk) 1 < j,k p.

ei k = exp[i(j-l)' rwk]and

Pj,k = qjexp[i(r+p-k)rwk]"

Note also that the right hand side of (2) can be given as

-ET, where (using superscript t to denote transpose)

T = (qlexp[i(r+p)rwl],q2 expli(r+p)'Tw2 ], .... qpexp[i(r+p)rwp]) t

Now, one observes that if the matrix E is nonsingular, then we

can rewrite the system (2) as

PA = - T (4)

and from (4) and the definition of P we see that the solution

A is independent of the values ql,q 2,.. ,qp. Hence we only %

need to look at the system

p
I anexp[i(r+p-n)-wl = exp[i(r+p)rw]"

p
Z anexp[i(r+p-n)-w 2 ] = exp[i(r+p)-rw 2

]

n= 1

p
I anexp[i(r+p-n)-rwp] I expfi(r+p))rwp]

n=1

"r sumpllifed to

8-8 '"
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p
2 anexp(-inwm) = 1 (5)

n=l

m=l,2,... ,p. Note that the coefficient matrix in this case

is the Vandermonde matrix, and it is well-known that if the

exp(-iTwn) are all distinct, then the system (5) has a unique -,

solution. Note also that E is of this form, and as a result,

will also be nonsingular.

The essential point concerning the above analysis is that we

can obtain the unique values for a, provided the rank of the

system (2) is p. This will be true if all the frequencies are

distinct and - is sufficiently small.

The principal method used in connection with instantaneous

frequency measurement (IFM) receivers is based on the autoregres-

sive spectral estimator. The main idea of this method is that 4.

the signal satisfies a pth order linear difference equation of

the form

p -

S(n) = -I akS(n-k) *
k=l

where gn represents the error due to noise and the ak  are

coefficients to be determined. The S'n) represent *he s3.nal

S at a time t n . and since n has zero mean. the a',tac.'r

relation coefficients Rx(Xn) are compl ted tr )m the re a n

Rxx(n) E(S(k~n)S(k)) where E I tt ' " =* .". "".'

the Yule-Walker equations are jerqd

5&
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p
Rxx(n) = - akRxx(n-k),

k=, -

n=I,2 .... from which the coefficients ak  are calculated. As

indicated in (2), this method is equivalent to the Prony method.

In problems related to signal analysis where the setting is

that of interpretation of radar signals, it may be assumed that p

frequencies are present, while in fact fewer than p frequencies

are present. In this case, the system has rank r, where r < p,

and a solution may be obtained by selecting a certain p-r of

the coefficients and solving the remaining system. In this case,

the polynomial P(z) will have r roots on the unit circle. Some

variation of this idea is presented in [3].

Once the coefficients an are obtained the zeros of the

polynomial P(z) are then calculated, and the results are of the

form

exp(i-~w1 )exp(i-rw 2 ) ...exP('1wp) OR'V

hence we can then find the frequencies 'w n , as long as

TWn I 21. In the analysis of radar signals, the frequencies

may be quite large, so that unless is chosen to be very

small, wn will only be known modulo 2n e

As expressed in "4 , the method of f,)rmu'aticn ;! the autoc-

orrelation matrix c' nta~rns err,)rs f a man; tyIe 3'ih that !r

am&. 1 en.."h *

re. ,ab.* -h ., 1-hevre ox I i - i e sa * .sa r.~ f;

%
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of 7 which are too large for the wn  to be completely deter-

mined.

IV. THE PROBLEM OF AMBIGUITY.

In (4] this problem of ambiguous frequencies was encoun-

tered, and a reasonable approach to the solution was presented.

The sensitivity to inherent error is high, and in this section we

study the basic problem. As a basis for this study, the ideal

case is considered first.

Thus, suppose we have a signal with p distinct frequen-

cies wn s [A,B], n=1,2, ... 'p. In this case we can write wn = A

+ zn, where zn e [0,B-A]. If we put this in equation (1), then

we have

p p
S(tj) = X qnexp(iij(A+zn) = I qnexp(ii'A)exp(iijzn )

n=l n=l

and if we put 
'

p .
s(k) I q rexp(ik~zr),r=l

the system (2) then has the form

p
X exp[i(k+p-n)7A]ans(k+p-n) -exp(l(k+p)-rA)s(k+p)

n-1

or

-, .J



p
M exp[-inTAlans(k+p-n) =-s(k+p) _

n=l

so if we solve the system

2 bnS(k+p-n) = -s(k+p)
n= 1

for the bn and then define an = exp(inrA)bn, we have an

equivalent solution.

In view of the above discussion, we may assume that

Wn e [0,B-AJ. If T is such that -r/(B-A) z 2n, then the values

of wn satisfy the relation

2n(en + Nn) = rWn,

for some integers Nn, n=l,2, ... p. The values of en can be .

obtained via the Prony method, where

exp( 2 nien) = exp(iTwn).

Note that in general, the values of Nn are not known. Suppose,

however that we apply Prony's method twice, using 'i = 2nkl/(B-A)

and r2 = 2nk 2 /(B-A). In this case, we have the two sets of

relations -

en + Nn k k n/(B-A)' 4n + Mn k k W /(B-A) '".,j
en n iwn n nM k 2wn/(~)

n=l,2, .. ,p., where k, and k2 are given integers. We assume

the system (2) has rank p, so that the 8n  are all distinct and

the 4n  are all distinct.

8-12
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if enand 4 n represent the same frequency w n then we

must have k 2 (9en + N n) ki1(§ n + M n) from which we see that

k2en -kif n = kjMn - k2 Nn (6)

We have the following useful lemma.

Lemma l1. if en and On represent the same frequency w n and J

the system (2) is nonsingular for 1, and T2where the inte-S

gers ki and k2are relatively prime, then there exists a

unique pair of integers M n and N n satisfying (6).

Proof: First note that since On , O are properly paired, then

k26 n - kion = I, some integer. Now, we have the Diophantine equation

kjMn k2Nn z 1 (7)

where, since 0 < enpon <1, then 0 1 N n 'k and 0 1 Mn < k2 ,

We also have that -k 1 I < k2. Equation (7) can be restated in

modular form as

ki1M n s I(mod k 2  (8)

By a corollary to Fermat's theorem (see,e.g. (5)), the solution

of (8) iB given by

Mn = ki R- k (9)

where R =0(k) is Euler's 0 - function. Thus, for some j, we
2S

can find an Mn which satisfies 0 : Mn < k2 - and by a similar

argument, there is an Nn satisfying 0 . Nn( k, and equation

(6). From expression (9) there is only one such value if kS

8-13 1l
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and k2  are relatively prime. The above lemma is useful in

the event we are able to show that en and On are associated

with the same frequency wn. In this case, we say that en and

On are properly paired. Now if we note that it is necessary

that the value I is an integer, we can see that this is also a

sufficient condition for pairing.

Lemma 2. If the system (2) is nonsingular for Tr ,let e and

* be two values obtained via the above algorithm. If k2E kl

I, an integer, then e and 0 are associated with the same

frequency.

Proof. Suppose they are not associated with the same frequency.

Then we have that e + N = kiw/(B-A). and 0 + M = k 2w*/(B-A),

where w and w* are distinct. Let P be such that I + k2N =

klP. Then k2 (e + N) - k2e + k 2N = kit + I + k 2N = k 1 (O + P),

hence (e + N)/k 1  (f + P)/k 2  from which it follows that -

also represents w, which is a contradiction.

The above two lemmas provide the theoretical solution to the

ambiguity problem. Unfortunately, the introduction of error into

the system can perturb the values of e and 4 to the point

that it will not be possible to make a reliable decision rega-

rding the pairing based on lemma 2.

V. ALGORITHM FOR PAIRING.

In the presence of any perturbation, the decision that two

8-14
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values e and 4 are properly paired breaks down when the calc-

ulations don't produce integers. Thus we consider the following

scheme, again assuming that (2) is nonsingular.

In this case, we have three values of -r

I = 2nk/(B-A), 72 = 2n(2k+l)/(B-A) , Ir = 2n(3k+I)/(B-A).

Using these delay times, with the application of Prony's method,

we have the relations

en + Nn = kwn/(B-A), On + Un = (2k+)wn/(B-A)

On + Pn = (3k+l)wn/(B-A) '

nul,2,. ..,p. We first observe that if e and 0 are properly

paired, then 0 + M- 2(e + N) = w/(B-A), hence the inequality

0(4'- 2e + M - 2N (1. Since -2 < - 29 < 1, then we have

the following conditions relating M and N:

if 0 1 4 - 29 < 1, then M = 2N;

-1 1 # - 2e < 0, then M = 2N+l; (10)

-2 < 4 - 2e < -1, then M = 2N+2.

It is also necessary that if e and 4 are properly paired,

then (2k+1)0 - k# - kM - (2k+l)N. Similarly. if 8 and 0 are

properly paired, then we got that 0 + P -3(e + N) = w/(B-A). and

as above, we have the conditions relating P and N:

if 0 0 - 39 < 1, then P = 3N;

-1 0 0 - 3e < 0, then P = 3N+I .%

-2 0 - 3e < -1, then P = 3N+2;

-3 < 0 - 3e < -2. then P = 3N+3,

8-15
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as well as the condition (3k+l)e - kO = kP - (3k+l)N.

Define the intervals U I = [-I,-I+1), I = 0,1,2,3 and the

functions

f(x,y) = kx - (2k+l)y + kI, for x-2y e UI

g(x,y) = kx - (3k+l)y + kJ, for x-3y E Uj.

Lemma 3. The values e, f, and 0 are associated with the same

frequency w if and only if f(0,9) = g(Oe).

Proof. We prove the lemma for the case p = 2 (i.e., assuming

there are two frequencies present). Necessity is clear, hence

suppose that they are not properly paired. If this is so, we

have with e = el,

case 1: 4 = 41, 0 = 02

case 2: 4 = f2' 0 = 01

case 3: 0 - 0 2 , 0 Z 02.

Cases 1 and 2 are similar, so we will examine case 1. In this

event, f(tl,e1 ) = g(0 1 ,)I), so we have that

f{*l'e 1 ) - g(0 2 ,e 1 ) = g(0 1 ,9 1 ) - g(0 2 ,e 1 )

= k(O 1 - 02) + k(J I - J 2 )

which is non-zero. In case 3, we have, using a similar argument

as above,

f(02,8 - g(0 2 ,e9) = k(e 2  - e1) + kI 4.,,

which is also non-zero.

The algorithm for p 2 can be described as follows: .. .

first calculate the three pairs

(0 ,2) 1o,02 . (o~ 2 )

Then for the pairing, calculate the four values

8-16
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N k 1  (2k+1)e + kI

N2 = k§ 2 - (2k+1l) 1 + kI 2 (12)

N3 = k0 1 - (3k+1)E 1 + kJ 1

N 4 = k0 2 - (3k+1)01 + kJ 2

where, if from (10) we have that M = 2N + Ii then k i - (2k+l)e 1

= kM - (2k+l)N = k(2N + I i ) - (2k+l)N = kI i - N, so that we

denote Ni as in (12). A similar calculation is done for N3

using (11). Then find the pair of values (NI,N 3 ), (NIN 4 ),

(N2 ,N3 ) and (N2 ,N4 ) for which the magnitude of the difference is

a minimum. The value of the Ni  in this case corresponds to the

integer associated with 91 and we can write + N =

kwl/(B-A).

For this algorithm to work in practice, it is necessary that

the accepted value for N , say Nc satisfies IN - Mcf . .5.

Thus, let S(x) represent the error in calculation. Then, since

e = e1 + 6(e 1 ) and 9 = 01 + 6(4I), it follows that

cN =N + kS (0 1  (2k+l1)(9 1OF

If 1I(x) l 6, we must require that (3k+1)6 < .5, or that

5< 1/(6k+2). If this condition is satisfied and if vI denotes

the calculated value for w1 , then using 0 and P1 we have

v i = w, + (B-A)5(0)/(3k+1), hence the error in calculating the

frequency w I is bounded by (B-A)/2(3k+I)2

The algorithm discussed above was coded in Fortran, and the .', *-

following table illustrates these results, assuming no external

noise. These values were taken from approximately 40,000 such

examples and are representative of the results.

8-17



TABLE 1.

r- 2n(21)/2039

w I  w2  v I  V 2

2000 2001 2000.000 2001.000
2500 3000 2499.999 2999.999
3001 3000 3000.999 2999.999
4000 3000 3999.998 2999.999
3999 4000 3998.998 3999.998

All calculations were performed on the VAX 11/780 at WPAFB,

Dayton. OH.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS.

A complete analysis should be done with respect to the error

incurred by noise or any other source, such as measurement. In

some instances, even with a relatively low signal to noise ratio, e

the accuracy could still be quite good, but clearly the

reliability of the estimation will be rather low. In addition to

this, the error introduced by measurement can be sufficient to

reduce the accuracy severely. It is possible that a smoothing

technique such as least squares could be employed to reduce the

disastrous effects of these errors.

The author feels that the scheme discussed above for the

pairing and calculating frequencies could be extended to the

general case. Moreover, it is recommended that an investigation

be undertaken regarding the possibility of using this algorithm

with that discussed in [4).

8-18
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Introduction

Perfluorodecanoic acid is a perfluorocarboxylic acid

that is readily obtainable in crystalline form. Perfluoro-

carboxylic acids have found wide use as lubricants, surfectants,

and aqueous film forming foam fire extinguishants (Guenther

and Vietor 1962, Shinoda and Nomura 1980). -

Perfluorodecanoic acid(PFDA) causes acute toxicity in

a variety of rodent species ( Anderson et al., 1981). Many

perfluorinated compounds are chemically inert (Clarke et al.,

1973) and some perfluorinated compounds were retained in

experimental animals for significant time periods following

exposure (Clarke et al., 1970). Perfluorinated compounds

have been found in the serum of fluorochemical workers (Ubel..

hve been found. inthsruofue e

et al., 1980).

Perfluorinated fattyacids caused toxicity in both invivo

and invitro conditions (Olson and Anderson 1983, Roger et al.,

1982). The acute toxicity of PFDA includes hypophagia, thymic -

atrophy, delayed lethality, disruption of liver and testicular

degeneration (Olson and Anderson, Van Rafelghem et al., 1982).

PFDA had no effect on L5178Y cells below 50ug/ml, and dose

above caused cell lysis (Roger et al., 1982). Flowcytometric

analysis of L5178Y cells treated with PFDA showed an increase

in the number of tetraploid cells with the increase in the

concentration of PFDA (Wigler and Shah 1986).

9



Numerous reports have appeared with respect to the

effects of PFDA, but assessment of its potential cyto-

toxicity appears to be incomplete. The present study was

made to elucidate the cytotoxic effects of PFDA on L5178Y

cells.

APPROACH

L5178Y mouse lymphoma cells were available at the

Cell Biology and Biochemistry Section of the Toxic Hazard

Division. The cells were maintained in McCoy's 5A medium

supplemented with sodium pyruvate, glutamine, and Nutridoma-

SP(lx).

For the cytotoxicity test, cells were cultured at 2-3x0 5

cells/ml in McCoy's 5A medium using 24 well tissue culture

plates. The cells were treated with Oug, lug, 2ug, 4ug,

8ug, l6ug and 32ug/ml of PFDA for 24 hours. DMSO control ,

cultures were prepared in a similar manner to the treated

cultures. The cells were examined at 1, 2, 4, 8 and 24 hours ..

for toxic effects following the method of Palmer et al.,(1972).

Z%

Colorimetric MTT Assay .

400 microliters of cell suspension was removed from each Iz

well of the 24 well plate, 100 microliters of cell suspension

was placed in each microwell and 10 ul of MTT (3-(4,5 dimethyl

thiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) stock solution .X

(5mg/mlPBS) was added to each well. The microplates were

9-5
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incubated at 37 C in a carbondioxide incubator for 4 hours. N
After 4 hours 150 ul of acid isopropanol (IOOul of 0.04N HCI

in propanol) was added to each wellto dissolve the dark blue

crystals. After one hour at 37 C to ensure that all the crystals

were dissolved, the microplates were read on a Titertek plate

reader set at a wavelength of 540nm.

Cell Count and Cell Viability

Cell counts were made using Coulter counter. Viability

was assessed by exclusion of 0.4% Trypan blue dye dissolved

in phosphate buffered saline.

Results and Discussion

Cytotoxic effects of PFDA on L 5178Y cells is presented

in Table 1. The results are recorded on a scale of - to 4+

in which - indicates normal growth and 4+ indicates complete

cell degeneration. Cells treated with 16ug/ml and 32ug/ml

showed maximum toxicity compared to other concentrations used,

The toxic effect increased with the increase in the levels of

PFDA. Time and level response reactions to PFDA were observed.

100 percent cell degeneration were observed in cells treated

with l6ug and 32ug/ml of PFDA.

Invitro assay of cells treated with PFDA is shown in Table

2. Cells treated with l6ug and 32ug/ml produced less amount of

9-6 •
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formazan compared to other concentrations. An increase formazan

production was observed in PFDA treated cc]ls (2ug-8ug/ml) and

control groups with the increase in incubation time. The amount

of formazan generated at each period decreased with the increase

in level of PFDA. The level of MTT clevage by viable cells was

found to be directly proportional to the number of cells.

Viability and growth of L5178Y cells grown in different

concentrations of PFDA are shown in Table 3. Viability of the

cells decreased with the increase in the level of PFDA. Cell

lysis and death occured at a significant level at 16 and 32ug/ml.

Time and dose response was evident in all the levels used. Similar

results were observed for growth. There was decline in cell number

in all the treatments compared to control.

It is evident from the results that PFDA causes toxicity.

Toxic effects increased with the increase in levels of PFDA. Time

and dose response were observed in all treatments. Rogers et el.

(1982) have indicated that PFDA failed to induce cytotoxicity

at concentration lower than lOOug/ml. However, in our study

we observed cytotoxicity at concentration as low as 16ug/ml.

Wigler and Shah (1986) observed an increase of tetraploid cells

in PFDA treated cultures indicating that PFDA may block the G42

stage of the cell cycle.

It has been suggested that PFDA alters membrane function

by changing both oxidative status and fattyacid composition

(Olson and Anderson 1983). The toxic effects of perfluorinated

9-7 !
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compounds could be diminished by lowering temperature and addin-

serum to cell cultures. Serum albumin has been suggested to

provide greater protection against perfluorinated toxicity

(Levitt and Liss 1986). The mechanism by which albumin

diminished toxicity of Derfluorinated acids is unclear.

The effect of PFDA can be rapid in serum free medium. Cell

swelling and lysis were observed in concentrations of 16 and

32ug/ml. Such observations suggests that PFUA disrupts the

cell membrane, supporting the earlier findings of Olson and 0

Anderson(1983). Perfluorinated acids do not cause mutation and

long term viability in cultured cells below their lethal dose

(Roger et al., 1982, Levitt and Liss 1986).

The cytotoxic effects of PFDA described in this study clearly

indicate a need for further investigation to determine the

potential effect of PFDA on chromosomes, protein and DNA

content in mammalian cells.

RECOMMENDATION

Invitro cytotoxic tests have been refined over the years

to provide techniques to determine the cytotoxicity of various

chemical pollutants within a minimum time frame and also eco-

nomical. Mosmann technique which was refined at the Toxic Hazard

Division by Dr, S. A. London will provide quick results in terms

of toxicity. The test is very simple, not time consuming and also

economical. It can be extrapolated to the invivo system including

humans.

9-8 .
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Invitro cytotoxic test developed at the Toxic Hazard Division

coupled with biochemical parameters (Electrophoresis of Proteins)14

will provide most of the answers. These tests can be further refined

and utilised as a test to determine the toxicity of chemicals

that contaminate the natural environment,

9-9-
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FIRE TECHNOLOGY OF JET FUELS (JP-8 VS. JP-4)

William W. Bannister i

Abstract hfw

JP-4 and JP-8 are compared, regarding recently developed

fire fighting techniques, and safety hazards in terms of

refuelling, spills and leakages, controlled crash landings,

in-flight gunfire effects, and running fuel fires. An

anomalous relationship between fuel ignitability and

volatility was discovered. Thus, flash points are well

known to be inversely proportional to volatility, and high

volatility (low flash point) fuels are thus regarded more
a A,.

flammable. In this work, however, high volatility fuels were

shown to be less easily ignited by contact with hot metal

surfaces. This may be important in fuel selection: high

volatility JP-4 may actually be safer than low volatility

JP-8 (previously regarded less flammable) in terms of fires

caused by gun-fire, crash landings, leakages of fuel onto hot

engine surfaces, and similar situations in which fires may

result from contact of fuel with hot metal surfaces rather

than by ignition by flames.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1958 Jet A-I was introduced as the principal commercial

jet fuel, in the belief that this provided a balance of

safety, cost, availability, and performance. JP-8 is a

military version, differing in having anti-static, anti-

freeze and anti-corrosion additives. JP-8 is used in the UK

(there designated as AVTUR) and other NATO countries (F-34); 0

it has not been adopted by the US Air Force in CONUS;

instead, the the more volatile JP-4 has been used since the

early 1950's. The Navy replaced JP-4 with the low

volatility JP-5 due to fire-fighting constraints peculiar to

Navy carrier operations. A problem arising from in-flight

refuelling of Navy aircraft from Air Force tankers occasioned

a Navy request for Air Force consideration of replacement of

JP-4 by less volatile JP-8. Althouah the Air Force has an

excellent safety record in use of the cheaper and more

available JP-4, possibilities that JP-8 may become cheaper

and more available had also formed a basis for examination of

this for conversion from JP-4. It was deemed particularly

desirable to study safety and fire fighting technology

parameters for JP-8.

My previous research interests in this area have been in

investigations of anti-misting fuel technology for mitigation

of aircreaft fires resulting from controlled crash landings,

including use of gelling agents in anti-misting formulations.
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II. OBJECTIVES 
1

The objectives of this report will be to:

1. Compile information on jet fuel characteristics and

properties, as these pertain to fire fighting technology.

2. Examine development of new fire fighting technologies.

3. Correlate fuel composition effects with flammability.

III. CURRENTLY BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON JP-4 AND JP-8 FUELS

A. Military and commercial jet fuels (see Table I).

TABLE I. JET FUEL DEVELOPMENT1 3

JP-I,JP-2 (1944); obsolete, due to industrial difficulty in
attaining military specifications

JP-3 (1947); wide-cut mixture of gasoline and kerosene;
high volatility resulted in excessive fuel
losses in high altitude flights (boil-off) I'

JP-4 (1951); lower vapor pressure version of JP-3;
standard USAF and Army aviation fuel

JP-5 (1952); standard USN lower vapor pressure version
of JP-4; USAF uses for Air Force 1

JP-6,JP-7 (1956); USAF ultra-low vapor pressure test fuels

ASTM JET FUELS (1958)

Jet A Relatively high freezing point; not useful .?

for high altitude flights. Lower vapor
pressure, higher flash point than Jet B.

Jet A-i Lower freezing point; essentially same as

JP-8. JP-8 has anti-static, anti-freeze,
corrosion inhibiting, similar additives .- %

Jet B Essentially same as JP-4, with additives
as described above for JP-8.

.. . .--

B. Correlations of Compositions and Physical Properties of

JP-4, JP-5 and JP-8. (See Tables II and III.)

10-5



TABLE II. FUEL CHARACTERISTICS1-

US JP-4 JP-5 JP-8 Jet A-I

UK AVTAG AVTUR

NATO F-40 F-44 F-34 F-35

Specification, Mil-T 5624H 83133 ASTM1655 S

Specific gravity 0.77 0.83 .80

Vapor pressure, psi (RT) 3.0 LESS THAN 0.1 PSI, • . - -'. v
Flash point (Fahrenheit) - 20 + 150 + 125

BTU/gallon 119000 126000 124500
16

15 -
14 lP- LVPI

13 -

12
11 TABLE III. DISTRIBUTION OF

10
9 HYDROCARBONS IN JP-4, JP-5

6 -IAND JP-8, DETERMINED BY

SIMULATED DISTILLATIONS. 53

2|

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 I 15 16 17 Is *9 e
Carbon Numbe~r j '

Z2 22
21 21

20 20 pf

16 16

is 13
14 14

13 13-
I I I12? 12~

- 10 1

6 9

0 2Z 3 4 5 6 ? I 1 10 11 12 U 14 is3 i 1 7 Il 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 9 10 11 U12 14 15 I 16 I? 18 19
Cwrt Number carbon Nu°tof

T%
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1. For fire technology, the most important property cited in

Table II is the flash point, defined as the temperature

above which liquid fuels are prone to break into flame

when exposed to a flame source.

2. Based on the increased flash point of JP-8, a preliminary

assessment of JP-8 stated that "for conditions encountered

during the major portions of normal aircraft operations,

JP-8 offers significant fire safety advantage over JP-4.

This is contingent on continued rigorous adherence to

established safety procedures".2 (Emphasis added.)

3. Even in "normal" conditions JP fuel compositions vary

9 8significantly. Carhart and Leonard have shown that

very small amounts of volatile components drastically

lower the flash point of a fuel (see Table IV). As shown

in Table III, the content of C 1 - C7 (with flash points

below 25 0 F) in JP-4, JP-5 and JP-8 is typically about

36%, 0.8% and 4%, respectively. Such a JP-8 composition

roughly corresponds to a 5%/95% mixture of JP-4/JP-5 in

Table IV -- with a flash point of about 750 F, not 1250 F

as cited in Table II for JP-8. Although most JP-8 stocks

might have the higher flash point, it is emphasized: very

small amounts of low boiling hydrocarbons drastically

lower the flash point. In abnormal situations (e.g., in

war, with curtailed fuel stocks), increased probabilities

for fuel variations would be anticipated! it may not be Ym-

prudent to minimize concomitantly increased fire hazards.

10-7
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TABLE IV. 1"- n JP-5

Amount () Flash Pt. 4 Fl. Pt. .4

o 140 0
2.5 100 -40 jm'

5 75 -65
10 50 -90

2W 0
ISo - MIXTURE OF FUELS: JP-4 + JP.5

140- 14

140

IL100 o00

8- :75I-
z60 -5

,20

-20 NONFLAMMABLE

-40

0 10 20 30 40 so so 70 s0 D0 100

JP.$ CONCENTRATION (PERCENT BY VOLUME)
0

4. Although running liquid fuel is important in terms of
J.

fire propagation, misted fuel can be most important in

fire initiation. "In flammability of mists volatility

plays a less significant role. Minute fuel droplets in

air act like flammable vapor except that a larger and

more intense source of ignition may be required."10 4,

Factors influencing fuel ignition temperatures will be

discussed in detail subsequently in this report.
\*%

C. Cost, Availability, Performance.I - 16

1. JP-8 costs are decreasing, relative to JP-4, and

availability increasing, due to petrochemical demand %..

for low molecular weight JP-4 components. .0.J
2. JP-8 would result in some loss of low temperature

10-8
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start-up and altitude relight capability. Decreased ,-

hydrocarbon emissions result in some cost savings ; -
' ..-

hydrocaron raemisin resul in syomeracost savng;

smoke/particulate emission increases can be expected.l

D. Fire Safety Hazards....

1. Refuelling. For refuelling (in the field, in aircraft"-'

shelters, or on Navy carriers) , JP-8' s decreased

16-8

volatility provides obvious safety advantages JP6-17P-8

5p-

has entirely replaced JP-4 in Navy operations at sea;

and the Navy has requested conversion by the Air Force

to JP-8 to obviate problems of serious increases in fuel ,

volatility aboard carriers, from refueling of Navy 

aircraft by Air Force tankers laden with JP-4. st1

2. Spills and leakage. "Low volatility fuels (e.g., JP-8)

are more prone to dripping, particularly at lower

temperatures. " Also, low volatility fuels evapo .te

more slowly and tend to accumulate. Thus, JP-8 can be a
,%'

greater hazard than JP-4, by accumulating in ullage or r-n p
engine spaces and then enf laming on contact with static

electricity or hot engine surfaces.

3. In-flight gunfire effects. Table V shows results of :

horizontal gunfire through small fuel tanks containing .

JP fuels, observing incidence of fires in tank ullages. . -

Surprisingly, JP-4 flashed rarely; but when it did.''".

sustained fires resulted (due to the high volatility) . t. "

Even more surprisingly, sprays of low volatility JP-5 .'

and JP-8, ejected into the ullage as the round passed

through the tank, flashed a great majority of the time.

10-9 %
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TABLE V. LIQUID FUEL .50 CAL HORIZONTAL GUNFIRE TESTS

Total % No % Flash % Fires

Fuel tests reaction fires sustained

JP-4 86 30.2 1.2 68.6

JP-8 65 23.1 73.8 3.1

JP-5 51 23.5 76.5 0

Other (vertical and horizontal) gunfire tests were also

20-23
performed. With larger tanks, no significant differences

between JP-4 and JP-8 were observed in terms of sustained

fires -- these predominated for both fuel types. When JP-4

fires occurred, peak overpressures were greater than with

JP-8, due to higher JP-4 volatility. High altitude (low

temperature/low pressure) tests were not attempted.

A major result of this research project (discussed below)

has been an explanation for this apparently anomalous

inverse relationship of ignition temperature with fuel

volatility. This will be discussed below.

E. Fire Safety and Fire Fighting Techniques -

The NIMITZ (CVA-68) Fire. On 26 May 1981 an EA-6B crashed

into several F-14's while attempting to land on the

NIMITZ. In the ensuing fire 14 men were killed and 42

injured, with $60 million damages ($53 million in

destroyed or damaged aircraft). In a definitive study of

this fire the following observations were made: 24

10-10 %
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a. Fire fighting efforts began immediately after the crash.

b. Countermeasures AFFF washdown system on flight deck

were not initiated until some time after the crash.

c. Upward zone of washdown system produced only seawater

with no AFFF, due to equipment malfunction.

d. A running fuel fire resulted from at least one fully
, .. ..

fueled F-14.

e. Aircraft were equipped with Sidewinder, Sparrow and

Phoenix missiles, and considerable 20 mm ammunition. 0

Handlines were used to project sea water on munitions in

an effort to prevent cook-off; but when fire was

declared out 19 minutes later, one Sparrow missile

detonated, killing two and injuring 29.

f. There was possible involvement of JP-4 mixture with

JP-5 as a result of refuelling from AF tanker. 0

NRL investigation of the NIMITZ fire included studies of:

a. JP-4, JP-5 and JP-8 fuels, and mixtures of these.

b. Wind effects (at 0, 15 and 20 knots).

c. Ignition and flame spread tests on pools of fuel.

d. Debris pile fires to study running fuel fires in

confined and cluttered situations. 4

e. AFFF, Halon 1211 and PKP extinguishing agents.

f. Application methods and fire fighting tactics.

Conclusions from the NIMITZ investigation. Mixtures of JP-4

with JP-5 or JP-8 result in flash points similar to that of

JP-4 alone. Thus, such mixtures have all the hazards of JP-4 0

10-11
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in fire fighting situations. Flash point data were deemed to

be excellent criteria in correlating fire fighting results #9

with various fuels. In running fuel debris pile fires, AFFF

was successful in extinguishing JP-8 and JP-5 fires, but not .MOO
JP-4 or fuels mixed with JP-4. In wind conditions Halon does

not extinguish JP-4, but will extinguish JP-5 and JP-8 fires.

With AFFF, Halon will extinguish all such fires in closed

conditions, but in open debris conditions AFFF/Halon is good

for JP-5 and JP-8, but not JP-4 fires. Wind considerably

exacerbates fire fighting problems for all fuels. AFFF is

required to prevent flashback in all fires. Particularly for

JP-4 fires, use of two fire fighting teams approaching at

right angles to each other (with each approaching 45 degrees

to the fire front) provides best fire fighting results.

Other Techniques to Mitigate Aircraft Fires. These include

use of anti-misting kerosene (AMK) or gelants to prevent fuel

mist formation arising from controlled crash landings or

29
gunfire penetration of fuel tanks; and use of halon flood or

on-board inert gas generator systems (OBIGGS) to purge fuel

compartments of air in such situations. 
3 0 -

Although AMK development had not progressed sufficiently to

warrant consideration for adoption for military applications,

work conducted under FAA auspices indicated that promise

existed for ultimate development of a feasible, fail-safe

system. A Controlled Impact Demonstration (CID) test was

conducted in late 1984 in an attempt to mitigate fuel fires p. *.

10-12 0



resulting from the controlled crashing of a Boeing 720

aircraft. Unfortunately, the CID test resulted in a fully ,.

developed fire. Despite the facts that it was later

established that the full-scale nature of the test was

premature; that there was strong evidence that fire effects

were indeed mitigated by the use of AMK agent; and that there

were extensive research efforts underway in development of '1.

more efficient agent systems, the effect of the apparent CID

failure test was to terminate this research program. W

IV. ANOMALOUS INVERSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FUEL IGNITION

TEMPERATURE AND VOLATILITY

In the literature search, several anomalies were found which

had been reported by other workers, but never correlated.

19-23
Gunfire tests. The surprising results, that highly volatile

JP-4, ejected as spray into ullage as gunfire passed through

fuel, flashed rarely; and that JP-5 and JP-8 flashed usually,

indicate an inverse relationship between volatility and

ignition tendency arising from contact of fuel with hot metal

surfaces or by means other than direct flame sources.

2 6  
-.

Detonation tendencies. Other workers have shown high

molecular weight hydrocarbon fuels to be more easily detonated

in air than are low molecular weight fuels.

Additional experimental evidence:

1. Data pertaining to Flash Point (FP; the temperature at

which a liquid fuel has sufficient volatility to ignite
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when a flame is passed over it), and Ignition Temperature

(IT; the temperature of a metal surface which will ignite

fuel vapors in contact with it) data are presented in Table

VI for a number of low molecular weight hydrocarbons.

25
TABLE VI. ALKANE FLASH POINT AND IGNITION TEMPERATURES

Alkane FP (0 F) IT (OF) Alkane FP (0 F) IT (0 F)

CH4  999 C5 H1 2  -40 588

C26 -- 950 C6 H14  - 7 477

CH -- 871 H 25 452
3 8 C7 1 6

C4 H 10  -76 806 C8 H18  56 450
O

272. In another study, 7 the ignition temperature for a liquid

fuel mist was reported to be about the same as for the

vaporized fuel. Here, vaporized octane had an ignition

temperature 90 OF lower than the corresponding value for

hexane. (This is inconsistent with Table V; but these

tests were run at different conditions, with different

equipment. The trends are consistent.)

It is likely that a viable AMK agent could prevent mist

droplet formation and considerably mitigate both flash

point and ignition temperature effects for jet fuels. :-

3. In another study 28 it was noted (without further comment)

that a more volatile fluid applied to a hot metal surface

required a higher temperature to ignite than a much less

volatile combustible liquid. S

,.-'.,
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B. Molecular Structure/Ignition Temperature Correlations.

Fuel flammability has largely been predicated on flash points,

resulting from exposure of fuel to flame. Low molecular

weight (high volatility) fuels have lower flash points and

thus are judged more flammable than high molecular weight low

volatility fuels. It is now suggested there is sufficient

evidence to postulate a routine inverse relationship for any

given chemical family, between molecular weight and fuel

ignition temperature (occasioned by contact with hot metal

.
0

surfaces) . Thus, less volatile high molecular weight fuels

(if of the same family) will have lower ignition temperatures

and will be more easily ignited when exposed to hot surfaces.

This may be important in fuel selection: if fires are

anticipated largely to result from contact with hot metal A.

surfaces, instead of by contact with flame, then low flash

point fuels (e.j., JP-4) may actually be safer than less

volatile fuels (e.jq., JP-8) . (However, once a fire has . '..

occurred, less volatile fuels would be easier to extinguish.)

Molecular structure effects are illustrated and discussed in

Figure 1, to explain the heretofore anomalous lower ignition

temperatures for less volatile high molecular weight fuels.

V. JP-4/JP-8 PROJECT CONCLUSIONS

JP-8 (or analogous Jet A-i) may actually be the worst fuel in

some situations as described in this report (i.e. gunfire

tests in Table V; and the recent FAA CID test), in view of its
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blend of prominent amounts of high and low molecular weight

components (see Table III). The higher molecular weight A
components in JP-8 (or Jet A-I) would ignite more easily than

lower molecular weight species, on contact of fuel with hot

metal surfaces (hot metal sparks for the gunfire tests, and

hot sparks and hot engine surfaces in the CID test). Once the 6-.-.

fuel has ignited from this effect, the low molecular weight

components would impart low flash point character to the

mixture (as shown in Table IV),, to sustain the fire.

JP-5 seems to have the best safety characteristics. Although

its high molecular weight components will ignite most easily

on contact with hot metal surfaces, its low volatility would

discourage flame propagation (as evidenced in the gun fire

data of Table V, and in results of the NIMITZ fire fighting

studies. JP-4 might, controversially, be better than JP-8,

for situations in which fires might result from contact with

hot metal surfaces (e.2., gunfire or controlled crash landing "-

situations) rather than from contact with flames.

VI. JP-4/JP-8 PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS.

1. There appear to be variations in methods previously

reported for fuel ignition temperature determinations. A

standardized technique should be investigated.

IL

2. The possible importance of vapor ignition temperature as a

criterion for fuel selection should be studied.

3. The effects of low ambient temperatures and pressures on
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ignition temperatures (as would be encountered in high

altitude operations) should be investigated.

4. Possible catalytic effects various metals may have on

surface temperature ignitions should be studied.

5. Other effects (e.j., from aromatic, olefinic or other

substituents) on ignition temperatures of hydrocarbon

fuels should be investigated, with experiments performed

to determine such effects on a quantitative basis.

6. Structure/property correlations, with particular regard to

relationships of ignition temperatures with molecular

structure and substituent effects, should be investigated

on a theoretical basis. Computer assisted molecular

modelling and design techniques can be utilized for this.

7. A leaner cut of JP-8 could be achieved by removing the

lower boiling 5% (principally comprised of C - C

alkanes, with flash points of 56 F or lower) of the

overall distillation fraction. Negative aspects include

the obvious fact that fuel stocks would be reduced to 95%

of levels otherwise available, and costs of additional

fractional distillation would be significant. On a

positive basis, offsetting savings would result since

lower boiling fractions are valuable for petrochemical

applications. Most importantly, the safety afforded by

extra low volatility fuel would be very appreciable.

8. Support should be extended to further AMK R&D effort.

10-18
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MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS iJ..

by

Beryl L. Barber

ABSTRACT

The testing of MMICs becomes the major cost/time factor in the

production/cost of MMICs when the large quantity required is '. ,

considered.

The theory developed to test a device (MMIC) is considered and a

proposed technique is given. Test measurements are based upon the

minimum number of set-up changes required, and a maximum yield of

information. Qualitative rather than quantitative data is considered.
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MICROWAVE TESTING

Test Procedures and Techniques for Large Quantity Testing

of Integrated t4IC Transceiver Modules

I. INTRODUCTION. The development of MMICs provides the basis for

large active phased arrays. These may be categorized into two generalA.

categories: 
I-,

a. Phased Arrays using a steerable mounting, and

b. Electronically steerable arrays.

The mechanically steered phased array has been in existence for some

time. These are usually small arrays and require only phase

adjustments in their original installation. The transmitters are ..

usually a power divided thermionic device.

Electronically steered phased arrays offer many new options in the

radar field. These are arrays in which there is no mechanical

movement and the field is scanned using electronically controlled

phase shifters. Among other things, they offer very rapid searching.

These arrays may be very large (such as PAVE-PAWS) and offer new

options and overall reliability not seen before.
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The t4IC offers an additional advantage over other arrays in that the

transmitter is included in each module or in as many modules as

desired. This provides an all solid state radar. .

4
The major cost factor in the production of large arrays is in the

testing and/or acceptance of each module. This is even more difficult

when taking into consideration the pulse operation of a radar.
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II. OBJECT OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

A phased array may be made up of hundreds or thousands of individual

MMIC modules. Individual testing may take several man days to test

each module. There is not enough time, if we disregard cost and other

factorst to test an array of say 64 by 32 elements. Therefore, new

testing techniques have been devised. This effort c-overs the complete

testing of a transmit/receive module to determine acceptance- rej ecti on

data in a minimum timeframe.

Testing would be divided into three or four categories. The firsto

would involve the complete testing of a first article(s) which would

include at least two items to obtain reference points. This would

then be performed on .1 to I percent of the total . The second .v

category would involve limited testing of gain vs frequency, phase

linearity, insertion phase, phase shifter operation, saturation of

transmitter module, and noise figure. The third category would

involve testing techniques described in this paper. A possible fourth

category would be the retesting under category one or two of those

items failing the category three test.

11-6-.~I
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III. TESTING "::. .,

The testing of a transmit/receive module becomes very lengthy due to - W

different set-ups required and the many points of data for each

module. This, coupled with the large quantity of modules represents

man years of testing. It Is, therefore; desirable to reduce testing

to a go-no-go situation or at least a selection level of testing.

To better understand the problem let us consider three specifications

of interest. First, a gain vs frequency plot for both the transmit

and receive sections are required. Secondly, a phase vs frequency

plot for both transmit and receive sections are needed. The third

item is receiver noise figure. Other additional tests are desired, %

but let us first consider the above.

Given any sine or cosine wave, we may express it as:

where "e" represents the instantaneous voltage with respect to time

and "Em" is the peak voltage in the cycle. Then, of course, Id is

the frequency in radians and d represents the phase angle. We can

also express this as:

and rearranging
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We can now evaluate at t=O and W =.477. Therefore,

M ~and if e , then ;

We can also take the natural logorithum of both sides and find that:. .

4 e : where jrepresents a. phase shift.

.'.. .--

Again if e -=Sx- then d --L'.)"' ',

If we now take the derivative of-.." -

*%, .:

.-tnt

function at 0 and A77 , which tells us that if the amplitude response .-.

of the unit is flat then 44 will be zero•."."-

Looking now at the system bandwidth necessary for evaluation of a

W e , pulse, we should have at least a 2 MHz bandwhfth. We are

making measurements at the peak voltage (whether peak or ms) and are

ignoring harmonic content. In comparing the complete system receiver
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bandwidth and transmitter bandwidth - this should be a valid

assumption.

The equation e - dj also tells us that d is not dependent upon

the input signal level, but only upon the ratio Em/e. This, of

course, will be a function of the threshold sensitivity of the test

set-up.

Preliminary results of the phase measuring system confirm ... ,

the above. In the lab we were able to obtain a deflection

on the oscilloscope of 1 cm/degree in phase using a lse _

pulse and a 10 KHz rep rate. Changing the input power by

20 db did not give a detectable change in our results.

0",

Several things should be noted from the above. In using this

technique we are evaluating our phase at 0 and 0 77 radians.

Therefore, our values are a sine function and will be very accurate at

values close to zero degrees. Accuracy will decrease as the sine

function approaches 900: This will make it necessary to switch phase

in our reference arm to measure other phase angles, (i.e., 22 0, 450, -.-.

900, etc.).

We should also know the total length of both channels as this will

effect our CM/o sensitivity. In actuality it will be somewhat ..

sensitive to harmonics, but this can be easily noted by the + phase

readings.
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This circuit gives us a microwave, pulsed phase discriminator.

JULLJT

Relating the above to the overall frequency response, we find that the

phase characteristics are proportional to the first derivative of the

gain response. Further, the group delay of an amplifier is

proportional to the derivative of the phase response and can, -

therefore, be concluded to be proportional to the second derivative of

the gain response.

We may now look-at the overall problem of production testing.

Many techniques are used to measure gain and by definition they all

compare the output power or voltage to the input power or voltage.

The easiest being that of using a leveled and calibrated input and

then measuring the output. In order to obtain a high degree of

accuracy the HP8410/HP8510 uses a ratio mcter technique with enhanced

accuracy. The major problem with the use of this system is that

S4
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processing is done at the IF frequency (100 KHz for the 8510 and 278

KHz for the 8410) and bandwidth is insufficient for short (less than .t

200'ej)J pulse testing.

Receiver testing is such that it can be done in a C.W. mode, but the

transmitter works on a saturated, duty cycle basis and must be tested

using a short pulse say/iascor less. .-

A system can be made using a high IF frequency with wide bandwidth and

two channels that would incorporate the ratio meter technique. (If we

further use a image suppression technique with wide band video we

could use dual pulse cancellation measurements). As this is the

system similar to which we measure phase changes, we can design a

single test set-up to measure both phase and gain.

Looking further at the overall testing/specification problem: r.. I

It does not appear necessary that we even measure input or output

VSWRs to the module. The module will be specified operating into a

three or four to one VSWR and by incorporating this into the test

setup we may check the frequency response curve with that VSWR and if .V--,

the module operates correctly it should be unnecessary to even specify

VSWR. The VSWR should have a definite effect upon the gain vs

frequency response curve and also upon our noise figure for the

module. Gain vs frequency measurements must be made in two sections;

one in the transmitter section and the other in the receiver section.

The transmitter section should be measured in a saturation situation
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(that is in approximately 1 db saturation). Testing has shown that the '

phase characteristics will closely follow the overall gain vs

frequency response even in the saturated mode of the transmitter. It

should be noted that in all measurements it will be necessary to have

the same number of wave lengths in the reference arm as in the test e7
arm; therefore, some type of phase shift must be incorporated in this

arm. The above should be incorporated in the module test fixture.
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SUMMtARY OF TEST PROCEDURE

A sample unit should be both vibration and temperature tested. A set

(however many you choose) should be checked for form, fit, and

function. These checks should not be necessary on production items.

Production testing can be done in four steps. The first two steps

will be that of a gain vs frequency curve of the transmitter and

receiver. The third measurement will be that of phase shifter test

and the last test will be a noise figure test.

GAIN VS FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT

The module is installed in the test fixture, with suitable input and

output impedances, and the system set up for a sweep of the entire

band. The first sweep will drive the transmitter into compression and

the gain vs frequency response noted. This will be done in the pulse

mode.

The module will then be switched to the receive condition and the **.t-

input power reduced to provide a linear output. The system will again

be swept and the gain vs frequency response noted.

Insertion phase can now be inserted, but in order to use a gain-phase -

technique it is necessary to balance the RF bridge phase-wise so it is

necessary to add or extract an equal amount of phase length. This

11-13 ~



should be done for each phase shift bit.

(Note: Due to the high VSWR a large reflection coefficient will be

found).

NOISE FIGURE MEASUREMENT

r "i m'-

Noise figure measurements are always difficult to make even under the

most favorable conditions. Even NBS will only certify approximately

10 percent. Therefore, the most accurate noise measurements should be

done on a small number of modules. These will then be inserted in a

receiver system and a minimum detectable signal measurement taken.

This will then be used as a reference and the remaining modules

measured by simply measuring MDS. Those failing an MDS can be

rechecked by measuring noise figure. Using this technique it would be

expected to have less than .1 percent failures.

PHASE ACCEPTANCE

First article test will show the relationship between amplitude and Jl

phase variation. Fundamentally, if the gain vs frequency response is

flat the phase response will be linear. The amplitude response should

be monotonic. (For an amplifier, 0.2 db amplitude ripple results in

approximately 80 phase deviation.). We can now relate phase variation

to gain ripple and it is unnecessary to measure phase directly.

11-14 0
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IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES USING FRAGMENTARY

HUMAN BONE

by

William M. Bass, Ph.D. D.A.B.F.A.

ABSTRACT

Air Force crash investigators are frequently required to identify

crash victims from fragmentary remains. Research, training and

development of techniques using all available scientific methods in human '

osteology, especially bone fragments, are essential to the proper

performance of the investigators duties. Current techniques in Forensic

Anthropology, and specific areas of research needs of human

identification experts were explored.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Air crashes and the frequently mutilated and fragmented conditions of

victims offer special problems in human identification to the

investigators and mortuary specialists. Training in techniques of

determining age at death, sex, race, stature and other identification

criteria are required for positive identifications to be made. Personnel

involved in identification of fragmentary remains must stay current in

their training and need to know the latest developments being published

in the literature and be able to commnunicate their special needs to

researchers in this area. While this is only one of many areas in which

they work, it is an extremely sensitive one. They must be able to make ~.

some basic identifications and be able to critique work of others to some

degree.

My training and expertise is in Forensic Anthropology. Past experiences

at training human identification specialists in a two-week course in

human osteology for the Air Force preceded my summier research

appointment. I needed the total involvement with the program in order to

assess needs and better direct future research toward solving real

problems faced by the Air Force identification specialists.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The focus of this summer's effort can be grouped into four (4) major

areas: A. Research, B. Training, C. Identification, and D. Forensic

Laboratory.

A. Research:

The objective was to identify areas of need and to formulate plans for

accomplishing the research. Research in human identification techniques

is difficult to do in the Air Force since the military has no large

documented skeletal collection. Research projects are therefore much

easier performed by association with faculty in universities or museums A

that contain large well documented skeletal collections. We have one of

the largest skeletal collections at the University of Tennessee, outside

of the Smithsonian Institution, and we make use of all skeletal

collections in our research.

in

There is an urgent need for research in two major areas not, as yet,

approached by other researchers; commingling and stature estimations from

fragmentary long bones. Commingling occurs when the skeletal remains of

two or more individuals are mixed together. Some techniques have been

proposed for separating the mixed remains of multiple individuals into

separate persons but none of the techniques have been proven to be as

accurate as they should be. A considerable amount of basic research,

using new and different approaches needs to be applied here before

meaningful results can be expected.

12-5
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The estimation of stature from whole, long bone has been a subjectA%

researched by a number of people and fairly accurate formula exist for

all of the major racial groups. Plane crashes, however, result in

extensive fragmentation. The previous attempts to predict stature from

fragmentary bones (Steele and McKern 1969) have not been successful, 1

mainly because of the inability to locate the necessary landmarks. I

discussed with Mr Nester and the identification specialists the

possibility of developing a research project to predict stature from

fragmentary long bones based on a proportional measurement of the bone V

which I plan to submit for continued work this year. V

B. Training:

The objective was to identify areas where further training was needed and

to provide training as it would fit with our other objectives.

The Air Force Mortuary Services Office is divided into a disposition

section and an identification section. Two of the three mortuary

specialists in the identification section, Bates and Kay, had taken my

course in fragmentary human osteology and techniques in determining age,

sex, race and stature of skeletal remains. Mr Gary Huey transferred from

the disposition to the identification section and some time was spent

training Mr Huey in forensic techniques. In addition, I answered

specific questions raised by Bates and Kay and informed all three of

research reported in the literature that will help in the performance of

their duties. I critiqued metnods of choosing those techniques most

viable in the performance of their duties. At the same time, I was.4,*

reviewing for development of methodology for use in the research project.
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A sample of the type of articles covered are as follows (please see

references at the end for complete citations.):

Animal vs Human

Owsley, D. W. et al

1985 Case involving differentiation of deer and human bone

fragments.

Aging

Iscan, M. Y., S. R. Loth and R. K. Wright

1984 Age estimation from the rib by phase analysis: white males
1985 Age estimation from the rib by phase analysis: white females

Iscan, M. Y. and S. R. Loth

1986 Determination of age from the sternal rib in white males: a

test of the phase method

1986 Determination of age from the sternal rib in white females: a

test of the phase method

Katz, D. and J. Suchey

1986 Age determination of the male os pubis

Mann, R. W. and W. M. Bass

1987 Maxillary suture obliteration: aging of the human skeleton

based on intact or fragmentary maxilla

12-7 AV
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Webb, P.A.O. and J. Suchey

1985 Epiphyseal union of the anterior iliac crest and medial

clavicles in multiracial sample of U.S. males and females

Burning

Bradtmiller, B. and J. E. Buikstra

1984 Effect of burning on human bone microstructive: a preliminary

study

% )
Carr, R. F., R. E. Barsley and W. D. Davenport

1986 Postmortem examination of incinerated teeth with the Scanning -

Electron Microscope

Handedness

Glassman, D. M. and W. M. Bass

1986 Bilateral asymmetry of long arm bones and jugular foramen: ..-

implications for handedness .

"Harris Lines"

Garn, S. M., et al

1968 Lines and bands of increased density

S y m e s , S . A . .. .

1983 Harris Lines as indicators of stress: an analysis of Tibia
,..'. ,'.,,

from the Crow Creek Massacre victims
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Identification

Iten, Peter X.

1987 Identification of skulls by video superimposition

Race

Iscan, M. Y., S. R. Loth and R. K. Wright

1987 Racial variation in the sternal extremity of the rib and its

effect on age determination

Sex

Dittrick, J. and J. Suckey

1986 Sex determination of prehistoric Central California skeletal

remains using discriminate analysis of the femur and humerus

Holland, T. D.
,,%,,%-.

1986 Sex determination of fragmentary crania by analysis of the

cranial base

Iscan, M. Y.

1985 Osteometric analysis of sexual dimorphism in the sternal end of ,.

the rib

Iscan, M. Y. and P. Miller-Chaivitz

1984 Discriminant function sexing of the Tibia "

The listed references are only a sample of literature surveyed but are

ones that will aid the Air Force identification specialist to better

perform his jobs. Time was spent reviewing x-ray identification and in

12-9
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covering basic techniques of age, sex, race and stature determination

from human skeletal remains.

C. Identification:

Occasionally, an identification case is encountered in which all standard

techniques either do not work or, because of lost or missing material,

cannot be used. We have worked on such a case this summer.

In August 1976, an airman stationed in Greenland drowned in a boating

accident. Attempts to locate the body were unsuccessful and the search

was terminated. In October 1986, a partially clothed skeleton was found

frozen in the ice further down stream from where the airman disappeared

ten years earlier. Attempts to positively identify the individual met 1.%
9-

with failure because no dental records could be located. The only before

death x-ray that could be located was a chest x-ray that had been reduced

to microfilm form. I have comp~uter enhanced this early x-ray and am in

the process of comparing x-rays of the separate bones from the vertebral

column with the computer enhanced before death chest x-ray. We have been

able to make a positive identification. This is yet a third area where

future research is needed. I plan to explore the use of computer

enhancement in identification this year.

I spent two days aiding the mortuary identification specialists on a F-4

crash at Eglin AFB in Ft Walton Beach, FL. This experience exposed me to

the many problems faced by the Air Force crash investigators.
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D. Forensic Laboratory

When I arrived on June 1, 1987, the Mortuary Services Division was in the

process of moving into a new and larger Forensic Laboratory. I aided the

two identification team members in setting up the equipment in the new *

lab. I took the opportunity to repair the human skeletal material used

for teaching and as comparative material and to obtain a better

understand ing of the problems and methods used by the identification team.

111. RECOMMENDATIONS:

A. Research:

Upon my return to the University of Tennessee, where a large, well ,

documented skeletal collection is housed, I will process through the

University of Tennessee a proposal for determining stature from

fragmentary long bones. I shall be submitting a proposal for this

project within the next few weeks.

B. Training:

Identification specialists dealing with air crashes are constantly faced

with problems of identifying fragmentary remains, especially skeletal

remains. A course on fragmentary human osteology should be offered every

few years so that the investigators can keep this skill at a functional

level. I will continue to keep the mortuary affairs personnel apprised%

of new forensic techniques and of new publications that relate to their

areas.
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A NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE FLOW FIELD Ne

AND HEAT TRANSFER IN A RECTANGULAR -
PASSAGE WITH A TURBULENCE PROMOTER

by

Bryan R. Becker, Ph.D, P.E.

ABSTRACT -

In the design of gas turbine engines, there are

numerous heat transfer and fluid flow phenomena which need

to be better understood. In particular, air is extracted

from the compressor and Is routed through small rectangular

cooling passages within the turbine blades. Accurate

prediction of the local heat transfer rate within these0

cooling passages is necessary to achieve a design of these

components which Incorporates efficient cooling. In the

current study, the turbulent 2-D Navier Stokes equations

are solved numerically to predict the flow field and local

heat transfer rate from an isothermal wall in a rectangular

passage with a turbulence promoter. Plots of the flow

pattern, velocity profiles and temperature profiles are

given, as well as tables of skin friction and local heat

transfer rate. It was found that the widely used Reynolds

Analogy greatly underpredicts the heat transfer rate as

given by a direct calculation using Fourier's Law.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the design of the advanced gas turbine engines which

will power the Nation's future aircraft there are numerous

fluid flow and heat transfer phenomena which need to be

better understood. Air is extracted from the compressor

and is used to cool the turbine blades, bearings, and

disks. These cooling flows are extremely complex,

turbulent, three dimensional and significantly influenced

by rotational effects.6

Accurate prediction of the distribution of the local

heat transfer coefficient near these rotating components is

essential to their design. Such prediction is necessary to0

achieve a design of these components which incorporates

efficient cooling and thus avoids structural failure due to -.

thermal stress concentrations resulting from uneven

temperature distributions.

My research interests are in the area of computational

fluid dynamics and heat transfer. During my more than 10

years at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, I used both

finite difference and finite element techniques to analyze

numerous thermal science problems which arose as a result0

of the Nation's nuclear/power production effort

administered by the Department of Energy (DOE).

These problems Involved the modelling of the physical

processes of laminar and turbulent flow, heat transfer and

13-4
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thermodynamics. In particular, as part of the DOE gas -S

centrifuge uranium enrichment program, I developed two

Navier Stokes models of the rotating flow field within the

gas centrifuge: one using a Newton's method; the other, an

approximate factorization scheme.

This background contributed to my assignment in the

Components Branch of the Aeropropulsion Laboratory, Air 0

Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories.

.35

p.. 4
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE REERHEFFORT

Computational fluid dynamics has become increasingly

Important in the design and analysis of gas turbine

components. There have been numerous experimental and .

analytical studies of the flow field and heat transfer near

a rotating disk or within a rotating cavity, simulating a

single turbine disk or two corotating disks, respectively

(1-6]. Likewise, there has been a considerable number of

experimental and analytical studies of the fluid flow and

heat transfer within straight nonrotating rectangular ducts

which simulate the flow within the internal cooling

passages inside a turbine blade [7-11]. However, with both

of these geometries,.there remains work to be done in the

detailed modelling of the heat transfer and fluid flow 'l

processes very near the fluid-solid Interface. Also, to

the author's knowledge, there has been no analytical or

experimental work which incorporates the effects of

rotation upon the fluid flow and heat transfer within a

rectangular passage with turbulence promoters.

At the beginning of my tenure as a Summer Research

Fellow in the 1987 Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP),

I made Initial inroads into the modelling of the fluid flow

and heat transfer near a rotating disk In an infinite

quiescent environment. This numerical study was to

reproduce and correlate the experimental findings of Long

13-6
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and Owen 11]. However, it was determined that this problem

would require a greater effort than possible during the ten

week SFRP term. Therefore, work on the rotating disk

problem was postponed, to be continued at my university

with funding from the Research Initiation Program.

I then began modelling of the fluid flow and heat

transfer in a straight rectangular passage with a

turbulence promoter. The results of this numerical study

were to be compared with the experimental data reported by

Han, Park and Ibrahim (7), as well as that reported by

Fujita, Yokosawa and Nagata [8].

This resulting numerical study of the fluid flow and

heat transfer in a rectangular passage with a turbulence

promoter would also serve as the initial phase of a

continuing program of study in this area to be undertaken

at my university with funding from the Research Initiation

Program. Future work would include the testing,

modification, and incorporation of existing turbulence

models as well as rotational effects and multiple

turbulence promoters. In this way more detail and

completeness could be added to the model so that the local

heat transfer distribution along the cooling passage could

be more accurately predicted, resulting in a turbine

airfoil design which would incorporate adequate cooling and
. J

thus avoid structural failure due to thermal stress .

concentrations resulting from uneven temperature

distributions.

13-7
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III. THE NUMERICAL MODEL

A. Computational Domain

In this initial numerical study of the fluid flow and

heat transfer in a rectangular passage with a turbulence

promoter, the flow field was modelled as being two

dimensional. The X-coordinate was oriented along the

length of the passage, coincident with the bulk flowG

direction. The Y-coordinate was oriented In the direction

of the passage height, transverse to the main flow

direction. This two dimensional approximation, which

greatly reduced the computational complexity and cost, was

considered to be sufficient for this initial study. The

accuracy of this two dimensional assumption increases as

the passage aspect ratio (width/height) increases and is a

very reasonable approximation to the experimental results

reported by Han et al [73 for aspect ratios of 2/1 and 4/1.

An outline of the computational mesh or domain is

shown In Figure 1. The main flow direction is from left to .~

right with the left and right boundaries being the Inflow

and outflow boundaries, respectively. The lower boundary

Is a solid wall boundary while the top boundary Is a

symmetry boundary which simulates the centerline of the

flow passage. The turbulence promoter or rib was modelled

as having a flat top whose length In the streamwise

direction was equal to the rib height. The upstream and

downstream faces of the rib were modelled as

13-8
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sin [(x • i) / (2) • (rib height)], so that the total width

of the rib is three rib heights, measured from the point of

departure from horizontal to the point of return to

horizontal.

Measured in terms of rib heights, the computational

domain is 20 rib heights in the streamwise X-direction and *.

4.2 rib heights in the transverse, vertical Y-direction.

The upstream face of the rib begins its departure from

horizontal at approximately 4 rib heights from the inflow.

The computational grid extends approximately 13 rib heights

beyond the point where the downstream face returns to

horizontal. .. ,

Measured in feet, the computation mesh is .065621 ft.

long and .013827 ft. high. The rib height is .0032808 ft.,

well within the turbulent boundary layer. There are 60

grid lines in the Y-direction with 44 within the first

.00328 ft. from the solid boundary. The mesh spacing grows

as a geometric progression from an initial spacing of

.000032808 ft. in the Y-direction. There are 100 grid

lines in the X-direction, clustered around the turbulence

promoter with the distance between grid lines growing .,.

geometrically from an initial spacing of .00032808 ft.

A plot of the complete grid is shown in Figure 2.

From this figure and from the above description, it can be

seen that this mesh is very fine and should reveal

considerable detail of the flow field and heat transfer

near the turbulence promoter.
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B. Governina Eauations

The governing equations for the present simulation of

cooling air flow through a rectangular passage with a

turbulence promoter consist of the two dimensional,

Reynolds averaged forms of the compressible continuity

equation; the viscous, unsteady, compressible Navier Stokes

equations with no body force terms; and the energy

equation:

+;

VA LA U. (1)

P. (3) (

The dependent variables are density, x-momentum, y-momentum

and total energy: ,u. , v, and e : (cT + W (uz + va)].

The Reynolds averaging of the turbulent equations
a A"

produces components of Reynolds stress which appear in the

stress tensor, , and correlations of velocity and

temperature fluctuations which appear in the heat flux

vector, q The required turbulence closure is achieved
• -.'% .,

through the use of the Baldwin-Lomax form of the Cebeci-

Smith algebraic two layer eddy viscosity model (12]. The

Reynolds stress components are then modelled as the product

13-12



of the eddy viscosity, e, times the velocity gradient of

the mean flow while the correlations of velocity and V'.

temperature fluctuations are represented with a turbulent

Prandtl number (Prt = 0.9):

II (AL(~1 '.
4 (4) B

Sutherland's law is used to calculate the molecular

viscosity of air, )., as a function of temperature. The

molecular Prandtl number, Pr, is assumed to have a constant

value of 0.73 while the constant volume specific heat of
0

air, c., is taken to be 4290.0 ft,/s,-OR; (Y = c./c = 1.4).

The equation of state is assumed to be the ideal gas law

with the gas constant for air equal to 1716.0 ftz/sz-OR.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the (X,Y) coordinate

system is a body fitted coordinate system which is deformed

to account for the rib on the lower boundary. This

deformed coordinate system results in computational cells

which are not rectangular but rather distorted

quadrilaterals. In order to maintain second order

calculational accuracy in the spatial domain, a coordinate

transformation is made to a uniform rectangular (g ,I

grid. By means of the chain rule, the governing equations

in the transformed space can be written in conservaton law

form as follows:

13-13
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+ + + - 0(6)

In Equation (6), , ' ' 'and f are the first order

partial derivatives of the transformed independent

variables ( ,1) with respect to the coordinates (X,Y),

and the vectors U, F and G are defined as follows: -

F = ( u, -T. (8)uv

... ..?

4A

(e -V~vut, + q.

This set of equations along with the appropriate boundary
and initial conditions constitutes the mathematical model

of the cooling air flow through a rectangular passage with

a turbulence promoter.
13-14
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C. Boundary Conditions

Specification of appropriate and consistent boundary

conditions is essential to achieving a realistic and stable

numerical solution for any fluid flow or heat transfer

problem. In the current simulation there are four

boundaries which must be considered: bottom, top, inflow

and outflow. Since there are four unknowns, then at each

boundary, four conditions must be specified.

The bottom boundary, J = 1, is a solid, isothermal, no

slip boundary maintained at Tw.xx 5800R, which implies

the following conditions:

= L~u.w~a~a.(10) ~

The assumption that the normal derivative of the pressure

vanishes at the wall, coupled with the specification of the

wall temperature, implies the following condition on the

density at the wall:

= 'r~. ~(12)

The top boundary, J = JMAX, which is located at the

centerline of the rectangular passage, is considered to be ..

a symmetry boundary within the free stream. Symmetry

implies that the vertical velocity vanishes:

(3v)JH&x = 0 (13)
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Since the top boundary is within the free stream, the

horizontal velocity, pressure, temperature and density are

all equal to the free stream values which are specified as

follows:

u. = 262.21 ft/s (14)

P. = 2116.8 lbe/ft2  (15) IF

T. = 540.0oR (16)

?- = .002284 ibes 2 /ft4 (17)

These specifications imply the following boundary

conditions:

~ax = -(18)

U)346X= 3.U- (19)

e9a.. c,T. + A4 (U..)2 ] (20)

At the upstream inflow boundary, I = 1, it is assumed

that the flow experiences reversible, adiabatic

acceleration from stagnation conditions in a settling tank .-. .':
upstream of the inflow boundary. To determine the

corresponding stagnation temperature and pressure, it is

assumed that the air in the settling tank contains the

total energy of the free stream. That is, the stagnation

temperature and pressure are determined by applying the

first law of thermodynamics and Bernoulli's equation to a

reversible adiabatic total deceleration from the free

stream velocity, pressure, and temperature specified above

in Equations (14) through (16). The resulting stagnation

temperature and pressure are thus calculated to have the

following values:

13-16
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To = 545.72OR (21) . '

Re = 2195.33 ibz/ft 2 (221)'.

These upstream settling tank conditions are then used to

determine the inflow boundary conditions. First, it is

assumed that the flow has been conditioned prior to

entering the rectangular passage so that it enters as

parallel flow with no vertical component which imposes the J:;X

following boundary condition on vertical momentum:

(T V)X-X = (23)V,

Second, It Is assumed that the normal gradient of the q%

temperature vanishes at the inflow which implies that the

temperature is extrapolated from the interior of the flow

field:
Tx-x = T-2 (24)

Thus, the horizontal velocity component can be calculated."-. .

by applying the first law to the reversible adiabatic <,

acceleration of the air from the settling tank: .

U*-x = 2C1(T-T) ]/ 2  (25)

The isentropic pressure relation Is then used to determine

the pressure at the Inflow:

P,-& = PS(Tx/To) "I(26)", .

Finally, the boundary condition on the density at the

Inflow is given by using the Ideal gas law:

Sz-2. = Px/(Rj~xnTx) (27) '

and,
(?U)z- = Z- Ux (28) ".-.".
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(?e)z-2. =z-1cT3. + (uZ)2 ]  (29) __

At the downstream outflow boundary, I = IMAX, the L

pressure is specified to be the free stream value while the

normal gradients of the velocities and total energy are set

to zero which implies that the values of these variables

are extrapolated from the interior of the flow field:

PX"&x = P.. (30)

uzb4A) = uzmx-. (31)

vXMEAX = vxbE~x-x (32)

ezm4x = ezxmx-L (33)

The conditions on the velocities and the total energy at .-.

the outflow imply a specification of the temperature at the

outflow which in turn implies a boundary condition on the

density at the outflow via the ideal gas law:

zxax = Pzxm I ( Rz Tzax ) (34)

and,

(-u)Z MAX = ,ZMAXUX"&M (35)s%

V zv) Z H x =  ' z " x VzM Hx (3 6 ) '..Mr .,

( e ,mx = qzb4AxezmAx (37) ..-

D. Initial Conditions
.- . .,

In the current simulation, no attempt was made to

produce a time accurate solution of the initial transient ,

of the developing flow within the rectangular passage with

a turbulence promoter. Therefore, the initial conditions

%3-1
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were only used as a starting point from which the algorithm

could begin calculation of a steady state solution. 3

To this end, at the beginning of the calculation, it

was assumed that a turbulent boundary layer, two rib

heights in thickness, 6, existed throughout the rectangular

channel. Within this boundary layer, the horizontal

velocity was given by the 1/7 power law:

u(y) = u..(y/62 "7  (38)

Above the boundary layer, the horizontal velocity was set

equal to the free stream velocity, Equation (14).

Throughout the flow field, the vertical component of

velocity was set to zero; while the pressure, temperature

and density were set equal to the free stream values,

Equations (15) - (17). The initial conditions on the

momentum and total energy were then calculated using the

initial values of these primitive variables. Finally, the

density and energy at the solid boundary were modified to

account for the higher temperature of the wall.

E. Numerical Alaorithm

The current mathematical model of the cooling air flow

through a rectangular passage with a turbulence promoter is

composed of the computational domain described in Section

A, the set of governing equations described in Section B, A

and the boundary and initial conditions described in

13-19
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Sections C and D. The numerical algorithm used to 9

calculate the solution to this model is the MacCormack

explicit predictor-corrector technique as implemented by

Shang et al [13-16].

Although this computer code can be utilized to achieve

a time accurate transient solution, it also contains an 9%

option which allows accelerated convergence to a steady

state solution through the use of local time stepping.

This local time stepping option was invoked in the current

simulation to produce the steady state solution described _

in the following section.

7
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IV. RULTSi

A. Convergnge

In Shang's implementation of the MacCormack algorithm,

various options exist to accelerate convergence and/or

maintain numerical stability. The algorithm can be run in

the local time step mode to accelerate convergence or the

time accurate mode to maintain stability. The algorithm

contains a numerical smoothing, which when invoked promotes

stability, but can also degrade the solution. Finally, the

turbulent viscosity can be omitted from the iteration which

promotes stability but also produces a less realistic

solution. Therefore, one must develop a strategy for the

use of these various options so as to achieve a stable but

realistic solution while minimizing the number of

iterations required. For example, one might start the
>,*

iteration with all options turned to full stability. Then,

after a number of iterations, options could be switched to

maximize the rate of convergence. Finally, a number of

iterations should be run with the options switched to .

produce the most realistic solution. The strategy used in .:. .,

the current simulation is shown in Table 1.

In Shang's implementation, convergence is measured by

the L-2 norm of the change in the normalized global .v*.-/

solution vector between successive iterations, PaU.-...flI

The global solution vector, U, is the concatenation of all
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Table 1. Iteration strategy

Iteration Time Smoothing Turbulent
Count SteR Viscosity

0- 5,000 Time ON OFF
Accurate

5,001-10,000 Local ON OFF
Time Step

10,001-45,000 Local- ON ON
Time Step

45,001-99,999 Time OFF ON
Accurate

Table 2. L-2 Norm of Increments of the solution vector

Iteration _

Count 3d~~

0 .7137 E+1

5,000 .8197 E-2

10,000 .7993 E-2

15,000 .3739 E-2

45,000 .3735 E-2

50,000 .2662 E-26

55,000 .2415 E-2

65,000 .2560 E-2

75,000 .2353 E-2

99,999 .2414 E-2
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of the nodal solution vectors as given in Equation (7).

Each component of the change in the global solution vector

is squared, normalized by the free stream value of the

respective variable, and summed:

2. K+.I + /

.a.1(((I 
11/

(39)

Typically, in the iteration to a converged steady state

solution, the value of this norm will drop 3 orders of

magnitude from the initial conditions and then oscillate

about this reduced value, indicating that convergence has

been achieved (17). As shown in Table 2 for the current

simulation, the value of this norm decreased from 7.137 at

the outset to .02662 after 50,000 iterations and

oscillated near that value for the remaining 49,999

iterations. This behavior is typical of convergence to the

steady state solution. The current simulation required 92

minutes of execution time on the Cray-1 computer at Wright

Patterson AFB, Ohio.

B. Velocity and Temperature Profiles

As described in Section III.A., the computational grid

is 20 rib heights in length with the top front corner of

the rib located 5 rib heights downstream from the inflow

13-23
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boundary, and the top back corner of the rib located 6 rib

heights downstream from the inflow boundary. There are 100

grid lines in the streamwise x-direction, clustered around

the rib. These grid lines are numbered as the K index

starting at the inflow boundary. Hence, K = 1 corresponds

to the inflow boundary.

Profiles of u/u., v/v., and T/T. were plotted against

Y/YMAX at the 16 streamwise locations listed in Table 3.

In these profile plots, given in Figures 3 through 50, a

rib height corresponds to Y/YMAX = .237. Hence, in the

profile plots for K values of 28, 33, 38, and 47, the curve

does not reach Y/YMAX = 0 because the bottom of the

computational mesh coincides with the top of the rib or

turbulence promoter which has a Y/YMAX value greater than

zero.

The profiles at K = 1 represent the inflow boundary

conditions where the flow has not yet properly developed

which explains the wiggles in the horizontal velocity and

the uniform zero vertical velocity.

At K = 6, the profiles show that the momentum and

thermal boundary layers are beginning to develop. Since

this flow is predomitately in the horizontal direction, the

vertical velocity is very small compared to the horizontal "4.

velocity. Therefore, the small variations, which are due

to round off in the calculation of the vertical velocity,

are nearly the same magnitude as the actual vertical
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Table 3. Profile locations vp

K Distance from Inflow Boundary
(Streamvise Index) measured in rib heights

10 "Y

6 2

11 3

18 (Front bottom corner of rib) 40

28 (Front top corner of rib) 5

33 (Rib centerline) 5.5

38 (Back top corner of rib) 6

47 (Back bottom corner of rib) 7

57 8

67 9

75 10

80 11

83 12

85 13

89 15

100 20

velocity, thus producing the exaggerated wiggles exhibited

in vertical velocity profiles.

At K - 11 and 18, the profiles show the continued

development of the momentum and thermal boundary layers and

a vertical acceleration as the flow begins to move up and

over the turbulence promoter. Also at K = 18, both the
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vertical and horizontal velocities are negative near the

solid wall which testifies to the presence of a

recirculation zone which will be discussed later.

The locations, K = 28, 33 and 38, are at the front top

corner, midline and back top corner of the rib,

respectively. The vertical velocity is positive indicating

that the flow is moving up over the rib. The horizontal

velocity has greatly accelerated near the solid wall,

exhibiting a uniform profile at K = 38, typical of a fully

developed turbulent flow. Both the momentum and thermal

boundary layers have been destroyed due to the intense

turbulent mixing which is occurring. The temperature near

the wall is much lower than at previous streamwise

locations and exhibits some nonphysical overshoot. This

overshoot as well as the wiggles in both temperature and

horizontal velocity profiles are numerical artifacts

produced by over restrictive boundary conditions at the top

boundary which will be corrected in future calculations.

The streamwise locations, K = 47 through K = 83, start

at the back bottom corner of the rib and extend to the

reattachment point which marks the end of the large

recirculation bubble downwind of the rib. The temperature ''

profiles show that the turbulent mixing behind the rib has

greatly diffused the energy from the hot solid wall to form

a warm air region which extends almost 2 rib heights

vertically from the solid wall. The horizontal velocity

13-27 A
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profile Is typical of a recirculation zone with a negative

upstream flow near the vail changing to a positive

downstream flow higher In the flow field. The vertical

velocity profiles also show evidence of flow recirculation.

The profiles at K = 85, 89 and 100, demonstrate that

both the momentum and thermal boundary layers are

reestablished downstream of the recirculation bubble.

However, comparison of these profiles to those at K = 6, 11

and 18, upstream of the turbulence promoter, show that the

downstream boundary layers are much thicker and well mixed,

testifying to the effects of the Intense turbulent mixing

caused by the flow over the turbulence promoter.

C. Flow Pattern. Skin Friction, and Heat Transfer Rates

Careful analysis of the printed output at each of the

100 streamwise locations reveals the Interesting details of

the flow pattern shown In Figure 51. There are five

recirculation zones or bubbles produced by the flow over

the turbulence promoter. There Is a clockwise rotating

zone, 1 rib height In length, which begins 1 rib height

upstream of the rib and Is approximately .1 rib height

tall. The second clockwise rotating bubble, which is about

a half rib height in length and very thin, begins Just

downstream from the top front corner of the rib. Behind

the rib there are two counterclockwise vortices which are
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separated by a clockwise vortex. The first clockwise

vortex, which is . rib height in length, begins just behind

the back top corner and is .54 rib height in thickness.

Adjacent to this clockwise vortex is a counterclockwise

vortex of approximately the same size. Finally, there is

the very large recirculation bubble which begins Just

downstream of the back top corner of the rib and attains a .

maximum thickness of .71 rib height Just behind the rib.

This large bubble extends to the reattachment point which

is located approximately 7 rib heights from the back top

corner or 6 rib heights from the back bottom corner.

The location of the reattachment point agrees very

well with the wind tunnel investigations of flow over a

surface mounted cube conducted by Castro and Robins [18].

They report that the wake produced by a uniform turbulent V%

stream completely decayed within 6 cube heights downstream.

Skin friction and heat transfer rates were calculated

at the 16 streamwise locations listed in Table 3. The

values of local skin friction, shown in Table 4, were

calculated from the following equation:

c - - (40)

The normal derivative of the horizontal velocity was

approximated as a central difference between the J = 1 node ' ."

(solid wall) and the J 2 node (Y <, .3281 E-4 ft.). The

viscosity was determined by averaging the values given by

Sutherland's Law evaluated at T3 -. and Ta- 2 .
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Table 4. Local skin friction coefficient

K Skin Friction Coefficient WON
(Streamvise (ce x 10')

Index) %

6 62.2811 ,:.,.--i~

7.43

18 47.62 - ',

28 77.39

33 34. 11.~b

38 12.23 *.

47 1.34

57 15.50

67 42.67

75 52.06

80 47.80

83 55.38

85 2.24

89 20.44

100 35.57

The local heat transfer rates, given in Table 5, are

expressed in terms of the nondimensional Stanton number:

S =(41)
(T,,. T.
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Table 5. Local heat transfer rates

K Stanton Number x 10-
(Streamvise via via

Index) Reynolds Analogy Fourier's Law AI

1 0.0 24.33

6 3.11 4.38

11 0.37 1.20

18 2.38 4.03 "

28 3.87 3.62

'3 1.71 3.71

38 0.61 3.15 *

47 0.07 1.54

57 0.78 1.48

67 2.13 2.33 I

75 2.60 2.83
.vN

80 2.39 3.11

83 2.77 4 .24

85 0.11 3.39 '.'.

89 1.02 3.11

100 1.78 2.90

These heat transfer rates were calculated by two difterent

methods. In the first method, the Reynolds Analogy was

used, in which the heat transfer rate is related to the

skin friction as follows:

Stanton Number = *c" (42)
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This method is widely used in turbomachinery calculations O

but these calculations greatly underpredict the heat

transfer rates measured experimently 119].

In the second method, Fourier's Conduction Law is used

to evaluate the heat transfer rate at the wall, Q..L,

which appears in Equation (41):

Qwa22. = -K(?)VW (43)

In this calculation, the thermal conductivity was treated

as a constant and the normal derivative of temperature was

evaluated in a manner similar to that used for the normal

derivative of the horizontal velocity discussed above.

In the convection heat transfer process, the energy is

first transferred by conduction from the solid wall to the

fluid particles adjacent to the wall. These fluid

particles are then transported away from the solid wall by

the bulk mixing of the fluid which results in the diffusion

of energy from the solid wall. The basis for the Reynolds

Analogy is the. assumption that the same mechanism is

responsible for the exchange of both heat and momentum.

This assumption disregards the details of the energy

transfer process at the solid wall-fluid interface. As

shown in Table 5, the direct calculation of the heat

transfer rate via Fourier's Law predicts heat transfer

rates which can be as great as 30 times that given by the

Reynolds Analogy. This great discrepancy, which exists in

most turbomachinery calculations, can be explained by the
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fact that the Reynolds Analogy is derived for laminar or

fully turbulent flows over a flat plate with laminar and

turbulent Prandtl number, Pr = Prf = 1.0 Thus, the

Reynolds Analogy is not applicable to flows with

recirculation zones and flow reversals which cause the

normal gradient of velocity to differ greatly from the

normal gradient of temperature.

S
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V. RECOMMENDATI ONS

The recommendations for extensions to this work in the

general area of the numerical simulation of the flow field

and heat transfer in turbomachinery fall into three general

categories: improvements and extensions to the current

simulation, incorporation of additional computational

capabilities into the Shang Implementation of the

MacCormack algorithm, and additional investigations. 0

A. improvements and Extensions to the Current Simulation

As mentioned in the Results section, the current

simulation cound be Improved by first relaxing the boundary

conditions at the top boundary and continuing Iteration

beyond the 99,999 Iteration level with the purpose being to

remove the wiggles in the horizontal velocity and J

temperature near the top boundary. If this does not

correct the problem, the next step would be to refine the

computational grid near the top boundary and evaluate Its

effects upon the solution.

As an extension to the current simulation, rotational

effects could be incorporated as body force terms in the

momentum and energy equations. Two different calculations

should be made, one with the principal flow direction v
aligned Inwardly along the radius of rotation, and the

other with the principal flow direction aligned outwardly
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along the radius of rotation. These results would then be

compared with the results for the case with no rotation,

allowing for an evaluation of the impact of rotational

effects upon heat transfer. This evaluation would also

have bearing upon the applicability of various nonrotating

experimental heat transfer studies.

Another extension to the current simulation would be

to modify the computational grid and algorithm to

facilitate the modelling of rectangular turbulence

promoters with vertical sides.

B. Incornoration of Additional Computational Capabilities

Various modifications could be made to the numerical

algorithm. The local time stepping algorithm, convergence

testing, and printed output should be improved.

Also, various post convergence calculations need tj be

incorporated. Values of the stream function should be

evaluated at all node points. The local skin friction and

local heat transfer rates should be calculated at all solid

wall boundary nodes. In particular, the heat transfer

rates should be calculated using two methods: Reynolds

Analogy and Fourier's Law. Energy transport by convection

of internal and kinetic energy through the inflow, outflow

and top boundaries could be calculated. Total mass and

energy transport through the boundary of the computational

1i13-36 :
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mesh could be calculated, thus allowing for a verification

of the conservation of mass and energy by the numerical

algorithm.

Finally, the plotting capabilities need to be

improved. Contour plots of temperature and pressure would

be interesting and useful. Streamline plots, contours of

the stream function, would exhibit the recirculation zones.

Contours of the turbulent eddy diffusivity would give an

indication of turbulence levels throughout the flow field.

C. Additional Investiaations

The computational mesh and boundary conditions could

be modified to simulate the experimental setup used in the

heat transfer studies by R. B. Rivir. One purpose of this

simulation would be to compare the local heat transfer

rates calculated by both the Reynolds Analogy method and

Fourier's Law to the heat transfer rate measured

experimentally by Rivir et al.

Another investigation could be performed to study the

effects of multiple turbulence promoters. To reduce the

computer resource requirements in such a calculation, the

outflow conditions calculated in the current simulation

could be used as the inflow conditions to the next section N

of the rectangular cooling passage.
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Another study, which would require greater effort,

would be the implementation and testing of various

turbulence models. Also, other types of computational

fluids algorithms, which may be more efficient for this

type of simulation, could be considered.

In a different vane, a considerable amount of work

still needs to be performed to complete the modelling of N

the fluid flow and heat transfer near a rotating disk in an

infinite quiescent environment.
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SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF BOMB CRATERING i ''

by.

Charles J. Bell, Jr.

ABSTRACT -_<_

Analysis of data from earlier tests of detonations beneath simulated

runways was accomplished. The literature pertaining to undersurface N ,

detonations of high explosives was surveyed. Relationships between distance, ._

time, and pressure from the literature were compared to data from earlier;?

tests at Eglin. A modified equation was proposed for pressure waves in soils.

'V

A fa ilIure cri ter ion f or structures was applIi ed to the unrei nf orced sl1abs ,,-

in use on the Eglin test range. This criterion was used to estimate values of -

parameters in the classical and proposed equations for shock wave pressure in ..

sandy loan and in clay soils. .

An equation was developed for calculating the distance between charges...'-

that results in maximum synergistic pressure on the bottom of a runway slab.-

Examples of application are presented. "-,
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I INTRODUCTION " - -

Attack of enemy airfield runways can be effectively carried out with-1
clustered kinetic energy penetrators carrying a limited amount of high .
explosive (HE). Presently, available munitions of this type carry less than le

ten (10) pounds of HE. A number of the projectiles would be launched by each '
attacking aircraft•

~~The shape of the projectile is dictated by the dynamics of penetration ..
": of concrete, as is the choice of casing material. Two factors which affect '

the effectiveness of an attack are depth at which detonation occurs, and the

A' d .P

spacing of the projectiles over the surface of the runway There is some
leeway in choice of these two factors. The present study wiu investigate the
synergistic effect of two such projectiles a ns f tisof depth of lesta
detonation, distance between projecthe prjetime interval between by-ac
detonation aicrf

model has been prepared which takes into account the variables noted above,
as well as other factors such as soil type and runway constructon . A test e_--
pan has been proposed for the purpose of refining the model. Results ofe

earlier single shot tests are analyzed.

II. OBJECTIVES

Thsynergistic eectivf two suchuprojectieshassfunctionscoffdct of detonating
kinetic energy penetrators spaced closely in time and distance from one

another This particular program was undertaken for the specific purpose of
finding ways to enhance damage to enemy runways The results could apply to

other buried concrete structures. ...

I1. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING DATA

Two earlier investigations of high explosive damage to runways were completed
by Wison (), (2), at Eg paicn AFB in 1979 and idn 1980. The tests were
conducted against concrete slabs of dimensions 20 feet by 20 feet by one foot

thick. Concrete strength was 6,000 psi nominal. Both reinforced and
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unreinforced slabs were tested. The reinforced slabs contained two layers of

No. 4 reinforcing bar in a 12 inch by 12 inch pattern.

The high explosive charges were placed in the center of each slab with the

center of gravity (c.g.) of the projectile at depths ranging from 12 inches to

48 inches below the top surface of the slab. Shaped charges were used to open

a hole in the slab so that the projectile could be inserted; the shaped charge

penetration simulates the kinetic energy penetration of a runway by a

projectile from an aircraft. The penetration hole and the projectile were set

at an angle of 60 degrees above horizontal to further simulate aircraft

delivery. S

The projectile was 3.50 inches in O.D., 3 inches in I.D., and 18 inches to 29

inches long depending on charge weight and type. The projectile case was

either 4130 or 4340 type steel. A number of high explosives were tested

including H-6, Tritonal, Octol, AFX-108, and AFX-708. The best results appear

to have been achieved with AFX-708. Charge weights as low as 3 pounds to a

high of 10 pounds were used. In the 1980 tests, a charge weight of 6.7 pounds

nominal was used in all tests with AFX-708 explosive. --

The native subsoil in the test area is a yellow sand usually described as %

sandy loam. Very sandy loam would appear to be more descriptive. Above the

subsoil was 6 inches of compacted subsoil, 12 inches of crushed aggregate, 2

inches of sand, 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier, and then the one foot thick

concrete slabs. Of 60 total tests conducted, 56 were with the native subsoil,

while four tests were above a sandy clay subgrade constructed for these tests.

High speed (about 3,500 frames/sec) photographs were taken during thE tests,

and still photographs of the slabs were also made to show damage. Damage was ,,_

characterized by several measurements including vertical displacement of the , d

slab, clear crater size in concrete and spal 1 area. In order to reduce the S

damage characterization to a single figure, only the clear crater area of the

hole is noted in this analysis. Further discussion is also be confined to

those tests in which 6.7 pounds of AFX-708 was the explosive charge.

The input variables that are examined were thus reduced to depth of charge, .

14-5
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v,1.
type of subgrade, and reinforced or unreinforced concrete. The output

variable used to measure results is clear crater area. The clear crater area

is the most direct indication of the volume of concrete removed by the -
explosion.

A tabulation of pertinent data from references (1) and (2) is shown in

Table I, following.

Table I. Pertinent Data Summary from English (1) and (2).

Shot Reinf. Depth Damage Area Subgrade Report

No. (?) (in) (ft2) Type Year 0

28 Y 30 19.1 Sand 79

2 Y 36 7.4 Sand 80

14 Y 36 4.6 Sand 80

29 Y 36 7.3 Sand 79

30 Y 42 6.2 Sand 79

13 Y 42 8.7 Sand 80

1 Y 42 5.9 Sand 80

9 Y 36 74.4 Clay 80

7 Y 42 7.3 Clay 80

3 N 36 18.0 Sand 80

4 N 42 6.3 Sand 80

21 N 36 57.7 Clay 80

8 N 42 156.1 Clay 80

The most effective shot in sand below a reinforced slab occurred at 30 inches

deep (No. 28, 1979). There was little to choose between the 36 inch and 42 PW J%

inch deep tests in sand below reinforced slabs. An optimum depth for the 18

inch x 3.5 inch O.D. projectile loaded with 6.7 pounds of AFX-708 would appear
.% .-

to be about 30 inches for reinforced slabs above sandy loam subsoils. Until

more data can be obtained, the 30 inch depth will be considered optimum for

these conditions.

Comparison of the two shots in clay under a reinforced slab indicates that a
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depth of 36 inches is vastly superior to a similar shot at 42 inches depth.

The optimum depth for shots in clay under reinforced slabs is set at 36 inches

for the present. l

For unreinforced slabs, the available data does indicate that for both clay

and sand subgrades the projectile should be buried more deeply than for the

corresponding reinforced slab. Optimum detonation depths of 36 inches in sand

and 42 inches in clay below unreinforced slabs are adopted for the 3.5 inch by

18.5 inch projectile with 6.7 lb. charge of AFX-708.

It should be noted that the trends of shallower detonation depths in sand and

under reinforced slabs as compared to deeper detonation depths in clay and

under unreinforced slabs is supported by data for other explosives of

different weights. It should also be noted that examination of photographs

and moving pictures have lent subjective support to these trends.

The fact that sand tends to dissipate the energy in elastic waves more rapidly

than does clay also supports the depth trend in sand versus clay. It appears

obvious that higher pressure, impulse, and energy levels would be required for

damaging reinforced concrete as compared to similar unreinforced concrete.

IV. SURVEY OF LITERATURE

The early theoretical work on explosions within continuous media was done for .

underwater explosions. The book of Cole (4) on underwater explosion cites
much of the early theoretical work as well as supporting experimental work.

He also gives some relatively compact equations for calculating pressures and

so forth. These same equations given by Cole plus one or two more of value

may be found in reference (5) which was published about twenty years after the

work of Cole. .- '.

The equations given for shock effects in water in references (4) and (5) are

used as the starting point for analyses of underground explosives. In many ,.

cases, it is enough to simply change the values of the parameters to fit the

soil (or soils) in question. In more detailed analyses, the equations have

been modified to account for other differences between water and soils.
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Consider a spherical charge of high explosive to be detonated at time zero J

within an infinite continuous medium, say, water. A sudden rise in pressure

at the charge surface will be transmitted to the water. This pressure pulse

(or shock wave) will propagate through the water at some velocity V. The

maximum pressure (Pm) is the pressure rise above that in the undisturbed

medium to that just behind the shock front. For a given medium and explosive,
the pressure (Pm) imediately behind a spherical shock front may be taken as:

where W is the charge weight (in pounds). A and o4 are parameters that

depend upon charge composition and upon the medium. R is distance (in feet)

from the center of explosion. For example, Cole (4) gives for TNT in seawater

the values of A =21,600 and a<.= 1.13. Pm is in psi for the values and

units noted above.

Equation (1) gives only the peak pressure at the shock front. After passage

of the shock front, the pressure decays exponentially from the peak value
according to

(2)

where 0 is a time constant. The time constant may be approximated by:

DW (3)

where 0 and S~ depend upon charge type, charge weight and distance R from the P-i

charge as wel 1 as upon the medium. Note that the dependence of the parameters
A and o( in equation (1) upon R can be ignored, while the same cannot be said

of 0 and 4 in equation (3).

Equations for unit impulse (I) and energy flux (E) are also given by Cole (4)
as: .

K '~ 1(4)
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E I/ (5)

where I is in psi-sec and E is in in-lb/in2 for W and R in the units stated

previously. Values of A, B, C andop, 'are given in Table II below for

three explosives in seawater.

TABLE II. Explosive Constants for Equations (1), (4), (5)*.

Integration

Density Peak Pressure Impulse Energy Density Time

Explosive (gm/cc) A o( B 3 C I T

TNT 1.52 21,600 1.13 1.46 0.89 2,410 2.05 6.79

Loose Tetryl 0.93 21,400 1.15 1.73 0.98 3,000 2.10 5.0,

Pentolite 1.60 22,500 1.13 2.18 1.05 3,270 2.12 6.7"

*After Cole (4).

The values for I and E depend upon an integral over some time interval T; that

interval is given in terms of 0 for the explosives (in seawater) shown in

Table II. Evaluation of E at some radius R from the center of the spherical

charge would give the energy per unit area that the shock wave delivers during

T. Evaluation of I gives, for the particular explosive in seawater, the

impulse per unit area evaluated from the instant of shock arrival at R and

over the integration time shown in Table II.

Equations (1) through (5) are based upon an elementary analysis combined with .

experimental data. For explosions in water, they have proven quite useful

because water is a relatively homogeneous medium whose physical

characteristics are wel 1 known.

Sooner or later, shock waves must arrive at a boundary of one sort or another.

In water, boundaries may be the surface, bottom, man-made structure or even a

region in which the water temperature or composition changes significantly.

Any boundary causes changes in the shock wave. In general, any boundary will

result in a reflection of some or all of the energy, transmission of a part of
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the energy as a shock wave into the bounding medium and conversion of part of
the incident wave energy into other types of waves.

Explosions in soils differ from those in water in at least two important ways.%

Since soils can support shear stresses much more readily than water, a

significant amount of energy is transported in soils by shear waves. Soils

also dissipate energy at a higher rate than water. The pressure pulse

therefore attenuates more rapidly in soil1s, but it is still1 possibl e to

represent Pm by equation (1) if suitable values of A and oK are known. Drake
and Little (6) have given values of 0< and information required to calculate V

A for a variety of soils. A few values for selected soils are shown in Table
III. The results given by Drake and Little are averages from data taken over

many yedrs. There is no mention in the paper of the types of explosives

involved; it seems likely that TNT was the most prevalent. In any case, the

type of explosive can make a significant difference in A and some difference

in .

TABLE III. Soil Properties for Shock Wave Calculation.*

Soil Description A** 1~*

Loose, dry, poorly graded sand 1860 3.25

Dense, wet sand, poorly graded 3520 2.75

Very dense dry sand 7040 2.5

Wet sandy clay 7680 2.5 .9

Saturated stiff clay-saturated 21600 1.5

clay shile 0

Seawater (TNT)*** 21600 1.13

*From Drake (6). Expl osivye depth (d) such that d/k/' >1.4 (d in ft.,
W in pounds).

"*Units are such that PM is in psi if R is in ft. and W in pounds in

equations (1) - (5).
SFrom Cole (4).

In the absence of more definitive data, it is suggested that values of A and .49

be extracted from reference (6) if equations (1) -(5) are to be used.
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Geometry is a major factor in damage caused by explosions. The discussion

thus far has centered on spherical charges and the pressures associated with a
spherical shock wave. The charges in military ordnance are most likely to be

cylindrical in shape, and the target shape is certainly a slab where runways
are being attacked.

Ross, et al (7), have considered the time and space variations of loads on -

underground structures by cylindrical explosives. Their work takes into

account both radial and tangential stresses. Equation (1) is still the basic
pressure attenuation equation. It is adapted to cylindrical explosions by a

lumped parameter model. The paper contains procedures that should prove

useful for estimating synergistic effects from two or more projectiles spaced
some distanc- apart and detonated either simultaneously or at some time
interval apart.

Runway construction is another factor that is obviously important in ~ .3

optimizing the effectiveness of an attack. As a rule, runways are constructed

of 6000 psi concrete about one foot thick. Steel reinforcement may or may not

be used. C. A. Ross, et al (8), addressed the problem of concrete breaching

of reinforced concrete. A computer program is provided. T. J. Ross (9)
discusses impulsive failure of buried reinforced concrete.

Cole (4) reviews some early experimental work on multiple charges. The effect

upon pressure behind intersecting waves depends upon the strength of the N
shock. For seawater, if the shock strength is less than 10,000 psi, simple

addition of the two pressures occurs. The experimental work reported by Cole

appears to agree well1 with analytical work described in Cole's book.

V . CONCRETE FAILURE

A dynamic failure criterion for concrete structure in terms of specific
impulse was developed by Ross (8). For the case of unreinforced concrete

slabs, the critical specific impulse (1c) leading to breaching of the slab is

J2~ 0 905b1(6)

14-11 A
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where 11.%

h slab thickness in feet

l = concrete density in lb/ft3

fc= concrete failure strength in psi

Ic = critical specific impulse in psi - sec.

For 6000 psi unreinforced concrete slabs one foot thick with a density of 150

lb/ft3, the critical specific impulse for breaching is 4.74 psi-sec.

The applied specific impulse from the shock wave of an explosion may be -.

calculated from -9

-r p(7)

where p(R,t) is the shock wave pressure given by equation (2), and "a" is some

multiplier. Breaching is assumed to occur along the locus of values of R

where lap= Ic.  Integration of equation (7) gives

after substitution of (3),

T = A -(8)

Only the parameters W and R can be determined with certainty. The values of

A, ', 9, and a depend, in uncertain ways, upon explosive type and shape, '...

medium through which the shock wave is propagated, and upon other factors

known and unknown. Values of a and ofor TNT in seawater for one test were

reported by Cole (4) as 6.7 and 0.0003 sec, respectively. For a equal 6.7,

the term I- C'0" is so nearly one that it may be treated as one for any

reasonable purpose.

The value of the time constant can be found from pressure vs time data. The

values of G reported by Cole were determined from such data. In the absence

of p vs t data for the materials below the test slabs at Eglin, an estimate

was made of 9 from movie film of test number 8 of reference (2). This

estimate gave a & value of 0.001 sec for that case in which the subsoi 1 was

sandy clay.

The value selected for A was 22,000 psi, which is a rough average of the

values in table II. In order to determine a suitable value of OC., the high
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speed film of the same shot 8 of reference (2) was again used. From the film

and other data, the breach radius was estimated to be 10 inches; R.. at 10

inches from 30 inches below the slab becomes 2.64 feet. Setting Ic ='ap and

solving for cgives a value of 4.50 for the exponent. Using the values thus 'Y.

determined, the following equations result. 9-SO

] o(9)

0p 1 f,, (10)

where R is in feet, Pm in psi and lap in psi-sec. Equation (9) is simply the

model proposed by Cole (4) with an experimentally determined value of the

exponent at. In the context of the existing data, the Cole model does not

appear logical. Note that the maximum pressure depends upon the charge weight -
raised to the 1.5 power. Analytical results indicate the pressure should vary

as the 0.333 power of the charge weight. Experimental results cited by Cole

for seawater show values of C of very nearly unity, in which cases the

exponent of W is essentially 0.333. -

As a result of the above cited facts, the following model for shock waves in

soil is proposed.

Specific impulse would still be calculated from equation (7).

Using the model consisting of equation (10) and (11) along with equation (2),

values of n were found for both sandy loam and clay subsoils under the Eglin

slabs. For sandy loam, a value of n (for use only in equation (11)) of 2.52

is proposed until more data can be obtained. The critical depth (Rca)

recommended is 2.4 feet. The time constant recommended for sand is 1.06ms.

Where the subsoil is clay, the value of n recommended for use in equation

(11) becomes 2.30, 9 becomes 1.OOms and critical depth is 2.64 feet. , ,

Rc is the estimated maximum distance of the explosive C.G. from the slab base
CA.
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which will yield breaching of the unreinforced slab. Any shot placed further

below the slab surface should result in no breaching. Cracking could result,

and chunks may be taken out of unreinforced slabs, even in the absence of-

breaching. Figure 1 shows the status of the slab 0.385 seconds after

detonation for test number 8 of reference (2). The effects of cracking and

the resulting large chunks can be seen. rhe pressure and specific impulse

required to lift the chunks are much less than those required for breaching.

The status of the reinforced slab of test 2 of reference (2) is shown in
F-igure 2 for comparison with the unreinforced slab. The estimated time after

detonation 0.152 seconds in the latter case.

VI. SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS

The discussion thus far has been confined to a single charge exploding beneath

a slab or runway. Clustered munitions may be detonated closely enough to one
another to realize a synergistic effect. Furthermore, it may be possible to

detonate these munitions simultaneously or at specified time intervals.

The interaction of two shock waves of moderate strength results in a pressure

which is simply the sum of the two individual pressures. For the pressure %

levels expected at the bottom of the slabs, the surmmation approximation will1

be used. The pressure at any point at or behind the intersection of two

explosive shock fronts will1 be taken to be the sum of the incident pressures

at that point.

Pressure at a point behind a spherical shock front is given as a function of

radius and time by equation (11). For two charges the total pressure at any

point and time is given by

P -(12)

The above expression Prapplies when two identical charges are detonated at the
same depth in similar media, as shown below.
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The pressure distribution along a line connecting the projections of the _

centers of gravity onto the slab is, in terms of x, ".- ,

* , .. . "

P- Aa + "'",,-
(15)
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would be 6348 psi where the breaching P required would be only 4310 psim
assuming the reflected wave helps. Simultaneous detonation was used.

-3

For the same subsoil, etc., the optimum values of d and Ito give 4310 psi at

(/2 would be 44 inches deep and 48 inches apart.

4r"

A third case of distance I required to give 4310 psi at 1/2 when d is 2.64

feet yields a value of 57 inches between charges.

Examination of high speed films of the tests reported by Wilson (2) indicates

that the numbers calculated for d and I would not necessarily produce the

best results in terms of damage to runways. Significant damage radii in the

two tests of most interest were of the order of two feet. The unreinforced ..V

concrete showed significant cracking to as much as 10 feet from ground zero.

This significant cracking occurred to a lesser extent in reinforced slabs.

Based upon the observation of photographic results and upon the calculations

cited, a separation distance of up to 20 feet between simultaneously detonated

rounds would appear likely to produce useful synergistic effects in

unreinforced concrete.

The aforementioned movies showed that the larger chunks of unreinforced

concrete moved upward for about 400 milliseconds (ms) before falling back

toward ground. The plume of explosive products, soil and other debris, were

still rising at 400ms. After one second, it was all over. Study of these

films leads one to believe that any shock wave that is to provide a

synergistic effect must arrive well before the chunks of concrete have quit

rising. It is probable that detonations over lOOms apart will provide I ittle

support of one another.

It is obvious that more test data is needed to clarify this situation. A

starting point for testing might be a fifteen or twenty foot separation with a

time interval of zero between detonations. In testing for the effect of

detonation time differences, the 1OOms separation would be a reasonable

starting point.

VII. TEST PROGRAM. A test program consisting of five pairs of detonations %%
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has been proposed and specified; arrangements are virtually complete for

implementation.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS. The proposed synergism test program should be

completed. In addition, pressure measurements should be taken from future

single-shot tests of similar munitions.

A data base of pressure-time-distance information for subsurface detonations

should be built from all possible sources. Perhaps a central depository of P,

t, R data could be set up within DOD to answer questions on instrumentation,

to dissiminate information and to analyze P, t, R data as it becomes

available.

Data from the forthcoming synergism tests should be analyzed to improve the %

parameter values now being used in the model. Alternate models should be

proposed and investigated for the purpose of finding an improved model for

both single shot and synergistic detonation.

A computer code should be developed for mapping pressure, impulse, and energy

functions onto the bases of runway slabs. This code should be capable of

handling single, as well as multiple, detonations.

1'.%
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Construction Contract Administrator's Technical Handbook 9,

by

Kweku K. Bentil

ABSTRACT

Construction contracting is a complex and intricate process.

Successful administration of these contracts therefore requires a

combination of technical and administrative backgrounds. While there

are several guides covering some of the administrative aspects, very

little is provided in the technical area to assist base contracting

personnel to better understand those on whom they depend for technical a/r

expertise (Civil Engineering), and those with whom they have to

communicate technically throughout the duration of a contract. There

is, therefore, a need for a handbook to help bridge the gap between the

non-technical contracting person and their technical counterparts (Civil

Engineering and Contractors). This handbook is designed to provide -

general information on the basic fundamentals of construction %

technology, construction cost estimating, construction progress

scheduling, contract documents, effective contract administration and

computer applications in the construction industry. It is illustrated

with figures and charts and ends with quick reference appendices of

tables, formulae, etc. and a bibliography of suggested reference books.

%. '*%,
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Every construction project, regardless of the size, is normally

characterized by a need (usually determined by the owner), the

development of the need into satisfactory plans and specifications

(usually done by the architect/Engineer and/or owner), the

transformation of those plans and specifications into a structure

(usually by a contractor) and the administration of the project during

construction by a contract administrator.

On United States Air Force construction projects, contracting
%

officers are responsible for administering contracts to ensure: -

a) the performance of the contractor is in accordance with the I

terms and conditions of the contract; and

b) the Air Force gets what it pays for. .e-
%J

%

Contracting officers and their administrators are normally not .

required to have formal training in construction because technical

support is usually provided by base civil engineering. Unfortunately,

the construction process is very technically-oriented and all the

"players" with whom the contract administrator has to deal on a daily

basis (such as contractors, base civil engineering, and subcontractors)
%. . ,

are all technical types.

Therefore, this handbook was developed to enhance the technical %

knowledge of contract administrators. Chapter One discusses the IF0 4e

fundamentals of the construction process and provides some of the basic 6

terminology and abbreviations, common mathematical formulae used in

15-5
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construct ion-related calculations, basic blueprint reading techniques,

common units of measurement, types of structures, types of construction --

projects, and construction materials.

Chapter Two discusses the subject of construction cost estimating

including its definition, types of estimates and their uses, components

of an estimate and sources of pricing information.

Chapter Three discusses the topic of construction scheduling

including basic scheduling terminology, types of schedules and their

application.K

Chapter Four discusses construction contract documents including

specifications and drawings.

Chapter Five covers the subject of contract administration Including

communications, negotiations, modifications, claims, value engineering,

site visits, contract completion and close-out procedures.

Chapter Six discusses computer applications in the construction

industry.

In addition to the above chapters, quick reference information is

provided in several appendices.

This handbook was developed for the construction contract

administrator with little or no technical knowledge or background in

construction and it is hoped its use will improve the administration of

construction contracts throughout the Air Force.

My research interests are in the areas of effective construction y*

management, cost estimating, cost control, the effective use of value

15-6
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engineering as a tool for controlling costs and the avoidance of

construction claims.

The School of Building Construction at the University of Florida is

the oldest and America's first school of Construction Education. I

currently teach the advanced course in Estimating during the normal

academic year and our graduate course in Construction Management and -

Value Engineering during the summer. I am presently the technical *

editor for Walker's Estimating and Construction Journal. I have

published several articles on the subjects of estimating, cost control

and construction management. Prior to going into academe in 1985, I had

worked in the construction industry for 15 years, the last five as the P-
General Manager and Construction Manager for a General Contractor who

performed a lot of government construction contracts. In that capacity

I worked on and successfully completed several Air Force construction

projects as well as other U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Navy

construction projects.

From that experience I became quite familiar with Air Force contract

administration procedures from the contractor's point of view. My prior

experience with Air Force projects as well as my general background in

construction contributed significantly to my being assigned to the

Contracting Directorate of the Air Force Logistics Management Center.

41a.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The primary objective of my assignment as a participant in the 1987..%

Summer Faculty Research program was to develop systems to aid Air Force

base-level construction contracting personnel in order to improve the

15-7
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effectiveness of the administration of Air Force contracts. The

preliminary goals arrived at with my USAF Research Colleague included: -

1. The development of computerized pricing models to assist 5 "

construction contract administrators in determining the most

advantageous prices to the Air Force.

2. The development of a construction contract administrator's

handbook to enhance the technical background of non-technical base-level

construction contracting personnel and contract administrators in order

to achieve improved effectiveness in the administration of Air Force

construction contracts.
-.

3. The revision of Air Force Form 3052, Construction Cost

Breakdown, to make it more compatible with what is used in standard

construction industry practice.

4. The development of a weighted guideline type system to aid

base-level contract administrators in analyzing profit on Air Force

negotiated construction contracts.

Due to the fact that the installation of the Wang computer system

purchased by the Air Force had not quite been completed, it was decided %

that goal No. I above should be held in abeyance for future research '%

when all the installation had been completed. A decision was made that -- ' .

due to the ten-week time limitation of the SFRP goal No. 2 (the 'o' 'r

development of the handbook) be started during this period (ten-week

summer period) and that goal No. 3 (The revision of AF 3052) and No. 4

(The development of the profit guidelines) be undertaken on my return to

my institution with funding from the mini-grant program.

15-8
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III. With the decision made to develop a construction contract%

administrator's technical handbook, the following approach was designed

to achieve this objective:%

1. Conducting a literature search.

2. Identification of selected representatives within the Air Force

Major Commands and the solicitation of their input.

3. Base-level contracting personnel and solicitation of their

input.

4. Identification of selected representatives of Base Civil

Engineering and solicitation of their input.

5. Review of the Federal Acquisition Regulations.

6. Evaluation and analysis of inputs received.

7. Preparation of a draft handbook. 444

8. Distribution of the draft handbook to the appropriate personnel%

within the Air Force for their review and comments.

9. Evaluation and analysis of comments received.

10. Preparation of the final version of the handbook.

11. Preparation of final report.

A literature search was conducted to determine if any prior work had

been done on the subject of a general technical handbook and if so if

any portions can be used in the development of this handbook. :
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Examination of known data sources -- Defense Logistics StudiesP

Information Exchange (DLSIE), Defense Technical Information Center

(DTIC), AFLMC studies, etc. - revealed no other efforts dealing with a.r

handbook of the nature required. There were however some studies and

reports that dealt with some specific topics such as value engineering,

contract administration, etc. The literature search was also used to

collect technical data for the handbook.

On completion of the literature search, representatives were

identified within the Air Force major commands, base contracting and

civil engineering to:

a) Ascertain if a handbook of this nature was needed.

b) Solicit their input on the subjects to be included in the

handbook.

Telephone interviews conducted confirmed the need and support for

the development of the handbook. At this point a general review of the :
Federal Acquisition Regulations was done to avoid any conflicts.

Based on the preliminary feedback received from representatives of

the Major Commands, the author's prior experience on Air Force

construction projects and several authoritative sources within the

construction industry, a draft of the handbook with appropriate *

illustrations was developed. Draft copies of the handbook were then

sent to four major commands within the Air Force (ATC, MAC, SAC and

TAC), one base under each of the commands and the Air Force Engineering

and Services Center for their review and comments and also to ensure

15-10
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that the contents of the handbook were not in conflict with Air Force N\

regulations or policy.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

While there are several guides covering most of the administrative

aspects of construction contracting, very little has been provided until

now in the technical area to assist base contracting personnel. To

complement the handbook and make it more effective in achieving the

objective for which it was intended, the following recommendations

should be considered:
%vIps

a) Seminars should be conducted for the various base contracting3

personnel to supplement the handbook. The need for these seminars were .

also expressed by several of the bases contacted during the development

of the handbook and could be done at a relatively low cost compared to

the benefits. Since no formal technical training is required of

contract administrators, what technical background they have has been

either learned on the job or by trial and error. There is, therefore, a

definite need to conduct technical seminars to complement the handbook.

The School of Building Construction at the University of Florida,

America's first School of construction Education is well prepared and

has the staff and facilities to conduct such seminars. An alternative

to the seminars may be the production of a videotape to supplement the A .

handbook.

b) Air Force Form 3052, Construction Cost Breakdown, should be

revised to make it more compatible with standard construction industry

cost estimating forms. This will facilitate the comparison and

X



evaluation of contractors cost estimates by both contract administrators

and Civil Engineering and assist them to determine the most advantageous

prices to the Air Force. Particularly, with the Air Force currently """

installing Wang computers, it is recommended that AF 3052 be also ...

automated after it has been revised.

- cw-.v

c) A weighted guideline type of system should be developed to ,

assist contract administrators in the analysis of profit on negotiated -'

contracts and modifications. Presently, contract administrators have no

established method of analyzing profit. The development of this--'

guideline will improve the Government's chances of getting what it pays " '.

d) Even though value engineering clauses are included in most Aireou

Force contracts and a General Accounting Office report indicates an
increase in savings over the last few years, the value engineering goals

are still not being met. It is therefore recommended that a guide or

. . *-

c)dbo An weighed eguiine tpeofsstmnhol be developed toai th ArFocCvl

While this handbook may not completely eliminate all the problems-.' -

associated wth the administration of construction contracts, it ista y

hoped that with the implementation of above recommendations it will.-;,-

achieve its objective of enhancing the ffectiveness in administration

of construction contracts throughout the Air Force. ... ,
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Least Squares Estimation The a and ,

Geometrical Smoothers %

By

David Betounes .

ABSTRACT

Research was conducted on possible improvements to the cur-

rent algorithm for producing Time, Space, Position, Information

(TSPI) from cinetheodolite tracking data. The current AD/KR prog-

ram THBOD for producing TSPI employs the Davis algorithm with

weights reflecting the observation errors in the tracking cameras

but not reflecting the geometry of the cameras relative to one

another as well as in relation to the object being tracked. These -.

latter factors were incorporated into the Davis algorithm by

means of various weighting schemes, and computer simulation -

studies were conducted to test the effectiveness of these schemes W- eN

in producing better TSPI. Since the topic of research is a spec-

ial case of non-linear (weighted) least squares estimation

theory, a study of the theoretical foundations was conducted as

well. Closely related to this is the use of filter/smoothers to

produce the TSPI, and (following the ideas of Cranford and Linde-

gren) a secondary focus of the research involved building a new -

smoother based upon the geometry of the Frenet frame and helix

of curvature. This is the subject of an ensuing grant proposal.
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I. INTRDUCTION:

The exact location of the position in time of aircraft, missiles,

drones, etc. based upon measurements from various tracking dev-

ices (cinetheodolites, radars, etc.) is inherently a geaoetrical

problem combined with mixture of probability and statistics aris-

ing from errors introduced in the measuring process. The theoret-

ical setting for this problem is known as estimation theory. The

problem of producing smoothed position, velocity, and acceler-

ation information, either by conventional means or by recent

Kalman-square root filter/smoothers has been predominently anal-

itical in nature. However it is clear that improvements in these -4

techniques should incorporate the underlying geometry arising . .

from the dynamics of the motion.

My own particular area of research interest has been different-

ial geometry and its applications to mathematical physics (the

calculus of variations, classical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian sys-

tems, elementary particle theory, and gauge theories). While the

estimation theory problem of interest to Eglin AFB was not an ex-

act match with my area of expertise, it was one to which I could

contribute with both theoretical and experimental (computer)

studies. The problem of building some geanetry into the currently

used filters is of course more directly related to my research.
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II. OBJETIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The preliminary goals of my research effort (together with those

added during the course of the sunmer) were as follows:

(1) Improve the raw estimates of positions (for aircraft,missiles

etc.) calculated from cinetheodolite tracking data. one of

the current KR programs for doing this (program THEOD) uses

a standard estimation scheme, first applied by Davis (1955)

to this setting,of minimizing the sum of weighted squares of

angular deviations: the current weights accounting only for :'.

observational errors in measurement. It was proposed to anal- ' .

yze alternative weighting schemes which also take into ac-

count camera geometry, camera object geometry, together with

otherfactors that should improve the quality of the esti-

mate. .ON

(2) Develop alternative models for velocity based roll angle %

calculstion. One of the current KR models for doing this is

incorporated in the Verac TDOP software package, and is bas-

edon the assumption that the aircraft acceleration is pro- % P

duced solely by the lifting force on the wing in conjunction

with the force of gravity (namely that the aircraft man-

euvers solely by use of its wings). Because of certain singul- -'.

arities that can develop and of certain flight paths that '

obviously violate the above assumption (wing coordinated fl-

ight), it was proposed to develop a more sophisticated model
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for the calculation of the roll angle.

(3) Develop alternatives to moving arc polynomial smoothing of

the raw x,y,z data, with the aim of producing better TSPI

(Time, Space, Position Information). Currently the polynomial

(in time t) fit treats each coordinate x,y,z separately to do

the smoothing, and since this method seem to ignore the un-

derlying physics, it was proposed (during the latter part of

my research period) to devise alternative methods which

could yield more accurate TSPI.

The next three sections (III-V) describe the approaches used to

meet these three objectives, and the results of each approach

taken.

III. WEIGHTED DAVIS ALGORITMi : %

To explain the approach taken here it is best to first mention

a few aspects of the general theory of weighted least squares

(Cf. references 1,4-7 for estimation theory, filters & smoothers)

Suppose (1): y = (y "..",y ) repesents the observations or meas-
1 n

urewents recorded (in our case these are the azimuths and elevat-

ions recorded by cameras at a number of different sites y =

(az ,ell,..., az , eln) ), and (2): x = (xl, ... , x ) repesents
n n kp

the quantities to be estimated ( in our case x = the aircraft

position at some time). Also assume that x and y are related by

some function f, namely that y = f(x) whenever the measurements

16-6
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are exact (no errors). More generally, allowing for errors in

measurements, the weighted least squares estimate x (with weight-

ing matrix W) is chosen as the point which minimizes the function

S(x) = (y- f(x)).W(y- f(x)) (1)

The extremal equations (normal equations) DS(x)/Dxj = 0 for x

when written in matrix form are:

T
H(x) W (y - f(x)) = 0 (2)

where H(x) = df(x) is the Jacobian matrix of f at x. For non-

linear estimation problems ( i.e. f is non-linear) Eq.(2) is

solved by an iteration scheme (Newton-Raphson):

xM+1 = xm + [H(x m ) WH(xm)] H(xm) W(y - f(xm)) (3)

m = 0,1,2,.... which yields a sequence {Xm}m=l that converges

to a solution x of q. (2) provided the initializing point x0 is

properly chosen.

The probability and statistics enters the estimation

theory as follows. The measurenents are viewed as random fluct-

uations about a "true" value j, i.e. y is a random vector with

mean Ey = , and ,say, covariance matrix E(y - y) (y - y) =

P. Then the estimate x chosen by the above weighted least sq-

uares process is a random variable with mean Ex = x and co-

variance matrix Q. For non-linear estimation problem, the con-

nection between y and x (and thus between Y,P and x,Q) is very

ccmplicated; however in the linear case this connection is linear
T _

and X minimizes S: H W(y - f(x)) =0 while Q is given by: S

T -1 T T -i -1.-(5)
[H WH] HWI J- [HWH] (5)
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Additionally, viewing Q in q. (5) as a function of the weighting

matrix W, the Gauss-Markov theorem says that minimum variance

var(x) = tr(Q) is achieved by the choice of W = P for the

weighting matrix.

,- *," ."-

Now specializing the foregoing to the cinetheodolite tracking 0

problem, the estimation scheme, named after Davis in this case,

is non-linear and the search for an optimal weighting matrix was

essentially experimental - computer simulations,since a general-

ization of the Gauss-Markov theorem to non-linear problems is % k

lacking (a limited amount of effort was devoted to finding such

a generalization theoretically; various 1-dimensional analogs

such flag pole height estimation were investigated in this re- ..... ,,

gard). The methodology for our experimental approach was as fol-

(i) The model for the measurements consisted of choosing a ref- % %

erence point (position) xref , computing the true az's and el's: , ,

Y = (AZ1, IL, ... , AZn, EEn ) of x from the various camera

locations, and then perturbing these with Gaussian fluctuations

to obtain random measurements:

azi = AZi + gi

ell = ELi + g_

Here the gj's are independent Gaussian random variables with

mean zero and standard deviation = sig. Consequently the meas- 0

urement random variable y has mean y = Ey = Y and covariance

matrix P = (sig) I.
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(ii) Several algorithms were selected for comparison: (a) an un-. -Q

weighted Davis algorithm (W -I), (b) two weighted Davis algor- 0 ""

itms (one with W varying during the iteration), and (c) a gener-

alized Bodwell algorithm. This latter algorithm chooses the -

.4-..

n x 2 ,weer '
estimated position x so as to minimize =i W where .f

Di (x ) is the distance from x to the i th line of sight. For just

.4'-

two cine-T's this reduces to Bodwell's (1951) algorithm. The _

computer simulations used as input the randm measurements y ,.

described in (i) and produced as output the estimates of position-:z

(random variables) Xa, XbP, xb2, Xc dictated by the various alg-.-'

orithms. The statistics of these estimates were compared as a .,

means of discerning the quality of the estimates.

After numerous simulation runs it was found that the difference ,, -

in statistics for Xa, xb1, xb2,and xC , under numerous gecmetr- *Mlr

ies, was essentially neglegiable. The reason for this was fin- ..-. ,

ally attributed to the fact that at the estimatin algorithms . .,

(a), (b ), (b ), and for that matter any weighted Davis algorithm_

are all essentially linear at the scale under consideration.

This scale was a sig = .0001 radians for the standard deviations ,,..7.

in the cine-T's angle measurements and a cutoff of the iteration"-"--

.A

scheme Eq.(3) when xm  is within .0001 miles (approx. 6 ...

inches of its limit). This assertion was verified directly from,..n,,

an analysis of the points xV, x2, x3, .... produced during the
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ements dictated by the non-linearity. Thus it was found that in J,

all the cases x2, x3, ... were all within 6 inches of the linear

estimate.

IV. VE.OCITY BASED ROLL ANGLE CALCULATION

Only a limited amount of time during the research period was

available to spend on this topic. Verac's TDOP (1987) software

calculates the roll angle from velocity V and acceleration A

according to the following model. Let G be the accelation

of gravity, and let F be the acceleration of the specific force

defined by F = A - G . Resolving the respective vectors into

into tangential parts (along V) and normal parts (in the plane

normal to V), one has Fn = An - Gn as the equation for the

normal parts. To determine the roll angle one needs a vector U .#

in the up direction relative to the pilot. A simple model (wing

coordinated flight) asstmnes that U = Fn . Verac's model is

slightly more sophisticated than this (allowing for the fact a

diving maneuver is not executed by first rolling into an invert- - -.

ed position). It takes U = + Fn , with the t sign de-

pending on whether Fn makes an acute or obtuse angle with the
0

up position calculted at the immediately preceeding time ( a

+ sign is used if the angle is 90 ) Having determined U in this

fashion, let U1 = (kxV)/IkxVI , U2  (U xV)/IU xv1 . Then

U1 ,U2  is a basis for the normal plane and in terms of it U =

a U1 + b U2  ,with of course a = U.U1  and b = U.U2  The

roll angle R is then calculated as R = ATAN2(a,b).
16-10



Several approaches were considered in an attempt to improve the

above model for the roll angle determination: (1) In the deter-

mination of U the + introduces a discontinuity into the mod-

el, and of course the ATAN2(a,b) function has discontinuities at Ile

points along the ray a = 0, b < 0. Some consideration seems to

indicate that there is no way to remove these discontinuities S

from the model. (2) Originally it was thought that the use of ..

the Frenet frame T,N,B and the expression of the pilot's up vec-

tor U in terms of N and B might produce a somewhat better model.

Some investigation indicates that there is no advantage in this %

directly. However it seems promising to pursue the use of the A.

Frenet frame in the TDOP square root information filter with the 'S

aim of producing velocities V and acceleratons A with less noise-,k'-

in them and thus in the end producing better values for the roll

angle. The reasoning here is that the present filter uses a

state model which does not take into account the dymnamic dep-

endence of the coordinates x,y,z on one another, and perhaps

the use of the Frenet frame in the filter can model this depend- AL

ence. This will be part a proposal for a Follow on Grant to this

research.

V. MOVING FRB2EE FRAME & MO1VING HELICAL SM'IJCI ER .v.5

Only a limited amount of time was avaiable to devote to this

aspect of my summer research (the objective was just proposed 0

during the last two weeks), which appears to be a very promis- ..

16-11 .
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ing avenue for investigation. TIwo approaches have been briefly

studied: (1) approximating the position by its third order Taylor

series in t and rewriting this in terms of the Frenet frame (which

is assumed know'n at the time under consideration), one obtains a

moving arc algorithm on which a smoother can be based that models

the interactive dependence of x,y,z during the motion. (2) Each .

space curve can be closely approximated by a helix ( the helix

of curvature ) just as plane curves are approximated by their

circles of curvatures. Thus it seems reasonable to base a moving

arc smoother on segments of helices.

The further details of these types of smoother are contained in

the proposal for a Follow on Research Grant. .

-" . % .

VI. RECOMENDATIONS:

(1) Since the data fron the cmputer simnulations indicate that-
~\N N'

the weighted Davis algorithms are essentially linear at the

scale under consideration, each of these algorithm will produce

(approximately) an unbiased estimate of position and the weight- *p-

ing matrix W which produces a minimum variance estimate is W,.

P acwhere P is the covarience matrix for the measurement errors

(Gauss-Markov). Thus unless one looks for algorithms outside the

standard estimation theory (e.g. the generalized Bodwell algor-

ithm is non-standard) or one has less precision in the measuring S

devices (so that effect of the non-linearities is more pronounc-

~ 16-12
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ed), no drastic improvement in the quality of the estimates pro-

duced by the present KR program THEOD can be expected by use of

alternative weighting schemes. It is recammended that the present

code not be modified in this regard. Another recomendation that

results as a corollary to this reseach is that some consideration

be given to whether the Newton-Raphson iterations are really

needed in the code for THEDD. The present code goes through 25 ,

iterations or cuts off when the new and old coordinate differ-

ences are less that 0.1 feet. As indicated above the first iter- S

ation produces the linear estimate, while the ensuing iterations ,

produce refinements to this, which in theory are needed but

which in practice were found to be neglegiable (and in some

cases the refinements were oscillatory). It therefore might be

worthwhile to process some actual tracking data on THEOD and

keep track of how much each successive iteration improves the

estimated position over the estimate produced on the first iter- .. '.

ation.

(2) At present there is no recamendation on how to directly in-

prove the roll angle calculation in the DOP code. One could try

to remove the singularities in the model mentioned above, and

one could try to build a more sophistcated model, perhaps a so

called minimum energy model, which recognises that other control

mechanisms (besides the wings) can and are used during flight.

16-13
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However it seems more promising to recamonnnd that the research

mentioned above be pursued: (i) incorporate the Frenet frame

directly in the TDOP square root information filter , and (ii)

use a moving Frenet-frame smoother or a moving helical smoother

in conjuction with THBOD to produce the smoothed TSPI (conven- -

tional mode of processing). The details of this research is con-

tained in the author's proposal for a Follow on Research Grant.

P1.

' %

: .:* . "
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Increasing Work Capacity of Personnel Wearing

Protective Clothing in Hot Environments
iA

by

Phillip Bishop V

ABSTRACT

It has been established that the use of protective clothing such as the

Chemical Defense Ensemble (CDE) in moderate to hot environments

substantially reduces work capacity. The purpose of this research was

to determine the efficacy of rest and microenvironmental cooling in

increasing work capacity in a hot environment. Rest proved of limited

value but microenvironmental cooling increased work duration 104

percent. Final mean rectal temperature, skin temperature, heart rates,

and sweat production rates were substantially lower for the cooled

condition compared with the no cooling condition despite longer work

times. Only working heart rate was higher in the cooled condition. The
%

liquid cooling system removed 73% of the metabolic heat generated during 1

the total work-rest period.

,,,%
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I. Introduction:

I have an undergraduate degree in oceanography from the U.S. Naval-

Academy, eight years commissioned service in the Navy and over 2500 ; 4

hours of flight time. I received a doctorate in physical education

with specialization in exercise physiology in December 1983 from the

University of Georgia. I worked in the Chemical Defense Branch of .

USAFSAM in the Summer of 19%6 and did a preliminary investigation of the

impact of the CDE on work capacity.

Because of my previous involvement with this research and the work

done in submitting a grant proposal in this area to the AFOSR, I was

very interested in further investigating this complex problem.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The purpose of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of a

work-rest cycle coupled with microenvironmental cooling during rest in

increasing work output and reducing heat storage for personnel engaged

in physical labor while wearing the U.S. Armed Forces chemical defense

ensemble (CDE).

III. OVERALL APPROACH:

Work by humans in the presence or threat of a physical, chemical or

radiation hazard requires the use of protective clothing. The

protective clothing varies from the protective clothing of the American

football player to the chemical defense ensemble of the U. S. Armed .*

Forces. Commonly this clothing impairs the normal physiological

cooling mechanisms of the body. In warm to hot environments, this

compromise of the cooling ability may result in internal heat storage to

17-4



the extent that work capacity is significantly reduced relative to work

in the same environment without the clothing (Joy and Goldman,1968;

Pandolf & Goldman, 1978; Yates et al, 1980; Webber et al, 1981; Frye &

Flick, 1983; Carpenter & Flick, 1984). In some circumstances, the

thermal burden of this protective clothing may be an inconvenience.

In emergency rescue, firefighting, military operations, and other

situations, the consequent heat storage may be a serious threat to both

health and successful task completion (Joy & Goldman, 1968).

The simplest solution to the problem of heat storage generally is

to reduce the metabolic contribution to the heat accumulation. This

can be accomplished by either reducing the work rate or providing

frequent rest breaks. In some situations, i.e. certain military,

rescue or emergency environmental hazard scenarios, the compromise of

total work output must necessarily be minimized. Also, if rest breaks

occur under hot conditions, they have proven of limited value in

reducing body temperature.

Another solution to the heat storage problem has been to supply -

some mode of external auxillary microenvironmental cooling (Nunneley,

1970; Shapiro et al, 1982; Carpenter & Flick, 1984; Flick & Frye, 1985;

Cosimini et al, 1985; Epstein et al, 1986). Attempts to cool personnel

during ambulatory work using portable systems have shown this approach .1

to be currently untenable for effective large scale field use (Carpenter

& Flick, 1984; Cosimini et al, 1985). ,.

A third, previously untested solution to the heat storage problem .-. *

-- V
of personnel wearing protective clothing in hot environments would be to .

17-5 .' A
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combine intermittent rest breaks with microenvironmental cooling during --

rest periods only. Such an approach reduces the requirement for

cooling system portability, is more practical than attempting to cool %

the work environment, and could increase the total work output for a

given time period by shortening the cooling (rest) time.

The purpose of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of a

work-rest cycle coupled with microenvironmental cooling during rest, in

increasing work output and reducing heat storage for personnel engaged

in physical labor while wearing the U.S. Armed Forces CDE.

Subjects. Subjects for these experiments were seven Air Force and two e.

civilian volunteers. Subjects varied in age, fitness, size, and state -

of heat acclimation and included six males and three females. Subject

characteristics are given in Table 1. Because this sudy was limited to * %

volunteers, this sample may have a higher aerobic fitness level than ?

would be representative of the Air Force.

Methods. Informed Consent was obtained and all testing was conducted in

accordance with S.A.M. ACHE Protocol 86-9. Maximal oxygen uptake was

determined for subjects using standard gas bag collection methods. q

Additionally, the metabolic cost of walking on the treadmill dressed

only in shorts and tee shirts was also measured. All subjects who did

not have previous experience with the protective clothing (PC) were

given a practice trial which allowed them to familiarize themselves with

the clothing and treadmill walking. Subjects performed treadmill

walking in an environmental chamber at mean dry, wet and globe
,, ..% %

temperatures of 38.0/26.1/43.4 degrees Centigrade, respectively. Work

'N
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speed was approximately .3 m/s. Rest was conducted in the chamber

without radiant load to simulate rest in the shade. Test conditions -.

were as follows. %-%

1) Treadmill walking at 3 mph and either 3% or 6%
grades, (depending upon level of fitness) while --
wearing the PC. Subjects walked until they
achieved a rectal temperature of 39.0 C. This

test is referred to as "NO REST".
- ..- .

2) The same treadmill exercise except subjects
walked 30 minutes followed by 30 minutes of rest.
Work V02 with the PC was normally measured during

this trial. This Lest is designated "NO COOL".

3) The same treadmill exercise while wearing the PC
except a personal cooling system was used during
rest. This test is designated "COOLED".

4) The same treadmill exercise except the subject
wore only military fatigue pants and cotton

shirts (clo-1.40, im/clo=.476). This test is
designated "NO PC".

The PC which was worn consisted of a complete chemical defense

ensemble (CDE) outfit including M17 protective mask and hood. Military

fatigue shirt and trousers were worn under the PC (total clo=2.55 and

im/clo-.280). For safety reasons, athletic shoes were worn instead of

protective rubber overboots. The personal cooling system consisted of
-1- .==

a snug-fitting ILC Dover liquid cooling vest covering approximately .5

square meters of the upper torso. The vest contained about 48 meters

of tygon tubing with quick detach, self-sealing connectors. Coolant

was supplied to the vest by an electrically powered cooling system with

an output of one liter per minute of coolant at 10 to 15 degrees C.

Coolant was 95% water with 5% propylene glycol. ....

Skin temperatures, rectal temperatures, and heart rates were

-.% .%

N%17-7* r
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monitored continuously and recorded every 30 seconds on a PDP-11

computer utilizing a custom system locally developed by John Garza (OAO

Corp.). When liquid cooling was used, coolant flow rates and inlet and

outlet temperatures were also recorded with the computer. Chest skin

temperatures and thigh temperatures were measured with YSI 700

thermistors. Rectal temperature was measured from a probe located 10

cm beyond the sphincter. Rating of perceived exertion (Borg, 1962) was

measured at the end of the work cycle. Cooling rates for the liquid

system were computed from the temperature change, flow rate and specific

heat of the coolant. Sweat production and sweat "losses" were computed

from pre- and post-experiment nude and clothed body weights adjusted for.-"

water intake. Subjects drank water ad libitum during rest only. Body

surface area was computed from a Dubois equation nomogram.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION;

Mean work time, mean rise in rectal temperature, peak chest and

thigh temperatures, peak heartrate, and RPE for each test condition are

presented in Table 2. In the NO REST and NO COOL conditions, in all

cases work was terminated by the investigator due to a core temperature

of 39 degrees C. Under these conditions, in some cases rectal

temperatures continued to rise even during the rest cycle. In all

other experimental conditions, subjects terminated work due to

volitional fatigue. The use of microenvironmental cooling increased

work time 104 percent and reduced the rise in working rectal temperature . %

by 54 percent compared to the No Cool condition.
- .

Mean Metabolic heat production, sweat production, sweat loss, and

17-8
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heat loss via sweat loss are presented in Table 3. Mean heat removal ,

by the liquid vest was 1940 kj.

Mean core temperatures and heart rates for the work rest cycles for

the four conditions are shown in Figure 1. *

Discussion. The purpose of this research was to evaluate the

effectiveness of a work-rest cycle coupled with microenvironmental Nm

cooling during rest in increasing work output for personnel performing

labor while wearing PC. Rest alone was ineffective in increasing total

work ouput despite the fact that the time weighted rate of work was -

reduced 50%. In contrast, the total work output was doubled through %

the use of liquid cooling administered during rest periods. Work

output when cooling was used was limited by physical fatigue rather than

by excessive heat storage. The fatigue was most likely a consequence

of the increased energy costs of wearing the suit which raised the

fraction of maximal oxygen uptake of the work task. The increased heat

storage may have also contributed to fatigue. The same walking task ,

performed without the PC resulted in minimal heat storage and physical .

fatigue was lessened. N*..-

The sweat production rates were similar for No Rest and No Cool S

considering that there was no rest period for the NO REST condition.

Sweat rates were substantially less for the COOL and PC conditions. The

potential heat removal through sweat loss was so high as to imply that

only a fraction of the sweat lost was evaporated from the skin. This

is true because if all the sweat lost had evaporated, the subjects would

have had a net heat loss rather than gain. There was in a number of

17-9



cases obvious sweat drippage. Estimations of sweat losses through

drippage could not account for the total sweat loss. The PC and U

underclothing were always saturated with sweat suggesting that some

sweat also evaporated from the clothing some distance from the skin

providing little useful cooling. Undoubtedly, there was some

evaporation from both skin and clothing which recondensed within the

clothing shell, this was certainly the case when cool liquid was present

in the cooling vest. Regardless of the final disposition of the sweat,

more sweat was produced than could be evaporated. The effectiveness of r

sweating would be further compromised in more humid environments than

the low relative humidity of our experiments.

The microenvironmental cooling was effective in removing

approximately 70% of the metabolic heat production. In addition to the

physiological benefits of the cooling, subjects benfited in terms of

comfort, frequently suggesting the cooling represented welcome relief.

Although it was not the purpose of this research to test USAF

Regulation 355-B which gives guidance for use of the military (CDE)J data

collected allowed a cursory test of the guidance provided by this

regulation. In general it was observed that for moderate and heavy B

work at 38 C, the work time to 120 Kcal was about double the time

suggested by the regulation. Our findings did agree with the

regulation regarding the futility of rest as a means of increasing work

capacity at 38GC.

Recommendations:

%

17-10 .
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1) That the AF begin research to empirically validate 
USAF REG. 388-5 WI

for work in the CDE in hot environments. A research grant proposal
.g.% .%*,J

will be submitted to evaluate some aspects of the regulation. :

2) That the USAF explore options for individually assessing thermal

status rather than attempting to predict thermal responses. There are

at least 13 variables influencing physiological response and almost half ..-

of these are uncontrollable. Individual differences may render any

prediction inaccurate no matter how sophisticated the model. It has -

been suggested previously (Pandolf and Goldman, 1978) that the

convergence of core and skin temperatures marked the end point of heat .

tolerance in PC. It was subsequently suggested that any mean skin

temperature > 37 C marked the end point. Although we had no heat

casualties, on several occasions these criteria were met. The use of

convergence appears inapplicable under our test conditions. Two

possibilities for monitoring individual response to thermal stress are 2
heartrate and an externally signaled core temperature.

3) That additional physiological data be obtained from field tests of

personnel performing their actual work tasks in PC. The constraints of I

the laboratory are necessary, but laboratory work must be paralleled by

field test to ensure the generalizability of the results and to assist

in the design of further research.

17-11
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Table 1. Mean (+ s.d.) Physical Characteristics of Subjects.

Age Ht. Wt. SFC
(yrs) (cmi) (kg) (m2)
36 + 8.5 174 + 8.5 71.7 + 10.7 1.85 + .19

Max. V02 Work V02 PC V02 Max HR
(1/mmn) (1/min) (1/min) (bt/min)
3.59 + .86 1.09 + 0.26 1.46 + 0.23 184 + 13

*PC V02 is the work V02 with PC.

17-13*
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Table 2. Mean (+s.d.) work time, and Physiological responses. %

Work Rectal Peak Chest Peak Thigh HR RPE - 11
Time Temp. Temp. Temp.

(mins.) (C) (C) (C) (bt/min)

NO REST
work 59 + 9 39.1 + .1 38.5 + 0.4 37.8 + 0.5 163 + 12 14 + 4

NO COOL
work 70 + 14 39.0 + 0.2 38.3 + 0.5 37.7 + 0.7 145 + 50 15 + 3 *.

rest 62 T 17 38.8 37.9 + 0.2 37.7 + 1.0 115 + 18

COOL 
.

work 143 + 29 38.3 + 0.4 37.4 + 0.8 37.2 + 1.0 164 + 16 14 + 3
rest 143 ; 20 37.7 T 0.3 28.4 + 3.1 37.0 + 1.1 87 + 15

NO PC
work 115 + 12 37.6 + 0.1 35.6 + 0.2 35.5 + 0.8 113 + 9 11 + 4
rest 115 + 12 37.3 +0.2 35.0 + 0.9 35.6 + 0.4 69 + 10

Values shown are the mean final values for work and rest as indicated..' :,-

I 
"%

't

j. %
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Table 3. Mean (+ s.d.) Metabolic heat production rate and total
production, sweat production, sweat loss, and potential heat loss via sweat
loss.

Metabolic Sweat Sweat Sweat
Production Prod. Loss Heat Loss

(Kj) (g/min.) (g/min) (Kj)

NO REST 1.79 + 0.41 18.5 + 8.1 8.4 + 4.5 1.19 + 0.48

NO COOL 1.20 + .30 15.7 + 9.7 5.6 + 1.7 1.47 + 0.53

COOL 2.66 + .68 9.7 + 5.6 6.0 + 3.7 2.86 + 2.02

NO PC 1.84 + 0.28 8.4 + 3.1 7.6 + 3.3 3.3 + 1.01

Sweat Heat Loss is the potential heat removed if all sweat were evaporated
at the skin.

A:

1 1

* d
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User-System Interface Standards

Dr. Jeom Blaylock

ABSTRACT .

Numerous base-level logistics application systems are being developed

within the Air Force for various micro, mini, and mainframe computer systems.

There do not currently exist adequate standards for the user-system interface.

As a result, each system contains its own user interface. It is not unusual

to find at a single workstation applications that run on a variety of micro,

mini, and mainframes under different operating systems, each with its own -

unique user interface.

This report documents the results of an analysis of the feasibility of

developing user-system interface standards for kir Force base-level logistics

computer application systems. It recommeu s, that user-system interface

standards be developed for base-level logistics systems based on existing

guidelines for developing user interface software that have previously been

developed for the Air Force. The user-system interface standards should first

be developed for IBM compatible microcomputers under MS/DOS and OS/2, and

implemented in a prototype system. Other related conclusions and

recommendations are provided.
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I.* INTRODUCTION

I-I Background. The mission of the Air Force Logistics Management Center .

(AFLMC) is to increase Air Force readiness and combat capability by conducting -'V

studies and developing, analyzing, testing, evaluating, and recommending new

or improved concepts , methods , systems , or procedures to enhance logistics

efficiency and effectiveness. Resources of the AFLMC include approximately *

one-hundred handpicked professionals from base-level logistics functions and

"state-of -the-art" microcomputer and minicomputer systems. Mainframe

computers are also available.

Personnel at the AFLMC observed that numerous base-level logistics

computer application systems are being developed without adequate user-system

interface standards. Jerome W. Blaylock, Ph.D., was selected under the 1987

Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) to investigate the feasibility of

developing user-system interface standards for Air Force logistics systems.

Dr. Blaylock is an Associate Professor of Computer Science and a Research

Scientist at Texas Southern University where he has taught courses in

operating systems and microcomputer assembly language programming, and

conducted research in software engineering under a research grant. lHe has

worked for the U.S. Air Force and consulted for the U.S. Navy, Department of

Energy, and NASA. Dr. Blaylock has published numerous technical papers, S

primarily in the area of computer performance evaluation and capacity

planning.

1-2 Purpose. The purpose of this report is to document the results of the

investigation of the feasibility of developing user-system interface standards

for Air Force base-level logistics systems, and to recommend actions and

follow-on research. The work reported was performed during a ten-week period

in the Summer of 1987 at Gunter AFS, Alabama. It also included visits to

other Air Force bases.

1-3 Problem. Numerous logistics application systems are currently being

developed with~in the Air Force for various micro, mini, and mainframe computer

systems. Programming and life-cycle management standards exist for the

development of these logistics systems. However, there does not currently

exist adequate standards for user interface with these systems. User-system
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interface standards apply to the development of software for the interfacing

of application systems with the users of the systems. User-system interface '

standards are a subset of system development standards for application

systems. As a result of not having adequate standards for user interface,

each system contains its own unique user interface requiring extensive user

training. The problem of establishing user-system interface standards is

exacerbated by the fact that these logistics systems are being developed by .,f.

different organizations using different software and operation systems on .

micro, mini, and mainframe computer systems.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH

I1-1 Objectives. The primary objective of the research reported in this

document was to investigate and report on the feasibility of developing

user-system interface standards for Air Force base-level logistics computer

application systems. The design of a prototype logistics user interface

system was to be investigated. An existing logistics systems could be used as

a prototype, or a prototype might be developed at the AFLMC. Existing windows

software packages were to be identified and the applicability of the use of

windows software for logistics systems was to be evaluated. The applicability

of expert systems to logistics systems could also be considered. The

development of user interface standards and prototype user interface systems

to be proposed as Air Force standards for logistics systems must eventually be

applicable to micro, mini, and mainframe environments. Since the Zenith

microcomputer environment at the AFLMC, the typical UNIX minicomputer

environment, and the base-level Unisys 1100/60 mainframe environment differ

significantly, it may be more practical to first establish user-system

interface standards for the IBM compatible microcomputer environment (e.g.

Zenith MS/DOS).

11-2 Approach. The approach taken in satisfying the above objectives was to

begin by conducting a literature search of documents related to user-system

interf ace standards. On-line search facilities available at AFLMC to the

Logistics Studies Research Bibliography (LSRB) and Defense Technical

Information Center CD)TIC) were utilized. Next, various productional,

prototype, and developmental base-level logistics systems were viewed and
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their user-system interfaces observed. This required travel to other Air N
Force bases. Additionally, a windows software package was identified and

evaluated as to its applicability to base-level logistics systems. Prototype

and expert systems were also considered. Finally, a report was prepared

documenting the work performed, results obtained, recommendations, and

suggested follow-on research.

III. LITERATURE SEARCH

III-1 General. A major portion of the work performed under the SFPY involved

literature searches , obtaining selected literature, and the review and study

of relative material on user-system interface. A significant benefit of this

effort to AFLMC is the acquisition of a large volumes of pertinent literature

on user-system interface and related topics (e.g. man-machine interface, human

factors, ergonomics). Only a small portion of the literature is referenced in

this report because of limits on the length of the report. These topics
% V5

constitute a broad, highly interdisciplinary area of study. This study

concentrated on the user interface of computer software, in particular,

base-level logistics application software and their associated software

interface packages (e.g. windows).

The two most significant publications discovered by the literature search *.~~

are as follows:

a. Guidelines for Designing User Interface Software by Sidney L. Smith

and Jane N. Moiser [1]. This 478 page report was prepared by The KITRE

Corporation for the Electronic Systems Division, AFSC, Hanscom AFB,

Massachusetts. The 944 guidelines proposed in this report will be invaluable

in developing user-system interface standards at AFLMC. Dr. Sidney Smith,

co-author of the report, was invited to visit AFLMC. During his visit he made

a formal presentation to AYLMC and AFSSC personnel followed by a full-day of

informal. discussions.

b. Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective Human-Computer

Interaction by Ben Shneiderman [21. In this book Dr. Shneiderman presents a ...

comprehensive survey of the specifically human factors that need to be

considered in designing interactive computer systems. His goal is to
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encourage greater attention to the user interface and to help develop a more %
.. P

rigorous science of user interface design.

111-2 Military Publications. The following is a partial list of military

publications relative to system development and user-system interface: .% ,

a. MIL-STD-1472C, Military Standard: Human Engineering Design Criteria

for Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities [3]. This standard contains a . %.

ten-page addition on personnel-computers interface.

b. MIL-H-46855B, Military Specification: Human Engineering Requirements

for Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities [4]. This is the fundamental

document governing human engineering in military systems development.

c. DOD-STD-2167, Military Standard: Defense System Software Development

[5]. This standard contains requirements for the development of

Mission-Critical Computer System (MCCS) Software. The standard may also be

applied to non-MCCS software development and acquisition.

d. DOD-HDBK-761, Military Handbook: Human Engineering Guidelines for

Management Information Systems [6]. This document originated as a joint e

publication of the Management Information Systems Directorate, U.S. Army

Materiel Development and Readiness Command, and the U.S. Army Human

Engineering Laboratory. It is now published as a DOD Military Handbook which

is intended to be an aid for the inclusion of human factors considerations in

the design of Management Information Systems (MIS).

e. DOD 7920.1, Life Cycle Management of Automated Information System

(AIS) [7]. This document establishes joint technical and functional policy %

governing the life cycle management and control of AIS.

f. AFR 700-series, Information Systems. The Air Force 700-series

regulations provide life-cycle guidance for information systems. AFR 700-26, "

Information S istems: Acquisition and Management of Small Computers [8]. This

regulation provides guidance for application software development.

g. AF Manual 171-100, Automated Data Systems (ADS) Standards [9]. This

six-volume manual contains design, development, programming, testing,

%'- '
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documentation, implementation, maintenance, and data submission standards .

which apply Air Force-wide. 
-

h. AFLMC Regulation 400-1, AFLMC Project .Management System [10] This

regulation establishes procedures for managing the logistics improvement study

efforts of AFLMC, including procedures for the life-cycle phases of logistics

computers application systems. ..
a-

.. %? %

i. ARI Research Product, Design Guidelines for User Transactions with

Battlefield Automation Systems: Prototype for a Handbook [11]. These .

guidelines were prepared at the U.S. Army Research Institute.

111-3 Aerospace Publications. The following are some aerospace publications

related to human factors engineering and user-system interface design:

a. Human Engineering Procedures Guide [12]. This technical report was

prepared at the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, ..r W.

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

b. Human Factors in the Design and Evaluation of Aviation Displays [13].

This report was prepared by the NATO Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and

Development. 
",

c. Spacelab Experiment Computer Application Software (ECAS) Display

Design and Command Usage Guidelines [14). These guidelines were prepared at %

the NASA/George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama.

111-4 Military Supported Work.

a. As mentioned above, the most significant publication resulting from

military supported work related to user-system interface is the Guidelines for

Designing User Interface Software [1]. This publication is the latest in a "%

series of technical reports [15,16,17,18,19,20,21] prepared by MITRE for the

Electronic Systems Division, AFSC, Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts.

b. Science Application, Inc. has prepared two bibliographies on human

factors in computer systems for the Office of Naval Research: Human Factors

in Computer Systems: A Review of the Literature [22] and A Critically

Annotated Bibliography of the Literature of Human Factors in Computer Systems

[231. 18-8
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111-5 Books. -

a. As mentioned above, the best single book on user-system interface

standards is Designing the User Interface: Strategies for Effective :%
% a. %~

Human-Computer Interaction by Ben Shneiderman [2].

b. Handbook of Screen Format Design by Wilbert 0. Galitz [24]. This

handbook serves to enhance one understanding the basic concepts of screen

design.

IV. ANS COMMITTEE X3V1
,.-.. .

IV-1 Committee Meeting. The AFLMC was represented by Dr. Blaylock at the

American National Standards (ANS) Committee X3Vl meeting in Bloomington,

Minnesota during 8-12 June 1987. At the committee meeting he participated in

the meetings of Task Group 9 - User System Interface. The four and one-half

(4 1/2) day meeting provided an opportunity to discuss standards with over

fifty representatives from computer vendors and users, both government and .

business. Eight individuals attended the Task Group 9 meetings. The results

of an on-line literature search conducted at AFI.MC were discussed with other 5- -S

attendees, one of which had also conducted an on-line search. Some of the %

main areas of involvement of Task Group 9 are: keyboards, icons, menus,

system navigation, screen formatting, cursor movement, help facilities, and S'" *

direct manipulation. Committee X3VI also interfaces with other U.S. standards

organizations and the International Standards Organization (ISO).

IV-2 Recommendation. It is recommended that future Air Force participation

in ANS Committee X3V1 and Task Group 9 be considered. It is suggested that

AYLMC send one or more representatives to the next ANS Committee X3Vl Meeting

in Asbury, New Jersey during 14-18 September 1987. Possible choices of 0

individuals to send are Dr. Blaylock, Capt Roberts, a human factors engineer,

and someone from AFLMC/LGM. Based on the experiences at this meeting and the .' .. "-5

recommendations of the AFLMC attendee(s), the decision can be made about the

Air Force officially joining ANS Committee X3Vl (cost is approximately '

$200.00) and any future participation. The reason for suggesting

participation at another ANS Committee X3VI meeting prior to making the

decision to join is that the last meeting of Task Group 9 was not typical. I
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Key -members were late in arriving at the committee meeting because of their

participation at an ISO meeting in Japan. Task Group 9 just completed the

planning stage for future work. The accomplishments of Task Group 9 through

the next ANS Committee X3VI meeting should provide useful information to

facilitate making the decision about joining ANS Committee X3V1.

V. CURRENT SYSTEMS

V-1 General. Productional and prototype base-level maintenance systems were

viewed and their user interface observed at AFLMC and the Air Force Standard

Systems Center (AFSSC), Gunter AFS, Alabama; Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory (AFHRL), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio; 33 TFW, Eglin AFB, Florida;

917 TFG, Barksdale AFB, Louisiana; and General Dynamics, Ft. Worth, Texas.

Figure 1 contains a list of the systems viewed at each location. Table 1 9

shows characteristics of the systems and Lticil LoUputer environments. More

detailed information about each system and its user interface characteristics

is contained in the project folder at AFLMC.

V-2 AFLMC. All three base-level maintenance systems viewed at AFLMC run on

Zenith microcomputer systems under MS/DOS. Each system is written in a

different programming language (i.e., COBOL, FORTRAN 77, BASIC) and contains

unique user-system interface software internal to the computer programs in the

systems. Individually, the user-system interface of each system is

appropriate for the application. The AFAMS and MEETS both tend to be data

entry and reporting systems, whereas, CFR is a more interactive system that %

conducts a dialog with a pilot.

Because of the characteristics of the CFR application and its being

implemented on a Zenith 248 with a color monitor, CFR has the more impressive

user-system interface of the three systems. Many of the characteristics of

CFR may be used in developing user-system interface standards and a prototype

system. The CFR system does not contain windows; however, it could easily be

adapted to a windows environment. The use of windows does not preclude the .-.-

use of menus and full-screen displays, but instead, can be used to enhance

these characteristics. The desirable user-system interface characteristics

not contained in the three base-level maintenance systems at AFLMC include
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on-line documentation, tutorials, help facilities, skill levels, icon type >

busy indicators, uniform function and control (soft) key implementations, and- -windows. P%

33TFW, Eglin AFB, Florida

• Ground Station Unit (GSU)
* Minimum Essential Engine Tracking System (MEETS)
* Maintenance Management Information Control System (MtMICS) "

917TFG, Barksdale AFB, Louisiana

• Turbine Engine Monitoring System (TEMS)
* Comprehensive Engine Management System Increment IV (CEMSIV)
• Maintenance Management Information Control System (MlHICS) 0

General Dynamics, Ft. Worth, Texas

* Ground Station Software (GSS)

* Ground Station Unit (GSU)
* Comprehensive Engine Management System (CEMS)
* Maintenance Management Information Control System (MMICS)

AFHRL, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Integrated Maintenance Information System (IMIS)
* Computer Based Maintenance Aids System (CMAS)
* Maintenance Diagnosis Aiding System (M.DAS)
Improved Technical Data System (ITDS)

• Authoring and Presentation System (APS)

AFLMC, Gunter AFS, Alabama

* Automated Flying and Maintenance Scheduling (AFAMS)
Minimum Essential Engine Tracking System (MEETS) * .....
Computerized Fault Reporting (CFR)

AFSSC, Gunter AFS, Alabama

Core Automated Maintenance System (CAMS)
Reliability and Maintainability Information System (REMIS)

S. -

Figure 1 -Base-Level Systems Viewed

V
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Table 1 -System Characteristics

SMte AC G C T C CI I A R C X C
Sysem E F F S S EME M DT PE E MA

E A R U S M A M I A D S M M 1 M4
T M S S S S S S 15 c s

Characteristics S S I S S
V

Status
Prototype - S
D-levelopmentai x __X

Productional 7 x x x 77x x x x x _

Computes
Zenith (IBM CompatiblFe) 7 x x x 7 7
GRID (IBM Compatible) - x
H-arris - - -x I
Sun (or bun Compatible) _ - - x x

Amdahl (IBM Compatible) - x
Unisys iIOU x x

operating Systems
MS/DUS Tx x x 7------------

UNIX -- - x xx%
GRID x

Mlainframe--------------------------x xxx

Programming Languages
_______________x_ x x x

FORTRAN _X X
BASlC x
PASCAL x _

V-3 AFSSC. The CAMS was viewed at the AFSSC and it user-system interface

observed. The CAMS is a standard Air Force base-level maintenance system

which runs on the Unisys 1100/60 mainframe computer system. The CAMS is

written in COBOL which interfaces with the DMS1100 database management

system, TIP transaction interface package, and DPS1100 screen formatting

system. The user-system interface for CAMS is significantly influenced and

controlled by these software products. As a result, the user-system interface7Ne

characteristics of CAMS differ significantly from those of typical
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microcomputer systems. For example, CAMS does not use windows , icons , etc,

and the user does not navigate through CAMIS in the manner typical for

microcomputer systems. In CAMS each screen corresponds to a TIP transaction

and transaction program which formats the screen through DPS1100. The CAMS

and its predecessor, MMICS, would probably be the most difficult of the

systems viewed to convert to the user-system interface standards developed for

base-level application systems.

V-4 AFHRL. The prototype systems developed and being developed at the AFHRL

are impressive in the computer techniques they utilize (e.g. full-screen

displays, graphics, color). However, they follow no formal user-system

interf ace standards. Only one of the systems includes provisions for help

facilities and only one system provides for different skill levels. The

systems follow no function and special (soft) keys standards. They do

generally follow the procedures of listing the meanings of the function keys

at the bottom of the screen.

V-5 Maintenance Units. The user interface characteristics of the systems 1

observed at Eglin AFB, Florida, Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, and General

Dynamics, Ft Worth, Texas are all significantly different. No two systemse

viewed were developed by the same organization. At a single workstation were

observed systems running on a Zenith microcomputer under both MS/DOS and CPIM,

on a Harris minicomputer under UNIX, and on an Unisys 1100/60 under 0S1100.

At another workstation were systems running on a Zenith 100 under MS/DOS, an 4

Amdahl mainframe under MVS, and an Unisys 1100/60 under 0S1100. There appears

to be no central control or user interface standards for base-level

maintenance systems. rV .

VI. STANDARDS VERSUS GUIDELINES

VI-l General. An investigation of the feasibility of developing user-system

interf ace standards requires first an analysis of the differences among

design standards, guidelines, rules, and algorithms. Guidelines or rules%

might be a preferred alternative to standards at AFLMC. The use of standard

software (e.g. windows) for user-system interface is an technique for

enforcing certain user-system interface standards and assisting in system

development.

18-13
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We. will begin with definitions of design standards, guidelines, rules, and

software packages taken from Sidney Smith's article "Standards Versus

Guidelines for Designing Use Interface Software" [25].

11f2 Design Standards. A series of generally stated requirements for user

Imterface design, imposed in some formal manner (e.g. legislation, contract,

iamagement decree, regulation). MIL-STD-1472C [3,25], subsection 5.15.3.2.1

is an example of a standard.

VI-3 Design Guidelines. A series of generally stated recommendations for

user interface software, with examples, added explanation, and other

commentary, selected (and perhaps modified) for any particular system

application, and adopted by agreement among people concerned with interface

design. Guidelines for Designing User Interface Software [1] contains 944

guidelines for user-system interfaces. Both standards and guidelines are in

the public domain. By contrast, application-specific design rules and

user-system interface software packages are developed almost exclusively for

private use [25].

VI-4 Design Rules. A series of design specifications for a particular system 16

application, stated specifically so that they do not require any further

interpretation by user interface software designers. If guidelines are not

translated into design rules, each designer will decide separately in the

course of applying guidelines, which will result in an inconsistent design of

user interfaces.

VI-5 Design Algorithms. Computer software implementing and imposing design

rules which interface with application programs to control user-system

interf aces. Microsoft Windows [26] is an example of user-system interface

software.

VI-6 Recommendation. Based on the above definitions and discussion, it is

recommended that AFLMC develop design rules for the design and development of

user-system interfaces for base-level logistics systems. Guidelines for

Designing User Interface Software [1] should be used in the development of

these design rules. Through an iterative process these design rules should be

developed and implemented on a prototype system using existing base-level
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maintenance systems as samples of systems whose user interfaces are to be

evaluated and improved. The design rules and prototype system should utilize

any user-system interface software package(s) proposed or adopted for use by

AFLMC.

The next question is what to call these design rules. They are not to be

restricted to the design of a particular application system, as is generally

the case for design rules, but are to apply to all base-level logistics

systems. Initially, only those systems implemented on IBM compatible MS/DOS

microcomputers (e.g. Zenith) may be considered. It may be desirable to call

these design rules "standards" in order to be consistent with Air Force

terminology, and to eventually publish them as an Air Force Regulation or

Manual. Hopefully, they will receive better acceptance and adherence than the

current Air Force Standards for Automated Data System (ADS) published in AF

Manual 171-100 [9]. Another alternative is to refer to the design rules as

design procedures or specifications.

VII. USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE

VII-1 Alternatives. There are three alternatives available for implementing

user-system interface software:

a. Commercially available software packages.

b. Locally developed software routines.

c. Individually developed software for each program.

Of these alternatives, the first is the most desirable for the following

reasons:

a. Good commercial packages tend to be more comprehensive and reliable

than locally developed software because of the large number of users.

b. Commercial packages are generally less expensive than locally .

developed software because of the economics of scale.

c. Commercial packages are generally upgraded by the supplier as

computer systems change (e.g. MS/DOS to OS/2).

d. Commercial packages require little or no local maintenance.

e. Commercial packages are readily available.

f. Commercial packages can reduce software development costs.
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Locally developed software routines are an alternative to commercial

packages when such packages are not available to meet the user-system

interface needs of the developing organization.

VII-2 Overhead Impact. User interface software is not only critical to

system development but can also represent a sizable investment 11,25]. The

average percentage of operational software devoted to implementing the user

interface is estimated by Smith [1,25] as comprising 30 to 35 percent. II.N

Estimates for individual systems range from 3 to 80 percent [17]. The

percentage of software development devoted to implementing the user interface,

while maintaining user-system interface standards, can be minimized by

utilizing a good commercially available software package. Such a package will

not handle all of the user-system interface software development and guarantee

adherence to standards, but will aid in the design and development of

user-system interfaces. The overhead associated with the proper development

of effective user interfaces is more than offset in the long-term by the

benefits of increasing user-system efficiency.

VII-3 Microcomputer Packages. We will address at this time user-system

interface software packages for only IBM compatible (e.g. Zenith)

microcomputers. Microsoft Windows [26] is the only general-purpose

application user-system interface software package identified that runs on IBM

compatible microcomputers under MS/DOS. The AFLMC currently has Microsoft

Windows for their Zenith microcomputers. However, the Microsoft Windows

Software Development Kit is needed to give application systems the windows-

based iconic user interface [27]. Future IBM and IBM compatible

microcomputers will run under the OS/2 operating system which will eventually

replace MS/DOS. The Microsoft Windows Presentation Manager is included as a

standard part of OS/2 [28]. One restriction on the use of Iicrosoft Windows

is that it currently interfaces with application programs written in only the

following, three programming languages: C, Pascal, and Assembly.

VII-4 Display Analysis Program. The Display Analysis Program [29] was

developed by Dr. Thomas S. Tullis based on work be performed for his Ph.D.

thesis [30]. The program is a tool for use in evaluating and redesigning

alphanumeric displays, especially CRT displays. The program was utilized as a

part of this SFRP effort. It is recommended that AF1-1C officially acquire andI
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continue to utilize and evaluate this program in analyzing screens/windows

proposed for new application systems.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECO MENDATIONS

VIII-1 Conclusions. The development of user-system interface standards for

Air Force base-level logistics computer application systems is not only

feasible, but is necessary. Already, the proliferation of base-level

logistics systems at individual maintenance units is such that personnel are

having difficulty learning and distinguishing among the numerous systems and

their difficult user-system interfaces. At a single workstation were observed ,.

base-level maintenance systems running on Zenith microcomputers under both

MS/DOS and CP/M, a Harris minicomputer under UNIX, and a Unisys 1100/60

mainframe computer system under OS1100. Each of these application systems had

quite different user-system interfaces. In the future it is anticipated that

the number of different systems running at a single workstation will increase

significantly to the point that the training required to interface with the

different systems will be prohibitive and the different user-system interfaces

in their aggregate will be overwhelming. An effort to develop user-system

interface standards and control the proliferation of base-level logistics

systems with different user interfaces is overdue and is essential to the

future success of logistics systems.

Adequate guidelines exist for the development of user-system interface

standards. The development of such standards should be an iterative process

involving detailed analyses and comparisons of current logistics systems

(initially those systems that run on IBM compatible microcomputers) and their

associated user-system interfaces. As proposed standards are being developed,

they should be implemented in a prototype system which, when completed, can be

field-tested. The prototype system should utilize proposed software packages

for user interfacing.

VI1-2 Recommendations. The following recommendations are made based on the

results of the research conducted under the 1987 SFRP. Some of these

recommendations are stated in the body of this report. The following

recommendations includes suggestions for follow-on research.
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a Develop user-system interface design rules called "standards" for Air

Force base-level logistics application systems. Initially, these standards

should only apply to IBM compatible microcomputer systems (e.g. Zenith

MS/DOS), but later they should be developed for all base-level logistics

systems.

b. Adopt windows as a tentative standard technique for user-system

interface and acquire the Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit for

evaluation. If other similiar software packages are later identified, they

should also be acquired and evaluated.

c. Concurrent with the development of user-system interface standards,

develop a prototype system implementing these standards.

d. Future Air Force participation in ANS Committee X3Vl and Task Group

9 - User System Interface should be considered based on the experiences of ""'

AFLMC representative(s) at the next ANS Committee X3Vl Meeting (see subsection

IV-2).

e. The Display Analysis Program should be acquired, utilized, and

evaluated by AFLMC for analyzing alphanumeric screens/windows proposed for new

application systems (see subsection VII-4).

f. The application of expert systems to base-level logistics should be

investigated by AFLMC as a project separate from user-system interface

standards.

The SFRP frequently results in the submission by the SFRP researcher of a

proposal for a Research Initiative Program (RIP) award for follow-on research

to be conducted during the following year. The maximum award under the RIP is

$20,000. Such an award could support an effort to identify the appropriate

user-system interface software guidelines for base-level logistics systems %

that run on IBM compatible microcomputers. The selection of these guidelines

would be based on an analysis of the user interface requirements for existing %-p. ,

microcomputers base-level maintenance systems.
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Fourier Transform Infrared Studies of 0

Ethylenediammonium Dinitrate And

1 ,4-Butanediammonium Dinitrate .'A-1

by 

-

John M. Bopp, Jr.

ABSTRACT

S'V 1

The structure of two salts, ethylenediammonium dinitrate

(EDD) and 1,4-butanediammonium dinitrate (BDD) were L,,

investigated using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.

Spectra were taken of solid EDD in reflectance and i.', %
.A .% .

transmittance mode to examine a solid to solid phase

transition. These results were compared to data obtained

using differential scanning calorimetry. Transmittance

spectra were obtained of the molten state of EDD and of two

of its deuterated forms. Solid and molten spectra were

taken of BDD as well as of six molten samples of various

deuterated forms. Attempts were made to relate infrared

absorption features to specific finctional groups.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The United States Air Force is engaged in an extensive program to

develop improved explosive materials in terms of shock and thermal

stability. The goal of this effort is the reduction of safety hazards

attending the storage and handling of explosive materials. Several %.

proposed new compositions include ethylenediammonium dinitrate (EDD).

EDD is a high melting, oxygen deficient explosive material that forms a

eutectic mixture with ammonium nitrate, an inexpensive oxidizing

material. EDD has been used as an explosive for many years and its

detonation characteristics have been extensively studied.

Unfortunately, a dearth of effort was made at gaining a basic

understanding of the thermal, structural and kinetic properties of this

material. It is hoped that a study of EDD and a series of homologs

could explain its thermal stability. %

EDD is known to exist in two crystal structures at room temperature:

it is a polymorphic material [1]. EDD is also known to undergo a solid

to solid phase transition around 130C, well below its melting point of

188C. This polymorphism of EDD has implications to its utility as an

explosive component. Different polymorphs of the same compound can .,'

have different sensitivities to shock as well as differing densities.

Temperature and pressure can cause phase transitions which in turn lead

to fracturing the crystallites. The decomposition characteristics are

then altered by the change in particle size. \% ,

19- . '
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It is generally acknowledged that the molten state (melt) of energetic

material plays an important role in thermal decomposition reactions

[2,3]. Very little literature exists on the composition and structure

of melts.

My recent research efforts have been in the area of solid state thermal

decomposition kinetics [4). This led to my assignment to the Energetic

Materials Branch of the Air Force Armament Laboratory.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Although the importance of the molten state of nitrate containing salts

in their thermal decomposition processes is widely acknowledged, very

little information on the melts of nitrate salts has been published. A

survey of recent (1977-present) chemical literature indicates that no

information on the infrared absorption characteristics of melts of

ethylenediammonium dinitrate (EDD) or any of its homologs has been

published. It was decided that Fourier transform infrared spectra

(FTIR) of EDD, 1,4-butanediammonium dinitrate (BDD) and various

deuterated species of EDD and BDD are important data and should be

included in the efforts of the Air Force Armament Laboratory.

It was also decided that further investigations of the polymorphs of

EDD should be performed. These investigations include FTIR spectra of

the powder taken at room temperature and near the solid to solid phase I
transition temperature.

19-5
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III. EXPERIMENTAL

A recent journal article describes the preparation of EDD and BDD and

reports a number of physical properties [5]. Samples for reflectance

study were obtained by dissolving the salt in water and placing a drop

of the dilute aqueous solution on a 13mm circular stainless steel

mirror. The solvent was removed in vacuo leaving a residual layer of

crystallites. Samples whose spectra were obtained in transmittance

mode were prepared by grinding the material to a fine powder with a

mortar and pestle. Toluene was then added to make a slurry. A drop of

this slurry was placed on a 13mm zinc selenide plate and spread out

into a thin layer. The sample was then allowed to air dry leaving a I.

monolayer of fine powder. The Fourier transform infrared spectra

(FTIR) were obtained using a Mattson Cygnus 25 FTIR Spectrometer

equipped with a Bach Shearer FTIR microscope having a mercury-cadium ". *

telluride detector. The hot stage attachment was also built by Mattson

Instruments, Inc. The temperature was controlled with an Omega Thermal

Regulator and was monitored by a type J iron-constantan thermocouple.

The spectra were acquired and processed using a Starlab Computer

System.

Figures I through 5 show the FTIR spectra of melts of BDD and four of

its deuterated forms. They are BDD deuterated at the ammonium

positions and at the alpha carbons (BDD dO), deuterated at the

ammonium positions (BDD d6), deuterated at the alpha carbons (BDD d4

alpha) and deuterated at the beta carbons (BDD d4 beta). These spectra

were all obtained in transmittance mode. For comparison a room
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temperature reflectance of BDD is given in Figure 6. The absorptions

by the melts are excessively intense giving spectral features that are

broad and distorted relative to absorptions by the neat solid. The

spectra were all processed against the same background, though the

samples may have been of differing thicknesses. As a result the

percent transmission scale is not applicable. By comparing the spectra

of BDD to those of its deuterated forms and by using published work,

some assignments can be made relating absorptions to features of the

molecules [6,71. A table of the absorption frequencies for each

compound and a tentative assignment is given is Table I.

The same data is presented for EDD. Figure 7 shows the FTIR spectrum

of an EDD melt. Figure 8 is that of a sample deuterated at the

ammonium positions (EDD d6) while Figure 9 is of a sample that has

deuteriums on the two carbon atoms (EDD d4). Table II lists the

frequencies of the absorptions and suggests possible assignments.

Figures 10 and 11 show room temperature reflectance spectra of solid

EDD. * %

Several features make the interpretation of these spectra difficult. -..

The broad absorption of ammonium groups (3100 to 2000 wavenumbers) "..

obscures the region in which CH absorbs. Similarly the absorption by

nitrate ions is broad (1300 to 1600 wavenumbers) and swamps the high

frequency end of the fingerprint region. Background carbon dioxide

absorbs strongly around 2300 wavenumbers. "A.X

The evidence of the polymorphs of EDD can be seen in Figure 11. The

1. 7...1 9-7J l"



absorption band of the nitrate ion is split into two resolved

absorptions, with maxima at 825 and 845 wavenumbers. In Figure 12, the

behavior of this line is monitored as the temperature is raised from

120C to 138C. As the transition occurs, the high frequency line

weakens, broadens and eventually coalesces with the low frequency line.

This observation is consistent with the differential scanning

calorigram of EDD in Figure 13, which shows an endothermic process

occuring from 124C to 140C. When the infrared sample was allowed to S

cool to room temperature, the nitrate absorption was found again to

split into a doublet.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The understanding of the thermal and kinetic properties is far from -.

complete. In addition to the ongoing research efforts at the High

Explosive Research and Development facility, several grants have been %

awarded to academic research laboratories.

The work reported here suggests several paths of inquiry. Detailed '

crystallographic structures of EDD should be obtained at temperatures

above and below the phase transition. This would determine the exact

structures of the polymorphs of EDD and could characterize the nature '1
of the transition.

The FTIR system employed this summer was lacking the software package a

to perform rapid scanning. The acquisition of such software could

permit the monitoring of kinetic experiments with the FTIR. This would *%
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in turn provide a means to determine initial processes, and the _

surctures of intermediates and products. Such kinetic data for the "-

thermal decomposition reactions of EDD and BDD are essential to

complete the mechanistic study of the deflagration of these materials.

-S I
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TABLE I

BDD BDD dlO BDD d6 Bdd d4 Alpha BDD d4 Beta Assignment

747 720 722 720 722 NO bend (vi.)

782

825 833 825 826 826 NO 3 rock (v 2)

871

884 920 904

1039 1046 1039 1039 1040 CN stretch

1068 1085 1075 1061 NO; (v 1

1137

1171 1181 1162 CN stretch

1240 1224

1308 1357 1330 1339 1311 NOS stretch (vs)

1516 1518 1517 NH 3 bend

1615 1616 1616 NH 3 bend

1750 1766 1752 1748 NO; (v 1 +V1)

+ .
2800 2729 2727 NH, stretch

2827 2975
I, %

2877 2940 CH stretch

2944 
,..5

3032 3130

'5 ,5.

%

,%%
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TABLE II

EDD EDD d4 EDD d6 Tentative Assignment

726 720 729 NOS bend (v)

825 827 825 NO3  rock (vI)

845 846 NO3  rock (V2)
+

909 907 NH3

1043 1044 1041 CN stretch

1111 1113 No ( 1

1185 1179 CN stretch

1367 1400 1370 NO stretch (v ) '
3 3

1518 1507 symmetric NH, bend

+

1599 1618 asymmetric NH, bend

1750 1753 NO, (V'+V )

1867 1891 A.

1995

2079 2109 NH3 stretch

+
2200 2700 NHS stretch

+
3200 3200 3200 NH, stretch

3567 3590 CH stretch
- --o " .

;N
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A "Form and Function" Knowledge Representation -

for Reasoning about Classes and Instances of Objects

by

Kevin W Bowyer

ABSTRACT

This report outlines an approach to combining knowledge about

functionality of an object with knowledge about the geometric

form of an object. The representation of geometric form allows

an object to be defined as an interconnection of multiple

components. Different types of connections are defined in order

to allow different types of relative movement between

components. The representation of intended function of an

object is handled by procedural attributes attached to

components of an object. The combined "form and function" P'.

knowledge representation allows modeling of classes, subclasses

and specific instances of an object. The ability to model

object classes allows us to investigate questions of how new

subclasses and instances are learned.
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1. INTRODUCTION

My primary research accomplishments up to this time have been in

the general area of artificial intelligence, with particular %J1

emphasis on modeling, image processing and vision.

RADC/COES has strong interests in natural language ,

understanding, knowledge representation and reasoning

techniques. In addition, RADC/IRRE has interests in various

forms of image processing for object representation.

The overlap of my background with RADC/COES interests led to my

selection and assignment to COES. The research direction

initially chosen was to study fuzzy reasoning applied to natural

language processing. However, this initial topic evolved

thrcugh several stages to become more oriented toward basic._

knowledge representation. In order to understand natural

language expressions concerning physical objects, it is

necessary to have some representation of what the object is.

One mechanism for understanding an object is to model its

physical form and the functional properties which can be

inferred from the physical form. To be able to reason about

classes of objects as well as specific instances, the NY

representation of physical form for the class must be fuzzy

enough to incorporate many different specific instances. Thus

the initial topic evolved to become a project concerned with

representing knowledge about classes and specific instances of

objects. Ideally, the same knowledge representation should be

20-4
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useful for both natural language understanding and image

understanding applications.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of this research effort is to explore forms of

knowledge representation which blend information about intended 0

function of an object with models of physical form of an object.

We seek first to develop a method of representing physical form

which allows an object to be defined in terms of components

whose interconnections may allow some range of movement.

We then seek to develop a method of modeling the intended

function of an object in terms of properties satisfied by its 0

components and connections between its components.
Ap~*.

Combining a procedural representation of knowledge about X1

function with a parameterized geometric model of physical form

allows us to create an abstract representation for a class of

objects. The ability to model object classes allows us to

explore mechanisms for learning new instances and subclasses of

objects. .a.

%"
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II1. MODELING OF OBJECTS WITH NONRIGID CONNECTION OF COMPONENTS

The current state of the art in computer vision and graphics is

largely limited to modeling individual instances of rigid

objects. Some modeling schemes may allow objects to be defined

as the composition of more primitive components, but usually

still require connections between components to be rigid. For a

survey of standard representation techniques for solid objects,

see Requicha (1980, 1982). For a discussion of an object

modeling scheme which uses generalized cylinders for components

and allows flexible connections between components, see Nevatia

and Binford (1977). -. ',

We envision an interesting and substantial advance in modeling

geometric form of an object to be one which allows: ,-

(1) definition of a "component" as a rigid assembly of

sub-components, and

(2) definition of an "object" as a composition of multiple

components, where
%". *p,

(3) one component may be attached to another component by any

of several types of "connection" (each connection type P

represents a different type of possible relative movement

between components).

Item (1) of our criteria is, by itself, easily accomplished

using any of a range of known solid modeling techniques

(boundary surface representation, constructive solid geometry,

plane sweep, etc.). Thus, the important issues which arise in
,p

-. P
-

20-6
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developing our desired object modeling system are (1) how to

specify connections between individual components of an object,

and (2) how to specify allowable ranges of movement associated

with a given type of connection between components. These

issues are, of course, interrelated and cannot be solved

entirely independently of each other. A given type of

attachment may automatically imply a given type of relative

movement, which need only be instantiated by parameters specific

to the particular connection.

For an example of how these problems might be approached, we

will concentrate on representations for objects which can be

understood as chairs. Individual object components can be

defined by planar-face boundary surface descriptions. The

simplest form of component connection is a RIGID connection,

indicating a fixed attachment which allows no relative movement

between components. A RIGID connection can be specified by six

parameters; the names of the two components involved, two points

on the surface of the first component and two points on the%

surface of the second component:

RIGID ( Component-A, Component-B, P-l-A, P-l-B, P-2-A, P-2-B)

As a result of the connection, the two points on the first

component are made coincident with the two points on the second

component. The two coincident points implicitly specify some

amount of coincident surface area between the two components, at

which the components are assumed to be joined. 4

Using the simple scheme outlined above, we can define a ~

20-7



(relatively uncomfortable) straight back chair as shown in

Figure 1. This chair has a total of six components; a back, a

seat, and four legs. The components are joined by a total of

five RIGID connections; one connection of the back to the top of

the seat, and four connections of individual legs to the bottom

of the seat. Each component is defined as a rectangular solid -

with a boundary surface definition composed of six faces.

IV. PROCEDURAL REPRESENTATION OF KNOWLEDGE ABOUT FUNCTION

object representations of the type discussed in the previous

section describe only geometric form. We assert that such

form-only descriptions do not describe an object in a way that

completely reflects a person's understanding of the object. A

person easily understands the object defined in the previous

section to be a chair, but uses more than the uninterpreted

definition of geometric form in doing so. In understanding an

object to be a chair, a person interprets the form of the object

in terms of its intended function. .

The intended function of an object is not explicit in the

definition of its geometric form. However, the ability of an

object to serve a given function generally can be inferred by .%

the presence or absence of certain properties derivable from the

geometric form. The object definition in the previous section

can be understood as a chair because a collection of

"chair-like" properties can be inferred from the object's form.

20-80
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It has a component which could be a "seat" because it has a flat

surface that could be sat on. It has a component which could be ,-

a "back" because it has a flat surface which forms a 90 degree.--..

angle with the seat surface. It has a component (or collection

of subcomponents) which could form a "base" because it is -

.o.. N. °

capable of providing stable support for the seat. It is some-

collection of such interpreted functional attributes that allows [..?-
the object to be understood as a chair. ohu

Knowledge of the intended function of an obj ct can be

integrated with its geometric model by a set of attributes

attached to the component and/or subcomponent definitions and

their ciooscin relations. Each attribute specifies that theallow

component or component connection to which it is attached

satisfies a particular property relevant to the object's 0

function. Symbolically, our combined "form and function"

definition of the straight back chair in Figure 1 might appear

as in Figure 2. The Seat component is given the attribute

SITTABLE-SURFACE, indicating that it has an approximately flat

surface of the appropriate size to sit on. The Back component

is given the attribute BACK-SUPPORT, indicating that it has a

surface which could provide back support. The connection -

between the Seat and Back components is given the attribute

CREATES-SITTABLE-SPACE, indicating that the connection of the

two components creates an area with an appropriate combination

of sittable space and back support. The Base component is given .

the attribute PROVIDES-STABLE-SUPPORT (Base, Seat), indicating

that the Base provides stable support for the Seat.

20- .9 . |
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The simple use of symbolic attributes which, by convention,

indicate particular chair-like properties is sufficient to

define specific instances of the "chair" class. However, a more

general view is that the symbolic attributes stand for k
properties which can be verified by computationally examining a

specific geometric model. Thus, SITTABLE-SURFACE might be the

name of a procedure which tests each surface in the geometric

definition of the component that it is attached to, returning 0

"true" if a sittable surface exists, and "false" if one doesn't.

It is this procedural view of representation of knowledge about

function which leads us to the possibility of modeling classes

of objects.

V. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION FOR OBJECT CLASSES 9

A knowledge representation for a class of objects should provide

the means to reason about a previously unencountered object and

determine whether or not it is a member of the class. We

propose to construct a knowledge representation for defining a

class of objects by blending a parameterized geometric model

with a procedural representation of knowledge about function.

For example, we might construct a definition of the class of

objects called chairs as:

Class-Chair-> Connected ( Back, Seat ),

Connected ( Seat, Base ),

BACK-SUPPORT ( Back ),

SITTABLE-SURFACE ( Seat )-

20-10 @



CREATES-SITTABLE-SPACE ( Seat, Back ), -
PROVIDES-STABLE-SUPPORT ( Base, Seat )_

This definition indicates that a chair must have connected

components which can be labelled Back, Seat, and Base, that the

Seat must have a sittable surface, that the Back must provide

back support, that the connection of Back and Base must create a

sittable area, and that the Base must provide stable support for

the Seat. "

Suppose that a previously unknown object is encountered. This

object can be understood as a chair if some labelling of its

components as Seat, Back, and Base can be found which satisfies

all the procedural attributes that verify the functionality of

the object. The object would then become a prototype for a

specific subclass of the "chair" class, and can be given a

specific name, such as "straight back chair." If another

instance of this subclass is encountered later, then it can be

understood not just as a "chair," but as a "straight back

chair."

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Brooks and Binford (1981) have described a representational e P.

scheme, used in ACRONYM, which allows modeling of specific

instances, subclasses, and classes of objects. Their examples

are oriented to the class of objects understood as wide-bodied

passenger jet aircraft. Their representation allows for

20-11
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variations in size and structure between specific instances -A

within the class. Distinguishing between different instances of

the class is handled by specialization of constraints. While

component connections may occur at different places for

different object subclasses or instances, all connections are

assumed to be rigid. Flexible connections between components

are not discussed. Also, mechanisms for learning new subclasses

and instances are not discussed.

Winston et al (1983) describe an integrated representation of

form and function, and methods for learning by analogy and

constraint transfer. Their examples are oriented to the class
of objects understood as cups. Their representation is%

implemented by semantic networks derived from natural language

specifications entered by the user; they do not attempt to have

a system which derives the semantic network by examining

specific 3-D geometric models. Thus they are able to abstract

away from many of the problems inherent in variations of size,

structure and flexible connections between components.

Pentland (1986) discusses a representation based on

superquadrics and fractals which allows simple composition of

components. A brief description of modeling a chair is given

which is similar to our discussion here. However, flexible

connections between components and learning of new instances and

subclasses are not discussed.

The research project outlined in this report explores several

20-12



important new directions. The "form and function"

representation of a class of objects allowing flexible

connections between components has not, to our knowledge, been

attempted before. We wish to implement such a representation

and then use this representation to explore issues in learning

of new object instances and subclasses.

Pep' %o
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My-Chair-> RIGID (Back, Seat, Back-i, Back-2, Seat-i, Seat-2),
RIGID (Seat, Legl, Seat-3, Seat-4, Legl-i, Legl-2),
RIGID (Seat, Leg2, Seat-5, Seat-6, Leg2-1, Leg2-2),
RIGID (Seat, Leg3, Seat-7, Seat-8, Leg3-1, Leg3-2),
RIGID (Seat, Leg4, Seat-9, Seat-10, Leg4-1, Leg4-2);

Back -> <A, C, G, E>, <A, B, D, C>, <D, B, F, H>,
<H, F, E, G>, <C, D, H, G>, <A, B, F, E>;

Seat -> <I, J, K, L>, <I, L, M, P>, <M, P, 0, N>,
<N, 0, K, J>, <L, K, 0, P>, <J, I, M, N>;

Base -> Legl, Leg2, Leg3, Leg4;

Legl -> <Q, T, X, U>, <U, X, W, V>, <V, W, S, R>,
<T, Q, R, S>, <T, S, W, X>, <R, Q, U, V>;

Leg2 -> <Y, BB, FF, CC>, <CC, FF, EE, DD>, <AA, Z, DD, EE>,
<Z, AA, BB, Y>, <BB, AA, EE, FF>, <Z, Y, CC, DD>;

Leg3 -> <GG, JJ, NN, KK>, <KK, NN, MM, LL>, <II, HH, LL, MM>,
<JJ, GG, HH, II>, <JJ, II, MM, NN>, <HH, GG, KK, LL>;

Leg4 -> <00, RR, W, SS>, <SS, W, UU, TT>, <TT, UU, QQ, PP>,
<RR, 00, PP, QQ>, <RR, QQ, UU, vv>, <PP, 00, SS, TT>;

D ,

A C . -

BACK "

F H
LN[

E G %
K %

SEAT 1 - o i
M P

H H i

LEG2 LEG3 ";. -"

11S FF P 0KK NN £.,'

LEG1 IEG4.'

U XS v.V-'
VW TT UU

Figure 1 Specification of a Simple Straight Back Chair " ""
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My-Chair ->RIGID (Back, Seat, Back-i, Back-2, Seat-i, Seat-2),
CREATES -SITTABLE-SPACE (Seat, Back);
RIGID (Seat, Legi, Seat-3, Seat-4, Legi-i, Legi-2),
RIGID (Seat, Leg2, Seat-5, Seat-6, Leg2-i, Leg2-2),
RIGID (Seat, Leg3, Seat-7, Seat-8, Leg3-1, Leg3-2),
RIGID (Seat, Leg4, Seat-9, Seat-10, Leg4-i, Leg4-2);

Back -> <A, C, G, E>, <A, B, D, C>, <D, B, F, H>,
<H, F, E, G>, <C, D, H, G>, <A, B, F, E>,
BACK-SUPPORT;

Seat -> <I, J, K, L>, <I, L, M4, P>, <H, P, 0, N>,
<N, 0, K, J>, <L, K, 0, P>, <J, I, M, N>,
SITTABLE-SURFACE;

Base ->Legi, Leg2, Leg3, Leg4,
PROVIDES-STABLE-SUPPORT ( Base, Seat )

Legi - <Q, T, X, U>, <U, X, W, V>, <V, W, 5, R>,
<T, Q, R, 5>, <T, S, W, X>, <R, Q, U, V>;

Leg2 -><Y, BE, FF, CC>, <CC, FF, EE, DD>, <AA, Z, DD, EE>, I

<Z, AA, BB, Y>, <BE, AA, EE, FF>, <Z, Y, CC, DD>;

Leg3 -><GG, JJ, NN, KK>, <KK, NN, MM, LL>, <II, HH, LL, MM>,
<JJ, GG, HH, II>, <JJ, II, MM, NN>, <HH, GG, KK, LL>;

Leg4 -><00, RR, VV, SS>, <SS, VV, UU, TT>, <TT, UU, QQ, PP>,
<RR, 00, PP, QQ>, <RR, QQ, UU, VV>, <PP, 00, SS, TT>;

Figure 2 -Chair Specification with Function Attributes

20-16
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AN ANALYSIS OF INFRARED LIGHT PROPAGATION IN HOLLOW METALLIC LIGHT PIPES

by

Lee. I. Britt '4
• % %

ABSTRACT -. -%

An analysis of electromagnetic wave propagation at optical frequencies

was performed using the Fourier method, for waves in hollow metallic ducts.

Solutions for monochromatic plane wave propagation in hollow metallic light 0

pipes were determined for straight cylindrical,rectangular and curved

geometries. These solutions yield an infinite series representation of the

generating function in each case that is characteristic of the wave guide

geometry.

Useful parameters relating to the minimum loss dominant mode are

pointed out in each case. Power loss considerations in each geometry lead

naturally to exact expressions for attenuation in each guide. A

perturbation technique is pointed out that will take into account the

effects of bending in the curved cylindrical guide.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

One of the requirements of the Focal Plane Array test chamber is that -
it has the capability of simulating star scenes with a high degree of

reliability in the laboratory. This is to be done by using selected

Integrating spheres as blackbody sources, and coupling the radiant output of

these spheres on to an aperture plate.

The coupling is to be done by polished metallic light pipes because

most of the standard glasses and materials that make up transparent fiber

optics cables do not transmit very well in the Infrared (IR) region of the

electromagnetic spectrum and secondly because at cryogenic temperatures

glass cables would lose their flexibility and would shatter. The metallic

cables can withstand the cryogenic temperature extremes without experiencing

material damage, however there is a problem with optical transmission

because IR radiation injected at the entrance aperture of the light pipe

experiences rapid attenuation as it propagates the length of the guide.

This attenuation is even more pronounced as the bend of the guide approached

more and more a torus.

In an effort to increase the efficiency of these guides an analysis is

needed to provide a better understanding of the physical phenomena that

occurs when IR radiation propagates in both the straight and curved

geometries.

My past research efforts have been in the areas of Electronic Warfare

and Electro-Optical systems analysis and evaluation. I have been involved

in spectrophotomic and spectroradiometric evaluation and testing of IR

sources. I have performed laser induced damage studies on selected target

materials. I have also taught courses in Atomic and Experimental Physics as

well as Physics For the Life Sciences.

21-4
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My knowledge and familiarity with IR systems and radiometry resulted

in my assignment to develop an analysis of Light Propagation in hollow -,

metallic pipes.

II. OBJECTIVE OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT S

The study of electromagnetic wave propagation in hollow ducts was

first discussed in detail by Rayleigh (1897).

The development of shortwave oscillators led to increased research and

development of devices and structures that operate for the most part in the
S

microwave region. Very few investigations however have been performed on

the propagation of IR radiation in metallic ducts.

Marcatili and Schmeltzer (1964) showed that the hollow metallic

circular wave guide will function very well as a conduit of optical

radiation.

Garmire, McMahon and Bass (1976) point out that one geometry for low

loss transmission is a rectangular aperture wide and thin, with the electric

polarization parallel to the long dimension of the cross section. N %

The general objective here then will be to present an analysis that .,".

will give some insight to the loss mechanisms within the light pipe, and

also to suggest techniques of optimizing transmission over the length of the 1-. -

guide. The wave equation in cartesian, cylindrical and toroidal coordinates

will be examined and from their solutions information will be obtained

relating to propagation and attenuation. The solutions to these equations

will be obtained in a straight forward fashion when possible by the Fourier

method.
% .

III. GENERAL THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

The Vector Wave equation for the electric field and the Magnetic

21-5
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field is given by

0 0 8t2  = 6t(1)

And

-o2 o 6t2 (2)

For monochromatic plane waves propagating in a hollow metallic guide

these equations may be written in terms of a transverse Laplacian operator

expressed as 5

172  822 8 82 2
t + 6 V 6 (3)

which yields ..

V2  + k =0 (4)
t c

and

S

V2  + k2  - 0 (5)t c

where kc is the guide cut off wave number given by 2/X c . When has a

component parallel to the direction of propagation the wave is called a

Transverse Magnetic (TM) wave. When 9 has a component parallel to the

direction of propagation the wave is called a Transverse Electric (TE) wave.
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It is stated in Jackson (1962) that the TEM wave cannot exist in the hollow

wave guide. Therefore we shall restrict our attention to the TM and TE wave

analysis. Since (4) and (5) are connected by Maxvells' Curl and divergence

equations, for each mode it is only necessary to solve for either or

assuming the z dependence is given by 9(V ,V2) EXP[i(wt-2nz/X )J and

9(Vl,V 2 ) EXP[i(oit-2nz/X )] where V, and V2 are coordinates.
gV29 V

IV. RECTANGULAR WAVE GUIDES

The geometry for the rectangular wave guide is shown in Fig. 1.
te

Fig. 1. Hollow, rectangular guide geometry

For this geometry we can write the scalar form of (4) and (5) which is

the Helmholtz equation in cartesian coordinates. Picking TM waves the•"

equation Is 4k

6.:.:6:.
e e
x + ky ' U =0 (6)

where here we have neglected the common exponential factor, and the "''

subscript "e" refers to electric (E) waves and "h" to magnetic (H) waves.,. -

21-7
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Assume a solution of the form

E z- U e(x,y) EXPji((at-2nz/X )J (7)

where in general U(x,y) is a generating function for the E or H field.

Let ..

U e(x,y) X(x)Y(x) .(8)-

The boundary condition on our solution is that U e (x,y) at the surface should

vanish. This means that U e(O,y) - U e(a,y) - U e(x,0) -U e(x,b) - 0.

Inserting (8) into (6) and separating we obtain the ordinary

differential equation

d 2X

and~~MI d 2  uX0 (9) , %

dx

dy2  (kI -M2 )Y =0 (10)

where Pi is the separation constant.

The solution to (9) is

X(x) =a 1 Cos iix b Sin ux (11)

IWO
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and the solution to (10) is

Y(y) = a2 Cos 4k
2 

- V
2y + b2 Sin 'k2 - u'y (12)

2~ 4

Then a solution to (8) is given by

U (x,y) (alCospx+blSinux)(a2 Cos1kc-U-
2y + bSin'k2=u.2y (13)

e 2i Cc

By imposing the boundary conditions a solution is obtained satisfying all

conditions.

S

Sin nx n(.1WU (xy) = B Sin Sin (14)
e inn a b S

By superposition we get S

U e(x,y) =.11 n l B. Sin Sin (15)
a b

The electric field at the entrance aperture generally is some value f(x,y),

or: , ".

f(x,y) 1 B Sin Sin 'm x dx dy (16)
mil nl mn b a

By Fourier methods for double infinite series the coefficient is determined

to be:

B 4 a b mTx Sin n t dx dy (17)
mn ab o o f(x,y) Sin a b
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which leads to the required general solution

4 m= a = 4b f(x,y) Sin ma Sin n R dx dy (18)
e ab m=1 0 0 b

with dominant mode given by

U fo b f(x,y) Sin nx Sin n (19)
e ab 00 a b

," "-j" V

Marion (1965) has stated that in practice it is desirable to pick the wave

guide dimensions such that only the dominant mode will be propagated at the

operating frequency. This would optimize the transmission and eliminate

multimode effects. Garmire, McMahon and Bass (1977) have shown both

theoretically and experimentally that the bending loss per angle of bend in

rectangular metallic wave guides is explicitly independent of wave guide

height, bend radius, and light wavelength, depending only on the

reflectivity of the wave guide wall. Their further work (1980) generated . 'e-

useful design equations which give guidance to the best choice of wave guide

parameters. This makes the rectangular wave guide an attractive candidate

for use as a light pipe.

In Collin (1960) it is pointed out that the power loss per unit length

of guide is given by £

2P , L Rn X + .,-...dl (20)

For TE modes where the phase constant 02 is given by wtu e-kc , and the
0 C

skin-effect surface resistance of a metal with permeability v, defined by R .
n

is given by (mi/2a) Y
.
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Also , .-

P = 'zZkgk JJU I~hda. (21)

This means that the attenuation constant, z, for TE modes is given by

2 4R n + k U2 I dl
2 Zoko JJ U2 da (22)

And the analogous expression for TM modes is

Rn o o I t Ue 12 dl(2
= 2 Ok2 ifU da (23)

c ~ s~e

Where the intrinsic impedance of free space, Z is given by (I 0 o 0

These equations give the following formulas of attenuation in nephers

per meter

2R k2  b ko k 'e? SI
2Rn + c,mn b on c,mn

b~ Z01k~k)~ 1  a k2 aL 2 k20b Zo(1-k-z n/k- R 0 0. e e

( mab +na2) (24)

with Loi M 0 =
om " m > 0

21-p
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and %

2R ( n2 a3  (25

n/ m b2 + 3n
b Z (1-k2, nko2  , 

2b a  + n2a3 
(25)

For TE and TM modes respectively.

V. CYLINDRICAL WAVE GUIDES

The analysis for straight cylindrical wave guides follows a similar

line of development. The geometry is shown in Fig. 2.

*: . * .

%

Fig. 2 Hollow Cylindrical geometry

Because of the obvious symmetry we choose a cylindrical coordinate-

representation of the Helmholtz equation and again pick TM waves, for the

p analysis.

We have

alU 1 62U 1 Vc

6r' + r 6r' +T r 2 91 +k U =0(6

21-12oa
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Assume a solution of the form:

Ez = Ue(r,e)EXP[i(wt-
2nz/Xc) ]  (27)

The boundary condition is U e(a,O) = 0.

Let

Ue(r,O) - R(r) 0(e). (28)

Applying the separation technique we obtain

d2  + ,(29)
de2  We 0 % '0

And also upon rearrangement

r2 d2R + r dR + [k2r-_2 ] R = 0 (30)
dr 2  dr c

Equation (29) solves easily, however (30) is a Bessels' differential

equation and must be solved by series solution.

A complete solution to (26) is then

Ue(r,O) = (A2J (kcr) + B2Yu(ker))(AiCosJG + BiSinue) (31)

Where J and Y are Bessel functions.
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Inserting the boundary condition we eventually obtain the following as

solutions:

U (re) JJ(kcnr)Jf(r,e)Cos mdedr]Cos ME)

(k I-)'k2 Sink..r)(32)

r~ ~~ ~ ~ J -rOSi ed

For m in the coefficient Amn given by m - 1, 2, 3 and

U (re) R j 2 J2(kc r) f(r,e) drde (33)
e nnl a[Jl(kcona)] Jo oc,on o

1 . 0t0

For m - 0 in the above expression.

The dominant mode is given by

Ue(r,e) - 2 0 r Jo(kc,0 r) f (r,O)drde (34)
enaz[J(k ,a)1 ' 0

From the general expression for attenuation, we obtain from the cylindrical

guide

Rm  ( k 2 - k 2 . . .
M c,mn c,mn p m (35)

S i a Z o k- 2 k 2 + p.,-.- _M..."3..

and

Rm c k 2  (36)- aZ°  (1 - k . e:
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For TE and TM modes respectively. Vhere the P, s are the roots for k a in

the expression dJm (kc r)/dr - 0 at r = a as required by the boundary

condition for TE mode. -

VI. THE CURVED CYLINDRICAL GUIDE

Magnus, Oberhettinger, and Soni (1966) show that the wave equation in

toroidal coordinates is given by ,. ..,
,.. , .

6 Sinh 6f ( Sinh f I,1
Cosh&-Cosi r+ k Cosh&-Cos -, )+ Sihh&(Cosh&-Cos ri) &+2

k' C2Sinh-
c

+ (Cosh&-Cos n)3 f 0 (37

and state that this differential equation is not separable for kc 0O. This
forces the use of an alternate method of solution for this case. Marcatili

and Schmeltzer (1964) define a toroidal system (y,e,z) with metric

coefficients er- 1, e0 - r. and ez = 1 + r / r sin e where R is the radius

of curvature of the guide as shown in Fig. 3.

",e'~ "a- .,

%

Fig. 3. Hollow, toroidal geometry "" .
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Maxwells' equations are given by

((lu + r/R Sin e)8 ) - i ycr e iecr(l+r/R Sine)&,. 0(38)

V.

i y - - (1 + r / R Sin e) Hz + iwc(l+ r / R Sin e)[e 0 0 (39)

Sri~cr se 0 (40)

$

f(1 + r / R Sin 0)&zf - i yc~e- i wr(1 + r R Sin e 0 (41)

Sc  - (1 + r R Sin e )&z - i (l+ r / R Sin 0) '41)

c r or\

rr - iwpr = 0 30- (soe (43) . .

*.....

Where the common factor Exp (i(y Z - wt)J has been left out and where
C

Y refers to the propagation constant of the curved guide. Introduction of
C

a parameter e defined approximately by 22na -- R a<anuig

first order perturbation technique yields the solutions of (37) - (42) as

e (1+ ar/a Sin8)E 8  (44)

= (1+ er/a Sine)E (45) % %0

rS

z (1+ er/a Sine)E z + (ia/ka)(E rSin
8 + Zeose) (46)

". ,

(1+ er/a SinO)H8  (47) 5

.. % ,% 5
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-(1+ ar/a SiO) (48) V..m

W1L (1+ urr/a Sine) H z+ (io/ka)(H rSine H e case) (49)

where Er E e E z H r' ,He, and H zrefer to the uncurved guide. The validity

of this technique is confirmed upon examination by letting R-*- in (44)-

(49), thereby resulting in the curved wave guide geometry degenerating into

a cylindrical system and a straight guide. The power flow in the axial z

direction within the guide given by

1 n~ (DRCe L* X~d (50) 1
z 2 ry~)" % e errra

0o

decreases along z at the rate

dPz 2 ()r -.

where P ris the mean radial power flowing into the guide wall per unit

length defined by ;Y

,2 np

P A JReL~ ~ [1] + a/r Sin e] a de (52) .55

The model therefore to some degree takes into account losses due to

curvature in circular cylindrical guides, and suggests that there are optimum

values for both the axial length and the radial dimension of the guides.

21-17?
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The solution of the wave equation in some geometries is an infinite

series that when combined with the exponential factor gives an expression

for either the electric field or the magnetic field depending on the

starting point for analysis (i.e. TM or TE mode analysis).

Arealistic computer model of the input fields at the aperture of the %' F

wave guide should be developed to obtain an expression for f(x,y) that will

improve the expression for the fields in the wave guide. Losses due to

curvature in bent circular wave guides can be described partly in terms of a

perturbation of the guide axis, however losses due to scattering have yet to

receive ample descriptive treatment.

Since losses in the rectangular guide are minimal with respect to wave

guide height, bend radius, and wavelength it could serve as an alternative

to circular pipes. Whatever choice is made for the geometry, techniques

should be used to make sure that only the dominant mode will be propagated

at the operating frequency.

lp.,

Z~V,
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ABSTRACT

The toxicity of JP-4 aviation fuel soil residues was assessed

in a series of soil bioassays using sorghum (Sorghum bicolor),

bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), oat (Avena sativa), and cucumber

(Cucumis sativus). Sorghum and bean indicated no sensitivity

to JP-4 residues in soils contaminated with up to 2000 ppmw

jet fuel. Oat and cucumber shoot length and fresh shoot

weight was stimulated in samples contaminated with up to

2 ppmw and inhibited in soils receiving 2000 through 200,000 *3 ,

ppmw of JP-4. An ED5 0 is indicated between 20,000 and

200,000 ppmw of JP-4 for both oat and cucumber. 3.]. 5
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I. INTRODUCTION:

JP-4 aviation fuel is the primary fuel used in aircraft of the

United States Air Force and is composed of a complex mixture

of about 300 aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbon compounds

varying in length up to C16 . Jettisoning of fuels, air-

craft crashes, and fueling operations may effect a release .*•.,-
S

of aviation fuels into the environment and as a consequence,

some degree of ecological perturbation can result. It has

been reported by Clewell (1980) and Bishop (1983) that upon

release, those fuel components on the lower boiling light

end, C8 and below, tend to evaporate leaving the heavier

C -C - ~9 16 compounds as residues. The phytotoxicity of these

residues in soil is the focus of this study.
.5.-... "

Previous studies have reported the toxicity and mutage-

nicity of jet fuels to dogs, monkeys, mice, rats, and

humans (Kinkead, 1974 and Kapp, 1979 and Knave, 1979).
Still others have addressed the impact of these fuels on .. V

aquatic ecosystems (Jenkins, 1977 and Doane, 1980 and

Bombick, 1982). In contrast, there has been limited re- .

search conducted on the effects of aviation fuels on :er- .

restrial ecosystems although these effects are certainly . ,

just as important.

This research was conducted to provide for the USAF Occupa-

tional and Environmental Health Laboratory at Brooks Air Force

22-4 0
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Base, Texas, a reference study and a functional procedure to

assist in the monitoring of environmental damages resulting

from fuel releases.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

A number of soil bioassay procedures have been developed

by Leasure (1964), Dowler (1969), Kratky (1971), Santel-

man (1971), Gerber (1977), Lavy (1986), and others using

mortality, root length, shoot length, fresh or dry shoot

weight, or some other factor to assess plant responses to

a variety of chemical substances. It was my assignment to:

a. Review the literature for current soil bioassay

methods,

b. Develop an effective bioassay protocol to be used

by the USAF/OEHL to monitor damage caused by JP-4

fuel residues in soil;

c. And to use this protocol to produce a reference .-k
study to be used for comparing the results of future

assays on field samples. .

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Commericial topsoil (Southland) w22 air dried and sieved

through a number 7 U. S. Standard Sieve then adjusted to a

pH between 6.5 and 7.5. One thousand gram samples of this

soil were placed in large plastic bags and contaminated

22-5 0
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with 0, 0.002, 0.02, 0.2, 2, 20, 200, and 2000 ppmw of Jp-4

aviation fuel dissolved in a methyl alcohol carrier by slowly

dripping the contaminant solution into a depression in the

surface of each sample. These samples were ventilated for

24 hours to allow evaporation of the carrier and the vola-

tile components of the fuel then throughly mixed by closing

and inverting each bag 25 times (Lavy, 1986). One hundred

and twenty-five gram aliquots of each sample were transferred

to a series of labeled, wax impregnated cups and watered to .1

field capacity.

Seeds of cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.), oat (Avena sativa L.),

sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L.) and bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.)

were pregerminated for 24 hours to provide seeds with uniform *.

radicle lengths. Five (four for bean) similar sized, pre-

germinated seeds were planted in each of four cups per con-

centration per species so that the surface of each seed was

level with the soil surface. These planted cups were then

placed in Rheem Puffer Hubbard environmental chambers (Mod.

CEC255-6) for 14 days during which the temperature was..

maintained at 21 degrees C. for the 14 hour days and 18 de-

grees C. at night. Each cup was watered daily to field capa- v'S'.
city and the relative humidity was allowed to vary between

70 and 90 percent.

On the 14th day, all plant shoots were harvested by cutting

the stem at soil surface. Shoot lengths (soil surface to

22-6
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apex of the leaf providing the longest measure) and fresh

shoot weights were determined and recorded. These data -

are summarized in Fig. 1.

Using the same procedure plus on the fifth day, the plants

were watered with RA-PID-GRO 23-19-17 plant nutrient solution

prepared per manufacturer's instructions, a second bioassay

was conducted using cucumber and oat seeds planted in soils

contaminated with 0, 2, 20, 200, 2,000, 20,000, and 200,000

ppmw of JP-4. Shoot length and fresh shoot weight data ob-

tained from these plants are summarized in Fig. 2.

Data from all assays were analysed for means, standard devi-

ations, standard errors, and confidence limits using an ana- 1#

lysis of variance (ANOVA, pt 0.01) and Duncan's multiple

range test (p <0.05).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

In the 0 - 2000 ppmw test run, neither sorghum nor bean ex-

hibited significant differences in growth (length or weight) . "

at any JP-4 , soil concentration through 2000 ppmw. Due

to their lack of sensitivity to the residues of this

contaminant, they were excluded from subsequent tests. Oat

and cucumber did show significant dose-response variations,

therefore, were included in the second test series.
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In the 0 - 2000 ppmw series, oat shoot length and fresh

weight we stimulated by the presence of JP-4 residues

in the 0.002 through 2 ppmw samples while growth in the ,;.ft\

0, 20, and 200 ppmw samples were similar. A slight in-

hibition of growth was observed at 2000 ppmw. Data ob- ft

tained in the second bioassay (0 - 200,000 ppmw series),

confirmed these observations. Oat growth was significant-

ly stimulated at 2 ppmw and inhibited by the presence of

residues in each of the 2000 to 200,000 ppmw samples.

Although a regression analysis was not conducted, these

data indicate an ED5 0 between 20,000 and 200,000 ppmw for

shoot length and between 2000 and 20,000 for fresh shoot

weight.

Cucumber growth (length and weight) was significantly in-

creased when the plants were grown in soils contaminated

by JP-4 in concentrations of 0.002 and 0.2 ppmw. Con- 'fmr

centrations of 0, 0.02, and 2 through 200 ppmw produced

similar results while plants grown in the 2000 ppmw samples

exhibited significant reduction in growth. The 0.02 samples .... ft

showed unexplained high variability and are believed to be

of little value in this study. In the second bioassay with

with cucumbers, these results were again largely confirmed.
a", f.

Residues in soils contaminated with 2 ppmw of JP-4 resulted

in significant plant stimulation, while the 0, 20, and 200
S

ppmw samples showed similar growth. Each of the 2000 through

200,000 ppmw samples showed continued significant decreases.

22-8
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Without regression analysis, an ED5 0 for cucumber appears

to be between 20,000 and 200,000 ppmw for both length and

weight.

In both bioassay runs and for all species tested, the shoot

length and fresh shoot weight dose-response curves were re-

markably complimentary. Mortality was never of importance

in this study since 100% survivorship was observed even in

the 200,000 ppmw samples.

Based on the procedures used in these bioassays, a protocol
for testing field samples was developed and has been pre-

sented to the United States Air Force Occupational and En-

vironmental Health Laboratory at Brooks Air Force Base, TX.

V. REC OMMENDATI ONS,

The results of this study indicate that toxicity to plants
grown in soils containing JP-4 aviation fuel is low. This

information could be of considerable value to the United

States Air Force in legal actions resulting from JP-4 con-

tamination. However, before these results can be considered

absolute, several ancillary activities should be initiated.

These include:

a. One or more repetitions of the second bioassay to

verify the results and through regression analysis de-

22-9
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termine an appropriate ED 50 for each test species.

b. Conducting bioassays using other test species to

determine which is most sensitive to JP-4 residues.

c. Conducting bioassays using other soil types to

determine the growth medium that will produce the most

consistent and informative results. p

d. Testing of the protocol developed for analysis of

field samples.

e. Conducting studies that compare results obtained

using laboratory standard soil with results obtained

using field soil samples.

f. Conducting extended studies to determine JP-4 residue

persistence in various soil types.
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DYNAMICS OF A METALLIC JET " '.

by

Robert A. Buchl

ABSTRACT

The dynamics of a shaped charge metallic jet is discussed for two

cases, jet formation and jet penetration into a semi-infinite target.

The equations of motion which govern a metallic jet are presented which

incorporate a velocity gradient and the Bernoulli hydrodynamic equation.

The equations of motion are solved analytically and describe jet

elongation and jet penetration. Jet particulation and the energy

expenditure in the penetration process are considered.
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I.INTRODUCTION
a%

In the early 1800's a primative shaped charge effect was known in

both Germany and Sweden. Almost forgotten, it was revived in the 1880's

by Or Charles Munroe, working at the Naval Torpedo Station in Newport,

Rhode Island. He discovered that if a block of guncotten with

countersunk letters was detonated against a steel surface, the letters

became embedded. Later, the process was called the Munroe or shaped

charge effect.

For over thirty years, it has been known that the col lapse of a

conical metal shell due to a highly compressive shock wave generates a

jet al ong the symmietry axis of the cone. The jet is follIowed by a slIug

due to the residual cone mass. A consequence of the detonation of a a
shaped charge is the high speed shock wave which compresses the cone

under tremendous pressure. The subsequent developed metallic jet is

composed of metal particles from the cone and travels at hypervelocity

speeds.

An early theory of jet production and penetration by a shaped charge

was based on the assumptions of ideal incompressible hydrodynamics. .-

The formation of a jet and its subsequent penetration into a target can

be considered to be two independent processes. In a typical shaped

charge jet, it is known that the jet velocity decreases from the front

of the jet to its rear as the jet propagates.

Extensive previous work has been accomplished in regard to the
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characteristics of shaped charge jets. A vast amount of data and

analytical discussion has been reported in the literature as a result of

many experiments and investigations. Among the objects measured are the

standoff distance, the distance from the base of the cone to the target,

and how it affects the penetration. Other features of interest are cone

size, initial speed of the penetration, depti, of penetration into a

semi-infinite target, and jet breakup.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The object of this research effort is to conduct a study of the

dynamic behavior of a metallic shaped charge jet. It is proposed to

utilIize a mathematical modeling approach in conjunction with known_

experimental features of a metallic jet, especially the vel ocity

gradient.

The structure of the in vest igati on will be based upon phys ical l1aws

that explain the behavior of a jet. Previous experimental data has W

established that a constant velocity gradient exists for a traveling

jet.

The primary objective of this report is to provide a rigorous

description of a hypervelocity metallic jet for two cases. One case is

a jet formation process without regard to target penetration. The other

facet will be to analyze jet penetration into a semi-infinite target. 'U
The physical behavior of a metal lic jet provides equations whose
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solutions account for the instantaneous length, mass, and velocity of

the jet. Besides material constants like density, dynamic yield - -

strengths, etc., the velocities of the front and rear of the jet are of

interest.

Extensive research effort regarding shaped charge jets has been

published previously. This investigation will complement previous work.

In this paper, we neglect any deviation from perfect axial alignment
S0

called waver of the jet. Breakup is a phenomenon that a jet of .

excessive length breaks up into fragments. We will assume a homogeneous

uniform jet of a variable length and mass. An estimate of the time of

particulation when a jet is extended to its limit and begins to breakup
S.. .- ,.

will be considered.
- ,9.

III. DYNAMICS OF JET FORMATION
I-.

A hypervelocity metallic jet is generated by the uniform col lapse of .

a metallic cone. A detonation wave propagated through an explosive cast

outside the cone causes the jet to propagate along the symmetry axis.

The high compression forces acting on the cone metal causes the . '
,1* .-

formation of a high-speed jet.

In this section, the effort is to consider the jet during its

formation stage as it is increasing in both velocity and length. It is -.2I
assumed the emerging jet has a constant density even though its mass and

length increase with time due to the impacting together of the walls of

23-6
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the cone. Actually, the rear portion of a jet, called a slug, has more

mass per unit length than the front leading portion of the jet.

However, an average density can account for this jet feature.

The equation of motion of a jet mass m and center of mass vel 6city

v=xcm is given by

where Y1 is the dynamic stress at the rear (tail) of the jet where it is

formed inside the cone and A is the cross-sectional area of the jet. The

product Y1A is the accelerating force on the left end of the expanding

jet and directed along its longitudinal direction.

The density of a jet of length I is

(2) ... -

Differentiating the density expression with respect to time results in

the condition
-,:,. -,,.-... . .

, _.'. .'-.,

'.., .-Z.-21
-' (3) "" "

which relates the changing mass with the changing length of the jet,

assuming the jet cross-sectional area is constant throughout its length.

Therefore, the jet equation of motion may be expressed as

V -t".' ....

•V4Q Y~/~ 5 (4) "

A continuous metallic jet is capable of supporting an internal
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ressure. The pressures inside a metallic jet are extremely high and

the jet may be treated as having hydrodynamic properties. It is

conventional to use Bernoulli's equation for a jet treated as a dynamic

fluid. We write Bernoulli's equation in regard to the points at the

front and rear of the jet as

2-'2+

(5) 
*~

where Y, and Y2 are the dynamic stresses at the points having

instantaneous velocities ;1 and x2 , respectively, as seen in Fig. 1.

, . ..

FIG. 1 Instantaneous Length of Jet

The center of mass of a uniform jet will lie at its midpoint. According

to the illustrated jet in Fig. 1, its length is 2= x2 - x1 , and with

the center of mass coordinate Xcm=Xl +R/2, it is found with = x2 - 1,

that the center of mass velocity is given by

(6)

The Bernoulli expression, therefore, along with the velocity

relationships, Eq. (6), leads to the expression

YZ(7)
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Experimentally, it is known that there exists a constant velocityI

gradient in a variable length jet. The jet velocity decreases, monoton-

ically from tip to tail, in the jet formation process.

It will be assumed that the relationship between the center of mass

velocity and the instantaneous jet length may be written in the differ-

ential form as

1A I. C-ii (8)

where a is a constant and its magnitude is related to the velocity

gradient as will subsequently be shown. Henceforth, the problem of

describing a metallic jet in our formulation results in combining

together the three expressions, Eqs. (4), (7), and (8), to form a

differential equation for the expanding jet length which is

The initial condition of the jet is that its length is t 0 at time t - 0.

It is remarkable that the jet fluid stress Yat the front end of the

jet appears in Eq. (9), evcn though the jet is generated at is left end

as shown in Fig. 1.

The expression, Eq. (9), has the solution

(10)

ILI

which illustrates the lengthening of the jet with time.
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The length of a jet will increase up to a length at which the

particulation process begins. The rate of length change of the jet is - -

* 21kr2. '2. 1

The mass of the jet at any time t, using Eqs. (3) and (11), will be

determined by 
."'

____ ___ ____ ___ ___(12)

which may be expressed as

"I,' (13)

where mo is the initial mass of the jet at time t = 0. The expression,

Eq. (13), shows the jet gains mass with increasing time. The velocity

of the center of mass of the lengthening jet may be expressed as

"% .

VWt. \J (14)

which, if this velocity is to be compatible with the velocity expres-

sion, Eq. (8), requires that the tail pressure be twice the tip pressure

at the front of the jet, Y, M 2Y2 ' This pressure condition precisely

gives rise to the observed velocity gradient.

~. ..-
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It is easily seen from previous expressions that the front and rear

velocities of the jet are given by the relations "

where the plus, minus signs are to be used for the front, rear veloci-

ties, respectively. AK

The velocity gradient is explicitly illustrated by subtracting the -4

two equations, Eqs. (15). It is seen that the velocity gradient expres-

sion is A

- 1~ (16)

which fixes the value of a. Cumulative jet length of a FXR (flash

X-ray) picture as a function of jet velocity shows that a may be deter-

mined from

(Y /aP~ (9 - 3.3)(mm/Llsec)/(l/llOO mm) - 6.27 x 101 MM2 /Jsec, if the

strength of the jet tip Y 2 and the density are known. *%

The acceleration of the jet is not constant, but can easily be

expressed at a time derivative of the velocity in Eq. (14).

The preceding discussion of an expanding jet reveals that the

length, mass, and velocities are explicit functions of time.

The next section involves the dynamics of a metallic jet as it

encounters a target and the subsequent penetration process. ..

I
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IV. DYNAMICS OF JET PENETRATION

A shaped charge jet may give rise to hypervelocity impact. The jet

penetration is illustrated in Fig. 2. Basically, the idea is to consid-

er that both the jet and the target behave as ideal incompressible

fluids at the high pressures involved.

A typical metallic jet has a bulb at its tip moving with a speed of

about 8 mm/u.sec, and the rest of the jet following. The high pressure

at the penetrating tip causes strong outward flow of both jet and target

material.

At the initial time, the jet will have an initial speed, length,

and mass before penetration. As the penetration process begins, the:-

equation of motion governing the jet is

A .(17)

The stresses produced by the jet upon the target material are much

greater than the yield strengths of most materials. The term -Y A is
2

the force exerted upon the jet by the target and gives rise to a decel-

eration of the jet as it penetrates into the target material.

Paralleling the discussion in regard to jet formation, we introduce

the velocity gradient and assume a constant density jet. The equation

of motion, using the velocity relation dv - Odi, becomes

j5/ QYkZ / (18)

7--
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where Z denotes the contracting jet length due to the penetration

process. Inserting the Bernouilli relation, Eq. (6), it is seen that

the length of the penetrating jet satisfies the differential equation

(19)

It has been shown that for jet velocities in excess of 4 mm/psec, a S.. i

hydrodynamic theory is valid so that both the jet and target have fluid

properties. The solution of Eq. (19) shows that the length of the jet

behaves explicitly with time as

- /L (20)

It is seen from the expression, Eq. (20), that it is the pressure at the

tail of the jet that determines its length, although the decelerating

force is applied at the tip (right) end where the jet encounters the

target.

.. .-.%

FIG. 2 Jet Penetration
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A penetration time for a jet may be estimated from the length

expression, Eq. 20. Setting the jet length to zero, an estimation time -.

for total penetration is approximately t - (aP X )/(2Y )

The length of the jet according to the expression, Eq. (20), is

decreasing at the rate

- 2 • (21)

The instantaneous mass of the jet from Eq. (3 is found to be d

- (22)

showing the decrease of mass with time.

The velocity of the center of mass of the jet is formed from

combining Eqs. (7) and (21). It follows that

VL ---.
~ (i~.~l)pkL t) ~(23)-

and therefore, the pressure at the front of the jet will be twice the

pressure at the rear of the jet, Y2
c - 2YlC, so that v = 8 . in the

penetration phase, it is easily shown that the value of must be

determined from Yc/(OP- Xl)/(1/i). During the jet penetra-

tion, the rear of the jet is moving faster than the front as the whole

jet decelerates. . .,

23-14
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The Bernouilli equation applied at the jet-target interface is AN

+ Y (24)

which accounts for the dynamic yield strength of the target. The target

material of density Pt has a penetration rate x given bytt .-.

___ (25)

if the strengths in Eq. (24) are neglected. The penetration velocity

for a decelerating jet, using 2 = V + i/2 becomes -
2J

# - I(26)

ICI

The penetration distance as a function of time is

~k): ~t)t (27)

which upon integration becomes

C....(28)

C3-1
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and satisfies P(0) -0, zero penetration at the initial time. Maximum

penetration of a semi-infinite target follows from the expression,

Eq. (28), when the length of the metal jet is depleted. Therefore,

It seems that the strength of the target is not directly connected

with the penetration distance. However, that is due only to its neglect

by utilizing the approximate expression, Eq. (25). During the penetra-

tion process, the jet is depleted from tip to tail until the primary

penetration process is completed. A residual secondary penetration

process occurs due to the fact that the kinetic energy imparted to the

target by the jet must be dissipated.

The energy conservation in a shaped charge jet penetration process

is of interest. The incident kinetic energy of a penetrating jet is

equal to the sum of the plastic work done plus the remaining kinetic

energy of the jet plus the outgoing kinetic energies of the jet and

target material.

We construct a model to calculate the plastic work done in forming S..

a paraboloidal shaped cavity as shown in Fig. 3. The plastic work i

performed by the internal stresses a ijon an element of volume is

be 4 . -I
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where the strain rate is related to the derivatives of the velocity

components by i

AoJ 2- A- (31I

000

FIG. 3 Hydrodynamic Penetration of Target

The stress tensor a is taken as constant in the form

Cr (32)

A parabolic penetration boundary with azimuthal symmetry may be de-

scribed by the parabola y2 ax, where a is an adjustable parameter.

23-17
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* A. %Setting v- ix + jy along with x - xt, it follows that the strain rate

is given by the divergence of the velocity field as

-- ______ (33)

Writing the volume element as dT - ry2dX , it is possible to express

the plastic work done as

1O" Try- (34)

A hypervelocity copper jet of original length £o 30 cm and area

A - 0.6 cm2 , impacting at 6 mm/Usec on an iron target, delivers a

kinetic energy of approximately 5 M joules. Out of this total amount of

incident kinetic energy, part of it goes into the energy necessary to do

the plastic work, Eq. (34), and the remaining energy is connected with

the kinetic energies of the outgoing target and jet material.

A shaped charge jet with high tip velocity and a much lower tail

speed causes the jet to stretch to a considerable length at the large

standoff distance. The jet length necessary for deep penetration is %

limited by particulation; the jet breaks up into segments. Methods of

delaying the particulation process include studies by hydrocode simula-

tion, with both one- and two-dimensional codes, and empirical formulas. .-

%
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The metallic jet has characteristics of slug formation, varidble

cross-sectional area, breakup and waver. In a true sense, these items

would influence the discussion of further work. The penetration process

is in general a very difficult problem. Calculations usually proceed to

estimate the volume of the cavity produced, and to account for energy

division into strain energy and kinetic energy. Targets of both

finite and semi-infinite width are of interest.

It is recommended by the author that the analysis of a shaped charge

jet be extended to include the following items:

a. Particulation of a jet which is a jet breakup phenomenon.

b. Elaboration of the penetration model presented in this work in

regard to a rigorous treatment of viscous plastic flow. Energy

dissipation of the jet and particulation during the penetration phase

are of special interest.

.'..

:?
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Reactions of Nitryl Chloride with Aromatic Substrates

in Chloroaluminate Melts

by

Charles A. Bump

ABSTRACT

An ionic liquid composed of 0.667 mole fraction

aluminum chloride and 0.333 mole fraction 1-methyl-3-ethyl

imidazolium chloride was employed as the solvent for

electrophilic aromatic nitration using nitryl chloride

(NO 2Cl). Nitrations of toluene, benzene, chlorobenzene,

acetophenone, and nitrobenzene were studied. In addition,

the reaction of nitryl chloride with methylethylimidazolium

chloride and with aluminum chloride was investigated.

Even weakly deactivated aromatic substrates were nitrated

in this study. Only nitrobenzene was not successfully

nitrated. The imidazolium chloride moiety itself reacted

with nitryl chloride to give chloronitromethylimidazoles

on hydrolysis. Aluminum chloride reacted with the nitryl

chloride to give a compound which may be nitronium

tetrachloroaluminate (N02 AlCI 4 7). This compound

successfully nitrated benzene* ,
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I INTRODUCTION

Aluminum chloride / 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium

chloride mixtures are ionic liquids at room temperature

for apparent mole fractions of aluminum chloride from

0.333 to 0.667. Once the liquid is prepared, there is

no longer free aluminum chloride present - rather it is

converted to mixtures of tetrachloroaluminate (AIC147)

and heptachloroaluminate (A12C17 "). The precise amount

of these species present depends on the relative amount of

aluminum chloride added to methylethylimidazolium chloride.

The following reactions describe the relevant reaction

chemistrys

RCI + AlCI -- R AlCl4  (1)
34

R+AlCl4" + AlCl- R+Al2 cl7 - (2)
37

From equations (1) and (2) it is intuitively clear that

a ratio of two moles of aluminum chloride per mole

imidazolium chloride (ie. 0.667 mole fraction aluminum

chloride) results in the aluminum being present almost

exclusively as heptachloroaluminate. In addition to

equations (1) and (2) there is an equilibrium shown below,

2 AlCA " -=P A12CI7  + Cl (3)
2 7 K =~1 ;%eq

Equilibrium (3) is analagous to the dissociation of water.

A wide variety of Lewis acidity is available for these

24-4
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ionic liquids. These ionic liquids, or molten salts,

have been studied as battery electrolytes in on-going

research at the Seiler Lab. There is also an interest in

using the molten salt as a solvent/catalyst for electrophilic

reactions - where the Lewis acidity of the reaction medium %

can be carefully controlled. Friedel-Craits type

electrophilic substitution of aromatic compounds represents

an obvious reaction that may be amenable to the use of ionic

liquids as solvent. AiKylations and acylations have already

been studied in this medium. Nitration reactions are

particularly interesting from the point of view of producing

"high energy compounds" for use as fuels and explosives.

Nitrations of aromatic compounds have been carried out 0

using nitrate salts such as sodium or potassium nitrate

as the nitrating agent. However, the ionic liquid is

consumed by the formation of the nitronium ion rather than

serving as an inert solvent/catalyst.

NO " 0+ AlCl---*NO2  + AlCl - + AlOCl (4)
3 2 7 243

It was hoped that nitryl chloride (NO2Cl) would not

follow that pattern.

0 l + 2 AlCl4- (5)

The purpose of my work was, then, to investigate the

nitration of aromatic compounds using nitryl chloride.

24-5
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If time permitted, nitrosyl chloride (NOel) and acetyl

nitrate (CHI3CO2NO2) were also to be examined as nitrating

agents in the molten salt medium.

My background is in a combination of organic synthesis

and electroanalytical chemistry. I have synthesized the

"Picket Fence Porphyrin" myoglobin model of J. P. Collman

et al. and studied the electron transfer properties of the

metal-free porphin ligand by polarography, cyclic voltammetry,

and controlled potential coulometry. My experience in

both synthetic chemistry and electrochemistry resulted in

my assignment to work on organic reactions in room

temperature molten salts.

II OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The successful nitration of aromatic compounds by the I-

nitrate ion in an ionic liquid of apparent mole fraction

0.667 aluminum chloride added to methylethylimidazolium

chloride had the side effect of consuming the melt as

reagent rather than allowing it to serve as a solvent/

catalyst. Clearly, dinitration (or trinitration) to more

energetic material could not be achieved in a "one pot

reaction" merely by adding more nitrating agent. The

ultimate goal of the nitration research was to produce

trinitrobenzene from benzene by only adding more

nitrating agent to introduce successive nitro groups.

My goal at the outset of the 1987 Summer Faculty
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Research Program (SFRP) was to examine other nitrating agents

that might permit the melt to fill the role of solvent/

catalyst in the production of nitroaromatic compounds.

Specifically, I would look at nitryl chloride, nitrosyl

chloride, and acetyl nitrate as sources of the nitro group.

Further, I was to determine the range of aromatic compounds

that could be successfully nitrated by each system. On

the discovery that nitryl chloride reacted with the melt,

I undertook to determine the nature of that reaction

by combining nitryl chloride with the melt and with its

individual components.

My investigation of nitryl chloride took the entire

research period, so it was planned that I continue my

investigation at Hampton University under the Research

Initiation Program. t

III THE NITRATION OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS USING NITRYL
CHLORIDE IN CHLOROALUMINATE MELTS

Nitryl chloride was generated following the procedure

of Kaplan and Shechter1 . Since it is a gas at room

temperature (B.P. = -160 C), nitryl chloride was collected
0

in a dry ice/acetone bath maintained at -80 Four 50 ml

pear shaped flasks were connected to a cow fraction cutter

to allow simultaneous collection of nitryl chloride in all 
"1

flasks. Approximately 0.5 ml of pale yellow liquid

nitryl chloride was obtained in each flask. The flasks

24-7
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were then fitted with gas inlet tubes, the stopcocks open

to the atmosphere, and the flasks allowed to warm to

ambient temperature. The stopcocks were then closed,

sealing approximately one millimole of nitryl chloride

vapor in the flask. The exact amount was determined by

taring the flasks before the nitryl chloride was
generated. Nitryl chloride was stored overnight in a
freezer at -200 overnight prior to use.

The aluminum chloride/methylethylimidazolium chloride

melt was prepared in an oxygen free, anhydrous glove box

by adding 6.46g of aluminum chloride very slowly to 3-54g

of 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium chloride* The resulting

10.00g of melt had an apparent mole fraction of aluminum 0

chloride of 0.667. A measured amount of melt was added to 9

a glass ampoule and stoppered inside the glove box. The

aromatic compound was introduced to the melt via a one

hundred microliter syringe outside of the glove box just

prior to the start of the reaction.

The flask containing nitryl chloride was cooled in a

dry ice/acetone bath to -800 and a magnetic stirring bar

plus the melt containing the aromatic substrate were added.

The reaction mixture was held at -300 for ten minutes and

then allowed to warm to ambient temperature.

The ratio of aromatic , melt i nitrating agent was

maintained throughout this study as 1 , 1.5 : 1.5

Reactions were quenched with water after three hours

24-8
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and brought to pH 10 by 6N KOH. An internal standard of

bromobenzene or m-xylene was added and the alkaline

solution extracted with ether. The ether was diluted to

5.00 ml and a fifty microliter aliquot of that solution

diluted again to 5.00 ml. In that manner, an ether

solution nearly millimolar in total aromatic concentration

was produced. That solution was injected into a gas

chromatograph for identification and quantification of

reaction products. Product identification was made on the

basis of retention times of authentic compounds and

gc/mass spectra. Quantification was made on the basis of

response factors of authentic compounds with respect to

an internal standard
2 .

Results are summarized on the following page. All

reactions were performed in duplicate. Gas chromatographic

assays represent the average of three determinations.

From the tabulated results, two conclusions are self-evident:

1) that if nitryl chloride was addel to the melt before

benzene was introduced, a reaction between nitryl chloride

and the melt took place which precluded the nitration of

benzene, and 2) that if the aromatic substrate was dissolved

in the melt and then combined with nitryl chloride, only

the most highly deactivated compound, nitrobenzene, failed

to give a nitrated product. For both nitrobenzene and

acetophenone, the nitration of the aromatic substrate must

be in competition with the reaction of nitryl chloride and
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NITRATION OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS WITH NO2Cl

reaction product % yield of product
trial 1 2 avg.

benzene + melt,then NO2C1 benzene 0.0 18.1 9.1
dichloro 11.5 10.8 11.2
benzene

nitro 44.2 44.9 44.6
benzene

NO2C1 + melt,then benzene benzene 62.5 51.7 57.1
chloro 0.0 28.7 14.4
benzene

nitro 0.0 0.0 0.0
benzene

toluene + melt,then No Cl toluene 7.7 15.6 11.72 o-chloro * 19.5 19.5

toluene
o-nitro 17.1 11.9 14.5

toluene
p-nitro 17.6 12.2 14.9

toluene
total o,p 34.7 24.1 29.2
nitro
toluenes

o/p ratio .97 98 98 "4

chloro + melt,then N02C1 chloro 31.4 00-0 15.7
benzene benzene

dichloro 6.6 14.0 10.3
benzene

chloro 45.3 35.5 40.4
nitro
benzene

acetpheone+ met~ten-aceto 6. 656.
NO2CI phenone

m-nitro 4.2 6.5 5.4 A

aceto
phenone

nitro + melt,then NO2C1 nitro 82.7 46.2 64-.5 e
benzene benzene

m-dinitro 0.0 0.0 0.0
benzene

, .V
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the melt. In the case of nitrobenzene, the reaction with

the melt is apparently the more favored one, while for

acetophenone the deactivated aromatic can win that

competition at least part of the time. The nitration of

acetophenone, albeit in poor yield, is especially

significant since heretofore nitryl chloride has not been

successful in nitrating that compound in the more

traditional organic solvents3 .

The o/p ratio of the nitrotoluene isomers formed

during the nitration of toluene is appreciably lower than

that usually associated with nitration in mixed nitric and

sulfuric acid 4  That clearly suggests that the free
nitronium ion (No2 t) is NOT the active nitrating species

in the molten salt system. In reactions with nitryl chloride

and titanium tetrachloride or aluminum trichloride in more

traditional organic solvents, Olah proposed that the

active nitrating agent is a complex between the nitryl

chloride and the Lewis acid5 . In the present study,

the nearly even distribution of o and p nitrotoluenes

suggests that the active nitrating agent is sterically

hindered against attack at the o position - a suggestion

which is not inconsistent with Olah's complex.

2

-
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IV THE REACTION OF NITRYL CHLORIDE WITH 1 -METHYL-3-
ETHYLIMIDAZOLIUM CHLORIDE

The failure of benzene to nitrate on combination

with the melt and nitryl chloride that had stirred alone

for three hours gave preliminary evidence that a reaction

between them must be consuming the nitryl chloride.

A larger than usual amount of the melt and nitryl

chloride was allowed to react for three hours before quenching

the reaction with water and bringing the pH to 10 with 6N

KOH. Addition of concentrated HC to pH 7 resulted in the

formation of the gelatinous Al(OH)3 which was removed by

filtration through a sintered glass fritted funnel.

Evaporation of the filtrate to dryness produced a yellow

oil and white crystals presumed to be KC1. Acetonitrile

was used to selectively dissolve the yellow oil and leave

behind the KC1. The acetonitrile solution was then dried

over anhydrous magnesium sulfate and the solvent removed

on a rotory evaporator.

The resulting yellow oil had an infrared spectrum

similar to that of 5-chloro-l-methyl-4-nitroimidazole in

the Sadtler Library of Infrared Spectra. Subsequent go/mass ,,

spec analysis of another sample of the reaction product

indicated the presence of both 5-chloro-l-methyl-4-nitro

imidazole and its isomer 4-chloro-l-methyl-5-nitroimidazole.

This reaction may be formulated schematically as:

24-12
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1. N02Cl, .667 melt

oil C.11 _AP 2. KOHC

Le 113 A

This reaction is analagous to the one observed between

6the melt and elemental chlorine . The parallel with

chlorine extends to the addition reaction of these compounds.

Nitryl chloride adds to cyclohexene to give 1-chloro-2-

nitrocyclohexane .

It is also interesting to note that in the present

study, the ethyl groups of the imidazolium chloride are

lost preferentially by the action of KOH.

A reaction takes place with methylethylimidazolium

chloride alone and nitryl chloride even at -800. The

reaction mixture initially turns red with the evolution of

heat. On standing, it becomes yellow and ultimately turns

colorless. The product of that reaction has not been analyzed

but it is presumed to follow the pattern established by

the reaction of nitryl chloride with the whole melt.

V REACTION OF NITRYL CHLORIDE WITH ALUMINUM CHLORIDE Ne

In order to completely test the aluminum chloride/

methylethylimidazolium chloride melt for reaction with

24-13



nitryl chloride, the reaction of aluminum chloride

with nitryl chloride was also studied. Literature

precedent for a reaction was not encouraging. Only

sulfur trioxide gave a Lewis acid-Lewis base reaction

with nitryl chloride. All other Lewis acids suffered

oxidation-reduction reactions or no reaction at all

was observed
8 .

S

In our hands, solid aluminum chloride showed little

evidence of reaction with nitryl chloride at -800. When

the reaction mixture was allowed to warm to ambient

temperature overnight, the white aluminum chloride turned

yellow. Aluminum-27 nmr measurements in acetonitrile and

in nitromethane established the presence of tetrachloro

aluminate and aluminum chloride by their respective

chemical shifts relative to AI(H20) 3 . From the area

under the peaks, 80% of the aluminum present was AlC14 "

and the remaining 20% AlCl Vacuum sublimation of a
3

sample of this yellow powder resulted in a yellowish

white solid with a loss of 20% of its starting mass. Thus

the 80/20 distribution of tetrachloroaluminate and

aluminum chloride has been obtained by two independent

means.

The identity of the cation for the tetrachloroaluminate

was probed by UV-visible spectroscopy. The nitronium ion .,>."

spectrum was generated by mixing fuming nitric and sulfuric

acids and also by using commercially available

24-14



nitronium tetrafluoroborate. (NO2eBF 4'. The spectrum

of the yellowish-white powder in acetonitrile and in

tetramethylene sulfone was similar to, but not identical

with that of the nitronium ion. Presumably the nitronium
A

ion is contaminated with another species - perhaps NO+ *

The unpurified yellow powder was allowed to react

with both benzene and with nitrobenzene on a qualitative

basis. Benzene was converted to nitrobenzene and a very

small amount of nitrobenzene was changed to dinitrobenzene.

VI CONCLUSIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS

A The usefulness of nitryl chloride as a nitrating

agent in aluminum chloride/methylethylimidazolium

chloride melts is diminished by the reaction of

nitryl chloride with the imidazolium chloride

moiety.

B The product of the reaction between nitryl chloride

and aluminum chloride has the capability of being

an effective nitrating agent - especially if it

is NO 2AlCl 4* Then, the addition of a stoichiometric

amount of aluminum chloride would re-establish

heptachloroaluminate as the exclusive anion in the

reaction mixture. Both the identity and the reactivity * .

of this compound should be further examined.

C A competitive nitration between toluene and benzene '

with nitryl chloride in the melt was attempted. In

24-15 0
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order for the analysis of such data to be useful,

the products must be limited to nitration or

chlorination. In our hands, 45 minutes was

sufficient time for both nitration and chlorination

of the same molecule, thereby making the mathematical

evaluation of the relative rates of nitration

prohibitively difficult. Since nitrobenzene,

chlorobenzene, nitrotoluene, and chlorotoluene

as well as the unreacted aromatics are all reducible,

it would be desirable to monitor their concentrations

electrochemically in situ for the competitive

nitration reaction.

D The ten week period expired before the nitrating

capability of nitrosyl chloride and of acetyl'nitrate

could be explored. The suitability of these

compounds as nitrating agents should be investigated.

E The results obtained here represent duplicate

experiments. They need to be repeated to provide

data suitable for publication in refereed journals,

F The ratio of aromatic substrate : melt a nitrating

agent has been kept at 1 a 1.5 3 1.5 No effort

has been made to determine if this is an optimum

ratio. In fact, acetophenone forms a complex with

aluminum chloride that effectively lowers the

Lewis acidity of the melt and hence its reactivity.

With more of the ionic liquid present, such a
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reaction would have a smaller effect on the Lewis

acidity of the melt and its reactivity.

-C
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CHEMISTRY FOR THE SPACE PROGRAM

by

Allan R. Burkett

ABSTRACT

This report consists of a review of what has been done in four broadly

defined areas of the space program as well as some speculation on likely

productive lines of work for future researchers. The areas reviewed are:

(1) Interaction of Atmospheric Free Radicals with the Space Station, (2)

Hiding a Craft from IR Detectors, (3) Solar Energy Trapping, and (4) -..

Regeneration of Necessities. The most promising lines of research are in

the use of metallopolymers for energy trapping and electrode coatings,

and in the use of transition metal complexes in reduction of carbon

dioxide.
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CHEMISTRY FOR THE SPACE PROGRAM

I. INTRODUCTION

The Astronautics Laboratory at Edwards Air Force Base formally came

into existence in March, 1987. Previously it was designated the Rocket

Propulsion Laboratory. The change in name reflects a broadened research

interests into all areas of astronautics. The particular division to

which I have been assigned (AFAL/CX) is the applied research and energy

storage component of the laboratory.

My research interests have been in the area of inorganic photochem-

istry, with emphasis on transition metal chemistry and chemistry of M-M

bonded systems. This compliments the research group I am working with,

as the group contains a physical organic chemist, an organic chemist, a
spectroscopist, and a theoretician.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The Federal Government and its agencies are planning to build a

manned space station in the next 20 years or so. 1,2  There is consider- 6

able basic chemical research to be done prior to this undertaking that S

can improve both living conditions and survivability of the astronauts

manning such a craft. The primary objective of my effort is to identify

specific research projects for future investigators.

Some areas initially identified as having potential for fruitful

investigation were: degradation of construction materials by exoatmos- .N

pheric free radicals, recycling of carbon dioxide and regeneration of
.% V o

necessities such 0 and H20, trapping solar energy chemically and storing

it chemically for reuse, and hiding a craft from infrared detection. The

overall aims of the project are to compile what has been done in these
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areas and to lay the foundation for fundamental research. ..- -

III. Interaction of Atmospheric Free Radicals with the Space Station

One aspect of damage to a space craft in relatively close earth

orbit is the chemical action of free radicals on exposed surfaces for

long periods of time. The 20-30 year expected life of a space station

provides more than enough time for exoatmospheric free radicals to damage

the craft. .,

Table I
CONCENTRATION OF GASES AT 500 Km

Cmpd Atoms/m 3  Moles/m 3

N2 2 Ell 3 E-13

02 4 E09 7 E-15

0 2 E13 3 E-11

H 8 EIO 1 E-13

He 3 E12 5 E-12

(a) United States Standard Atmosphere, NASA, Washington, D.C.

Oct 1978 at 500 Km

Only oxygen atoms have significant exoatmospheric concentration at .-

the expected altitude of 300-500 Km (Table I). Flux densities for atomic

3 17 19-1 1oxygen have been estimated at 10 - 10 atoms m sec - This

-7
implies 2 x 10 moles of external material impacted every second or

about 5 moles per year on exposed surfaces. This is not a major concern

for the main structure of the space station because reaction rates are --

smaller than the collision frequency.

Results from experiments 4- done on the fifth and eighth shuttle

flights have shown that actual thickness loss is material dependent.

Materials containing carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, or nitrogen have relatively

high reaction rates. Various perfluorinated and silicone polymers are

less reactive by a factor of approximately 50. Metals, with the excep-
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tion of sij ler 1W aniltbe rm
.

tion of silver and osmium, are relatively stable from a macroscopic
3V

viewpoint. 
3

Projections from the main station, particularly solar power systems,

will require protection from exoatmospheric oxygen. Two types of solar

power systems have been given priority. 7  The first is a solar dynamic

system which collects solar radiation in concentrators, and this energy "i

is subsequently used to drive heat engines that generate electrical

power. The second is a solar voltaic system which directly converts S

solar energy to electrical power.

The solar dynamic system has reflector and absorber surfaces. The

performance of these surfaces is extremely sensitive to changes in their
, /1

optics, and degradation of optical surfaces by atomic oxygen over the

lifetime of a space station can be expected. Reflectors coated with

silver are particularly susceptible to attack. They must be overcoated

7
with a material (magnesium fluoride is currently used ) thick enough to

prevent diffusion of atomic oxygen and protect the silver. Solar voltaic

systems extensively use thin films as solar cell supports and in addition

use silver or copper foil to connect the solar cells to the electrical

network.
8

It appears that the extensive use of silver metal and thin films in

solar power systems make them particularly vulnerable to attack by atomic

oxygen. The development of surface protective coatings for these systems

appears to be the most efficient way to solve the problem.

IV. Hiding a Craft from IR Detectors

One particular point about space satellites is that they are rela- k

tively easy to detect in the IR region of the electromagnetic spectrum, %

particularly when detection devices are located in other satellites.
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From a military viewpoint, it is useful to be able to 'hide' from Il

detection. Two concepts that can achieve this are: (1) Cooling the sur-

face of the craft by pumping the surface heat into a heat sink, then

radiating the energy into space at a slow rate, or radiate away from

detection devices, or both. (2) Surrounding the craft in an IR absorb-

ing envelope.

The difficulty in drawing heat from the surface of the craft to

some central location, then cooling the *hot spot", is the amount of

material required to perform the task. Assume 500 g of ice is heated from

-250 C (23 K) 500 °C (773 K)
Table TI(b)

Physical Constants for Water

Temp Specific Heat Phase Enthalpies
deg C cal/g/deg cal/g

-250 to -180 .148
-188 to -78 .285 H 20(s) Heat of fusion 79.9
-78 to -18 .463
-11 to - 2 .490 H 0(1) Heat of vap 540
100 to 500(c) .5 2

(b) Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 49th Edition, The
Chemical Rubber Company, Cleveland Ohio

(c) A composite value for a temperature range from 100 -

5000C and pressures from I to 12 atmospheres.

Table III 0
Heat absorbed on heating water from -250 - 500 C

Temperature Range (CO) Specific heat or enthalpy (cal )
or phase transition

-250 -- 188 .144 x 62 deg x 500 g 4256 cal
-188 - -78 .285 x 110 deg x 500 g 15675 cal
-78 - -18 .436 x 60 deg x 500 g 13890 cal
-18 - 0 .490 x 18 deg x 500 g 4410 cal
00(s) - 00(1) 79.7 x 500 g - 39850 cal
0 - 100 1.00 x 100 deg x 500 g 50000 cal
100(1) - 100(g) 540 x 500 g = 270000 cal
100(g) - 500(g) .5 x 400 deg x 500 g = 100000 Cal
Total ............................................ 500000 cal

Using the data in Table II we find that only 500 Kcal of energy will be

absorbed by the ice/water/steam under these conditions (Table III).
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This absorbs too little energy to be practical. Using other materials,

e.g. ethylene glycol, will not materially improve the performance because

the amount of heat absorbed per unit mass will always be impractically

low.

Another idea along similar lines is to use a reversible, entropy

driven reaction to remove heat from the surface of a craft. Spontaneous,

endothermic reactions must evolve gases or convert starting materials

into liquid solutions to absorb enough heat to be useful. Reactions of

this type would not be readily reversible and could be used only once.

Furthermore, from the calculation above, it is clear that circa 5OOg of

chemicals cannot absorb enough energy from a craft weighing two or three

tons to have any reasonable chance of successfully cooling the surface.

However, a chemical system is possible if it is deemed desirable to

hide a craft temporarily from IR detectors. For the purpose of this

discussion, it is assumed that a orbiting satellite is a cube 10 m to a

side and behaves as a blackbody radiator at about 300 K. The essential

properties of such an emitter 9 are that the spectral radiant exitance is

between 2-8 um and that the energy output is between 1 x 10- 3 and

BxO-13 - 2 -1I
8 x 10 - j . sec

A mixture of water, carbon dioxide, (waste products from the space

station) and methanol almost completely blanket this spectral range. The

extinction coefficients at the various wavelengths are given in Table IV.

To achieve an optical density of 3.0 (.1 %T), it is necessary to

have about 15 moles of each material between the craft and the detector.

(From Beer's Law, bc = 3/extinction coefficient, or bc = 15 assuming the %1

extinction coefficient a 20 M-I cm 1 Declare an arbitrary volume of

10 m2 by 1 cm = 100 L; 100 L x .15 M = 15 mole. The 15 mole of substance

does not, of course have to be confined to the 1 cm path length, but can
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occupy any distance between the craft and the detector.) This is essentially

pound quantities of each substance. -

The delivery system can be fairly simple. The condensed phases Op

of water, carbon dioxide, and methanol can be stored in a box. The box P

contains a lid that can be uncovered with automatic control devices.

When used, the box will be positioned between the satellite and the

detector. When the lid is opened, exposing a *side' containing many

pinholes, the condensed phases of the *smoke screen* will evaporate. The

gaseous molecules will escape through the pinholes with a translational

vector pointed in the direction of the detector.

Table IV
IR Extinction Coefficients for H20, CO2 , and CH OH32. ,

Compound Wavelength (un) extinction Source

micrometer coeff cieot ,
(M cm

CO2  2.6 29 Sadtler Spectrum
2.8 21 No. 4186P (gas) %

4.2 87
4.7 is

CH OH .3.8 25 Sadtler Spectrum
.9.5-10 34 No. 41665P (gas)

H0 .5-7 5 Provided by L. Dee
2 at AFAL/CXn a Nicole

S5X at 4 cm resolution S

V. Solar Energy Trapping .

Most of the energy in solar radiation is confined to the visible V,%

and low energy UV portion of the spectrum. 9,10 Systems which absorb 0

strongly in this range can be particularly useful for solar energy conversion. %

The primary goal of chemists and engineers interested in solar

energy conversion to date has been in the area of solar cells, and the

need for ever more efficient solar cells will remain well into the next
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century. It is, however, useful to look at other methods of trapping the

energy. Recent studies have shown the practicality of using solar energy

to generate chlorine free radicals in thermally excited states. The

energy return from recombination to C12 can be as high as 15% greater

than the bond energy. The feasibility study demonstrated that the energy

of bond formation plus the extra thermal energy can be usefully recovered

to perform such functions as heat fuel for attitude jets.

Bis-pi-cyclopentadienyltricarbonylmolybdenum undergoes photochemical

cleavage of the Mo-Mo bond in the visible portion of the electromagnetic

wectrum to form n -C H Mo(CO) radicals. 12 ,13  Other M-M bonded systems
5 5 3

have absorption bands in the visible region of the spectrum, and radical

formation upon irradiation is typical behavior. 14

Compounds like these have not been considered in the past for

trapping and storing chemical energy, and the field is wide open for

research. Several concepts in the area of metallopolymers are possible. .

15-29Metallopolymers are relatively new types of compounds. These

compounds exhibit a variety of interesting properties including: (1)

Rectifying properties when bound to an electrode 16 17
, (2) Transient

storage of photochemically produced oxidative and reductive equi- ?

27,29 20,22,24,valents, (3) Uses in photoelectrodes , and (4) Photosensiti-

zation of semiconductors. 
2 0

These advances lead to the idea of placing a M-M bonded system on or

in a polymer system (See Figure 1). When such a system absorbs energy

corresponding to the M-M bond, it will be possible to cleave this bond to

form to radicals. Previous work using specific polydentate ligands

indicates that by carefully selecting the other liganda bonded to the

metal, it should be possible to hold the two metal radical fragments away

30.31
from each other and prevent recombination conformationally.' Recom-
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bination at the desired time can then be effected either catalytically or%

thermally depending upon the relative thermodynamic and kinetic factors.

\ 'set

polymer

Figure 1

A M-M bonded system linked to a polymer chain.

Another possibility is to use a M-M bond to cross link a polymer

chain (Figure Ha). Entropy effects will tend to straighten out the

chain upon cleavage of the M-M bond, preventing recombination by

increasing the distance between metal atoms (Figure IIb). This type of

system can also be useful if the M-M bond disproportionates into M and

M fragments.

Figure II a Figure II b

VI. Regeneration of Necessities

A major problem in a closed system such as a space state is resupply

of oxygen, water, food, etc. The more necessities that can be manufac-

tured on board, the better. The major starting material for on board

manufacture is CO . Each individual exhales 400 L - 800 L (18 - 36
2*

mole) of carbon dioxide each day which must be removed from the breathing

air. Solid amine resins have shown the ability to absorb CO2 at ambient

temperatures and desorb CO2 upon heating.3 2 This provides a convenient

collection method.
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What follows is a brief overview of various attempts by NASA to%

reduce carbon dioxide, either as the gas or the carbonate. Products of

these processes are water (which can be electrolyzed to yield oxygen),

carbon (which can be converted to activated charcoal for removing trace

impurities from ambient air), methane (which can be further reduced or

used as a fuel), or carbon monoxide (which can be used to make methanol,

a fuel, or further reduced).

A promising reducing system is the Sabtier Process.

Metal
CO + 4H------- )CH + 2 H0()

2 2 ~420 K 4 2

At a H :CO0 molar ratio of 4:1, Jackson 33has shown that thermodynamic

considerations imply a minimum operation temperature of 150 C.

Eff icient conversion at these temperatures requires proper choice of

catalyst. The transition metals Ru, Rh. or Ir are the most effective for

reduction. A 0.5% Ru on alumina mixture was the best of these. 34 The

35H 2 CO 2molar ratio that gives optimum conversion is 4.35:1. Hydroge-

nation catalysts are poisoned by halogen and sulfur containing com-

33 , 5-pounds. Activated charcoal can be used to purify the CO2 as activated

36charcoal is a poor CO 2absorber .

Methane from this reaction can be further reduced,

CH--------->C +2 H (2)
4 1200 K 2

to give carbon and hydrogen. The hydrogen can then be recycled in reac-

tion (1) and the carbon used to make activated charcoal. This particular

reaction (2) is not well understood. The mechanism is unknown, although

37 %J
a free radical mechanism seems likely, and no good catalyst hag been

found to lower the conversion temperature, although many have been '.

tried. 38'
39
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A similar reduction method is the Bosch reaction

Fe
CO 2+ 2H-2------- ) C + 2 HO2 (3)1200K 2

which occurs at a higher temperatures (800 - 1000 C° ) than the Sabtier

reaction. At the high temperature end a 98% conversion occurs, but side

reactions forming methane (C + 2 H2 --- ) CH4 ) and carbon monoxide (C +

CO --- 2 CO) pose a problem, although these can be recycled. Diff- 12•

iculties have also arisen with carbon build-up on the nickel steel wool

catalyst.
40

There is a definite need to look for a more efficient catalyst 4 1'4 2

for reaction (3). The difficulty with carbon build up on the catalytic

surface needs to be solved, perhaps by providing a more attractive r

surface for the condensation of gaseous carbon atoms.

An electrochemical process has been tried that converts carbon

dioxide in the form of a carbonate salt directly to oxygen.

Li2CO3 ---> Li20 + C + 02 (4)

Li20 + CO2 ---> Li2CO and recycle (5)

The c.rbon is deposited on the cathode and the oxygen is collected at the

43 "
anode.4 .

The difficulty lies primarily in the fact that high the temperatures

necessary for electrolysis lead to corrosion of heat resistant materials

used in cell construction.

In addition to the efforts by NASA, a relatively large amount of

research has been done on the electrochemical, photochemical, and photo-

assisted electrochemical reduction of water, carbon dioxide, and

carbonates in both aqueous and organic media. Part of this effort is

summarized in references 44-59 and in the references contained therein.
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This chemistry involves complexes of ruthenium,
44 ' 46 '5 0 '5 1 titanium,49

52-58 54,58%nickel, 5 -  and cobalt as catalytic agents to effect reduction.

Photoefficiency for the photo-assisted reactions is often quite poor, N,

although some systems44 '6 0 have superior photoefficiencies with quantum .

yields ) 0.85.

Pure electrochemical methods have considerably more promise as a

pathway to CO reduction. Although an attractive approach,2

electrochemical techniques usually require large negative overvoltages for

the reaction:

CO2 + 2 e + 2 H + --- ) CO + H2 0 (6)

The standard potential for reaction (6) is -0.1 V and is - 0.52 V at

ph 7. Experimental results in dimethylformamide and in acetonitrile

(both vs a standard calomel electrode) are -2.21 V and -2.10 V

respectively.

The use of transition metals as catalytic agents can significently .

50,59 50lower the required overvaltage. Meyer has shown that potentials

as low as -1.2 V can be achieved when "electron resevoir" ligands such

as polypyridyl provide the initial reduction site.

It is clear that transition metal complexa acting as electro- ,

catalysts in homogeneous solution is a promising line of research. The

results thus far obtained show that: (A) the problem of CO 2 reduction in

homogeneous solution using soluble transition metal catalysts is more

reasonable than once thought and accessible to a reasonable number of .

reducing agents, and (B) reduction to CO or HCOO is possible depending

on the reducing system..
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BAYESIAN TESTABILITY DEMONSTRATION

by

Ronald V. Canfield

ABS TRACT

The purpose of this work is to explore the use of Bayesian

methods in testability demonstration. The primary focus is on prior

information. The role and sources of prior information are %e%

discussed. A general method of quantifying prior information is

developed based on the intuitive concepts of location and equivalent

sample size. Two testability demonstration plans are derived. The

first uses standard Bayesian risk concepts. This method requires

extensive tables or graphs. The second plan introduces an

alternative by controlling the maximum risk similar to the classical

non Bayesian tests. Imlementation of this method is much simpler

than the standard test. Similarity of the new test to the non

Bayesian fixed sample test suggests that a simple Bayesian sequential

test is possible.
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I. INTRODUCTION: Technological advances considerably enhance the
ability of systems to perform complex and previously impossible tasks.

Accompanying this enhancement is tremendous growth in system

complexity. The necessity for efficient maintenance and testing for

such systems has motivated introduction of automated diagnostic

equipment such as Built-In-Test (BIT). Specifications for system '

performance now include testability requirements. Present testability

demonstration tests designed for different applications are

impractical from both time and economic aspects. It is necessary to

find more efficient and cost effective means of demonstrating

testability. Bayesian methods offer the potential of improving

efficiency of demonstration tests by incorporating information which

is independent of test samples into the decision process. This

problem is of particular interest to the author because of previous

research experience in quantification of prior information for

Bayesian analysis. %

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: The purpose of this work is

to explore the use of Bayesian methods in testability demonstration.

The primary focus is on prior information. The sources of prior

information are to be identified and a general method quantifying the

information into a prior density function is to be developed. In

order to anticipate possible problems which may be encountered in ,....

carring out a Bayesian demonstration, a plan will be derived. In the

process of this derivation it was learned that the test would involve

the use of extensive tables which will require numerical solutions of

equations. Therefore a new objective was defined to derive an e

alternative test based on the concept of control of maximum risk

rather than average risk as used by existing Bayesian tests.

III. GENERAL BACKGROUND: There are may possible measures of

testability such as fraction of faults detected (FFD), false alarm

rate (FAR), can not duplicate rate (CND), percent fault coverage

(PFC), and fraction of faults isolatable (FFI) [1]. The variable
fraction of faults isolatable is used in this report. However this

work is applicable to any measure for which detection can be measured

as a Bernoulli random variable, e.g., X - 0 or 1 indicating for

example no isolation and isolation respectively of a known fault. I
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Notation. The following notation is used throughout this paper.

n sample size

Y the number of faults isolated in a test sequence

the true FFI of the BIT design

h() prior density function of n '""

g(y 1T) conditional density function of Y given iT

ITO specified fault coverage

1iT lowest fault coverage acceptable to the consumer

H0: iT Z 1T0  the statistical hypothesis to be tested e

Ii Fisher's information in single random fault

observation or E ((3g(yjlT)/@-r) 2 ) where the sample
it

size for y is 1

E expected value of (.) with respect to the random

variable

(y,) r(-y)F(X)/f(y + X) (the beta function)

Assumptions. Given a system composed of N component parts, if a ,e

failure occurs it is assumed that there are N possible causes of that

failure. The number of potential faults (N) in the system Is assumed

to be very large. The number simulated or observed in a test is

assumed to be a small fraction of the total number (N) in the system.

It is further assumed that simulated or observed faults represent a

random sample of the population of potential faults. Under these r

assumptions the isolation of a fault is a Bernoulli random variable so

that the number of faults isolatable (Y) is a binomial random .. S

variable. Since Y is a sufficient statistic for i, it will be used in

the test developed in this report. .

II. THE PRIOR DISTRIBUTION. The prior distribution serves to

transfer information which is not contained in the sample into the . ,

decision process. This distribution represents a quantification of

the prior information. Sources and use of prior information are .

discussed in this section. Because it is not possible to avoid the

use of judgement in determining the prior, an intuitive basis for

prior information is developed to aid in choosing the prior. An

intuitive basis will make the process of quantification more

repeatable.

Sources of Prior Information. Information concerning the
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testability of a given BIT design can come from a variety of sources

external to the test sample results. This information can be divided

into two categories, (a) Information specific to the system to be

tested, e.g., design procedures followed, tools used, preliminary test%

results on system components and, (b) information obtained from

similar systems, e.g., previous demonstration test results, field 1

performance. Category b represents "experience."

Consider the information in category a. The primary source of

this information is the BIT design and ad hoc testability tasks

undertaken during the design and production process. BIT coverage is

designed Into a system. This design coverage represents a predicted

FF1. Additional considerations for prediction of testability

attributes has been studied and reported by the ARING Research

Corporation [2]. Predictions are not perfect as experience has shown 0
that performance rarely achieves the level predicted. However the

predictions represent prior information which may be modified as 2

experience dictates. In addition to design information there may be
tests performed on major components of the BIT circuitry or on a

system prototype. Ideally these may represent tests on the system

Itself. However it should be expected that when such components are .1

integrated into a system, some ambiguities or unanticipated

performance may occur. Although this test information could be used

to modify a predicted value, it seems in general that there is not

enough information from such sources to justify its usage for

testability measurement. This kind of information can be used however

to characterize quality or content of diagnostic information at the

component level. Definition of quality or content of diagnostic

Information Is given later.

Consider now information in category b, i.e., experience with

similar BIT systems. To reduce reliance on purely subjective factors

In the use of this information it is important to have documented

information. Documented prior experience serves as a common N..

denominator among persons who may become involved in the test process. S.

For each syst-em documented the information should include as a minimum

(i) design information ,e.g., type of BIT

(1i) fault coverage predicted from design Information and

%
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the method of prediction/assessment%

(iii) demonstration test results

(iv) field performance data for the system

This kind of documentation will result in a data bank which can

be used to modify a coverage value predicted by design information and

to characterize information content. BIT designs have been used

effectively by manufacturers to reduce the cost of testing chips. I

Documentation similar to the type suggested above has been carried out

to aid engineers in the design of VLSI chips [3]. Albert, et. al.

[41 has studied a great many BIT designs which have military -
application. The study focused on the development of methodologies to

verify that designs meet specified requirements. Design performance

was not part of the study. It does however suggest that such

information could be assembled into a useable form for Bayesian

analysis. The observation was made in [4] that standardization of

methodologies is at least as necessary as finding better techniques.

Standardization can be even more important to the effectiveness of

Bayesian analysis. Bayesian methods depend on prior information. A

data bank as described previously will provide much more Information

per BIT system if fewer systems are used.

An Intuitive Basis for Prior Information. Bayesian methods

require a prior distribution of the population parameters. In this

particular application it is FF1. To quantify prior information is to

select a statistical distribution which represents what is known (or

not known) about the parameter. The results should be repeatable;

that is, similar results should be obtained if a different group does

the quantifying. This can be difficult if the concepts which link

Information to an analytical form are not intuitive. This is

especially important In the present application because much of the

information concerning BIT design may be held by individuals who are

not necessarily familiar with statistical distributions.

In mast applications a two parameter prior distribution is

sufficiently flexible to represent prior information. This indicates

that the intuitive basis for prior information must involve two

concepts. The concepts su~gested here are "location" and "equivalent

sample size."
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Definition of location. Since BIT coverage is designed there is J

a design goal and a method of predicting or assessing the coverage.

This goal represents location information. The most used measure of

location is the mean value. Its use is likely motivated more from

mathematical convenience (e.g., normal distribution theory) than

intuitive appeal. In this application mathematical convenience has

little impact so that additional measures can be considered. For most

individuals the "most likely value" seems to a more natural measure of

location. This measure translates to modal value (M) in a statistical

distribution.
S

Definition of equivalent sample size (ESS). Information content

of a random sample with known density function is given by Fisher's

information measure. The symbol 11 is used in this report to

represent Fisher's information in a sample of size I from the

Bernoulli population. The information content in the prior has been

defined [5] in a manner similar to Fisher's information. Let V ,

aln(h()/rr. Prior information is defined E(V ). It is the average

2%squared slope of the prior density. Thus V can be interpreted as the

information in h(T) at 7. Dividing V2 by Fisher's information at 7 in

a single random sample gives the equivalent sample size of h(7) at .'e

ESS is defined as

ESS = E (V2 /11 ) (N)

For a single Bernoulli sample 11 (lT(I - 7)) so that (1) becomes .

ESS - E (V 2 (I - IT)). (2) S
T

If prior information from different sources have the same mode the

information is consistent. Under this condition the ESS for the

combined prior information is the sum of the ESS from each source.

Choice of Prior Distribution. Prior information as formulated

previously and the basis for information developed are used in this

section to determine a prior distribution. There are many unique

situations which can dictate different approaches to choosing the S

prior distribution. The approach taken here serves as an example -. '
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which can be adapted to many different situations.

Choosing a prior is simplified if a parametric family of priors

can be found which has sufficient flexibility to represent all

possible realizations of prior experience. From the standpoint of

mathematical compatibility with the likelihood function the conjugate

prior is a natural choice. For the binomial likelihood function this

is the beta family of distributions with density

h ( r ) = T -( I - T ) - I , X ) ' Y > ( 3 )

This family seems to have the desired flexibility for representation S

of information. The mode of the beta is given by

M y 1)/( y +X 2) (4)I

and the variance is

2 = YX/((y+ )2 (+ - )) (5)

Fisher's information for a single Bernoulli sample is

T(r I - T)) ( 6 )

Using (2) and (6) it follows that

ESS = v + X - 2 (7)

It is informative to consider (7) with " y X 1 1. Given these

values h(T) is a uniform density function. In the sense that the

posterior density is the same as the likelihood function, this prior

is noninformative. Note that ESS - 0, which is logically consistent.

Choosing the parameters of the beta prior. The principles used

to determine parameter values from prior information are illustrated

in an example in this section. Suppose the following prior
J^ .** ft

information is available

Category (a) *

(1) predicted FF1 0.90 (from design)
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(2) a total of 30 prior tests performed at the component

level on several components of the system with all

faults isolatedNI

(3) 2 prior generated faults isolated on a system

prototype

Category (b) d

(1) the data in table I represents information extracted

from a fictitious testability data bank. Data on

systems with similar BIT design and use environment

is given.

Table 1. Prior Testability Data.

System Predicted FFI Demonstrated FFI Field FF1
1 0.70 0.60 0.57
2 0.85 0.73 0.65
3 0.75 0.70 0.60.
4 0.90 0.80 0.75
5 0.95 0.81 0.69
6 0.65 0.62 0.51

The starting point for setting M is the design value 0.90. The

additional Information in category a lends credibility to thisS

prediction. Information content of prior data is measured in terms of

ESS. The two samples on a prototype represent real system tests and

so the ESS contribution is taken to be 2. Additional information from-

category a includes 30 prior tests of a few isolated components of the

system at the component level of BIT circuitry. If these observations%

where made at the system level they could represent 30 bonafide
e. JIN.-

samples of the system BIT. However it can be expected thate

incorporation into the system may impair the BIT circuitry at the

component level. Therefore it is decided to assume ESS - 10 from this

information. To summarize category a information, M - 0.90 and total

ESS -12.

The information from category b will now be used to modify M and

ESS. A plot of column 3 table I (Y axis) against predicted FF1 in

column 2 table I (X axis) is shown in figure 1. A regression of X on

Y yields the model Y - 0.14 + 0.7X. From this equation prior %

experience suggests that systems with design FF1 0.90 has demonstrated

FF1 approximately 0.78. In light of the prior tests in category a,
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the decision is made to use M = 0.80.

0'

oP

Predicted FF1 ". .

Figure 1. Plot of demonstrated FF1 vs. predicted FFI.

If an assumption of homogeneous variance for the regression model i[?.

is reasonable, it is possible to extract additional information from '. . ..

category b. For least squares regression coefficients the estimated "

variance of a prediction at X = Xc is ..
Sv=--- (1 + 1/n + (X o- X) 2 / Z (Xi - X)2 )S2_

. v\

whe re /2' .

se = (Y.- Y.)2l(n - 2) a -

For the data in table 1 using 3 - 0.90, S o 0.03965 Equations (4) .ii p

and (5) are used to determine the Y and X for a beta prior with M = . '

%r

0.80 and C, O .03965. The resulting solutions are y = 8 and N, 2. " •.,-

It follows from (7) that ESS = 8 for this information. It is ..

%

concluded from all of the prior data that the basis for determining . -

the parameters of the prior density is . --

M = 0.80 (8) ""

and"

ESS = 2 + 10 + 8 - 20. (9) -. b.-

It follows from (4) and (7) that Y = 1.7 and N *= 5..$

III. BAYESIAN TESTABILITY DEMONSTRATION: Two Bayesian tests are " €
outlined in this section based upon FF as a measure of testability..

The number of faults isolated In a random sample (Y) is the assumeddata. A beta prFor is used with parameter values computed from the estimated
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prior information given in (8) and (9). The methods apply to any

Bernoulli based measure of testability.

Test Format. A testability demonstration is a test of the

hypothesis H0: Tr Z 1T 0. The alternative is assumed to be the region of

the parameter space of TT complimentary to H0 . In general a

statistical test is based upon a test statistic (Y) selected because

it contains the sample information relating to the test parameter.

The test is carried out by determining a critical region, i.e., a

subset of the space of Y. If the observed value of Y is in the

critical region, the hypothesis is rejected. For the application in

this report Y is the total number of faults isolated in n trials. The

critical region is of the form Y S c where c is called the critical

value.

There are two unavoidable errors which may occur when testing H -

It is possible to (a) reject H when it is true or (b) accept H when

it is not true. The probability of error a will be called the
.'.

producer's risk and the probability of error b will be called the

consumer's risk in this report. The frequency of occurrence of these

errors is controlled by choice of c and the sample size of the test

(n). Classical non Bayesian tests are characterized by the maximum

risks associated with the possible test errors. In general these

risks are functions of the parameter values within H or the % .

alternative. The usual procedure is to choose the test sample size

(n) and the critical value (c) to limit the maximum possible risks.

For the producer the maximum risk is

-V-

=m~x Pr(rejecting H,1r ~i~l-m (10)
TIT y=O Y

The consumer's risk is usually controlled by selecting a subset of the .'

alternative to H0  in which an error would be serious (e.g., < 71 )%

and limiting the maximum consumer's risk within the subset to
p..

= max Pr(accepting 11017) = L (V ()-) 7
7Tr7T V=C

The format of a Bayesian test is similar however the parameter being a

random variable permits many different risk definitions. Several are *
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given in Coppola [6]. The expected risk (EBR) and a new method called

the expected maximum risk (EMR) are considered in this report.

Risk as it is used in decision theory brings together the

concepts of loss and opportunity to experience the loss. Even though

the loss for a particular bad decision may be great, if the

opportunity to make that bad decision is limited, the risk may be

small. Opportunity is measured by the prior density and loss is given

by the probability of the errors a and b discussed previously.

Overall risk in Bayes hypothesis testing is given in [7]. However

this test is not satisfactory in most applications as the producer and :.

consumer have competing interests. It is usually desirable to control

each risk separately. A form which closely reflects the desires of

the test engineer [6], is based on the average conditional risks for

the producer and consumer. A testability demonstration plan is

derived for this method of risk control. It is designated expected

Bayes risk or EBR. The expected maximum risk (EMR) Is introduced as

an alternative method to control risk. , w

Expected Bayes risk (EBR). The EBR for the producer is the

conditional probability of rejecting a good system and for the

consumer it is the conditional probability of accepting a bad system.

These risks can be computed mathematically as

- .fPr((rejecting HoI1)I -7o)h(7)d7 (12) .'",V

T0

and

l 7To JPr((accepting HoI7)I<n)h(T)d (13)

where

cB
Pr((rejecting HoI)17=T>T = Z g(yIT)/f h(7T)d TT

00 %1

c n ) Tx-( TT n.y --y -,1 X_
Y= fly 0lv-

y=O y -l~j - 3y/ TrY (T 1d
and (accepting Ho-T)1TiTT1 ) y fo

n Y Y 
" -

The risks are controlled by choice of the values I and 3. The test

parameters c and n are determined by simultaneous solution of (12) and %

26-13 %
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(13). Numerical methods are required to solve the above equations for

c and n.

It is possible to provide tables/graphs for use in the design and

test of demonstration hypotheses. Because of the number of test

parameters tables will be extensive, graphical methods can be more

efficient.

Expected maximum risk (EMR). An alternative risk definition is

given in this section. It is intended to be more closely associated

with the concept of risk control held by test engineers than the risk

of the previous section. EBR while limiting the average risk can

permit large risk for some values. EMR controls the maximum risk.

Risk computations involving prior densities assume that the prior

is an absolute quantification of prior information. It represents

exactly what is known about the test parameter. As a matter of

practical importance, most priors are less that perfect. They are

subject to "sampling variation" similar to sample statistics. In

addition to the natural variation of prior data the result of

quantification from the same prior data introduces variation.

Different groups of analysts given the same prior information may not

arrive at the same prior density. An intuitive approach to selecting

the prior as discussed previously will contribute significantly to a

reduction of that variation but cannot eliminate it.

It is informative to examine the risks (12) and (13) in light of

the accuracy of the prior density and "worst case" protection.

Discussion is centered on the producer's risk, however the principles

apply as well to the consumer's risk. Note from (12) that risk

opportunity is incorporated by weighting the conditional risk

Pr((rejecting H 0 1T) I 1T 0) with the prior density h(7). Risk %

opportunity is also Inherent in the conditional risk through the ,.

second conditioning event r>7 0 . It is inappropriate to permit prior

information to influence the worst case" conditional risk. 0

Opportunity is not a factor in this determination. Given inaccuracies

of prior information this principle seems even more reasonable.

Therefore the conditional risk max Pr((rejecting H 0 17)L - 7To) is

determined assuming no prior information, i.e., a uniform distribution

of Tr is assumed over (0, 1). It follows that

26-14
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mXoPr((rejecting H.0 Tr - yTnO (  1 - -Y/(zI - IT

Opportunity is provided by the weighting factor h(7) so that EMR for -

the producer is given by

afmqx0Pr((reecting H0 Ir) ia0iT)h(Tr)d T (14)

Similarly the consumer's EMR is defined

" -.foxPr((accepting H0 1 T) 11<i )h( n)di =T (15)

Equations (14) and (15) can be rewritten

- - n)  1r Y

adao k 0 a - 0( 1 _,To), (16)and ~0y

-L = k 1 n  
- )n -y (17)

where y Y

ko - (1 - o) Xy,X)/lEY 1 - 1) dTr (18)
and 1T0

k(- )- di1 (19)0
Note that (16) and (17) are essentially the same as (10) and (11)

except that the risk bounds and are adjusted to reflect the prior

information. It is intuitively logical that when no prior information

is available (i.e. = X - 1) (14) and (15) should coincide with the

classical test. This is the case since 0= 1- 1 for y - = 1.

Assuming large samples a normal approximation for Y can be used

to compute c and n. The resulting solutions are

c - 1 + n t 0 - z Vnit0(I -1T 0 ) (20) .-. ....

and o- 
"

n ( / T(i -- Tt) + z /T 0( 1 _ ))/( 0 o-T))2 (21)
Bi .- ,%

where zq is the qth quantile of a standard normal distribution.

Determination of c and n for this case is very simple compared with

the EBR method. EMR uses existing normal probability tables. Tables (.*.

of the incomplete beta integral exist but may not be in sufficient

detail or range of values necessary for application in testability. 5

However tables can be prepared for the integrals in (18) and (19) % %
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using the numerical approximations for the beta integral in (8].

The approximations (20) and (21) are useful when the prior

probabilities of the errors associated with the two risks are

sufficiently large. If for example Pr(Tr =< Tr) is less than 3 from

prior information alone, there is no need for further testing. The

system should be accepted. Equations (20) and (21) cannot be used

under this condition because they force risk levels a and 3 which

are mathematically inconsistent with the formula. It is possible to

determine the precise values of Pr(I ic)) and Pr( i S Tii) for which

(20) and (21) apply. Considerations given later suggest that ESS be

limited which will in effect avoid this problem.

Example. This example uses equations (14)-(21) to compute n and

c from M and ESS. Only the results of the calculations are shown.

Test parameters are assumed to be a- B 0. 10, r0- 0.90 and 1T1 0.80.

Results of the computations for 5 different priors are given in table I.

2.

Table 2. n and c values for 5 different priors

ESS M y X ko ki (X0  3 n c
- - 1 1 1.0000 1.0000 0.1000 0.1000 80 70
10 0.80 9 3 1.1173 1.2960 0.1117 0.1296 66 57
20 0.80 17 5 1.9175 1.3652 0.1917 0.1365 50 42
20 0.85 18 4 0.6580 2.1600 0.0658 0.2160 59 5120 0.90 19 3 0.2844 3.8660 0.0284 0.3866 55 47

A Sequential Bayesian Test. Sequential tests are known to

provide significant savings in average sample size when compared with

fixed sample test of the same size and power. Due to the difficulties

of testability demonstration it seems worthwhile to consider

sequential tests. A Bayesian sequential test is given in [9]. The , .

test seems to have found little application, probably due to the

difficulty in computing the test parameters. By contrast the non

Bayesian sequential test is a very simple test and when used with . ,J

truncation is well accepted by test engineers (101. The Bayesian test

based on EMR control developed in this report reduces the Bayesian %...,

test to a standard fixed sample test with modified error probabilities

(X0 and B1. This simplification suggests that a sequential test could
S

be used for this portion of the demonstration to increase test

efficiency. .4 ._ .-
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Test Sample Size, ESS and Information. Table 2 demonstrates the

influence of mode on the test sample size n for a fixed ESS. This

effect is common to all Bayesian tests. As the mode of a prior

increases (M > 0.5) the information content increases. This in turn

gives the prior more influence which reduces the number of test

samples required to control the risks. If for example Pr(r < 1) is

sufficiently small there is no risk in accepting H with no data.

The term dominance has been used to describe the relative

Influence relationship between the prior information and the data as

expressed by the likelihood function [7]. In reliability applications

the tendency is to have prior dominance due to expense of testing. It

appears from the previous example that it will be relatively easy to

unintensionally impose complete dominance of the prior because of the

sensativity of information content of a prior to the mode when it is

near 1. For example a mode of 0.95 may be suggested for the prior.

However when combined with an ESS of 20 no additional samples are

required to satisfy risks of C L 1. Realizing the practical

limitations on prior information accuracy it seems inappropriate to

permit a decision based on prior information alone. There may be some

situations in which such action may be acceptable but in general these

cases would seem to be exceptions. The need to provide some direction
J, P

to control dominance of the prior density is evident. The control can 5-S- ,

be expressed as a limitation on ESS as a function of M, a and 2.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS. The purpose of this study was to investigate

the use of Bayesian analysis in testability demonstration. The study

covers availability and use of prior information. Two demonstration

plans are developed in detail so that strengths and weaknesses can be

compared. Significant contributions have been made in two areas.

First the introduction of equivalent sample size of the prior provides -*,.

an intuitive method of quantifying prior information. Second, risk %.p. .v

control by limiting the expected maximum risk greatly simplifies the

test format when compared with the standard Bayesian test.

(1) It is recommended that efforts be made to set up a repository of

field information and previous demonstrations on BIT and other fault

diagnosis methods which can be used as prior information for future

demonstrations.
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(2) Guide lines should be established to control the maximum amount of

information which can be supplied by the prior. A table or graph can -

be used to express the guide lines.e

(3) The operating characteristics over a limited range of prior

densities and hypotheses should be studied for the standard Bayesian

test and the new test based on control of expected maximum risk so

that test comparisons may be made.

(4) Bayes sequential tests based on control of expected maximum risk 1

should be developed and the operating characteristics should be

compared with the fixed sample alternative.

'N"%

W'..
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HYPERTEXT AND THE INTEGRATED MAINTENANCE INFORMATION SYSTEM IMIS -

by

Fatricia Ann Carlson

AB(STRACLT

The integrated Maintenance Information System 'IHIS concept is to

provide the technician with all logistical, operational. tectnicai. e

training, and diagnostic information for aircraft repair. Because ot rfp

sheer amount of information being integrated. user overload is a

significant concern.

The traditional solution to this problem of presenting compie

information in a timely fashion is to design a consistent oi=plav format

and to employ standard commands. At a deeper ievel, however. questions "

of information integration become issues of information engineering an-

the nature of knowledge structures.

At this level, the definition of user interface takes on a more

sophisticated meaning. The hyperte;-:t concept considers a boO' o-

knowledge as a database -- potentially, a hiqhli oroanizeo. compres-_ri

structure of richl" interconnected chunks" and allows for fie'-ile 

7
inde>tinq and retrieval bv implementing a "smart" interface ka

programmable "idea processing" mechanism,. %

Hvperfe,.t. as the backbone for development pnilo=opn, , . permits dArl,,ncec e

desicqn features -- such as enhanced functionaiitr, customi-eo ;ews. An(3

improved I:nowiedqe svnthesis and representation -- viricr. In rlirn,

increase The ,.ser's abilit tn interact producfiv'ei; witn intormatlin.
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I, INTRODUCTION:

The Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL,. Logistics and Human I

Factors Division is working on a prototype information manaoement s'stem ..'o

for aircraft maintenance. The followinq excerpt summarizes tne

functionality envisioned for the full Integrated Manaaemient informar on

System (IMISj concept:

The system will display graphic technical instructions. provide

intelligent diagnostic advice, provide aircraft battle damage
assessment aids, analyze in-flight performance and failure data. r

analyze aircraft historical data, and access and interrogate
on-board built-in-test capabilities. Ir will al o Provirde toe
technician with easy, efficient met-hods to receive wor: orers.
report maintenance actions, order parts from suppl,, andI
complete computer-aided training lessons and simulations. Toe
portable computer will make it possible to present quaiir'I
information by taking advantage of the computer's ability to %
interact with, and tailor information to. technicians with %
varying levels of expertise. (IMIS, 1986i %

For the past few years, I have focused my research on methods to improve .-.. *,

technical documentation. I have been particularly interested in document

design -- a discipline concerned with the subst:ance. structure. svnta.

and style of text written for a specific function.

,r.' .%

In the past I have done research prolects in document desiqn under tne '- *

NASAiASEE wAmerican Association for Engineerinn Education; Summer Fa4cultv

Research Frogram. Much of my wor : has been in the area ot SysTem desidn
J'. -. '

for online technical and instructional data. FPepresenttri :e area s nt m.

research include:

o Screen format for online te t -- inciuoino isuP=_ (t Ten .,
desion, error messages. and data entr:.

H lser support reqirements in tarce, compie, cmp',tni] 0
fac i ies ."

o Rhetoric and sottware ornblpms in the desion -)t - 1
boot .

27-4
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0 Modeling user interaction with text Under a variety of
conditions and constraints.

11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Large-scale and long-term research projects. especially those whicn seei

to incorporate sand even to drive' the leaoing edge in hardware

technology and software engineering have a potential to lose tneir

identity over time andior become different things to different worfrino 1**

grouIps. In addition, ambitious projects which see: to p1Il todetner 9

number of on-going and emerging technologies r((n the ris[ of becoming a

collage rather than a composite. By its very nature. trip 11-11 proiect

faces both identity warp and loose integration as development takoes piace

over time.%
.%,

I was asked by my HRL/LRC colleagues to assess the potential tor the%

hypertext concept t serve as a unifying philosophy for INIS.

Ideally, a unifying design philosophy provides a global ltrame of

reference and has these characteristics:

" Mirrors the deep struLcture of the proiects goals ano

objectivyes.

o Is clear enough to provide direction, but tie~ iule ennoan t'm-
accommodate meaningful change.

" Is understandable and acceptable to allI cona-titencie= rot rhe
design and development team.

o Precipitates practical benefits for tne end user. =_ucn a-
ease-of-uIse. consistencv of delivery. improved inci pertormnance.

o Demonstrates advantages for thp total syvstem, ucrn ;, j wp

overhead and improved integration.

Mv proiject as A participant in the -57Summer Fac.l1t' ;-fearrcn PrmgrrgS

27-5
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(SFRP, was to investigate the benefits of integrating hypertex:t into them

IMIS project. This report is a condensed summarv of mv findinos. The

reSlIts of mv study are reported in a paper document modeled on

hvpertext. In other words. the full document is both za repo~irorv ci:t

information and a demonstration of principle.

III. THE HYFEFTE,,T LClO'CEFT:

a. Hvpe!rte>xt is based on the notion that hLuma-n ide processino occur=_

througqh association. 4l though the idcea wac; di scussed bv Hi. G. wiel

lq-8, and more fuVe-'pounded by. Vannevar B'ush. Fresicient Foosevelr'=_

Science f4dvisor t1945), the term itself oriqinatei witn Tedi Nelsorn

k1974,. Despite their radically different intellectual backorounds. all

three men describe hypertex~t as an electronic means for enhancino i-our

categotries of idea processing:

o Reading: goal-oriented information seei ing navigiation tonroucin
a large. LnstruIctUred librarv of information casual orowsing
throughi a pool of tet and graphics.

* 4Annotating: recording ideas dvnami call ge anera_;ted vri 1e reaciing
t ex t -i nc ILd in c r it i quingq:;e: ni ca ti ng d 1 ti1c u Q,4 .pa e=:
storing Lser-produced mnemonic aids. communicating; witn the
library manager and,,or noter users;.

* Collaborating: electronic conterencino ano,,or muitipie
authoring of comple.: documerts.

* Lemr ni1ng: a ccommod at ing v ar i na lePar ni1ng str es. ,~;iin a poeeo
of i noest ing matePr ialis, and per =on zize tcrn i d-ie e-

of infoDrmation.

4 hvpertewt.: system uises online ca, paniites to over-nme, rne 1im i i -n= of

fhe li1nea4r natureP c-t nr int eg te- (acr 'r te r1'

onh two-di mens ions nI- i niormAt icon r nn: I zar n c n,,r i-i. a

- ~27-6 Na
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Figure 1: 2-D Information Frocessinq

A hypertext system more closely models the deep structure of human idea %

processing by creating a network of nodes (modules, and links webs..

allowing for three-dimensional navigation through a body of data.

" Modules: pools of information collected in one anthologv. e
labelled or typed, and electronically stored as nodes in a

database. o -.

o Webs: the pattern or links among the nodes. The Iin s can oe

predefined by the hypertext svstem desiqner or the userks) can

establish the links as part of walkinq tnrouan tne information

domain.

- -,

Fiqure 2: _-D Information FrocessinQ %
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The pattern of links ithe web) represents the internal looic or Vnowledge a

structure.

b. "Hypertext" received some attention in the "ot's and "7's -- with a ,%-..

few major systems being desioned and either fully or partially
\. % ...-

implemented kEnglebart. 1967; Nelson, 77-1. During the late 7 's and the

'8's. increasing attention has been given to the concept as a potential 'X

method for dealing with a number of problems enoendered by the

information explosion.

As background for my project, I read numerous accounts of the hvpertext

philosophy and of hypertext-based systems. From this reading. I isolated

two central components crucial to any hvpertext system. I then used the

questions surrounding these essential elements as the focal points for my -.. %

research.

o a database: which can be -- ki, a large. loosely structured
library of documents which have been placed online directlv from
hardcopy, ,2) a highly orqanized, compressed. structure of
richly interconnected "chunks." whicn have meaninaful boundaries

between sets and subsets and logical relationships amonq
elements. k7) a variation of organization somewhere between
these two e':tremes. 'See Section V below.'

o an assistance processor: a retrieval mechanism -or a coilrtion
of retrieval meachnisms, for effective access to and manaqement
of the database. kSee Section VI below.,

As a rule-of-thumb, one can say that there is a reciprocit etptepr thle '-- "
. _ _, , ". IP .

amount nf desiqn put into each element. Felati ,el .' ntormareg iuibriri 0,

IA A

reqtire more complicated software in the retrieval mecn.n1-m=, it Tnp

user requires fine-qrained Applications. Tet which nas heen

sperificili preprocessed tor the Eys/_tem serv ice require - is:_=_
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complicated software.

In addition, based on my research,. I made the following four observations

on hypertext:

Classic Hypertext: Theoreticians of hypertext have promoted the system

as an enhancement for reading and learninq a complex body of knowledge

and for capturing ideas spontaneously created by the mind during the Ot-.-%

reading process. On this level, hypertext becomes a macro literary

system, consisting of a very larqe online library kenvisioned by the most

enthusiastic of hypertext supporters as a global knowledge

representation) in which inter-document links are machine supported and

all reading, writing, collaboration among users, and criticism;annotation

take place via the hypergraph (Conklin, 1987). This vision of hvperte%t

is best suited to a situation where the user: (1) is under little stress

and few constraints, (2) is engaged in a fairly complex, open-ended %e

problem, and (3) is intelligent and inquisitive enough to appreciate P .e

"free-planing" through a large information structure.

Applied Hvpertext: Recently, hypertext has been used in systems intended

for more utilitarian purposes. These applications e%-ploit hvperte,-t for
%-p

a range of specific uses: therefore, each system has its own collection

of functions and features.

Two categories of applications are:

Problem Exploration Tools: systems which support e_.ri

unstructred thinking on a problem. in which many disconnected
ideas come to mind. such as early authoring _3nd outlining .ider.
processing, problem solving, and software development.
(E':ample applications include Issue Based Information Svstems S
-IBIS) -- which organizes electronic conferencina -- and The
various electronic outline processors and notecard oac aoes %

commercially available).

27-9



o Browsing/Structured Reading/Reference: Read-only systems for
teaching. for reference. and for public distribution of
information. (Example applications include Emacs INFO
Subsystem. the Svmbolics Document Examiner, and TIES, an
application that allows museum-goers to browse through
explanations while viewing exhibits.)

Advantages: Whether one defines hvpertext as the classic, free-uorm

adiunct to creativity or as a relatively structured performance aid ,as

it manifests itself in many applications, the model improves infor-mat:on

processing in the following ways:

o Provides electronic support for techniques of processing
information which humans have developed over centuries of
dealino with written representations of bodies of knowledge.

o Enhances conventional information processing by improving
current-traditional procedures (e.g. indexing and footnotes, ana
by adding capabilities (backtracking through text. unlimited
branching, layering information, task- or user-specific paths,.

o Allows for representation of internal logic patterns within a
body of information by emulating the AI concept of semantic
networks. (Most hypertext systems allow the user to view the
hypergraph through a graphics representation of the web.)

Disadvantages: Drawbacks to hvperte-t come in two forms: those which

are limitations of current implementations and those which appear to be

intrinsic to the concept itself 'Conklin, 19871.

o Disorientation: freedom and fle':ibilitv create contusion unless ."?-'
there are many navigational aids in the user interface.

o Modularization: determining what constitutes a node
(establishing sets and subsets); addressing issues of stvle.
structure, substance, syntax for individual frames
(establishing contextualitv. readabilitv. consiotent meanino,'

o Cognitive Overhead: in a free-form system, the user must
constantly maI:e mete-level judoments about the lIow ot ioeas:
even in relativelv structured systems. tne user runs tthe ri= of %

needing to monitor too many levels or modes of presentation.

27-10
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IV. HUMAN TEXT PROCESSING:

a. The essence of hypertext is not a new idea. It is. however, an idea

whose technologv has arrived. Because of this, hvpetext has

increasingly become a buzZ word in the information industrv and is Usec e.b

to cover a ranqe of ideas. As an illustration, the program for a small-

one-day conference on "Writing for the Computer Industry" tMIT. AuQust

15, 1987) lists the following presentations:

o "Using Hypertext to Document Software Applications"

o "Nonlinear Writing in a Linear World"

o "Case Study for Volume One of Inside Macintosh: Meraino Linear
Authorinq and Nonlinear Associative Use for Technical
Documentation"

o "Designing an Interface for Writers and Users of Hvpertex "

o "Using an Object-Oriented Programming Language to Extend the - F
l

Capabilities of a Hypertext System" e

o "Hvpertext and the Teaching of Writing"

However, this exposure should not imply that hvpertewt is a oimmirk. o

the contrary, the concept appears to be a convenient _and correct , _ .

cognitive model for many of the issues tarino modern intnrmAtlon

processing. Irn addition. it has t vio ti It e es er-t ia to i #,)

par Adi1im: '1, it is simpi e t its root. e 1 1 h1 emnoi i n; % '

e'!pansihiltv And _daptabiIitv.

). In ()rder toi uqqest wh,4t bneti t= crom anJ n ei trr-c r, r!-rtp

'_v-tem. I eP!amined its Ieadin) connetitor: the current-trraitional

mehod of dealinrr with information -- a hardcop,, linear orns p." W'

representation. *.

Because of my e'.perience with document desin. I contend thAt To-lI

27-11 
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articles on hvpertext overstate the case against "flat" text. They

concentrate on the inflexibility of the printed word, the sequential

nature of the presentation, and the sheer bulk of te,.t mandated by

conventional composition patterns, such as the paragrapn.

However. few documents are read from cover-to-cover in the lock-step.

serial fashion depicted by hvpertext advocates. To the contrary., oood

documents are designed to facilitate rapid perusal. Furthermore.

sophisticated readers know how to navigate through a tet_ without

savoring each individual word.

Skilled readers have a number of strategies and tactics tor e-tractno--

meaning quickly from paper documentation. Some examples of functionality

qained through traininq or ex.perience include:

o Various methods of perusal -- e.g. thumbing, glancing.
skimming, and browsing. %

o Individual markup techniques -- e.g. writing in the marnin or on
the end papers corrections, summaries, mnemonic devirs. '
commentary, conversion of prose to tables and graphs, lists.
cross-references. iev terms, diagrams. inde".ino aids.

o Placing bookmarks or 'dog ears." marl inn trails in various

manners.

o Intuiting place and content through visuo-spatial cues.

o The psvcholooical benefit of tactile contact with Daper

documentation 'a fnrm of hand-eve-brain relationsnip nno Pt

full researched

In addition, modern methods of document desian oreatl, incra-e"

ease-of-use, timeliness of information. and accessinilit.' in a paPer r-)

delivery system. Desiron techniques inci 'd:-

n it Prna i ves to the parara.mph As the oeaHi:r r i r t mrnse 'C.
structured writino and information mapoina. ntnpr qp.i:zs tcr
information compression!

o lmpro.'ed printing and graphics technoloa.. inc 1,i'lir 'h-

27-12
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emergent capabilities of desktop publishino.

o Improved techniques for indexing, referencing, and branching. .,%

o Integrated graphics which signal knowledge structure ke.g.
visual table of contents and logos as signposts).

o Mappino presentation to user needs ie.g. task: orientation versus
reference function).

Any electronic information delivery system must be able to -- at a very

minimum -- duplicate the -ipabilities provided by the combination ot an

experienced reader and a well-desiqned te':t. Anvthino less degrades the

system: leaving at best, an electronic page-turner: at worst, even less

than the paper version. Furthermore. in order to Justify abandoning the

conventional method and medium, an eletronic system should otfer

improvements, such as increased flexibility, reduction in storage, and

convenient document developmentimaintenance.

As a framework for the remainder of my work. I concentrated on the

natural analogy between the two elements of the traditional, paper system

(skilled reader and structured text) and the two elements of a hvperte)!t

system (assistance processor and desiqned -- or modularized --

documentation) .

V. ASSISTANCE PROCESSOR ISSUES:

a. The assistance processor is a retrieval mechanism ,or collection of

retrieval mechanisms, used for effective access to an management of tne

collection of chunks making up the information domain.

Some requirements for IMIS information retrieal software inciuIoe:

.P

27-13
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o Duplicate the reader's capabilities both strategic and U,. J.

tactical) for using paper teixt.

o Demonstrate increased functionalitv over paper-based information
delivery system in a particular application environment.

o Support various constituencies in the user community kin tne
case of IMIS: aircraft technicians. trainers. documentation
managers, weapon systems vendors. etc.'

o Accommodate modes (types of information delivered -- e.q.
technical, logistical, training, etc.'. facilitate graceful
transition among modes, and integrate into an easily used
synthesis (meta-modes).

o Point toward the integration of ex'pert systems and other Ai
functions.

o Incorporate -- even on a rudimentary level -- filters based on
content analysis and navigational devices based on logic
representations.

b. I examined three specific areas where intelligent retrieval

mechanisms are intrinsic to the full IMIS concept:

o Tailoring Individual Views: Accommodating the end user is
important for system acceptance. IMIS can best serve its users
by having layers of interfaces, which are proqressivelv more
sophisticated and increasingly more personalized ,perhaps
through user programming). Level I allows the user to select
font characteristics, suppress qeneric content ,e.a. generalizeo
system greetings and messages'. and otherwise ma e decisionc % ,*
about items of personal preference, ease-ot-use. and comtort
(for example, right handed versus left handed operations,.
Level II allows choices dealing with session management st,,le.
annotation, and navigational aids in a predefined web. Le--1
III allows the advanced user to change the sequence of
information (to leave the predetermined lini networV and to

create an individualized web).

o Modes and Meta-modes: Full IMIS intearates a jupmter nt N
functions kiob aiding, training, troubleshootina. collecrin--
logistical data. displavinq personnel manaoment informatior.
etc.'. Deciding how these functions might be bunlped in the ..
user interface is crucial to the total I15 nowledae svntnesis.

o Document Managment and Te t Maintenance: the recnnician is not
the only user who will benefit trom IMIS. Hutomation re Lit- in
more effecti ve and efficient management ot technicAl nrier .
supporting: t1[ collection of ,1sage data. ,-7 electronic
mailerror reporting, ,-_ automated field testina ot T is. ,
gleaning individual views 'networks of lin s' for oatcerns Ahcn
might be useful to the whole user cnmmJni+,1. t' taster and more

27-14
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consistent updating and corrections. k61 improved turnaround
time on user error reports.

VI. TEXT DESIGN ISSUES:

a. A paper-based information delivery system is improved if the material

has been preprocessed for the reader. This same idea of designing

information so that it accommodates the user's needs and reflects the

structure of the knowledge domain should be applied to online information

deli very systems.

Some issues in information design for a hvpertext system include:

o Determining the boundaries of modules (in essence, defining what
constitutes a node and allowing for composite nodes while
sustaining contextuality). .

o Screen design issues (e.g.. format, menu structure, error
messages. text screen design, data entry. etc.).

o Definition of internal logic (webs to structure the domain'.

o Authoring system capabilities (leading ultimately toward
end-to-end technical order automation).

o Integration of graphics.

o Employing visuo-spatial control of information.

o Documentation management enhancements kleading toward end-to-end
automation.

b. I examined three specific areas where substantial benefits could be

realized from carefully designed content nodes.

" Authoring System: HRL.,LRC has developed an authorino svstem --

Authoring and Presentation System iSF, -- to help in placing
technical orders on line. Nevertheless, human ,udoment is
required for structuring the trac-s ,or lavers of informationi.
This segment of mv research suggested some ways in wnich thits,
overhead might be lessened by exploiting the effort 31re.dv
expended in the carefullv written paper mib orules .uvtt,,.

o Loaic AnaIvsis,'Content Analvsis: Doth topics are ambitious when

27-15
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applied to natural languaqe text. True automated content -'-. -5

analysis of documentation may be years away. Nevertheless. te.:t
can be stored in such a way as to make its underlving structure
explicit. For example, the Standard Generalized Markup Lanouage l
(SGML) identifies the type for each segment and mav be used to
generate maps from which logic patterns can be inferred. Such
graphic representations serve as naviqational aids in the pool %

of information. e%

o Visuo-spatial Managment of Information: User overloao is a
major human factors concern in any information integration
system. Although little scientific evidence supports the
contention that visud-spatial (e.g. use of icons) representation .-.

and retrieval is easier than symbolic (words and numbers'. the -"

success of workplace metaphors in commercial svstems warrants -.

considering spatial management devices in the IMIS interface.

VII. IMFLEMENTATION SCENARIOS:

a. Bv necessity, any large design project is undertal:en by qddressino

the parts of the larger problem. Integration takes place as the various

pieces are developed because of management expertise and an

organizational master plan.

IMIS research takes place on several different levels. Proof of concept.

development, and implementation involve parallel research on several

software and hardware projects. A partially ruggedized. portable \

computer/display unit ,PCMAS', an authoring system for creatina online W..

technical orders FAPS), and a fault isolation system for troublesnooting

(MDASi are examples of issues in hardware design, software tools, and HI

applications currently beinq examined by aggreaates nt miiItrv. cr-. i .*

service. and contractor personnel.

However, for the IMIS concept to wor the -ar cus ar4 ,st 7 t

seamlesslv toqether in the user intertace and the em SrL)iniOit a *3

graceful transition throuoh three important sta4i : .]row"th: ,teqr t l 0_

". % *.
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FCMAS and MDAS. Intermediate IMIS, and Full IMIS.

I selected the issue Of user interface -- as manifested in screen design

-- as a reasonable and observable indicator of how hypertext serves as a

development backbone for IMIS. "AP

b. In this section of my prolect, I applied some of the notions

discussed in the above sections. Specifically, I devised an

implementation scenario by suggesting interface designs for specific

phases of integration. In order to work methodically, I constructed -a

tax:onomv of e,'pectedirequired functionality and of screen types for the

identified stage of IMIS. I then prepared candidate screens for areas of

the taxonomy.

This study did not collect user acceptance data; however. mv conclusions

do touch on the advantages -- from a human factors point of view -- for

various IMIS constituencies accruing from my simulations of interface

design.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Hvperte':t is still more of a notion than a developed idea. Heverthees,

I recommend using it as a central thread upon which to string the IMI.

system precisely because of its emergent quality. Although a simpl-

concept at its root. hvperte':t offers many higher-level design

advantages. %

We are now seeing onl'y the beginnings of hvperte't retlected ir
.'S,, 'g"L .
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commercial products, but it seems safe to predict that the notion of %

three-dimensional idea processing will capture the imagination of the -I5

f'. - oi

software industry the way top-down programming dominated software .*, '

engineeringmanagement a few years ago. In a hvpertext survve report P

done for MCC, the author asks his reader to " . come away from this

paper excited. eager to try using hyperte.t for 'ourself, and with the , %

sense that you are there at the beginning of somethinq big. something

like the invention of the wheel, but something that still has enough

rough edges that no one is really sure that it will fulfill its promise"'

(Conklin. l987,.

More specifically, I recommend continued work in five areas: e

" Treating documentation as a database opens IIS up to all the %

nuvel approaches to information retreival currently under %-%

development uArmstrong, 1987T. Not only does this kIeep options

open, it also increases the likelihood that designers can

squeeze more functionality out of the system without increasing
the overhead.

teA
o Hvpertext mirrors human information processing and. therefore,

has ties with AI research (e.g. semantic networls, and

second-generation ex:pert systems ,modeling heuristics rather

than rules). Hvperte,.:t, as a backbone for IMIS, allows for

integration of future developments in these areas.

o Unification of design principles comes thro,,h awareness a3nd

acceptance. Therefore, hypertext should be promoted in a

variety of ways. An in-house advocacy qroup could collect and .
disciminate information. Other support mechanisms include a

demonstration project perhaps a hvperte,'t on hvpertet' ,. .
position papers on IMIS and hvperte',t, and brinoino in oirside

lecturers,'consultants, perhaps even sponsoring 5 conference n
hyper te :t. . . .j

o Unification can encourage early prototvping -- tnat is. -

specific images of what the finished system might loo : live. -.

Scenarios depicting the functionality of IMI ,Brandt.. No."
should now incorporate more concrete representations of .

information integration -- specificall/. candilate intert4ce=s

tinc1uding mocIJups of screen designs'. Sucn simulations ser.e •
as a "look ahead" device for guLding research and +:ocusino

development work: as such. they serve as a teedbac loop in the
process.

27-18
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o Hypertext is an alluring idea havino both theoretical and _

pragmatic dimensions. It addition, it addresses many of the
problematic areas in modern information managment. As such, it

will undoubtedly be exploited by industry. HRLLRC should

monitor commercial applications for innovative uses of the -

concept.
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.)opant diffusion in nipi iemiconductor S-.periattices

Dy

'atrix elements of dopant diffu,,sion tensor parallel and
.

perpendicular to the crystal growth direction in, a rilpi

semiconductcr superiattice are obtained uising- the tire ex;par~sicn

of. !nmcieri7n atfocor-ltion furot*_ tecilniqe. -runca'tion of

the series is -justified by a self -consistent scne.-e In ,;r~cn the

concept of the memory of' the system is emp.CyeLd. Suera, c

potential is taken as the superposition of the space charge

potential and the host substrate lattice potential. .ume rca67

calculations are carried out for Si a!rd . doped otaks superlattice.
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ABSThACT

Matrix elements of dopant diffusion tensor parallel and

perpendicular to the crystal growth direction in a nipi

semiconductor superlattice are obtained using the time expansion

of the momentum autocorrelation function technique. Truncation of

the series is justified by a self-consistent scheme in which the

concept of the memory of the system is employed. Superlattice

potential is taken as the superposition of the space charge

potential and the host substrate lattice potential. Numerical

calculations are carried out for Si and Be doped Ga.s superlattice.
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s-,perlattices were reported. T'he steady ei ~~ 'r:.tx
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function, or hv establ shInr a proper aokke-iK e..... % r

it. to cbtain thp. transitic.T -:ca,7,Lt' .. ' - ,

sluperlatt~ce structure, t.

too comnlicafed ad diffic Ilt, An . r - -

must be used.

(,ne w',E - lV used techniq:e is the 4 J' ex:at s I"
i 2 - t,.

function. mith this approach, the tra:,tcrt cc fcisr :

-alrulated directly through the dynamical var z:.]es of -re s'.<e. -

--esut.s have oroven to be in re -. arkp oo b I v . . ;7< a re -

16-20
exeri menn s of the onte _ario prc,-edu. d a.... ,

i. Time 7-xpansion of the Momentum Autocorrelation ur.ct'.or.

Let us consider dopant diffusion in a senicorductor su;r' t cf
4.-.

nipi structure. Iet ,(r) denote a one-body potental exper' e ~ced

a referenced dopant particle in the superiattice. r.Is partlc can.-

be either a neutral donor or acceptor or an inized dcinor or ac ej?~cr:

however, we will deal with that later. The diffuson cefficer;t ca'- &

calculated from the momentum autocorrela Ion fr

w nere q s t e ra s cf :-, d,-- r '' ', . -.. ""

Since p is a dynanic variace, ozeys .- e e0a'r. " 'n!' :

evoltion in tioe is gov.erneu ,v ,
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wt irs rertr

P. P VH)

This-1 isawyrewe h iprino yau aibei

sttonr Vrcs.rrnteeupriir noe.w a~~



- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... -.-...--

Assuming that the iamiltonia:n depend.s .icr tne 'orainates only tnro,

the Dotentia]-, one has -l

P. P>= < , - VV>--)41 Z--- >=0 .,.-...,

If the isolated system is at its eq;uilibrium sta., re . .. re

of the time derivative of the potential vanishes. -he tie of_

3q-;atA(.n (4) dives

-4'

and tbe time derivative of the e;-atiot

4. L

Since , .. ,

( 3. 7,-..,

V \',e J,-...4,-

. -------

'. ..... -- ,. .."- '- ,

aa

wner-e tbe :iuscr',-ts a-;lp.,, IF % ;e ?,:I ': ' " - " ; 2

(8 1
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Lettin'g i be the x-cornponent of the observed dims~~rcleci.es, we ha.ve

-- -. -V - -z P-- -

41i

%

L3ecue ofth satistca) i depe d ence, of inorre'a~cer~

momeingtm cment ieiadte oenialc~ deiaiet-eeseil.aeac

all term dexative i rs of qzti e (i0 e-iat-oI

z 2V

.3usostttn ieqution (9s otinet6o eq~the equz, Keks~

N .%. %p

;> 0

24-

*9%

'Iv *~'Z ~ % * **.. ~ ~ -

9
Ow .-



Thus

?;.~ K v

Ag;ain, takinx i as the x-component of the azserveo. dlft usinE o~§e

one have 2. V~ VI Ji *'V U'II av-

Ia -I -P. -.v

I( ) x V _-

P"F ~ ~ -w -ZO P, v- V -
~--x 11

':be statistical indeperndente between the compcrr,-nts Of Toxentur,,

and between the momentum and the coordinates, again gi'.ve the *-risernole

average of equation (20)

+KsTf~ --63V < v -vv V~ -4

U"%

.;omoinin- terms and simplifyinj equation (21) yitilas

- K-;)v v -a Ka2m<5)( ( V)>+ -<LIw-)
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M'a

and 2" P, (V)V)L

inally, we have2> <7 )z > KT <1V" V(?
2 2(Vc 7

The time derivative of equation (14) leads to

z 0o (26",
Again, the time derivative of equation (26) gives

-p p> P- P ?--

Fol]owing the same procedure, one can easily show that all the odd terms

of t in equation (3) vanish and that all the even terms can be

calculated through the potential. Thus, equation () reduIces to

z 2

4VV , (VV) >J4 ?22 0-4,%

,28a1
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.,ote that tne .ujmr limit of t.,e tte-t2 o e

tinat a sift'iclently 1ar;,, ti:'e -: ist ';n .se>. i t.f-r 'ur-2

that *.h.? ontributior. o'" the time t r'elat on : nct'.._

intepratlor. for t >Ts nesll -bleh n t..ho"ord t

the diffusing particle has completely lost the "em ey of 'ts pa.-t

his tory, e

Th.-re~ is no cc re!at.in ?e i,we,. 0 a:d c v. r t' er.sT.

averae. :t is well-known tha.t Ir. cond-.nsed ,t.ter, e n

auto correlation function decays rapid-y as . T

denote the average time interval between particle co.III1ion.,. in

low density systems, such as in gases, T is T..,a &.y c lar,-,r t. an

T in order to consider that the particles behave a! di:ffusir. '-
0

particles with a c rtaln degree of memory rat-r than aF r*,,t-on1a,,'

particles whose dlsplacements and velocitIes ,are e.pli.it f'ict.'.s o1 c:

time. Harris ar. -ice-- demonstrated that,

shorter relaxation time and memory than in a dense r ga spr.er? !'Lu.d,

and also, that the relaxation time and memory in t-, e dnse rligl spn,-e

fluid are shorter than in the same systeT, and i-3ve A inwer !ensi.t.,

is cler that, in a real fluid, transfer of er-r-' :urr crt '

throu-h the potential energy of !nteract i. -::fI-ar. en-r -, :na' -.

must occur at a rate greater than that rreso .. .n ,.- *:..

rate of the riiid s-,ere at '.. sane len. it.  tn -e

crvstal:iine s3J'ids, "" '... - S, "

crysta.line pna-,e, .materials pos-,- n.L r.r.y tne .o'.-ram. , r _-
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as in the liquid phase, but also the long-range order. Then a dopant

makes a jump, diffusing from its lattice, site, the associated energy/

is transmitted Immediately to all directions thrau~' irtteractionz of

interatomic potentials. A much faster restoration to Its euilir,..

state than to the liquid phase is expected. rrom 'Harr.s ad £.ce's

conclusion, it is justified to say that, in a crystalline solid

has the same order of magnitude as " .{owever, i. r! erI, s

considered microscopically large compared with 1, a-d macroscopically

small compared with the laboratory time scale.

Using equatinn (26) with t = " and truncating at an arci.trary te r.n,

one can easily solve the equation of a polynomial of ever. orders fcr '

In teneral, the number of roots represents t.h. number of Lnt.er.-eotiO.ns the

momentum autocorrelation function meets with the time axis, The

amplitude of the momentum autocorrelation function sually damps

rapidly after only a few oscillations. Substituting the obtaf.ed %,

in equation (L), one can calculate the diffusion coefficient J, .y

Idenyifyine this D with the one derIved from the fLuctuation and

dissipation theorem, i.e.,

KIJ e

TO then can be deler-nin-d from equatlin (30;, an d It 1o~lJ be

approximately equal. to the calculated T . .Tus, eq.at*on 7 St rves

as a safetriard to our calculations. ,me now tr ;n:a'.e . Z)

further to a ui~iher crd.er term and perfar'z tr'- .. ~on :or -e

and a new 4. e ccm yare the 'iew W witi t" e ' r O . c.

whether they are close enough wlth' a ew .. '1L-.. f

28-17 %
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the result is negative, we continue the same proc-Jurt untl! tne

difference becomes positive and within rar.ge,

i1. Anisotropic Jopant Jifffusion Tensor

Matrix elements of a diffusion tensor can be calculated

00 ~''

I .'

fo L

where i,j, denote the components of the coordinate !%steM. -,ue to the

independence of the motion along mutually perpendicular d".rect-, c.r. e

has

tZo))

Thus, a diagonal matrix of diffusion tensor results

r %A

(DiG- C

where jLis the diffusivity perpen:,ic .1;r t. tr-.e c-s- al -ovr

dirpction (parallel to the dopin- layers, a:.d Is tr. 'iK;iit.'

parallel. to the crystal rfrowth alrectllnri ,Dre "'.,r t . tr.e !?[f- _

layers). Th.,ey differ 6v the Interatoc 7 ot.. .a,-.-wc

to the dopIng layers and the crystal ;,ynmetry, %.7%0% A

tf -N *J,,

ohler obtained the ptriodic potent!.a, %[3L -.Pv r- . , , ' .,

of (irystal growth due to the space cnarDes L . [z",, ;"r'r

28-18 % %



acceptors In the n-layers and p-layers respectively by solvinZ i-oisson's * *

equation,

7.J

- 2z-

where d =d +d + 2d, Is the- thickness of' tne n~p! sir*rstruct--r- and

d n d, and d Iare the respective thi",knesses of trie n, -, arc -

(intrinsic) layers. g~is the dlelectc~c ceirstar t o.' 0-e !-ost

semiconductor. n anid a A are don"or anid acz.'?ptcou dojpnI corfc- ntrations

with n d n d

The crystal bonding characteristics of se'ilcond ~ctors coirn'-/ :v sed as

substrate for nipi suprlattice, such is, aAs, display cvzvalerit

and ionic bond nature. T' he oercenta cnt- Lt r of -arcn 'ty:-

of bonding can be calculated from~ the electron-3-at~.11t- of th.e >lt.3

T1he fundamental roles played by to e doptnts, hcXwever, irf sp ace-cnar.- d

ions. The widely used emipirical potent-al for ccvaler't &-nds 1. tone

L.ennard-.bones potential. it ls 1.nvers, iv. pro p ort -on;L tIn th7e ',tr a

i2th powers o: the interatomic separation. i~:rI~.S.~i~r;

ist power in the- ionic potential, the: l-atter na.,- Ti.('rn .aivr .>n:

ef'fects and the Ionic b ehavior of i.t. n~~cii ~ ~ ro

28-19



and the host atoms is much more dominant. hus, we adopt the pair

ionic potential and their %ummation as th: lattice potental.-

experienced by the dopant ions, i.e.,

where the subscript indicates *t.'e interaction .etw- ' e < antc

ions, and also the types of atoms. r,: ",r t-e .7*ara- tlc.

C<, and are the repulsive potential "wr!.,etr -ween t- .ni

type s of atoms. z. and z . are the valence e:*-tr . . -tr_::.-: -;

or from ( ) the atoms to complfete the :-rystal bo'd. . r

I ziI = I zJ -. e is the electron'.c charge.

The one-body poteintial experienced by th-? observed clf-fuslan lo,,i~

to the host lattice, then, Is tre -.m 'n. f
~ . . _ . ,. ,..

potentials. 5s*

v= e t e JIe)l<+e

'he second summation Includes the n nearest e z.r, ar;d t

remaininf (N - no) pairs of ions. is the total " ' ,: - ato,'r,

.ooant number concentrationz, f r practifa, re&' or, " ,

1 C -3"
to 10 rM 'ompared wtn the hest se Cc nr ... . .

1 0 m" 3 , they do nct ;er-iul, the cr ,sta l tr'' .

energy Much. 3ince the net fcrne "  ... x::ri'i .

the repulsive force '-as to eas. t:e 5 t.ra::, :e,"-. ' ' e.' ."

the -;rysta:. Thus, we can re::-ac- tn, • :

28-20
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the C< an~d of the host semiconductor. fw I.

where ?is the rnearest-neighbor separatinr, ';;te~

L

.or the nearest neighbors, 1.Th consta"r _

the A'adeiun. z:orstant of 1 hf - ry;s~a! rrtu

conesi.ve ener':y y wrltt.-n as

-he fa-tor 1/2 is to e 1ImIna te thc-e fa'r r~: n.c

equilibrium state d2Z/d-- = 0; therefore,

'UsIn,- the experimental data of the tb -! mo-- sr> -a'.~ *~ ae,

value at absolute zero tempe rat':rt, or.p -'a7;e:e!

Is constant at absol';te zero, tII-

=d -d"/dV. denotes the n a.:-t r'rr

The otal 'cuoc 1j, 0 2 .*I

pr 17 1t 1''e Cel P-11s Cbr can, t-- caI1:a~~-

of ato-7s con'tair n In rvo .vK l a ,with a as the la-tice

con~stant, and the relatiz.r. b-;er .and a In its particular structure.
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I. N

syste', V/l, MT

fx(V1)e

2- f Y ay

n e a t.n ( 45, tht 20e zn a mn' ~c or c -a7

Wni e i.- -Q.at-on ~ ~~

~rreavera-cs ( r c zn t~er!-s n' -?-,at

x (V, )Y(VD> C$(V)><YCV )>

wt.ere 4 "7 = 4IS th-~e-bd ~r~ > A

indicatecz the two--ody avera..-- fiam-yt~~ 3*.ce, -ir :e

Scope of tis work, we ao not have kw of -ec ra-

Q-stributi.ofl fu.nction, an n'+raieapa~' e r~. Te

:!Adelur& constant is deterpl..ed et.-irely :mori -fe -r-:t3arl~ r.r

Tt contairs the cofltr lit jans of a:; ato-.3 ae': % rr

re:'erence 'Lattice sl te, startlr fr~l *,-e W~aret

divicde the YadeiunL. znnsta;t z t:ip total :n~yo

each. term~ cf the- s-.-rrat ion -'n :o.a- c ' -

to repac the radial listrl, b~: n >i :X. . :- r

ccnflz .. ratiorial :ae re: reserts i=Wa 2. e'r c,:'~ ~ a

distance of the ,th ren,-,,nivrwicc- : rnn lreree a
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,Vz N V~F "p

01 -L KIP

N['trt (.ae r ' 'sa '~aJP1> th

Npci~ K3tc ~~c~~ ~ae ~ .

nheares neighbor- cwaiuton s approd achfrdee ii> -.

disn!tabtio functon fop r ,ta 2>;l iscr re:'' .

streifion ltincrlie str uctur, e res.let

Applic11* aton to th qanite of hid - tra e vp ra Is taken.c

to he susraie dec ofte reallv a em w~cPe have:;~;, cos'o-*e' ---

cnrstt needear' cor tryin. Thl- apperoaca for r

distediauin inb 1. sat ln stc'c ,.je

2852
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a tlo dCn 25

(2 "-c 2.

2)
I (10 dyne s/n .

:able I. Physical onstants of 'IaAs serlccri:: .o"; ,

The dojat masses, valences, and ory;a' br.r . -. ak.'r: C'-

cerlodic table and reference (24). fhe t:-. c :r tr. .

zincblende lattice sum calculation Is = , c_ . Us' .. t;e

developed formulism, we calculate . _ ,  and tile arp-arent d~t's~ o.,

coefficient j and list them in 'aole 2 at T = 300 ,

D I(to-cmIs) __,.

-4 2A

Ta le 2. A ffusvi ties of 6i and :'e doped ':a~s ipi Su:ratt":e V,
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The calculation of the dif'fusion ter.sor In a seT.Iccdu .. rto e at

can D-e carriedl out thoq yra~lcuanti Lt-!s cift. &fso

particles in terms of various derivatl.ves of rnteractlco. -cc- ta

.-icroscopic -roperties are related to macroscopj'> propertLes cy t-ie

ensemble averag~e of the systeim. :11 pos b>~ _;51iz n3,a:-,.

.:crin concurrentlzr in a condeIsf~a phase are ta.,e. tcnsjr -seon

oy usig the momentum autocorrelation f,,ncton exlpressio::'

instant, no matter hiow many *:fuinmC:'a r.un r' 7 7. L-C V(.

truncation of the time expansion is well :ustified iLy tnr(U.-

correlation time T for self -consIs terncy. -ie proceuu-_re for

calculation is straightt-forward. The accuracy o!' tne resulIts

on the modeling of interaction potentials. .,e re Is no ex~ierim#:rntal

values reported in the literature :or our cor.i'arU_.or. to t est *-.e

validity of our approach. :iowever, our nrea 1 'xesrn :

reveal ac-reement. by the first orJer terms 't tose d-i~ c~

tne fluctuation aid dissi;pation tne.ecr,,. h:Vu.~-f rs

tnus, are ist~*O uuerefer-nrce 1:. trIn > D : tu

P % - *% V-

P~~ . - . % .01
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4% b

'Io make -ar sui.'-effort,- ard resea":h roC:.c, a, c

brInz t;ie -mx'mu-n 1-e!-ef !I of on~4 <- 7Y

ll-kt to nrake ti-e fol'0w~j~eonr:aO.5

(a d ncrt-Inue lo)%Lg-ter~r lr.teraz2.lonsz betwee Z

and :nys f to ach4-.*. t cI'ani '

o).ar'y out th-e :',art' - .-. *

tne valicilt- of !tsA-~~a : ~~ .

ratilonale, :s tria. tnere Is. ,,o exnrie .,. ca--a In~ .-

to corare With. .. 4

(c) "*se the re sults of "t) toot.....

c-irren't dem~onstrated approaci. -pat th

kflc~wf elentrical. prorerties to se 'we.-er ~~ ~~

(d' .:e -e a t p ro ce du 1e s (b an a~ (c n U a a, *.

F, ; pe Ia tt i ces an 7 ote r re o rt e

.e) :Omp-"e the p -D rar~s n:ow 7x ( t ,,

- ncwn oarnci 2,7r-~ 1.- i

pro.LCe-s t'(.r 3.§tO '-
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in .7Articiilar, this nacka,-e( will be used Pxtens'vely'.,v the

*Xaterials Laboratory in th-e near '7ut-ire 'or ba.-d str-icturo

calnulations of all new synthetic s ~cnutrs:iperlattice

mraterials of interest to the Lab. T.hese inl te coamI

and doped nipil superstructures. ,.ncf- *the althor'.' nodif'.e6

ge-7eralized ~Qtheory for superlattice band str--ctilre

calculations is complete, a11 thJs --a%. -), 1-::ernc-ited

(~(r- nipi superiattices with the sipcom, n- : ~o ~ of

.:aterials Laboratory to test the theore-tical- 7 etncds co, , -,-e ted

this summer and to verify the ther to be InO~ ~~~

proposed work of ()

(E) Support the autnor's - -

p-roDo.us;i7 on the band structure caiculatins of .4ei.Lconductor

sujperlattices, in particular, n> A2~poz.

Since the foundation work of the iprcrosed restearch has bee;.

laid out durin;g the su-mmer, Initial research slcrior. IsN

nec-.ssary for the fruiltfij. com!rIetioi cf -h.h 2-. er~iea--'or.

III ''~~p II 1 1. 1
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ABSTRACT .-5 "

A number of small optical cells were constructed and tested for

the purpose of studying small one-dimensional crystals. The optical

properties of two types of needle-shaped crystals (natural and

synthetic) were studied in some detail. Preliminary tests show that
J.

the small cell method developed here has potential for future

applications of these new classes of optical materials. This method

can also be applied to studies of nonlinear effects in one-dimensional polo

crystals, e.g., harmonic generation, Raman and Brillouin Scattering.

J.-

% 5%

me. S.5
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I• INTRODUCTION

The nonlinear properties of optical fiber and other crystals are

of particular interest to Air Force research and device applications

programs. Optical fibers offer low loss and can support high

intensity over long interaction lengths. This provides an opportunity P

for studying and making use of nonlinear optical processes at low P

power levels. Also, second harmonic generation in glass fiber was

discovered recently " 1 ,2  This was considered a forbidden process

because of inversion symmetry in the glass structure. Therefore, it

is of considerable interest to study both theorEtical and

experimentally why and how this second harmonic generation can exist

in fibers at all. Once this is known, one might then produce the type

of fiber suitable for future applications in nonlinear devices.

There are many nonlinear optical materials for many different

applications. The material requirements are widely different for

diverse applications, such as optical logic, optical signal

processing, optical switching, optical memor is, modllation and .-

frequency conversion. In addition to the nonlinear optical

properties, the material's ability to be formed into specific

geometric configurations such as thin films and fI~er 17 also an .'.

important factor in device applications.

My research interests have been in th ar, 1 . r ,-:; In:

nonlinear effects in crystal.3. ,4r ef r.', n r f ,

opportunity to perform experiments -t r N(nI n, r" n""

the Frank J. Seiler Research Labor r ,r r I JSA ' .
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In this project we concentrated on the study of small Sw

needle-shaped crystalline materials and the nonlinear effect in - *

fibers. The results of this research will be very useful for possible

device applications in future optical technology.
S.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT ..

The major objectives are as follows:

a. To study the nonlinear effect in different optical

fibers. To investigate the possible harmonic generations by coupling

different wavelengths of laser light and very short light pulses into

the fiber. Raman and Brillouin scatterings are possible means of

detecting the effects.

b. To study a totally different kind of optical fiber,

namely the type grown by nature. To characterize these fibers using <

various optical tests and to explore possible future applications.

Since there are no existing optical cells which can be used for

the small fiber crystals, we concentrated our efforts to develop an

appropriate means for efficient light coupling using fiber optics .

technology for (b) mentioned above. .

Due to the unexpected delay in the delivery of the Quantronics

laser (for (a)), we were not able to perform this part of the

project. This aspect of the research is to be pursued by the Frank J.

Seiler Research Laboratory personnel after deliver' of the Nd:YAG

laser system and appropriate fiber specimens.
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III. THE DESIGN AND TESTING OF THE SMALL OPTICAL CELL .-

1. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT:

In the earlier experiment for studying optical properties of

3
magnetic fluids , a method using small capillary tubing was developed

for liquid samples. Here, we used the same concept and technology co

study small fiber crystals. Several techniques and variations of the

small cells were tried and will be described in the subsections below. ,

a. In Figure 1, we used a single mode fiber with the outer jacket

removed and glued it on a small piece of glass slide. The end of the

fiber was cut so that the light can be coupled in and out with good

efficiency. Also, the end of the fiber was made to stick out of the

slide by 3 mm Lor easy access of coupling with the small crystals to

be described later in this section. -

To ensure good coupling of light in and out of the system .. *.

(fiber-crystal-fiber) we need to align the fiber optics with the

crystal as precisely as possible. In the earlier experiment for

3 t~

liquid samples, this was achieved by guiding (or :-liding) A and B -.

along the edge of slide D. A small capillary tube (C) contained the

liquid sample and was also glued onto a small oiece of a glass slide.

The light could then be coupled from A to C and then from C to 9.

When the fiber ends A and B were immersed in the capillary tube C
)0

containing a liquid sample, we were able to achieve excellent coupling

of laser light in and out of the liquid sample.

29-6
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In order to extend the same idea to solid samples, further

improvement of the fiber coupler is needed. Depending on the size of

the needle shaped crystals, we can use the same capillary tube C for

the solid samples and, with a drop of index matching fluid, some light
,%

can be made to couple in and out of the crystal sample. However,

considerable light is scattered from both ends of the crystal. This

makes polarization and spectroscopic studies of the crystal .

difficult. Therefore, other methods described below were also tried.

b. In Figure 2, two glass slides, with fiber attached (A and B)

were arranged at an angle as shown. The sample crystal (C) was

carefully placed between them so that the two fiber ends were slightly

bent. The coupling of light was made again with matching fluid. With :-

this arrangement the scattered light, which is mostly in the forward .

direction, is minimized. This method has some degree of success, but

optical coupling in and out of the crystals is still insufficient,

especially for smaller crystals. The following improvements were made. ' '

c. Instead of using the matching fluid in the capillary tubing, _

we replaced it with UV cured epoxy (Norland optical adhesive 61)

between the fiber and the crystals. This optical alignment was done ,.
%

under the optical microscope. Once optimum coupling was obtained by

careful adjustment of the relative position of the fiber end with the

crystal, a drop of epoxy was applied to the junction. A UV lamp (-4W)

was used to cure the epoxy while the optical alignment was

maintained. The same procedure could then be repeated to couple the

other end of the crystal to a fiber, or the light output from the

crystal could go directly into the monochrometer input fo.

spectroscopic studies as shown in Figure 3.

29-7
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The advantage of using method b is that one crystal sample can be

easily changed with another. However, method c gives better light.

coupling.

2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS:

These different coupling schemes were compared and nreliminarv

results are summarized as follows:

a. A Bundle of Small Crystals:

w, ' .- , ; %

For naturally grown crystals, sometimes a bundle of smaller

crystals were stuck together into a larger one. This type of crystal

is characterized by its larger diameter (a few hundreds vim in

diameter) and randomly oriented in the optical axis. This crystal has

the advantage of ease of handling due to its large size and is

convenient for optical spectroscopic analysis.

The method in Figure 1 was used for light coupling; rv%

occasionally the UV cure method can also be applied. With the use of

a white light source (as shown in Figure 3), the optical spectrum can %

then be studied. Only preliminary tests on Gypsum (from Nova Scotia, .*

Canada) were done with and without the small crystal,. The results ...

show the potential usefulness of this method. -'.-'.

_.- .-5
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b. Smaller Crystals:

For smaller crystals (a few prm in diameter), we can study

both the polarization and spectroscopic properties using the cell

shown in Figure 2. Due to its small diameter, it is difficult to

couple a lot of light into the crystal. However, preliminary results

on Scolecite (Oregon) showed that it is sufficient to study the .'

optical properties in some detail.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Several small cells using capillary tubes and fiber optical -e %

technology were constructed and tested. They were shown to be very %

useful for spectroscopic and polarization studies of small single

crystals. This approach is highly recommended for the study of both 1%

natural and artificially grown needle shaped crystals. However, only %

preliminary results were obtained. We hope to continue to study the ®r %

small crystals using the method developed here with our mini-grant %

applications.

2. The nonlinear effects in optical fibers and small crystals

were not carried out fully this summer because of the late dlivery of

the Quantronix laser. With the establishment of the mall sell metho,-

for handling the small crystals, we can now efficipntlv couple !asr

power into small crystal/finer sampl.;:; fr .M~rv . ,nn: f m:v..

nonlinear optical effects.

M %-
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The Effect of Model Flexibility on the Accuracy

of Aerodynmic Coefficients Determined from

Free-Flight Ballistic Tests

by

Dr. Robert W. Courter

ABSTRACT

The objective of the present research was to determine the

influence of ballistic model flexibility on aerodynamic coefficients

determined from free-flight ballistic tests by parameter estimation

methods based on rigid body theory. General equations defining the

dynamic behavior of a flexible body were derived. Body flexibility

introduced two additional types of terms into the normal rigid-body%%

equations: inertia coupling terms and aerodynamic coefficient terms.

The inertia coupling terms were evaluated by performing a simulation

study of a high fineness-ratio penetrator configuration. Preliminary

results indicate that flexibility within normal structural limits does not

influence the body trajectory or the accuracy of the aerodynamic

coefficients determined from rigid body theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The aerodynamicist has at his disposal a variety of experimental

and analytical methods with which to determine the aerodynamic . L

characteristics of a flight configuration. One of these methods

involves the application of sophisticated parameter estimation
0

techniques in conjunction with experimental data acquired in an

instrumented free-flight ballistic range. The U. S. Air Force carries

out such aerodynamic research in the Aeroballistic Research Facility

(ARF) at Eglin AFB, a 750-foot range instrumented with fifty, two-

plane shadowgraph and timing stations from which projectile linear ....

Position and angular orientation as a function of time can be
determined. These data then form a trajectory which is matched with

analytical predictions by appropriate estimations of the aerodynamic

coefficients of the flight item being tested. The quality of the

aerodynamic characteristics which are determined from such range

data analyses depends heavily on the analytical models which are used

to "fit" the experimental data. The models currently incorporated into

the ARF parameter estimation algorithms include the standard six-

degree-of-freedom rigid body equations of motion with aerodynamic .'"

forcingfunctions tailored to the particular configuration being studied.

The ARF staff has been successful in determining the aero(tyrarmics of

a wide variety of configurations with these algorithms.

30-4 "4



Data from a recent test series involving high fineniess ratio

penetrators have suggested that model flexibility may inflUence the ~ '

results of free-flight range test prograrrs. Tw.vo imnportant factors are

immediately obvious: (1) a flexing model wvill possess a t irrie-depeniderit

inertia distribution which could lead to dvriarrikc coupling. and (2) a ~-

flexing mrodel mray alter the flow field in which it flics to the ex.t(-rt

that aerodynamic loads are affected. Since the present algorwithms inl

the ARE p.'arneter estirmation prograrri do riot wccourit for eithcr of

these effects. the accuracyw of aerodvia riiic roredict ions rimy he

compromised in tests of slender, flexible configurations

11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

It is the objective of the present summer research program to

begin an investigation to determine the effects of' ballistic modiel

flexibility on the quality of aerodynOmic predictions fromn the AFF.

The purpo~ses of the research are:

1. Establish a method of analysis of flexible- free-flight mode-ls.

2. Determine through simulation the e~ffect that hod- flexibilitv -e

has on penetrator trajectory using rigid-body aerodynamic

coefficients of' a typi(:al high fineness ratio pent r-ator.

30-5
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III. METHODOLOGY:

The emphasis of the present program is to discover if body

flexibility affects the quality of aerodynamic coefficient estimates from

ballistic range data. The work accomplished is entirely analytical,

and it incorporates the simplest possible methods. The approach can

be outlined as follows:

1. The equations of motion of a flexible body are derived. In

this derivation an arbitrary "flexed" displacement is assumed 6,

and the dynamic equations for this "flexed" mass element - '*

determined. However, only bending deformations are

considered in the analysis which follows. A high fineness

ratio circular cylinder is selected as a typical penetrator -

configuration for which torsion and tension-compression .* "

deformations are negligible in comparison with bending

deformations.

2. The purpose of ballistic data analysis is to determine the -4

loads which were necessary to produce the trajectory

measured. This means that the loads are not known a

prior. Without loads the forced vibration of the slender -1.,

body cannot be determined. In the present case the elastic "" A

effects are accounted for by determining the free-free

vibration of the model with the NASTRAN finite element

computer code using a bar-element model.

3. The "elastic inertia" terms which evolve from the derivation

in part 1 are evaluated based on a normalized fundamental ' N..

mode shape from the NASTRAN analysis. Iiigher order

30-6
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modes are available, but only the fundamental mode is

considered initially. An arbitrary time-dependent amplitude,. -,._.

function is included in the description of the fundamental -h -

mode. This function has a frequency equal to the

fundamental natural frequency of the cylinder. .-

4. The equations of motion containing the elastic inertia-

coupling terms are then solved for a trajectory using a fixed •

set of geometric parameters, aerodynamic coefficients andV

initialconditions. They are first solved without any elastic

effects to establish a "baseline" trajectory. Then they are

solved with the elastic effects using the elastic amplitude as ,

a parameter.

5. Comparisons of the trajectories generated in part 4 indicate

the elastic effects of interest, such as resonant conditions,

phase shift and significant amplitude value.

In the following sections the details of each of the steps outlined

above will be given.

IV. DERIVATION OF EOUATIONS:

The dynamic equations of motion of a flexible body can be

derived by considering a typical differential mass elerent posit iried at

an arbitrary location relative to the center of rmass of the body. The '-

body itself is translating and rotating relative to ar inertial aLxis % %

3 0%. ,
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system. Such a configuration is shown in Figure 1. Here the absolute

location of the mass element with respect to the origin of the inertial

axis system is given as the vector sum of the radius vector of the

center of mass, Rof the position of the "rigid body" mass element from

the center of mass, p ,and the elastic displacement of that mass

element from its rigid body position,

R R= + p + ~()4

The corresponding velocity and acceleration of this mrass elemnrt are,

respectively,

R R= + p + (2)

R=R' + p + (3)

The description of a vector rate in a moving axis system must include

both the rate of change of vector length and the rate of change of

vector direction. Typically,

V V + Xa XV (4) .

where V represents the vector change relative to the moving axis

system and (o X V represents the vector change induced by axis

rotation. Applying this principle to Equation (3) above yields the

following equation for the acceleration vector:

30-8 k
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R=Ro + p+ 2W X + X

+ )X + (0X WX (5)

Now the equations of motion of the body can be defined in terms

of the mass element acceleration, the mass element position relative to""?-"7'

the body center of mass and the applied forces and moments on the",-'

body. The translational and rotational equations of motion become.,i

respectively, .,,.,

%

di m X F (6)

.." * -

Sro X R dm I Y r o X F = : M (7) C -,

Equations (6) and (7) in conjunction with Equation (5) are general. "".

However, in this initial analysis of the flexibility problem the fullr;,%---

~~~equations will not be used. It will be assumed that all terms involving ,.,,

~~~the x-component of Z are zero (no flexibility in tens ion-compress ion). ,.'.,

. ,..-

~~Also, it will be assumed that the other components of act •"'

independently and normal to the x-axis (torsional flexibility is ----.

P %J

these simplifications are too lengthy to include here. The equations •"

C. C. Q

reduce to the rigid-body form w he de inertia couplng ternis

produced by deformation of the penetrator structure, called the "elastic

inertia" terms, are eliminated. These equations are ve copnlcated

and require considerable algebraic manipulation before ntegration can

take place. They also represent a much more complicated ph-vsical .,_-..

30-9
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model than we are prepared to deal with here. A simplified set of

equations is presented in the following section. .,: ,

V. FREE-FREE VIBRATION ANALYSIS:

The determination of the dynamic behavior of an elastic body

depends on knowledge of the loads applied to that body. In the

present case., however, the loads are unknown. In fact the objective

of ballistic testing is to determine the loads from free-flight trajectory

analysis. Therefore, we must resort to indirect methods to determine

the deformation vector, / which appears in the dynamic

equations. *

The technique which will be used is that of free-free natural

vibration. Here the body is assumed to vibrate at its natural.NON

frequency under a net forcing load of zero. The results of this type of

analysis are the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the structure.

The mode shapes are determined in terms of an arbitrary time-

dependent amplitude function. That is ..- '

%

S= 'o sin (9 t) F(x.y,z) (B)

where A is the amplitude magnitude, 9 is the natural frequency and _ .t0

F(xy,z) is the mode shape. The NASTRAN finite element computer

code is used to determine the free-free vibrational characteristics of;-' .. ,-

the model structure. A high fineness ratio circular cylinder was

selected as a representative flexible body because of the simplicity with v .,.

30-10 -.' ;"
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which it can be modeled in the NASTRAN program. The uniform

cylinder was assumed to be made of 40 equal bar elements. A -

comparison of the computer solution for this case with the natural

frequencies determined by direct analytical methods showed a

discrepancy of under 1 percent. Figure 2 is a typical single-plane y..-.'

fundamental bending mode shape for a slender circular cylinder. This

normalized function is used to determine the mass integrals of the
"elastic inertia" terms which appear in the equations of motion and

,%.%

are defined in Appendix 1. Note that the mode shown in Figure 2

can be very well represented analytically by a 4th-order polynomial

equation. For mode shapes which are not so amenable to analytical

representation the integrals must be evaluated numerically.

V1. SIMULATION PROGRAM:

In the preceding sections the general equations for dynamic.%

analysis of an elastic free-flight body have been described. The initial , If. ',-

attempt at elastic analysis reported here will be for the simplest

possible case. This case will be that of single-plane bending of a

high fineness ratio circular cylinder. The general equations of motion

thus become: f ..tr ,

1 0 0 0 0 0 A

0 1 0 0 0 0 B .
*'. .% .%

'0 1 0 0 0 W L C (9)
0 0 0 a4 4  0 a4 6  Dp D

44 46 P % . ,=

I0 0 0 0 56 qE -

0_ 0 0 a. a a, r,, F ,

30-11
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where A = (F + Fxa)/m rv qw

B (Fyg + Fy a )/m + pw- ru
C = (Fzg + Fza)/m + qu - pv

D = L + p( qKx - 2Kz - 2Lzz) + qr(2Kz + Ozz)

+ (q 2 - r 2 )Ky + qr(Iy- lzz)

E = M - q(pKy + 2K z + 2Lzz) - pr(2K z + Dzz) AV

F(p2 - r 2 )K - pr(lxx - Izz)

F =N + r(pKy - qKx ) + 2(qKy + pK x )

+ pq(Ixx - lyy)

4 4 =1 xx + z + zz

a46 =-Kx
a +1 +2K +- 3JP'.55 yy z zz

a =-K ~"-.'
56 y

64 x

65 = -K
65 y

a 6 6 =lzz .

In these equations u, v, w, p, q and r are the translational *e .

and angular rates, respectively, and lij are the conventional

inertia terms. The "elastic inertia" terms are defined as follows:
iI

.% .

K.1 fx- dm; L f dm >~dm
zz-% - -,,%
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The aerodynamic forces and moments, F aIy ,Fq

L, n', and N4 are expanded in terms of stability derivatives
which are typical of the slender penetrator configuration. Since

the study involves a comparison of theoretical trajectories for the

rigid and elastic bodies, the accuracy of these aerodynamic

coefficients is not critical as long as the form of the aerodynamic

model is consistent.

The simulation program is a straight -forward application

of' the fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration algorithm A

to solve the twelve equations of motion for the state variables u,

v. w, p. qt ro () ye '', x, y, z. Graphicaland numerical
output can be directed to the computer screen or to the printer.

The procedure followed in developing the results shown in

the next section is:

1. For a given set of aerodynamic characteristics perform a

rigid-body run to establish a baseline for comparison. ,. "

2. Using a NASTRAN run to determine mode shape and

natural frequency for the slender cylinder configuration,

evaluate the "elastic inertia" terms.

3. Make trajectory runs using the elastic equations of

motion and the "elastic inertia" terms determined in step

2. The arbitr'ary elastic amplitude is varied from run to -v.'
run to determine its influence on the results.

30-13
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VII. RESULTS AND COCUSOS

It has been determined that the angular resolution possible

from ballistic range data is of the order of 0.5 degrees. Using

this criterion the minimum discernable bending amplitude for a

typical slender cylinder (fineness ratio = 35) is 0.02. inches. An.

amplitude range of 0.02 to 0.12 inches, the latter corresponding

to a 3 degree angular deflection, was selected for the initial

flexibility study reported here. A set of aerodynamic coefficients

consistent with a fineness ratio 35 penetrator flying at a nominal
Mach number of 5 was used in the simulation program.

Figure 3 shows the characteristics of the penetrator

trajectory for the rigid body case. Simulations for the elastic Z

body case using the same aerodynamic coefficients were

performed over the range of amplitudes indicated above. There

was no discernable difference in the trajectories, even for the t%
%

most severe case of bending. %.Il

It is impossible to reach any broad conclusions from the

foregoing simulation comparisons. It has been shown that the

elastic inertia coupling does not influence the trajectory within

the limitations imposed by the simplifications made in the analysis

(i.e., symmetrical configuration of certain finens ratio wit~h

single plane bending). Time and data limitations have precIluded

a thorough analysis of the problem. Nevertheless, the results of

this limited study do tend to give the analyst confidence in the

30-14



aerodynamic coefficients determined from rigid body analysis of

free-flight ballistic range data.

Vill. RECOMMENDATIONS."

The initial phase of the investigation into elastic body effects

on ballistic range data analysis has been completed. However, a S

definitive resolution of the problem has not been reached. The

work should be completed along the following lines:

1. The simulation comparisons begun with this research

should be extended to include additional fineness ratios

and flexibility amplitudes. This would make possible

the definition of flexibility boundaries within which

rigid body theory is secure.

2. Using the elastic body equations of motion a general

theory should be derived which establishes the body

and flight conditions which could lead to abberations

in range-determined aerodynmnic coefficients.

3. Using rigid body equations of motion an aerodynamic

forcing function driven by body flexibility effects

should be determined. The goal here is to seek a

forcing function which could adequately account. for

body flexibility within the framework of rigid body

dynail ics.

30-15
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The principal goal of the continuation of the present work is

to determine ballistic testing boundaries within which the current

rigid body theory may be safely used to determine aerodynamic

coefficients. This goal not only involves finding limits of the.v,

present data reduction scheme, but it also includes defining

aerodynamic forcing functions which Would account for flexibility

while still allowing use of the rigid body dynamic theory. The

author intends to propose this extension of the summer project to •

AFOSR under the Mini-Grant Program.
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Bruce A. Craver

% ,.-...

ABSTRACTEAT

A review of the theory of superlattices and quantum wells,

and the theory of optical absorption in these structures,

was conducted. A comparison is made between the mechanisms

for tunable absorption in quantum wells and doping super- .]

lattices. For quantum wells, tunable absorption is achieved

by the auantum confined Stark effect, and in nipi's by a...,
tunneling-assisted absorptionr ie Franz-Keldysh effect,

wnduced by an cnternal electric field arising from the

suerlattice potential caused by ionized donors. super-

%%'

Suggestions concerning the future research direction of the

nonlinear optics group are offered. rh
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I. INTRODUCTION: P

The USAF has a strong interest in the development of a wide -.

range of fast, low-power electro-optical circuit d-:vices for

application in optical computing and in image processing and

manipulation. The design of such devices will depend upon

nonlinear optical effects. Nonlinear optical materials are

ones for which the fundamental electrical and optical

properties such as the conductivity, refractive index,

absorption, i.e. the dielectric function, depend on the

electric field F in the material. Most often this

dependence is either on the field strength itself, or on the

intensity or square of the field strength. Materials

exhibiting such nonlinear behavior are capable of fast

switching or changes in state, modulation or tuning of its

properties, and self-interaction effects.

At the University of Dayton, I had previously worked on

problems in nonlinear optics for the USAF. This work was

largely in the area of nonlinear self-optic effects such as

self-induced total internal reflection, optical limiting,

self-(de)focusing and nonlinear lenses. I have also carried

out detailed calculations of nonlinear absorption in

semiconductors arising from the effects due to hot electrons

created under intense irradiation.

31-4
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1.OBJECTIVES:

The nonlinear optics effort within the group with which :

worked was relatively new, and there had been little

opportunity to develop expertise with the subject of

superlattices (SLs). Nevertheless, it was clear from their

survey that SLs exhibit nonlinear optical behavior, and a

potential for application to a wide range of electro-optical

devices such as tunable light sources, lasers, and spatial

light modulators. Furthermore, a new in-house molecular

beam epitaxy (MBE) machine is expected to be operational by

the end of the year. For these reasons it was decided that

I should begin to work in the area of SLs.

The ultimate goal of this in-house effort is to develop

superlattice structures for eventual incorporation into a

spatial light modulator, whose operation is envisioned to

depend on the absorption of the SL. Consequently, my first

objective was to familiarize myself with the fundamenta-.

theory of absorption by a SL, and in particular the

mechanisms by which the absorption coefficient a can be

tuned or modulated. This would entail an extensive review

of the literature, with an eye toward determining what types

of measurements, at what temperatures, and on what materials

such work has been done. In addition, 7 am To provide some

guidance in the direction of the research to be conducted at

Wright Patterson Materials Lab. :t is desirable to find an

31-5
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area of research which is directly relevant to the goals of %

the USAF, and yet does not duplicate efforts being carried

out by others.

-'Ne
ML

(a) Superlattices (SLs) are spatially periodic structures

along one direction in space, assumed to be the z-axis. The p. 5,

unique feature of SLs is the capability for control of the

production of such devices to within a few crystalline

monolayers, so that it is possible to tailor the device for

a variety of applications (QE-22, 1986; Chemla, 1985; .

Dohler, 1986). My literature review suggests that the two e

tunable absorption mechanisms which have been demonstrated

experimentally, and are most likely to show progress toward

a spatial light modulator, are exciton effects and

tunneling-assisted absorption. To describe these it is

useful to classify SLs into two major groups, compositional

and doping (or nipi) SLs.

Compositional SLs are constructed from alternating layers of i

materials with different bulk band gaps, one of the most

exhaustively studied of which is GaAs/Al Ga -XAs. Although

there are several possible band alignments, depending on the , -.

materials used, that of GaAs/AlGaAs is the one we shall use

as the prototype for absorption in compositional SLs. The

31-6 ,
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spatial behavior of the band gap is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Notice that this structure results in potential wells for e

the electrons and holes which are within the same layer. :n A

contrast, the doping SLs are constructed by alternately

doping a single semiconductor material n-type and p-type

along the SL axis. The space charge of ionized impurity

sites then produces a SL potential which modulates the band -

edges. A schematic representation is shown in Fig. 2. Note
• ..

that in contrast to the compositional SL the nipi produces , %

potential wells for electrons and holes which are in

alternating spatial regions, thereby localizing them in

different regions of the SL.

Both types of SLs have demonstrated tunable absorption, i.e.

the ability to modulate a, in a spectral range near the band

edge, but by different mechanisms (Chemla et al, 1983;

Miller et al, 1985; Dohler et al, 1982; Dohler and Ruden,

1984). In compositional SLs such as GaAs/'AlGaAs the tuning

is via excitonic effects. in bulk GaAs at very low

temperature there is a strong absorption peak at the band

edge due exciton formation. This effect is completely

obscured at higher temperatures by broadening due to

ionization by phonons. However, electrons and holes in the

GaAs wells of the SL are forced to stay closer together,

thereby lowering the exciton energy. This actually allows ... ,
*%

one to see these exciton peaks at room temperature. This

absorption occurs at an energy equal to the energy of .'.,-.

31-7



formation of an exciton, which in turn depends on the

parameters of the GaAs quantum wells (QW), and can be a-

determined by design. Furthermore, this exciton energy can

be changed by applying an electric field, which effectively

changes the average separation of the electrons and holes,

and their average positions in the well. It is then
T

possible to shift the spectral location of this strongly

absorbing peak into a previously nearly transparent region

by applying an external electric field. This is referred to

as the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE).

The nipi's achieve the same result by a quite different

means (Dohler et al, 1982). It can be most easily thought - '

of as a Franz-Keldysh effect, i.e. absorption below the band

edge in the presence of an electric field. An electron

absorbs a photon with energy less than the band gap, and -. *

then tunnels through the remaining barrier to the conduction

band. The absorption coefficient a then depends on the

electric field. In the niDi there are internal fields
% . %~

associated with the SL potential that induce absorption

below the band edge. One can then view a as dependent on

the amplitude of the spatially oscillating SL potential, or

effective band gap, which in turn is dependent on the doping

levels and layer thicknesses.

Here also one has the ability to tune a. The amplitude of

the SL space charge potential, and equivalently the

31-8
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effective band gap of the nipi, depends on the density of

charge carriers in the two regions. As the excitation of

the SL, i.e. the carrier density in the doped regions,

increases it partially neutralizes the ionized impurity

sites, reducing the SL potential amplitude, and thus"-

altering a. The carrier concentrations can be modified by

electro-injection or photoexcitation. The unique feature of

nipi's that makes this possible is the spatial separation of .' %

electrons and holes, which greatly increases their

recombination lifetimes. It is clear then that by altering

the carrier concentration in the doped regions one can

induce relatively large changes in a near the band edge with

rather modest changes in the carrier density. Once again it ,

is possible to shift the absorption edge into a previously %'%%
%

transparent spectral region.

(b) Although my main effort was concentrated on tunable

absorption I have also begun some simple modeling of the

band structure of a SL by using a generalization of the %

Kronig-Penny (KP) type of analysis. The intent here was to

try to understand the formation of the subband structure of

SLs from first principles, and to see if it would shed any

light on the so-called effective mass approximation (EMA) or .

the question of band offsets or discontinuities. In this

model one represents the SL by a periodic sequence of a
,,_'. .-
-% %, -

combination of wells and potential barriers of differing

heights and widths. Each SL period is envisioned to be a

31-9
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series of an arbitrary number of potential barriers and '

associated wells corresponding to one set of parameters % . %
. . % , 5%.5

followed by a series of an arbitrary number of barriers and - l,

wells corresponding to a different set of parameters. The

barriers and wells of a given type model the lattice

potential of a specific semiconductor, and the free electron

mass is used. I have completed a derivation of the lattice

momentum-energy band dispersion curve, but have not yet ,

studied the resultant band structure.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

As noted previously, both mechanisms for tunable absorption . S'

have been demonstrated. There has been an extensive amount

of work done on the QCSE and nonlinear excitonic effects in

QW or compositional SLs (QE-22, 1986 and sources cited %

therein), and a rudimentary modulator has been demonstrated v

(Wood et al, 1984). However, recent work on doping SLs have -

shown tunable photoluminescence (Dohler et al, 1986),

electro-luminescence (Hasnain et a!, 1986), .

electroabsorption (Chang-Hasnain et al, 1987), and optically

induced absorption (Simpson et al, 1986) in doping SLs in

GaAs at room temperature. These demonstrate the validity of

the concepts of use of nipi's in room temperature light

modulators.

4A
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There are, in addition, several other features that make

nipi's attractive. In principle, they can be made from any

semiconductor that can be doped both n- and p-type, and

since they are made from a single material there is an %'I
v 

Iabsence of boundary effects and lattice mismatch problems.

One can also engineer and modulate the effective band gap

essentially from zero to the bulk band gap, implying a range

of tunability a spanning several orders of magnitude. In

view of this, and the already existing large effort in

compositional SLs, it is recommended that USAF pursue work

on the doping SLs. In particular, it should concentrate on

optically and electrically modulated absorption at room

temperature, initially in GaAs, but also consider materials

such as InP, GaP, InAs and Si. There has been some recent

work on these materials (Gal et al, 1986; Kitamura et al,

1967; Kobayashi et al, 1986; Yuan et al, 1987; Priester et

al, 1987), but at 80 K and lower. It is in this direction .

where the efforts could best complement the existing work in

this field rather than duplicate it.

In support of this effort I will be making a proposa: for a

mini-grant to carry out modeling of the absorption

coefficient for nii structures, as in Dohler (1982 and -

1984), and to then compute the reflectance and transmittance

through such nonlinearly absorbing devices. The modeling

would consist of writing computer codes to calculate a from *. .

a given set of SL parameters, and to optimize the design.

31-11 %



Ultimately, one wishes to find the transmittance of such .%.%lkel<e e
devices. This is not a straightforward auest iorn Fl nce with

strong absorption there will also be a spatial dependence of . .

the excitation of the sample, and hence of a. What is

needed is a self-consistent treatment of these effects. We

propose to carry out such an exact calculation by using the

method of invariant imbedding to determine the transmittance
,

and reflectance of a nonlinear absorbing medium. It is

anticipated that this would give different results from the

standard exponential attenuation, which assumes an a

independent of position. This could also affect the

analysis and interpretation of experiments to measure a.

%
%
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E

EE=

SLS

GaAs/AlGaAs compositional SL. E is the band gap for the
g

SL; E gi and E g2 are the band gaps of the respective bulk .

materials. 
5.p'
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and AV is the amplitude of the oscillation in the .. *

superlattice potential. Absorption of a photon with

energy less than E" is illustrated. The shaded region
g 9i

schematically represents the region through which theN

electron must tunnel. IN%. N,
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Computer Simulation of Adaptive Resource ]

-Management in Real-Time "''-

%%

WilliamK. Curr

Using computer simulation, a study was made of the

management of limited, specialized resources, under real-

*< .* ---

time response constraints. The primary focus was the ,..

automatic control and assignment of Electronic Counter - J

Measure (ECM) resources for an aircraft operating in a .. <.

hostile electronic environment. Techniques from the fields "

of Artificial Intelligence and Object-oriented system design .:-.

were utilized in an attempt to maintain this real-time -

response in a very large space of possible situations. We • -

also attempted to create a system with adaptive-.-!':[: i

characteristics to allow for simple, unassisted "learning" '

of the proper responses to unanticipated situations. '-

%
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The increasing density of the enemy threat environment in

Electronic Warfare (EW), and the increasing sophistication

of the threat radars used, have combined to make the field

of Electronic Counter Measures (ECM) one in which response
% a~

time and the effectiveness of resource allocation have

become critical factors [1]. When a hostile presence is ~ V

detected there is a short period of time during which an ECM ~~~

technique can be expected to succeed. The difficulty is

compounded by these ECM resources being specialized, in the

sense that a particular technique may or may not be an

effective deterrent in a given threat situation. These

constraints suggest that as much of the decision process as

possible should be automated.

The problem presented by automated control is that computer ~ '.

software has generally relied on static responses to

previously anticipated input patterns. Thus systems are, in

general, unable to adapt to new types of inputs or

unanticipated input combinations within real-time

constraints, if at all. In the case of an ECM system, this

limitation may force the aircraft crew back into a slow,

manual decision making mode and thereby jeopardize the

mission and/or the aircraft. It is to this problem that

this research was directed.

32-4
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The Software Development Group of the Avionics Lab of AFWAL

has been studying the application of new computer system -'. ,..

design concepts generated by the fields of Artificial S

Intelligence (AI) and Software Engineering, to the solution

of complex and highly constrained systems such as these.

My fields of interest, and subjects which I have been V

teaching for the past two years are AI and Software • .

Engineering. This problem was therefore of interest to me

because concepts from both areas had to be enlisted to

create a successful system. The AI concepts were needed to

provide for the system's adaptation mechanisms. Software

Engineering techniques were utilized to provide the

flexibility, maintainability, and efficiency required by

real-time military software.

0.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Several AI techniques being developed enable software

systems to undergo very simple learning processes. If an

ECM control system can be developed which, by use of these

learning techniques, will adapt to its current environment

and "learn" the proper response to an unexpected threat,

then the system might be relied upon in new situations to,

at worst, degrade gracefully in its performance and at best,

generate an effective response. If a generated response was

found to be effective it could also store that information

for later addition to the pool of knowledge known by all ECM

systems. L~~

The initial research goal was to produce a computer

simulation of the problem, modeling the mechanisms by which

a system such as this could adapt to new inputs correctly

while giving a resource allocation recommendation on a real- .N%

time basis. Due to the real-time constraints placed on this

system, the capability was needed to produce both a good, ~

quick response when fast response was critical and an

optimal response when the processing time was available.

Since a system such as this would most likely have a long

maintenance period, thus it was also important to consider

simplicity and maintainability in our implementation. ~

In an attempt to generalize the problem area to a non-

militarized, generic, resource management problem, it was

32-6
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decided to map the ECM environment, using as much detail as %-

possible, to the problem of an imaginary creature, labeled

an EWOK, trying to survive in a hostile world. Whereas the J

aircraft has threats, the EWOK has predators, the aircraft

has ECM tools, the EWOK has various techniques of confusing 
.3..

or evading his enemies, etc. In our EWOK world the number, m

type, and current activity of the predators combine to %

produce an overall situation. This situation is evaluated *.

by our EWOK, which then responds with a defensive strategy

consisting of one or more techniques. The natural

constraints placed on the EWOK's responses where found to

have a reasonable correspondence to the constraints placed

on the aircraft's ECM system. For example the aircraft may

release a flare, while the EWOK may release an odor, but

both actions are limited by distance, time, threats against

which they may prove effective, and the number of times

during a single encounter they may be used.

f~S.

%) % ;,,

, - % , , , , -%% %",

, . ,

%
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The system was developed on an LMI (Lisp Machines Inc.) Lisp

machine using the ZetaLisp dialect [3] of the LISP

programming language. In order to make the system as

portable as possible, with the exception of the user

interface, only Common Lisp [2] constructs were used. To

help manage the system's complexity and to introduce added

flexibility, the system was designed with an object-oriented

approach and implemented using Flavors [3].

In order to provide the EWOI( with both the capability to

quickly evaluate the current environment and to perform

simple learning functions when needed, it was decided to use

concepts from Fuzzy Cognitive Map structures to translate

environment situations to EWOK responses. Fuzzy Cognitive

Map structures are fuzzy signed digraphs having a feedback

mechanism. Digraphs are used to represent causation (i.e. A %

being present and B being present causes C to be assumed,

while C and D being present may inhibit E's assumption,

etc.). These causation connections are signed because both *,.

positive (causal increase) and negative (causal decrease)

relationships can be represented, and they are called fuzzy

because the strengths of the connections are allowed to

change as the system perceives a stronger or weaker causal

relationship between the nodes. B. Kosko [4] gives a fuller .. ,

explanation of FCM's structure make-up and operation. This

ability to change the causal strength between two items

during system operation provides the simple learning%
32-8
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mechanism which we felt could be utilized in creating an _.
%

adaptable system.

Our particular use of FCM type knowledge representation

involved, as with Kosko's FCMs, the assigning of causal

(activation inducing) connection values between the various

system entities. We, however, did not treat the collection %

of these connection values as a mapping matrix on which

matrix operations could be applied to achieve input/output

transformations. We chose to pass the individual connection

values between the system entities wrapped in the body of

system object messages. The values were treated more as a

confidence in the need to fire (become active) for the ''

receiving entity. The input values received were additive

and when an entity received a high enough confidence level %

from its environment to fire, it became active and sent

confidence values to any other system entities its

activation influenced.

The system objects communicate via message passing. In

order to control the complexity of the system's message

passing, it was designed using some of the concepts found in

the work of P. Green [5] on Activation Frameworks. When one

of the intermediate objects, such as a technique

classification object, receives an input message, it doesn't

immediately process that message but instead places it in an
%...),'.

input queue and increases a "queue potential" value

associated with the object. When the object receives a

"process" message, it then processes and/or routes each

message in its input queue as needed. Messages are passed P%
32-9
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only up to the object directly above the sender or to the

object directly below the sender in the system hierarchy.

This design accomplishes two purposes. First, the number of

objects which an individual object must communicate with is

reduced, making the system's data flow simpler. Secondly,

if a response from some~of the lower level objects is never -

needed then the time to process their messages may never be

expended, making real-time response more attainable.

The system is built around a collection of objects, the four

primary objects of the system being the environment object,

the EWOK object, the weight table object, and the user F,

interface object. All other system objects are subservient

to one of these primary objects.

The environment object communicates with a collection of

threat objects representing the EWOK's predators. The threat 91

objects contain all of the information needed to uniquely

identify their type, what they are currently doing, and how

dangerous their current activity is to the EWOK.

The EWOK object represents the actual creature. it

communicates with three types of subservient objects, state

objetsmission objects, and technique classification

objects. The state objects are used to model EWOK internal
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conditions which may influence the response to a threat.

For example if the EWOK is healthy he may choose an active

defense technique against a threat, such as fighting,

whereas if he is not healthy he may simply try to flee from I .' . -", .*

the threat. These objects correspond to conditions that may ....

exist onboard the aircraft, such as low fuel, aircraft

damage, etc.

The mission objects keep track of what the EWOK is trying to

accomplish and how important it is for him to accomplish it.

These objects, when active, influence the class of responses

the EWOK considers first when a threat appears. This is the _

area in an ECM system where the relative importance of crew

safety and mission completion are evaluated. _ -

The technique classification objects are used to break the

EWOK's defenses into major categories, such as expendables

which have quantity limitations, territorial techniques

which depend on surrounding terrain, etc., with each

category requiring different preconditions in the EWOK and

the environment before its techniques are applicable. Each .. " .' '

technique classification object knows about and communicates

with its own group of defense techniques objects. These

classifications were created so as to have a one-to-one

correspondence to the ECM technique classifications used by

the Air Force.

S-.. ,

The weight table object is where the connection strengths of

the system's entries are kept. When an object needs to send

another object a message indicating the sender has fired
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(become active) it sends the weight table object a "weight"

message to determine the strength of the connection between N

sender and the receiving object.

The system is menu driven with top level options of setting

environment characteristics or talking to the EWOK. If the

user opts to set environment characteristics then a second

set of options is presented allowing him to turn on/off

threats or modify threat characteristics. When a threat is

turned on or a currently active threat has its

characteristics changed, update messages are sent to the

EWOK via the environment object. N%.

When the user opts to communicate with the EWOK he is also

given a second menu of options. Capabilities are provided

for querying for and/or modifying the EWOK internal state

and mission/goal factors which are active, and for asking

the EWOK to produce a response to its current environment.

When the EWOK is asked to respond to its current

environment, a defense is selected for each of the threats

currently active in the environment. The selection process

is a function of how dangerous the current threat is to the

EWOK, which defense techniques the EWOK has left in its

repertoire, and whether a quick answer is needed or the
32-12



optimal answer can be found. If the quick answer is needed,

selections are made on the basis of a high level estimate of

which defense groups would be the most effective in dealing

with the current threats. If time permits a optimal answer, 0

then all messages in the EWOK's object input buffers are

processed and a steady internal state achieved prior to the

selection of the highest priority defense group.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

There are two primary additions which should be made to the *.

system to complete it. Parts of the system may need to go

through a redesign process in order to accomplish these

additions, thus making them non-trivial modifications.

There are also several areas which need further

investigation before the system can be justified as a

reasonable analogy to the original ECM resource management

control problem.

The original intent of the effort was to build a system

that, via modifications to the connection strengths in the *p~

FCM, could undergo a simple learning process to become more

effective in dealing with known threats and to arrive at

reasonable responses to new threats. At present, this

feedback modification of the connection strengths has not

been implemented.
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The other critical gap is that, to provide the feedback

needed for the above learning process, the environment must

be able to automatically respond to the EWOK's use of

techniques. This is an area which was not explored. The
% .- _ _1

system thus provides only manual modification of the

environment.

." **'."%

More study is needed into whether the greatest advantage can

be gained by passing connection values inside of system

messages or by dealing with the collection of values as one

large transformation matrix. More study is also needed into

the best mechanism to produce a "good" response when the

processing time is not available to produce a "best"

response.

Several details in the original problem were not carried

into the simulation due to lack of time. These include the .'•

importance of aircraft mission phase (ingress, operations,

egress) on the response needed, the fact that there are

usually more than one friendly aircraft on a mission, .*. '.

whereas our system implements only one EWOK, and the '

detailed time factors involved in the interplay of an

aircraft and the surrounding threat population.

In future versions the Flavors constructs used to implement

the system's object structures could be replaced with the

Loops object-oriented environment's constructs, since Loops

is becoming more standard in this area. 0

.. p ..
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Effect of Wind and Turbulence on an Artificially -- i

Generated Strato-Mesospheric Plasmra

Phanindramohan Das

ABSTRACT .'w'

The important principles relating to the generation of an Atmo- r,

spheric Ionization Mirror (AIM) in the strato-mesospheric regions are

reviewed. An equation on plasma evolution which includes ionization by --

•. d*

high power microwave breakdown, and plasma loss by attachment to neutral .-,

:-C

particles, recombination, and by advection due to neutral air motion, is,,-_

analyzed for relative importance of these factors in determining the v

steady-state condition of the artificially ionized region. The theory 40' ,

predicts that for a steady-state AIM to be possible, extremely weak j

winds are desirable. ,v

The climatology of the middle-atmospheric winds is reviewed: it is "

found that strong winds are the rule in this region, with speeds close .

to 200 m s- being on record. There also are wide variations of winds

both in space and time. While winds with speeds less than a few meters ._ .

.,'--.w

per second are desirable for a steady AIM, actual winds of several tens; ,

of meters per second need to be allowed for in an experimental design of ,, ,_

an AIM. 'i

. . -. " ,
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Natural ionization in the upper atmospheric layers, collectively

known as the ionosphere, has played a vital role in long-range radio

communication until the advent of the communication satellites. Even

with the availability of satellites a major fraction of long-range

communicdtion still is dependent on the natural ionosphere. There also

are important military needs of communication, guidance and control that

are served by upper atmospheric ionization. However, the natural

ionosphere is often not dependable as a medium for radiowave propagation

because of its natural variability, including its susceptibility to

sudden catastrophic disturbances due to solar flares. Ideas toward

developing methods to control the ionospheric region or, if feasible, to

create an artificial ionization region are, therefore, very attractive

for military applications.

The idea of ionospheric modification, albeit for a purpose differ-

ent from those alluded to above, dates back to 1937 when Bailey suggest-

ed that by irradiating the ionospheric region by powerful radiowaves at

the electron gyrofrequency one should be able to produce an ionospheric

glow discharge. This suggestion stayed afloat (Bailey, 1938; Bailey and

Goldstein, 1958) until Clavier (1961) demonstrated its severe limita- MA

tions. In the meantime, Soviet scientists (Ginsburg and Gurevich, 1960;

Gurevich, 1965) made a comprehensive analysis of the nonlinear effects

on the ionosphere likely to be produced by powerful electromagnetic

waves. While these studies made reference to the problems of gas

discharges and microwave breakdown, they did not specifically suggest

the possibility of forming an ionized region in the atmosphere by

microwave breakdown. Such a possibility as well as an atmospheric

experiment was proposed by Lombardini (1965) who used the laboratory

data of Brown and Rose (1957) and calculated power thresholds needed to

produce atmospheric breakdown by using VHF radio waves. ,

While the Soviet scientists can claim no originality in experimen-

tal laboratory work on microwave breakdown, nor in suagestinI atmospher- % %

ic ionization by microwaves, they should be credited with providing a

comprehensive theoretical and laboratory attack which was strongly

33-4 °p%S,
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motivated by the possibility of forming an artificial ionization region

(AIR) in the strato-mesospheric region (% 30-80 km). Gurevich (1972)

presented an analysis leading to the suggestion that a small patch of

ionization could be formed and maintained by using a beam of high-power

microwaves. This analysis was further refined by Gurevich (1979) and

Borisov and Gurevich (1980) and a lucid presentation was made by

Gurevich (1980) who described the complete concept of breakdown in the

interference region of two intersecting, pulsed microwave beams.

Various aspects of the concept have since been theoretically examined

and laboratory experiments have been performed to validate the concept

[see references in Duncan (1987)]. However, no facility has been built

to test the concept in the atmosphere, apparently because of prohibitive

cost and the gigantic nature of the engineering undertaking.

Recently, there has been a growing interest in the U.S. toward

studying the feasibility of generating an AIR [renamed Artificial

Ionization Mirror (AIM)] somewhere in the upper atmosphere. One of the

concepts that is being considered seriously is that of using high-power

microwave (HPM) beams to cause an electrical breakdown in the strato-

mesospheric region. It is perceived that the Soviet studies on the - ,

concept, while appearing to be theoretically sound, need to be examined

carefully, especially with respect to practical factors, before an

engineering experiment is undertaken in the free atmosphere. Such

factors are physical and chemical as well as meteorological in nature. 0 0e

The research reported here pertains to the last, and possibly a very

important, category.

The most important meteorological factors that bear upon the

proposed AIM are the winds - neutral winds, to be more specific - since *

in the middle atmosphere electrodynamic transport processes are neqligi-

ble. The winds, however, arise in three different forms, namely: (1)

the prevailing winds due to the temperature (and consequent pressure)

gradients caused by solar heating - with their attendant seasonal ,..

variations, (2) periodic fluctuations in the prevailing winds caused by

wave disturbances such as tidal waves (TW) and internal gravity waves

(IGW), and (3) turbulent fluctuations with their attendant diffusive

effect. The space-time variability of these winds is apparently very
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complex and should strongly impact upon the maintenance if not the

generation of an AIM.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The general objective of this research, as indicated above, is to

assess the effect of neutral winds and turbulence on the generation and

maintenance of an AIM in the strato-mesospheric region. Such an assess- .

ment is necessarily dependent on the conceptual engineering model which,

for the purpose of this report, is that of Gurevich (1980), Borisov

(1982), Borisov and Gurevich (1980, 1983) and Borisov, et al. (1983)

with minor extensions and modifications. This model, as can be re-

called, is based on the concept (validated in the laboratory) of elec-

trical breakdown in air caused in the interference field of two inter-

secting, pulsed HPM beams. In the following section, the relevant

details of the model are reviewed so as to show the manner in which the

winds and turbulence will affect the maintenance of the AIM.

Despite the complex and far-reaching implication of the neutral-air

motion on the maintenance of an AIM, Soviet scientists appear to have

disposed of the question just by giving highly idealized anaiytical %

solutions to a time-dependent equation for electron density. Only a

minimal effort has been made to examine the engineering implication of__

the winds and their spatial and temporal variation. This research

addresses some of these implications. More specifically, the objectives .

pursued under this SFRP fellowship are:

(i) to review the available information on middle atmospheric

winds and their spatial and temporal variations, and

(ii) to make a preliminary assessment of the impact of the

above on an artificially ionized region (or an AIM, to be

more specific) in the middle atmosphere.

III. CONCEPTUAL MODELS OF AN ARTIFICIAL IONIZATION MIRROR (AIR):

As originally proposed by Lombardini (1965), following the !abora-

tory data of Brown and Rose (1957), the breakdown field in air can be .

33-6



written
2 2 112-..a

Eb Ap (1 + 2/2)/ , (1)

where Eb is the r.m.s. breakdown field in V m -I A, a constant; p, the
-1 "

pressure in Pa; vc, the collision frequency in s ; and w is the fre-

quency of the radio waves in radian s-. Following McDonald, et al.

(1963) one can approximate '

V = 3.98 x 107 p

which can be inserted in (1). On the other hand, for a given r.m.s.

field E under far-field approximation at the height h , produced by a
0

vertically pointing antenna, the vertical variation of the field can be

written

E(z) = E0 (h0 ) (I + z/h0 )-1 (2) V
in which atmospheric absorption has been neglected. Since atmospheric

pressure and, consequently, Eb decreases exponentially with height

according to (1) while E(z) decreases linearly according to (2), it

should be possible to use a ground-based transmitter with appropriate

amount of power to cause microwave breakdown at a predetermined height,

hb, say. %

In addition to obtaining a method for estimating the height of the

breakdown, Lombardini also obtained a method of determining the height

at which the maximum rate of increase in ionization car he achieved with

a given field E > Eb. %

Lombardini' s work, while being remarkable for its pioneerina ,e

nature, apparently was ignored, obviously for the engineering demand his

suggestions would make for an atmospheric experiment. For ionizing

breakdown at the height of 60 km, for example, his calculations showed a

needed HPM ("heater") power, at the frequency of I GHz, of 1.2 GW with

an antenna gain of 106. Later research shows that Lombardini's esti

mates are too optimistic. In terms of power gain product, PTG, where PT

33-7
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is the transmitted power and G is the antenna gain, the requirement

estimated recently is > 4 x 1015 W while Lombardini's estimates work out
15Aat PTG = 1.2 x 1015 W.ff

Even though the power gain products needed for middle atmospheric ,0

breakdown were attainable, Lombardini's concept of a single beam HPM

breakdown would suffer from a low predictability of the height of

breakdown and the ionization to be attained because of the natural

variation of atmospheric density and the background ionization. Of

course, the need of extreme transmitter power, self-absorption of the

heater beam in the ionization generated, and potential plasma instabili-

ties immediately establish a preference for short pulses of HPM as the

breakdown agency (Gurevich, 1972, 1979). In addition, Borisov and

Gurevich (1980) and Gurevich (1980) prefer intersecting pulsed beams of

high-power microwaves for upper-atmospheric breakdown. It is this

concept and its variants that dominate the thinking on the gereration of

an AIM.

The concept of Borisov and Gurevich is schematically shown in Fig.

I: (a), explaining the general concept, and (b), giving a detailed 0

structure of the breakdown region. The beams which, because of a very

small width, are essentially parallel are made to intersect at an angle

4P which is adjustable. The phases of the waves in the individual beams

as well as the pulses are adjusted so as to interfere in the region of

interest which is indicated on the diagram (a) as the ionization layer.

The detailed structure of the ionization region depicted in diagram (b)

shows that the breakdown occurs in bands which are regions of additive

interference. The axes of the consecutive bands are apart by a dis-

tance, a, where

a = A/sin(0/2) = 2(, (3) %,%

the last expression being valid when , < 1. The thickness of the band

will depend on the field strength in the beams as well as the strength

of diffusion. For weak diffusion Gurevich (1980) givPs a thickness

d (0.1 - 0.2)X (4)

33-8
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the intersecting beam concept
of generation (and maintenance) of an AIM [from Field (1987)].
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Another important aspect of the AIM engineering concept is the

specification of pulse width and repetition rate. Since the power

density requirement for breakdown is large, the most economical way of

operating an AIM is considered to be to establish the AIM with a pulse

of relatively large duration, Test, and then maintain it with pulses of

shorter duration Tm.  The rationale for this approach can be seen as

follows. In the beginning the ionization needs to be built up from

ambient electron density; if the required operating minimum plasma

density is Nmin' the ionization in the first pulse is driven to a value

Nmax somewhat above Nmin* When the establishment pulse is turned off,

deionization processes, such as attachment and recombination, will de-

crease the plasma density to Nmin in time TD when the maintaining pulse

is turned on. The duration of maintenance pulse Tm, will be much

shorter than Test since the breakdown will occur at a much higher

initial electron density of N.in . The period Tm + T /F determines

the pulse repetition period F. The process described here is schemati-

cally shown in Fig. 2. ,

A second concept for generating an AIM has also been presented in

the Soviet literature. Novikov and Sergeichev (1982), with a view to

reducing the required pulse power, suggests that the antenna dimensions

be increased so as to focus the beams to a very small width. With such

an approach, breakdown fields can be achieved by using a small power in

the individual pulses. In order to increase the dimensions of the

mirror, then, the beams can be slewed in a manner analogous to the

raster used in forming TV pictures. At a given point of intersection,

as schematically shown in Fig. 3 a mirror cell is formed and a mirror

can be synthesized from a number, say J, of longitudinal cells and K

transverse cells.1  The principal constraint is that the beams must

return to the first cell every duty period, Tm Defining the duty

fraction DF Tm/(Tm + T TF we can see the limitation to be

JK I/DF (5)
%

LHere, "longitudinal" means in the plane of intersection, and "

"transverse," means normal to the plane of intersection of the beams.

33-10
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of pulse duration and repetition -%.%

in establishing and maintaining an AIM [from Field (1987)].0.
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MULTI-CELL MIRROR
FROM SCANNING BEAM

J - LONGITUDINAL CELLS P.
K - TRANSVERSE CELLS N.~

MIRROR AREA JKA2
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'p

Fig. 3. Conceptual method of generating a multicell AIM by the
scanning of intersecting beams [from Field (1987)].
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For the convenience of subsequent discussion we may note that there

are two apparent advantages in the multi-cell approach: (1) the peak

power in an individual pulse is reduced greatly, and (2) it will be

easier to generate an essentially horizontal mirror. These advantages , .

are gained at the cost of (1) antennas of larger diameters, and (2), for , .-

a given mirror size, a smaller DF is needed to maintain the mirror from

many small cells than to maintain it from a single large one. A

smaller DF may be achieved by shorter T (higher power) or a longer T *--

(lower rate of deionization - at a greater height, for example).

In the sequel we shall refer to the above engineering concepts as

single-cell AIM and multi-cell AIMs, respectively.

IV. EFFECT OF NEUTRAL AIR MOTION ON AIM

a. Theory. The effect of various factors, including neutral air

motion, is approached through an equation of continuity for plasma

concentration. In writing such an equation Gurevich (1972), Borisov and

Gurevich (1980), and Borisov, et al. (1983), have included a term

representing the advective change in plasma concentration. I shall

rewrite their equation in a slightly different manner so as to include %

the effect of fluctuating winds. The equation takes the following form:

+ VN + - + .7 (Ne ') + z (w-'I')

- (v - v )N + DV N- N2  (6)
i a aa) r (6)

in which, formally speaking, N, w, Ni' and w'r" can be treated as an

average over a suitable time scale. The symbols are

N electron concentration (vol ) ".'..W

V winds in the x-y plane defined below,

w ,wind in the z direction defined below, •
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vi' ionization rate under the applied electric field,

V a' rate of loss of electrons by attachment to neutral

particles,

Da  ambipolar diffusion constant, NY,%
Sr' recombination coefficient,

t , time, and

V3 7 , T' , -- (v z'"

where x, y are cartesian coordinates in the plane normal to the bisector ,

of the angle between the intersecting beams, along which the coordinate

is z. Equation (6) is physically awkward and has only a formal meaning:

while the time scale of the variation of N is on the order of millisec-

onds due to deionization and diffusion, the wind observations are on

time scales of minutes and hours. Thus any observable interaction of

neutral air motion with the above time scales of variation predominantly

has to be treated in an advective sense (that is, in terms of V.VN and

waN/az). The fluctuations, on the other hand have to be theoretically

deduced with an a posteriori verification. It is no wonder, therefore,

that the Soviet scientists completely ignored the terms involving wind

fluctuations. A good example of the Soviet approach is given by

Borisov, et al. (1983) who treat the problem as a one-dimensional one

and in a steady state in the sense of an average over a pulse repetition

period: , " ' -

2N

D d2 N - dN - v - crN)N 0, (7)
a v x dx + (ri a r
dx

in which v. needs to be determined from a coupled equation for the

electric field, and the x-axis is in the plane of the beams. n addi-

tion v is the x-component of the wind. This equation then is put into
xN

a non-dimensional form: ,.

% * , .%

2d 2 n d n 2 . •/
-K v d- + (K - )n K(

772  v X i a' r'SdX-

w ..% % . .w
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where
2 2 2 2N/No , No = E0 m(W + Ve) sin (/2)/e -

kx = x-component of the wave vector ,

X :k x ,%*-,-
xKv  ./D kK Vx/Dak x , A, .,'

x a x
(Ki9 Ka) = N va)/Dak 2

K = N /D kr ro a x

In the above m = electron mass, w angular frequency of heater wave,

: electron collision frequency, e = electronic charge and c = electric
permittivity of free space. On the basis of a set of optimal conditions

developed by Gurevich (1980), Borisov, et al. (1983) generated the

parameter values shown in Table I. It should be remarked that K isvbased on a wind of 40 m s-I; other quantities needed for computing Kv  -_

and other K's are based on standard atmospheric values. The surprising

result to the effect that K is invariant with height is due to theirv
using optimal conditions when k and D become inversely related through

collision frequency. A..

Table 1*

Height (km) ( - ) ko (m-) (T F) K K Kopt x(opt) m opt a r v

30 7.4 x 10 120 3.0 x 10 300 6000 120

40 1.6 x 10I 0  27 6.5 x 10- 6 65 1300 120

50 4.4 x 109  7 1.8 x 10- 6 17 350 120

60 1.3 x 109  2 5.0 x 10-7  5 100 120

*Explanation: w optimal angular frequency at which k (opt) is the
opt' x

(x-component of) wave vector.

Table I immediately suggests that while ambipolar diffusion is

small and possibly negligible, the effect of wind becomes very important

except perhaps at the lowest levels where recombination dominates the

loss process. At the upper levels (h > 60 kn) recombination becnmes "-,%
41
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weak and winds become very important.

Borisov and Gurevich (1980) and Borisov, et al. (1983) sought to

analyze the effect of the winds by obtaining analytical solutions of

(8). With drastic simplification (and somewhat questionable lineariza- Xm0

tion), Borisov, et al. arrived at the conclusion that a steady-state AIM

(in the sense of an average over a pulse repetitior period) cannot be

achieved unless %

V < 6.6 x 102 (TmF)2opt m s-

the subscript "opt" standing for the optimal condition. The values of

(TmF) opt cited for an AIM at 60 km is 5 x 10-7s which makes

v < 0.46 m s
- I

The physical meaning of these conditions is quite obvious: "The wind

carries off the ionization, and later is restored by a diffusion pro-

cess." For a given wind condition, this condition can be met by in-

creasing the duty fraction - principally by increasing Tm. I shall come

back to this point later on. In the meantime we should note that even

at 30 km where (TmF) n 3 x 10-5 , vx needs to be less than 3.6 m s--.

b. Middle atmospheric winds. As alluded to earlier, the informa-

tion on middle atmospheric winds can be organized in terms of the

prevailing (seasonal) winds and their fluctuations. CIRA (1972) pre-

sents the wind observations in terms of models the one for the zonal...

(W-E) winds being expressed as .

u u0 + Ul + u2 + uQB

where u is the total mean wind for an observation time at a iven point,
uo , the seasonal (say, monthly) mean component, u1 and u2, respectively,

0 1- 21

are the 24- and 12-hour tidal components, and is the so-called

quasi-biennial oscillation. In the follcowirg discission we shal"

V
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exclude UQB for an obvious lack of importance in our problem.

A meridional view of u0 over the globe for the month of January is -

shown in Fig. 4 which is constructed partly by interpreting Northern

Hemispheric July data as that of Southern Hemispheric January. It needs

to be emphasized that the meridional cross-section is constructed out of

data having insufficient longitudinal distribution. However, fortunate-

ly, the North American region is very well represented.

A meteorological discussion of the u0-field is of little signifi-

cance to the study - the only important point being that of estimating

maximum wind speeds in the altitude range from about 30 to 100 km. We

observe broad wind speed maxima in the 30-80 km altitude range with

intense speed maxima between 60 and 70 km. The maximum speeds at these

heights, according to Fig. 4, are 80 m s-1 for westerlies and 50 m s-

for the easterlies.

Strong as they are in the averaged global view, the prevailing N

zonal westerly maxima are stronger, according to CIRA (1972), in the i

winter months over North America, often being over 100 m s1. In the

spring and fall months the zonal winds are lighter - maxima with 40 m
s-1 Summer months however show maximum zonal speeds of 60 m s - 1

._

easterlies below 80 km and westerlies above 90 km - in the latitude belt .

from 30°-60° over North America.

Before I discuss the tidal contributions (u1 , u2 ) to the zonal

winds, I should mention the meridional (N-S) component of the prevailing

winds, which also has appreciable average speeds, the maxima in the-.
North American Middle Atmosphere being of the order of 15 m s I In

other words, all in all, we often should expect maximum wind speeds well

above 100 m s"1 in the N. American Middle Atmosphere. In fact, we

should expect even stronger winds in the northernmost latitudes in view

of wind speed reports of 184 m s 1 and 198 m s 1 from stations in the

North European region. .. ,

The gross picture of tidal contributions to the winds is that of

amplitudes of the diurnal as well as semi-diurnal components being on

the order of 10 m s1 both in the zonal (W-E) and meridional (N-S)

components. The tidal contribution can easily reach 100 m s - in the

lower thermosphere. A set of individual zonal wind profiles in this A
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region of the atmosphere presented by CIRA (1972) (see Fig. 5) proves

the point. -

Gravity wave contribution to middle-atmospheric winds and turbu-

lence. CIRA (1972), has not explicitly discussed the role of vertically

propagating gravity waves on the vertical distribution of zonal winds.

Hirota (1984) displays a mean meridional cross-section of the annual

range of the zonal winds based on CIRA (1972) and points out a distinct

minimum in the mesopause region. Indeed, individual zonal wind cross-

sections themselves tend to show zonal speed minima in the mesopause

region. Hirota presents statistical analyses in which he isolates the

fluctuations, presumably due to gravity waves, of the zonal winds and

temperatures, and confirms the presence of waves with vertical wave-

lengths of the order of 10 km. The amplitude of gravity-wave fluctua-

tion of the zonal winds are estimated at about 10 m s- . Unfortunately

the data used by Hirota does not go up to the mesopause.

An explanation of the rapid decrease of zonal wind speed above 60

km (, stratopause) is based on breaking gravity (and, possibly, tidal)

waves in the mesosphere (Houghton, 1978; Lindzen, 1981; and others). L

For our purpose, there are two aspects of gravity-wave breakdown that

are important: (1) the rapid fluctuation in the winds that a breaking,

sharp-crested wave will cause, and (2) the turbulent diffusion that

breaking gravity waves will generate. At present, there is no clear

idea of the extent of middle atmospheric turbulence and how much of it
is due to'gravity waves. There are some estimates - about 200 m2 s-1 by

Lindzen (1981) at 85 km, and a vertical profile of eddy viscosity:

Deddy (z) = 400 x 10z - 110 km/40 km (m2 s-1).

due to Matsuno (1982). These are large values - much larger than the

expected ambipolar diffusion of the order of a few m2 s-  that is

expected at 85 km height. At present it remains intriguing as to how

much of the gravity-wave generated neutral-air turbulence can contribute

to the enhancement of plasma diffusion.

c. Discussion of the effect of neutral-air motion on AIM. The

33-19
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most striking feature of the Middle Atmospheric winds is extreme vari-

ability as well as strength, which demands very careful planning of

small-scale experiments such as that of an AIM. Obviously, if we are

thinking of centimeter-length microwaves as the breakdown agency, which

would make ion streaks of widths on the order, at best, of centimeters,

we find them bodily displaced considerably between pulses: with a 100 m

s wind and a pulse repetition period of 10-  s, we expect a displace-

ment of 10 cm between pulses. Thus if diffusion is low, as it will be

under molecular conditions, tie concept of starting an AIM with a pulse

of duration test and then maintaining it with a pulse with T << Testetm est

will be virtually untenable. In other words, the design of an AIM

experiment should be based on Test alone.

The large displacement of the AIM plasma in neutral winds appears

to favor the multicell method of generating an AIM, although with pulses

of duration Test rather than T m, since this method will tend to generate

a broader plasma environment. In addition, at least conceptually,

higher altitudes are preferred where the recombination and attachment

are relatively small so that longer pulse repetition periods and longer

wavelengths can be used. I do not have, at present writing, the design

parameters needed for the mesopause heights - 80-90 km - which appear

very attractive as an experimental height for an AIM. This altitude

range may have an additional attraction in having a large turbulent

diffusion due to gravity-wave dumping, although it is not clear what

fraction, if any, of the turbulent energy generated will participate in

the mixing of irregularities on the scale of a few centimeters.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. In view of the conclusion reached above, any experimental

design of an AIM must include, ab initio, the effect of winds; since

such a design will possibly be preceded by a computer simulation of the ,,.

physics and dynamics of an HPM-induced plasma, such simulation must

include realistic winds- neutral air motion - on various space-time 'X

scales.
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b. Conceptually as well as theoretically speaking, diffusion is

likely to have considerable beneficial importance in the maintenance of

a plasma patch of relatively uniform consistency. In the Middle Atmo-

sphere the molecular (ambipolar) diffusion is likely to be too small for

the purpose. On the other hand turbulent eddies are generated on a

rather large scale. While certainly participating in mixing processes

in general, the eddies will need to cascade into the scale of the

wavelength of the heater bean before being able to augment the diffusior

on that scale. Maekawa, et al. (1987), for example, suggest that a

large amount of gravity-wave energy is absorbed in the height range

85-90 km. A method must be found for translating this energy into a

coefficient of diffusion on the scale of a wavelength of an HPM.

c. With respect to breaking vertically propagating waves in the

mesosphere, the identification of their source is not unequivocal. For

the purpose of siting an AIM experiment, it will be desirable to identi-

fy preferred regions of high gravity wave activity, presuming that such

preferred regions exist. This means analyzing available MST radar wind

data specifically for this purpose.

d. I have not had any experience with chemical trail experiments

but must ask, naively perhaps, if any attempt has been made to measure

small-scale diffusion in the chemical trails. If so, with what results? .

If not, are there data that can be analyzed toward such a purpose?

N%
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ABSTRACT

%..~ ~

An analysis is performed to determine the thermal properties of an

autoclave used for the production of epoxy based carbon fiber composites.

The emphasis in the work is the development of a model of autoclave response

for use in model simulation of a process response to expert system control.

The model developed is capable of reproducing the response of a small ''

autoclave currently used during expert system control of the epoxy curing

process. Verification is made by comparing the model prediction to test

measurements made during an autoclave heatup and cooldown. The computer -

coding for the thermal model is in both FORTH and FORTRAN languages.

The FORTH version is included because the expert system control shell is

written in this language, and the possibility of real time application is%

considered. The FORTRAN version is used in a process simulation mode, in

conjunction with an epoxy Composite curing model, and the language choice is

VA,
necessary because of compatibility with the curing model. The model has

been tested in this simulator mode, and realistic response was noted. Five

parameters are used to fit the autoclave response in the heating and cooling

modes. The parameters result from a lumped mass formulation and include

thermal masses of the autoclave solid structure and the internal gas, as

well as heat transfer coefficients. The values of tnese fitted constants

reveals a relatively stable control system, with a damped response due to

significant loss of heat to surroundings in comparison to the thermal masses

involved.
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I. INTRODUCTION: %'.
-S

The use of artificial intelligence as an engineering tool nas recently

expanded greatly. The branch of artificial intelligence known as expert

systems has been shown to be useful in the field of process control. The

Nonmetallic Materials Branch of the Materials Laboratory at Wright Patterson -%

Air Force Base has been investigating expert system control of the curing of

thermoset resin carbon composites in conjunction with the Manufacturing -

Processes Branch of the same laboratory.

S. oo~ o o o 'oPos

The control of the composite curing process requires the use of an .

autoclave for the temperature and pressure control of the process. The ....

normal process is controlled by a unit utilizing electronic analog control

of the servo mechanisms regulating process control variables. The

imposition of specific schedules of pressure and temperature can be effected .>

by a microprocessor in the control unit. The autoclave can be operated in V

a scheduled or manual mode. The expert system controls the control unit by -

mimicry of the control strategy which would be used by an individual with '

expertise in composite fabrication and autoclave control. Use of the expert . ,.

system control has been demonstrated to decrease the processing time and

improve the reliability of controlled curing. .

This investigator has worked on the development of computational

process models for composite fabrication. The usefulness of process models

to development of expert system control in composite processing nas been .-.

demonstrated in control simulations with computationa'. models. Siimple

lumped parameter models have been utilized by tcis investigator to simulate .
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thermal response of composites during curing, and this experience has

provided a framework for extended investigations with the Materials 1

Laboratory.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The control of composite curing by an expert system represents an extra

level of control complexity for the process. The potential for control U

instability will depend upon the physical characteristics of the autoclave

and the autocllve control device settings. It appears that a simple ljmped

parameter description of the thermal response characteristics -,anc

utilized in the assessment of autoclave response to control. W'itn a simple

model such as this it would also be possible to predict in real time if

control problems Were a possibility.

The objectives of the study were to dev.l'; I : -

autoclave response to control setting, o .

characteristics of the autoclave currently i:: " ; . . -

assess the possibility of process :ontr:. ". ,

for the current physical syst-m n <r. ." I

expert system with lifferent l '

verified it was tZ t i .,

III. MODEL DEVEZ.PME'T

M% 

b.
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controller. The parameter controlled in this case is gas temperature inside

the autoclave. A temperature goal known as a set point is chosen, and the

controller sends output to the heating or cooling devices which controls

their output so that the set point temperature is smoothly reached. The

output of the PID is dependent upon a relative deviation from the set point

E described by the following equation

0= G ( E + f E dt + r dc/dt ) (I)

where 0 is the output in fraction of maximum, G is the gain of the PID

device, R is the reset of the integral portion, and r is the rate

coefficient of the differential portion. The deviation is given by

- (T - T )/T (2)

where T is the set point, T is the sensed temperature, and T is the...s r

possible temperature range over which the autoclave can operate.

In general PID controllers can control a device at any level of output

up to its maximum output. However, for the current autoclave all mechanisms

are operated as on/off devices. The output from the PID is sent to pressure

control valves which operate heating and cooling iccording to the following

linear transformation -

P , 9 12 0 3 ," V ,
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where P is the control valve pressure. Thus the conversion is a linear

variation over a 12 psi range. The pressure settings control heating and

cooling by the following schedule: 1) cooling unit on for P < 8.5 psi, 2)

first bank of heaters on for P > 10 psi, and 3) additional second bank of

heaters on for P > 13 psi. The settings provide an asymmetric control about

the zero output level of 9 psi with an effective dead range of action of 1.5

psi. The control panel allows for dead range specification on the PID

itself, but this capability is not utilized because the pressure control has

an overriding dead range. It should be noted that the actual output of the

PID produces output over a range of -50 to 50 % output, but the simulation

model uses equation (3) with a range of -100 to 100% for ease in considering

output of the separate heating and cooling modes full rates.%

The heating banks are rated at 20 kW each and were taken to be

operating at just under their rating so that the output in English units was

950 BTU/min for each bank. The cooling unit is tube and fin heat exchanger

using a reservoir of 55 F cooling water.

The lumped mass approach to thermal modeling requires that material of

the same type be modeled as having a single representative temperature and

react as a whole to thermal stimuli. The approach taken was to treat the

gas inside the autoclave as a single mass and the autoclave housing and

heaters as another single mass. An energy balance for the gas can be

described by the following differential equation

CdT
dt-- = HAT T T - (4)

dta g 1
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where Tg is the gas temperature, Cg is the thermal capacity of the gas, HA

is the product of the heat transfer coefficient of the heaters/autoclave to

the gas and their area, Ta is the autoclave/heater temperature, t is time,

and Q is the loss of energy to surroundings. Q is modeled by the

following relation

Q1 . HA Ta- T ) (5)

where Te is the effective ambient temperature to which heat is lost. An

energy balance for the autoclave/heater leads to the following differential

equat ion:

dTa (6)
g Q HA ( Ta Tg

, ,a,

where C is the autoclave/heater thermal mass, and Q is the heat input

(negative for cooling) from the heaters or coolers. The value for Q is the

specified heater rates in the heating mode, buL an overall heat exchange

expression must be used in cooling which takes the form

Q" " UA ( T - 55 ) (7) .- ,
a .

where UA is the overall heat exchange coefficient multiplied by the .'V/. -

N.,

effective area.

"V %V"
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Iisworthwhile to note that Q might more reasonably be considered as

a loss from the autoclave/heater, because heat must pass from the gas to the

autoclave body before passing to the ambient air. The reason the model is

formulated as given is due to the inadequacy of treating the heaters and

autoclave body as one thermal mass. The temperature of the heating banks

will obviously be higher than the autoclave body when the heaters are on,

and the body has a significant lag in response in the initial heat up.

However, it was felt that considering a third thermal mass would make the

model more complicated than justified, because this step would have required

two extra heat exchange coefficients and an extra thermal mass which would

have made the determination of the coefficients difficult in any sort of

optimal sense.

III. MODEL VALIDATION AND RESULTS

The model was validated and the modeling coefficients were fit by

comparing model output to measured gas temperatures in the auto- lave in

response to a series of set points. Figure 1 is a plot r' measured

temperature and model predictions for the test data. The codes for the

model in both FORTRAN and FORTH are presented in the Appendix.

The initial response to the first set point is much slower for the

actual temperature than for the model prediction. This is apparently due to

the great difference in temperature between the heaters and tne autoclave

body in the initial heat up. In fact the controller has liffiulty in this

stage, because an initial rush of warm gas hits the controller thermocouple

sensor so that the controller feels it has reached tne set point. The gas
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loses energy to the autoclave body as it circulates, and thus the controller

acts in an unstable manner. This has been detected in all of the expert

system cure runs. The autoclave response model cannot predict this
.~

behavior, because it does not distinguish between the heater and autoclave

body as thermal masses. Note however that after the first set point, the

agreement between the model and the measurements is good.

The values of the model constants used to produce Figure 1. are C =a

5.5, HA = 20, C HA 3.0, and UA = 0.9 with all units in the

English system (BTU, Fahrenheit, and minutes). These values are not -

optimized, but they should not change drastically if an optimization .

algorithm could be found. A no-derivative Newton-Raphson search for the .IrN-
%,

constants in a nonlinear least squares algorithm was applied to the model, 

however it cou-d not produce convergence because of the discontinuity of ...... ,

derivatives caused by the on-off nature of the heating and cooling. .%.

The ratio of any C and HA in the thermal balance equations represents a

characteristic time of response of a body to heat input through the HA term. -. %-

The larger the characteristic time, the longer will be the lag in response.

The none of the thermal lags is greater than a few minutes so that the

interaction with the feedback loop of the PD snould not be signifCant ia n.

Also, the heat loss time constant is not negligible, an1 it acts to ,

stabilize the system and work against unstable response. It is Important to ..

-S

remember that this is a small autoclave in the sense of' many industri a -

curing settings, and the stable real time o ontro'_ is no' gu-irjnteel ,n ,

larger systems.

3,4, 1
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The model was tested in conjunction with a cure process model 1

previously used to test the expert system control rules. The autoclave i1

thermal response model performed more realistically than 
the original .,J.-.

assumption that the set point was reached exactly, especially in the cool

down phase when the cooling unit could not provide enough cooling to reach

the set points prescribed by the expert system. Results are not presented

for brevity's sake. "

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The analysis of the thermal response of the PID controlled aijtoclave

appears to be stable except in the initial heat up stage. In light of

the stabilizing effect of losses to the ambient and the unstable initial

response the following recommendations can be made.

1) Further analysis should be done of larger aitoclaves including those with .'

true proportional control, 2) the cause of the spurious response of the . .

initial heating stage be examined to isolate the cause, 3) further model

simulations with the expert system be run with a hypothetical large

autoclave in an attempt to find those cases in whi h control might be

unstable, and 4) examine the response of large autoclaves with respect to

the validity of lumped mass analysis.

.
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V. APPENDIX COMPUTER CODES

SUBROUTINE AUTSIM(SET.AUTAMASS *

IMPLICIT REAL48 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION T() 7 AA(20 ) PLAG(I00)
COMMOf-/TIMeK; TIME .XENO
DATA H '0.0100/ P! !9.50/, CEf;D 0 . 22,
IP /1.! P3/13.00/ 00 /1900.00'. 01 300.
OPEN(SO FILE='CHAPST.DAT 14.

CLOSE (50Z)
X-0.00

EPSO=0.0 20

1 I =AUJT . *

T( 2 )=- MASSE
KO UN T 0
DT0=G63.'0

LAG=NINJT TLAG(/H
00 1 1 M=! LAG

Do !00 =I 10000
KOUJNT=KCLNT+ I
OIF=T' I)-SET
S PS-=DIF!D 0TO

EPS2I=EPSO l

EPSO=EPS0
DEPSOT=(3.00*EPS0-4.O00EPSI+EPS2 )/2.00/H
!F'ROUNT.EO.I1 OEPSDT=0.00

S'J!MEPS=SU-mEPS+H,'Z . 00*' EPS0+EPS!
OUTPUT--GA IN. EPS+RATE -0EPSDT +SUMEPS; RE-ET)
I F ( IUTPUJT '. L T .ODE.-cD OUTUi-T=0. 002~
!IO'JTPUT.GT. 1. ) OUTPUT=1 .00
IF,'0U7P'JT. LT.- I . ) OU TPIJT-- CO
PNOW-C 'TPUT *E.00+9. 00

1 F -LtAG. EQ. 0) GO TO 1S
NLA-G-L4G- I
00 !01 KVL=!.NL!A.G

P L A1G,-1' LG -k+l )=LAG LA-K

1IXPILTO. [)-S CO.' nc

T I ET ' C

.U PO 'O T ESS3T

9S CrALL PVS()( T H, C.4 ~
1 F X.GE . XEiN0 TO 202

60 FORMATP- 9 iF9
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90 FORMAT,'20A4)
200 AUT=Thl

AMfISST( NO
RETURN
STOP
EN D A X
SUBROUTTINE YPCIVT YP (AH P, or-L %P~ WK2U

IMPLICIT RE-L-S i- -
D IMENET 1ON Y T: V P

OLD S- HAL OSSG YT 00.l( Dc'

YP' I )= HA.YT( 2 -y7T' -7122E: r'.:.
IFP .LT. D2 .. 3E' p 0 -f,
[F(P.LT.Pli GO TO S-0)
IFP.; T.P-Z GO TO SO

GO0 TO 70
SO 0=0!

GO TO 70
40 Q=O.CO

GO0 TO 70

-0 ypi =Q-HA', VTK2T -

END
SUe~r0UlTTNE y~5 ''H2~T ~+LP~~ 'i

IMPLICIT REAL*G -.-Si22

REAL*8 V(6;2),Y 1 2,Y
00 100A J=1,2

YT(J3)=Y(J2
100 CONTINUE ,~

CALL YPS( VT YR CA. r'%KR 2 20
00 ISO 3=! 2

ISO CO0N T INr1U1E
00 200 2=l 2

22 0 CONT INUE
CALL YPFSk'YT PR C AH r4i- ~LJ D 0 2r:

00 250 3=1 2

:so CONTI1NUE

00j=, - 20 o j

22 CO!JT 'IE

40 0 Cn50 T

4 S0 CONT I NU'E

%%%
YT(J.~ 3~~''~"'* -. z



00 SOO J=i Z2

SOO CONTINUE
CALL YPS(YT YP 'HCAJAHAi LP S~*:

SE CONTINUE
00) C00 2=1 .2
' T )=y j +H/'7. -10 .DC S T ~ ~

SCO CONTINUE
C:;LL Y'PS'YT ~'P Cl-H<Cr-A.!UA HA z,:, :. C
00 Eoso J=I1'

ID 0

-20 CONT 1IE
X + H

RETU-RNi
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ABSTRACT .

.5

A review of historical data was undertaken to assess the trends in and present status of the

laboratory's ability to accomodate sample analysis workloads, short term projections for the

growth in requests for analysis were also made for maior sample classes From numerous - -

interviews with key supervisory and bench personnel, a list of problems and concerns was -

compiled which together comprised a substantial group of throughput-limiting elements.

Workload projections were then analyzed in conjunction with these problem area data and with

OEHL long term plans to produce a number of recommmendations for increased efficiency These

recommendations focus on glass washing turn-around, acquisition of vital personrel. ab -e.e

automation, and management of contract lab participatlon. - "
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1. INRODUTION

The USAF Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory at Brooks AFB is en~gaged in a var iety

of activities encompassing the monitoring, modeling and control of elemental factors wit"n and

surrounding theAir Force occupational environment These activities are ta3rgeted at maiWnmni;

minimum feasible impact on the natural environs and at providing a maximum feasible level of

safety for personnel in the workplace To these ends, the UC-AF/OEHL )5 chartered wlt,! a wide

range of duties whicn include the evaluation of industrial procedures and occupational nazaras,

review of environmental standards and legislation, and comprehensive ana'ysi- Df air, water and

soii samples and industr ial materials

The laboratory is currently nearing the terminal stages of an expansion program brougnt about nv

an increased demand for its services, chiefly in the area of chemi~calnas of industri& 2nd

environmental samples. Yet, while additional workspace and new analytical equipment has beenQ.

secured, little, if any, growth in personnel has been realized to help meet the challenge of

increased workload and the increasing importance of the laboratory's function Not crl hasl !tere

been a steady increase in the demand for traditional analytical services, but also a o&dening in

scope of services requested; and in some of these new areas the growth rate nas been exlos~ve

(e.g., asbestos analysis). Moreover, substantial efforts are now being undertaken to eng~ae a new

and comprehensive quality assurance program

Given the confluence of these factors and a limited ability to acq4uire acZAiorai e:rel.e&E.

,tr tegy for meeting prolected workloads will focus or effOrts j uom~ rc orIe

operations and, where possible, to eliminate notTlenecK- Ih " -I :ecs lo e 'm1ier *' I

direction will naturai*y center on the identificai~on Df proclem areaS arc Oorsiceraionr for 'er

criticality in terms of existing operating parameters and Ianned enniancements

35-4
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Areas of personal research interest which have resulted in my summer assignment to the OEHL are

heuristics for optimization, system modeling, human factors analysis and facilities layout

plannling.

11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

In order to gain as much information as possible regarding service demand and system operating

characteristics, an exploratory phase was to be undertaken during which we would obtain a

general overview of laboratory operations and determine what records of pertinent data existed.

Historical data would be collected and analyzed to establish the distribution of and growth trends -' -

in sample analysis requests, and paralleling this task, interviews would be conducted with

supervisory and bench personnel to gain more detailed, qualitative information concerning sample

procsi ng procedures. - '

Subsequent to these efforts, we would initiate an evaluation phase in which the information ,

gathered would be reviewed en masse. In this phase we sought to: ~

(1) project near-term growth in sample requests received for the various major sample classes

and the request total; f

(2) identify significant output- limiting elements,

(3) identify possible areas of concern and prioritize personnel responses regarding operational

problems;

(4) review plans for upgrade of operations, specifically with respect to how these plans *a ~.

confronted the factors given in ( 1),( 2), and ( 3) above.

(5) compile a list of recommendations targeted at planning and operations.'

35-5 .
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11. FINDINGS: .-
V

Historical data reflecting total samples received, number of priority samples, and proportions

processed in-house and through contract labs were collected for a 3-year period from May 1984

to April 1987. Priority samples are those for which special processing arrangements between the

lab and field are made in advanceI such samples may have short "lifetimes", and analysis results Je

are of some immediacy. All samples are categorized according to a two-letter code which identifies

the physical form (sample code) and preservation group (work center code) of the sample (see •

Tablel below). Codes are assigned by the Sample Control section upon log-in.

TABLE 1: SAMPLE CONTROL CODES

SAMPLE COES WORK CENTER CODES "V

F - Biological A - Oxygen Demand
0 - Oxygen & Oes B -Oils & Oreases

H - Industrial Hygiene C - Nitrogen & Phosphorous
M -Bulk Industrial Materials D - Cyanide
N - Non-potable Water E - Phenols
0 - Other F -Metals 47
P - Potable Water 0 - Other Water
5 - Soil & Vegetation H - Pesticides .'''.

U - Urine J - Clinical
K - Industrial Hygiene & 5pecial Analysis ,
T - Trace Organics

Figure 1 on the following page depicts the month by month count of samples received over the

period of interest. The charted linear growth trend In Figure 1 suggests an additional 2500 0

samples per year logged in to the laboratory, Figure 2 presents a breakdown in the 3-year total of

samples received over the major sample/work center codes Although there are approximately 45 %

sample categories, we can see in Figure 2 that fifteen of these groups account for 90% of all

35-6 ' s
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requests received, with the HK group alone representing nearly 30X of the total (the HK

category consists of air samples analyzed for asbestos at one work station and those analyzed for

organic constituents at another station). We also reviewed the individual 36-month histories of

requests for analysis in these fifteen major categories in order to obtain an estimate in the growth

of samples received independent of that inferred from Figure 1. This analysis produced a per -year

Increase in samples logged of 4000-4500. This figure correlated well with data for the most

recent past and represents, we feel, a more reasonable expectation for sample growth in the

near-term future.

Figure 3 shows the monthly count in samples alloted to in-house analysis and contract labs, the

trend lines there suggest that the OEHL has been able or willing to retain 609 of the growth while

assigning the balance of the annual increase to the var ious; contract laboratorijes T his w illIi ngness

.. = .". -'i

to take on the majority of the increased workload has not been without effect, however Reviewing 

the number of analyses performed per work day averaged over each month in the 36-month period

of focus (Figure 4), we see that except for the banner month of April 1987 the trend in analyses

completed has been more or less flat for the most recent two and a half years (samples received

and analyses performed are entirely distinguishable counts, some samples may require only a

single analysis, while others may demand several analyses). The resulting effect is portrayed In

Figure 5 where data representing the month by month average length of time a sample resides in

the AF lab is charted. We should note that the slope of the trend line superimposed there is

positive, but skewed by the effect of the unusually productive output of April 1987 We have .. -.

Inferred from this data an annual increase In the average turn-around time for a sample processed

"... 4

in-house of 1/2 to 3/4 days per year

%
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Our analysis of the processing of priority samples uncovered no significant problems in this area.

Only about I % of all samples received are given priority designations, and a frequency histogram

of procsing times over three years for these requests indicated that they. are given the attention

they require in the vast majority of case.

We next returned our focus to t histories of the high-volume sample categories, reviewing these

histories for anomalous data. We found three cases in which there appeared unusual events or

trends. In the first instance (sample class PT, Fig. 6), an erratic apportionment of samples

between contract labs and the OEHL was observed. rhe reader can see in Figure 6 that for the

period from month 12 to month 24 , the number of samples sent to outside labs for analysis was

very small; however, over months 25 to 30, the in-house total dipped while the proportion

contracted out climbed dramatically. The cause for this situation seems to have been a brief period

during which there were recurrent instrument problems. Supervisory people advised us that

these problems had been dealt with, and this seems borne out by the data as the last six months

show a resurgence in the level of in-house processing. Figure 7 depicts the volumes of samples N

procse in-house and transshipped to contract labs for code HF. The function representing the

sample count transshipped exhibits significant fluctuations for the last twelve months, while the

preceeding year and a half indicates a small and stable level of contracted samples. Moreover, the

accompanying curve for the volume processed In the OEHL shows a declining trend over the lest

twelve months with dramatic decreases in the most recent two months. Finally, in Figure 8 we

present similar data for air samples coded HK. The trends of the two curves very clearly indicate a

converging effect over the the previous 18 months; the number of samples retained for analysis ~

in-house has noticeably decreased while the contract lab apportionment shows steady growth to a

maximum for the 3-year period. Recall that HK air samples include those analyzed for asbestos

content at one station and those for organic constituents at another The organ ics analysis station 5'
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rarely sends samples out; therefore, the trend we see resides largely within air asbestos sample 1

data. We are aware that physical expansion activities have caused some disruption in normal

operations. The air asbestos people, in fact, stated that they had mad location changes two or three

times within recent months; but we feel that this does not adequately account for the trends we see

developing. There is some indication that analytical work in this area is physically taxing; long

periods are spent counting fibers while peering through a microscope, and personnel have

complaints with back and eye fatigue. Management should be wary of cumulative physical effects

arid possible morale deterioration in this group. Efforts to obtain appropriate remote monitoring

and special seating equipment should be supported. There are possibly other factors contributing

to the apparent decline in productivity in air asbestos sample processing; we encourage

supervisors to investigate this issue further.

As stated earlier, interviews were conducted at the various work stations in order to ascertain

task complexities and the general network flow of samples and accompanying data from station to%

station, but more specifically to elicit information from bench personnel reflecting their concerns'A.S

and perceptions of operational shortcomings. Table 2 represents a listing of responses received,

* items are given in priority order based on number of responses, with a "I" indicating highest .

priority. We should note that some of these items represent factors over which lab management

has only very limited control. We mention them briefly here, but do not address them in detail Iin

our recommendations and conclusions section (other items under management influence will be

treated in that section). Calls to and from the field are frequently necessary to clarify requests and

to obtain additional data or pass on results of analyses performed. I tem 7 typical ly represents anV

unawareness on the part of the requesting source as to the effort involved in performing a

quantitative versus qualitative analysis; the source may, indeed, need assistance in deciding what

he or she actually requires. Coordination between the lab and source may be time-consuming, but

35-13
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is a reality in service orgmnization operations. We feel that no recomnmendations should be made

with regard to items 6 anid 7. We are cognizant of the constraints on the lab adm instration to obtain W %

add1tional personnel (item 9), whether it be military or civil service. Although very few groups Z %

made explicit mention of workforce shortage, several suggested indirectly that this was a problem.

We were informed that a consultant study had, in fact, been conducted in recent years resulting in

a recommendation for the hiring of several tens of new workers. This simply does not appear to be

a viable option. It Is likely that this recommendation was made based on the existing structure of

work flow at that time -- that is, without knowledge of the possibility of a concerted automation ' .y

upgrade plan. We do suggest in the following section that a small number of key personnel be

acquired, but we are optimistic that with a sincere resolve to modernize routine lab functions that

the need for a substantial increase In the workforce level will be obviated.

TABLE 2: PROBLEM AREA RESPONSES yI

ITEM NO. PRIORITY ITEM DESCRIPTION 5. .

1 1 Glassware washing (turn-around times excessive) '

2 1 Considerable time taken up in doing routine, repetetive calculatins & CA

3 2 Ergonomic issues

4 2 Work sheet/report forms require too much redundant information and
excessive Information transcription ."d

53 Down time and/or repair time for automated instrumentation excessive

6 3 Number of callIs to or from f ield .~..- '

7 4 Requesting source asks for more detailed analysis than really required
(e.g., quantitative rather than qualitative)

8 4 Frequent turnover of recently trained personnel

9 4 Insufficient number of people

10 4 Milssing paper work

35-14
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

In this final section we bring together results of our data analysis, employees' problem area

responses and our own personal observations to summarize the status of lab operations and to offer

some recommendations for lab enhancements. We will first address a number of items

individually, then turn to the issue of lab operations upgrade efforts. This issue encompasses

several of the concerns registered in the employee interviews and is of paramount importance to

the future existence of the laboratory. -

A. GLASSWARE WASHING. There ere two glass washing operations servicing separate areas of the

laboratory. We visited the newer facility In the expansion wing of the building, and our

recommendations are based on observations at that location. Bench personnel in several areas

expressed a concern regarding timely availability of glassware used in their analytical %'.-'

procedures. In some of those areas large backlogs and/or lengthy turn-around times were at least

partially attributable to a glassware shortage. We should emphasize that purchase of aditional "

glassware inventory presents no long term solution to this problem; since the demand rate exceeds

the recycle time, this action would serve only to introduce an interim period of glassware -,

availability after which conditions would revert to those prevalent now. Our primary

recommendations focus directly on those tasks constituting the preparation of glassware for

re-use acid-bathing and rinsing (by hand) and oven baking. Obviously, glassware must be .

sterilized to prevent the introduction of comtaminants into sample material. This is accomplished

by soaking glass items in an acid bath for a short period, after which they are scrubbed and rinsed, ," ." ,

then baked at 325F for an hour and a half in special ovens. A bottleneck in current operations is

the lack of reQuisite facilties for accomodating addtional acid baths; glassware tends to stack up in

carts in the washing area where they wait to go into one of two small acid bath tubs. We see a need

for two more tubs, with accompanying construction of a new hood to handle ventilation and limit " " '

35-15
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spill damage. While space might appear to be a problem, we noted that there was a pulsonic washer A

at that location which was not in working condition and which was considered only of marginal use

to the person In charge of washing (he explained that with loading and unloading, the machine saved

little time in rinsing operations and that, when run with any soap solution, left a residue on the

glass). If the pulsonic washer is not to be employed on a routine basis, we recommend it be

removed; this will free up a significant fraction of the space needed for a new hood and acid baths.

Additional room, if needed, could be taken from existing counter sapce; we observed that 1 0- 1 5%

of the counter top area was ill-used, accomodating material which should not be placed in the .,

washing area to begin with. This included a small warming oven and several unopened boxes of new S

glassware (these items should be removed to approporiate alternate locations whether or not a new

hood is planned). Another factor contributing to lengthy turn-around times concerns the baking

process. While glass items require baking only for 1.5 hours at 325F, it takes the ovens three to

four hours (nearly half a work dy) to heat up to this temperature. Steps should be initiated to

decide whether the two existing ovens can be "refurbished" to provide needed temperatures more

quickly, or whether newer, better models should be purchased. Finally, in our visit to this facility

we noted that an employee had been temporarily assigned as part-time help to this area. This

assignment produced a noticeable improvement in washing operations. If possible, permanent

employ of one full-time person to the two washing operations should be considered; he or she could

spend one-half doy at each loaction, where they would assist in rinsing and glass plck-up and--

delivery.

B. EROONOMIC ISSUES: We touched on some of these items near the end of the previous section .. ,. ,%

(see discussion of air asbestos operations). We add here that a large majority of the responses

categorized as ergonomic issues concerned room temperatures in the new expansion wings of the ,

laboratory. Temperatures were uncomfortably warm in several areas, in fact, in glassware

washing five fans were running during our visit. Moreover, temperatures were sufficiently high

35-16



in some instane to inhibit proper operation of automated analytical equipment. Managemnent is

aware of this control problem and steps are being taken toward its correct ion. We emphasize here
0,I-.

the need to deal with this issue promptly.

C. REPLACEMENT OF RETIRING EMPLOYEES: At least four persons with considerable lab

experience will be eligible for retirement in the coming year. These include chiefly bench and

section supervisory personnel. Considerations dictate that action be taken soon as to evaluation of

OEHL options regarding these people and positions. It should be determined which personnel the lab

desires to retain and which desire to stay and in what capacity, particularly in light of plans for

the major changes in lab operations which are now being formulated and reviewed. Management

should be mindful of the lead time required for identifying and evaluating candidates for hire and

the time needed for new-hires to reach productive functioning. Given current workforce numbers,

we strongly support replacement in those positions left vacant by retiring employees.

D. LAB AUTOMATION & OPERATIONS UPGRADE: Lsb performance over the next 2-3 years will be t-.,--

of critical importance to the future of the OEHL Since the relinquishment by the EPA of regulatory

control over laboratories to state governments, several states have seen fit to set their own

guidelines for lab operations. This has, of course, added a whole new dimension of complexity to the

logistics of standards compliance; out of this has grown the possibility of decentralizing OEHL "

functions. Though such a decentralization would no doubt result in increased operating costs and

lower quality of services delivered, the OEHL must exhibit renewed determination and capability

to manage operations under these conditions in order to stem this possibility. The central theme in

this new management must be the enhancement of automated capabilities; to a large degree, plans

have been made end steps taken in this direction. We will now review the key elements in the

automation and operations upgrade effort.

(1) Automation of analytical tasks should begin in those areas with high sample request

35-17% %%
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volumes; aditional purchase of automated instruments should proceed as funds are mde avi lab le.

The recent lab expansion has been accompanied by several major purchases of top-line analytical

equipment; thus, this facet of the upgrade strategy is well under way. We reiterate here that with -S

the significant growth in requests for analysis in the asbestos areas, management should be ' ..FO

particularly attentive to innovative developments which might assist analysts there. .1 ,

(2) Links between automated analytical eqiupment and computer systems should be established.

Software should be purchased or developed which interprets and stores data coming in from these

instruments and which computes and stores, from this data, report level information for sample J!

analyses results. New computer hardware and system software have just been delivered, we are S

are hopeful that with some customizing this system will accomadate this objective.

(3) An area that we felt was not adressed In our review of the automation upgraee plans

concerns the management of quality assurance date. The issue of compliance with EPA and state

standards has greatly magnified the role of the lab's QA section. They are assigned the task of IV ,,

monitoring and interpreting agency requirements and assuring that lab performance reflects the

accuracy demanded by these and other bodies. This entails frequent and comprehensive quality -" --

testing and detailed record-keeping. In fact, extensive record-keeping procedures are now being %

initiated. Though necessary, this effort will place monumental pressure on both QA and bench

personnel to handle large amounts of information, while still getting work out. Record-keeping,

computation, and review will be dane primarily by hand until an appropriate data management

system can be put in place. Results of interviews indicated estimated decreases in sample

throughput as high as 251 would follow initiation of these procedures. While we believe figures of

5- 1OX are more realisitic, it is clear that the lab can ill afford to suffer such a drop in sample .

processing rates for an extended period. A priority objective must be established now to determine

what requirements are aprroporiate and what software exists or can be written to meet these

requirements.

(4) An essential element to the upgrade effort is the data base "ystem. The utility of practically

35-18
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all elements discussed to this point depend on the ability of users to post and retrieve data in "" *,

usable form. First hand experience suggests that the present system for data storage and retrieval %

Is entirely inadequate; reports that should have taken at most hours to obtain required several

days. System upgrade plans at present include what was termed a "pseudo data base". management

should be convinced that a system with such a description will satisfy their needs before building

other elements around it. We recommend that the data base system adopted address the following

objectives: (a) accomodation of general-purpose report generation requests, (b) support of
* .1 _, .

special or non-routine report production; (c) accomodation of an interface between the sample

control and automated analysis systems to facilitate reporting of analysis results. This last item

could be particularly important. We noted in our interviews and reported in our tally of

problem-area responses that an incredible amount of time was consumed in the transcription of

information (e.g., from work sheet to final report form). A goal might be to have pre-designed

forms called up on a terminal screen on which the analyst enters a lab ID number; sample

description data and analysis results would be filled in automatically. The analyst could then

review the information and have it printed out, ready for his signature. Finally, it should also be .

kept in mind that data base capabilities should be amenable to the special requirements of QA

Clearly, the above points regarding lab automation and upgrade goals comprise a major effort. We ,. ,,_

feel that these goals cannot be realized by enlisting present personnel on a part-time or as-able -"N -.% ,.

basis. Wesuggest that a small team of full-time people be acquired whose sole responsibility will

be support of these objectives. We estimate that the magnitude of this effort requires
"* - % *.

approximately four people: I systems programmer, I data base programmer, I applications, =- N'% .. ,,

programmer, and I electronics systems technician.
,.

E. MANAOEMENT OF CONTRACT LAB WORK ALLOCATION As noted earlier, the OEHL is authorized

the employ of contract laboratories toassist them in the handlingofs ample analysis workloads I
3 1,.9

3 5 -l 9 ,',.,,",-w
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At present, requests for send-out of samples are made by bench personnel and submitted to a ?

section chief who then determines the number to be contracted out and to which of the five

laboratories samples will be sent. During the most recent period no real budget was effected for X

costs associated with these services, although expenditures were in the neighborhood of one

million dollars per year. We have attempted to make a rough estimate of the costs for anlayses

contracted out in the coming year based on our earlier projections of growth in sample requests

received and accepting the premise that incorporation of new QA record-keeping procedures will

negatively impact sample throuhput in-house. Assuming a 5% decrease in samples processed, we

calculate that 3200 samples which would otherwise be analyzed in-house will be sent out Adding

to this an estimated 4250 samples in yearly growth, we obtain a figure of 7250 more 3amples

processed through contract labs in the coming year. At an average of $50 per sample, this suggests

an increment in expenditures of $375,000 --- a sizable increase over the present base of

$1,000,000. .., ,

,-.%A.. ,.-.

A,- ..

Facing a possible increase in costs of this magnitude and uncertainties in budgeting, management 7 ,

should focus on prudent use of monies that are recieved We recommend that a mathematical model ,
a*.

= 

% A,.•=l-=

be developed, incorporating decision rules reflecting sample-to-contract lab assignment

constraints, which seeks to maximize utility of funds budgeted for this support work The model

should be designed to run on a routine basis, delivering sample quantities, by type, which are to be

transshipped to each laboratory Model decision-making would employ such information as

in-house sample backlogs and priorities and contract lab turn-around times, fees and price break

structures. Use of this tool would relieve the supervisor of the tedium of manual assignment of

samples to labs and yield assignment policies which represent nearer-optimum use of allocated

funds Such a model will be the subject of a proposal we plan to submit as a follow-on to the inital

efforts outlined in this report.
5 2u, .
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Vectorized Perturbed Functional Iterative Scheme (VPr:IS) for

Nume-ical Solution of Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations.

by

Suhrit K. Dey -.. '

,d. .. .

ABSTRACT ,- -

Perturbed functional iterative scheme (PFIS) was developed in [I and

applied successfully to solve nonlinear partial differential equations. With

the advent of a new era of supercomputers and vector processors the algorithm

of PFIS has been modified. This modified scheme could solve implicit approyi- -

mations of nonlinear partial differential equations in an explicit mode of %

computation so that no Jacobian is computed and no factorization of matrices

is needed. It displays a superlinear rate of convergence. Two dimensional

Euler-typer nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations have been .,

successfully solved using vectorized PFIS. An implicit version of this code

has also been formed. In comparison with other implicit finite diffe-ence

codes, the present code does not require inversion of any tlcck matrices.

Also, the algorithm of the present scheme appears to be much simpler.
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I • INTRODUCTION: I.,. -

A perturbed functional iterative scheme (PFIS) has been developed in [I ] "
I--

which adds unique perturbation parameters to nonlinear Jacobi and/or Gauss- U U

seidel iterations. Whereas Newton's method is based upon a complete linear-

ization of a nonlinear system, the present method linearizes only the diagonal

elements and this linearization is damped out as convergence is approached.

Thus, most nonlinear properties of the system have been preserved during the

mode of application of the method.

In the summer of 87 a modified vectorized algorithm of PFIS has been

developed and has been implemented the supercomputer CRAY. Excellent results

have been found with regard to the solution of 2D nonlinear hyperbolic Euler

type models.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORTS ;-'.

The primary objective was to look into the fact whether vectorized PFIS

could reduce computational complexities which are often associated with most

implicit CFD codes dealing with the solution of various 2D and/or 3D flow

%
models. This objective has been partially fulfilled. An example is given in "-' ."-'

the appendix B.

For two dimensional Euler-type equations, two versions of this code have

been formed. One requires an explicit mode of computation and the other uses , -.

inversion of scalar matrices for each vector. Thus, if there are IJ number of * S

field points, a JxJ matrix is inverted for each i = 1,2,...l vectors. No %

block-matrices were required.

The algorithm is given in details in the appendix A.

36 - N
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS

Both theoretical and computational studies should be conducted in the

future to understand:

(i) Convergence properties of the vectorized algorithm of PFIS.

(ii) Numerical solution of 2D Euler's equation with various

initial/boundary conditions.

and (iii) Extension of these studies to 3D flow models.

Since the method is much simpler than most implicit finite difference

codes and has a superlinear rate of convergence, such studies should be quite

helpful to the researchers in CFD.

The final objective should be to develop a code for general Navier-Stokes

Equations since VPFIS could solve implicit finite difference approximations

using an explicit mode of computations.

*'-. * -. -.-
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APPENDIX A: ALGOPTHM Or VPPIS (EXPLIC, & ImP-:.CT)
". - .;

-p 1
(a) 4C Iorithm Cf E-.oliCit VPP1E '

Let us consider two coupled nonlinear equations.

U :P U, Y % (a )'

V G 5 U. V)%

-"p

where

f - , u i
.1 2

i ' i2

T

V (V1  V
S2 1"'

1 1, 2, T%

hus, there are IJ number of field points and at each point we neej to compute

and V.. (i=l, 2, ... 1; .i = I , J)... .

In the element form, (a) and (b) are U. = F. (U,V), V G (U,V).
ij ij ij 1.)

irst make an initial guess L', V. At some (k+!)th iteration fcr each %

=1, 2, ... I, compute each #!, #2 ... #10 for j=l, 2, ... J

(Note U = value of U. at the kth iteration).
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k+1

vAF = F U j L2.: LJ ... u , U ... U ,l:.i
F is_ know- now -,.%,'

G =B U L .. V , ... U V

lj

.. 1 ,.. " - . 2

ON.

% N ,

lj 1 k.1

*" ... ' .. V , 4 V "  "

e. . %.",

:- 1 I " " I .. . ' ....

S. l~ 3 W .L .U , "F , U •..'.,5.,

V V ,5" '

jS

1%%

(~. - F.,),(1- -. ,

",- .1., -

U F *F 1

k +

, G '," -.
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Convergence criterion is:

may (i 1 j ,

for some V>K, C=a preassigned positive number arbitra~ily small.

b) AIQoritnm of Ilici t 'PFIS 

Solve

V.~~' G. ( V

- V ..-

U. = F. (U, V). ," "i
ij ii

=1 I 2, ... 1; 1, 2, ... 3

At some (k+l)th iteration, compute for j=l, 2, ... J for each i=l, 2, ... I

F F (U .U.U ,VU ; , , V, VI) (1)Ij 1j i " i-I i' u1 1 1-i 1 .. I)( )T..: ,-

(F. is known now)
*4* ,,'. ,/

k+l u+l k k k +1 k k-
F =F (U .U , U V V., V) (21

k+l - ^  F'
SM- (F. -F if F. ".

1 11 ther
1 1 1 i,im-

1- F I-f:

- F:2 i I-F12 2 ..- Fi2 i :. ~,,

- i3,il - iJ,i2 ... 3i,1Jw.'"3.

k l k k k
11 derivatives are evlauated at (" "'" U , F.i , Ui ... L

1k+l V k
.%- %

I ' " i '

i CAL j" -. '

k+l k+1 k+1 k1 )T '.
iil i2 13 P"
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Il l-'I

k +1 i'+1 ..

U ... U. + l  U

13 14- 1

11 N .(.G G

1 1 ~ 1

where - I2-G -

N. = G (L G..U. , U. il i
k~3 1+ 1 k ~

G k+1 ki+ '"

V G.V V ' .. V

iI I ,

' + I . k. , G

vk l = ] k + G B) -'"--"
I j I +! i j .; ,-?

Criterion for convergence is:

1 1 ij 3kf 1) <  E"S

N~ ilVi2 Nli li

•-." -3...-3 .

(U .,..',,U.-..U

' %"
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.PPFNFIX B: THE Twr-DMES3OflNAL HVPE0C, i MOiUF"

We solved the following two-dimensional model applying both explicit and

implicit e.-sins of PFIS: d

U + UU + VU f(U, V, t)
t x y

*%P

V + UV + VV g (LI, V~, +

using uar:ous initial/boundary conditicns.

We chose f and g such that analytical solutions are known. These nonlinear %

hyperbolic Euler-type equations were solved numericaiiy using both explicit and

implicit versions of vector.ized PFIS. Both schemes generated the same results. -

The maximum error was of the order 0.5E-02. No artificial viscosity was needed

to maintain computaional stability. The codes appeared to be mujz simpler and

used no more computer time than other existing Inpli::t codes used at AEDC

[Ref. Dr. G. K. Cooper].
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AN~ EIGHT-OMAIN FRAM*EWORK FOR UN'DERSTANDING INTELLIGENCE

PND PREDICTING INTELLIGENT PERFOl4W'ICESi

b~y%

Ronna F. Dillon

Catherine Aubertin

ABSTRACT

This paper describes my participat ion in the 198- Summier ~

Research Program in the Test arnd Training Branch of the Air Force Human

Resources Laboratory at Brooks Air Force Base. My activities centered ~ .*.

on elIuc ida t ion of an e igh t-doma in modelI of ap t itude and use of the model ?

%.%*in (a) c )ncep tual i z ing and wr it ing mater ials f or a national research%

symposium on measuring and predicting professional competence across a

range of professions and for a biennial conference o n individual

differences in cognition and learning, and 'b) undertak ing a progr am o4

research on the importance of measures of each domain for predicting

school and job performance among Air Force recru its. The eiqht-domain

framework taps processing capacity, processing sp ee ril declarati, e

knowledge, information-processing components, iniorniat~on-prccissirg

metaconiponents, rule induction skill, ierbal and vislispatial knowl edre p

manipulation skills, and cogri tive +1-exibilit - 4
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I. INTRODUCTION: P N

A major manpower and personnel mission of =_cient ists aff ilIiated

with the Air Force Office of Scientific Research is elucidation o the

fundamental information processes underl..ing intelligent performance .-

among Air Force personnel. During the past 15 years, I r, ave been -

involved in a program of research aimed at conceptualization ard 

validation of a robust framework for understanding intell gence. 0

During the period of my AFOSR./UES Summer Facult,. Fel.lhip, m.

aptitude framework has guided two t.pes of activities. The first effort- .

involves implementation of a large-scale research program, based on rn

eight-domain framework, with scientists in the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory's (AFHRL) Learning Abilities Measurement Program ,LAMP). The

program of research couples experimental tests from five aptitude

domains I have conceptual ized and studied in my laboratory w ith three

aptitude domains operationalized by LAMP scientists. The LAMP tests

have focused on working memory, access to information stored i n a

long-term state, and declarative knowledge. To these domains, I add

measures of information-processing stages and strategies, 

metacomponent i al processes, transformational rule induct iorn abil t;. ,.

abil ities to manipulate different types of stored kn,-.iwedge, and the %
• r~- .. ,, ,

multiple dimensions of cognitive flexibilit.,. For each domain, new S

methods and new measures are used.

The second facet of this work involes exp._;rdinQ and S,rthe_-zir.

knowledge wi th respect to the aptitudes underl'ing intell gent N

performance by conceptualizing and submitting mater als for a major

symposium at the 1988 Convention of the American Educational Research

37-4
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Association and by developing and conducting the first in a biennial

series of conferences in individual differences and learning. ,

11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: .. , '.,

The activities I coordinated during my participation in the 1987

Sumner Faculty Research Program (SFRP) embodied three objectives. " %

First, I conceptualized and wrote a prospectus for a symposium to be

sponsored ti' Division I, Research in the Professions, for the 1988 S

Convention of the American Educational Research Association. The

symposium centers on new ways of measuring and predicting professional

competence. Second, I conceptualized and wrote a prospectus for a

biennial conference series on individual differences in cognition and

learning, to be carried out in collaboration with Dr. William C. Thrre

at AFHRL. Third, I planned a program of research, and the initial two

studies were executed. This work is guided by my eight-domain aptitude %

framework. These initial studies were designed to ascertain the amount

of variance in the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery ',.A)

that could be accounted for by models derived from the framework.

III. SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND FOR THE SYMPOSIUM. CONFERENCE.

AND RESEARCH PROGRAM: i

The study of human intelligence has suffered from certain

limitations. Most conceptual izations of intelligence have been quite

narrow, centering on a small number of domains i.e., otten only one

domain), with the domains being narrowly, conceived. For example,

researchers may devote their attention to one type of ab lIt:! e.g.,

spatial ability) or, more narrowly, to only one aspect of ability, such

as dynamic spatial ability or mental rotation. As a consequen-e, our %

knowledge of the nature of intelligence has not broadened as might %

37-5
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otherwise have been the case. Moreover, typical frameworks for V

predicting intelligent performance yield less-than-satisfactor..' P. or

estimates of who will succeed in given military, academic, or e,'

occupational training programs or in particular professional settings.

The investigation of human intelligence is motivated by two

complimentary goals, both necessitating accurate measurement ,,

intellectual processes. The theoretical goal is to advance knowledge

regarding the nature of mental representations. The importance of the

applied goal of enhancing prediction of training, academic and/cr "

occupational success in military selection and classification cannot be

overstated. Scientists cannot advance knowledge regarding the nature of %

intell igence or improve prediction of success in military enl isted or -. ,

officer training programs in the absence of sensitive measurement of

information-processing and learning abilities. The need for improved

prediction of who will succeed in militar," careers, and for possession .

of mechanisms for distinguishing average potential form the potential

for excellence is clear. Resources are saved on the part of students or .

enlisted personnel to the extent that diagnosticians can avoid selecting

learners for programs in which they are not 1 ikely to succeed or S

selecting individuals for jobs in which they are not likely to perform *.- .

well. Resources also are saved on the part of the miIi tar, organizat ion '

if attrition and the associated personnel and other costs therewith can

be minimized.

Despite the major importance of accur-ate select in mechanisms +or"I

training and job placement, sizable rates of attrition continue to

constitute a major problem in the military sector. tn increasing number
%

o f psychologists are displaying a n interest inr de v (lop in g improved
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testing procedures (cf. Dillon, 1986, in press; Sternberg, 19840. These " 1

investigators contend that typical psychometric assessments rarely,'

account for satisfactory amounts of variance in measures of academic

success or other criterion measures of interest (e.g., Dillon, 1985-a,

1986; Jencks, 1977; Matarazzo, 1972; McCaIl, 1977; LJechsler, 1975).

Moreover, diagnostic and prescriptive information available from

traditional assessments is imprecise. This imprecision exists because

models used for prediction are comprised of predictors taken from one or

more test scores, which measure only the products of performance. Thus, "

no information is available with respect to strengths and limitations in

the processes underlying performance. The importance of such .- ,--

information is clear. Very different patterns of information-processing

strengths and limitations underlie the same test score.

A robust conceptual framework for measuring and understanding '" .

intelligence, and for predicting intelligent performance is needed. *- . .."

Clearly, a crucial need exists for enhanced prediction of success of

training among Air Force personnel, and a theoretical model will provide %

the framework necessary for implementation of the needed test ing

program.

I am pursuing this goal with scientists in the L4MP group. Hl work : ...-

involves developing a robust framework for understanding aptitude and

predicting intelligent performance. The framework couples LAMP's

working memory, long-term memory, and declaratiie knowledge clusters

with five clusters I have studied. The fi'ie clusters from rri, batters

tap componential processes, transformational rule induction,

manipulation of stored verbal and visiospatial knowledge,

metacomponential processes, and cognitive fle ibilit,. % -
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Work in ter LAMPprogramin Currently fcssncl.o h oan

Two approaches to the study of working memory, and the al ternat ie

conceptions of memory driving each type of research, are of corsiderable

interest. One conception of working memory, based on the processing

workspace model- (Baddeley & Hi tch, 198:4) , refers to a I inri ted-capac i t,,

structure, capable of processing typically 3-9 units of iniormation at a NNv

time. Present work by members of LAMP centers on this approach to

working memory. Interest here is in the dimensionalitv of working

memory and relations between working memory and performance on tests of

other aptitudes. Christal (198-7) reports that factor analyses of

working memory and reasoning tasks yield a processing capacity factor

that subsumes reasoning tests used in the battery. These analyses point

to the important role of working memory capacit.' in information

processing across a range of cognitive tasks.

A second approach to work ing memory , based on ac t ivat ion c aLac I ty

models (e.g. , Anderson, 1987) , centers not on the capaci t> of work ig

memory but instead characterizes working memory x as a st a te of

fluctuating activation patterns reflecting traces in long-term memory.

According to this latter view, the network of traces that compr Ise

long-term memory each have resting acti,.ation levels. W cr k ing mTemnc)r is

defined in this regard as that portion -.t memor', zurren,+I in a ,ighl I

active state. Thus, working memory reflects thosp :,itents that _ire r

subject of processing at a giver time.,55
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Long-Term Memor- Processing Speed

The second domain being investigated in the LANMP program s

processing speed on measures that involve access to i-formation sto red r

irn lon g-term memory, Retrieval from long-term memor:, , meb. ; :t a

name matching task, and search through lonQ-term memor7 , usinQ a

semantic match r;, tasv:, are of particular interest Scient t
-  :n the %

LAMP group isolate latencies associated witn retre.al and search

processes and use these latencies as predictors in mode s of learning.

Again, interest is in relations among indices of long-term memory and

measures of other aptitudes. Moreover, interest is in the rcle of

long-term memory, along with the other aptitude clusters, in predicting "8 rig.ef
.-.

intelligent performance among Air Force personnel.

::..-..-Knawi edgeI---

Declarative knowledge measures constitute the third aptitude . .-.y

domain. Success in a given area of technical training clearly '- ..-

necessitates possession of the facts, data base or knowledge used in the

particular discipfine of interest. The importance of declarative

knowledge to successful performance in any f+ield has not been d:r. ted. %nt

Rather, the issue is that measures of such knowledge alone fail to i

account for adequate amounts of variance in measures of nteI] <gent '-.-

training or job performance. A study recenti completed r. my"

laboratory (Dillon & ReznicK, Poi on third-:,ear medical students

underscores the limitations of declarative Know-ledge measures for

enhancing scientists' understandino of inr-e)Iigence arnon; student; at

advanced levels of training or experience. Moreover, tne stunv pe t

disentangli ng of the relative contributions of de:ar-ati,,e L-o,uledoe, .P

rule induction skills, and information-oracessing :omponents.

- I
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In the study, medical students participating in a surgical

clerkship were given sets of inductive reasoning items. Ongoing eye

movement patterns were recorded. The incremental val idity of models

coupling eye movement measures of information processing with a measure _

of medical declarative knowledge (i.e., the Medical College Admissions

Test; MCAT Science score) was compared to models based or rule induction m .0

skill alone (i.e., score on common-content, familiar-rule figural

analogies) and medical declarative knowledge alone. Data indicated that

medical declarative knowledge alone accounted for 40% of the ,ariance in ev. P%

surgical clerkship performance, while analogy performance alone
."

accounted for 22'. of the variance in criterion performance. Declarative .

knowledge and information-processing activities were coupled by

recording eye movement patterns during solution of a set of analogies L

for which item elements were related by rules based on medical knowledge ' .

(e.g., two symptoms to a diagnosis, two symptoms to a medical _% *? .

procedure). Information-processing measures used with medic.I

declarative knowledge were the percentage of total row (i.e., large, . .

nonredundant) scans to total scans (a positively weighted variable, and

the number of times the subject broke main-array processing to attempt B

confirmation (a negatively weighted variable). For these ad,,anced

medical students, intelligent performance was reflected ir, the ab t -.ty

to process relatively large aniounts of information in a nonredundant I B

manner and to induce and apply item rules before attempt ng to confirm

these rules by processing the response set. Coupl;r, declarative % e" Ne

knowledge with information-proce.ssing performance components increased S sl

the R2 to an extremely high 77%.r*, t Vt

37-10
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In the collaborative work designed to follow the SFRP effort, the

breadth of technical knowledge a learner brings to the testing situation

will be assessed through evaluation of scores on the Armed Services

Vocational Aptitude Battery (ABVAB). An additional motivation for using

the ASV.AB as a measure of breadth of relevant declarative knowledge is

to demonstrate the significant increase in the amount of v arianc-e in

measures of intelligent performance (i.e., criterion measures of ",
interest) that can be accounted for when prediction models are based on

measures of the other five aptitude domains studied in this

collaborative effort along with declarative knowledge.

Comoonential Processes

The fourth domain being elucidated in this collaborative program of

research involves my first cluster of new aptitude dimensions. Tests in-.

this domain reveal the operation of componential, or fundamental .:-.-%

information-processing operations. Isolation of encoding, rule %

inference, rule application, and confirmation activities is accomplished

by means of a paradigm I developed that involves use of a partial screen

technique, with movement between computer screens being under the

experimental subject's control (see Dillon, 1987-a). Complex reasoning

items are decomposed into distinct information-processing stages for -.

item adninistration, and each stage is displayed on a separate computer

screen. Subject's move forward and backward between stages, processing

information about each stage as mar, times and for ac much time is P. .-

necessary for item solution.

The procedure is designed to yield inforr t or, to c:rroborate data -'- "
I

available through my eye movement parad igm :see Dillon, !'-32, 1 ?,S6, in a..

press-a, in press-b for reviews of this work.. The ee mo,,ernent wcrk

37-11
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involves recording eye scan patterns during solution of intact, complex

reasoning items. Stage difficulties and characteristics have been

manipulated to yield information regarding the nature of intellectual

processes (Dillon, 1962, 1987-a, 1987-b). Four levels of individual

differences in information-processing components have been isolated that

underlie, and thus significantly predict, intelligent performance. These

levels tap individual differences in (a) execution of distinct

information-processing stages, (b) the order in which processing steps

are executed, (c) execution of optional strategy elements, and (d)

changes in performance over time. In addition, the contribution of

relevant declarative knowledge, abilities to induce or deduce the

transformational rules governing relations among stimulus elements, and

abilities to manipulate stored verbal, visiospatial, and, as relevant,

quantitative stored knowledge were isolated in this work.

Through research in my laboratory (e.g., Dillon, 1982, 1985-a,

1986, 1987-a, 1987-b, 1987-c; Dillon & Reznick, 1986; Dillon &

Stevenson-Hicks, 1981; Dillon & Wisher, 1981), I have demonstrated that

eye movement measures of information processing, recorded during

solution of inductive reasoning items, account for markedly greater !

amounts of variation in measures of academic achievement than do scores

taken from the same items, with R2s in the .20s for test scores and in %

the mid-.40s to high-.70s for information-processing measures.

Transformational Rule Induction

The fifth domain of interest in this collaborat ve work i the

ability to induce transformational rules in solution of reasoning tastes. I S

Following research done in my laboratory (e.g., Dillon, 19 87-a, 1987-b;

Dillon & Reznick, 1986), the work reported herein involves disentangling

37-12
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the role of rule induction processes from declarative knowledge and from

other information-processing activities by recording examinees' scores .%

on test items tapping pure induction (i.e., using highly familiar

content and transformational rules). For example, a colleague and I

(Dillon & Reznick, 1986) reported a significant contribution of

induction, apart from declarative k nowIedge and information-processing

componential skills, to achievement among third-year medical school S

students.

Manipulation of Stored Verbal and Visiospatial Knowledge

The sixth domain to be investigated in this collaborative program

of research centers on learners' abilities to manipulate stored verbal e

and visiospatial knowledge. Specifically, since intelligent behavior

nearly always necessitates skills at manipulating multiple knowledge

bases, both verbal and visiospatial manipulation skills should be %

important. That is, most types of reasoning and cognitive problem

solving require access to verbal and visiospatial stored knowledge. I

use the term "knowledge manipulation" because the stimulus elements and

the attributes of these elements, as well as the rules governing

relations between sets of elements, involve familiar information. The

examinee's task is to be able to use this verbal and visiospatial . -.

information that already is possessed to ascertain relations among sets

of stimuli and to distinguish stimulus elements that are similar from

elements that are dissimilar based on familiar rules. In previous work, %

I have demonstrated that facilities at manipulating familiar verbal and

visiospatial knowledge bases contribute signi f icantly to intelligent

performance (Dillon, 1995-b). Verbal and visiospatial processing

proficiencies each contribute to prediction of performance. Moreover,

37-13
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when learner's demonstrate a preference for processing one type of item

content over the other type of content, these preferences are related to

differences in performance on complex verbal and visiospatial reasoning"9 -

tests. In addition, the extent to which these fundamental .

information-processing proficiencies and preferences relate to job %

choice, or occupational specialization with the Air Force is of -
I 9

interest.

Metacompopential Processes

Metacomponential operations concern those mental activities in

which learners engage when they are thinking about their mental

processes, developing macrostrategies concerning sets of items having

5%,

similar features or demands, planning to engage in problem solving,

and/or monitoring solution processes. The various components of this

seventh domain are of interest in our collaborative research. -

With respect to differences in learners' thoughts about their own

cognitive processes, I am have adapted an instrument from Sternberg and

Wagner's (1986) notion of tacitly acquired occupational knowledge.

Examinees rate the importance the>' attribute to a variet>y of activities

with respect to managing their own lives, managing others, and managing

their careers. These ratings then are compared to expert ratings or

prototypes. Sternberg and Wagner (1986) report that differences in this

tacitly acquired knowledge distinguish novices from experts. In

addition, my colleagues and I (Dillon, Travis, & Loschen, 1987) have

assembled a set of items that tap aspects of tacit knowledge that are'

general across medical professionals, and a set of items of specific S l

relevance to the demands of medical professionals in private practice,

items relevant specifically to professionals in the public sector (e.g.,

37-14 0 9
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hospital administration), and items relevant specifically to academic

physicians. Individuals in the different sectors become increasingly per

different in the manner in which they prioritize professional demands,

in a manner that is consistent with the different professional outlets.

In addition, as expected, general occupational knowledge indices have % P.

greatest predictive power in early career years, and specific %

occupational knowledge measures have greatest predictiue val idity for

distinguishing experienced professionals across career outlets.

Macrostrategies are executive planning processes that are relevant

to sets of items having similar features or demands. I n previous

research in my laboratory (Dillon, under review-b), subjects were J .'-%

assigned to either a blocked or a mixed item presentation format. In .

the blocked format, items were grouped for presentation on the basis of . _

similar transformational rules. Under the mixed condition, items were

ordered randomly for presentation. I recorded eye movement patterns .

during item solution. Results indicate that macrostrategy development

is reflected in information processing that is characterized by thorough %%

encoding and by truncated rule application and confirmation processing. . , ,.p*

Once specific stimulus elements are encoded and the subject infers that ,.,do

a general class rule governs relations among stimulus elements, the

remaining information-processing stages are executed in anoreviated a",".

fashion. In a different set of stud ies D Illon, I985-b), I ourid that

general planning and monitoring activities are important aptitudes on

the part of novices as well as relatively expert e- minees. "

Flex ibi lity

The eighth domain of cognitive aptitudes that is of interest in

this collaborative research program centers on tie multidirierisional
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construct of cogni tive flexibilIity. Academic and proiessional success 11

necessitates possession of many and varied abilities and skills. Beyond

possession of specific skills, I believe a;n important set of skill 

underlying intelligent (i.e., successful) performance involves cognitive

flexibil it>y.

I have undertaken a program of research centered on development of

a multifaceted theory of flexibility and determination of the relations •

of flexibility to measures of success among students and professionals.

In my terms (Dillon, 1987; Dillon, Lyerla, & Aubertin, 1987),

flexibil ity involves the abilities to (a) select the type of strategy

designated by the experimenter when more than one approach Is

potentially appropriate, (b) generate more than one strategy in solving

test items or problems that have more than one possible solution

strategy, (c) maintain processing efficiency when solving items having

different attributes that are randomly ordered for presentation, and (d)

change approach when the task demands change.

Despite the considerable recent interest in cognitive flexibil ity

that has been displayed in the literature (e.g., Cooper, 1980, 1982;

Cooper & Mumaw, 1985; Gitomer, 1984; Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser, , Wang, !<.,.

1981; Lohman & Kyllonen, 1985; Schneider & Fisk , 1Q86; Scribrer, 1984),

no framework exists for studying f)exibility . I have undertaken a

program of research to develop a multifaceted theory of flexibility and

to determine its relation to success among students and professionals. '' -

I believe flexibility involves the abil ity' to Qenerate multiple .

strategies for cognitive problems or test items that :3,n be inIved in

more than one way, analyzing and/or synthesizing ncc plete in+crmaticn

to maximize interpretations possible, the ability to maintain r
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information-orocessinQ efficiency during solution of items R

that require different types of transformational rules for their

solution, and the ability to change set in order to generate new and

different solutions to problems that follow sets of items that were

different than the current item. With respect to the first dimension cf

flexibi Iity, the experimenter tells the subject which t;.pe o4 strategy

or classificatory scheme to use, whereas in the fourth t1 'pe cT I

flexibility, the task demands change across items, with only one type c '

transformational rule governing a particular item.

The ability to generate multiple strategies in solution of items

that can be solved in more than one way (Dillon, 1987-d, 1987-e), and

the ability to maintain processing efficiency as the demands of a task

change (Dillon, 1987-e) are two dimensions of cognitive flexibility that

have been found to play an important role in processing among college .

students and medical personnel. In this collaborative effort, we are

interested in examinees' abilities to generate multiple strategies and

to change set; i.e., to maintain processing efficiency when given a

different kind of test item after having solved a set of items with

demands that were similar to one another.

III. SFRP ACTIVITIES .-:

A. SYMPOSIUM :,

Objectives of the Symposium

This symposium will bring together researchers from the diverse -..

fields of medical education, vocational/technical education, militar-

selection and classification, and professional educaton, permitting
%

aialysis and synthesis of theoretical underpinnings and practical

significance of a 1ide range of assessrment par adigms. Thus, the %
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symposium materials will be generalizable across pro+essions. To ensure

cohesiveness among symposium participants, all presenters are asked to -

address a common set of focus questions, as noted below.

1. Describe the aptitude or ability dimensions you feel most

importantly underlie success in the area you are measuring.

2. Describe the method you are proposing for studying these

cognitive or other bases of individual difference.
3. Discuss the manner in which the method connects with theories

of abilities.
4. Discuss the practical utility of the method, including routine

psychodiagnostic utility, stability of measurements, and '

predictive validity.

5. Discuss the manner in which the method is responsive to
particular constraints or circumstances of testing in the
environment in which you have done your research. -

Moreover, selection of topics/contributors has been accomplished to

permit several interesting comparisons, including a) goals, concerns,

and constraints that are common across areas, (b) concerns and

constraining factors that are specific to each area, (c) differences in

predicting academic training success versus occupational training

success, (d) differences in predicting student performance versus

professional competence, and (e) issues in long- versus short-term

prediction.

SiQnificance

A professional forum for bringing together commonr issues in

intelligence measurement and performance prediction across professions

and for delineating unique constraints within technical and professional

areas is needed. This goal of this symposium, enabling contributors to

address a common set of questions, is to provide such a forum.

B. CONFERENCES %

Objectives of the Program

The objectives of this program are to bring together top DOD and N

university researchers for a forum in which the lte st research in
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individual differences in cognition and learning can be discussed,

provide technical reports to inform the DOD community of the high %

calibre work underway, and provide a highly visible, professional outlet %

for informing the scientific community about the nature of these

activi ties.

Outcomes

There will be three principle outcomes of this ongoing program. I •

The first outcome will be a biennial conference in individual '

differences in cognition and learning. The second outcome 1,qill be a".

technical report of the proceedings from each conference. The final -

outcome will be an edited book containing chapter contributions derived " .

from each presentation.

A complete list of topics for the first conference is given below:

(A) Newly conceptualized individual difference dimensions, \. *.,

including cognitive flexibility, and occupational' ' ",
knowl edge . . .

(B) Models of intelligence
(C) Discourse comprehension
(D) New work in enlisted, aircrew, and officer selection
(E) Predicting success in medical training
(F) Predicting success in other professional and

occupational settings -
(6) Development of expertise in electronics .. .
(H) Development of expertise in communications
(I) Development of expertise in mathematics and

computer programming .
(J) Development of expertise in medicine .
(K) Individual differences underlying officer advancement
(L) Tacit acquisition of occupational kno.-ledge in selected

aspects of science and industry
(M) New techniques in computerized assessment of individual

differences
(N) Psychophysiological and electrophysiologica) techniques %

in individual differences measurement -
(0) Comprehensive performance-based examinations in medicre

and other academic areas
(P) Using multiple raters and multiple criterion measures to I

predict success in training

(3) Job sampling
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Significance

No set of scholarly meetings and publications has brought together

the newest developments in individual differences in cognition and

learning among university and DOD researchers in a unified and ongoing .

manner. This program of conferences and scholarly publications is -

designed to meet this need.

C. RESEARCH PROGRAM ON EIGHT-DOMAIN APTITUDE FRAMEWORK

AND INTELLIGENT PERFORMANCE

Aporoach

Two studies have been conducted during the Summer Research Faculty

Program period using Air Force recruits as examinees. These data point

to the robustness of the model of aptitude we propose. Work conducted

under the the SFRP is discussed below. By the end of the 1987 Summer

Research Faculty Program period, data collection and analysis was

completed on one study, and data collection was completed on a second

study. These studies focus of the robustness of my five domains of the -'"

eight-domain aptitude framework with respect to understanding

intelligent performance among Air Force recruits.

Study 1. Test calibration. Test difficulties, test lengths, and

other relevant constraints were evaluated in Study 1, for tests tapping "

each domain in the framework. The appropriateness of all tests for the

Air Force population was established.

Study 2. Aptitude Testing. Stud> 2 was designed to ascertain the

variance in intelligent performance, using IS..B scores as criterion

measures, accounted for by componential, metacomponential, and

flexibility domains of the aptitude framework. .. %..- .
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Results. Data were analyzed to determine the amount of variance in -

ASVAB accounted for my clusters of aptitudes. Data were analyzed

separately by domains and also across domains. With respect to

information-processing components, the percentage of time spent forming

% %~rules with respect to the relations among stimulus elements was .

positively related to performance, while the amount of time spent

processing the response set in attempt at response solution was S

negatively related to performance, as was the number of times subjects %

chose to view the screen containing the response set. With respect to

metacomponential skills, metamemory, tacitly acquired occupational

knowledge and other practical intellectual skills all contribute

significantly to ASVAB performance. Data indicate that R2 are in the.

.45-.62 range for models based on individual domains, and R2 s for models, -

based on sets of domains are in the .60-.85 range. Regarding

flexibility, data on the number of strategies generated by subjects when

more than one strategy is appropriate for a given test item are being i

analyzed. Preliminary analyses of data indicate that Air Force recruits

differ considerably in this aspect of flexible information processing.
• , % . -, V

We expect that this aptitude will play an important role in ASVAB

performance.

V. RECOMtENDATI ONS:

The summer research period has provided time for test construction,

data collection and analysis for one study and data collection ior a

second study. Given the extremely large amount of data col ,ec ted and

the need to continue this data collection in additional studies using '
/ W

technical training and performance criteria that are just becoming .. n.

available, it is necessary to follow up the SFRP effort kiith i continued -
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research initiative. The collaborative researcr, activities descendied in -

th is sect ion center on elIuc idat ion of the role of eight doma ins o4 ,.% ,

aptitudes i n intelligent performance among Air F,:, r ce recruits and %

determination of the robustness of the eight-domain frarnel,.or . The lmork --

is divided into two phases. Phase I centers on analysis ano e,,aiuatior,.n

of data coll ec ted on 900 Air For ce recruits on the fr amnework (,Stud,, 2 o4 ".,.

.- .-. ..

the SFRP period). These data were collected during the last , j~es, "=

the Summer Faculty Research Program period. Phase 2 involues collection .% -''

of data on an add it ional1 900 exam inees to aser, ta (n the robuc tniess c-: %

the framework by evaluating the variance accounted b.y the battery on tWO - '

new criterion measures, in addition to AS1,AB. Total testinQ t, e for."" ""

the entire battery is 3 hours. ..:,:,'

Phase I Objiect ives:-'---.

Phase I centers on analysis and interpretation of data from Study" ''

-4

2, collected during the latter part of the SFRP period. The ac, t itude '-...

dimensions measured iTn this c ollaborative researc t eh tap new I -

conceptualized cognitive dimensions from work conducte largehtd in my

aborator These tests needed to be adapted both to the su ect-

popud nation and the testing system on whch the Air For re dat a here to be

collected Several w eeks werhae 1 cen te th i s I arie-scatIe

• _ - - ,,F..%

effort. As a result, data from Stud 2 .ere not avamiale unt: fter , _

* .- -.

the completion of the SFRP period. These data rnust be anazeoJ and A ;,

interpreted during the intal porton of the RIP period. Phle I ti %

expected to be completed during the first t.o months of the b RIP onc, t-

period.t m r n iTl nf
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Phase 20 bectives:

Phase 2 centers on ascertaining the predictive pow.er of our %.". ..

eight-dom1ain framework, and incremental validity of tests in the battery .. , .16 ;

relative to domains tapped in the LAMIP battery alone. Moreover, the use L _

of new practical and important criterion measures, in addition to AS'JAB,2., ,•,.. ,

will provide data with respect to the i-obustness of the aptitude .-i

framework. Two studies will be conducted. •,

Study, I . Data fromT 900 examinees will be collec ted on the W'r"* .,

be col lected at the complet ion of basic training. These score,; wi;ll

serve as criterion data and will be used in prediction models with ASV)AB ."'",-

scores. the importance of using criterion measures that tapactual ...... .

techn~ical training is addressed. •

Study' 2. Study 2 i s an opt ion al, but desired, part of the .-. ..

collaborative aptitude testing work being done with members o+ the LAMP".-"-"

group. For Study 2, the eight-domain battery will be admnristered to a I

f a.

set of examinees. For these experimental subjects, criterion data A ,il I % -..€-

be derived from examinees' performance on c orpu ter -based tutors, .°' -

developed by LAMP scientists. I will work with LAMP scientists once 'e. el.".'

Study I is underway t o determine the avai Iabi I ity o4 experimental %-... _

subjects to take the eight-domain battery of tests and also cornpiete the '- ""

tutor-based learning activities.

Expected Resul ts , . , '

A~ll e igh t aptitude dorna i nr s have beert shown to contribtute %...-.-.

significantly t o prediction of intelligent acadernic, techni.cai, and -" -"

occupational performance. This collaborative effort constitutes t he -. v.,.

first attempt to complete a large-scale effort a~med at elucidating the., ''
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role of a comprehensive set of information-processing componential and -

metacomponential activities on intelligent performance measured bx

actual learning and performance criteria. %

The findings of this collaborative work are expected to corroborate .

and extend work completed to date. Specificall/, no work has been

reported to date that couples memory phenomena wi th

information-processing componential, metacomponential and flexibility

processes in predicting intelligent performance in a naturally occurring

training/occupational context. Prediction models derived from these "I W

dimensions are expected to be significantly more powerful that models

based on separate sets of the domains.

In addition, no efforts have been reported to use computerized

tutor-based learning dimensions as criterion measures. This step is

expected to provide a valid criterion of learning that has appropriate

range to permit sound predictions of the power of the aptitude battery ,

derived from the eight-domain framework.

Sionificance %

Maximum prediction of the qual it>' of performance among Air Force

personnel is essential if we are to make wise use of human and material 1 16

resources. For such prediction to occur, scientists must contribute a -

robust model of aptitude and valid means of assessing the results of

training. Toward this end, I couple i, m portant and robust

information-processing componential and metacomponential skills 1,ith 

knowledge and memory processes beino nkestiQated b: LAMP c ier, tists and

make use of the newest advances in criterion measurement.
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MICROSTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENTS IN TITANIUM ALUMINIDES:

A STUDY OF DYNAMIC MATERIAL MODELING BEHAVIOR

BY ,*. .*

RAVINDER M. DIWAN

ABSTRACT

The material behavior of the TiAl system, PREP-HIP Ti-48A1-IV, has

been investigated by dynamic material modeling using the flow stress

data from constant strain rate hot compression tests for strain rates

ranging from 10- 4 to 10 - 1 S" 1 and temperatures L . OOOoC-12500 C.

Phases were identified which are related to the transformation tempera-

tures of the alloy in phase equilibria; also, stability and instability 1,

regimes in the processing or stability maps were identified. The results

indicate the presence of twins in the y-phase, very small amounts of

dispersed 0.2 -phase, significant amounts of cross slip and shear

bands with possible texture effects, and, at certain strain rates and

temperatures, formation of subgrains was observed.

The TiAl system is characterized by the presence of strong direct- %

ional bonding of te y-intermetallic phase and its related strengthen-
*

ing effects. The structural morphology and quantitative parameters need

to be further investigated at higher temperatures above 1250 0 C to analvze

completely the constitutive and mechanical behavior of this system.

Mechanical instabilities in certain regions are seen to be more dominant ' -

than metallurgical instabilities because of the strong thermodynamic .'

stability of Y -TiAI. *" ,'.
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I. INTRODUCTION: .

The TiAl systems are important materials of interest to the Air

Force for high temperature applications. An approach I- 3 of dynamic

material modeling (DMM) is a significant tool that can help in defining

"processing windows" for safe processing of this material and its %

application.

The Processing Science Group of the Metals and Ceramics Division

of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base Materials Laboratory is particularly

concerned about the analytical modeling of deformation processes and

material flow to aid in the understanding of structural evolution and

their arrangements in a fabricated product. The DMM analysis of

titanium aluminides is in initial stages and metallurgical understading

of the system is still being developed. Special attention is required

to understand the concepts of stability from both a mechanical as well

as metallurgical viewpoint. Dynamic material modeling is based upon .

combining the disciplines of thermodynamics and continuum mechanics to

describe the overall material behavior. Once a framework for analysis "

has been established by DMM, a detailed study of microstructural e

developments is of great value in properly understanding the behavior

of these materials during hot deformation. --

This research was carried out to analyze the microstructural

dynamics related to deformation processing. This work is based upon P

the use of established concepts of quantitative sterology and micro-

structural analysis which is applicable to the study of microstructure S."

evolution during deformation processing and to the analysis of

structure-property relations which result as a consequence of the

thermomechanical history that the finished component has experienced.

38-4r ,
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: 
_.

Development of microstructures and the constitutive behavior of a .

workpiece material depends on the effects of stress, temperature,

strain levels and strain rates during processing. Engineering alloys

are complex, dynamic materials systems which present a challenge for

structural analysis and scientific interpretation of observations made

about the processing behavior of the workpiece after being subjected to

an arbitrary thermomechanical history. Assessment of these charac-

teristics has been accomplished earlier in some aluminum based 2024-SiC

alloys,4 nickel based alloys, 5 and titanium based Ti6A14V6 and Ti-based

7,8
6242 alloys. The Ti-Al based alloys of the y-composition aluminides

or the a 2-phase composition aluminides have not been assessed % %

thoroughly using the dynamic material modeling analysis approach.

Thus, the dynamic study of material modeling methodology will be used e%

invstgat c cu. .,.

to investigate microstructural evolution and the intrinsic workability %

of Ti-48A1-lV y-aluminide to determine the conditions for stable

material flow. This information will be presented as a stability map %

to support analytical process modeling and the selection of optimum

processing conditions.

This research has the overall objective to determine the role of -

microstructure in the constitutive modeling of plastic flow of selected.'. "°.

titanium-based aluminide composition. The study of these systems is L

made difficult due to incomplete information in phase stabilities,

phase boundaries in Ti-Al systems, effects of alloying elements, grain

sizes, and conditions of the base ingot metallurgy I/M or the powder

metallurgy P/M. These parameters should be evaluated as the final

38-5
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formability of the material depends strongly on the initial state which

is determined by the processing history.

Using a software tool known as the MIS system, various stability

plots for PREP-HIP Ti-48A1-lV material at 0.4 and 0.5 strain levels

were generated. These were used to select certain specimens for

microstructural analysis in addition to the detailed characterization . ' -

of the as-received HIP'd material. These studies were carried out to %*.'

determine if a "limit" strain concept might govern the amount of

deformation which is permissible during each stage of processing.

Research in this project also included phase identification and

characterization by X-ray diffraction, scanning electron micros.opy and' -

electron microprobe analysis. Microstructural evaluation and DMM .f

analysis were conducted with the aim of understanding the intrinsic %

workability and microstructural evolution during hot deformation. In

addition, and to recommend further directions to continue this work; an

attempt is being made to devise conditions of stable constitutive flow

to shorten the cycle time of alloy development, on the assumption that .

materials science and processing science should be conducted in r.

parallel in order to develop an alloy system which can be economically

and reliably fabricated into an aerospace component.

III. APPROACH AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES -

(A) Equilibrium Thermodynamics and Phase Analysis

The limitation of unconfirmed information of phase |

boundaries and phase stabilities of the titanium-aluminum

38-6
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system and effects of material processing at elevated tem-

peratures has to be recognized in a total dynamic material

modeling of this system. This recognition first of all

requires that all phases be identified for qualitative

thermodynamical and mechanical behavior and their morpho-

logical characteristics to understand the overall behavior of

the workpiece material as it deforms.

J. L. Murray9 of the National Bureau of Standards has

made a recent account and equilibrium diagram of the

titanium- aluminum system. For Ti-48AI-lV (considering

binary composition of 48 at.% Al), the as received alloy was

subjected to X-ray diffraction analysis using the diffraction

pattern of this PREP-HIP as-received material. This pattern

was indexed to analyze for the presence of a2 and y-phases.

The relative strength of a2 peak is weak, so, for further I 0
2% • •*

confirmation, some additional work was done using the micro- IN %.% %

probe characterization. This data will be reported later.

The as received PREP-HIP Ti-48A1-lV material

(2240°F/15 ksi/4 hr.) was subjected to isothermal constant

strain-rate compression testing which was performed over a

range of temperatures from 1000*C-1250*C and a range of

strain-rates from 10-4-10 1 S for each temperature. The

test specimens were air cooled and utilized for microstruc-

tural analyses, and the flow stress data were used to develop - .

the contour plots needed for dynamic material modeling using ~ . .~,..

the MIS computer programs.

38- 7
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(B) Dynamic Material Modeling

In dual or multiphase systems, several atomic processes

are possible and combine to create new structures and provide .

the degrees of freedom needed for stable plastic flow.

Stability is determined by the condition that the excess .

entropy production rate, 1/2 6 S, is greater than zero.

Simple compression testing can be used for dynamic material

modeling as long as "steady" state can be approached asymp- %

totically with time.

The present study had utilized test specimens which were 9

0.25" in diameter x 0.375" in height; the compression speci-
* . , -. -

mens were coated with glass for lubrication and strain-rate

tested at constant strain-rate to study the flow behavior and S

microstructural evolution.

The flow curves show an approaching steady state or some V - V

flow softening. The typical slight barrelling in several I

specimens is seen on microscopic examination to indicate

microstructurally observed cracking at end regions. The

investigations are not complete, and more detailed analysis

and compression testing of this material is required to

characterize the overall microstructural evolution and to -%P%

evaluate the constitutive phenomena and model the micro-

structural behavior.

The DMM stability maps were generated using MIS program

and some analysis was also done using a modified system •

developed by UES called MME (Material Modeling Environment) %%,

38-8
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departures and perturbations in composition to achieve appro-
-S

priate alloy and processing development. ".r '

(D) Microstructural Analyses

S*

The "as-received" and "processed" specimens after the %

compression testing are cut longitudinally in mid plane and

these sections are used to prepare metallographic specimens

for microstructural analyses by optical and scanning electron

microscopy. The specimens were polished and etched using e

standard metallographic procedures. The 98-2 + H202 molyb-

denum acid composition etch was found to give better contrast %.,W

of the cx2 -phase and when used with the differential inter-

ference contrast DIC technique and polarized light. The _.

microstructural analyses were also conducted to confirm the

presence of the phases using scanning electron microscope SEM ,,., .

and electron microprobe analysis.
,

Some optical micrographs indicated regions of inter-

lamellar a + y structures, however, in these regions a2 S2'.

could not be firmly identified due to the small activation -

volumes of the a2 phase. Some results obtained earlier .....,.

using TEM were also assessed in interpretations of the micro-

structural analysis of these materials. * ii.. .5.-
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to generate the appropriate surf aces. The contour plots for iliII:I
A M '

0.4 and 0.5 strain levels were investigated by using metal- -

lographic methods to detect microstructural changes, which ,,.

might explain the cause of an indicated mechanical insta- ,.

bility and to arrive at certain suitable test specimen

conditions that require microstructural analyses•..-..' -

(C) Operative Mechanisms and Their Analysis,

Each material has its specific deformation and recovery

processes. The stability maps which characterize the intrin-

sic workability of an alloy system would depend on how the .--

various atomic processes combine several processing features .

to control the efficiency of material flow. The "---

"1as-received" and itprocessing" microstructures during N

material flow need to be characterized to understand micro-, w

structural evolution during stable material flow. ' z=

The initial microstructures were recognized to be ,-'

a 2-Ti3 Al, an ordered hexagonal structure of the type DOI19 and i i

y-TiA, an ordered fcc structure of the type Ll0 These~l t""

phases that were observed for the Ti-48Al-IV composition ,

range alloys are to be understood as having strong direc- . ''

tional bondings and of limited range in their compositions. -- ,

Additions of transition elements, T-metals, produce different, -. .

strengthening effects compared to non-transition elements, ' . - ,

B-metals. 0  Interaction of strengthening effects of certain ,

"control system" compositions should be analyzed along with

38-9
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS:

Metallographic examination of the as-received PREP-HIP Ti-48Al-lV

material indicated a large variability in the grain size of the

y-grains wbich could be due to the variability and distribution in the

preconsolidated PREP-alloy powder size. The hcp y-TiAl phase shows

nearly equiaxed grains with the presence of twins and some porosity.

The volume percent of the second phase is very small and in some cases

is indistinguishable.

The as received PREP-HIP Ti-48A1-lV specimens were furtner

examined for the a2-phase using different chemical etchants, and the

SEM and EDAX techniques. The effects of themomechanical treatments and

possible interlamellar localized regions were seen in some of the SEM

micrographs. These observations were investigated further to identify

the chemical analysis of different regions in the matrix phase, possible

platelets, and light and dark regions using the EDAX technique.

However, the bright white second phase particles were very small in

amount, and no differences were observed in the EDAX pattern results.

The appearance of the bright white phase and the possibility of

interlamellar structure was further examined using different chemical

etchants. The 98-2 + H 0 molybdic acid etch provided a better con- %
2 2

trast for the second phase. This phase is sparingly seen as thin

platelets along some of the grain boundaries of the predominant

y-phase. Stress effects, and the presence of twins was also clearly

seen. Some of the fine, second phase particles are also seen dispersed

in the structure, and the possibility of the interlamellar D2 + y

phases also exists. ..',* - *
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X-ray diffraction provided some evidence of the second phase as

the a2-phase Ti3 Al. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the as-received

material was indexed for the a 2 and y phases. Several clear peaks of

the y-TiAl phase were seen and a shallow peak corresponding to the

a 2-Ti3 Al phase was also observed. To confirm the presence of the

a 2-phase, results of the thin foil transmission electron microscopy11

were assessed. These results revealed a microstructure consisting of

mostly single phase y equiaxed grains. A number of widely separated

y grains were also observed which contained thin a 2 lamella. Some

y grains also consisted of a high density of dislocations, twins, and

stacking faults. Since most of the contiguous y grains did not contain

the a 2-phase, it is believed that the high temperature flow processes

will be essentially governed by a large volume of y grains.

The electron microprobe results of the PREP-HIP as-received

material and several constant strain-rate tested specimens were found

to show the composition of the bright white phase to be approximately

Al = 36 at.%, Ti = 60 at.%, and V = 4 at.%. This is seen to be corre-

sponding to the composition of the a 2-Ti3A ; an ordered phase as shown

in the Ti-Al phase diagram, with a composition of Ti with Al = 35 at.%

composition. The matrix composition of the y-phase was found to be

Al = 48 at.%, Ti = 49 at.%, and V = 3 at.%. This is found to agree e.

with the composition of the y-TiAl; as shown in the Ti-Al phase .. -

diagram, with a composition of Ti with Al = 49 at.%. a

."" 1, ' % % .P m

As indicated earlier, the a2 and y intermetallic phases found in .,Nor

the Ti-48A1-lV alloy are characterized by the presence of strong
%'.% .%

directional bonding which would primarily affect the ductility and hot

workability of this alloy. Microhardness tests on the as-received and

38-12
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some of the compression tested specimens were observed to give lower

hardness values of the a2-phase compared to those of the y-phase.

However, enough readings could not be taken for the a 2-phase in various

specimens due to very small amounts of the a 2-phase, and difficulty in

getting good phase contrast in the microstructures for hardness

testing.

Several of the contour plots generated using the MIS code for the

Ti-48AI-IV at the 0.4 and 0.5 strain level showed that many specimens

had remained either in the stability or in the instability regions at

both strain levels. However, some specimens experienced a transition

as these were deformed and had gone from the stable regions to the

unstable regions. This indicates that some "critical" strain level

should be maintained and should not be exceeded for certain temperature

and strain rate conditions to ensure safe processing. More testing and

verification needs to be done in this direction.

Detailed optical and scanning electron micrographic examinations

were conducted of several compression tested specimens. These were

analyzed, using the results of stability maps and contour plots, in

relation to the phase equilibria information to see the effects of %

kinematic variables, temperature, and strain-rate on the micro-

structural evolutions. The Ti-Al phase diagram shows a phase trans-

formation at =-11250C, so it is possible that at or above 1125*C

different behaviors might be observed. Conditions are considered as

low temperature when T < 1125 *C, and as high temperature when

T > 1150*C; strain rates are considered as low strain rates when

-3-1 -12.8 1
< 10- S, and as high strain rates when E > 10 .S
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Under the high strain rate conditions (> 10-2. S- ), and at or

below = 1125C transformation temperature, the structures are seen to

be generally exhibiting the presence of microscopic cracks at one edge,

some barrelling, the presence of porosity and very similar banded grain ' _

structure, due to the deformations of the a2- and y-phases, as verified

by the optical and scanning electron micrographic analysis. These

conditions have contributed to power dissipation mainly through stored

energy as atomic defects. Some specimens in the tensile regions at the

barrelled portions have shown the presence of microscopic cracks.

Microstructures under these conditions would have significant dis-

location interactions and hardening of the matrix phase.

Now, considering conditions of low temperatures at or below
1125°C, but under the low strain rate conditions, 6< 103S the

-4 -1typical microstructure of a specimen was examined for 11000C, 10 S- .

More analysis needs to be done in this particular set of low tempera-

tures, low strain rate region.

At the lower strain rates 0 < 0-3 S ), and the higher tempera-

ture conditions (T > 11500C), there is a possibility of the ordered

a2-phase to transform to the softer a-phase. The power dissipation,

under these conditions, can be through the energy dispersive processes

that involve diffusional flows, transformation and recovery mechanisms.

Processes involving dynamic recovery and polygonization are clearly

seen.

Further examination of the several specimens at higher tempera- K...

tures (T > 11500 C), and higher strain rate conditions (Z > 10- 3)

revealed some subgrain formation that is indicative of the possibility *

of dynamic recovery. Slip bands in the matrix are also observed along or

with the clear presence of subgrain formations. .. '.
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The overall study of microstructural developments of the

Ti-48A1-lV in the selected range of test conditions indicates metal-

lurgical stability, though mechanical instabilities are seen as

porosity, and crack propagation are observed in some specimens.

Dynamic microstructural synthesis is attempted in the PREP-HIP

Ti-48A1-lV system and it is seen that typical low temperature, high

strain-rate hardening processes predominate. The hard matrix of the

y-phase containing very small amounts of the dispersed a 2-phase, as

confirmed for several test specimens examined, have not shown any

enhanced dynamic recrystallization, though some partial recrystal- m

lization might have occurred in some specimens. Microscopic cracking,

is seen in many of the low temperature (T < 11500C), high strain rate

6 > 10-2 S 1 ) conditions in the barrelled, tensile end regions of the

specimens.

The dynamic material modeling approach used in this research, . W
.'-.

detailed in several other references, has pointed out the conditions cf

stability of the PREP-HIP Ti-48A-lV in processing flow, and has also

clearly shown a region of mechanical instability around =-1150*C.

Furthermore, a transition in the stability, instability regions is seen

close to = 1125*C. The processing-stability maps also indicated

development of stability regions close to = 12500 C. Earlier works of

12 13
Ashby and Frost, and Raj , in developing the models of power

dissipation, are significant in the understanding of several atomic and

structural mechanisms in simple engineering alloys. However, the -%

complex nature and the unique characteristics of the intermetallic

phases present in this alloy make this system very distinct. Power I

partitioning has been shown in this Ti-48A-lV a+ alloy system to
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be due to the dynamic recovery and polygonization processes related to

the subgrain formations. This system has not shown any grain boundary -

sliding or superplasticity behavior mechanisms.

From some related work carried out by M. G. Mendiratta I1 of

Universal Energy Systems, Inc., and work carried out in-house by K. A.

Lark, 14 it is observed that the microstructures in the cast-HIP

Ti-48AI-lV system show enormous variability in the grain structures.

The presence of the a 2-phase dispersed in small amounts in the y matrix S

has been confirmed in this work by metallography, SEM, and electron

microprobe analysis and has also been established in the TEM work of

Mendiratta.1 1  But as the a 2-phase in this Ti-48A1-lV system is found

in very small amounts, the hot deformation processes are seen to be

affected mainly by the behavior of the y-TiAl phase

In another related work by R. Srinivasan, on compression testing

of isoforged Ti-48A1-lV at temperatures from 1150*C-1350°C and at

strain rates from 10 -  to 100S - , it was observed that all of the

compression tested specimens at and below 1300*C had become elliptical

in shape, but this anisotropy had nearly disappeared for specimens

tested at 13500C. No metallographic analysis of the structures has - %

been carried out for this system. It is possible that the combined

effects of temperature and strain rates on the Poisson's ratio, initial .-.- y
• >... - _~

structure and texture relationships of the material would have caused

this behavior. It should also be noted from the present work that the

PREP-HIP Ti-48AI-IV, using the DMM analysis has indicated the onset of %' .

a stability region at = 12500C.

This strongly suggests that the PREP-HIP Ti-48A1-lV work should be t.

continued to investigate the microstructure behavior at, and above, %

38-16
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1250°C to include the peritectoid reaction at -1285°C.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. The present microstructural and DMM analyses have shown a transi-

tion in the stability behavior of the system at -1125°C. Further studies

are needed to analyze more completely the dynamic material modeling and to

suitably select the most favorable processing conditions for this alloy.

2. The present study has also shown the onset of stability regions

at =1250C. In order to fully analyze and enhance the power dissipation

through metallurgical processes, the PREP-HIP Ti-48A1-lV alloy should be

further investigated to include the temperature of 1250%C and in the range

of 125 0 *C-140 0 *C. This iq rprommended and is of special interest, noting

that at =12850 C and above, the peritectoid reaction in the Ti-Al system

could result into the transformed s-phase.

3. A study should be carried out of the phase behavior and the

transformation at -1285'C using differential thermal analysis DTA and

differential scanning colorimetry. This would be of fundmental importance

in understanding the microstructural evolution and development of any

B-phase. These and other related studies should be conducted to develop

the material data base for the application and processing of the titanium ,

aluminide alloy systems. ...

4. It is noted that the PREP-HIP Ti-48AI-IV shows a large varia- -.

bility in the microstructural grain size of the y-phase matrix grains,

with very small dispersions of the a2 -phase. Due to this statistically

complex nature of this system, more detailed quantitative analyses of

this Ti-48AI-IV system are required.

38-1 7
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5. A study of the microstructure-related mechanisms in deformation

processing and DMM analysis to evaluate the stability processes should be

carried out to relate the effect of variations in the characteristics and

distribution of the preconsolidated alloy powder sizes.

6. This study has shown a transition in material flow conditions,

such as in going from stability regions in processing-stability maps at J-%

the 0.4 strain level to instability regions at the 0.5 strain level. This

suggests a "critical" strain level at which deformation processing should

be stopped. This concept should be studied with more comprehensive and

detailed analysis of this system.

7. The present study showed the presence of the a2-phase in very

small amounts. It is of fundamental interest and is strongly recommended,

that the effect of the a2-phase be analyzed in the dual a 2 + Y phase

titanium aluminides. This could be achieved by selecting the various base

compositions of the alloy such that *a range in the volume fractions of the

second a 2-phase could be precipitated in the system which might enhance

the stable material flow by microstructure related dynamic metallurgical

processes during deformation processing.

8. The evaluation of the several power partitioning processes in

the titanium aluminile system, using some "control system" alloy chemis-

tries, should be carried out with variations in a certain range of the

volume fractions of the dispersed second phases, that are (a) softer or

(b) harder than the matrix phase. Such a study of the detailed micro-

structural effects would be very useful in the clearer understanding of

deformation processing of these materials and in the application of

dynamic material modeling for the control and selection of more efficient

processing conditions.
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ADA AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPLICATIONS ",

FOR ELECTRONIC WARFARE

by
Verlynida S. Dobbs

ABSTRACT ,,,

The appropriateness of Ada for artificial intelligence S

applications for electronic warfare (EW) was investigated. "

The investigation included a review of current efforts and.-%.

the implementation of a prototype system for an EW

application. The system, which applied bidirectional

heuristic search techniques to the generation of flight paths

through a military hostile environment was successfully

implemented in Ada. Results provided data for the comparison

of two bidirectional heuristic search techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For much of the past decade, the question of the

appropriateness of Ada for artificial intelligence (AI) has

been debated. [SCH80,REE85,WAL86,BAK87] Discussions of the

question have focused on a variety of language features

including flexibility, portability, maintainability,

efficiency, readability and writeability. No concensus has

been reached, although many proponents of Lisp and other

nonprocedural languages are convinced that Ada is not

suitable for AI. To disprove this theory, researchers are

cuirently experimenting with building packages, generics and

program units in Ada to facilitate Al functions. In this

manner it may be possible to demonstrate that Ada can provide

superior, or at least adequate, facilities for A!.

My research interests are in the application of heuristic

search techniques to real world problems and software

engineering. The EW Division of the USAF Wright Aeronautical

Laboratories at Wright Patterson Air Force Base is interested

in encouraging the use of Ada in software for weapon systems

and in the usc of AI techniques in weapon systems.

II. OBJECTIVES

There were two main objectives for this etort. The t.rst

objective was to prepare .i summary ot the A: ettorts that

have been and are currently being implemented in Ada. The

second objective was to implement in Ada a prototype of a " .' .

flight path generator using heuristic information about

threat locations.
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Part III reviews background information on Ada and Lisp, -
discusses current research efforts applying Ada to AI, and

analyzes functions needed by EW applications. Part IV

reviews search techniques and flight path generators, Part V

describes an Ada implementation of an EW function, and Part

VI makes recommendations.

III. BACKGROUND

There are two basic approaches taken by programming

languages: the procedural approach and the non-procedural

approach. Languages traditionally used for AI research, such

as Lisp, take the non-procedural approach, while languages

like Ada and Pascal are procedural. Lisp, which was

developed in the early 1960s as an interactive development

environment, is based on the manipulation of list structures.

Programs and data are both represented as list structures.

It is, therefore, possible to create functional abstractions 0

on the fly, embed them in other data structures, and pass

them as arguments to other abstractions. Data structures and

programs evolve as more is learned about the nature of the

problem and the approach to its solution. Non-procedural

languages score high on flexibility and writeability, but areI

basically not maintainable, portable, readable or efficient.

Ada was designed for programming real-time embedded

computer applications. Ada enforces a programming disciplineI

which encourages good programming practices. Control

structures and data structuring tools provide more standard
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ways of expressing solutions to problems. The redundant %

specification in the language provides a high level of

consistency checking. These consistency checks increase

confidence that the coding of the algorithm is correct. Ada

makes it possible to extend the language by providing

packages which can be used to encapsulate new data types and v

the operations defined for them. Ada scores high on

maintainability, portability, and readability, and its

efficiency continues to increase.

Current Efforts

The widespread use of Ada for AI applications is dependent

upon the demonstration by the Ada community of its

effectiveness. In that spirit, efforts are ongoing in Ada in

the areas of expert systems [ADK86,LAV86], distributed

knowledge based systems [BRA86, FRA86], pattern directed

processing [REE85], and semantic networks [SCH86]. Several

of these efforts are discussed in the paragraphs below.

Adkins [ADK86] and LaVallee [LAV86] both report building

inference engines in Ada. Adkins was basically not pleased

with his results. He implemented the inference engine as a

collection of tasks, each task representing one rule. .,

Working code was produced, but only with great difficulty.

LaVallee, who reported favorable results, implemented the

inference engine as a single task. Rule firing rates, which

were in excess of 500 per second on a single MC68000 -

processor, compared favorably to the reports of Kary and

Juell [KAR86] for systems in C and Lisp on a Vax. The C-
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based system ran between 50 and 1000 logical inferences per

second (LIPS may be less than a complete rule per second),

while the Lisp-based system performed at one LIPS or less.

LaVallee plans to continue investigating additional

parallelism.

A software architecture that facilitates the construction

of distributed expert systems using Ada has been described by

Brauer [BRA86] and Frank [FRA86]. This architecture, which

is being developed for the Space Station, allows monitoring

and diagnosis of sensors and built-in test equipment. The

basic concept of the architecture is a modular software unit

that contains both a data processing component and an AI

component. This unit acts as an interface between Ada and a

knowledge-based component. .r-141

Efforts of Reeker, Kreuter and Wauchope [REE85] have been 4'

directed toward adding useful AI programming tools to Ada,

specifically tools for pattern-directed string processing.

Algorithms for pattern matching are being evaluated,

considering, among other things, the basic efficiency of each

of the algorithms and the efficiency of its implementation in

the Ada environment. The methods for pattern matching are

being tried with both character strings and lists.

Preliminary results are positive and indicate that providing

pattern-directed packages for various data types is not only

feasible, but quite worthwhile.

A method of implementing semantic networks in Ada is

described by Scheidt, Preston and Armstrong [SCH86].
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Although semantic networks appear to be the most promising

technique for knowledge representation, their use in real

world problems has been limited by their implementation in

specialty or AI languages. The effort attempts to rectify

this situation by developing a viable and highly robust

semantic network in Ada. This effort was highly successful.

Another example of a system implemented in Ada that

applies AI techniques to a real world problem is discussed in pu,

Parts IV and V of this paper.

Electronic Warfare Functions

An ultimately flexible weapon system would be capable of

providing many of the functions which are now performed by

the crew. These include sensing of the environment;

interpretation of conflicting, incomplete, or corrupted Z~ fp

sensory data; integration of sensory data; overall situation

assessment; planning and real-time decisions for mission and

survival achievement; and control of weapon system functions. .~

The system must function in an environment that contains vast

amounts of raw data where the data is unintentionally

corrupted via national phenomena or intentionally corrupted -

via friendly or enemy jamming and deception missions.

EW processing spans many different disciplines (passive

radio frequency (RF) and infrared (IR) sensor interpretation,

active RF and IR countermeasures techniques, etc.) where the

sensors must operate in different environments with different

requirements for information extraction, interpretation andJo
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reaction. The EW system must respond to a dense and dynamic

environment. Systems implementing functions such as those

described above will operate primarily in numeric

environments. These EW systems, which need to be

maintainable, portable, readable, and efficient, can be

effectively implemented in Ada.

IV. ELECTRONIC WARFARE APPLICATION

This effort incorporates a new bidirectional heuristic

search technique [DAV87] into a flight path generator for a

high performance platform through a military hostile

environment. The sections of this part review both search

techniques and flight path generators.

Search Techniques

Most AI solutions to problems contain a search component

that is often the critical inner loop of the solution.

Therefore, it is imperative that searching be done in as

efficient a manner as possible.

Searching has traditionally been performed blindly,

either breadth first or depth first. These blind searches

continue to generate all successors (expand) nodes in some

predetermined order until a goal node is found. An

exponential explosion occurs in both the time and the space

required to find a solution.

The size of the search tree can be reduced by using more

informed search techniques. Heuristics (rules of thumb) can

be used to estimate a new node's distance from a goal. The
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next node chosen for expansion will then be the node believed

to be the closest to a goal. Consequently, time and space

will not be wasted on nodes that show very little promise.

To help avoid an exponential explosion, a heuristic

function h, whose two arguments are state space nodes, is

provided. h returns an estimate of the path cost between its

arguments and is used by the search algorithm to determine

the best node to expand next.

Heuristic search algorithms take one of two basic

approaches. Unidirectional search algorithms, which build 'II
one search tree of nodes rooted at the start, expand nodes

from the start until a goal node is found. Bidirectional

search algorithms maintain two search trees of nodes rooted 0. .%

at the start and the goal. The nodes on these trees are

those so far generated by the algorithm, and the path from a

root to a leaf represents the least cost path the algorithm 16

has yet found connecting root and leaf. The leaves, called

open nodes, are candidates for expansion. The algorithm

attempts to expand leaves in such a pattern that the two

trees "meet" as soon as possible, at which point the problem

is solved and a route from start to goal may be reported.

In order to determine which open node n to expand next, *-
,% .% .'

there is an evaluation function of the form

f(n) = (1 - w) * g(n) + w * h (n), 0 <= w <= 1. (1) .- %,

Here g(n) is the cost of the search tree path from node n to

its corresponding root, ho is the heuristic component of f
9.% .%
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(derived in some fashion from the function h mentioned

above), and w is a weight fixed to some value deemed to be I

effective. Small values of f(n) indicate that n is more

likely to be on a low cost solution path than do large

values. During each cycle of the search algorithm, an open

node with minimal f-value is selected from the appropriate

search tree for expansion. Its successors are generated. If

one of the successors is on the opposite search tree, the

algorithm halts. Otherwise f is evaluated for each of the

successors and they are appropriately placed on a search

tree. The algorithm recycles.

One of the fastest bidirectional search algorithms

reported in the literature is DNODE, due to Politowski and

Pohl [POL84]. In this algorithm h (n) in equation (1) is set
0_

to h(n,d), where d is a leaf on the opposite search tree of

maximal depth (highest g-value). d is called the "d-node".

At node expansion time, the depth of each new node is

compared with that of the current d-node on the same tree.

Whenever a deeper node is found, it is used to replace the

current d-node. At change of direction time, every node on

the newly active open list has its h -value updated if the
0

opposite d-node has been changed. Although this updating at

change of direction time is somewhat expensive, experiments

show that, at least in sliding block puzzles, DNODE is faster

than most other bidirectional search algorithms as well as

the most common unidirectional search algorithm. [GOL86]

A new bidirectional search algorithm, which is an
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improvement to DNODE, eliminates the heuristic calculations Z '
at change of direction time. Statistics for Improved Dnode

in the sliding block puzzle domain document its good

performance. [DAV87] Unfortunately, these algorithms have

been analyzed and compared primarily using puzzles of various

types. It is desirable to apply these algorithms to a real-

world application.

Flight Path Generators

The problem space for a flight path generator (FPG) can

be represented as a grid aligned along the x-y axis. The FPG

is given a starting location (the start) , a destination % '0.

location (the goal), and a description of threats to be

avoided (the costs associated with the edges of the graph).

A flight path is generated from the start to the destination

based on avoiding the threats and producing a short path.
• ~% % _".

Flight path generators have traditionally been

implemented using two approaches that produce radically

different results. [LIZ84] These approaches lie on the

opposite ends of the efficiency spectrum. The first approach

uses dynamic programming techniques. This approach produces

optimum paths primarily with respect to the smallest cost in

terms of threat interaction and, secondarily, with respect to

distance travelled. Unfortunately, this approach is .

extremely expensive in terms of computer resources because it ' .

examines every possible alternative and makes use of the

total threat environment.
.p.*.. % ' .

3 9 - 1 l ... .. ,
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The second approach uses only local information at each

endpoint of a leg of the flight. A fixed number of new legs

within a given angle are examined. The best leg is chosen

based only on the amount of threat interaction of this set of -01,

legs. This approach is very fast since it is based solely on

the limited local information. However, the approach

produces relatively poor routes because it ignores the threat II
data of the global environment.

Due to the weaknesses of these methods, most automated

route planning has not been feasible. Good paths were only

produced by examining all possible alternatives. The

artificial intelligence technique of applying heuristics can

be used effectively to reduce the number of alternatives to

be examined. A unidirectional search algorithm has been used

to generate paths based on static threat data. [LIZ84] This

algorithm (A* [HAR68]) will produce better routes than the

local approach above and is faster than the dynamic

programming approach. Unfortunately, it may still be too

slow if rapid turnaround is required. DNODE has been shown to

be faster than A* [GOL86], and Improved Dnode faster than

DNODE [DAV87] in the sliding block puzzle domain. These

DNODE-based algorithms have been targeted for use in this

flight path generator.

V. THE FLIGHT PATH GENERATOR

The development of the flight path generator " %

demonstrates the use of AI techniques in a real-world problem
.. %,
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and further validates the results of previous AI research on

bidirectional search algorithms.

Goals of Project

The project goals were to apply bidirectional heuristic *<

search techniques (specifically DNODE and Improved Dnode) to

a real-world problem, to verify the performance of Improved

Dnode versus DNODE, and to perform the implementation in Ada.

The first goal emanates from the desire of computer

scientists to see a reduction in the time lag between the

research and development of new techniques and the actual use

of those techniques. A natural fallout of using the new

techniques is the further substantiation of the related ',.

research. The last goal is a result of the US Air Force's

interest in having software development related to weapon

systems performed in the language that is the Department of

Defense's "single, common, high-order programming language,

effective immediately." [DOD87]

Development

The FPG was developed in Vax Ada on a Vax 11/780 running

the VMS operating system. Prior to actual development,

heuristics had to be identified, path cost calculations

determined and sample threat data generated for the

environment [LIZ84] as described in the paragraphs below.

The threat data is classified by type, each type having

two specific characteristics: a radius and a threat cost.

Threats are scattered throughout the grid and are located by
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their x and y coordinates. The grid consists of arbitraty 4.

units and size. 7 -0
• '. J

The heuristic calculation for a node n (the h part of
0 .'..'Vm

the f-value) is based on a straight line that connects node n

to the opposite d-node (do). . -.

h= threat coefficient * (F costs of intersected threats)

+ distance (n,do) (2)OPP I

Multiplication of the accumulated threat cost by a threat ®r

coefficient (t-coeff) greater than zero causes threat %. .

avoidance to be of greater importance relative to path

length.

The path cost to reach a node n (the g part of the f-

value) is calculated using the straight line that connects •

node n to its parent node.

g(n) = g (parent(n)) + threat coefficient * (. costs of

intersected threats) + distance (parent(n),n) (3)

'U

% . C. -

Parameter Tuning

An important part of any problem using heuristic search e_&. K.

is identifying appropriate heuristics. Lizza [LIZ84 .

suggests two heuristics for flight path generation. An

adaptation of one of them was chosen for this implementation.

Many parameters effect the quality of the paths generated and

combine to form the complete heuristics. These include the

leg length, the path deflection angle (equal to the "look

39-14
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ahead" distance or the radius of awareness), the maximum

number of possible legs generated from each endpoint within -WPql*1.:

the angle of deflection, the value of w (the heuristic

weight), the number of node expansions before direction isNW
changed and the threat coefficient. Tuning the parameters

requires finding effective combinations of these variables.

"Best" combinations will vary depending on the requirements

for the path.

Trying all combinations of these parameters was not

feasible for this project. Therefore, the parameters were

fixed or varied as shown in Table I. Several additional9

parameters are included in the table for reference.

The statistics kept for each path generated included the

number of nodes expanded, the number of heuristic

calculations, the CPU time (found not reliable), the conflict I
cost (sum of costs of threats intersected by the generated

path), the g-value (includes length and conflict cost of the

generated path), and the path length. DNODE and Improved

Dnode were both run 1080 times using various combinations of

the parameters in Table I. In general, paths improved .

(shorter length, lower conflict cost) as the number of legs

per arc increased and the length of the legs decreased. p
However, a price is paid for the improved paths in terms of

CPU time. DNODE, using a weight of .5, produced the paths of

lowest conflict cost but the CPU time averaged ten times that

of the other weights. Examples of some of the paths ..
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generated are shown in Figures 1-2.

Table I. Parameter Values for Flight Path Generator

PARAMETER CATEGORY VALUES

leg length varied 10 5

path deflection angle fixed 90 degrees

legs per arc varied 3 6

weight varied .5 .75 1.0

nodes expanded before
change of direction fixed 10

g threat coefficient fixed 20 !,.

h threat coefficient fixed 1

number of threat radius 2.0 4.0 6.0
categories fixed cost 0.3 0.2 0.1

density 0.4 0.4 0.2

grid size fixed 100 x 50

threat density varied .04 .08 .12 .16 .20 .24

start location varied 0,0 0,12.5 0,25
0,37.5 0,50

goal location varied 100,36 100,18
----- --------------------------------------------------

Examining the number of nodes expanded (X) and the -.

number of heuristic calculations (h-calcs) for Improved Dnode •. ...

versus DNODE shows overall a slight improvement in X and a

greater improvement in h-calcs. This supports the previous

research (DAV87]. Averages for the statistics from both 7T
Improved Dnode (Dl) and DNODE for each weight are shown in

Table II. The numbers are given in the form D1/DNODE with
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the ratio shown in parenthesis.

Table II. FPG Results fo DI/DNODE

WEIGHT X H-CALCS CONFLICT COST PATH LENGTH

1.0 18.5/18.3 71.4/93.3 1.42/1.43 107.5/106.4
(1.01) (0.77) (0.99) (1.01)

.75 18.6/18.4 71.9/94.1 1.08/1.09 107.9/107.0
(1.01) (0.76) (0.99) (1.01)

.50 36.7/93.9 136.7/729.7 0.96/0.92 110.4/107.6
(0.39) (0.19) (1.04) (1.03)

ALL 24.6/43.5 93.4/305.7 1.15/1.14 108.6/107.2
(0.57) (0.31) (1.01) (1.01)

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

Systems such as those for EW, that use AI techniques to

solve problems primarily in numeric environments can be

effectively implemented in Ada. A set of tools for designing

and implementing EW systems in Ada would be extremely useful.

Additional efforts which involve building EW prototypes in

Ada would aid in identifying tools to be developed.

The incorporation of Al techniques into solutions of

real world problems has been hampered by the use of

speciality and AI languages for their implementation. Ada

provides the vehicle for moving these techniques out of the

research laboratories. Successful integration of AI

techniques into Ada would create adaptable software packages

that are highly suitable for solving real world problems.

3.
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Computational Simulation of

Transonic Store Separation

by

F. Carroll Dougherty

ABSTRACT

The preliminary development of a numerical simulation capability

using finite-difference techniques for flows about aircraft carrying

stores is described. Since a single global mesh about the aircraft with

stores is very difficult to generate, a multiple overset mesh approach " .

called the chimera scheme is used. In the chimera scheme, a complex
configuration such as a wing with stores beneath it is mapped with a

global mesh about the main component, the wing, and with minor overset

meshes generated about each additional component such as the stores.

The minor meshes can be overset on the global mesh without matching any

boundaries, so they can be freely moved with respect to the global

mesh. Therefore, the time-accurate simulation of a moving store beneath - -

a wing is possible without regridding the configuration. This research

effort involves coding the three-dimensional chimera grid package for

moving meshes, then coupling the grid management routines with a time-

accurate Euler flow solver.
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I. INTRODUCTION: Today's high speed aircraft are intended to carry Nori .

a variety of stores either externally or submerged, and are rated as to

their ability to deliver these stores to their targets reliably and

accurately without loss of aircraft performance. Store-induced

aerodynamic drag can significantly downgrade aircraft performance, ;*_.

however, while aerodynamic interactions may cause the released stores to

scatter, run into each other, or impact the aircraft. It is necessary,

then, to develop reliable methods to predict the aerodynamics of l

store/airframe interactions.

Wind tunnel tests can provide useful data regarding store

carriage, but are severely limited by the scaling effects and design

considerations when store release data are required. Analytical results .

are impossible to compute because of the nonlinearity inherent in the

problem of store separation. Flight testing is an option, but without

extensive analytical or experimental results to rely on, these tests can % e-%.or.

be unpredictable, expensive, and dangerous. Current computational

techniques can accurately predict the trajectories of stores in a known

flow field or with known loading, but are unable to predict the

separation motion when the stores are interacting with the flow field of A.AAA

the releasing aircraft (ref. 1,2). An additional capability to predict .

the motion of the stores as they are released from an aircraft is "-." ,"

needed.

Finite-difference codes have been very successful in simulating

nonlinear flow fields, both for steady and nonsteady computations. A

major obstacle to this computational approach, however, is the ,.. _

difficulty in developing effective discretization processes for complex

40-4
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configurations like the aircraft carrying stores. A single global mesh - -u

about an aircraft/store configuration could be generated, but it is

unlikely to be computationally efficient, especially for viscous flow

simulation. Moreover, allowing the stores to move would require a new

mesh to be generated after each movement.

Composite grid schemes use two or more simple meshes to map a

complex configuration. The use of a multiple grid approach can yield

better grid resolution, simplify the application of boundary conditions,

and ease the task of grid generation. Some of the disadvantages to

composite meshes are that the flow solvers must be modified, and that -

the bookkeeping that tracks the relationships among the meshes can be

complicated. The two most common of the composite schemes are the

patched and overset mesh approaches (ref. 3). Patched grids connect -

along common surfaces; overset grids are superimposed on a global mesh

in regions of interest. Because the minor overset meshes are

independent of each other and the global mesh, they can be moved with

respect to the global grid.

Both patched and overset mesh approaches have been used with

three-dimensional finite-difference flow solvers to simulate the steady 'N

flow about store configurations (ref. 4-7). Because of the freedom of

motion in the chimera scheme, an overset mesh approach, it has been

chosen to simulate the flow about moving stores. First demonstrated in

two dimensions (ref. 7), the combined overset mesh package and time-

accurate Euler flow solver computed solutions for one body moving with

respect to a larger object. These two-dimensional tests showed that the

time accuracy was adequately maintained, the bookkeeping routines were

40-5
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capable of tracking the moving grids correctly, and that the simulation

of the flow field aerodynamics was clearly possible. _

The chimera grid scheme has been evolving jointly between NASA

Ames Research Center and Arnold Engineering Development Center. The

author, now at the University of Colorado, has been involved with the

development of the package since its inception, and is the principal

investigator for all the moving versions. It was logical for the next

phase, the development of the three-dimensional store separation

simulation code, to take place at the AEDC facilities.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: Two primary objectives were

defined for this research effort:

* To couple a three-dimensional overset grid code, the chimera

grid scheme, with a time-accurate, finite-difference Euler

code to create a complete package for time-accurate simulation

for flows about moving bodies.

To obtain results showing the effects of aerodynamic

interaction between bodies such as three simple stores

clustered together or a single store under a wing, both before

and after separation.

III. APPROACH: A three-dimensional version of the two-dimensional

moving chimera code was to be coupled with a three-dimensional Euler

code, ARC3D, an interpolation routine, and a trajectory package. The ..

new code, called HYDRA for the many-headed monster in Greek mythology,

would be able to simulate the steady or unsteady flows about multiple or

complex configurations. Specific details about the main routine and the |

, % %*j'-'
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four modules mentioned above are contained in the following sections.

Main Routine: The HYDRA main routine had to initialize the program

variables, control the time step loop, call the program modules, and

regulate the output files. The program modules were divided into twoN

subroutine calls: the call to a routine, MULTI, which set up the

trajectory and chimera packages, and the call to the subroutine SOLVE to J

manage the flow solver and interpolation calculations. The time step

loop could be started at the beginning, or could be started from a

stored restart file. The type and amount of output was determined by

input parameters. Parameters for sizing arrays were determined for the

coupled programs, and consistent COMMON blocks were created at this

level of the HYDRA code.

Trajectory Routine: For this initial effort, a simple routine computing

the three-dimensional translation and rotation as a function of small

changes in x, y, z, theta, phi, and psi was used. The direction changes

were pre-determined by the user. Eventually, a routine that would

integrate the forces and moments about the moving body for the new

position would have to be included. ;

Chimera Package:_ A very preliminary version of the three-dimensional

moving chimera code existed at the beginning of the research effort. o

The code, PEGSUSM, had to be debugged, generalized for more

configurations, and thoroughly checked to see that the bookkeeping that

worked in two dimensions would also work in three. The package had to

be able to deal with simple multiple body configurations with one body

moving away from the rest. The bookkeeping had to track the moving grid

in relation to the stationary grids, keep current with the changes in
Z-1~

the boundary interfaces between the grids, and compute the new
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interpolation data for the interfaces after each movement. COMMON

blocks had to be rearranged to reflect the coupling with the other

modules, and the capability to use solid state disk (SSD) storage

devices had to be built into the routines. An additional effort to make

the PEGSUSM package very fast (relative to the flow solver) was also :'

undertaken.

Flow Solver: The steady state ARC3D code, vectorized and modified for

multiple meshes by Dr. J. A. Benek of CALSPAN/AEOC, formed the base code
O

for this module. The outer levels of the code, the time step loop,

initialization routines, and some output controls, had to be stripped

from the program. Time-dependent terms had to be added for time-

accurate calculations, and, although not used in this effort, the

viscous terms and routines were also modified for the coupled program.

Subroutines computing the forces and moments on each body surface also

had to be included. Again, COMMON blocks and parameter statements were

changed, and the SSD storage capabilities had to be built into the

control routine SOLVE. The SOLVE subroutine also had to manage the

interpolation and update routines for the boundary interfaces between

the meshes.

Interpolation Routines: The same routines used in J. A. Benek's steady

state calculations (ref. 6) were to be used in this effort. The

boundary values on the interfaces were computed using tri-linear

interpolation. The coefficients for the interpolation calculations were './.. .

computed in the chimera grid package and passed via COMMON blocks to the

interpolation routines. The updating of the interfaces had to be

changed from the steady state code, and had to be controlled by the

subroutine SOLVE. Parameters and COMMON blocks were also changed. . _

40-8
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Simple geometric shapes were used throughout the debug and testing

phases of the research effort. Spheres, cubes, and planform wings alone * "

and in relation to each other were the predominant choices. If time had

permitted, a simple store beneath first a flat plate, then a simple

wing, would have been used for demonstration calculations.

IV. RESULTS: The work was completed in steps. The first step was to

write the main routine and initialization routines for the grid package S

information. Then the changes were made to the PEGSUSM code to link it

with the new main routine. The trajectory routine was added, and the

combined codes were tested for moving and nonmoving multiple grids. The• 6

next step was to add the initialization routines, parameters, and COMMON .- '

blocks for the flow solver modules to the main routine. The flow solver -

code was stripped of its outer levels, modified for the new parameters - -

and COMMON blocks, then joined to the HYDRA code. The new update

subroutines were added to the SOLVE routine, and the interpolation -.

subroutines were also modified for the coupled code. Finally, the force

and moment subroutines were added to the HYDRA code. ..

Spheres and cubes embedded inside larger Cartesian grids were used

to test the three-dimensional moving chimera package. The bookkeeping

successfully tracked the smaller grids through translations and

rotations with respect to the outer grids. Boundary interfaces between

grids were easily maintained during movements, and additional

interpolation points along the interfaces, first thought necessary, were

found to be not needed, saving CPU time and storage. The SSD storage

capability was built in with a switch input 5y the user and 4as
D S

carefully checked out. The PEGSUSM package was changed to use
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considerably less computer time per call by the addition of several

improved search and stencil walk rojtines. Vectorization was built in

where possible, as well. The resulting package was about two orders of

magnitude faster than the previous code for the same number of points.
It also used about one third the time per iteration as the flow solver,

which was judged quite good for a demonstration calculation.

The flow solver additions were checked in tvo stages: first steady

state calculations, then unsteady. A simple wing designed to be run as

an infinite wing to mimic two-dimensional calculations was used alone

and overset on a larger cylindrical grid. The airfoil shape was a NACA

64A010. Steady state computations made on both the single and overset

grids appeared correct. Figure I shows the Mach contours for the single

mesh for a freestream Mach number of 0.8 and angle of attack of I ',,\

degree. Pressure contours for the same case are shown in figure 2.

Mach contours for a multiple mesh case run with a freestream Mach number

of 0.8 and zero degrees angle of attack are shown ii figure 3. : 4V

Solutions on both meshes were plotted in the regions of overlap. The

dotted curves in the corners of the plot are the outer boundary of the

smaller mesh. All solutions matched well with other calculations done

with different codes.

After the time-dependent terms were added to the flow solver,

simple plunge and oscillating plunge cases were tried with the same

meshes. Unfortunately, one or more errors were uncovered and remained

unresolved at the end of the research effort. When the force and moment -0,-

routines were added to help debug the code, the steady state solutions

also seemed suspect. The same bugs in the code could have been causing 0

the slight error in the steady state and larger error in the unsteady

40-10
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computations. An error might also exist in the force and moment

calcualtions, as well.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS: The Computational Fluid Dynamics section plans

to implement a number of changes in their existing and upcoming codes

based on the work covered by this effort. They also plan to use the

corrected code as a base for store separation from cavitites. The

author plans to apply for a mini grant to continue work on the code and

with the people in the CFD section. Once the remaining errors have been

found, demonstration cases with simple configurations such as the store

under a wing, or three stores clustered together with one store moving

would be computed. The code would then be expanded to allow more than

one body in a configuration to move. If time permitted, a trajectory

routine integrating the forces and moments on a body could be

substituted for the simple routine currently in use.
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GUIDED WAVES IN MILLIMETER WAVE CIRUCIT DESIGN

by "-

John M. Dunn

ABSTRAC P

Guided waves are investigated as a way to overcome a number of problems currently encountered in

millimeter wave circuits. At the present time, microstrip elements are exclusively used in such circuits. .

Guided waves have a number of advantages for certain applications. For example,they exhibit lower

power loss than do microstrip lines. Typical loss figures are given for a GaAs substrate. A typical circuit

would use guided wqves to transfer power and information from one major sub-section to another. The

microstrip would be reserved for use in relatively small areas. Such a circuit will therefore employ both

guided wave and microstrip elements. In order for guided waves to be effectively used, it is necessary that

one can be efficiently launched from a microstrip. One possible method capable of monolithic integration p

is given. Another advantage of guided waves at high frequencies, is the possibility of a broadband

antenna. The broader bandwidth comes from the fact that the antenna does not utilize a resonant element.

A possible design of such an antenna is given, along with a number of design considerations. The

emphasis in this report has been one of using simple physical concepts to examine the feasibility of the
01.

approach. No effort has been made to carry out sophisticated mathematical analysis. Instead order of

magnitude calculations have been used whenever possible.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

This report examines a number of issues in guided waves in MMIC's (monolithic, millimeter wave, %

integrated circuits). It is anticipated that guided waves will play an increasingly important role in such

circuits, as the operating frequency range is increased into the EHF regime, thirty to three hundred GHz

(giga-Hertz).

The antenna section of the electromagnetics directorate at the Rome Air Development Center is very -- s

concerned with the design and development of millimeter wave radar systems. In particular, antenna

arrays must be designed which are capable of being produced monolithically, in which all the parts of

the array are manufactured on the same substrate. In this manner, it is expected that the price of phased

array technology will be reduced to a low enough level that widespread deployment is possible. My

research interests are in the area of electromagnetic wave propagation and scattering, in particular, in

the design and testing of millimeter wave antennas and components. It was therefore natural for me

to work in the antenna group in order to see if my background in wave propagation could be put to ,

use to help overcome a number of difficulties which presently plague millimeter wave systems. The 5

traditional methods employing microstrip elements have a number of increasing important drawbacks as

the operating frequency is increased into the millimeter wave range. The use of guided waves may have

a number of advantages over the microstrip for certain applications. Therefore, the goal of my research

this summer has been to conduct a preliminary investigation into the feasibility of using guided waves,

and to determine their advantages and disadvantages over more traditional micrnstnp technology.

I1. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Traditionally, designers of MMIC's have used microstrip elements for passoe clectromagnetic compo-

nents: transmission lines, antennas, and resonators. The primary reason for doing so has been one of

t-OSL Microstrip elements can be made by photolithographic etching, and are therefore inexpensive to

produce. There are however a host of problems in using microstrip elements, which tend to be maentied

as the operating frequency is increased. Micrsotrip elements operate in the qua',-ThM mode, for v hc h

it is necessary that the thickness of the substrate region be thin. Higher order modes bocome important

if this is not the case. Concentrating the fields in a thin region has some adverse affects, however .' '".• ... ,. .,_,....
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The field concentration is large around the metal boundaries, which increases the power loss. This loss

can become very substantial at high frequencies. A second problem is that antenna elements made of -l

microstrip patches are inherently narrow band if the substrate is thin. A bandwidth of only a few percent p... .

is expected in the millimeter wave region. Thus, MMIC design using microstrip elements will become %

more and more difficult as the operating frequency is increased. e% w

Is there any alternative to the microstip which becomes more attractive as the frequency of operation is .%... .,.,,,

pushed higher? If one goes beyond the EHF region, the infra-red and optical regimes are reached. The

microstrip is not a viable concept in optics; the losses are too high, and the fabrication too difficult. Instead,

the light propagates inside dielectric waveguides. Devices such as lenses and resonators are designed by

using high frequency approximate techniques, the most common of which is geometrical optics. This

report examines the possibility of utilizing these optical concepts at millimeter wave frequencies. Guided

waves can propagate inside the substrate region without the need of a microstrip guiding structure. Instead.

they are confined by controlling the lateral dimensions of the substrate region, or by exciting them in a

narrow beam. They have a number of advantages over the more traditional microstrip guiding structure.

In particular, they exhibit low loss, and can be used in the design of broadband antennas.

My research goals this summer were to investigate the possibility of using guided waves in MMICs for a - -

number of applications: power and signal transfer over relatively long distances in the circuit, broadband

antenna design, and a high Q resonator. In addition, it was felt to be important to examine the problem of

a microstrip to guided wave transition, as the best design of a MMIC may well incorporate both microstrip

and guided wave elements. The microstirp element can still be used for phase shifters, tuning, and signal

transfer within a small portion of the circuit. The project originally started as an investigation into a -

possibilities of an alternative to the microstrip antenna which offered broader bandwidth. Gradually, it Nk "

was realized that guided waves may have many other uses.

The basic approach used in the research carried out this summer was to examine the physical concepts '9'¢ ,

involved, backed up by simple "back of the envelope" calculations where possible. This approach was .,

adopted for two reasons. First of all the program only lasted ten weeks. It was therefore not possible to %'-"'- a

work on one problem in much detail. Developing a computer code for one aspect of the work, or designing

one experiment could easily take up the entire summer. Since the issue of guided wave propagation had I ,
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not been looked at for MMICS's, it was felt that in ten weeks it would be more productive to develop "4 4
an overview and fill in the details later. The second reason for following this approach is that simple

formulas and physical concepts give the researcher an order of magnitude estimate of the usefulness of

the idea. If the numbers look reasonable, a more detailed analysis can be carried out on specific aspects

when time permits.

The report is broken up into a number of sections. The first section describes the basic physical properties

of guided waves, particularly in gallium arsenide (GaAs). Sections then follow describing the design of

a way to launch the guided wave from the microstrip, and on applications of the guided waves, including

a broadband antenra, and high Q resonator.

III). BASIC PROPERTIES OF GUIDED WAVES

-a-c,, .', "%

• % ." .. , * ,,

A number of basic properties of guided waves will be discussed in this section. An understanding of . -

these properties is essential if useful devices are to be designed. A guided wave is an electromagnetic .'.._,

wave, which propagates in the substrate region of a MMIC. For example, in figure 1, the substrate region S

is made up of GaAs. It is bounded on one side by a copper layer, on the other by free space or vacuum.

The guided wave is confined to travel in the GaAs layer. The energy of the wave attenuates with distance

exponentially as one travels away from the substrate into free space. It is not necessary to have the

substrate bounded by a conductor for the guided wave to propagate. It is common to call this type of -

wave a surface wave. This has not been done in this report because it is felt that by using the word -'" " " .

"surface" the wave is assumed to be trapped close to the interface between the substrate and vacuum

region. This is not the case. The energy of the wave can extend down through the entire thickness of the -

substrate. It is a surface wave only in the sense that the energy does not radiate out from the substrate

into the vacuum. There are a number of waves in layered media problems which can more properly be -e

called surface waves, such as lateral waves. These waves are not important in the present discussion.

There is a vast amount of literature discussing various aspects of these waves (Collin, Walther) This ...

section summarizes the results that are relevant to the discussion of guided waves in NIMIC's. Let the . -

electrical parameters of the substrate in figure I be denoted by:,, = , and p, = ere. here . and p ,'
* S

are the permittivity and permeability of free space respectively. The conductivity of the substrate region
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is denoted by a,. (MKS units are used throughout this report.) Cartesian coordinates ar- used, with the

substrate oriented parallel to the z - y plane. The interface between the conductor and substrate is at -a
y = 0, the interface between the air and substrate is at y = h. It is assumed that the wave travels from lop P

left to right, in the positive x direction. The problem does not depend on the : coordinate by symmetry. .

It is apparent that Maxwell's equations can be split into two independent cases, each case having only

three non-zero field components. The TM wave only has non-zero E., l, and IfI components; the TE •

case only has non-zero H2, E1 , and Ey components. Maxwell's equations must be solved for these two

types of waves. They can only exist under certain conditions.

The TM case is examined first. Because there is only one non-zero component of the magnetic field, it

is convenient to look at it. It is:

. -,o(y - h ) 13r

H, = Bcos(-I,,y)e' (I) -. .

-" .- %'

exp(-iwt) time dependence is assumed. The subscript 0 refers to a quantitiy in the air region, s refers
" .%. , %

to a quantity in the substrate region. Maxwell's equations require that:

-72 = k2- 3 2

1,2 
= k j2- d (2) ...-

k0 is the wavenumber of free space: ko = wv7'". k, is the wavenumber of the substrate: k, = kov- -.

The real part of -to must be greater than zero in order to get a trapped wave. The real part of 3 is greater ., "

than zero in order to make sure that the wave is traveling the the positive x- direction. Various boundary .

conditions must be satisfied if equation (1) is to be a solution to the problem. It is found that a non-zero .-.. "'-

solution can result only if:

-, (,,)h) h)tan ,h) (3) -

From equation (2):
(- 0 h)2 + (_/,1)2 = (, - I)( ) (4) '2.

The conductivity of the substrate has been set to zero in equations (3) and (4). This does not lead to

serious errors for most practical cases. These equations must be solved for -,, and - 3,. 3 can then be ,- % %

found from equation (2). Equation (3) is transcendental, and a closed form, analytical solution is therefore

not possible. A graphical technique can be used to obtain a good idea of what the solution looks like.
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Equations (4) makes a circle of radius kohV'7- 1 when :,h is plotted against hi. The intersection

of this circle and the curve in equation (3) gives the desired solution, as shown in figure 2. The cur'e--

labelled TM0 corresponds to the TMo mode. Notice that a point of intersection exists no matter what

the size of the circle. There is therefore no cutoff in frequency for the TMO mode. Higher order modes

can propagate if the circle is large enough that it intersects other branches of equation (3). For example,

if: khVf--7 I ,r, the TM1 mode will also propagate. -."._A.

The same procedure can be carried out for the TE polarization. It is now convenient to use the single .

electric field component: 
-

E0, = Ae %

.% ~
E,: = /7sin(-,y)e"'' i,."".'

where the relationship between -j and 3 given by equation (2) still holds. In order for the boundary

conditions to be satisfied it is necessary that: ."

"oh = -,),hcot(-,h) (6)

This equation must be solved simultaneously with equation (4) to obtain the propagation constant 3. The , .,.

first branch of equation (5) is labelled TE, in figure 2. The intersection of this curve and the circle gives

the propagation constant. Notice that the TE, mode has a lower cutoff, below which the mode cannot

propagate. For GaAs, cutoff occurs at k,)h = 0.455. B

It is instructive to look at the phase velocity (./3) of the modes. From equation (2): -.

- (1 + ,,/,) (7)

c is the speed of light in vacuum (3 x l(r m/see). , is the ,pe,.d of the wave in the GaAs. The phase-.

velocity of the mode is less than that in vacuum. As the thickness of the substrate goes to /ero, the

velocity approaches c. As the thickness of the substrate goes to infinity, the velocily approaches c,'.

the velocity of light in the substrate. Figure 3 shows the phase velocities for the for the TM and Tt. ,

modes in GaAs, for which Ir = 12.9. It is clear from figure 3 why a microstrip line does not coule -

effectively to a surface wave under normal circumstances. The microstrip line uses a quasi-Thl Wa\c.

the velocity of which is the speed of light in the substrate, 27' for GaAs. If the substratc is thin, the

,% '-
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TM0 surface wave has a velocity almost that of c. It is this velocity mismatch which prevents the waves

from coupling the one another.

It is possible to estimate the losses occurring in a surface wave. Losses can be grouped into two categories:

those due to the finite conductivity of the ground plane, and those due to the non-zero loss tangent of
the GaAs. The losses of the first type are typically much greater than those of the second. The specific -L

case of a TM0 mode is examined. Because the ground plane is a good conductor, it is possible to use

the well known approach of estimating the losses by the use of an impedance boundary condition at the

ground plane [Walther]. To give a specific example, if koh < .3, then for GaAs with a copper ground "

plane (a = 5.7 x 101 (S/m) for copper), the loss for the TMo mode is:

= 0.285V/jfj/h , , (dB/m ) (8) , .%i
"V".

a is the decay length. f, is the frequency in GHz. h,,, is the thichkness of the GaAs in millimeters. r%

For example, if f = 100 GHz, and h = 0.142 mm, then a = 20 dB/m. This should be compared with .. 'U'

the conductor losses in a microstrip line. Assume a line with an impedance of 50 02. Using the formulas

from Gupta [ref], it is found that the ratio of the width of the strip to its height is 0.748. Assume that the 'e

thickness of the microstrip conductor is 5 micrometers, and the substrate thickness is 4 x 10- 1 meters.

The decay length is found to be:

a = 16.3V ~' (dB/m) (9) &' ,

For example at 100 GHz, ae = 163 dB/m. The reason for the much greater conductor loss in the microstrip

is due to the fact that the substrate must be kept thin, and that the fields are therefore concentrated closer %

to the conductor. %

The dielectric loss for GaAs is negligible. The loss tangent [Pucell is 1. 1 x 10' at 10C GHz. From Gupta, , , ,'

this gives a decay length for the microstrip:
76.24 tan o 

'-" ", %- '
a* = X d/)(0.",.' 

-.,...

where tan6 is the loss tangent. Thus: o = 0.25 dB/m. Similar results are found for the case of surface "

waves.

Therefore, it is clear a principle advantage of a surface wave is its low loss when compared to the quasi-
TEM wave on a microstrip. In some situations such as power transfer, a surface wave could have distinct

41 -9
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advantages at high frequencies. It should be noted that it is possible for a surface wave to exist without a

ground plane. In this case the TE0 mode has no lower cutoff. If such a wave could be launched efficiently,

it would have extremely low loss, as the only loss mechanism is heat dissipation in the dielectric.

IV. EXCITATION OF GUIDED WAVES:

This section examines the issue of guided wave excitation. The important parameter in such a study is

that the final design must be capable of being monolithically fabricated. This is important if low cost is

to be achieved in an actual working enviomment. Traditional designs for guided wave launchers have not

had to deal with this issue, the wave being launched from horns or prism couplers. These designs are not

suitable for monolithic integration. The section of the circuit which employs microstrip technology, for

example the amplifier and phase shifter regions, must be electrically thin. Otherwise higher order modes e
will propagate, leading to strong coupling between various parts of the circuit, a highly undesirable effect.

The guided wave section will therefore have to be substationally thicker than the microstrip region. Any

transition from microstrip to guided wave must incorporate such a change in thickness.

There are two possible approaches. Either the fields in the microstrip region could couple into the guided

wave region by small holes in the conductor, or the coupling could be made by a gradual thickening of

the substrate layer. The first method has a number of problems. The coupling from each hole must be

small. This means a large interaction length is needed if a substantial amount of energy is to be coupled L.

into the guided wave. The microstrip must be terminated, which will lead to a large reflection of the

remaining energy in the microstrip. Finally, the structure could be very sensitive to frequency changes. V 0

For these reasons, the second method is preferred. The substrate is gradually widened out to a thickness : , N N

which will support a surface wave, figure 4. In order to have a transition with a small return loss over a

large frequency range, the transition must be gradual. How gradual is not known at this time as a detailed .

theoretical analysis is necessary. A few simple observations can be made. however, to show that such a 1b . .

scheme appears to be reasonable.

The first objective in the design of the transition is to match the impedances of the microstrip line and

the guided wave. The impedance of the microstrip line dcpends on the height of the suhstrite, and the %

width of the line. The values can easily be varied between 0 and 10M Ohms for a GaAs substrate (Gupta).

41-10
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It is necessary for the width of the line and the height of the substrate to be much less than a substrate

wavelength for the formulas to apply. The impedance for the TM0 mode is given by:

Z 377 ( c (a) ( l
Cr "V

For GaAs, impedances between 30 and 105 fQ are possible for the TMo mode, although it is not possible

to go above 50 Q' if it is required to keep below cutoff of the TE, mode. There is therefore substantial ,"..

overlap in the range of impedances of the microstrip and the guided wave cases.

The next factor to look at is the fields in the coupling region. The fields under the microstrip are almost

TEM, with the electric field directed vertically, and the electric field horizontally, at right angles to the

direction of propagation (Bahl and Bhartia). It is therefore not possible to excite TE modes by this

configuration. The E, component of the electric field is much smaller than the EY component for the

TM waves. Their ratio is given by:

IE=/E. I tan(y, y) (12)
,% 'v

The E, field is smallest close to the ground plane. At the interface with the vacuum region, y = h:

IE /E I = c/1 - (v/c)2-  (13) %%

6k '

The ratio can vary a great deal depending on the parameters chosen. The fact that the ratio is small close

to the conductor aids in the transition from microstrip to guided wave.

The guided wave launched from the microstrip must be directed somehow. This can be accomplished in

one of two ways. The thick region of the substrate in which the guided wave travels could be of finite
£

width, perhaps only a wavelength or two wide. The wave would thus be prevented from spreading out

laterally. The geometry would be what is called a raised ridge waveguide in the optics community. The

second possibility consist of flaring the microstrip out into a horn at the transition, as shown in figure 4.

The guided wave will travel out in a beam, in the same manner that a horn antenna works for microwaves

in free space. It is thus not necessary that the wave travel in a substrate with a narrow width. This could %

have a number of advantages in monlithic fabrication. '.9

.. O'd.--.
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V. APPLICATIONS:

A number of possible applications of guided waves are discussed in this section. Because of their low

loss, guided waves have an obvious advantage over microstrip lines. At first sight, the increased loss of

microstrip lines at higher frequencies may not seem that worrisome, because the size of the circuit is going

down as the inverse of the frequency, and the loss is increasing only as the square root of the frequency.
% ,, , , .

This conclusion neglects a number of important factors. The loss is actually increasing at a higher rate, as

the surface roughness of the conductor becomes increasingly important at higher frequencies. The second %",

problem is that even in a completely monolithic design, some sections of the circuit must be a considerable

distance away from others, and the circuit must communicate with another circuit. These distances will

not keep getting indefinitely smaller because of packaging and power dissipation cosiderations. Guided

waves are a good candidate in these situations.

Another application for guided waves is in the area of antenna design. Currently, microstrip antennas are

being used as the standard antenna in MMIC applications. They have a number of serious limitations,

however. They are narrow band, typically only having a bandwidth of a few percent unless special efforts V

are made (Bahl and Barthia). It is possible that a type of guided wave antenna may give much greater

bandwidth at higher frequencies. A possible geometry is shown in figure 5. The microstrip line excites

a guided wave by means of the methods discussed in the last section. If the substrate is terminated, the

wave will travel on into free space. The guide can end at right angles, or it can end at an angle of forty .-

five degrees as shown in figure 5. If it is terminated by a right angle, the wave will launch out of the ',".'.-:v

end of the dielectric. If terminated at forty five degrees, it will launch at right angles to the guide. -'N "

This type of antenna has a number of inherent advantages. It does not rely on any resonance in the ...-

structure. It therefore is inherently broadband in nature. It is not necessary to metallize any of the

surfaces. It therefore is low loss. A number of constraints must be observed, however. The guide cut at

forty five degrees works essentially as a ray optics antenna. It is therefore essential that the thickness of

the dielectric waveguide be several wavelengths. In other words, the guide should be overmoded. (For ,. -

the endfire case, this may not be necessary.) A certain amount of energy will be reflected back from the 0
interface. This will go as: [(v, T- 1)/ (/T7+ 1)]" For , = 12.9, this gives 32 percent of the power

reflected. This is not an acceptable level for most applications. There are two possible solutions to this
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0. 11D to 0.41D is possible. Assuming, for example: ko/,3 =0.5;! f 100G~ ko 2.1 x I am- ;

=12.9. If R = I cm~a = AI1D, and L = 3D, then: Q = 1500. This is the unloaded Q. There are

small gaps in the reflectors appearing at one end of the resonator in order that energy may be coupled W

in and out. Such a Q compares favorably with the Q of order 100 possible using a microstrip. It does

not take more space to make such a resonator, but this may not be that much of a sacrifice at millimeter

wave frequencies. It should be noted that the intrinsic upper limit to the Q for a GaAs substrate is about A

10, 000, because of the loss tangent of the material. --

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The work carried out this summer has been an effort to examine the feasibility of using guided waves in

NMC's. The work has been of a preliminary nature, using physical arguments and order of magnitude

calculations. What is now needed is a careful experimental and theoretical study of the problems.

The best place to start is to construct a microstrip to guided wave transition using the guidelines presented%

in this report. This should be possible to do using relatively modest laboratory facilities. The electrical

parameters of the transition should be carefully measured using a network analyzer if available. It is

planned to submit a proposal, in which the measurement process will be described in greater detail. The

next step is to build the proposed broadband antenna using the network analyzer again to measure the d

electrical parameters. In addition, it is important to measure the radiation pattern of the antenna if the

equipment is available.

It is important to carry out a careful theoretical study of the transition as an aid to understanding the

physics involved and thereby improve the design. This type of problem has not been analyzed before, but

the problem is similar in concept to a number of well known problems. Techniques used in the analysis

of waveguide transitions and the design of horns should be applicable. Details of the methods will be , '

supplied in the proposal. .

Finally, if time permits, it would be nice to build a resonator to see if the concept is indeed viable at P

millimeter wave frequencies. v-v
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problem. The first is to use a substrate with a lower dielectric constant. For example, if = 2. 1, then ,.

3 percent of the power is reflected, a much better match. Another possibility is to place a 1/4 thick

matching layer on top of the antenna. This will decrease the bandwidth, however. The antenna will take

up more space than a microstrip which is typicaly only 1/2 a wavelength long. At high frequencies,

however, the premium placed on wide bandwidth and high radiaton efficiency may well outweigh the

extra space used. If the antenna were three wavelengths by three wavelengths, this would still only be a

fraction of a centimeter of area at millimeter wave frequencies.
<,-

Another possible application for surface waves is that of a high Q resonator or filter. Such a resonator p ,

may be desirable at the input and output stages of an amplifier. At lower frequencies, ceramic resonators \

have become popular. They can give Q's greater than 1000 (Wakino et al.). However, their size becomes

a problem at millimeter wave frequencies; they are too small to be cheaply used. A guided wave could

be used instead. It is contained in a Fabrey-Perot resonator in a way similar to optics, figure 7. The

essential difference is that such a device would be built into the circuit monolithically, and a distributed

Bragg reflector would be used instead of metal mirrors. The Bragg reflector consists of metallic strips

etched on top of the guide. These strips are spaced so that the guided wave cannot pass underneath them.

The theory of Bragg reflection is well developed (Yariv, Elachi). A small amount of the wave is reflected ,. ,p

back from each strip. If the spacing is chosen right, the reflection from each strip will add coherently to

produce a large reflection. This spacing must satisfy the Bragg condition, for which:

3D = r (14)

D is the length between centers of the strips. Assuming a substrate of GaAs at 1XM GHz, I) = 1.36 mm.

It is of interest to calculate the Q of the resonator. To do this accurately requires a detailed analysis. .

However, a simple order of magnitude estimate may be obtained by assuming a TM(, mode propagating

between two mirrors. The Q is defined to be the ratio of the energy in the volume divided by the power .'-".

lost through the ends of the resonator, and multiplied by the angular frequency. If the energy is assumed

to be uniformly distributed:

Q -,, (k ,U!/3) exp(2,vl.) (15)

R is the length of the resonator. o1 is the decay length is the Bragg region of the strips. 1. is is the length

of the strip region. In order to find ,, a detailed analysis is necessary. It appears an o in the range of

41 -14 U
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Slew-Coupled Structural Dynamics Identification and Control - -..jj

by I

Thomas A. W. Dwyer, III

ABSTRACT

Dynamic system identification and control algorithms are derived in this

report for slew-induced deformation shaping of elastic rotational structures.

In particular, the importance of the coupling matrix between rotational

and vibrational accelerations is exhibited, for use both in structural system

identification and for the control of acquisition, tracking and pointing-

maneuvers.

A possible experiment for the validation of such identification and "
-- * *% -.

control algorithms on available Air Force Laboratory facilities is also

described.

% %
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research program in progress at the Spac- S-stoms Laboratjrv,

dir-cted by this invnstigator at the University of I]Iinois, adhrss~s among

other topics th- interactions among structural dynamics, optic? aignmrt

when needed, and boresight pointing control of spacn-,hased weapons systems r

sci-nti fic instrum-nt s.

The activitv herein discussed is thus intended to support thi ia-ze:"

scope of research on control and structur-s interactiorn for target

acquisition, tracking, pointing and firn control which has h-1 n r' o'i:nc

incr-as-d att-ntion, such as in L] and [23. -

Much of tho work pushing performance in this area has heen at th- --- ' a
' . ..

analytical level. Feasibility d-monstrations ther-of on prototype re-il -

systems are therefore of great interest to the technical, community as dgiii

to future research directions to he taken. -

In particular, AFWL (Air Forco Weapons Laboratory) interests in this ea

include ACE (Activ- Controls Experiment), ABES (Aluminum 9,eam Expanler, ,

Experiment) and th- new t-ntative]y named SPICE project (Spac- :ntegr tel .

Control s Experiment) Likewise th- proposed AS rRFX [Aliincd Sb:ace 3 : -- %.,-

Research Experim-nt s) program at AFAL (Air Force A st. . s '

addresses such topics 13], [4].

Th- research program qscr'iod hen r, n f r:r n . sr 133 s % 3._

focused on the evantual -xp-rim nta d-mornstr-it:n :f s ,,. ,

structures int raction technique, pros-ntv i ah, " c4-nd: I e'.'-:',*r.

Shaping ControL." Th- m-thod isnd is th- injc.>on C :r'w r' , - , -. .

bore3ignt Kin-mat cs information into st-u-t~ra ,t' ' -

the- coui piedJ ri gi d (eg., bor n sit~ ' l " -xi~,e q., ~

42-4
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optics) dynamics to evolve in a constrained manner: tne rasult is that 'ow

bandwidth correction of slew torque commands is ther-by made possinl to

permit precision slewing despite slow-excitod structural loformation, with

weak structural control augmentation.

2. SLEW-COUPLED DYNAMICS

Algorithmically, the methods proposed herein can be most simply I-scribed•

in terms of rotating a beam. Lat then u(, t) danote th lateral d -f]' tionf

at a position x from the center of an Euler-Bernoul i h arn e

also W(x) denote a cantilever mro shape and qi t) a corr"sponding, i
*% .44 v

general ized coordinate for the half beam, so that one has:

u (x, t) = Ei  qi(t) ) (x)

• 4

If the beam rotates about its center, with an angular attitude 1."-6

of 6(t) radians, then the (linearized) dynamical modal given below,

T%~% %. .

Je + ce ke + d q t r (2 4'.

M q + q -Kq * i~ %

where J is the hub (e.g., rata tabla) inortia p1 is tiW mhi J1a a, team mIoment

of inertia about the cantrai axi s; ,. c , K -ir- -' 3p-,-_ v-./ th :xi ,i n 4- -
* ..- *- ,A.

structural damping ind .3t i ' ,,i-ss " an

%
coefficient 'bet.4en tha rotat io21a inl t!1 V! t)-3' 1 3; 3 ,n,

42-5 % %.
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the beam half length; B and b are respectively the modal coupling coefficients q I 

of the structural torqu- actuators T = col [T.i Y} along the ham, 3nd of

transversal forces f symmetrically applied to th- beam tips. Finally,

by T0 is meant a central torque at the hub (e.g., rate table).

The structural mass matrix M, structural stiffness matrix K, the

structural torque and force coupling matrices B and b, and also the coupling %

matrix d between structural dynamics and slew dynamics can b- computed in

terms of integrals of the assumed cantilevered mode shapes q.(x) and mode

slopes d .i (x)/dx, as is shown in [5] and [6]. The analytical mod-ling of the

structural damping matrix C is not as easily obtainod, and is the object of

current research at AFWL, in collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories

[71.

For the demonstration of tho proposed sJew-induc-d deformation shaping

control techniques described herein, good estimates of M, C, K, d, J, c, k are

needed, as is shown in the algorithms in [8], L9], [10], [11], also to be

reviewed in the last section of this proposal. The first needed task is %

therefore the developmont of a a system identification scheme, d-scrib d next.

' ', ',,%

3. SLEW-COUPLED SYSTEM IDENTiFICAFION

.

By su abl adaptation of tho parameter stimati n prtcabl re g!von in m, -
#.5 .*,.

[12], [13], let there be only c :ntrai ly appi id varia!)l to,'u .,. .

comnstso that t. = 0 for all ) I (i.e. T = O), 3ndl = ,0 in eqs. ii

1- p%. " _

(2.1) and (2.2). It shall be assumed that th:: undlofrned syst'em's ,2"ntra ",".--

moment of in'=rt i a J has b==n ir, dep.- denlyitrin' uha hii '5 TM ""

%means, from static knowlodgo of th rate table nd be: m lim. ns~.cn, o" by ;

other static moans. -P

42-6
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3.1 SLEWING DYNAMICS IDENTIFICATION 1

If the effectivm central torque T c dfin-d as shown b!ow, I
T = O- c - (3.1)

is directly sampled, as well as angular accelerometer and structurai

accelerometer readings, at times tj, j = 1....m, thn th- coupling matrix I

can be obtained by batch least squares solution of the equation nelow,

TA

GT(t ,t )d = u t t) (3.2)
1- m

where the n x m matrix G = [gl I21 ... ] has its j-th column given hb-ow, I

g. = q(t.) (3.3)

and the matrix u = col {uj} has its j-th -ntry giv-,1 as shown: ",%"~~. J ,O W ,,.

u = c (t J 6(t.) '3.4,

Here m is the number of time samples and n is th- numb-r of 3,Jsumed mod-s. f.

m > n one then has: -

T-, ,-

-L (..1-

42-7*
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If only the commanded central torque To can be directly measured, then '-""

the axial. damping and stiffness coef ficients c and k can1 be sjmul tn-ous--

estimated with the structural acceleration coupling co-fficie:nt matrix --: inl

this case samples of angular attitude 8 and angular rate must b- avq l ' ,

either by optical or gyroscope readings. Then d is r-place-:d hy Col!_ c, -j

in Eq. (3.2), where the j-th column gjof G, which is now (n + 2 ) x m -  i i'

dimensional, is then given as shown below, ,v

col(Q~4. 4(t 8(t

J4.

w if only thfecommnd central torqu e repane by dit omasud, cetral n5 - .

he axa > nprg tno soptifessh conterparts n of can (3.5 w nithdrpacdbvu&'

coi (_, c, k). 1

A-

3.2 STRUCTUR{AL DYNAMICS IDENTIFICATION k',]-

Once ths coupling coefficient matrix d betw--n Ecs. (2.1) an: 2.?) has.

thus been estimated, the structura mat ric s M, C, K canw ikwis- .e obn-1i 2)- xII-

by least squares solution of the oquatlon below,

C K H (t '.t) =-dT(tI

3 3 37)

whtre the j- th def the m x 3n matrix H ot[hfh t s giuvon us.,nmus no

1IL 2 ..-.- ,, ,,
follows, 4 "= ",

42-84
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h. = col{q(t _(t (t 3.8)- J 3 3

while the j-th entry of th- m x 1 matrix a =col{} S giv-n hy sampled

angular acce1~rometer readings:Il

a. = e (t.) 3.9 ' ' '

If m > 3n thon one finds:

[M C K] -d rJHT[H HT
-  (3.0)

3.3 TUNING THE IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHMS

For the existence of genpralizod inv-rsps in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.10), not

only must one hav- a sufficient number of tim- sampi-s as giv-n abov-, but

also the torque inputs o(t j) must yield linoarly independant columns in tn- %

matrices G and H.

Thp choice of excitation waveforms is sti I I a subhject of res-arch ]n th.

discipline of systPm idontification, but for our ev-ntual -xp-rintr.,,.

purposes they can be -xpected to be obtainable by trial, pr-c-,Iad y_

simulation studies using prior nstimates of thb sVst-m MCe1-1 co-"f' 3t 3

mode shape intograls.

It should also be not-d that no tip structural ictuati -.n !',)rc(s s no"

distributed b-am actuation torques T ar" nmcassary mi;ove. T-ise -thor.

possible control sourc-s wouid come into p!ay on' /n t . ,Kr'-,' P_<

estimation of th- actuator iodal coup ing 4, ir i m- tr:-'s ar"1 m:n E . £.

aft or est imat ion of the ot her co- r i c i r't ma tr i c- s t'~ ~t1 xr lr t rs.

42-9
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14. SLEW-INDUCED DEFORMATION SHAPING CONTROL

Structural deformation coupling effects on bcrqs~g ,t Pointing c3n I)-

canceled by several means, all of which are generaly eff-ctiv- only i

accurate values are known for the structural pa-amet-rs, whi n ar- thonreforo

to be previously identified, as liscussed in tho previous spctiofl.

ml

~4.1 SLEW TORQUE SHAPING

If 6()denotes the angular attitild profii- of a d-s>'ed pointing

maneuver, then the corresponding commanded torque profile can have th- f-,rm

be~low,%

14

where one has the commanded rigid body torque T
0

and the: structural intar-ictiol corr-ctim .

'-P

T

.% %
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rate errors from e* and perturbations dua to unmodeled central listurbanc-

torques.

One limitation of the slaw torqu- control. law abov- is that of th- siw

actuator bandwidth requirements imposed by the structur'al intena cti n

correction torque Te" Two low bandwidth alternatives to direct gnration

of t from structural acceleromet-rs or other structural s-nsors ar- outlinod

below, derivations of which can be found in F], [9], 1-103, 3113, tnams,-"v s

inspired in recent work on the control robots with eiastic joints, such :s in S

[14].

4.2 STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION SUPPRESSION

Suppression of slew-induced structural excitation can be obtained by

simultaneous f-edforward into the structural actuators of borsight angular

acceleration commands, by choosing T and f in Eq. (2.2) to yieid the following

"strong" structural cont-i:

T f U'0 A 0
- -) = - - .. .

where the rigid body orward term u r is ivan beoi:

-T

Again hats ev-rywher- danot- -stimated quant tias, w i' h- 2-dJ,)cK in

matrices Ao and A, are sejactad for f3st d1amping ;f -it: i at -,4 Dr fo ..-

reduction of the efffects M, unmodlad st'ructur' I i ,r- 1.-. t i -

on- may sat

42-11
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k

=0

in Eq. (4.1) if th- transient st"uctural excitations can b- tol-rated, thus

yielding a low bandwidth slew torqu- ro

One limitation of the slew control scheme proposed above is the ,. -

structural actuator dynamical range roquirnmPnts imposod by the f-dforward

term d6 in the case of rapid retargeting maneuvers, as discuss-d by th-

author in the case of rail gun fire control in [6]. A Jow Dandwidth and low

amplitude control scheme can then be -mployod instead, as is discuss-d nxt. ,

4.3 STRUCTURAL DEFORMATION SHAPING

As is shown in [8], [9], [10], [11], it is possinl- to shap-, rather than

suppress, the slew-induced structural excitation, whereby the d-formations are

made to be proportional to the commandod slew acceleration, after docv of ,

fast transient. For this, the structural tip forces f and distributed barm

torque commands T ar- chosan to viold the following "weak" structura] l,

control: in Eq. (4.5), the term u is raplaco, by u 1-fIned n)e:ow,,
-0 -•

R , -

where the parenth-tical superscript (n) donot-s tho n-th tim- lonivotiv.

With th- sl-w faodforward term u1 , the .or'c-d structurnl -'-3oons 0 to tn ,- .

si-w-induced -xcitation is then shown in tho ah- v b-mon 0 er'nocs t

given by .(forced) =*, where q* is -xpransed b-o,w in t"rn D" tnc e-. l

siow acceleration:

42-12
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q -K d8

- %

The fulJ structural control with correction for th- error q - ist'wn

given by the fo -owing modification of Eq. (4.4):

*Ibf) u 1~ A9 -- -f 1  - A 1( - ) - A c i - ( .9

In thi s ca2-: tho low bandwidth structural distortion correction

torque r in Eq. (4.1) is seen to hav- th- following form, after d-c~y Df fast

structural transients by virtu- of A. and A1 : r
o -dT q (.10)

4.4 TUNING THE CONTROL ALGORITHMS
A-

It is important to obsorv- that th- factor K has the offPct of greatiyJ

reducing th- magnitudo of tho structural shaping control _ Cor'p-"._

with u , as well as still vi-),ling a low ban dwidth s' -w torqu- correct on in

the form of Eqs. (4.10) with (14.8), wh-r- onjy r igi, body > ifo-mat or is so1,

compared 4ith Eq. ( 4.3) , h e e tne fui1 1. ird p-rs ist9 t -nr, xI i modiod .. .'..',.l

structural frequency spectrum is presont. -.
• ., - . 5

A trade-off that doos app-ar h--e, however , i s t he Ie-1 fo c"mmnd..

angular jerk rate information, which incronses tho rfoa -i" ,;i,-na, p"o's,n,

complxity of tar g-t trcIC ig, hI o C of no ,ono-rn ',r t.g s r! 1

(retarg-ting).

42-13 % % %W
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In fact, as shown in [8], [9], LO], 11]', successively weak-r structural

actuator inputs can b- alternatively generat-d, at th- cost of the n1- fsr

successively higher derivatives of command-d siew rates, tnere being ther-fore 1 . -

designer-selected tradr-offs among slew actuato bandwidth, structura]

actuator dynamical ranges and the signal proc-ssing complexity of boreslght

tracking.

Finally, it is shown in th- above-m-ntione4 r'ferences that multi-axial I,

slewing can be likewise accommodated, wherein nonlin-ar control laws come into

play, while "s)iding mod- '' mathods of variable structur- control e in cm s-C b

used for increased robustness with respect to mrodl -rro-s, as is shown in :n,

[15). -

5. EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

The simple beam sl]wing model used in th- preceding sCtions can t--e

implemented on existing or proposed experimental t~sthds, a.g., the AFAL-

supported C. S. Draper Laboratories' four spoke hub, or with th- ACE or SPICE

facilities under current development at AFWL. , .

A simple beam is to be horizontailv placed on a rat- t e qippl with.t.,

a central variable torque actuator or with opposing tip forces such as i

AFAL/Draper's, or oquivaiently with linear motors aroun t rit - It , s.-c

as at AFWL. A rotational acceleromet-r is to e nt" a1 I c--, iol, hn'..-

centrai slew torque axis. I

The beam is to be symmntrica.1 v placed, with ionri> -rrnsv.ns".

acceleromet-rs at each tip. A,1iitior3ai str stur' C -!'. 3 C2 C ,' -. %

placed along the beam, for multi-mode s'nsng, o , ,:tT-t : - i

42-14
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electric sensors could be bonded with th- beam. Integrated or directly snsad

transverse modal deflections and defl~ction rat-s are al 1 -'-1,doth 'or

parameter estimation and structural feedback control

The apparatus described abov- is suffici-nt for system idntification.

For demonstration of slew-induced deformation shaping control it is n-cessary II

% ,.% % ..

to also use co-located PMA's (Proof Mass Actuators), such as the combined .. *"' .

accelerometers and VCA's (Voic- Coil Actuators) avail bi e from Harrs -

Corporation [16]. ,

Likewiso , PVF2 (Polyvinylid ne Fluoride) piezo eectric erbra ns ar . 4

pres-ntly used for distributed b-am control on tb AFAL/Dr;D-r appar itis, an' _

similar ceramic sensors and actuators are being presently us-A for fl-x"fiie

robot research at Sandia National Laboratories, co-located with AFWL.

As to the beam itself, current ACE experimental work being done at AFWL

on the "ACE Quadrapod", wher-in eight spare truss b-ams are available, ft

prosntly concerns the determination of tho effectiven-so of viscoelastic"

corstrained layer damping to obtain pr-scrib-d damping ratios and structural

stiffness characteristics.

The successivi us of two such ACE Quadrapod legs, on- tr-at-d for

damping augmentation, and one intreat-d, should viel thn bv-proluo_-t r-sult or -%

dotermining the effect of such passive damping augm-ntation on th- "oft-

diagonal" syst-rn mass matrix couptling, giv-n ny 1 in qs. (2.1 ) andl 2-,

between the structural dynamics and the ",31w dvnamlcs" f te be m.' ,

The rate table to be used could th-n be th- on- pr-s-ntiv va' an .ie for

% %\the proposed SPICE xperim nts at AFWL, with r equire sa'n m ,id '.a 2 s on_

and proc-ssing -xecutabla wi h a pr s ntly 1v-3 1 ,. :o-1 ','It , ' - ,. - -.

VAX comput-r.

e'

42-15% do' % % x
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The alternative or supplemental use of" the -xisting AFAL!D-ap-r a-pparatus .z -

wOuild of course entail no now hardware, but wo-ill In- mo.- st = ,. o ,'rt -,-".

extension of such demonstrat ions to a di stri ut-1 cont r,-- om ] t; n,, ,.

p r 0 3 n t l y ie s s d v l o p d a t t h o t h e o r e t ic 33 a~l . - w 3 ,M L

* 4 t - -4., 4 -. .-

that apparatus are presently commanded with tip forcs rather" than ut, r3o :,..-.- ...

thereby bringing additional beam fi -xii ity conis4lo~r't ,rs o ro i' .-.- ,'

torque command generation, even for system idenrification.

N

6. SUMMARY

It has been shown herein how th- know] edge of" thi coiupi i n : xa,'. e=t'4-e %J0-1'

,%..

slow acceleration and structural acceleration ser-ves two functio',ns: .- n, 3s€.-

the est imat ion of ot her last ic struct ural param t rs, and I hi ot h -!- 1 th ''"=-"

synthesis Of fedforward rotational dynamics information to weAk structul'"'""

actuators for s)ew-induced deformation shaping, th-reny permitting )w.' - <"

bandwidth correction of slow torque commands. .', ,

Potential usefulness to ATP/FC appl [catio)ns h. i.s a, h- -e~ 71 s si : 3, ii.....

.-

w l h as the fra tibiJity of t st ang and -veil t- o i sting A ',a: er app.:rs-

experimonts ey ng on avail dibs Ar Forcc oator3t )rv . i i m i s .. ,

42-16.
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THE EFFECTS OF METAL MUTAGENS ON THE SYNTHESIS AND

ACCUMULATION OF MACROMOLECULES

KIAH EDWARDS, III %

Cellular and Molecular Biology, Department of Biology,
Texas Southern University

Houston, Texas 77004 -v

ABSTRACT

In an effort to further elucidate the profound effects of environmental

pollutants on biological systems, this study was undertaken to determine the

effects of metal ions on the rate of synthesis and accumulation of total RNA

using rabbit uterine DNA. Eight of the metals (cadmium, cesium, cobalt,

copper, lead, mercury, selenium and silver) enhanced the initiation of RNA

synthesis at concentrations that inhibited overall RNA synthesis. These data

indicate that metal mutagens and carcinogens not only decrease the fidelity of V

DNA replication but also exert their effects at the level of RNA initiation

and total RNA synthesis. Additional findings indicate the inhibitory effects .

of cadmium on the synthesis of protein in rabbit uterine secretions. P., -
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INTRODUCTION

Some metals have been shown to react with electron donor sites on nucleic

acids and alter the synthesis of gene products, cause base substitution and

point mutations and promote carcinoma and/or tumorous growth. Others such as

lead, cadmium and copper have been implicated in the stimulation of RNA

synthesis (1), inhibition of DNA synthesis (2), misincorportation of bases

during DNA replication (3) and superinducing the synthesis of specific

proteins while suppressing others (4). Earlier data (5) have indicated that

potassium is essential for the transcription of T4 phage DNA and is believed

to enhance the activity of the RNA polymerase by promoting the activity of

sigma factor and the premature release of elongated RNA chains. Despite this

very dramatic effect of metals on DNA synthesis and RNA synthesis few studies

have been conducted on the in vivo effects of metals on uterine tissues. In

an attempt to study the effects of lead, cadmium and other metals on the
.J.

synthesis of uterine proteins, the activities of several species o- ,

macromolecules critical to the synthesis of proteins were studied, both in

vivo and in vitro. Blastokinin, a protein that is found in the uterine fluid

of mammals and serves as biochemical marker for the progesterone-mediated

stimulation of uterine endometrium during early pregnancy in rabbits, was a

specific protein studied (6). Blastokinin has been indicated to have a

profound effect on the growth of rabbit blastocysts in vitro and in vivo.

Because of the abundance of blastokinin in rabbits, its hormone dependent

synthesis and the fidelity of its regulation, both replication and

transcription, the synthesis of this protein could serve as an outstanding

indicator of mutagenic and carcinogenic environmental contaminants, such as I

metals. An attempt was made to correlate the in vitro data with the in vivo

findings. The results presented in this paper indicated that the heavy metals
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inhibited the overall synthesis of RNA, while stimulating the initiation of Z

RNA synthesis and suppressed the accumulation of blastokinin and total

proteins in the uterine secretions. The in vitro data indicated, also, that

metals required for nucleic acid synthesis also suppress the activity when used

in varying concentrations. 
46

MATERIALS AND MFTHODS ,<. -

Endometrial Flusings

Young, sexually-mature New Zealand White rabbits were obtained from a

commercial supplier and maintained under laboratory conditions at least seven

days prior to use. Estrous does/or those at progressive stages of pregnancy,

were killed by cervical dislocation. The uteri were rapidly excised, washed

with chilled saline and cut open along the mesometrial surface. The exposed

endometrium was scraped from the surface with a scalpel blade, and the tissue k

used for extraction. Total time of recovery was usually less than two minutes % N

at 400 C • ..
V

J^

Extraction and Fractionation of DNA

DNA was extracted from tissue (uterine endometrium before and during

pregnancy), following the phenol method of Kirby (7). In some preparations

the chloroform-isoamyl alcohol method was used to determine if specific DNA;s a

are selectively lost during deproteinization with phenol (8). Homogenized . ,-

tissues were resuspended in 0.15M NaCl, 0.015M sodium citrate, pH 7.0 (SSC)

and lysed by adding sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) (Final concentration 0.4%) to I.

teh mixture and stirring for 15-20 minutes. The lysate was extracted twice at ..

room temperature with an equal volume of phenol preequilibrated with SSC and %

centrifuged at 20,000 xg for one hour. The aqueous supernatent was dialyzed,

43-5 P
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overnight, against SSC at 4°C on a magnetic stirrer. Thereafter, it was b 6

subjected to sequential digestion first with ribonuclease TI (Grade III:

Sigma Chemical Co.) at a final concentration of 300 g/ml for 2 hours at 370C

with 50 g/ml pancreatic RNase (Calbiochem) for one hour at 370C and finally

with 200 g/ml pronase (Calbiochem) for two hours at 400C in 2 x SSC. -

Sometimes the supernatent was digested with pronase and RNase prior to ,

dialysis. AFter two more SLS-phenol extractions, 2 volumes of 05% ethanol P%

were added, the DNA collected by winding, redissolved in 0.1 x SSC, dialyzed

and stored at 4 0C.

These procedures yielded DNA of about 300 million daltons, as determined

by analytical band sedimentation (9) from previous extractions. The T4 DNA

was a gift from Dr. Errol Archibald, Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia.

In vitro Synthesis of RNA

The experiments to determine the effects of metal mutagens on the

synthesis of RNA were carried out using rabbit uterine DNA as a template.

Each metal (cadmium, lead, silver, cesium, etc.) was tested at a minimum of

six different concentrations, 0.1-2MX, for effects on overall RNA synthesis. "w-

3The effects of the metals was monitored by the incorporation of H-AMP and *\4l W

32 %:-~
p-G? into RNA. The reactioo mixture (0.2ml) for measuring the overall rate

of RNA synthesis consisted of 10mM Tris (pH 8.1); 20mM-mercaptoethanol; 10mM-.

mgCl 2  3H-ATP, GTP, CTP, and UTP at 0.25 mM each; 10 g rabbit DNA and 10 g

RNA polymerase. Background counts were determined with reaction mixtures .-. ,.

devoid of enzymes or DNA. The overall determination of incorporation was

assayed on filters with the Beckman LS 800 system and plotted, the percent ,

incorporation of 3H-AMP versus the concentration of metal. The enzymes and

RNA precursors were obtained from New England Nuclear, Boston.

43-6
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In vivo Sysnthesis of RNA

In order to study in vivo protein we injected a saline (0.85%) suspension

of the metal into the lumen of one uterine horn and for the control, the

saline carrier alone into the other horn. The uterine fluids were harvested

on day five of pregnancy and the protein conten. analyzed by cellulose -

chromatography and the Lowry method. The endometrium from each uterus was

scarped and the total RNA, protein and DNA determined. These data compliment

the findings pertaining the levels of blastokinin found in the uterine cavity.

Column Chromatography

Blastokinin was separated from other proteins in uterine flushing using

column chromotography. Approximately 2 ml of sample were loaded onto a 1 x

20cm column of Sephadex G-200 and 0.1 ml fractins collected at 10 C. The

samples were monitored at 750 nm. The amount of blastokinin per milligram of

total protein was determined using the Lowry method (10) and pooled fractions __ -

were further characterized using Sephadex 6B.

Determination of Proteins and Nucleic Acids

To determine the amount of protein in uterine flushings, 0.2 ml of sample I

was mixed with the Lowry reagent and the absorbance read in the Gilford 250 a

Spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 250nm, using Bovine Serum Albumen (BSA)

as a standard. RNA and DNA were determined using the modified Resorcinol and

Diphenylamine Assays (11) respectively. Wa

P 

%~
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ''p *p

In vitro Procedures

The experiments to determine the effects of metals on the synthesis of

RNA, using rabbit uterine DNA as a template, were monitored by the
3p

incorporation of 3H-adenosine monophosphate into acid precipitable molecules.

Each heavy metal (cadmium, lead, mercury, silver, cobalt and cesium) was

tested at a minimum of six different concentrations, 0.1-2.OmM for effects on

total RNA synthesis and the rate of initiation. The overall synthesis of

total RNA was inhibited by all six of the metals fand the order of greater

inhibition for each of the metals was: Ag +>Hg ++>Pb +->Cs +>Cd ++> and Co + and

occurred in the same order with either template. The inhibitory effects were

apparent with increasing concentrations of metals and in some instances NP

precipitates were observed in the reaction vessels, especially silver and

mercury. Table 1 clearly indicates the effects of increasing concentrations

of metals on RNA synthesis to a maximum of total inhibition. ..

The effects of metals in the rate of RNA initiation was measured in vitro

32 32by the incorporation of P-Adenosine and P-Guanosine Triphosphate

because both of these nucleotides are incorporated at the 5' ends of newly

synthesized RNA polymers and guanosine residues specifically in the cap of

heterogeneous RNA. Some of the radiolabel in the RNA polymer represents the

poly (A ) tails found at the 3' end of messenger RNA molecules. At the

concentrations of metals that inhibited total RNA synthesis, stimulation of

32 321RNA transcription was evident by the incorporation of P-ATP and PGTP. The '

32 32rate of initiation was greater with P-ATP than with P-GTP at

concentrations of metals which produced 50-60% overall RNA inhibition. These

effects were evident with both DNA templates (Tables I and 2). The effects of

43-8 . .
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TABLE 1

EFFECTS OF METAL CHLORIDES ON RNA SYNTHESIS, USING RABBIT DNA AS TEMPLATE

PERCENT INCORPORATION

Metal Concentration 3232

Chloride (mM) H-AMP -32-ATP H-CTP

Control Saline 100.0 100.0 100.0

HgCl 2  0.10 44.6 150.0 138.6

AgCl2  0.10 43.8 148.0 133.4

CdCl2  0.33 50.0 186.4 130.1

PbCl 2  0.10 45.0 160.0 140.0

CoCl2  0.75 44.0 319.0 160.0

CsCl 0.15 40.0 142.0 161.0

MgCl 2  38.0 54.0 68.0 70.0 ..

MnCl 2  5.0 50.0 fy

%

' k k
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several metals that are not considered to be mutagenic or carcinogenic were

examined under similar conditions using both DNA templates. The concentration

of each metals (Mn+ , Mg +, Li +, K) was greater than the heavy metals and at

concentrations that inhibited total RNA synthesis by 50-60% there was no %

evidence of stimulation of initiation (Table 1). The incorporation of 32P-ATP

32and P-GTP into RNA decreased and a more pronounced effect was observed on

the ncoportio of32
the incorporation of P-ATP (Tables 1 and 2). Results also indicate that -'

concentrations of these metals that inhibited total RNA synthesis by 5-10%

also caused decreased chain initiation. These results clearly indicated that

the effects on the incorporation of 32P-ATP were greater than on 32PGTP

incorporation during the initiation of RNA transcription. The results also

suggest that metal mutagens promote RNA initiation at new sites on the DNA

template while light metals used in this study do not. The order of

inhibition of these metals on RNA synthesis may be explained by the affinity

of the metal for the pyrimidine and purine bases of the template. Density

gradient data have shown that heavy metals, such as lead, silver, cesium and .. "

mercury bind to the nitrogenous bases and accentuate changes in the buoyant

density. This study further suggests that some forms of cancer may be caused

by heavy metals binding to the DNA template and affording new sites for the .

initiation of RNA transcription and producing RNA chains out of sequence

and/or activating foreign genes that have been incorporated into the genome.

To determine if heavy metals would affect the transcription of RNA in

vivo, we examined the effects of cadmium chloride, a carcinogen and teratogen,

on the synthesis of a specific uterine protein, blastokinin. Sexually mature '%

new Zealand White rabbits were mated and sacrificed at progressive stages of

pregnancy. The uteri were flushed with chilled phosphate buffer, excised and

43-10



TABLE 2 .' AA.
%.

EFFECTS OF METAL CHLORIDES ON RNA SYNTHESIS, USING T4 DNA AS A TEMPLATE , .. ,

PERCENT INCORPORATION

Metal Concentration 32
Chloride (mM) H-AMP -3H-ATP 132-GTP

Control Saline 100.00 100.00 100.0 V

HgC12  0.10 44.00 148.21 133.20

AgCl2  0.10 43.80 145.00 121.10
2*

CdC1 2  0.33 48.40 160.20 127.11
2~

PbCl 2  0.10 62.0 134.00 118.20 t,

CoCl2  0.75 46.21 230.04 141.00

CsCl 0.15

MgCl 2  38.0 40.10 43.10 60.00 V

MnCl2  5.0 43.01 49.50 72.30

.,% Z .%

%' p" . 1,,.

• . -,, \ , . ,

*- . ,,% %,

% " . %
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cut along the mesometrial surface. The uterine flushings were chromatographed

and analyzed. The data indicate that four major classes of proteins are -

present in the uterine flushings of 5-day pregnant rabbits. The four major

peaks represent high molecular weight proteins, hemoglobin, albumin and

blastokinin. In the 5-day control blastokinin represents 54% of the total

protein in uterine flushings. However, when animals are injected with cadmium "

chloride, at levels that inhibit total RNA synthesis in vitro, there is a

decrease in the amount of total protein in 5-day flushings as well as a

decrease in the amount of blastokinin (Table 3). These findings may reflect a

stimulation of RNA transcription and an increase in the premature termination

of the RNA chains, even though the concentration is higher than the amounts

normally found in human (14).

Further studies are required to establish the effects of heavy metals on 
5
S * _.i

the in vivo synthesis of RNA and proteins in eukaryotic systems. However, the

effects of lead and cadmium have been reviewed thoroughly in the laboratory

(12, 13, 14) and humans (15) and it is known to be transferred across the

placenta in pregnancy in humans (15), in the rat (16) guinea pig (17) and the

mouse. These studies have clearly demonstrated the deposition of lead in the

bone and indicate that it may affect the synthesis of macromolecules

(proteins, etc.) and affect the developing embryos in pregnant mothers (18,

19)."

P.,W

.
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TABLE 1 and 2

The effects of heavy metal salts on total RNA synthesis and the

initiation of RNA transcription. Total RN~A synthesis was measured by the

incorporation of 3H-ATP while initiation was monitored by the amount of

radioactive 32 P-ATP or 3 2 P-GTP.

TABLE 3

The effects of cadmium on the synthesis of uterine proteins. The RNA and

DNA determinations are expressed as micrograms per milligram of protein.

Cadmium was used at 50 ppm, 100 ppm and 0.33 mM; however, the table indicates N6

the effects at 0.33 mM. Ctrl - Control; Ttl =Total; Preg. =Pregnancy.

%

X

d-% %~
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TABLE 3 %

EFFECTS OF *CADMIUM ON THE SYN'THESIS OF UTERINE PROTEINS ,.

Stage Protein (mg) RNA (mg/mg) DNA (mg/mg) Blastokinin
of (% Ttl. Prot.)

Preg. (Days) Ctrl. CdCI 2  Ctrl. CdCI 2  Ctrl. CdCI 2  Ctrl. CdCI,2

Estrus 2.26 2.26 18.0 -- 188.0 ......

3 2.35 2.33 54.0 -- 436.0 -- 19.60 -

4 2.40 2.46 171.0 -- 520.0 -- 38.45 --

5 2.41 2.26 100.0 -- 520.0 -- 54.26 33.6

6 2.42 2.30 96.0 -- 512.0 -- 37.00 --

7 2.40 2.41 68.0 -- 439.0 -- 30.55 --

8 2.37 2.40 38.0 -- 307.0 -- 10.21 --

9 2.12 2.10 32.0 -- 288.0 -- 7.93 -

10 2.10 2.10 - - 268.0 ---

,o .. .. ......
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FIGURE 1

The effect of increased concentrations of heavy metal salts on the

synthesis of RNA 0----0 AgCI 2 , x ---- x PbCl 2 ' CsCI, CdCI 2 ,

(3 ---- [3 CoCl 2. The incorporation of 3H-ATP is used as the measure of

synthesis.

FIGURE 2

The effect of non-mutagenic or carcinogenic metal salts on total RNA

synthesis using rabbit DNA as template.

TABLE 1

The effect of heavy metal salst on total RNA synthesis and the initiation

of RNA transcription. Total RNA synthesis was measured by the incorporation

of 3H-ATP while initiation was monitored by the amount of radioactive 32P-ATP

or 3 2P-GTP.
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SCALING LAWS OF 2-D NOZZLE PIES

by

Marco A. Egoavil A

ABSTRACT

The design of high performance aircraft features two dimensional

nozzle with known infrared radiation characteristics. Mean velocity and

temperature profiles of rectangular outlet nozzles plumes having

different aspect ratios and nozzle geometries must be established.

Scaling laws for the calculation of 2-D nozzle plumes under a free

velocity field have been developed. The modeling technique used by

other investigators in solving the problem under static conditions, has

been extended to the present case, which involves 2 different boundary

conditions of free stream velocities.

The main element of the model is a scaling factor as a fraction of

the axial distance of the plume. The present study proposes that the . *

representation of the scale factor be taken as follows : a straight line

equation for the constant velocity free stream field; a second degree

equation for the boundary layer velocity free stream field; and the

third degree equation for the 2-D nozzle plume flow field.

The plume flow field and the external flow have a matching region

that is defined by applying the conservation of mass equation.

The validation of the proposed method is part of the proposal that

will be presented to the Air Force by the University of Puerto Rico.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Present high performance aircraft features two dimensional nozzles.

To design two dimensional nozzle of minimum size and weight, the plume

infrared (IR) radiation characteristic should be known. It is required

to know mean velocities and temperature profiles of rectangular jets

having different aspect ratios and nozzle geometries. Significant

advances have been made analitically and experimentally in this area,

but there is a need for simple analysis and formulas to treat a number

of mixing problems and to predict complete turbulent jet flow fields.

Applying Navier-Stokes equations solves the problem completely. However,

when in presence of turbulent mixing, engine swirling and by pass-air

mixing, such coding could be very laborious and computer resource might

be overly expensive to run.

My research interest have been in the area of turbulent flow,

combustion and computational gas dynamics. As a result of my extensive

experience as a Mechanical Engineer and my deep interest in research, I

was given the opportunity for tne AEDC assignment to work with Mr. Tom

Bentley of Sverdrup/AEDC during the Summer 1987 Air Force Research

Program.

IS. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of this research is to theoretically predict a 2-D

nozzle plume behavior when exhausted into a non-stationary air flow

field. %

This problem has been studied and solved by Chu, et al [I) for a

simple 2-D-Nozzle for IR Analysis at static boundary conditions. The

solution is obtained through a model constructed by splitting a properly

scaled axisymmetric plume and inserting a rectangular section of

44-4



constant properties lines in between. This scaling method, applied to

the boundary conditions, either to a free constant velocity field, or to I oz
a boundary layer field will provide the required data upon applying mass ." i

continuity law to the external stream flow and the plume flow field.

The output of this project will be compared with experimental and

computational data obtained at the Arnold Engineering Development

Center.

III. MODELING TECHNIQUE

The technique is based on detailed flowfield properties of I

axisymmetric nozzle plumes. A scale factor obtained by the modeling is

appiied to the above properties in order to determine the flow

characteristics of the 2-D nozzle plume. -- -"

The method is based on the application of conservation of mass law y.

pVA, where the product of density p, times velocity V is replaced by the

scale factor f. This scale factor follows a certain empirical law,

represented by a linear equation, a second degree equation or a third e

degree equation in accordance with the type of flow. The present study &

proposes the use of a straight line equation for the constant velocity

flow, a second degree equation for the boundary layer velocity flow

field and the third degree equation for the 2-D nozzle plume flow field. P%,-,%

A single calculation of an axisymmetric plume can provide the

solution of a number of 2-D nozzle of different configurations through a

wide range of aspect ratios. This Ls only achieved when the nozzle

pressure ratio and nozzle half angle remain the same. IL

111.1 THREE CASES OF NON-AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLE PLUMES "..

CASE I - Static External Flow - Synthesis of Chu's et al Il] work. . ,-

Mass flow rate entering the plume

44-5I
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m= PVA =f x A = f x AR x d2

Scale factor f representation

f = a + bX + cX' + dX -

a, b, c and d are obtained with the following boundary conditions

X : 0 , f I , f' f'

X Xc, f = fa, f' 0

f I + f',X + (3f. 2f'.X. - 3) (XIX )2  + (2 + f',X. - 2f.) (X/X,)'

Fig. I represents a synthesis of this case. It shows a basic

axisymmetric plume, a phantom plume obtained by using the scale factor

and an output plume showing the 2-D nozzle plume.

Fig.2 shows the equivalent section areas at a distance X.

Referring to figure 1, plume output, and to figure 2, the area at any

distance X is ''

Area : ARxd= (PI)/4 (fd)' + Wd

Solving for W : W = d (AR - (PlI4) f2)

CASE II - Free Constant External Velocity Field

The boundary condition of free constant velocity field is represented by

the outside cylinder of diameter DIA in figure 3.

The mass flow rates at any section of the plume are represented by

m,, m2 and m3

The section is at a distance X and has unit width A x.

n, is the inlet axial mass flow rate. .

m, is the mass flow rate due to the external flow.

M 3 is the outlet axial mass flow rate in the plume.

4ass conservation law

in, + 32(I3

pV,A. + V, : , V;A,

44-6
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f,A. + fzA, f3 A3  (2), -

Assuming a straight line law for the scale factor f,

f a, b, X

Boundary conditions
X =0 , f I= a, =1

X X., f, f.

f. I * b, X.

b, (f. - 1)/X.

f - I ((f. - l)IX.) X ,

Assume a third order equation for f, :

f, a3  b3X + c3X2 + d3X
3  (3)

If f, = 0 that is, static external flow, then

f, = f, which is Chu's case. '

Therefore, the scale factor f, for the constant velocity
0

external flow case is:

f, (f3A - fA A)/A, (4)

where

A, = ARd2 for the first station V,

A, (2ARd + (P) fd.

A, ((PI)14) (Fd)' + Wd

A. = A, after the first station

CASE III - External Velocity Field of Boundary Layer Type

The boundary condition of free boundary velocity field type is .

represented by the paraboboidad segment of rautus r, and r, as

shown in Figure 4. \i ,@

The mass conservation applied to CASE 11 is valid for the present case,

that is
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P, + m 2 = ml A"

f.A, + f2 A, fA,

Assuming a second degree equation for the scale factor f.

f2  a2 + b2 X + cX' (5)

X 0 f, = I f' = f'2  a., I

f': = 2 bc,X bi = f'

X = X. f2 = f.

f. I + f'2X. + c, X.', ''

C (f. _ I f', X,)/X. I 2

f2 I + f',2X ((f. I - f' X. )/X. X'

fl I + f'X + (f. I - f'X.) (XIX,)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL KNOWN DATA

There appears to be no data available on plumes with Mach numbers

approaching unity before 1949. However in that year Corrsin, et al [181

made measurements of the mean total head and temperature fields in a

round turbulent jet with various initial temperatures at low velocity

turbulent jets. 3
Since that date up to present, many investigators S] to (181 have

reported analytical and experimental research on round and 2-D nozzle

plumes. Their results could be very useful to prove the validity of the

present research, but unfortunately there are no appropiate resuits, one

for the round nozzle and other for the rectangular nozzle with ,watchng
%, -P' ,,

conditions, as required to prove the theory. Therefore, it is -

convenient to generate our own input data. The Arnold Engineering

Development Center has schedule to run test to measure actual 0%

temperature profiles in the 2-D nozzle plum" of dn F-1O0 engine. They

also will run their %avier-Stokes Code to obtaiin temperature profille'; in

44-9
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round nozzle plumes under the same initial and boundary conditions of

the running of the F-1O0 engine. The engine output data will be used as

the input data in the follow up of this research. The output of the

present study as compared with the output of the N.S. code will show how

accurate the present theory is.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A simple modeling technique for predicting detailed flow properties .

in a 2D-nozzle plume exhausting into a free stream of air has been
* S

presented. The follow up of this project is part of the proposal that

will be presented to the Air Force by the University of Puerto Rico.

The proposal will have three basic objectives I W'e

a. Provide a physically realistic means by which the equivalent axi

initial conditions can be obtained. This wiil! include appropiate

consideration of the external flow field.

b. Provide a mapping scheme by which the transition region of the 2D

nozzle flow can be calculated given the equivalent axi case. Particular

attention will be given to the region at or near the nozzle exit so as

to obtain physically realistic flow properties.

c. Show evidence of validation of the proposed technique.

44-10
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DESIGN OF A MECHANISM TO GENERATE

WIND TUNNEL TURBULENCE

by

Marco A. Egoavil

ABSTRACT

Hardware to obtain variable turbulence levels for wind tunnel

testing has been developed. The final goal of this project is to

increase the turbulence level in the 4T Wind Tunnel of the Arnold

Engineering Development Center to a value that is at least twice its

background turbulence level.

Mechanisms have been designed, manufactured and tested in the

Acoustic Research Tunnel (ART) of the AEDC. Six jets of 1/8 inches

diameter at pressures varying from 10 psig to 30 psig in the stilling

chamber were tested. The Mach number in the stilling chamber was of the

.Mte.
order of 0.02. A second set of test using 17 oscilating tags of 2.0 in

x 2.0 in x 1/16 in was obtained.

The turbulence level percentage was 3.16* without jets, 21.3% using

6 jets and 12.2% using tags. Further experimental data is necessary.

The follow up of the present study will be described in a proposal ell

that will be presented to the U.S.A. Air Force by the University of

Puerto Rico. In that project, present results will be used tG design a

mechanism to increase the turbulence level in the 4T Wind Vunne'. The

successful results obtained in this research, are an indication that the

follow up project can be developed in a simple and economical way.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The designers of aircraft, turbomachining and of engineering

equipment have to consider types of flows which are not conventional.

These are turbulent flows with a wide range of intensities from weak to

very strong. Turbulent intensities levels of 2% can be encountered in

subsonic and supersonic wind tunnels.

The designer of aircraft is interested in the effects of the

turbulence levels on the maximum lift coefficient of aircraft wings.

The study of the effects of turbulence is difficult, but interesting

research efforts on that subject are in progress.

My research interest have been in the area of turbulent flow,

combustion and computational gas dynamics. My extensive experience as a

Mechanical Engineer and my research interests contributed to my

assigment to work with Mr. Daryl Sinclair of Calspan/AEDC during the

summer 1987 Research Program. Mr. Filiberto Santiago graduate student

of Mechanical Engineering of the University of Puerto Rico was my

research assistant in this project.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The present report describes the research activities which are

directed toward three objectives : -, *

(1) Obtain design information on turbulence generation through tests

run at the Acoustic Research Tunnel of the Arnold Engineering

Development Center. This objective has been partially accomplished

during the past summer as described later.

(2) Set the basis of the methodology of the design of turhulenco ,- ,

generation in wind tunnels. ....

(3) Design of a mechanism to increase the turbulence level background j

44-14 %
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of the 4T Wind Tunnel of the AEDC.

II. APPROACH

Two experimental ,.ethods to generate turbulence level in the ART

were devised. The use of jets as active turbulence generator was

tested. Tags as passive turbulence generator gave the researchers

information on how turbulence can be controlled. This approach was

decided following the most generally accepted technical definition of

what turbulence is. Theodore Von Karman quoted from G.I. Taylor in 1937

the following definition : *Turbulence is an irregular motion which in

general makes its appearance in fluids, gaseous or liquid, when they

flow past solid surfaces or even when neighboring streams of the same

fluid flow past or over one another."

Flow past over solid surfaces can be considered flow over tags,

plus some vibrational effects of each tag makes the method efficient to

generate turbulence. The fluid flow over one another is represented by

the action of an air flow supplied by jets and making the flow 9-..

perpendicular to the main air flow causes such disturbance to it, thaL

the turbulence is increased easily.

The Acoustic Research Tunnel was selected because of its

. _a' , ..

availability and low cost in running tests. The ART is a transonic wind ,..N

tunnel of a 6 inch square test section and 20.5 x 20.5 inches stiliing

chamber. It has a number of flangea sections that make it convenent to

easily install the designed mechanism. As it is an indraft tunnel, the ...

stagnation pressure is atmospheric and produces Mach numbers in test

section of the order of I.

44-15
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111.1 Turbulence Generation bv Jets "

The assemble of the following design of turbulence generation by -'

jets developed by the present investigators is shown in Appendix A,

drawing 01. This specifications of the design are as follows :,,

4aximum number of jets 14
7 jets at each vertical wall

Jet's diameter 1/8"
Distance between jets 2.5"
Test air pressure in jets 5, 10, 15, 22 psig

Distance from jets to probes 26.5 inches
Air supply pressure at manifold 90 psi

The resources necessary to fabricate, install and test tne

turbulence generator are 400 man-hours, S300.00 in materials and $3,500

GFE (Electric Power).

Results and Conclusions of the Use of Jets I

Due to the limited space allowed to the report, the complete

research with tables and graphs is shown in the report of Santiago I i_

in this same volume.

The conclusions can be summarized as follows

(1) Using the 14 jets was of no avail due to the low pressure of 5 psig .0

reached on each jet which did not generate any turbulence.

(2) Using the calibration curve III, the variation of the turbulence

given by Vrms in millivolts versus the static pressure yield, Figure 1,

it states that the turbulence wind tunnel background decreases by

increasing the static pressure. ,#%J,

(3) The variation of the turbulence through the probe section is shown ,,1 _

in Figure 2. It shows a uniform turbulence variation through the cross

section with a slight increase close to the floor. This increase

disappears when the grid and jets are used1, showing that there is a v--rv

good mix between the two fluids, the jets' air flow and wind tunnel 'din 1"5
44-16
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stream.

(4) Figure 3 shows the increase of turbulence using jets. The

following comparisons are for runs 23 and 24 which are shown in

reference (1). The experimental values and results are repeated here.

TABLE I EXPERIMENTAL DATA

RUN P(t) P(s) Dp T(t) Vdc Vrms JETS TAGS GRID Pmani
fold

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- -% ""-A

Psfa Psfa in F Volts Milli No No Psfa
water Volts.....................................................................

23 2033 2000 0.045 84 3.82 17.5 0 0 YES 0

24 2033 2000 0.045 82 3.26 114.0 6 0 YES 5223

1 2031 2000 0.040 88 3.26 70.1 0 17 YES 0 N N

TABLE 2 COMPUTED DATA, Reference [1_

RUN P(s) s.c. T(s) s.c. V s.c. Turb (9)
psfa R M s.c. ft/sec s.c.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .------ w -

23 2032.77 543.9 0.013 14.68 3.16

24 2032.39 541.9 0.021 23.63 21.30

2030.79 547.9 0.012 13.89 12.20 %

The experimental data states that there is an increase of

21.3/3.16 = 6." times in the turbulence between tests 24 and 23, using %

jets and without the use of jets, respectiveiy. These figures show that "

the use of jets to gener:ate turbulence is extremely successful. The use

of tags is also successful, but to a lesser degree, as shown later.

(5) Further experimentation is suggested, for example, using 14 jets

with 20 psig, 30 psig and 40 psig on each jet. An increase in the 4
44-1,I



diameter of the jets is also suggested. . . ,

111. 2 Turbulence Generation by TagsV ,,- ,

The tags used were plastic plates of 2.0 square inches. The. ,

position of each tag is shown in Appendix A, drawing 102.

The specifications of the design are as follows-

Nubrof tags :17

2 Perpendicular rows of tags.
Material of Tags :Cellophane
Dimension of tags :2.0 x 2.0 x 1/16 in .-'

Length of tag holder : I in ' 2
Distance from tags to probes : 26.5 in | r

Results and Conclussions of' the Use of Tags

Complete results of the use of tags are shown in reference [11. wt,'

Results of run I of 8-5-87 are repeated in table 1._ wl! '

The main conclusion is:

(1) The turbulence generation using tags was increased by 12.2/3.16= .'-nl

3.9 times.

IV. RECOMMENDATION ..

The follow up of this project is to set the basis of the i

methodology of the design of mechanisms to control the turbulence level,,. J

in wind tunnels and to apply it to increase the turbulence of the 4T",-:'<?,

wind tunnel. The successful conclusions shown in this report are an ":..V

indication that the design will be relatively simple and economical to [

w .4--' ,r,9*

deve lop. ,-., -,
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Computation of Rutherford Scattering

Cross Sections

Ira T. Elder

ABSTRACT

Computation of Rutherford (or Coulomb) cross sections for ~

scattering from angular bin to bin involved computing a triple (iter-

ated) integral. The triple integration was performed numierically

using an adaptive Simpson's quadrature formula programmed in FORTRAN.

Three copies of the numerical integrator were necessarv in order t,)a,,

prevent a subroutine from attempting to call itself recursively., ,

An error tolerance was specified to help control and estimate the 'A-%'

error. The adaptive method refines (generates subintervals) until

the error tolerance is satisfied or to a maximum number of subinter-

vals. The computed cross sections were used in the Code PTRAN for

transport of charged and neutral particles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Particle Beam Systems Section of the Space Applications Branch 09

(AWYS) of the Applied Technology Division (AW4Y) at the U'SAF Weapons

Laboratory is concerned with the transport of charged and neutral

particles in various materials. In particular there is an interest

in having a computer code which models the transport of neutral as

well as charged particles.

My research interests have been in a variety of topics in numerical

analysis, with one of these areas being the numerical solutions of

two-point boundary-value problems which result in using an invariant

imbedding technique with the transport equation. As a result, I was -

familiar with the transport equation and some of its components such

as angular flux, scattering and cross sections. As a result, my

being familiar with the transport equation and numerical analysis

contributed to my assignment to the Particle Beam Systems Section ot%

the Applied Technology Division. .

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

During my pre-summer visit to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory it was

decided that I would join a team of researchers in developing a corn-

puter code for one-dimensional plane-parallel geometry azimuthally

symmetric coupled transport of charged and neutral particles. Be-

cause no such general code existed, this seemed to he a part icularlv.

worthwhile project.
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My assignment as a participant in the 1987 Summer Facultv Research

Program (SFRP) was to develop and test codes (subroutines) for com- .

puting cross sections. It was decided to use Rutherford scattering

for determining these cross sections and an adaptive Simpson's quad-

rature to perform the numerical integrations.

III. * "- ". a-

In order to find the macroscopic Rutherford scattering cross section,

one must compute an integral of the form

G-. *I.

%Inoer to find th macroscop ic Rthefr scatteriangl coscin, "7'''

b' %

16 (r + sin-:-)

I and I. are fixed subintervals of [-1,1], b is a parameter depending
i J

upon the masses and charges of the two particles and their relative %

velocities, the angle At is related to ' cos-1 ,0 _ T by

sin(a - %) = - sine# where M, and MI are the masses of the moving and ,.

M,,

stationary particles, respectively.

The basic one dimensional numerical integrator used was an adaptive

Simpson's method. Our adaptive procedure is defined as follows. Com-

pute the integral Q1 over the entire interval using Simpson's method.

Then divide the interval in half and apply Simpson's method to each

half yielding Qii and Qj . If Q - (Qi + Q:.) where is
-'

%
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a specified error tolerance, then accept Q11 + Q1 as the result. If

not, set aside the right half interval and proceed in the same manner

for the left half interval as for the original interval. We continue

with this refinement until the error tolerance is satisfied or until

a specified number of refinements has occurred. This is necessary

because the number of function evaluations increases rapidly as we use 0

more refinements.

p.

The adaptive process refines often when the integral of the Rutherford

cross section function is difficult to approximate and uses few refine-

ments when it is easy. Due to the forward-peaked elastic scattering

of Rutherford scattering, it was essential to use an adaptive method ,.

and as a result on several angular bins (subintervals) the method

refined the interval to the maximum number allowed.

Though the basic idea of using a one-dimensional integrator for a

three dimensional is simple, it is somewhat tricky to code the process

so as not to evaluate the integrand more than absolutely necessary,

and so that the one-dimensional integrator does not attempt to call

itself recursively. One has to use three copies of this subroutine

and then define functions which call them in the proper order.

While the results of computing the cross sections were acceptable,

there are however some difficulties. Computation of the cross sec-Lons ..

can require a considerable amount of computer time. This is particu- "

larly true when demanding several digits of accuracy or when specifving

45-6
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a "small" error tolerance. At this point there is no natural way

of determining a prior workable value of the error tolerance.

The cross sections were used in the code PTRAN, the computational trans-

port program, and the results seemed to be reasonably accurate. But it

should be mentioned that the cross section calculations were the most

time consuming computations in PTRAN.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Because the Rutherford cross section package uses considerable computer

time in order that the cross sections have sufficient number of digits

of accuracy so that a reasonable amount of accuracy will occur in the

rest of the code PTRAN, it is probably best to separate the Rutherford

package from PTRAN. In many applications one is using fixed materials,

directional bins, energy ranges and number of energy bins. For these

types of applications the cross sections would stay fixed, thus one *

could create a library of cross sections which could be used for many
runs of the computational transport code. At the same time it would e.

appear to be worthwhile to have cross section program re-written in

complete double precision in order to gain cross sections with several

digits of accuracy. .S'

An additional concept to consider is the following. In the transport

program it was assumed that the angular fluxes were constant on each . .

angular bin. A better approximation would result by replacing the

45-7
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constant angular fluxes with a linear approximation on each angular

bin. There are several difficulties involved in this as well as

requiring considerable programming.

Finally, one is led to the question of how to extend this computational

transport code to include problems in X-Y geometry (two-dimensicnal %

geometry). This should be a problem of great interest, but again

one which requires considerable effort in design, coding and testing.

%
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Database Processing in Real-Time Systems

by

Ramez A. Elmasri

Real-time systems consist of a number of tasks, or processes. Whenever a task is invoked,

it must be executed completely by a certain time deadline in a "hard" real-time system. In

a "soft" real-time system, the value of a task to the overall system declines if it has not

completed execution by a certain critical time. In most existing real-time systems, tasks

are independent from one another and no access to shared databases by the tasks is %0.%0"

considered.

In this work, we examine the issues that arise when shared databases are included in

real-time systems. We identify research problems that must be resolved before shared

databases can be successfully incorporated into real-time systems. These issues include ."?

specifying the timing characteristics of database operations; scheduling of database

operations by real-time schedulers; using main memory for storage of 111 l

"currently-in-use" portions of a database to improve performance; and issues that deal

with the replication and distribution of the database.

%, % % ,

%A,
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Real-time systems are used in many app c.adu, ' lfl as omputer based weapons 0.

systems, manufacturing control systems robots "t t Mos' "al !,re systems are made up

of a number of in . Len . software tasks These tasks are then assigned to hardware
%

processors for execution. The main criterion for task allocation is that sufficient A..O-%-%
% %

processing capacity exist on each hardware processor to allow each task to complete its -

1 0
processing within a specified time limit, called the takJedln. A task should meet its

deadline every time it is invoked.

t
Recent applications of real-time systems have been identified at RADC/COTD that will

require real-time tasks to access one or more shared databases. These applications are

also expected to run in a distributed environment, so distributed databases will be needed.

There is very little work reported in the database literature or real-time literature that

discusses the use and incorporation of databases in real-time systems...

My area of reasearch has been mainly concerned with various aspects of database systems.

I have worked on and published original research in distributed databases, database

models, database languages, and database design and implementation. However, before this

summer faculty research program fellowship at RADC, I was not very knowledgeable in

the area of real-time systems. I suspect that few persons have conducted research in both

database systems and real-time systems as indicated by the scarcity of research

publications that address aspects of integrating the two types of systems together.

For this summer research program, I was assigned to research and study the general area

46-4
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of using shared distributed databases in real-time systems, and to identify problems and -

issues that arise in such systems and need to be studied and resolved. ~ ~

11. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

There were two main goals of the research conducted during this summer. The first goal

was to conduct a search of the real-time literature to become knowledgeable in the

concepts and techniques that have been used or suggested for use in real-time systems. The

second goal was to identify the issues that need to be studied, and the problems that need to

be solved so that databases can be incorporated into distributed real-time systems. As part

of these goals, any research that reports on the use of databases in real-time systems

would be identified and studied. However, as mentioned earlier, there were very few

publications (practically none) that I could locate that report on the incorporation of

shared databases into real-time systems.

Ill. RESEA1RCHING THE REALTIME LITERATURE:

The first few weeks I spent at RADC were devoted to studying the real-time literature in

order to understand the concepts and techniques used in these types of systems. A

representative sample of the papers that were studied are listed in the section on

references. In addition, during the same time period, several documents that discuss the

specific applications at RADC that are expected to require the use of distributed databases

in real-time systems were studied to get a feeling for the types of applications envisioned.

,.- .11

A partial classification of real-time systems research was then done. A seminar

describing the results of this classification was given on August 3, 1987 at RADC. Also
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presented at the seminar were the results that we discuss in Section IV of this report. -'-

Following is a summary of the real-time systems classification.

i.

There are several models of real-time systems in the literature. One model, called the

.pL.P.,. ode, is often used to study the fundamental properties of real-time systems. A

real-time system is modeled as a set of processes. There are two main types of real-time -1 ,

processes--periodic processes and sporadic processes. Periodic processes are invoked

every p time units on a regular basis, whereas sporadic processes are invoked on an

irregular basis as needed. Each process T i is a triple Ti=(c i , di , pi), where ci is the

process computation time, and di is the deadline of the process (relative to its invocation
, I%

time). For periodic processes, pi is the period, whereas for sporadic processes pi is the / "-?.-

minimum time that must pass between successive invocations of the sporadic task -
5, , %.*5-

(minimum period).
-'-"S-pk'

A fundamental problem in real-time systems is the scheduling of all invoked (ready)

processes to meet their deadlines. A real-time scheduler examines the ready processes and

schedules them to run on the available hardware processors so that none of the processes

miss their deadlines. If this is not possible because the hardware processing capacity is .-.

insufficient, the scheduler must still attempt to schedule processes using criteria other

than absolute deadline. For example, the scheduler could attempt to minimize the number _

of "late" processes that miss their deadline, or it could attempt to minimize the "average '

lateness" of all processes. %, P P%., -,
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The problem of optimal scheduling [8]--that is, scheduling processes on processors so
%-5 -

that all processes meet their deadlines whenever this is possible--is intractable Nor

(NP-complete) 14] in the general case of multiple hardware processors. This means that

any such algorithm will take excessive time to determine the schedule. However, several

simple algorithms are known to be optimal in the case of scheduling processes with ,.,.

deadlines to run on a single processor. Two of these algorithms are the closest deadline .''

algorithm, which runs the process with the closest deadline, and the least slack time S

algorithm, which runs the process that has the least time left to start execution before it

will miss its deadline for sure [10]. Both these algorithms use preemption if necessary.

Because optimal real-time scheduling is NP-complete in distributed systems, a technique

that is often used is to use a simple scheduler (such as FCFS (First-Come-First-Serve))

at each hardware processor, or node. Processes (also called tasks or modules) are , % %

pre-analyzed for their computation times, deadlines, and invocation rates, and are

allocated permanently to certain processors in the distributed system. Algorithms for task

allocation attempt to ensure that there is sufficient processing capacity at each node to

process the expected load of tasks allocated at that node. Every task should meet its deadline

whenever the task is invoked. The problem with these static task allocation techniques [2,

3, 12] is that unexpected invocation rates may cause overloading of certain nodes while

other nodes have surplus processing power. In addition, modifying the real-time system "

by adding new tasks may require running the task allocation algorithm to find a new task

allocation. This is followed by retesting of the whole system, an expensive procedure.

0,

Dynamic task schedulin algorithms [1, 11, 13] in a distrbuted real-time system have
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been proposed. These algorithms use heuristics and attempt to dynamically balance system -s

load at the various nodes. One algorithm works on the principle of "guaranteeing" a new

task when it is submitted. A ouarantee routine determines whether a newly submitted task

can be guaranteed to meet its deadline based on the deadline and worst case execution time
2;....- .....

of the task and of all other "guaranteed ready tasks" at the node. If the new task cannot be

guaranteed, an attempt to find another node in the system that can guarantee that the task .--

will meet its deadline is made. I i
%

Another scheduling method proposes to treat tasks with hard and soft deadlines in a

uniform way by assigning a value function v(t) to each task [5]. This function represents

the value to the whole system of the task completing in time t. The scheduler attempts to

maximize some measure of "total value" to the system as its scheduling philosophy. ,5. ,
*

All schedulers and task allocation schemes must be provided with estimates for the -.-..

computation time of each task/process/module in the system. These can be worst-case ' ,

times, or mean/variance, or even a distribution function and probability density function.

Techniques to estimate the computation times of complex tasks from their component - .

modules have been developed using probabilistic models and path analysis within 'he task

'%

[6, 7, 14].

Some issues that complicate scheduling and task allocation are the following: (a) when- -

shared resources or devices exist in the real-time system [6], (b) when precedence - .

constraints exist among the processesltasks/modules [1], (c) when there is explicit

synchronization among the processesitasks'modules [101, and (d) when communication 9
",' '". , ,,

' • •
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costs are taken into account [3]. Research continues into incorporating all these factors

into scheduling and task allocation algorithms.

IV. INCORPORATING DATABASES INTO DISTRIBUTED REAL-TIME SYSTEMS:

The second phase of the summer research was to identify the problems that arise and theA.%

issues that need to be resolved when databases are included in distributed real-time

systems. The following issues were identified:

a. Storage Architectures for Real-Time Databases

This issue concerns the different types of storage architectures for real-time databases. N. 1

Because deadlines exist in real-time systems, database access time will become critical. 0

Most current database systems store the database on disk, which has a large storage J
~ %LN

capacity but is a relatively slow secondary storage device. Before data is processed, it is

transferred from disk into fast main memory.

The main alternatives to be considered here are whether a database that is accessed by -

real-time tasks should be stored in main memory, on disk, or using a combination of both ~

types of storage. Obviously, the size of the database will be an important factor. If a
7w

database application normally selects data from a subset of a large database for its current

processing, then that subset could be "cached" into main memory and maintained as an

in-memory database, while the part of the database that is not currently in use could be

maintained on the disk. This is a form of the "memory caching" technique that is used by

operating systems.
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embedded in the real-time tasks. These methods should consider a variety of database-

access structures on files, and should determine for each access structure a formulation

that gives an accurate estimate of the time it takes to access a record given the current

size of the file. An operation that includes multiple record accesses can have its access

time estimated by adding up the access times for individual record accesses in the

operation. Both on-disk and in-core access structures should be analyzed. Specifically, at

least the following access methods should be considered:

Disk-based files:

(1) Multi-level indexing implemented as B-trees or Bk-trees.

(2) Static and dynamic hashing methods.

(3) Clustering (hierarchical file) techniques.

Memory-based files:

(1) Unordered files (linear search) and ordered files (binary search).

(2) Indexing and hashing methods.

The performance characteristics of the above techniques is well known, and generally

depends on the number of records in the file. However, we need to develop accurate

absolute-time values for the different types of database access operations on specific :14N

hardware and software implementations. Operations to be considered include the selection
Z-

operation to select records from a file based upon particular selection conditions, and the

natural join operation which retrieves related records from two or more files. Also,

techniques for estimating the time for operations on complex objects, which retrieve

4 records from multiple files, are needed. In addition, accurate time estimates for

operations that insert, delete, and update both single records and complex objects
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consisting of multiple records should be developed.

Novel storage techniques should also be investigated, particularly for storage of complex ~~

objects. Time estimates for retrieval and update of complex objects for any new storage

techniques must be developed along with the technique itself.

b.2. Scheduling of database operation within real-time transactions

Characteristics of database operations can be different from regular code that is used in a

traditional real-time process. These characteristics will determine whether scheduling 0

techniques that are similar to those used for process scheduling can be used for scheduling J
o"

of database operations.

There are a number of possible alternatives for characterizing database operations. One

possible model is to assume that database operations must be executed sequentially on the

database system, with possible interleaving with other database operations but without

"true parallelism". In this case, the database is considered as any other system resource

that can be accessed by at most one process at a time. A second possibility is to allow

database operations to execute in parallel without any constraints. A third possibility is to I a

allow only non-conflicting operations to execute in true parallelism. Each of these cases

implies certain assumptions on the database system. For example, the second possibility

implies that no serializability or locking is enforced, and that the database is stored in *.' 1
Pow.,

some form of shared memory that allows true parallel access. The third possibility

implies that certain operations can proceed in true parallelism, but that some form of a%%

concurrency control mechanism ensures that conflicting operations are not executed in I .
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parallel. An important area to be investigated in real-time database processing is to I

develop scheduling algorithms for the various types of characteristics exhibited by

database operations.

We next examine some possible models for the structure of real-time processes that

include database operations. One possible model is to assume that all database operations in

a real-time process either occur at the beginning or at the end of the process. This

corresponds to the case where each process has a data input phase, a processing phase, and

a data output phase. The input phase, the output phase, or both may be absent from some

processes. The process profile for this model is illustrated in Figure A. - .

DB input processing DB output .
phase phase

Figure A

A second model is more general and assumes that database operations can occur anywhere

within the real-time process, as illustrated in Figure B.

DB OPs processing DBOPs processing DB OPs processing DB OPs

Figure B

Real-time scheduling algorithms for the models of transaction structure shown in Figures *.*.. *

A and B need to be developed for the various characteristics of database operations
S

discussed earlier. It is important to understand the characteristics of the various database

operation execution models and process models, and to determine whether some of the
%.. %

assumptions made can lead to simple scheduling algorithms. Also, the above assumptions

I
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must be studied to determine under what circumstances they are realistic for specific

real-time database processing applications. %

c. Replication and Distribution Issues

c.1. Replication Issues

One of the main advantages cited for distributed systems is increased reliability and

availability. One technique for improving reliability and availability of distributed

databases is the use of data replication. The main cost of such a technique--other than the

increased storage costs--is the effort expended for maintaining copies of the same data

consistent with one another whenever the database is updated. This effort can be quite

costly in time, and hence is a problem in real-time systems.

There have recently been several proposals that question the need for up-to-the-minute -

consistency among replicas of the same database. This may lead to a consistency

maintenance method that is feasible in a real-time environment. Current techniques for

consistency maintenance among replicas include the following: . .

Primary node technique: All updates are submitted to a central node, which schedules the . -
%%'

updates and then broadcasts their results to nodes containing other replicas of the s

database. This central node has the potential of becoming a bottleneck and its failure would ,"

be catastrophic.

Primary CODy technique: Similar to primary node except that the primary copy can reside

at any node. If the node with the primary copy fails, the remaining nodes can "elect" a new

primary copy.

Maioritv consensus: Before an update is done, a majority of the nodes that contain copies .,, ,

% ° ,
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must be able to confirm that the update is possible. This technique may require excessive

communication overhead and is susceptible to delays.

Hybrid techniques: Mixture of the above. N

The above techniques may not have the performance characteristics required in a

real-time system. In all of the above techniques, the assumption is that an update *N 'e

operation is executed at a single node, and then the result is broadcast to other nodes that

contain database copies. A more recent suggestion is to broadcast the actual code of the _41

database update operations to all nodes that contain copies, and execute the update

operations at every such node. The update operations should be executed in the same order

on every node.

If sufficient hardware capacity exists, this latter technique may be feasible. A read-only

operations would then execute at any single node, whereas an update operation is broadcast

and executed at every node. Some part of the system must be responsible for ordering the

execution of update operations. This global ordering is necessary only if the operations can
***R, a

create an inconsistent database when they are not executed in the same order: that is, the

operations are non-commutative. * ~

c.2. Distribution Issues

In a distributed system, one of the potential advantages is load balancing. This is the

capability to distribute the system processing load and database access load over the nodes

of the distributed system.
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In a real-time system where response time is of utmost importance, load balancing offers

potential advantages. One of the issues to be determined here is whether static or dynamic

load balancing techniques should be used, or whether a hybrid technique can be developed.

In static load balancing, a priori assignment of particular database operations to

particular nodes is made by a static assignment algorithm. This is analogous to task

allocation techniques in real-time systems.

Dynamic load balancing means that the decision as to where a database operation or a

process is to be executed is made depending upon the current system load. This approach

usually assumes that all nodes have the same functionality, and is analogous to dynamic

scheduling in real-time systems. Although this approach is more general, the problem is

to design a good dynamic process scheduling and database operation scheduling algorithm % ,,-,

that can run in real-time. Most simple dynamic scheduling algorithms such as earliest

deadline are not optimal in a distributed or multi-processor environment. As mentioned

earlier, the general scheduling problem is NP-complete (intractable), so that it is

unlikely that an efficient optimal algorithm will be found. Hence, dynamic scheduling

algorithms for a distributed environment use heuristic techniques.

The advantage of static scheduling is that the allocation algorithm is a pre-assignment

algorithm that does not need to execute in real-time during system operation. The

disadvantage is that it will not adapt to current system conditions and unexpected changes 0

in system loads. Hybrid methods that do some static scheduling and some dynamic

scheduling may need to be considered here. % N
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Another aspect to examine is whether the characteristics of database operations may lead

to "operation assignment" techniques that differ from the task/module/process allocation

methods that have been proposed or are currently in use for distributed real-time ,

systems. Also, new techniques or extensions to existing techniques may be needed for

designing a real-time distributed system that includes both processes and database ,."... ."

operations within these processes.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS: 
i

The recommendations that came out of this research project are to further investigate

each of the issues identified in the previous section (Section IV). In fact, RADC already had

started efforts to investigate some of these issues. A mini-grant proposal to investigate

some of the issues identified in Section IV is being prepared. The mini-grant proposal ,

concentrates on identifying the scheduling characteristics of database operations that are '%.-

embedded in real-time processes. Additional efforts to study the effects of distribution and

replication, and to develop techniques for analyzing the timing characteristis of database

operations, will be conducted if time permits.

,.

% %
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NON-UNIFORM SPATIAL SYSTEMS AND THE

TRANSITION TO TURBULENCE

by

John E. Erdei 
,..p

S... -.

ABSTRACT

The transition characteristics of a vertical B*nard Cell

are studied through the use of slow amplitudes, or order

parameters. In a previous study of the cell, it was assumed

that the order parameters were spatially uniform, and

an appropriate equation of motion was derived which described

the temporal evolution of spatial states. The work given in

this report extends the previous derivation by allowing 0

non-uniformities in the spatial states. The final form %

suggests that if the conditions are favorable, the cell can

become convectively unstable. Experiments on the cell appear

to be in support of this contention.

During the course of the summer research period,

other experiments which could be used to test the predictions %'.'.

of the order parameter models have been given serious

consideration. In anticipation of a need for analysis of the

experimental data, various computer routines have been

written. For completeness, a brief description of each of

the routines is also given in this report.

-.% . .,.2

.* 
.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

It can be stated without too much argument that the .

understanding of turbulence is one of the major unsolved

problems in science and engineering. Attacks which are based

on the Navier-Stokes equation generally involve substantial

(even non-existent) computer requirements. Although it

cannot be denied that the use of new generation computers has ,'

increased the solving capabilities, there is no real

intention to get at the nature of the .issue of turbulence.

The difficulties associated with the solution to the

Navier-Stokes equation have fostered an interest in a group

at the Aero-Propulsion Laboratory in alternative approaches

to the problem of turbulence. In particular, it has been

noted that long standing problems in classical mechanics had

been solved during the first quarter of the century by the

introduction of a single concept, namely quantization in

terms of Plank's constant, h. This concept was followed by

the profound statement of particle-wave duality, which

motivated Schr6dinger to redefine the classical wave equation
into a form applicable to particles (through the use of a

wave-function). Essentially all of simple quantum mechanics

could be described through the resulting equation, the

Schroedinger equation. It is of value to note that the area

of quantum mechanics grew from these two concepts. ,J,

It had been observed at APL that characteristics seen in

quantum mechanics could also be observed in fluid systems.

For example, vortex pairing might be thought of as obeying a . ,

type of selection rule, which governs the allowed resulting N N

vortex. Thus, an examination of the role that quantum

mechanical ideas might play in fluid mechariic:. was initi at i

at APL. My background is in a more modern form o quantun % %

mechanics, namely field theory (or many-body theory). My
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role in the Summer Faculty Research Program has been to .

address the possible use of quantum mechanical techniques in

fluid mechanics.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:AL

The summer research has been a continuation of work

started previously. The objectives of my work have been to VA

examine the role that quantum mechanical techniques or

concepts might play in a fluid system. This might involve

the use of a wave-function, uncertainty principle, selection

rules, or anything else which could be used in a

non-traditional approach to fluid dynamics. It would then be

required that some appropriate interpretation of the concept-; .

be given. By this it is meant that if a wave-function type

entity is used, some physical interpretation must also be

given. Finally, there is a wealth of experimental data

available on flows of various configurations. Any

predictions should in fact be in line with observation.

Throughout the effort, I have felt that the description

must retain the classical features already known to be true% %

for fluid mechanics. It was also believed that the formalism

should be used strictly on a macroscopic level, rather than

the microscopic scale at which quantum mechanics operates.

Also, the inherent restrictions of the first formulation of

quantum mechanics (namely, the lack of interactions, single

particle characteristics, . .. ) must be overcome by the use of -

the better suited formulation of second quantum mechanics, or

many body theory. Finally, the characteristics of a given

flow are intimately related to transition phenomena, and any

ideas utilized must be general enough to allow f'or transition

characteristics. With this in mind, a study of the class;ical

analogues to wave-function has been considered. The use of

47-5
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such entities is well known to the area of solid state

physics and critical phenomena. These ideas are attractive I

in that the techniques of critical phenomena can be employed

both statically and dynamically. %

Initial stages of the research involved the

applicability of the concepts; critical phenomena was

originally introduced to study equilibium phenomena, whereas

interesting fluid flows are definitly not in equilibrium.

However, critical steps have been taken by other researchers

in many varied areas which allow for the association of

macroscopic wavefunctions and critical phenomena with steady

state phenomena out of equilibrium. In fluid mechanics, this

idea has been used in great detail in the study of the

convective instability in the Benard cell.

The point made previously about the area of quantum r

mechanics must be emphasized again, that is, that there are

really very few fundamental concepts from which most of the

area is built. As stated earlier, in quantum mechanics one .5..

might suggest that the fundamental building blocks are the

existence of Plank's constant (from which energy and angular

momentum quantization can be determined) and particle-wave - .

duality (upon which the Schroedinger equation is essentially
based). One might point to the conjecture of Ruelle and %

Takens, that the turbulent state might be related to a
&

strange attractor, as just such a fundamental building block. -.-N-N

On a qualitative level, the features of the strange attactur %

P5 5* 55
hypothesis are so good that the idea demands consideration.

Similarly, the hypothesis fits very nicely into the quantum

mechanics ideas professed at APL.

The next question is one of construction. Many separate

ingredients must be connected together in order to produce a

sound theoretical model. Some of the issues which :-ust be
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investigated are as follows:

crutial seed from which a theory can be based?

(b) How can a macroscopic theory based on a

wavefunction-like entity be described? What is the

appropriate function which characterizes the fluid mechanics?

What are the relevant control parameters?

(c) What is the physical interpretation of the wavefunction?

(d) Is the resulting theory any simpler than simply solving

the Navier-Stokes equation? Is there any new insight

provided?

(e) Are there limits to the applicability of the theory?

(f) If the general direction is not good, then what exactly

is wrong? Knowledge of failure is a step toward knowledge of

success. -

(g) Are there experimentally accessible predictions? It so,

the measuring capabilities at APL might be used to test the

oredictions in flow configurations of interest to the lab.

(h) Can the concepts be used to enhance the theoretical

treatment of important fluid mechanical quantities, such as

fluxes?

(i) What is the relationship between the discrete iterative

maps, ordinary differential eQuat ions, and oartial

differential eauations to the macroscopic study ot

turbulence and attractors? . .*.

4 - . %
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The above statements define a very large research

program, and effort has been directed at the answer to tnese

questions. Considerable progress has been made in the past V

efforts. An appropriate choice for the wavefunction-like

entity is called an order parameter as used in equilibrium

critical phenomena. The equation of motion for the order

parameter in general governs the transition characteristics

observed in a real flow. The macroscopic states are

determined by the existence of attractors in the equation or

motion, and in the case of non-equilibrium, non-linear

models, the attractors can have the property of strangeness.

As a result, it is hoped that one general model can account

for the set of transitions through the formation of larqe

scale structures (associated with point attractors) to the .

development of turbulence (associated with a strange

attractor). However, in order to gain insight into the

mechanisms involved, point (b) above must be addressed. To

this end, an investigation of a particular experiment, the

vertical Benard cell, was initiated. Due to the fact that

the system is closed and is similar the the horizontal case, %

it was expected that it was possible to directly attack point

(b) above. An ordinary differential equation which

determines the temporal evolution of the order parameter has
been derived elsewhere1 . In this report, we will discuss the

extension of the previous work to a governing PDE for the

order parameter. This extension was one of the main goals of

the summer research.

As stated in point (g) above, it is also important to be

able to produce experimental evidence in support of the

theoretical aspects. In order to do so, a second gnal of the

summer has been to identify relevant laboratory experiments

and to formulate an approriate inalysis. This has been

aided greatly by discusions with Prof. Sreenivasan. :n or der

to be able to analyze experimental information, a series of. "*
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computer routines have been written during the summer ~

research period. Due to my familiarity with desk--top

computers, the codes have all been written on a microcomputer

for convenience. The proliferation of microcomputers in

universities will allow the analysis to be carried out by

students or collaborators without being tied to a large

mainframe computer system. Disks of information can be

transferred from one place to the other with ease, as long as

there are compatible computers available. Programs have been

written for any IBM PC compatible machine. Once routines are

fully running, it may then be convenient to transfer them to

a larger system.

III. THE VERTICAL BEN'ARD CELL

In previous work, the amplitude equations have been

considered by allowing the order parameters to be functions

of time only. This was a reasonable starting point, and is

in line with general derivations of the Lorenz equations. it

is expected that consideration of the uniform spatial

characteristics can be handled by these temporal

characteristics. We do not go into any detail, but one

expects that in steady state, spatial variation is not

strongly preferred. However, the experiments on the vertical
2,3 3

slot by Elder2 , and most recently Tankin and Heller , show ~
the tendency under the right conditions toward the irregular,

or intermittent, production of wall waves. These waves are
realized as clumps of (probably) turbulent material moving up

the hot wall and down the cold. Clearly, spatial

characteristics are not uniform in this situation, and a

spatial dependence must be placed in the order parameters.

One of the goals of the summer was to carry out this

Ygeneralization. The work was also spurred on by the recent

work of Deissler5, who has been examining intermittent

characteristics of a specific form of the GTDLG equation.

% .~
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His results could possibly be used in support of the derived

model for the vertical slot. In this section, the results of

the summer work on the slot will be summarized.

The relevant equations for the cell are the

Navier-Stokes equation and the heat transport equation.

These equations can be found elsewhere I and will not be .'- *

reproduced here. The procedure is initiated by attemptinq to -. /
identify a set of states which can be associated with

stationary states. This is accomplished by linearizing the

governing equations, so that they can be recast into the form

aL- = L *, (1)
( t

where 9 is a vector composed of the velocity and temperature ,

fields. L is a linear (matrix) operator. Separation of

spatial and temporal variables is introduced through the

choice

At
9 = e , (2)

and substitution into (1) produces an eigenvalue problem of

the form

A $ - L $. (3)

The set of stationary states will be identified with the .-

eigenvectors associated with zero eigenvalue (A 0); that

is, the states given by the neutral stability curve. For the

vertical B6nard cell, A is a function of Grashoff number,

Prandtl number, and aspect ratio. . *9.

The next step is to take the se t of eigenstite3s *i, and

form the general solution to the equations of motion through %

47-10% * .*%
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the combination

LK

if-

= ,, (4)i i

where the amplitudes describe the probability of the

system being observed in state i. The goal is to generate

the equation of motion tor the set ((i}, which will contain -

information regarding the possible evolution of the state i.

The full non-linear nature of the system can be taken into

account through the equations for the (i. The non-linearity

allows for the interactions between individual states. In

accordance with the comments at the beginning ot this

section, we will take

= (x, t ). ( 5 ) -

(5)

It is determined that the stationary states have an explicit

dependence upon wavevector, k, and that each stationary state

is characterized by a different value of k. The subscript i ' . R

is then dropped in favor the more appropriate subscript k,

and (4) and (5) are substituted into the original set ot-

equations of motion (NSE and heat transport equation) The . ._

result is of the form "- .

% %- % .

, :-.:-. -.:.

,,.(~ ..-.-.
C ~~'-.. % ".

" .,. . ''
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a t 1 0 x 2 0 x k k

L3 (Z k-k ' .

k,k [k-k' ] k' xk'

-> ' -'V

kz k .k k ] [-k' k' xk

k' :

-7 (Z)~

- -. [k+k' (z, k' ax
k ..

( 1)(Z)kk
- > k,k', [k -k' ] (z k' - k "

k'
(2)1) *- "

k,k',[k k' k' k-k'"

k'I

(2)

Z k,k',[k+k'] k' k+k

where the coefficients in the above expres.qion ar, deltermIned

by the original equations of motion.
6 di-

The slaving concept6 can now be employed by assuming %. 0*0

that all amplitudes which are not critical are effectively

constants. As a result, a I derivative ( snat ia4 ,tmpcri I -

terms are taken to be equal to zero unIess the mde i.; a

-. itical mode associated with wavevector k. For siplicity, . .. ,!
we explicitly consider the interaction of the order parameter %I
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mode with the most stable mode, associated with k = 0.

Taking only the critical mode to have spatial and temporal

dependence, we find %

()2  2
kc k +C k c

at 1 dX 2  2 ax kc kc  k c kc I kci

where 8 kc is formed from the coefficients of the non-linear. pe

terms in (6). It should be noted that since the eigenvalues

of the linearized problem are in general complex, the terms
A and a can also be taken as complex. c arid e are both
kc k c 1 2

real.

Extensive numerical work has been carried out by

Deissler 5 on equations of the same form as (7). One of the

major features of his work is the existence of an

intermittent transition to chaotic behavior. It is to be

expected that detailed experimental measurements should be

able to verify this intermittent transition. As stated

earlier in this report, it appears as though this

intermittent transition has been observed in the work of

various experimenters.

IV. COMPUTER ROUTINES

In support of the theoretical mode] described above and

for the analysis of real experimental data, a series of

programs have been written which have been designred

specifically for the examination of raw data relevant to the

discussion of attractors and chaos. The titles and

aPclication are listed in this section for reference. Files

can then be transfered from one microcomputer to another as

long as they are IBM PC compatible. This allows data to be

generated at a given location (for example, APL) and then

N
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analysized in any convenient way at another location

(someone's university). Many of the routines listed below

are written in basic (extension BAS), and for the most part %0

basic is adequate for doing many of the calculations. The

basic files listed below can handle data sets of up to 10,000

points (slowly), since this is the convenient limit of basic. -.

Routines which require a substantial amount of direct

analysis of raw data have been written in Professional

Fortran (extension .FOR). Some of the Fortran programs have 40

been taken from reference 7 and will be noted in the listings

below.

FFT2. FOR -Nov.

This routine uses the Cooley-Tukey fast Fourier

transform algorithm 7 to carry out the fourier transform of

previously stored raw data. Transformed data can be stored 0

in separate file for plotting with a graphics routine.

COVMTRX. BAS

This file takes raw data and computes the corresponding

covarient matrix in the method of Broomhead and King 8. Data

is read from a previously generated data storage file of the W

raw data. Matrix elements can be stored in a file which can

be generated within COVMTRX.BAS. This program runs

acceptably fast for data sets up to a few thousand points,

but can be used up to 10,000 data points. The output is an N

x N symmetric matrix, where N is the number of points chosen
within the window used. .% Z -...

47-14
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PSECTION. BAS

This file uses data which has been previously generated ,
for a phase space trajectory and selects the data relevant

for a Poincare section in a plane of the user's choice. The

data is stored in a file generated by the user for plotting

on a separate graphics routine. -

EIGEN. BAS

This file computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a

previously generated symmetric matrix. Matrix elements are %

read into the routine. The Householder reduction method 7 can

then be selected to reduce the matrix to tridiagonal form.

The QL algorithm 7 can then be selected to generate the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the reduced matrix. The user e

can then store the results in a separate file. This Basic

file can be used with acceptable speed for virtually any .

relevant matrix generated in COVMTRX.BAS.

CMEPLOT. BAS %

%. .%.

This file uses previously stored values of a set of 1%

eigenvalues and computes the quantity
8

o i ~*.'.-'-- .

I = log ,

where ith elgenvalue of the covarient matrix Z, and

0 P
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The ((i) can be stored in a separate tile as an array (,,i ,

for plotting with some graphics routine.

%.%" %.,

PSPROJ..BAS

Generates the elements of the trajectory matrix for the "

relevant subspace defined by the mnethod of Broomhead and.

--- ; ,,. 4.

Kng. Eigenvectors and raw data from the correspond rig 7[,...

N~ 
Sd

window set are read into the routine. The elements ot tie
trajectory matrix can be stored in a separate file. rra.

'
(1 ..

DIGIPLOT. BAS

~~~Program is used to draw surfaces in a given flow. " '''.

Requires that theelmtion concerning flow (fo example,

intensities) have been digitized and stored on a floppy 
dik.

Reads digitized data and allows user to draw a conitant %

• surface or fill in all points greater than some choen value. %-

~Routine is used to make a copy of surface which is being . .

analyzed by sending output to a plotter. The images can then P 9

be stored to a separate file for future use. DIGIPLOT.BA.

will also redraw the stored image su f c si..e'l 
w

%

. AloReq ire tha info mati nr cce drning flow bifor t example",'-.''.

% %S

routine isused o makein alcpyofh su roce whihe isreingd

daaye by shendnoutpto tofa pltefr.The dimensican then ...

biiie ufc.Rslsae stored to a separate ile for fuueue IGPST S.....
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BOXCNT. FOR % %

Carries out the box counting algorithm from DIGIPLOT.BAS

in fortran. -.-

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The theoretical treatment of the vertical Benard cell

strongly suggest that the order parameter approach may be

effectively used to treat stationary state situations,

selection rule heirarchies, interations among modes, and

transition characteristics seen in real fluid flows (at least

on a qualitative level). What is called for now in more .- '

quantitative results. For example, predictions of TDLGT

suggest that some signature of chaos be present in fluid

systems. This could be through the presence of strange

attractors, of real space fractal characteristics. These• . -. a'.
properties should have identifiable implications on the

calculations of quantities such as fluxes. As such, these ',

quantities should be examined through the use of the

macroscopic models discussed above.

The characteristics should also be examined from a * . ;

experimental point of view. Many of the predicition have

been studied by Sreenivasan9 ,li0 but the existence of , "

characteristics associated with fractal or chaos are still

not firmly established. To this end, velocity measurements

(or some equivalent quantity) should be used to generate

phase space trajectories. Computation of relevant quantities

can then be done using the routines produced during the

summer effort. Similarly, the combination of the real space

fractal concept with the ability to produce digitized images

can be a powerful tool for the understanding of the mechanism

which produces turbulence. The newly acquired diqltal camera

at APL can and should be used to attack this issue. %
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BANK-TO-TURN CONTROL OF AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES %+.

by

Joseph J. Feeley i.,

ABSTRACT

_%. \% .

Future Air Force missions will require air-to-air missiles '

with an asymmetrical cross section and a chin-inlet ramjet ,

engine. These missiles will require advanced guidance and "P+

•2

control systems to achieve necessary maneuverability and to ....*.1-

avoid engine flame-out during lateral turns. The control % %. .

strategy for these new missiles is termed bank-to-turn as -.'.•,,,,"

opposed to the skid-to-turn strategy used in current..,,,,'"" '.r-

missiles. This report summarizes the dynamics of the .-++_-,

*

missile-target encounter, highlights the assumptions,.,,,..>'.

h%'.+ %'- i,

frequently made in missile autopilot design, and recommends ,...:.+

further study of an integrated guidance and control system .

based on optimal differential game theory. <+

Joseph J. Feeley

ABS. AC
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and in the in-house reports of AFATL and its contractors. ,,'- '-

The results of this review are summarized in this report. . .-

In addition, an integrated guidance and control system

design approach based on optimal game theory is discussed,.-

and will form the basis for a proposal for continued work.

The proposal will be submitted to the Research Initiation

Program of the Air Force office of Scientific Research.

III. THE MISSILE-TARGET ENGAGEMENT: A representation of -e

the missile-target engagement is pictured in Fig. 1. The

principal axes of the missile at the time of launch (t=O) is

taken as an inertial coordinate system for the encounter. A

vector along the line-of-sight (LOS) from the missile to the

target has magnitude (range) R and orientation defined by -

• 5. . S.. .,
azimuth and elevation angles 0 and Oe. The missile's

seeker system provides measurements of R, C-a, and e for use .

by other missile sub-systems. The purpose of the missile

guidance and control system, in general terms, is to
'., . ,..

transform the seeker measurements into missile control V VVV.

surface positions in such a way that the missile hits the

target. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of hypothetical missile -" "

and target trajectories over the course of an encounter from

t = 0 to the time of minimum range, t = tf.

IV. BANK-TO-TURN MISSILE DYNAMICS: The missile control ...-...

problem is complicated by two factors: the forces required

to manuever the missile are applied indirectly, through

48-5
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y, and z directions, and with angular velocity W, having

rotational components p, q, and r representing roll, pitch,

and yaw motion.

The equations of motion with respect to the principal axes

of the missile become .-

+ WXV)(3)

!:E - + Q× X H 4)

where the derivatives in Eqs. 3 and 4 assume the local "

coordinate system (x,yz) is not rotating. In scalar form " .'

Eqs. 3 and 4 are known as the Euler six degree-of-freedom

equations of motion -*-" ;

,? ,'..~ *,".

UIr -I* 4- + (6)

k~. s~](7)
Lr~~ 4-fV- C v

~~4 CO~L $A A + .fj
~4QOS~jCM4C ';-CM V71  (9) -A.

+)t=.-SI +C (10)

48-7 I
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where:

Ci are the experimentally determined aerodynamic

derivatives depending on Mach number, C, f, and 9E

S, , , are the aileron, rudder and elevator

incremental positions;

FTH is the missile thrust;

Ix, Iy, Iz are the moments of inertia;

gx, gy, gz are the accelerations due to gravity;

S is the missile characteristic a&rea;

is the missile characteristic length;

QO is the dynamic pressure. .V.-

Fig. 2 also shows the missile's angle of attack X and side-

slip angle f3, where ,.h. A

5AUAA '~)(12)

The missile's Euler angles qj, e. and 4 are also shown in the

figure. These angles determine the azimuth, elevation, and

orientation (roll angle) of the missile (and its coordinate

system) with respect to the given inertial system and are

given by

48-8
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(14)

(15)

Finally, the position of the missile in inertial cartesian

coordinates is related to the Euler angles and the missile S

velocity by

(17) N

Y~tA~O Le r(Aw4)iA&4 CO.1 L C.1 (17)
• -a"... '

•L . -.. . e -- c --C , e , M Ux + a -Z8:-:-

A complete description of the motion of the missile and

target in inertial space, as required, for example, by a.P %

missile-target simulation program, requires simultaneous '

solution of Eqs. 5 through 18. Fortunately, the design of

guidance and control systems for the missile-target

intercept problem depends only on the relative positions of-

the missile and the target and can be described by a reduced

set of equations. Furthermore, it is often useful to limit .-.

the engagement to two dimensions as an aid to understanding.

This is considered further in the next section.

P

e.% .- . '
48-9 .
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V. SIMPLIFIED DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF A PLANAR ENGAGEMENT: A .,

hypothetical missile-target engagement in a horizontal plane

is shown in Fig. 3. A moving coordinate system is

established with its center at the missile's center of mass

-and with its x axis aligned with the longitudinal axis of

the missile. The position of the coordinate system at the *%

beginning of the engagement is used to locate an inertial

coordinate system for the problem. The Euler equations for

this three degree-of-freedom system are

+ VVA (19)

+-t1A ++ SR (20)

ICC
, ~ ., .-,,

fiS ,.- 6P +( 1

.. .,. ..

The side-slip angle the Euler angle L, and the LOS angle L

are given by

~OAA. ~j(22)

2 (23)

+ T (24)

The position of the missile with respect to inertial

coordinates is given by

48-10
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"- " - .sI (25)

V', .. .%

It~ = DacaL (26)

Additional simplifications are possible if the missile is -'--

considered to be a point mass instead of a rigid body. In

this case the need for a set of missile-fixed coordinates is I S

avoided. Taking the x axis to be coincident with the

initial line of sight (ILOS), and for further simplicity,

restricting both missile and target acceleration to be

perpendicular to the ILOS, the situation pictured in Fig. 4 . .-.

is obtained. The major variables of interest are the net

displacement of the target from the missile in the y p

direction, the net nelocity in this direction v, the current

LOS angle , and the current distance to the target along

the ILOS, R. The dynamics of this engagement are given by

"= 0 T - O-M (27)

L~- 1 I(23)

While greatly simplified, these equations nevertheless are

convenient to use and help in gaining insight into the .. "'a

problem. '-
. . ... %
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VI. CONTROL THEORETIC APPROACH TO~ CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN: -

Conventional missile autopilot design assumes that the a
missile guidance system presents commanded accelerations to

%%

the control system such that, if followed exactly by the

missile, the target will be intercepted. The guidance

systems inevitably use some variation of the proportional -'.* . -.

navigation law to generate the acceleration commands. ".

Proceeding from this point control system design is

straightforward and both classical and modern methods have

been used successfully 2 ,3. For example, if the target is

assumed to move with constant velocity in the horizontal -

plane, the dynamic moiel equations become
4  %-%

'3-. (29) ~

(30) "

and the performance index is

a-,, % .,2
4-'

The linear-quadratic optimal control problem is, then, to ...

find the feedback control that minimizes Eq. 31 subject to

the constraints imposed by Eqs. 29 and 30. The solution is

OL IJ (32 % %-

,,
4 .

v* 4%,,P ,,

It is interesting to note that when the terminal miss

distance is forced toward zero by weighting c very heavily, .

48-12
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and if the LOS angle is small, the control law becomes .5...

O.~~~~~~~ -U - 09 ".:., R< -+

(tf~t.)J(33)

if VC is the closing velocity along the LOS then the LOS

angle is '.5 5%

(34)

>.::-.'-.;:

V- (t - t) P,

and the acceleration is given by '-' V
Ct 5 Vc 7 55 55

= - ._-3V 35

which is a mathematical statement of the proportional .- :.._

navigation law.
,' ,.- ... ~

In actual system design, of course, the missile dynamic

model is based on the more complete six degree-of-freedom

equations, similar to Eqs. 5 through 10. Dealing with these *
4'.--. 

"  
U

equations as a coupled set is a formidable challenge, "-',,
, . 5.+..-....'

however, and a variety of simplifying, often decoupling,

assumptions have been made by various authors2 ,3. -

VII. GAME THEORETIC APPROACH TO CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN: If

the target is assumed to be capable of taking intelligent

evasive action based on its sense of the missile's motion, a -

game theoretic approach may be more appropriate than the ...

control theoretic approach. Mathematically, the problem is "'- 4'

formulated by asuming that while the missile tries to

4'. . .% '

48-13
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minimize a performance index based on miss distance, the ?

target tries to maximize it. An appropriate performace -u
index is : . .

where b is the cost weighting factor on miss distance, cM-1

weights the cost of accelerating the missile, and CT-I"'

weights the cost of accelerating the target. The dynamic

equations of constraint are

S b,

v " VT 3 7")

%

. 1 , js

The control problem is to find a feecback control for the

missile that will minimize the miss distance in spite of the

target's optimal evasive maneuvers. The solution of this

mini-max problem is4

O. C-,)( o -.. ,

(40 ~......,

C.M~CL G-.-.. .- r

It is interesting to note that if the miss distance is • •

heavily weighted and the LOS angle is small Eq. 39 becomes

48-14
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S_ V (41) "
M)

which is again the law of proportional navigation with

navigation constant

NT (42). .- ,

CM

In the case of a non-manuevering target, the navigation

constant becomes 3, while if the missile is assumed to be,

say, twice as maneuverable as the target, the navigation

constant becomes 6.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS: The missile-target engagement is

clearly an example of a coupled dynamic system where motion

of the missile influences motion of the target and vice

versa. To make the problem more tractable it is usually

assumed that the target's motion is completely known, a'

priori, throughout the encounter. More specifically, it is

often assumed that the target has constant velocity. This

allows decoupling of the missile-target equations and .W.C%

permits separate design of the guidance and control systems.

The optimal solution then becomes a proportional navigation

guidance system feeding commands to an acceleration-tracking

autopilot.

A more general approach to the problem accounts for the

48-15
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intelligent evasive action of the target and uses optimal I-

differential game theory to design an integrated guidance-

control system. Using this approach, Anderson 5 has shown,

for several simple examples, that the game theoretic

approach produces smaller miss distances than the optimal

control approach. This topic should be explored further to .

more fully understand the relationships between the two

methods and their relative advantages and disadvantages. S
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X. FIGURES:
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Fig. 1. Missile-target engagement in three dimensions.

. -, ,L. %, _ .
V,
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,-..- .\

Fig. 2. Inertial and missile-principal-axes coordinate

systems. --
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30RAZINE REACTIONS

Wilton Flemon

j,) FRACT

It has being known that certain covalently bonded cyclic compounds containing - .

boron atoms linked to nitrogen atoms, externally bonded to nitro groups, amino 4D

substituents or polyintroaliphatic groups, were useful in the manufactures of

chemicals that may be useful as propellanto ×plosives or other energetic

related substances. The parent compound borazine (Stock, 1933) has been of

especial interest in the preparation of these materials.

The direct or indirect preparation of these compounds by nitrolysis, aminolysis

and/or polynitroalkylation of some N-tertiary aliphatic-B-haloborazines may be a

route to the synthetic preparation of some of these compounds. Convenient

methods to directly synthesize some N-aliphatic-or aryl-B-chloro or

bromoborazine are known, however, direct synthesis of N-aliphatic-or aryl-B- o

fluoroborazine has been reporled with difficulty (Steinberg, 1966 and Greenwood, ',

1954). Methods of dehydrofluorination of boron trifluoride amine adducts using

metals (Kraus, 1930), metal hydrides (Lang, 1963) or organonetallic compounds

(Dornov, 1958) involves vigorous conditions, that are not suited to general

laboratory application. B-Trifluoroborazine was reported to be indirectly

synthesized (Niedenzu, 1962, 1963) and (Laubengayer, 1963). Other procedures

using radical conditions (Wiberg, 1951) or difficultly obtainable reagents (Sujishi. - .

1957) gave unsatisfactory results.

49-2
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Amine adducts using metals (Kraus, 1930), metal hydrides (Lang, 1963) or.,... ,p.

organometallic compounds (Dornov, 1958) involved vigorous conditions, that are

not suited to general laboratory applications. B-trifluoroborazine was indirectly "

prepared (Niedenzu, 1962, 1963) and (Laubengayer, 1963) or difficultly obtained

reagents (Sujishi, 1957) gave unsatisfactory results.

Harris, 1969, reported that N-tri-primary alky-B-trifluoroborazines were readily

prepared by dehydrofluorinating primary amine adducts of boron trifluoride

etherate or salts of fluoroboric with adducts of hindered, preferably tertiary

amines with boron trifluoride.

This method was used to attempt to synthesize N-tri-tertiary butyl-B-

trifluoroborazine, N-tri-acetyl-B-trimethylborazine and N-tri-tertiary butyl-B-

trimethylborazine which would serve as precursors in the nitrolysis reactions.

Attempts to synthesize the compounds failed. %

Harris, 1969, reported that N-tri-alkyl-B-trifluoroborazines were readily

prepared by dehydrofluorinating primary amine adducts of boron trifluoride-%

etherate or salts of fluoroboric acid with adducts of hindered, preferably tertiary

amine adducts with boron trifluoride.

The method of Harris, 1969, used to attempt to synthesize N-tri-tertiary butyl-

trifluoroborazine, N-tri-acetyl-B-tri-nethylborazine and N-tri-tertiary butyl-B-

trimethylborazine, compounds which serve as precursors in nitrolysis reactions. %

Attempts to synthesize these compounds were unsuccessful.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

-L%

Cyclic borazine of empirical formula, B3N3 H6 (Stock, 1933 and Finch, 1969) and

its derivatives containing compounds where amino substituents, polynitroaliphatic

alkyl groups or nitro groups attacked to boron and/or nitrogen ring atoms is of -_ AL

great interest to Edwards AFB Astronautics Laboratory.

It is belived that the introduction of such groups onto borazine would generate

new compounds that may contain certain energetic properties that would be

useful in explosives, propellants and other energetic type substances.

My research interests have been in the area of organic synthetic reactions in

aprotic solvents; the preparation of alternative substances that may be useful as --

explosives and new techniques used in the synthesis of new energetic compounds.

49-5
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Many synthetic routes to energetic compounds are derived at through analog of ,%'N
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT). It is believed, however, that certain derivatives of

borazine containing amino substituents, polynitroaliphatic alkyl groups or nitro

group may be more effective energetic ingredients to modify the burn rates '

achievable in solid rocket propellants, explosives or other explosively energetic

materials.

Dr Robert Chapman communicated with me, during the spring 1987, expressing

interest in initiating new synthetic routes that possibly would lead to some

energetic substances by the use of borazine derivatives.

During my pre-summer visit, I found chemicals and equipment available at the _

Astronautics Laboratory that were needed to attenpt three borazine reactions.

A library search (Harris, 1969) haa inaicated that a possible reaction scheme may P..

be applicable in the synthesis of the compounds in mind.

It was decided to begin my Summer Faculty Research Program by attempting to

synthesize N-tri-tertiary butyl-B-trifluoroborazine; followed by attempting to

prepare, by analogy, N-tri-acetyl-B-trinethylborazine and N-tri-tertiary butyl-
.- %- ...-:

B-tri-methylborazine.

Synthetic routes to N-alkyl or aryl-B-trifluorobroazines received little attention

during the years since Niedenzu, 1962, and Laubengayer, 1963, described their

preparation employing the transhalogenation reaction between [3- 01

trichloroborazines and TiF4 or SbF 3. Noth, 1969, reported that the reactions of

49-6 N~



Bf with either silylamines of the types (CH 3 )3 SiNHR or (CH 3 )3 Si 2 NCH 3 to
B3 w3t eihe s3ya e or 2n t3es

give B-trifluoroborazines, along with (CH 3 )3SiF and in the former case, S

RNH 2 .BF 3 as well. Miller, 1968, indicated that B-tris(alkylamino-N-tri-

alkylborazines and B-tris(orylamino-N-tri-arylborazines may be prepared almost

quantitatively by employing the appropriate stoichiometry in the reaction A I

between boron trichloride and an alkyl-or arylamine. The borazines so formed A.

react with boron trifluoride or boron trifluoride etherate to give fair yields of B-

trifluoro-N-trialkyl-and B-trifluoro-N-triarylborazines. These are indirect

syntheses of B-trifluoroborazines.

However, Harris, 1969, reported that a convenient direct aminolysis of boron

trifluoride or boron trifluoride etherate gives good yields of N-trialkyl-B-

trifluoroborazines, when a suitable dehydrofluorinating reagent, usually a

sterically hindered tertiary amine uoron trifluoride adduct was emnployed, under

selected stoichiometry. In general the procedure (Beachley, 1968, Turner, 1958, '

Butcher, 1965 and Muetteries, 1975) involved mixing of reagents at room "--
.-- .,1, :*

temperature in an aprotic solvent such as benzene, ether, toluene or
N N %

chlorobenzene. This is then heated to reflux, for several hours, where the

borazine is formed, dissolved in the aprotic solution.

Ill.

a. All reagents (except boron trifluoride etherate which had been

previously distilled under house vacuum and refrigerated) were obtained from

laboratory supply houses. The usual precautions necessary for moisture sensitive 'n,-I

compounds were employed. Some drybox and vacuum line manipulation were

used. Standard microlaboratory equipment was used. i
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Amines obtained from laboratory suppliers were refluxed and distilled before ,,

use. Methylboron dibromide was refluxed and distilled prior to use. ,Melting U _N, 'W

points were obtained using a Thomas Hoover Uni-melt Capillary Melting Point

Apparatus. Proton nmr spectra were obtained using a JEOL FX-90Q FT-NMP "AR-'

Spectrometer (25°C). Infrared spectra were obtained using a Nicolet FT-IP,

Model SSXC Spectrometer. 2..

. °-~ ..

b. In a typical reaction boron trifluoride etherate (0.016 mol) or

methylboron dibromide (dissolved in benzene) was added in 10-25 minutes to a

stirred solution of (0.01 mol) diisopropylethylamine or triethylamine (dissolved in..i

benzene) and (0.06 mol) tertiary butvlamine or acetamide (dissolved in benzene).

The reaction mixture was stirred ana heated (30-80 ) to reflux for several hours :...

(8 hours er otie overnight). The white, yellow to ta n crystals and

colorless solution originally formed being sometimes replaced by a rust colored

slurry mixture containing a two layer system with solid crystals dispersed ".- '

throughout both layers. After filtration, separation of layers and concentration

of top layers, sublimation of both layers (e00-210°/0.Smm-I.m 6 o Hg) produced -

yellow to rust to tan solids; melting points extended over wide tesperture

ranges. "[:.

c. Attempted synthesis of () N-tri-tertlairy butyl--tri-fluoroor( zile (2)

N-tri-acetyl-B-trimethylborzine and (3) N-tri-terbtiory n r bet -B-at i ( s v nb•e.,

trimethylborazine. The synthesis of these compounds were atte~rnpted (s

descirbed above and as described by Harris, 1969. In alI case a two lver s/stern

formed with insoluble white t w to t n solid material disperstad throuqhott

the layers. Filtration of the solids, concentration of the top benzene layer

produced an oil; sublimation ( 100-210C/.Slaer Hg-1I.5'nmH ) of oth oily lau rs

49- 8 .
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

7W

a. The attempted synthesis of N-tri-tertiary butyl-B-trifluoroborazine, N-

tri-acetyl-B-trimethylborazine and N-tri-tertiary butyl-B-trimethyl by the

method outlined be Harris, 1969, was not successful.

b. Attempts to communicate with Harris, 1969, will be made.

c. The amines used diisopropylethylamine and triethylamine, are of .. V

critical importance to the reaction. Their alkyl groups should be large enough to

reduce the stability of the adducts. The chemistry is not well defined that

describes the mechanism of effective dehydrofluorinating reagents (Curwell,

1967, Turner, 1965, and Pollock, 1962). More investigation into the chemistry of P. -

these adducts should be continued. ,

d. Further investigation should be undertaken inorder to determine the %

influence of solvents toward the formation of these borazines. Benzene was the

only solvent employed during this program. The effect of other solvents,

particularly chlorobenzene, ether, toluene, and triethylamine should be further

look at. P

* . -*.-..." ,-

% 0,

. S
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V,

produced yellow to tanish solids. In all cases that solid produced melting points

with wide temperature ranging; (I) 100-120°C, (2) 85-950 C (3) 60-650 C. Proton

nmr spectra in all cases were complex including mixtures. IR spectra were

suggesting salts.

,,% --% d, '

--. -.. -,

%

'%. ,.

4 %
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CHEMICAL AND SPECTROSCOPIC EVALUATION OF ANTIMONY SULFIDES

by

Dennis R. Flentge

ABSTRACT

Samples of Sb 2 S 3 , Sb2S4, and Sb 2Ss were examined using infrared,

Raman, and quantitative techniques to determine what factors contri-

bute to the ability of Sb 2 S 4 to enhance the lubricating ability of

MoS2. The antimony sulfides were extracted using either isooctane or

carbon disulfide and the extracted material was examined using infra-

red spectroscopy. No definite conclusions were reached concerning

the source of the enhancing ability of the Sb 2S4 ,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solid lubricants which could operate in the temperature range of

315-5400C and which could be used in roller bearings in small turbine

engines have been the target of recent research.1 , 2 Centers has

studied the role of bulk additives in a series of mixtures which VZ

contained MoS 2 as the lubricant. He found that the essential mechan-

ism for the enhancement of the lubricating ability of the MoS 2 was '

the ability of the additive to deform "...at asperity contact temper-

atures to permit and retain the tribologically preferred orientation

of the solid lubricant."2

Performance of the additives generally followed a linear rela-

tionship that depended on the hardness of the additive. One sub-

stance, Sb2S4 showed better than normal behavior. It was of

interest, therefore, to examine this compound in more detail to de-

termine which of its structural or chemical properties contributed to .

its above average performance as an additive. V

My research background includes a significant involvement in A
infrared and raman spectroscopy, two techniques that could be used to .%

examine the antimony sulfides. My previous experience in the lubri- %

cation labs at Wright-Patterson AFB gave me a general understanding

of the important properties of lubricants. ,

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

In order to study the structure and chemical properties of the

antimony sulfides the following goals were set for this summer's

work:

1. To use separation techniques to prepare a set of pure samples of &

the antimony sulfides. %,

44. (-4or%
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2. To use infrared spectroscopy to study the bonding of the surface

species in the antimony sulfides.

3. To apply a series of appropriate spectroscopic techniques to

analyze the structure of the antimony sulfides.

III. EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES

Samples of Sb 2 S 3 , Sb 2S4, and SbSs were treated with carbon

disulfide and/or isooctane in a Soxhlet extraction apparatus in an

attempt to remove any molecular sulfur from the solid samples. Sam-

pie weight loss during the extraction process ended after about 7

hours of extraction time. The extraction solvent was evaporated and

the mass of residue was measured. Sb 2 S3 showed no weight loss, Sb2 S4

showed a very small weight loss, and Sb 2 Ss displayed a weight loss of

about 15%. The mass of the residue matched the weight loss of the

samples very well.

Quantitative analysis of the samples using a standard potassium

permanganate solution3 gave the results shown in Table 1. (The pro-

cedure described in reference 3 can be modified when pure antimony

sulfide samples are used. The dissolution step in hot concentrated

sulfuric acid can be eliminated and the sulfides can be dissolved

directly in cold concentrated hydrochloric acid. The solution should

be gently heated to drive off the hydrogen sulfide before the perman-

ganate titration can be done.) Samples of the tetrasulfide and the

pentasulfide seem to show an impurity present that was not removed

with the oxtracting solvent. There is evidence that antimony exists ...,.4_

in the +3 oxidation state in Sb 2 SS. 4 The amount of sulfur extracted .

from the Sb2Ss sample leaves a stoichiometric ratio of Sb to S that

is very close to that for Sb2S 3 . '.
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Table 1. Percent Sb in Antimony Sulfide Samples

Sample Unextracted Extracted Theoretical
w/isooctane w/GS2 Value

Sb2S3  71.70 71.69

Sb2S4 63.05 63.05 65.51

Sb2 s 57.59 69.46 60.30

IV. INFRARED STUDIES

Infrared studies were completed using the diffuse reflectance

attachment of a Nicolet X60 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrophoto-

meter. Figures 1-7 contain the infrared spectra for the unextracted

and extracted antimony sulfide samples, sulfur extracted from Sb 2 Ss,

and pure sulfur. Table 2 summarizes the peaks observed.

Sb 2 S3 shows virtually no detail in its ir spectrum. Perhaps the

dark surface does not reflect enough energy to provide adequate de-

tail in the spectrum. Comparison of the spectra of extracted and

unextracted Sb2S4 shows only one significant change--the disappear-

ance of the band at 1693 cm-'. There is a band at 1677 cm-1 in the

spectrum of the extracted sulfur from Sb 2Ss which may be associated

with the same vibration as the band at 1693 cm-. However, there is

no evidence for this band in the spectrum of unextracted Sb2S$ al-

though it may be hidden under the band at 1624 cm-1. This band and

the one centered around 3400 cm- 1 are most likely associated with

water that is adsorbed on the sample.5

It is interesting to note that many of the bands seen in the

spectra of the antimony sulfides are seen in the spectrum of the ex-

tracted sulfur and of pure sulfur. One could draw the conclusion

that some of the detail in the antimony sulfide spectra is from sul-

fur which has been trapped within the sulfide structure. This would

50-6 ''3
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Table 2. Infrared Bands for Sb2S4, Sb2Ss, and Sulfur

Sb2S4 Sb2S4 Sb2S4 Sb2Ss Sb2S5  Sulfur Sulfur
unext ext w/ ext w/ unext ext w/ ext. from pure

isooctane CS2 CS2 Sb 2 S 5  -

3410 3400 3611
3160

3084vw
3058 3055 3058
3024 3026 3023 2984v
2954 2952 2949 2960 2958 2953vw
2918 2920 2921 2923 2917 2921vw
2853 2865 2872 2855 2851 2853wv

2724
2669
2150
2032

1866 1866 1862
1778w 1779vw 1781w 1.778

1738
1718

1693 1680 1677 1690 411
1602 1303 1603 1624 1626 1611

1583
1515

1458 1455 1457 1459
1374 1374 1372 1394 1406 1376

1351vw 1358
1300 1300 ..

1283 , .
1209

1142 1148 1141 1122 1128 1153 1123vw
1019 1021 1044 1085 1046
994 994 999 989 994 984vw

929 934 938
901 899

869
839 842 841

772 782 754vw
728 727 728 717 708
694 692 698vw 680 679

656 656
622 625 629vw 616 611

591 581 582
546 546

462w 469 470 467
434 431

be consistent with the fact that Sb 2S3 shows virtually no ir bands

and also gave up no sulfur to the extraction process.

50-13
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The origin of bands above 2800 cm-1 is not easily discerned.

This is typically a region in which C-H stretching bands appear.

Stretching vibrations from an S-H bond should be nearer 2600 cm-' .W

However, there should be no hydrogen present in the sample so the

origin is even more puzzling. The bands could come from impurities

introduced into the sample at some point in its preparation. It

should be noted that very weak bands appear at 2853, 2921, and 2953 Ir

cm-1 in the sublimed sample studied. These bands disappeared from

the spectrum of Sb 2Ss upon extraction and appeared as reasonably S

strong bands in the sulfur that was extracted.

V. OTHER SPECTROSCOPIC TECHNIQUES

An unsuccessful attempt to record Raman spectra for the sulfides

was made. The samples were poor scatterers of the laser light and

only the plasma lines from the laser were observed.

Other individuals in the laboratory began differential scanning

calorimetry and thermogravimetric analysis. Initial results have not

produced definitive data.

Samples have been sent out to a lab which specializes in Moss-

bauer spectroscopy. Results have not been returned at this point.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Results from the extraction and quantitative analysis experi-

ments indicate that most of the free sulfur is readily extractable

using carbon disulfide or isooctane as the solvent. Quantitative

analysis of extracted Sb 2 S4 and Sb 2 Ss samples indicates that a small ---

percent of some substance, presumably sulfur, remains in the sulfide. .N

Infrared spectra of Sb2S4 support this observation.

50-14
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The following experiments could add understanding to the data

reported above.

1. Extraction of Sb2S4 to get a sample of sulfur for infrared anal-

ysis.

2. Elemental analysis of the antimony sulfides and the extracted

sulfur could determine if some impurities are present which are

contributing to the infrared spectra.

3. Heating samples of pure Sb2S4 and of a mixture of MoS2 and Sb 2S 4  , , -.

to temperatures used in the tribological studies and recording

ir spectra (after cooling to room temperature).

4. DSC and TGA studies should be performed on the sulfides.

5. Extraction at lower temperature should be attempted to determine

if the extraction procedure itself is contributing to the

formation of free sulfur in the samples.

%1

~-- %
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The Evaluation of a Thermal-Hydraulic Design

of a Fixed Particle Bed Reactor and

Suggested Model Revisions

by

L. D. Flippen, Jr.

The thermal-hydraulic model used by the Brookhaven National

Laboratory in their design of a fixed particle bed nuclear reactor for

space propulsion applications has been evaluated. Possible areas of .,S

concern have been identified which suggest either further investigation

or actual model revision. Considering the extremes between the simple

Brookhaven model and a cumbersome all-inclusive model, it is suggested

that an intermediate model be used which is easily expanded (if the need ,

arises). Work has been initiated on the implementation of such an

intermediate model.
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I. INTRODUCTION*

The Fixed Particle Bed Reactor (FPBR) appears to be a promising 14,.9

concept for nuclear propulsion in space. Because of its novelty, the

design of a prototype FPBR should be given careful consideration. For

this reason an FPBR design from Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is

currently being evaluated by the Air Force Astronautics Laboratory

(AFAL) at Edwards Air Force Base. As part of this evaluation process,

the remainder of this paper outlines some of the concerns of the author

in connection with the BNL design. This document is not intended to be a

comprehensive assessment of the design. The main effort centers on the ",

core thermal-hydraulics, since this, (in combination with its structural

consequences), had apparently provided the main limitations to past

nuclear propulsion designs (Fraas, 1986). This design evaluation was

based on the BNL design as presented by Botts et. al. (1983) and Powell

et. al. (1987). The evaluation process ultimately lead the author to

suggest ways to upgrade and expand the mathematical model used for the

thermal-hydraulics design.

The authors background in nuclear engineering and mechanical

engineering, with an emphasis in the thermal-fluid sciences, forms the

fundamental basis of the author's qualifications to do the work carried

out in this report. Though the author has not had prior experience

specifically in porous media flow and heat transfer, nuclear propulsion,

or particle bed reactors, this was not considered to be a serious

handicap. In fact, a lack of prior bias in these areas may be perceived as

being beneficial to an impartial evaluation of the design.

51-4 0



II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The Air Force Astronautics Laboratory is supporting the AFSC

Forecast II initiative PT-02, Safe Compact Nuclear Propulsion. AFAL has

solicited the National Laboratories for their conceptual nuclear reactor

designs that may be applicable to space nuclear propulsion. Design

considerations are: compactness, light weight, low nuclear fuel

inventory, non-criticality potential during launch, high temperature

operation (3000K), disposal after use, and economics. Three National

Laboratories submitted designs or indicated their interest: Brookhaven

National Laboratory (BNL) with their particle bed nuclear reactor, Idaho .

National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) with their Small Nuclear Reactor

Engine (SNRE) design, and Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) with .%% %%

their version of the SNRE. AFAL is currently in the process of evaluating

these conceptual designs to determine technology and safety issues. The

plan is to downselect to two concepts by April 1988 for component

evaluation. One concept is to be the particle bed reactor and the other

design is to be based on the solid core design.

The particle bed nuclear reactor and the solid core nuclear reactor

designs as submitted by the National Laboratories are being evaluated
,4- '..

and assessed by AFAL as to their technological attainability and safety

concerns. Initially, the author was asked to look over the submitted

designs for the purpose of identifying key issues of concern with a

subsequent narrowing of scope to the investigation of an area of one
o

Idesign in more detail. It was decided that the particle bed nuclear

51-5
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reactor design of BNL, being the design with the greatest potential

benefits but also the greatest uncertainty as to its feasibility, was the

one to concentrate on. Little time was actually spent in the evaluation

of the other two designs since the time allocated to the author was too

limited to assess all three designs adequately. For similar reasons, the

scope of the investigation was narrowed to the thermal-hydraulics .

aspects of the BNL design after an initial overview of the whole design

by the author.

Ill. MORE GENERAL THERMAL-HYDRAULICS MODELS:
S

Probably the best way to document the areas of possible concern

in the thermal-hydraulics model used by BNL in their FPBR design is to

first develop a more general model which relies upon fewer assumptions. .

This is carried out in great detail in the full report of this work (Flippen, ell

1987), of which this is a greatly condensed version (required because of

the page limitation imposed on reports submitted to Universal Energy

Systems for AFOSR). The more general model developed assumes: steady

state, single phase flow, an effectively homogenized fuel bed, a Darcy's

Law form for bed flow resistance, negligible external forces (such as

gravity, etc.), and that the main density variations in the gas are due to

heating. Limitations on the various correlations used are also discussed.

The original (full) fuel bed gas flow model, derived in the full report, can

be summarized as:

(D p ),i -0- (1A)
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for the fuel bed pressure P and

D [(4A IP,iJ + B2 )1/ 2 -B] /(2A IP,i) (1 B)

The mass flow rate per unit area is then found (for Gi - p Ui) by '.A- "..

. . %=

Gi  -DP,i (1C)

(which is a form of Darcy's Law). The results are analogous to

sourceless heat conduction. (Cartesian tensor notation has been used, b" .\

along with the usually associated summation convention.) One solves the

elliptic system (1 A) and (1 B) subject to the boundary conditions

ni Gi -ni D P,i prescribed on all or part of S

- prescribed normal mass flow rate per unit area

and K,

P prescribed on all or part of S

where S is the surface boundary enclosing the bed and ni is its outward .5,.

unit normal vector at any given point. The energy equations are:

C Gi T, i  (%),i +  g +  (pT/p) Gi P,"" "

+ pD + R + hg (AN)f (Tf - T) (2) *

51-7
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[Keff (Tf),i],i- (Oradi), i + 0 - R - hg (A/V)f (Tf - T) = 0 (3)

for the gas and the particle fuel bed, with the additional constitutive

equations: N,

3
A 1.75(1 - E)/[E pgd] (4A)

B 150(1- E)2kt[Epgd2] (4B)

and

hg K Nu/d (5A)
g g

Nu - Nu(E,Re,Pr) (5B) ':

Pr - Cp L/K (5C) .

g 9

Re- d 1Gil/1i (5D)

and also

% 5 - - -. 
* - -. ,. .5. ,

Q- w F (within V) (6A)

where

W - f FdV (6B)Pth / Iv •

.- .,...: .

where the full explanation of the notation and symbols can be found in

Flippen's report (1987).

The Brookhaven National Laboratory fuel bed model, which leaves

51-8 I
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out many of the physical phenomena that is included in the above model,

can be summarized as:

r
P(r) - Po + m2/(4rr 2) f r A(T(r,z))/r 2 dr'0

+ m/(2rr) f B(T(r',z))/r dr' (7A)
r

r
T(r) - T0 - 2rr/m 'r [Q(r')/Cp]r' dr' (7B)

0

G(r) = m/(2rrr) - mH/(2TrrH) - rn/Ar (7C)

Tf = Q/[hg (AN)f] + T (7D)

where n is the total mass flow rate through the fuel bed. This, along

with equations (4), (5), and (6), is the model used by Botts et. al. (pg.

A2-1 to A2-4, 1983). This is an extremely simple model of the thermal

behavior of the bed and a number of unsupported assumptions have been ,,*"."

made. Strictly speaking, each term neglected should be accompanied by

at least an order-of-magnitude analysis to lend plausibility to its being

neglected. The BNL design did not include such estimates.

Another potential problem with the BNL model was also found. The

promotion of a uniform gas exit temperature from the hot frit is a BNL

design goal. However, it is shown in the full report (Flippen, 1987) that

a pure-radial-flow model and the control of axial flow distribution at

the inlet to maintain uniform outlet temperature are not, in general,

compatible. If one desires to approach the axial 0 variation problem by

varying the frit porosity then the author recommends the use of a model, '"

51-9
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such as equations (8), which does not depend upon the pure-radial-flow -

assumption. The BNL design (Botts et. aL., pg. 19, 1983, and Powell et.

al., 1987) uses variation of frit porosity for flow control with a ' i

pure-radial-flow model.

A model which is intermediate between the above models, whichi P'-

was intitially recommended above the other two for the initial modeling

efforts, is:

(DPi),i -0 (8A)

D [(4A IP,il + B2 )1 12 - B ]/(2A IP,il) (8B) !

in conjunction with

C Gi T, i - Q (8C)
pp

and

Gi  - D P,i (81D)

where equations (4) determine temperature dependent A and B, (which

requires T as input from (8C)). The source 0 is input from (6). The Tf

distribution may then be found via

Tf - Q/[hg (A/V)f] + T (8E)

where hg is obtained from equations (5).

51-10 S
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A great deal of BNL's claims concerning the feasibility (and also

expected superior performance) of their FPBR design are apparently I -

based on calculations using the simple pure-radial-flow model given in

this section. Because of this, the author regards the suggested

modifications and questions raised in connection with the BNL model as

being more than just refinements to their model. Finally, the stability of

the flow through the fuel element is a consideration that needs to be

addressed by BNL.

IV. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH FRIT AND PLENUM DESIGN:

Botts et. al. (pg. 19, 1983) have advocated a pressure drop of 2/3

of the packed bed pressure drop for the two frits. The reason for this is

"to maintain relatively uniform coolant flow in the presence of small

local variations in bed voidage". Row distribution control using frit

porosity is very similar to distributor design in fluidized beds (Kunii and

Levenspiel, pg. 86-90, 1969). Kunii and Levenspiel recommend the use of

Minimum 6 Pdistributor

- Max {U0. Pbed, 100Prr, 35 cm H2 0} .,

.- .. '

where one can interpret "distributor" as being analogous to frit. The

a P. represents the pressure drop equivalent to the "resistance to

rearrangement" of the incoming gas, which Kunii and Levenspiel say can

be conservatively estimated as the pressure drop due to expansion into I

51-11
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the inlet plenum from the inlet connection in the case of distributor

design. The Botts et. al. estimate of roughly 1/3 8Pbed per frit is

certainly larger than the 0.1 6Pbed Kunii recommendation, but the Botts

et. al. estimate apparently ignores the 100 8Prr estimate. Fraas (pg.

116, 1982) gives an estimate for distributor pressure drop as 20 to 30

per cent of bed pressure drop, but he also ignores the 100 6 Prr

contribution. The 6 Prr for the FPBR design of BNL may possibly be .

significantly higher than that found in commercial fluidized bed

applications. The reason the author suspects that this could be true is

found in a comparison of inlet plenum flow conditions. In a commercial

fluidized bed the inlet connection establishes a flow roughly in a line

perpendicular to the bed distributor surface and the comparatively large

plenum probably enhances uniformity of flow conditions into the

distributor. In the FPBR design of BNL the flow into the cold frit plenum

is largely axial and the plenum is relatively thin. This would seem to

indicate that much of the cold frit plenum gas flow kinetic energy is

inherently in opposition to entrance into the frit and the flow is likely to

be highly non-uniform axially along the frit as well. The turning of

flows in relatively short distances is not a trivial problem and it can

often lead to such phenomena as local recirculation. Large &Prr values

for the FPBR design could require a very large pressure drop across the

cold frit, which would greatly affect other aspects of the FPBR design.

For example, higher required pressures may affect the propellant

compressor design. Also, large frit pressure drops could potentially

51-12 .'
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cause large static and vibrational (gas flutter) stresses within the fuel

element (Fraas,1986). It is possible that the modern (carbon-carbon * W

with ZrC coating) frit materials contemplated by BNL can withstand %

these stresses should they develop. This needs to be demonstrated.

The objection to the previous argument might be raised, initially,

that commercial distributor design goals include the promotion of

uniform gas flow through the distributor, whereas FPBR design tries to

promote a non-uniform one for flow control. This argument seems to the

author to be irrelevant however. The basic idea behind the use of the 100

&Prr contribution is that one is trying to "force" the gas to flow through

the distributor (frit) with a desired distribution despite its inertial

tendencies to the contrary in the inlet plenum. This is done by having the

"forcing term" 6 Pfrit dominate the "resistance term" & Prr by one or more ;/- -

orders of magnitude. To the author, this line of reasoning holds whether

one's goal is a uniform gas flow through the distributor (frit) or a

specified (desirable) non-uniform flow distribution through the "

distributor (frit). The design of the cold frit plenum could be revised to

reduce 6Prr if it is found to be needed. This may involve enlargening the

plenum and the introduction of more radially inward flowing connections

to the outer wall of the plenum along its axial length. This would surely

affect the neutronics and the moderator heat transfer rates in a

significant way, however, and may be impractical to manufacture.
*,- . -= A

An alternative approach, if &Prr is sufficiently large to warrant -

it, would be to consider the detailed thermal-hydraulics of the cold . '

plenum-cold frit-fuel bed-hot frit-hot plenum as an integral unit. One
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would not try to maintain some pre-determined cold frit flow

distribution via a cold frit porosity distribution and a large frit pressure

drop. Instead, one would compromise with a lower frit pressure drop and

vary the cold frit axial porosity distribution to obtain the best gas -

temperature distribution that one could get under the circumstances via

calculations with the component-integrated model. The gas flow

distribution through the cold frit would then be part of the results of the

calculation. This approach could probably be enhanced by the use of axial

fuel concentration variation in the bed. Obviously, cold frit plenum

design will also involve moderator cooling concerns. I ...

Whatever approach is ultimately taken to frit-plenum design, the

analysis used in the design should take into account the literature on

porous wall duct flow. Rohsenow et. al. (pg. 7-141 to 7-148 and 7-173

to 7-174, 1985) states that flow separation and reverse flow is possible

for porous wall flows with suction, for example. Rohsenow et. al. also

discusses turbulence in porous wall duct flows.

V. RECOMMENDA :'""

It is recommended that a more detailed, generalized model of the

fuel element be developed which integrates at least the fuel bed, frits,. ,

cold frit inlet plenum, and hot frit outlet plenum. The model should

address the issues raised in the full report and is certain to require more

extensive computer coding for its implementation. It is the authors "

opinion that the model should be developed before large scale

experiments are carried out. It is recommended that a computer code be .

51-14 -P J"-...i
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developed that has a very modular structure. The interaction between

model-modification and experimental results should ultimately lead to

enhanced insight as to how the fuel element realistically behaves and

why. Ultimately, neutronics calculations, moderator cooling concerns,
stress on structural components, etc. can be integrated into the model I

for actual FPBR design.

Originally, the model given by (8) was recommended for

implementation, the details of carrying out this recommendation

appearing in the full report (Flippen, 1987). The author originally

proposed that the development of the sourceless heat conduction model ,

(8A) for the pressure distribution with an arbitrary input D be the

author's goal for the remainder of the time (about four weeks) available ,

in the summer appointment. This was essentially accomplished. Other

steps in implementing the rest of (8) (the fuel bed model) were to be

carried out as time permited, but it turned out that there was not

sufficient time to do this. During the last week of the author's

appointment, a superior approach to the problem occured to the author. %

It involves significant modification of the above computer code but the

author feels that it is worth the effort. The approach is summarized in

the following paragraphs.

A better intermediate model than the one given previously, which .'

covers the entire fuel element (not just the fuel bed), is summarized

below:

Gi  p Ui  
(9A) .
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The continuity (mass conservation) equation is:

j- 0 (9B)

The momentum conservation (Navier-Stokes) equation is:

GjUi - "P'i + (gUi,j) ,j - FijGj (9C)

The energy conservation equation is still:

C G i T,i  Q (90) 'YK
-4

and the fuel bed temperature is still found by:

Tf - Q/[hg (A/V)f] + T (9E)

where equations (4), (5), and (6) are still required. The equations for the

Fij coefficients are:

F1 1  Fxx AxG + Bx %

F12  F F - Fyx - F2 1 - 0

F22 Fyy - AyG + By (9F) .

where G is the magnitude (Euclidean norm) of the vector Gi; that is, G =

IGil u(G12 +G 2 
2 +G 32 )1/2 (Gx 2 + Gy +Gz) and where x
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represents the radial direction and y the axial direction for this case. In

the plenums the coefficients in (9F) take on the values:

whereas in the fuel bed they have the values:

Ax- Ay- A (of equation 4)

-x B y- B (of equation 4)

y

and0 wtin theplmad fritsthyae

Thoeicetgout th moe jus 0 oandlhned is tht ne*ti

y11

A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 and IC arWie ucinsfrec rt
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achieved, upgrade to a more general model is not conceptually difficult.

This is because the input Q distribution can be replaced by the right-hand -.

side of equation (2). Of course, one would then have to implement

equation (3) into the model. It is recommended that the above model be

implemented numerically on a digital computer via the methods of

Patankar (1980). The development of the computer model may very well

form the basis for a proposal for further support from the Air Force.

%

-L -

, , % ~.%
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SIFT STUDIES OF GAS PHASE ION-M3LECULE REACTIONS

by %

Dr. Lee A. Flippin
ABSTRACT--.,'

The kinetics and product distributions of gas phase reactions of '.

hydroxide ion, OH-, with organic epoxides and episulfides were studied

7N

using the Selected Ion Flow Thbe (SIFT) technique. Ethylene oxide and

ethylene episulfide apparently undergo addition of OH- followed by fast

fragmentation to afford m/e = 59 (C2H302-) and m/e =33 (HS-), respect-

ively. Propylene episulfides and epoxides with two or three C-H bonds

.j,. N,

adjacent to the three-membered ring undergo rapid proton transfer to

01-- to afford m/e = M-1 products exclusively.

Selected perfluoroalkyl metal carbonyls were synthesized for SIFT - .

1.,

stue ofeetron adtproduct dractions o a hs ecin f..
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I. INTRMaUcrON:

over the past decade-and-a-half a great deal of effort has been

devoted to the gas phase study of ion-molecule reactions which have direct

(and often extensively characterized) solution phase analogs. Among the

important reasons for such research is the goal of isolating and properly

defining the role of solvation vis-a-vis solution phase reaction dynamics.

This perspective assumes that reactions between ionic and neutral species

in the gas phase, unencumbered by solvent molecules, will lead to a

picture of the intrinsic nature of ion-molecule interactions and that, by

difference, the role of solvation in the solution phase analogs can be

evaluated. le M

The AFGL-LID group at Hanscomb Air Force Base is primarily concerned :-

with the chemistry and physics of ion-molecule reaction dynamics that have

relevance to atmospheric processes, however, this group is also interested ). r

in the application of the SIFT technique to selected non-atmospheric

reactions that may serve as useful models for evaluating ion-molecule PP

reaction theory.

My research program at San Francisco State University is directed

toward the development of new organic synthesis methods and the application -

of these methods to the construction of unusual molecules. We are also

engaged in studies toward the elucidation of fundamental reaction mechan-

isms. Our group has recently become involved in the study of solution

phase reactions of epoxides with nucleophiles, thus the opportunity to

52-4
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complement these investigations with a parallel gas phase study led to

my assignment to the AFGL-LID laboratory at Hanscomb AFB.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: i
The central objectives of the research project were two-fold: (1) to ,

compare and evaluate the kinetics of two divergent reaction pathways that

are available within the epoxide/OH- reactant system and to survey related

reactions of hydroxide ion with the sulfur analogs of epoxides and, (2) to

synthesize several perfluoroalkyl metal carbonyl compounds. which show

promise for their ability to capture thermalized electrons rapidly in the

gas phase. The SIFT technique is uniquely suited to the fulfillment of i%,.".-

the first objective and it is highly probable that the AFGL-LID SIFT can ..

be successfully adapted to glean useful information concerning the rates

and products of electron capture by the organometallic compounds that were

prepared.

, %" ,I... '=

The SIFT experiment has been described in detail elsewhere, however,

a brief description of the general features of the technique is given here. --

In a typical experiment negative ions (as well as other reactive species)

are created in the source region of the SIFT by electron bombardment of a

suitable neutral precursor; the desired ion to be studied is then selected

with a quadrupole mass filter and allowed to enter a flow tube in a stream 0

of inert buffer gas (e.g., heliuin at ca. torr). In the flow tube region

a neutral reactant is added to the buffer stream and at the downstream end

of the meter-long tube a second quadrupole mass filter is employed to
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selectively monitor the reactant ion concentration as well as any product

ions that may have been produced. The flow rates of neutral reactants, " -

count rates of reactant and product ions, and the buffer stream flow rate

are all measurable variables in the experiment and absolute rate constants

can be determined over about four orders of magnitude.

III. RESULTS: ",.

(1) The product ions and bimolecular rate constants for the room

temperature reactions of ClH- with selected epoxides and episulfides are

shown in Scheme 1.
~i"

SQ0lE 1 %%

XO\O
HO- + Gi2-CH2 m/e = 59; k = 2.1 x 10 (1)

HO- + m/e = 33; k = 1.3 x 10 (2) .- PG'

/O\ 9 .HO- + CH2 -- C-H--i3  m/e = 57; k = 1.9 x 10- (3) "

0JEW'
I03 (5j); kI . 0 i° ;HO- + G-2 -C--1 2-Qi 3  m/e = 71; k = 1.3 x 10 (4)

H-+ G12 -C-Ia (- 3)2  m/e = 67 (90%); 85 (5%); (5)
103 (5%) ; k = 4. 5 x 10-10

i- +Q-/ a--ai m/e = 73; k = 2.3 x 10-9 (6) ,

(Rate constant units are cm3molecule-isec-1)

We also studied the temperature dependence of the rate constants for

several of these reactions (Equations 1, 3, and 4 vide supra); these data

are plotted in Figure 1. ,.2
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(2) In other work supported by the USAF-UES Faculty Fellowship program p..

I -rIII
I carried out synthetic work that led to the preparation of three organo-

metallic compounds, (a) trifluoromethylmanganese pentacarbonyl, (b) tri-

fluoromethylcobalt tetracarbonyl and, (c) pentafluoroethylcobalt tetra-

carbonyl. These compounds are of interest for SIFT studies because they .e.

exhibit reasonably high vapor pressures and they have the potential ability ' N .

to attach thermalized electrons rapidly in the gas phase. Preliminary

results obtained by an unrelated method indicate that trifluoromethyl-

manganese pentacarbonyl attaches electrons nearly as rapidly as SF6
2.

A schematic synthesis of the organometallic compounds is outlined below3 :

M2(CCO)n + Na(Hg) .. a(RC)2 b C~(COn/R=CF 3 or

CF3 CF 2

heat
RCOM(CO)n/2 -C ," (,

The chemistry of these substances has not yet been explored via the SIFT
% %

technique. N '

IV. REc4ENDATIONS:

(1) The SIFT technique represents an extraordinarily valuable method

for the study of gas phase ion-molecule reaction kinetics. Based on our

initial results from the epoxide/OH- reactions, I believe that it would be

useful to extend our studies in this area. For example, I wish to design ".. _

a single epoxide substrate that will competitively react via both channels

that have been observed separately in our study of substituted vs. unsub-

52-8
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stituted epoxides with hydroxide ion. It would be quite useful to be able

to measure the temperature dependence of the ratio of proton-transfer/addi-

tion in a single substrate because the absolute rate constants of separately

measured reactions suffer from a rather large experimental uncertainty

(*30%); the relatively insensitive dependence of rate constants on temp-

erature that we have observed in the epoxide series limits the interpretation . L

of our results to qualitative terms. On the other hand, the inherent
%-. % .

uncertainty associated with measuring a product ratio in the SIFT experiment
. ,-. <.,-£

depends mostly on mass discrimination effects in the detection-end quadru-

pole mass filter-- these effects can, in theory, be evaluated very accurately

by calibration runs using well-defined reactant systems.

(2) Nbch work remains to be done in the area of electron attachment '.- . .-

studies with the organometallic compounds that we prepared. If these corn-

pounds live up to their potential for rapid electron attachment it will be

necessary to identify the ionic products of this process and to further

study their subsequent ion chemistry; again, the SIFT technique is ideally

suited for such investigations. In addition, the are many other organo-

metallic compounds that may be of interest vis-a-vis their potential to

rapidly attach electrons-- these include perfluoroalkyl derivatives of

rhenium, iron, molybdenum, tungsten, and other transition metals. .

-. V

p...'-... N.

,%. ,* ".
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Silicon Junction -DIFET Electrooptic Modulator

by 
-.

Lionel R. Friedman , %,..-

ABSTRACT

In-house work at RADC/ESO has established that crystalline silicon 
.

is an attractive waveguide medium for 1.3-1.55 =m optical transmission. D

In an effort to provide active guided-wave components in silicon, we have ,

considered a novel, double-injection transistor for the control 
of '. .

V...

concentration of electrons and 
holes are possible due to double 

injection,

and that this injected plasma substantially perturbs the refractive 
index. , -

It has also been shown that the effective index change can be controlled '- . - -.

by voltage-varable depletion widths adjacent to one or two gate electrodes. --

Numerical estimates of the injected densities and the effective index 
.2.

changes have been made for both 
of these cases. Limitations of the theory

and the role of recombination are 
discussed. c no w

P..O
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I. INTRODUCTION: .* ,

There has been considerable interest at Rome Air Development Center in

the use of crystalline silicon for guided-wave applications at the 1.3 and Nk

1.55 um wavelengths. In-house research at RADC/ESO emphasized passive 
o SL

components, such as channel waveguides. Now, there is a need to develop

active electrooptic switches and phase-shifting components. The linear ."> I

electrooptic effect vanishes in crystalline silicon because of the

centrosymmetry of the unit cell. Earlier work by myself and my present

collaborator, Dr Richard A. Soref, on strained-layer GexSil-x/Si ,. j .V

superlattices showed that the centrosymmetry of the unit cell is removed

in these ordered alloys, resulting in a nonvanishing electrooptic effect. "

This work resulted in two publications. , .

In our present work, we are studying the modification of the refractive

index by the injection of charge. Earlier experimental work has been on I -
I I

the index modification due to the injection or depletion of charge of one

sign (electrons or holes). Our present study concerns double-injection,

the simultaneous injection of electrons and holes to yield a quasi-neutral :% I,.

plasma, and the concomitant larger change this produces in the optical

index of refraction. We have made numerical estimates of the injected

densities, index changes, and the means of electrically controlling the

effective index change by voltage-variable depletion widths adjacent to

single or double reverse-bias gate electrodes. Our numerical work show

S%

these transistor structures to be viable electrooptic phase modulators.

My research interests have been in the area of compositional superlattices. P % .

53-4 1
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In particular, I have studied electron-lattice scattering, thermoelectric

power, and optical nonlinearities of these systems. My earlier cited -7

collaborative work on GecSil-x/Si strained layer superlattices, and

subsequent interest in charge injection as a means of optical phase

modulation, contributed to my assignment to this project.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The goals of this research program are to obtain an improvement in

electrooptic modulation efficiency over a single injection p-n diode .

modulator, to obtain electrooptic switching speeds in the nanosecond to ]

picosecond range, to utilize low power, and to accomplish this in 2 x 2
%. %, A.*

and 1 x 1 silicon channel-waveguide structures. %

. %

My specific objectives as a participant in the 1985 Summer Faculty Research

Program (SFRP) were several-fold. First I was to obtain numerical -,

estimates of the injected plasma densities and current densities due to

double injection, for the cases of monomolecular (constant lifetime case) , *.,

and bimolecular recombination. Secondly, in order to obtain the effective

change in the optical index of refraction and hence the phase shift, it

was necessary to compute the overlap integral of the index perturbation
A. -A. 95

with the electric field intensity of the optical wave. We found it "%.-

desireable to do this for two cases: two symmetrical depletion regions
• ,

about the central conducting channel, and a single depletion region

extending downward from an upper gate electrode. We wished to deLermine

which configuration gave the larger electromodulation efficiency. Another

objective was to access the constraints on device operation due to the

53-5 d
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requirement that the injection current densities not be excessively large, %;%

and the requirement that the depletion widths provide adequate control of

the effective index charge for gate voltages sufficiently less than breakdown %

strength. Finally, it was our goal to propose prototype transistor ,

structures, with specific dimensions and dopant densities, as the silicon

junction DIFET electrooptic modulator.

I II. '

A full report of this work can be obtained from Universal Energy Systems,

Inc. The paper, which includes twenty-three pages of text and eleven

illustrations, was submitted in August 1987 to the Journal of Applied

Physics for publication. In addition, copies of the paper can be obtained

from the authors: • -

Lionel Friedman
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Department of Electrical Engineering
Worcester, MA 01609 ,

or

Richard A. Soref
Rome Air Development Center
Solid State Sciences Directorate 5"

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731
a

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS: .

a. The results of the present study have provided numerical estimates which I

support our original contention that the silicon junction DIFET can be used .'

as an effective electrooptic modulator. It is recommended that some of the

approximation of the present work be examined more carefully. The most . _ ]

important of these are the models of bulk and surface recombination, and %

53-6 ff
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the incorporation of diffusion effects. The neglect of diffusion is common

in most theories of double injection, but its inclusion becomes increasingly

important as device dimensions shrink to micron or submicron values. Besides

analytic work, this is best treated for arbitrary geometrics by a full two-

dimensional simulation using the PISCES-II semiconductor device modeling

program. Work on this program is suggested for follow-on research.

b. In this connection, it is recommended thatithe transverse configuration -
J

be studied in which the double injection currents are perpendicular to the "' ,

direction of optical propagation. In the present study, they were taken to

be colinear.

c. It is further recommended that future work be done on a DIFET in which

the control of the effective index is by means of an insulated gate electrode,

rather than by voltage-variable depletion widths. Again, it is anticipated

that this will require two-dimensional simulation on PISCES-Il.

d. Further investigation is suggested for future research on other ways in

which charge injection can be used for phase modulation. In particular,

n-i-p-i doping superlattices have the potential of injecting large amounts of S

N.P ..~ -.,-

charge electrically or by optical excitation, and then controlling this 'A-

charge as a result of charge redistribution upon the application of an %i

electric field.
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